
At surface level, taken at face value, the Qur’an can be striking for some whilst daunting for others, especially to those 
whose hearts are not possessed of the sweet, blessed Faith. Yet, much of the Quran’s beauty and real significance is to 
be found in what lies beneath. One can only begin to have a feel of this deep meaning once the surface is left behind 
and one dives deep to explore what intricate mesh of relationships ties with what hits the eyes at first appearance. Such 
is the life-long quest that has engaged many a celebrated scholar and many a sincere person in search of the Truth: 
“Would they not ponder the Qur’an or are there on some hearts their locks!” (47: 24)
The Quran is an incredibly deep text. Deeper than oceans, indeed God says: “Say, “If the sea were ink for the Words 
of my Lord, the sea would be exhausted before the Words of my Lord were exhausted, even if We brought the like 
thereof to replenish it” (18: 109). This depth is indicated, to name but a few, by the relationship that holds each sura 
with the preceding and following ones, the relevance of each aya to the next, parallel ayas which are similar, or 
slightly different, and that are to be found in different places, how the same word is strategically deployed along the 
suras, stories told many times over from different angles, the judicious use of synonymous and near-synonymous 
words, homographs, dialectical variations, grammar and syntax as also graphic representations. If at all, this 
translation only manages to allude to such depth, direct the inquisitive mind to it, but it would be weaving a tall story 
indeed to say that it has got to its bottom. This can only be found in the many centuries of scholarship that have 
permeated the past and will continue to do so throughout many future ones.

“This translation will mark a distinctive watershed in the history of Qur’an translations.”
                                                                                                                              Dr. V. Abdur Rahim

“al-Amri has been successful in conveying the meaning of the Qur’an in chaste English, which should enable 
readers to comprehend the contents of the Qur’an and derive guidance from it… In view of its many merits, 
al-Amri’s work has opened up new vistas of understanding the Qur’an for English speaking readers, and deserves 
huge applause for this feat which is destined to bolster tafsir literature in English.”
                                                                                                                         Abdur Raheem Kidwai

“A unique position in the history of Qur’an translations in English…[its] approach towards translating the 
‘untranslatable’ marks a shift from translation towards adaptation.”
                                                                                                                                  Dr Ubaid V. P. C

“A welcome addition to the overall translation enterprise of the Qur’an into English… remarkable for its dominant 
concern with representing the mainstream Muslim understanding of the message of the Qur’an in English.”
                                                                                                                           Gowhar Quadir Wani
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In the Name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful





O Allah! I am your servant - son of your male 
servant, son of your female servant - my forelock is 
in Your Hand—Your Ruling surely will come to pass 
upon me, Your Judgement upon me is ever fair. I ask 
You by every one of Your Names; whether you called 
Yourself by it, revealed it in Your Book, sent it down 
to any of your creation, or withheld it with You in 
the knowledge of the Unseen, that You shall make 

the Grand Qur’an the spring of my heart, the light 
in my sight, the soother of my worries and the 

dispenser of my sorrows.
(ImÉm AÍmad: 4318)





For those who are turning their gaze anxiously in 
the sky looking for the light of truth!

Is the one who was dead and We caused him to 
come alive and bestowed upon him a light to walk 
in among people be like the one who is plunged 
in complete darkness; there is no way for him to 
emerge out of which? Thus what they used to do 

was prettified for the Deniers. (6: 122)
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Foreword

Gratitude be to Allah, the Lord of all beings. May the Peace and Blessings 
be upon the one who was sent as mercy to all beings, our beloved Prophet 
Muhammad, and upon his household, all of his Companions and those who 
follow his way until the Day of Judgement.

The Glorious Qur’an is a Book of guidance to all humans: “Truly this Qur’an guides 
toward that which is most upright”, (17: 9). Allah sent it to His Noble Messenger (g) 
so that he could address all people, regardless of their race, tongue or colour with it; 
appealing to their minds and reaching out to their hearts in a distinct and inimitable 
manner. Through it, Allah enlightens minds and guides hearts to His Straight Path; saving 
them from loss and darkness and delivering them to the light of guidance; unrolling for 
them the paths of peace and making its ways distinct both in this worldly life and in the 
Hereafter: “A light has now come to you from Allah and a clear Book, with which Allah 
guides to the ways of peace those who follow what pleases Him, bringing them from 
darkness out into light, by His Will, and guiding them to a straight path”. (5:15-16)
This Glorious Qur’an was revealed in a clear Arabic tongue, it is miraculous both in 
word and sense. It came down to the Believers explaining for them their religion and 
wise laws. It invites all people to this great religion, the religion of Islam. It constitutes a 
call to be free from all forms of Association with Allah, to uphold His commandments, 
and, thus, to save humanity from the ghastly grip of Denial, idol worship and slavery to 
anything besides Allah. There is, therefore, a great onus upon us to ensure sincere efforts 
are made to translate this Divine Message by way of calling to Allah and to fulfill the 
duty of Believers to deliver the Message. Such a translation must be faithful, reliable 
and precise in its rendition of both words and meanings. This because it represents the 
Word of Allah, explains His doctrines and lays out the path of the Truth. It is for this 
reason that the Endowment for Cherishing the Two Glorious Revelations has shouldered 
the responsibility of being a platform for this worthy endeavour adding it to the list 
of its long-term projects. Allah has blessed us with a scholar who possesses extensive 
knowledge in the field of Qur’anic translation – Dr Waleed Bleyhesh al-Amri (Associate 
Professor of Translation Studies, Taibah University) – who possesses great dedication 
to serving this Glorious Book. He has set out a well-researched, well-thought out plan 
for his translation, one that entails all the many stages from translation to revision. The 
translation you are about to embark upon reading is true to the teachings of the Qur’an 
and reflects a moderate, unrestrictive understanding of its dictates.
As I pen this foreword I extend my sincerest commendations to the author for this great 
effort and his well-founded methodology. I would also like to thank the team of scholars 
who helped in revising and editing the translation. I pray to Allah to shower them all with 
His blessings. I should not fail to mention that this translation of the first ten ajzÉ’ is only 
the first step in the larger project of translating the whole Qur’an into English under the 
ambitious title, The Grand Qur’an.
Finally, I would like to express my deepest gratitude to the Custodian of the Two Holy 
Mosques and the Crown Prince for their great services in the dissemination and teaching 
of the Glorious Qur’an and the Noble Prophetic Sunnah. I would also like to thank HRH 
Prince Faisal Ibn Salman Al Saud, governor of the Madinah region, as also the deputy 
governor, HRH Prince Saud Ibn Khalid al-Faisal Al Saud for their gracious care and 
concern for the projects and programmes of the Endowment.
May Allah make this worthy tome beneficial!

Prof. ÑImÉd Zuhayr ×ÉfiÐ
Secretary-General of the Endowment for Cherishing the Two Glorious Revelations
Imam of Quba Mosque in Madinah
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What is the Qur’an?

The Qur’an is the inimitable, verbatim Word of God, revealed to 
Prophet Muhammad (g) as an ever-lasting miracle, ever-present to 
guide those who seek the Truth and the way to felicity in this life and 
the great reward of God in the Hereafter. It is Islam’s foundational 
text which encapsulates its message; it is the foremost source of 
guidance and legislation for Believers. Believers’ lives are directed 
by it and their actions find grounds in it. The tenets of Islam cannot 
be grasped without a proper understanding of the Qur’an. A great 
many Muslims learn it by heart, and it is used as a reference book, a 
book of rules and guidelines, and as an ethical textbook for hundreds 
of millions the world over. Its authenticity and the binding nature 
of its dictates are authoritative across the board. Unlike the other 
previously revealed Scriptures, which underwent major alterations 
through editing, translations in and out of Greek, Syriac, Hebrew, 
Latin, Aramaic and Ethiopic, amendments by scribes and religious 
leaders, loss of some of the books, the Qur’an remains in its Original 
authentic form as known at the time of Prophet Muhammad (g). 
This is because guardianship of these Books was left to the learned 
among the people: “They were entrusted with the protection of the 
Book of Allah, and they were witnesses to it”, (4: 44); whereas God 
Almighty made the pledge to preserve the Quran Himself: “We 
have sent down the Reminder ˹Qur’an˺ Ourself, and We Ourself 
will guard it”, (15: 9).

The word ‘Qur’an’ relates directly to the act of reading and reciting. 
In fact, the first word revealed in the Qur’an was the command: 
Iqra’ (Read!). This great word is the key to unlocking the doors of 
knowledge and enlightenment, emancipating the human mind, and 
breaking the shackles of ignorance. Through ‘reading’ the Qur’an 
humans find their way to the Truth and take their surest steps on the 
Straight Path that leads to the Pleasure of God and deliverance. Each 
Qur’anic sura is preceded by the statement “In the Name of Allah, 
the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful”(1), thus one engages in this 
act of profound reading with the resolution of seeking God’s own 
help and assistance; and who is a better guide than God!

But whatever may be said about the Qur’an, none can say it better 
than God Himself.

1 With the exception of Sura 9, al-Tawbah (Repentance)
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What does God say about the Qur’an?

God directly speaks to us through and in the Qur’an which is His final 
Message to humanity. He urges humans to consider this Message 
with great attention, read it with deliberation and delve into its deep 
and multifarious meanings: “Would they not contemplate the Qur’an; 
had it been from another ˹source˺ besides Allah, they would have 
found many a discrepancy in it”, (4: 82); “Will they not contemplate 
the Qur’an? Do they have locks on their hearts?” (47: 24). To this 
effect God speaks of the Qur’an in a number of ways:

•	 The Qur’an is to the heart what the spirit is to the body. It is a 
beacon of light and guidance: “We have thus revealed a Spirit to 
you ˹Muhammad˺ by Our command: you knew neither the Book 
nor the Faith, but We made it ˹the Qur’an˺ a light, guiding with 
it whoever We will of Our servants. You are indeed guiding to the 
straight path”. (42: 52)

•	 It is a guidance that is not to be doubted: “That Book ˹the 
Qur’an˺– no doubt – in it is guidance to the Mindful”. (2: 2)

•	 “And those that have been given knowledge will see that what 
has been sent down to you from your Lord is the Truth, and that 
it guides to the path of the Noble, the Praiseworthy”. (34: 6)

•	 A guidance to uprightness: “Truly this Qur’an guides toward that 
which is most upright, and gives glad tidings to the Believers who 
perform righteous deeds that theirs shall be a great reward”. 
(17: 9)

•	 “The month of Ramadan in which the Qur’an was sent down as 
guidance for mankind, ˹containing˺ clear indicators of guidance 
and a criterion ˹for distinguishing between right and wrong˺”. 
(2: 185)

•	 “Say ˹Muhammad˺: ‘The Holy Spirit ˹Angel Gabriel˺ has 
brought it ˹the Qur’an˺ down from your Lord with Truth to 
strengthen those who Believe, and as guidance, and glad tidings 
to those who submit’”. (16: 102)

•	 “When We sent a group of jinn your way to listen to the Qur’an. 
Then, upon hearing it, they said ˹to one another˺, “Listen 
attentively!” Then when it was over, they returned to their fellow 
jinn as warners. They said: “Our people, we have heard a Book 
which was sent down after Moses, confirming what came before 
it, guiding to the Truth and to a Straight Path””. (46: 29-30)
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What does God say about the Qur’an?

•	 Guidance and a healing! “Say ˹Muhammad˺: “It ˹the Qur’an˺ is 
guidance and healing for those who Believe”. (41: 44)

•	 A criterion with which to distinguish between Truth and 
falsehood: “Blessed be He Who has revealed the Distinguisher 
˹the Qur’an˺ to His servant that he may warn the whole world”. 
(25: 1)

•	 A proof and a clear light, a way of deliverance: “O people, there 
has come to you a ˹conclusive˺ proof from your Lord, and We 
have sent down to you a Glaring Light ˹the Qur’an˺”. (4: 174)

•	 “A light has now come to you from Allah and a clear Book, with 
which Allah guides to the ways of peace those who follow what 
pleases Him, bringing them from darkness out into light, by His 
will, and guiding them to a straight path”. (5:15-16)

•	 It is a Truth which bears Truth. A harbinger of good news 
and warnings which is to be studied with much attention and 
dedication: “We sent down the Qur’an with the Truth, and with 
the Truth it has come down, We sent you ˹Muhammad˺ only to 
give good news and warning; ˹bearing˺ a recitation ˹a Qur’an˺ 
that We have revealed gradually so that you may recite it to 
people slowly and with deliberation. ˹This is why˺ We sent it 
down by stages”. (17: 105-106)

•	 A favour to the Believers along with the favour of the Prophet 
(g): “Allah has favoured the Believers when He sent among 
them a Messenger of their kind; He recites His Signs ˹ayas˺ to 
them, purifies them, and teaches them the Book ˹the Qur’an˺ and 
Wisdom—indeed they were utterly lost before”. (3: 164)

•	 It is a blessed Book: “This is a blessed Book We have sent 
down”. (6: 92)

•	 “This is a blessed Book We have sent down. So follow it and be 
Mindful ˹of Allah˺, so you may be shown mercy”. (6:155)

•	 “˹This is˺ A blessed Book which We have sent down to you 
˹Muhammad˺ so that they may contemplate its Signs ˹ayas˺, and 
people of reason may pay heed”. (38: 29)

•	 It is to be listened to attentively: “When the Qur’an is recited, 
listen to it attentively and be silent, so you may be shown mercy”. 
(7: 204)
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What does God say about the Qur’an?

•	 It is an inimitable miracle of Divine source: “Nor could this 
Qur’an have been devised by anyone other than Allah. It is a 
confirmation of what was revealed before it and an explanation 
of the Scripture – let there be no doubt about it – it is from 
the Lord of all beings. Or do they say, “He has made it up?” 
Say ˹Muhammad˺, “Then produce a sura like it, and call on 
anyone you can beside Allah if you are telling the truth””. 
(10: 37-38)

•	 “Or do they say: “He ˹Muhammad˺ has invented it ˹the Qur’an˺ 
himself,” say: “Then produce ten invented suras like it, and call 
in whoever you can besides Allah, if you are truthful. If they do 
not answer you, then you will all know that it is sent down with 
Allah’s Knowledge, and that there is no god but Him. Then will 
you submit to Him?” (11: 13-14)

•	 “Say: “If the whole of mankind and jinn were to gather together 
to produce the like of this Qur’an, they could not produce the 
like thereof, even if they backed up each other with help and 
support””. (17: 88)

•	 It explains matters plainly to people: “Alif, LÉm, RÉ’; these are 
the Signs ˹ayas˺ of the Book that makes things clear”. (12: 1)

•	 God is its Guardian: “We have sent down the Reminder ˹Qur’an˺ 
Ourself, and We Ourself will guard it”. (15: 9)

•	 There is no crookedness in it. It is totally upright: “All gratitude 
be to Allah Who has sent down to His servant ˹Muhammad˺ the 
Book ˹the Qur’an˺ and has not placed therein any crookedness— 
˹He made it˺ perfectly upright, to warn of a severe punishment 
from Him; to give good news to the Believers—who do good—
that they will have a fine reward”. (18: 1-2) 

•	 It is a glory to its companions: “We have surely sent down to you 
a Book ˹the Qur’an˺, in which there is glory for you. Will you not 
then understand?” (21: 10) 

•	 A mighty Book with no falsehood: “Truly it is a mighty Book; 
which falsehood cannot touch from any front, a Revelation sent 
down from the Wise One, Worthy of All Praise”. (41: 41-42)

•	 A noble, well-guarded Book: “Truly it is a noble Qur’an; in a 
Book well-guarded”. (56: 77-78)
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What does God say about the Qur’an?

•	 It is a weighty Word, even a mountain would crumble had the 
Qur’an been sent to it: “If We had sent this Qur’an down to a 
mountain, you ˹Muhammad˺ would have seen it humbled and 
split apart in its awe of Allah: We offer people such illustrations 
so that they may reflect”. (59: 21)

•	 “Truly We shall soon cast upon you a weighty Word”. (73: 5)

•	 The most beautiful and consistent of all teachings, whereby those 
who ponder upon it will rightly shiver: “Allah has sent down the 
most beautiful of all teachings: a Book that is consistent and 
often repeated; that causes the skins of those in awe of their Lord 
to shiver. Then their skins and their hearts soften at the mention 
of Allah: such is Allah’s Guidance. He guides with it whoever 
He wills; no one can guide those Allah leaves to stray”. (39: 23)
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The merit of the Qur’an

For Muslims the merit of the Qur’an is indisputable. Indeed, 
numerous tomes have been penned by Muslim scholars throughout 
the ages, invariably titling their works FaÌÉ’il al-Qur’Én (Merits of 
the Qur’an)(1). Prophet Muhammad (g) speaks of the Qur’an thus:

The Book of Allah: in it is news of those who 
came before you and what will come after you 
and, judgement regarding your affairs; it is the 
most serious of matters, no tyrant will cast it 
aside without Allah destroying him, whoever 
seeks guidance by any other besides it will be 
misguided by Allah; it is the enduring rope 
of Allah, the Wise Mention, and the Straight 
Path; it will not be swayed by whims, distorted 
by tongues; the knowledgeable cannot have 
enough of it, nor will it become cumbersome 
by repetition and its wonders are never ending; 
it is the recitation that when the jinn heard 
it, they could not but say: “We have heard a 
wonderous Recitation that leads to guidance” 
(72: 1-2); whoever cites it has spoken the Truth, 
whoever acts by it will be rewarded, whoever 
judges according to it will pass a fair judgement 
and whoever invites to it will be guided to a 
straight path. (al-TirmidhÊ: 2906)

There are a number of hadiths (or Prohetic sayings) that encourage 
Believers to read the Qur’an—reciting it is an act of worship and 
for which the reciter is generously rewarded. Here are some of the 
best-known of them:

•	 ÑAbdullÉh Ibn MasÑËd () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: 
“Whoever reads a letter of the Qur’an receives one Íasanah-
reward for it then each reward is multiplied by ten. I shall not 
say that: “Alif-lÉm-mÊm” is one letter. But alif is a letter, lÉm is a 
letter and mÊm is a letter”. (al-TirmidhÊ: 2910)

1 Of these, for instance, are those by: Ibn KathÊr, al-QÉsim Ibn SallÉm, 
al-ÖarÊs al-BajalÊ, al-NasÉ’Ê, al-ÑAjalÊ and ÖiyÉ’uddÊn al-MaqdisÊ.
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The merit of the Qur’an

•	 AbË UmÉmah al-BÉhilÊ () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: 
“Read the Qur’an for it comes on the Day of Judgement to 
intercede on behalf of those who associate themselves with it. 
Read al-ZahrÉwÉn (The Two Luminous Suras), al-Baqarah and 
Ól ÑImrÉn, as they come on the Day of Judgement as if they were 
two clouds, or shades or two flocks of birds, keeping closely 
together arguing on behalf of the one who owns them”. (Muslim: 
1910)

•	 ÑÓ’ishah (i) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Whoever reads 
the Qur’an while being accomplished at it will be among the 
generous obedient messengers ˹the most revered angels˺. And 
the one who reads the Qur’an haltingly and with difficulty will 
have two rewards”. (Muslim: 798)

•	 AbË MËsÉ al-AshÑarÊ () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: 
“The likeness of the Believer who reads the Qur’an is that of 
a citrus fruit, it both smells and tastes good. Yet the likeness of 
a Believer who does not read the Qur’an is that of a palm date 
fruit, it has no smell but its taste is sweet. While the likeness of 
a hypocrite who reads the Qur’an is that of a basil leaf, it smells 
good but its taste is bitter. Yet the likeness of the hypocrite who 
does not read the Qur’an is that of a bitter apple, it has no smell 
and its taste is bitter”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 5427)

•	 Ibn ÑUmar (k) narrated that the Prophet said: “One should 
only be covetous of two people: a man who has been given 
the Qur’an—he recites it during the night time and during the 
day time. And a man who has been given wealth—he spends 
˹charitably˺ out of it during the night time and during the day 
time”. (Muslim: 815)

•	 Anas () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Allah has His Own 
people among people”. They said: “Messenger of Allah! Who 
are they?” He replied: “˹They are˺ the people of the Qur’an—
the people of Allah and His closest ˹friends˺”. (Ibn MÉjah: 215, 
AÍmad: 11870)

•	 ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAmr (k) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: 
“It will be said to the companion of the Qur’an ˹on the Day of 
Judgement˺: “Recite and elevate and recite beautifully as you 
used to do in the worldly life for your station ˹in Paradise˺ will 
coincide with the last aya you recite”. (AÍmad: 6799)
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The merit of the Qur’an

•	 AbË Hurayrah () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “No group 
of people shall gather in one of the houses of Allah ˹a mosque˺ 
reciting and studying the Book of Allah without tranquillity 
descending upon them, mercy engulfing them, angels encircling 
them and Allah mentioning them among His audience”. (Muslim: 
6863)

•	 ÑUmar Ibn al-KhaÏÏÉb () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: 
“Indeed Allah elevates by this Book some people stations ˹above 
others˺, and downgrades with it others”. (Muslim: 817)
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Keys to understanding the Qur’an

Although the Qur’an can be seen and read as a ‘book’, in as much as 
it is put down in book format, it is not, however, to be thought of as a 
‘book’ that follows the usual rules and maxims of text building and 
book composition. Rather, the Qur’an urges us to read it with careful 
attention focusing on its deep and various meanings. The relatively 
difficult language of the Qur’an, lack of access to mainstream 
Muslim commentaries (particularly as they are not widely translated 
into other languages), and inadequate Qur’an translations, among 
many other reasons, may, however, constitute a barrier blocking 
the channels of communication between the Qur’an and the reader. 
Muslims read the Qur’an on a daily or weekly basis and, especially 
during the month of Ramadan. It should be emphasized here though 
that a mechanical reading of the Qur’an cannot unravel the meanings 
underpinning the Qur’anic messages in each sura, and would leave 
their hidden treasures locked away.

Furthermore, uninitiated readers will find it difficult to read 
through the Qur’an unless they are equipped with the right keys to 
understanding it. Some of these are as follows:

•	 Key 1: The Qur’an is a book of guidance. God speaks of the 
guidance of the Qur’an as a life-line and a source of light that 
dissipates the darkness of doubt and expunges other diseases of 
the heart: “Is the one who was dead and We caused him to come 
alive and bestowed upon him a light to walk in among people be 
like the one who is plunged in complete darkness; there is no way 
for him to emerge out of which? Thus what they used to do was 
prettified for the Deniers!” (6: 122). The main purpose of the 
Qur’an is to guide people to eternal bliss and happiness which 
is gained through adherence to God’s commands. To this effect 
it employs such discursive tools as storytelling, admonition and 
encouragement in a manner not found in other books.

•	 Key 2: The Qur’an is first and foremost a constitution of high 
morals. It establishes the standards of morality that sound 
human nature embodies: justice, equality, moral integrity, 
fair and equitable laws and rulings, and good governance and 
administration of justice. Through the Qur’an, we find these 
highlighted, underlined and repeated in different forms and 
guises. They are projected as the elements which, when strung 
together, lead to the Pleasure of God.
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•	 Key 3: The Qur’an came to us through revelation from God to 
Prophet Muhammad (g). Angel Gabriel (n) was the conduit of 
this revelation and it did not happen all at once but went on for 
an extended period of 23 years. It came gradually and in sections 
at intermittent stages.This, so as to maintain Allah’s guidance, 
consolidate the Prophet’s mission with Godly Signs (ayas), 
smooth the gradual legislation of the new code of life, and to 
make the Qur’an easy for the Prophet (g) and his Companions 
to learn by heart.

•	 Key 4: The expanse of time over which the Qur’an was revealed 
is traditionally divided into two broad periods, i.e. those of 
Makkah (86 suras) and Madinah (28 suras). The Makkan period, 
which lasted for 13 years, saw the tender growth of the seedling 
of Faith in an extremely harsh environment of ignorance. The 
ayas revealed during this period talk about: matters of creed, 
Belief, resurrection and the Day of Judgement, Prophethood, the 
evil of Denial and Associating other deities in worship with God, 
the call to return to the pristine creed of Abraham and stories of 
earlier nations who incurred God’s Wrath and met destruction 
for their rebelliousness against their Prophets. Qur’anic Signs 
(ayas) kept on coming until it was absolutely clear what Belief 
and what lack of it exactly entail. In the face of the unrelenting 
persecution that they were subjected to, the Prophet (g) and his 
Companions had to migrate to Madinah. This move heralded 
a new definitive phase in the history of Islam, the Prophetic 
mission, and the nature of the revealed ayas themselves. Here, 
the earlier themes also carried on, yet with a new emphasis along 
with the introduction of new laws for the community: rulings 
that bear on different circumstances, the penal code, religious 
obligations and how to deal with the People of the Book and 
the hypocrites. Indeed, a whole way of life was laid out quite 
distinctly, thus culminating in the final, most perfect Message 
that came from God: “Today I have perfected your religion 
for you, finalized My Favour on you and I approve Islam as a 
religion for you”. (5:3) It is very telling that the last aya of the 
Qur’an that was revealed was: “Be Mindful of a Day on which 
you shall be returned to Allah and every soul shall be paid in full 
what it earned—they will not be wronged!” (2: 281)—a person’s 
mission in life is to be prepared for judgement by God, the Most 
Just of all judges.
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•	 Key 5: The language of the Qur’an is indeed unique in its style. 
It is neither prose nor poetry. Instead, it masterfully employs all 
what language has to offer to achieve the highest effect on the 
human psyche. Armstrong (1994, p. 168) describes the effect of 
the Qur’an on its immediate recipients as follows: “The early 
biographers of Muhammad constantly described the wonder and 
shock felt by the Arabs when they heard the Koran for the first 
time. Many were converted on the spot, believing that God alone 
could account for the extraordinary beauty of the language. 
Frequently a convert would describe the experience as a divine 
invasion that tapped buried yearnings and released a flood of 
feelings. Muslims like Khalif Umar seem to have experienced a 
similar unsettling of sensibility, an awakening and a disturbing 
sense of significance which enabled them to make the painful 
break with the traditional past. Even those Qurayshis who 
refused to accept Islam were disturbed by the Koran and found 
that it lay outside all their familiar categories: it was nothing like 
the inspiration of the kÉhins ˹ soothsayers˺ or the poets; nor was it 
like the incantations of a magician. Some stories show powerful 
Qurayshis who remained steadfastly with the opposition being 
visibly shaken when they listened to a sura”.

•	 Key 6: The Qur’an mainly deals with three themes: belief, laws 
and manners. Each theme comprises an array of interrelated 
lesser ones that together constitute a complete whole. Belief 
entails how a Believer is to perceive matters such as the Unseen 
(al-Ghayb-what lies beyond the realm of human perception), 
Paradise, Hellfire, the origin of creation, the essentials of 
religion, the truth of God’s Oneness (Monotheism), the 
Prophets and what they really stood for, and the Truthfulness 
of Prophet Muhammad (g) and the Qur’an. A Muslim is to 
Believe in these in accordance with the Qur’an and the Sunnah 
(which, in a sense, is the Prophetic example of how the Qur’an 
is to be interpreted); they are the credal foundations of Faith. 
Laws, on the other hand, are the practical foundations of Faith 
on which Islam is built. They revolve around three types of 
relationship: a person’s relationship with God (acts of worship), 
a person’s relationship with other humans (financial dealings, 
laws of inheritance, communal affairs) and each person’s 
relationship with themselves (those of food and drink and 
personal conduct). Manners abound in the Qur’an. Throughout 
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its suras, the Qur’an establishes a very high standard code 
of morality, one that encourages people to strive to embody 
sterling manners. Indeed, Prophet Muhammad (g), whose 
manners and conduct took their roots in the Qur’an (Muslim: 
746), was set by God as a moral example to be emulated by all 
humans: “Indeed for you in the Messenger of Allah there is a 
sterling example”. (33: 21) God praised His Messenger (g) 
and extolled his virtuousness by saying: “Indeed you are of 
great moral character!” (68: 4)

•	 Key 7: Qur’anic suras are of different length, content and unique 
character. The length of Qur’anic suras varies significantly: the 
longest sura in the Qur’an is Sura 2 (al-Baqarah) in which there 
are 286 ayas and the shortest is Sura 108 (al-Kawthar) in which 
there are only 3 ayas. In terms of length, Qur’anic suras fall into 
four categories: al-ÏiwÉl (the lengthy) of which there are seven, 
al-mi’Ën (the hundreds-numbered) the ones in which there are 
more than one hundred ayas, al-mathÉnÊ (the oft-repeated) in 
which there are less than a hundred ayas, and al-mufaÎÎal (the 
detailed) which begin with Sura QÉf until the end of the Qur’an. 
These categories follow the order in which they are to be found 
in the Qur’an with the exception of the opening Sura al-FÉtiÍah 
(which is considered as a preface that encompasses the totality 
of the Qur’anic message).

•	 Key 8: Overall, there are 114 suras, 6,236 ayas, 77,437 words, 
and 321,000 letters in the Qur’an. The first revelation was Sura 
96 (al-ÑAlaq) in which there is the command “Read!” and the last 
revelation was Sura 110 (al-NaÎr) which foretells the conquest 
of Makkah and the culmination of the Prophetic mission.

•	 Key 9: The suras of the Qur’an, and the ayas within them, do 
not follow the chronological order in which they were revealed; 
they are ordered as we find them today in the printed muÎÍafs 
(or written Qur’an copies) at the behest of the Prophet (g). This 
arrangement, however, is unique in terms of the logical and 
thematic coherence of the content of each sura and how they 
interrelate with the following and preceding suras. As a whole, 
they provide a seamless, intellectually engaging read. It is a 
person’s mission in life to ponder over these and try to discover 
the gems they offer to the curious mind.
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•	 Key 10: Thematic unity in the Qur’an can be found in either 
one of two aspects. The first whereby every sura deals with a 
unique theme right from its beginning to its end. In this respect, 
Suras al-InfiÏÉr, al-InshiqÉq, and al-Zalzalah deal solely with 
the tribulations of the Day of Judgement. The second type, the 
more common of the two, is that whereby a sura may deal with 
more than one theme. Yet no matter how many themes are dealt 
with in the same sura, one finds a commonality that binds them 
together to form a complete whole. A certain theme might also 
be dealt with recurrently throughout a number of Qur’anic suras. 
Each occurrence of such theme is context-bound and is meant 
to serve the purpose for which it is mentioned in that particular 
instance. ‘Patience,’ is one of these themes. It is dealt with in 
Makkan and Madinan suras in instances where laws, manners, 
matters of faith, stories of old, and the call to Believe are spoken 
of. This no doubt reflects its importance as also the defining 
nature of how life is projected in the Qur’an, i.e. as an ongoing 
struggle. The Qur’anic field of knowledge that deals with 
thematic wholesomeness is known as ÑIlm al-MunÉsabah (the 
Science of Relevance). It focuses on how the beginning of the 
sura sets the essential scene, the connection between the various 
ayas, how the different thematic units within the sura are relayed 
and the relation between that sura and the ones preceding and 
following it.

•	 Key 11: Historical accounts and stories of old found in the 
Qur’an are cited as examples to take heed from. Although one 
may find snippets of a story told in one place, other events 
relating to that same story may be found in another place but 
in more or less detail and presented from a different angle. 
In order to unlock the full meaning of these accounts they 
should be read within their immediate context. In this way, the 
overall purport of the sura most certainly affects the story’s 
interpretation. Sometimes, a complete story is told in full in one 
place. For example Suras al-AÑrÉf, al-ShuÑarÉ’ and YËsuf, each 
tells a complete story. Besides, there are three types of stories 
that are told in the Qur’an. The most common are stories of the 
Prophets of God. The other two being: accounts of persons and 
peoples of ancient times (the companions of the cave (aÎÍÉb 
al-kahf) the companions of the pit of fire (aÎÍÉb al-ukhdËd), 
the companions of the Sabbath (aÎÍÉb al-sabt), the two sons 
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of Adam (Cain and Abel); and accounts of the events that took 
place during the time of the Prophet (g), such as the battles 
the Prophet (g) waged. Stories in the Qur’an are intended for 
various purposes among which are: to highlight the bond that 
exists among the followers of the Truth with each other and 
those of falsehood with each other throughout different times 
and circumstances; so that Believers follow the example of 
their predecessors, especially their steadfastness in the face of 
relentless opposition; to give concrete examples of how Divine 
laws and canons came to pass; to prove the Truthfulness of 
Prophet Muhammad (g) and to soothe the hearts of the 
Prophet (g) and his Companions. Some stories are repeated in 
different places in the Qur’an to achieve a number of aims: to 
highlight the uniqueness of the Qur’an in its ability to tell the 
same story from a number of different angles without showing 
any discrepancies; to underline the importance of the story 
itself and the many lessons that can be drawn from it and to 
constantly remind people of certain stories that are of particular 
significance (take for example the various events that took 
place during Prophet Moses’ (n) lifetime and mission).

•	 Key 12: Those who were given earlier Divine Scriptures are 
referred to in the Qur’an with the honorary title, the People 
of the Book. The ‘People of the Book’, namely, the Jews and 
Christians, and their religious symbols are a recurrent Qur’anic 
theme, particularly in the Madinan suras. Overall, they are spoken 
of as nations who have diverged from the correct path. They are 
constantly reminded of their wrong and are gently called upon 
to mend their ways. The Qur’anic principle of how to engage in 
debate with the People of the Book is to be considerate and draw 
on shared values: “Do not argue with the People of the Book 
unless gently, except with those of them who act wrongfully. And 
say: “We believe in what has been sent down to us and what was 
sent down to you. Our God and your God is ˹the same˺ One. And 
to Him we ˹fully˺ submit”. (29: 46)

•	 Key 13: Each sura in the Qur’an is unique in its own way. 
The blueprint of a sura is defined by its theme, employment of 
discourse, style, markedness of lexis, length of ayas and sound 
of pauses (with which each aya ends). All of these make up the 
special character of each sura.
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•	 Key 14: Some would willingly look at the Qur’an through the 
narrow eyes of 21st century secular values and eventually take 
issue with certain of its dictates. Knowing that these so-called 
values are lacking and, more often than not, detrimental to 
humans and disastrous to their planet at large, the fact of the 
matter is that such a Divinely revealed Book of guidance as the 
Qur’an should be the yardstick against which all these ‘values’ 
should be judged. But then, “Is one who walks with his face 
stooped down more guided, or one who walks upright upon a 
Straight Path?” (67: 22)

•	 Key 15: The Qur’an is only befittingly interpreted within 
context. Each word is to be read within the aya, each aya within 
the thematic unit, and each thematic unit within the sura in which 
it occurs if the deep meaning is to be got at. Needless to say, 
context is of central importance to understanding any given 
message and no word or string of words should be taken out of 
context, if it is to be understood properly.

•	 Key 16: Although we were not among the immediate audience 
addressed by the Qur’an or players in its stories, we are 
nonetheless encouraged to take heed from them, and try to 
bring personal insights drawn from them to bear on our own 
circumstances. This obviously comes with the caveat of doing so 
with full realization of the proper meaning we choose to apply to 
our lives. In this respect, those with particularly receptive hearts, 
will usually feel as if what is being recited is meant for them 
personally.

•	 Key 17: Finally, the most important of the keys to approaching 
the Qur’an is that it is to be read contemplatively (cf. 4:82, 
38:29, 47:24), with an open heart and a receptive mind. It is a 
dignified text that remains aloof and will only yield its fruits to 
those who approach it with the best of intentions. But for those 
who come to it with their hearts smitten with doubt, it remains 
insurmountable and its terrains rugged. ‘Buts and ifs’ will only 
work as hurdles preventing the reader from getting to the core of 
the Message.
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translating the untranslatable!

The issue of Qur’anic translation is critical. For Muslims, the 
Qur’an, the inimitable Word of God, is unarguably untranslatable. 
Therefore, any text other than the Arabic Original – no matter 
the translation’s professed adherence to the original ‘spirit’– will 
necessarily be a particular interpretation rather than a transparent 
representation. One of the most respected Qur’an translators into 
English, M.M. Pickthall (˹1930˺ 1999: xiii) sums up the issue in the 
Introduction to his translation:

The Qur’an cannot be translated. That is the 
belief of old-fashioned Sheykhs and the view 
of the present writer. The Book is here rendered 
almost literally and every effort has been made 
to choose befitting language. But the result is not 
the glorious Qur’an, that inimitable symphony, 
the very sounds of which move men to tears 
and ecstasy. It is only an attempt to present 
the meaning of the Qur’an - and peradventure 
something of the charm - in English. It can 
never take the place of the Qur’an in Arabic, 
nor is it meant to do so.

Another translator puts it so:

Briefly, the rhetoric and rhythm of the Arabic 
of the Koran are so characteristic, so powerful, 
so highly emotive, that any version whatsoever 
is bound in the nature of things to be but a poor 
copy of the glittering splendour of the original... 
My chief reason for offering this new version of 
a book which has been ‘translated’, many times 
already is that in no previous rendering has a 
serious attempt been made to imitate, however 
imperfectly, those rhetorical and rhythmical 
patterns which are the glory and the sublimity 
of the Koran. (Arberry: 24-25)

The material form of the Qur’an, its stylistic patterns and their 
semantically-oriented manifestations, are as critically important as 
its Message. The Andalusian scholar Ibn ×azm (d. 1064; al-AÍkÉm, 
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2: 88) has it that: “The opinion of leading scholars is unanimous 
about the inimitability of the Qur’an. We know for sure that if the 
Qur’an is translated into another language, or even were its words 
to be replaced by other Arabic words, such translation would not 
be inimitable; what is not inimitable is not a Qur’an”. Ibn ×azm’s 
unequivocal statement derives from the fact that there are some 
eleven ayas expressly confirming the Arabic revelation of the 
Qur’an: 12:2, 13:37, 16:103, 20:113, 26:195, 39:28, 41:3, 41:44, 
42:7, 43:3, 46:12.

Besides this there are other reasons that challenge the notion 
of the translatability of the Qur’an. Meaning and form in the 
Qur’an are intertwined and multi-layered. The language of the 
Qur’an is extraordinarily vigorous. Its style reaches noteworthy 
heights, particularly in: affirmations of the Oneness, Uniqueness, 
and Omnipotence of God, in forceful descriptions of the Day of 
Judgement, in moralizing passages, and in admonitions against 
polytheism. It is, to a large measure, revealed in dense and highly 
allusive, elliptical speech. The great exegete Ibn JarÊr al-ÙabarÊ 
(d. 923) remarks in his commentary:

It is obvious that there is no discourse more 
eloquent, no wisdom more profound, no speech 
more sublime, no form of expression more 
noble, than ˹this˺ clear discourse and speech 
with which a single man challenged a people at 
a time when they were acknowledged masters of 
the art of oratory and rhetoric, poetry and prose, 
rhyme and soothsaying. It reduced their fancy 
to folly and demonstrated the inadequacy of 
their logic… It let them know that the evidence 
of the Truth of what he ˹Prophet Muhammad 
(g)˺ said, the proof of the genuineness of his 
Prophethood, was the BayÉn (Discourse), the 
Íikmah (Wisdom), the FurqÉn (Distinguisher 
which he conveyed to them in a language like 
their language, in a speech whose meanings 
conformed to the meanings of their speech. 
Then he told them all that they were incapable 
of bringing anything comparable to ˹even˺ a 
part of ˹what he had brought˺, and that they 
lacked the power to do this.
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In a self-referential assertion of its own uniqueness, the Qur’an 
describes its effect on Believers in the following manner: “Allah 
has sent down the most beautiful of all teachings: a Book that is 
consistent and often repeated; that causes the skins of those in awe 
of their Lord to shiver. Then their skins and their hearts soften at the 
mention of Allah: such is Allah’s Guidance. He guides with it whoever 
He wills; no one can guide those Allah leaves to stray”. (39: 23). 
According to many well-accomplished translators, any translation 
of the Qur’an not only betrays the meaning of the original, but also 
loses much of its poetic and affective force. Anyone who has read 
it in the original is forced to admit that this caution is well justified; 
no translation, however faithful to the meaning, has ever been fully 
successful or even remotely close. Arabic, when masterfully put to 
use, is a remarkably terse, rich and forceful language, and the Arabic 
Qur’an is by turns striking, soaring, vivid, shaking, tender, melodic 
and breathtaking. It is not surprising, then, that a skilled reciter of 
the Qur’an can reduce his audience to helpless tears.
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The untranslatable nature of the Qur’an does not stop at its language 
and style. There are also interpretational issues that pose serious 
questions to its translatability. Ibn KathÊr (d. 1372) begins his 
widely-acclaimed TafsÊr (commentary) with an account of the early 
Muslims’ discretion (including the most prominent Companions) 
with regard to interpreting the Qur’an. AbË Bakr (), for instance, 
when asked about the meaning of fruits (fÉkihatan) and abbÉ (grass, 
pasture, fodder, herbage) (80:31) replied piously: “What sky shades 
me, and what earth holds me, if I say about Allah’s Book that of 
which I have no knowledge?” Umar’s () laconic reply, in turn, was: 
“We were told not to be pedantic”. This pious generation remained 
extremely cautious about imposing any kind of external reading 
on the Qur’an, demonstrating an acute awareness of the fraught 
relationship that exists between the text and its supplementary texts.

The Qur’an itself, after all, was accessible to its immediate community 
of revelation by virtue of linguistic and contextual proximity. The 
core message of the Qur’an was available to them and its immediate 
historical referential and semantic fields were familiar to them. On 
the other hand, instances of tafsÊr by the Companions and even by 
the Prophet (g) himself are well-documented. It remains that parts 
of the Qur’an were not always transparent to everyone. Indeed, the 
honoured Companion Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k), known as TarjumÉn al-Qur’Én 
(Interpreter of the Qur’an), said: “The Qur’an has four aspects 
(awjuh): tafsÊr (exegesis), which the learned know; al-Ñarabiyyah 
(language) which the Arabs understand; ÍalÉl and ÍarÉm (permitted 
and forbidden things), of which no one is allowed to be ignorant; 
and ta’wÊl (explanation), which only Allah knows”. MuqÉtil Ibn 
SulaymÉn (d. 767), an early Qur’an commentator, further expounds 
in his TafsÊr (1: 27) what is at stake in understanding the Qur’an:

The Qur’an contains references to particular 
and general things (khÉÎÎ and ÑÉmm), particular 
references to Believers and particular references 
to the Associators, and general references to all 
people; it contains unequivocal and ambiguous 
passages (muÍkam and mutashÉbih), explained 
and unexplained passages (mufassar and 
mubham); it contains allusions and explicit 
utterances (iÌmÉr and tamÉm); it contains 
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cohesive devices; abrogating and abrogated 
ayas (nÉsikh and mansËkh); it contains changes 
in word order; it contains similar utterances with 
many different aspects (ashbÉh); it contains 
passages that are continued in a different sura; 
it contains accounts of earlier generations and 
accounts of what there is in Paradise and Hell; 
it contains a reference to one particular Denier; 
it contains commandments, laws, ordinances; 
it contains parables by which Allah Almighty 
refers to Himself, parables by which He refers 
to Deniers and idols, and parables by which 
He refers to this world, to resurrection and 
to the world to come; it contains accounts of 
what is in the hearts of Believers, and accounts 
of what is in the hearts of Deniers, polemics 
against the Arabian polytheists, and it contains 
explanations, and for each explanation there is 
a ˹further˺ explanation.

Anyone who is to truly understand the Qur’an must be able to 
recognize multiple levels of interpretation. Added to this is the 
exegetical overlay that has accumulated through the passage of 
time. Since its modest beginnings, the tafsÊr corpus has evolved 
into a sea of writing that has been expanding for almost the last 
millennium and a half. On the one hand, the inexhaustibility of 
God’s Word was matched by the inexhaustibility commentators 
saw in its meaning. On the other hand, every group in the Muslim 
community has its own corpus of tafsÊr supporting and justifying 
its reading. Thus sectarian and doctrinal tafsÊr has evolved. It is 
not only the immense volume that makes this literature of interest, 
but also the pivotal role it has played in shaping and reflecting 
specific rationalities throughout Islamic history. This became 
more acute as the spatio-temporal gap separating the text receiver 
from its original context increased and more meaning-making 
agents became involved.

This is why more often than not translators resort to tafsÊrs 
to understand and, in turn, render certain Qur’anic passages. 
However, this has proven to be used as a vehicle to juxtapose and 
superimpose certain ideological leanings and exegetical views 
thereby clouding further the message of the Qur’an and setting up 
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added barriers between the reader of the translation and original 
Arabic Writ. Translators being no more than modern-day readers 
and, more often than not, adherents of any of the different Islamic 
schools of thought out there, inevitably find that a relationship 
of confluence holds between their translations and commentary. 
On the one hand, there is a great exegetical tradition built around 
this most sacred Book, which cannot be simply ignored if the end 
product of a translation is to be of any success. This tradition arose 
from either different interpretational standpoints or from sincere 
intentions to make its language, which is shrouded in the veil 
of time, explicit and penetrable. However, the translator, while 
drawing on this wealth of scholarly subtexts that run along the 
prime text should not fall into the trap of making himself captive 
to them by allowing his translation to become overloaded or the 
representation to be so permeated by them that it would only 
be seen through their kaleidoscope. Such awareness, if existent 
in the first place, is seldom realized in the actual and mentally 
demanding act of translating. This long tradition of commentary is 
not to be ignored altogether but its flow in the final product of the 
translation has to be filtered through and checked if the original 
text is to be better represented and subservient translations are to 
be avoided.

While carrying out their task, two types of interventions are 
identifiable in translators’ works:

•	 Translational intervention: can take place both within the body 
of the text and outside it. Examples of translational intervention 
take shape in the form of: accounting for cultural and linguistic 
equivalence; compensating for loss; aiding reading; pronouncing 
pronoun referents; explaining translational choice (as in the 
case of diverting from certain inherited translation choices); 
answering for failings in translation.

•	 Exegetical intervention: may materialize in the following 
examples: further expounding the meanings of certain lexical 
items; providing the reasons for revelation (asbÉb al-nuzËl); 
explaining a legal ruling; highlighting the relevance between 
ayas and suras; explaining the ambiguous (tawÌÊÍ al-mubham); 
spelling out the inclusive (tafÎÊl al-mujmal); precisely identifying 
the unrestricted (taqyÊd al-muÏlaq); pinpointing the generalized 
(takhÎÊÎ al-ÑÉmm), and adding their own exegetical remarks.
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One may yet divide intervention into two further types:

•	 random intervention: involves putting a tafsÊr in place of a 
direct translation serving no obvious agenda. Further they can be 
divided into: (a) necessary transposition dictated by the nature 
of the Qur’anic text itself as in the case of not being able to 
actually visualize the meaning and having a mental picture of it. 
And (b) unnecessary transposition attributed to carelessness or 
incompetence on the part of the translator.

•	 Pre-meditated intervention: mostly aimed at controlling the text 
and to manipulate its authority. These either come as part of the 
translator’s strategy; or as a part of his bias (partiality). 

No claim is made here whereby the dependency of Qur’an translation 
on tafsÊr is to be undermined or that the two can by any means be 
prised apart, it is rather to say that we should be all the more aware 
of the nomenclature and nature of this relationship. This has proven 
to be of benefit to the current translation in its attempt to raise the 
standard and to better reflect the sense of the original. Qur’an 
translators should beware not to let the commentary seep into the 
translation.The aim must be to let the Qur’an speak for itself as 
much as possible and to disengage it from subtexts and to check 
the subtexts in place, that is in annotations but not in the body of 
the text of translation itself. The aim must be to overcome, as much 
as possible, the intermediary role of the exegetical corpus - whose 
importance in understanding the Original is undeniable - in the 
actual representation of translation.
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No translator will ever embark on such a momentous project without 
realizing the magnitude of his undertaking, his position in the history 
of humanity viz-a-viz their most pressing need for Divine guidance, 
and where to make a well-calculated stand in the ceaseless flow of 
previous and concurrent translations of the Qur’an. This is especially 
so when it comes to English, the now lingua franca of the world 
of which there are 1.2 billion speakers. Moreover, English is a 
language which faithfully captures in the folds of its own history the 
tumultuous relationship that ever existed between Islam and the West 
at large. Imprints of this history are no more evident than in the act 
of translating the Qur’an which resulted in more than 120 existing 
complete English translations. Ziad Elmarsafy makes the case:

Translation is the most political art, all the 
more so when it involves representing a text 
held sacred by those with whom relations are 
not always friendly. The forms of information 
and varieties of scholarship necessary for 
the translation of the Qur’an into Western 
languages … are driven by the complex ties 
that bind the Muslim and non-Muslim worlds. 
(The Enlightenment Qur’an: the politics of 
translation and the construction of Islam, 2014: 
Preface)

Each translator who has stood behind any of these translations comes 
with a uniqueness informed by his or her own character, bearing the 
trappings of their upbringing, education, language mastery, and the 
religious and political milieus in which they were born and raised. 
Thus each translation, like a fingerprint, is unique in its own way as 
much as it is reflective of the personality of its generator.

One has to stress that Qur’anic translation is an extremely dynamic 
interaction, where Faith is negotiated and identity is presented. 
Thus, the history of such translation into English, as a case in hand, 
has ever been marked by waves of deviation: first came ferocious 
Orientalism, and then came sectarianism, after that rationalism and 
apologia, and finally interventionist translations on socio-political 
grounds. It would be hard to find a translation of the Qur’an which 
does not carry one or two or even more traces of these global trends. 
What is more is that, no matter what the circumstances and the 
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dictates of time might be, these trends still carry on to this very day. 
However, this does not at all imply that Qur’an translations should 
not respond to their context and the changing world around them.

As an Associate Professor of Translation Studies who specializes 
in the critique of Qur’an translations and through my daily work 
with Qur’an translations for the past 17 years, I have been afforded 
the vantage point of seeing the subtleties of these translations 
along with both the advantages and disadvantages of each. Their 
uniqueness could be either ideational, with translators bringing 
their own standpoint to bear on the final product of their work, 
or methodological, in which translators make deliberate choices 
as to what they see as the most befitting of a number of possible 
alternatives of rendition. Out of this life-long engagement of 
thought and practice my resolve to start a new translation came into 
being. Yet, throughout the current translation, I have made a point 
of entertaining an informed consultation of all the translations of my 
predecessors, a legacy which I consider to be the collective genius 
of some of the best human minds. Needless to say, this translation 
is ‘unique’ in as much as it makes deliberate, well-thought choices 
and decisions of its own.

In this respect, then, the methodology of the current translation can 
be summed up as follows:

•	 It represents a safe, mainstream yet non-restrictive understanding 
of the Message of the Grand Qur’an. The great wealth of 
Qur’anic commentary that we have inherited through millennia 
of scholarship, hard study and contemplation is considered 
with empathy and careful attention. This weighty inheritance is 
a boon to be consulted with great respect, not a bane bearing 
the trappings of times of old, which some would consider as 
unbefitting of modern-day thought patterns. As you read through 
the translation, you will surely come to realize this and, hopefully, 
appreciate the work of these great scholars of Islam.

•	 Each sura is preceded by a brief introduction. This scene-setter 
is indispensable for anyone who wants to unlock some of the 
meaning potential of the sura. The rationale behind the name 
of the sura, its major themes and keys to understanding it are 
provided. These are meant to be occasionally referred to as one 
progresses in the reading of the sura if and when the need arises. 
They will hopefully assist you to calibrate your reading.
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•	 This translation is marked by its ‘faithfulness’: neither too literal 
nor too free. I have done my utmost to make my translation as 
reflective of the Original as humanly possible. In the process, 
neither were extraneous readings juxtaposed with the Original 
words, nor were any personal or ideational aberrations 
superimposed in the rendition at hand. My thoughts, if any, are 
kept to the annotations. This obviously made my task all the 
more difficult, yet all the more satisfying.

•	 Every care was taken to make each aya rendition read as a 
composite whole, i.e. understood independently of its notes. 
To achieve this aim, given the peculiarity of the diction of the 
Qur’an which is at times elliptical and terse, I have had to include 
explanatory brackets in the body of the text itself, but have also 
tried to keep them as minimal and unobtrusive as possible.

•	 The annotations supplement the reading: providing the referent 
of what is being pointed at, shedding more light on meaning by 
cross-referencing ayas, providing explanatory Prophetic hadiths, 
further explaining the meaning and expounding on it and, at 
times, providing insightful thoughts that further understanding 
and open up the door to contemplation. Notes are also well-
documented and rely on the most respected sources of exegesis. 
Although I intervene so far as choosing what I deem to be the 
best reading from a wide array of time-honoured Qur’anic 
explanations, I do not make the presumptuous claim that any of 
the annotations is totally my own.

•	 Key Qur’anic themes such as those of Belief (ÊmÉn) and Denial 
(kufr), worldly life (al-ÍayÉt al-dunyÉ) and the Hereafter 
(al-ÍayÉt al-Ékhirah), Paradise (al-jannah) and Hellfire (al-nÉr) 
and Mindfulness (al-taqwÉ) are discussed in the footnotes. 
Being the pivotal concepts that they are, they had to be explained 
clearly to the reader.

•	 In order to bring out the connectivity and thematic unity of the 
suras and ayas, I have sought to give the overall theme and key 
of the sura, thematically grouping ayas in related units, provide 
unobtrusive aya numbering, and judiciously use punctuation 
to highlight the intended meaning and indicate the connection 
between the ayas. All these seek to help the reader appreciate the 
cohesion and coherence of the Message.
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•	 Given that the language of the translation must try to reflect 
some of the grandiosity of the language of the Qur’an, the 
translation is in modern-day, non-banal, idiomatic, educated 
English. It further minimally employs some well known stylistic 
features found in many a well-respected Qur’an translation and 
which some would consider archaic. The overall language is 
easy to understand to a reader of an appropriate educational 
background.

•	 In attempting to Islamize English, use of semantically non-
charged, transparent English lexical items for some Islamic 
terminology: Sign (Aya); Prayer (ÎalÉh), and Pilgrimage 
(Hajj), Belief (ÔmÉn), Denial (Kufr) are deployed with caps to 
draw attention to their usage beyond the everyday. I have also 
done away with italics and diacritics for some common terms 
for which there are no English equivalents: sura and aya. Use 
of Westernized names for Allah (c) as God and those of the 
Prophets (), are only given in my prefatory notes.

At surface level, taken at face value, the Qur’an can be striking for 
some whilst daunting for others, especially to those whose hearts 
are not possessed of the sweet, blessed Faith. Yet, much of the 
Quran’s beauty and real significance is to be found in what lies 
beneath. One can only begin to have a feel of this deep meaning 
once the surface is left behind and one dives deep to explore what 
intricate mesh of relationships ties with what hits the eyes at first 
appearance. Such is the life-long quest that has engaged many a 
celebrated scholar and many a sincere person in search of the Truth: 
“Would they not ponder the Qur’an or are there on some hearts 
their locks!” (47: 24)

The Quran is an incredibly deep text. Deeper than oceans, indeed 
God says: “Say, “If the sea were ink for the Words of my Lord, 
the sea would be exhausted before the Words of my Lord were 
exhausted, even if We brought the like thereof to replenish it” (18: 
109). This depth is indicated, to name but a few, by the relationship 
that holds each sura with the preceding and following ones, the 
relevance of each aya to the next, parallel ayas which are similar, 
or slightly different, and that are to be found in different places, 
how the same word is strategically deployed along the suras, stories 
told many times over from different angles, the judicious use of 
synonymous and near-synonymous words, homographs, dialectical 
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variations, grammar and syntax as also graphic representations. If at 
all, this translation only manages to allude to such depth, direct the 
inquisitive mind to it, but it would be weaving a tall story indeed 
to say that it has got to its bottom. This can only be found in the 
many centuries of scholarship that have permeated the past and will 
continue to do so throughout many future ones.

Finally, it is a tall story, teetering on the sacrilegious, that any mere 
human is even remotely able to convey the very Word of God in its 
totality. By translating the untranslatable we are at once engaging 
in an impossible mission that we fully realize is not going to be 
carried out to satisfactory completion even before we set about it! 
But this need not hold us back from engaging in a quest to explore 
the limits of the ‘translatability’ of the Qur’an and the possibility 
of compensating for the degrees of loss, great as they are. Yet 
it has to be stressed that any human endeavour will fall short of 
accomplishing the task. What one can hope for though, is to get 
across the purport of the Qur’anic message such that people can pay 
heed to it. This is a legitimate attempt indeed.

Whatever one was made able to accomplish is 
a failing human effort. If I have done well then 
all thanks are due to Allah Who guided me, 
but if otherwise, then, all failure is due to my 
shortcomings and the work of the Devil.
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al-FÉtiÍah
(The Opening)

Title: due to its merits, this sura has many names. The most well-
known is: al-FÉtiÍah (The Opening) or FÉtiÍat al-KitÉb (The Opening 
of the Book; al-BukhÉrÊ: 756, Muslim: 394) because the Qur’an begins 
with it. Its other names include: Umm al-KitÉb (The Mother of the 
Book; al-BukhÉrÊ: 1165), Umm al-Qur’Én (The Mother of the Qur’an; 
al-BukhÉrÊ: 4704), al-Qur’Én al-ÑAÐÊm (The Grand Qur’an), AsÉs 
al-Qur’Én (The Foundation of the Qur’an), SËrat al-×amd (The Sura 
of Thankfulness). It is also called al-SabÑ al-MathÉnÊ (The Oft-repeated 
Seven) because it is read in every rakÑah– unit of Prayer. Additionally, 
it has other names that denote its healing power: al-ShifÉ’ (The Cure) 
and al-Ruqyah (The Incantation; al-BukhÉrÊ: 2276).

Merit: this is the greatest, most-often repeated sura in the Qur’an. 
AbË SaÑÊd Ibn al-MuÑallÉ (h) narrated that the Messenger of Allah (g) 
said to him: “I shall inform you of the greatest sura of the Qur’an before 
you leave the mosque”. AbË SaÑÊd continues: “He took me by the hand 
and as he was about to leave the mosque, I said: “Messenger of Allah! 
You said: “I shall inform you of the greatest sura of the Qur’an”. He 
said: “﴾ ﴿ (Gratitude be to Allah the Lord of all beings). It 
is al-SabÑ al-MathÉnÊ (The Oft-repeated Seven) and al-Qur’Én al-ÑAÐÊm 
(The Grand Qur’an) that I have been given” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4703). 
No Prayer will be accepted of those who do not recite The Opening 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 756; Muslim: 394). It is also a light that no other Prophet 
before Muhammad (g) was given. Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated that: 
“While Gabriel was sitting with the Prophet (g), he heard a creaking 
sound from above, lifted his head and said: “This is a Heavenly door. 
It is opened today and never ever has it been opened before”. Then an 
angel descended to Earth through it. He ˹ Gabriel˺ said: “This is an angel 
who descended to Earth and never ever has he descended before”. The 
angel greeted them and said: “I bring you glad tidings of two lights that 
you are given and never have they been given to any Prophet before 
you: FÉtiÍat al-KitÉb (The Opening of the Book) and the endings 
of al-Baqarah. You shall never read a letter of any of them without 
your prayer being answered”. (Muslim: 806) In addition, through this 
sura communication takes place between Allah and His servants. AbË 
Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Almighty Allah said: 
“I divided Prayer into two halves between Me and My servant and to 
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My servant shall be granted all what he asks for”. When the servant says: 
“Gratitude be to Allah the Lord of all beings”, Allah says: “My servant 
has thanked Me”. When the servant says: “The Most Beneficent, the 
Most Merciful”, Allah says: “My servant has praised Me”. When the 
servant says: “Owner of the Day of Judgement,” Allah says: “My servant 
has glorified Me”. When the servant says: “˹Only˺ You do we worship, 
and ˹only˺ from You do we seek help”, Allah says: “This is between Me 
and My servant and to My servant shall be granted what he asks for”. 
When the servant says: “Guide us to the straight path; the path of those 
on whom You have bestowed your Grace, not those on whom ˹is Your˺ 
Wrath nor the misguided”, Allah says: “This is for My servant and to My 
servant shall be granted what he asks for”. (Muslim: 395) 

Theme: the main theme of al-FÉtiÍah is that all acts of worship should 
be dedicated wholly and solely to Almighty God and shall be carried out 
with total devotion. Additionally, al-QurÏubÊ (1: 112) is of the opinion 
that it is called al-Qur’Én al-ÑAÐÊm because it encapsulates the totality 
of Qur’anic knowledge: “Praise of Almighty God with the Attributes 
of His Mightiness and Perfection, the command to worship Him with 
devotion, confessing that one is unable to carry out worship without 
seeking Divine help, beseeching God for guidance to the Straight Path, 
saving one from the ways of the misguided and making clear the final 
destination of the Deniers”.

Key: the key to understanding al-FÉtiÍah is to think of it as a form 
of prayer or supplication, in which Believers begin by extending their 
thankfulness to Allah and praise to Him, then they tell of their dedication 
to His worship alone, only to ask Him at the end to guide them to the 
Straight Path, which leads to the Almighty’s Pleasure, the ultimate goal 
that one strives to achieve in this life.
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﴾1﴿ In the Name of Allah(1), the Most 
Beneficent, the Most Merciful(2). 
﴾2﴿ Gratitude be to Allah the Lord(3) 

1 Allah (الله) is God’s most unique Name, grandly referred to as LafÐ 
al-JalÉlah (The Word of Majesty). It occurs in the Qur’an 2,697 times in 
85 of its 114 suras. Allah is considered the Almighty’s Supreme Name 
(al-Ism al-AÑÐam) by AbË ×anÊfah (quoted in al-ÙaÍÉwÊ, SharÍ Mushkil 
al-ÓthÉr, 1: 1616). According to the vast majority of scholars Allah is 
linguistically unique in that it is originally a proper and underived noun 
(cf. al-ShawkÉnÊ, Nayl al-AwÏÉr: 1: 18). None other than the Almighty 
is named by it: “Do you know any other of a Name like His?” (19: 65) 
In Abrahamic religions, i.e. Judaism, Christianity and Islam, the concept 
of God basically has the same referent. He is unlimited with regards to 
knowledge (omniscience), power (omnipotence), existence (omnipresence) 
and benevolence. However, there are points of departure regarding how 
each religion perceives God. The most outstanding of which is that Islam 
Believes in a One and Only God without the slightest form of Association 
(cf. 3: 64):“Say: He is God, Unique. *God is the Oft-Beseeched. *He 
begot none, nor was He begotten. *None is equal to Him” (Sura al-IkhlÉÎ, 
Q. 112). Additionally, God in Islam has unique Names and Attributes and 
in accordance with Muslim belief (ÑaqÊdah) the Muslim conception of God 
is not anthropomorphic in the slightest form: “Nothing is like Him; He is 
the All-Hearing, All-Seeing”. (42: 11) 

2 The ‘Most Beneficent’ and the ‘Most Merciful’ here stand for the Arabic 
ar-RaÍmÉn and ar-RaÍÊm, respectively. They are both intensive forms 
derived from the noun raÍmah, mercy. Whilst they both denote the trait 
of mercy, semantically, however, they are different; ar-RaÍmÉn is more 
intensive than ar-RaÍÊm (cf. Ibn ManÐËr, LisÉn al-ÑArab, root: r Í m). 
According to exegetes, ar-RaÍmÉn’s Mercy encompasses all creatures, 
whereas ar-RaÍÊm’s is reserved only for Believers (cf. 33:43, al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-QurÏubÊ, al-ShinqiÏÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). The extent of God’s Mercy is highlighted 
in the following tradition: AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) 
said: “God has one hundred mercies. He sent down one of them on humans, 
jinn, animals and venomous creatures. Through it they show mercy to 
each other, and through it wild beasts show mercy to their young. God has 
reserved ninety-nine mercies with which He bestows mercy on his servants 
on the Day of Judgement” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6000; Muslim: 2752).

3 The Arabic rabb translated here as ‘Lord’ is semantically and lexically 
related to tarbiyah, which means to nurture, but with much care and 
attention (cf. Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, 2: 381). When used in its 
absolute form with the definite article, al-Rabb, it could only mean God 
Almighty, Who is the One Who takes care and provides for all beings.
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of all beings(4); ﴾3﴿ The Most 
Beneficent, the Most Merciful; 
﴾4﴿ Owner of the Day of Judgement(5). 
﴾5﴿ ˹Only˺ You do we worship, and 
˹only˺ You do we seek help from. 
﴾6﴿ Guide us to the Straight Path(6); 
﴾7﴿ the path of those on whom You 
have bestowed Your Grace(7), not 
those on whom ˹is Your˺ Wrath(8) 
nor the misguided(9).

4 ‘All beings’ here stands for al-‘ÉlamÊn, usually translated as ‘worlds’. It 
means the Heavens the Earth and all that is within them and all that is 
between them (cf. 26: 23-24).

5 ‘The Day of Judgement’, a translation of yawm ad-dÊn in this aya, is a 
recurrent theme in the Qur’an. However, its nomenclature differs according 
to the effect intended, and whereby it is variously Yawm ad-DÊn (the Day 
of Judgement), Yawm al-×isÉb (the Day of Reckoning), Yawm al-QiyÉmah 
(the Day of Resurrection), al-WÉqiÑah (the Befalling), aÏ-ÙÉmmah (the 
Dumbfounding), aÎ-ØÉkhkhah (the Deafening), ar-RÉjifah (the Quaking), 
al-FazaÑ al-Akbar (the Great Fright) and al-×Éqqah (the Real). These many 
names for one and the same thing, some of which are indeed heart-rending, 
signify its magnitude and drive home the message: “Be Mindful of a Day 
on which you shall be returned to Allah”. (2: 281) 

6 al-ØirÉÏ al-MustaqÊm is the road (an Arabicized word after the Latin 
word strÉta, i.e. road) which is straight, clear and has no turns or curves 
(al-ÙabarÊ). It is used figuratively in the Qur’an to denote the correct 
manner in which God is to be worshipped and which leads to His Pleasure. 
It also denotes being spared torment in the Hereafter (cf. 6: 153).

7 Those who know the Truth and follow it: “Whoever obeys Allah and the 
Messenger, then those are among the ones on whom Allah has bestowed 
His Grace—of the Prophets, the Affirmers of Truth, the martyrs and the 
pious—indeed the companion of these is well off”. (4: 69) 

8 Those who know the Truth and do not follow it. (al-ÙabarÊ) 

9 Those who are ignorant of the Truth and worship God following only their 
whims and wishful thinking. (al-ÙabarÊ) 
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al-Baqarah
(The Cow)

Title: the sura is named after the incident of the cow, as related in Ayas 
67-74, highlighting the lukewarm response of the Children of Israel to 
God’s commandments whereby He sought to test their Faith.

Merit: the longest sura in the Grand Qur’an totalling 286 ayas, 
al-Baqarah has a number of merits. Firstly, it is a blessing for the 
Muslim household. AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) 
said: “Do not turn your homes into graveyards, the devil shuns the home 
in which Sura al-Baqarah is recited” (Muslim: 780), and AbË UmÉmah 
al-BÉhilÊ (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Read Sura al-Baqarah 
as owning it is a blessing and abandoning it is a loss, and the sorcerers 
cannot bear it”. (Muslim: 1910) Secondly, and very importantly, it, 
along with Ól ÑImrÉn– together known as ‘al-ZahrÉwÉn’ (lit. The Two 
Luminous Suras) – will come to intercede on behalf of a person who 
takes them as his own on the Day of Judgement. AbË UmÉmah al-BÉhilÊ 
(h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Read the Qur’an for it comes 
on the Day of Judgement to intercede on behalf of those who associate 
themselves with it. Read al-ZahrÉwÉn, al-Baqarah and Ól ÑImrÉn, as 
they come on the Day of Judgement as if they were two clouds, or 
shades or two flocks of birds, keeping close together arguing on behalf 
of he who owns them”. (Muslim: 1910) al-Baqarah also contains some 
of the most meritorious ayas—the greatest aya in the Qur’an, the Aya 
of al-KursÊ (No. 255) and the last two ayas of the sura. ÑUqbah Ibn 
ÑÓmir (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Whoever recites the last 
two ayas of al-Baqarah, these will suffice him ˹as a shield from evil˺”. 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 5008) The longest aya in the Qur’an, Aya Ad-Dayn (No. 
282), also occurs in al-Baqarah.

Theme: the main message of al-Baqarah is that true Believers receive 
God’s commandments with unequivocal acceptance and submission. 
The sura is meant to establish firm Belief that can stand the tests and 
trials to come in order to prevail over Denial.

Key: in order to unlock the meaning for this sura one has to take it as a 
detailed answer from Allah to the Believers’ supplication to guide them 
to the Straight Path, found at the end of al-FÉtiÍah—here Allah tells 
Believers how to find this Straight Path and true, unshakable Belief. The 
first five ayas capture the essence of the message: that true guidance is 
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to be found in the Qur’an and that true Believers are those who submit 
themselves unquestioningly to Allah’s Will and have unshakable faith 
in all that Prophet Muhammad (g) came with. The many stories and 
incidents of disobedience and rebelling against Allah’s commands 
told here are given to highlight what lack of Belief and submission is 
like. Furthermore, it is a very early Madinan sura, which explains the 
many references given to the Children of Israel, who then resided in 
Madinah in their multitudes, and the gentle reminder they were given 
to the Straight Path of Allah. The sura also includes the admonishing 
of hypocrites lurking within the newly-formed community, and the 
introduction of new laws such as fasting during the month of Ramadan, 
how to perform Hajj and familial matters. Essentially, many new laws 
for the Muslims and their community at large are introduced in a very 
considerate manner: and whereby Believers are to obey these with total 
submission.
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In the Name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful

﴾1﴿ Alif, LÉm, MÊm(1). ﴾2﴿ That(2) Book(3) 
– no doubt – in it is guidance to the 
Mindful(4); ﴾3﴿ who ˹unshakably˺ 

1 Twenty nine suras in the Qur’an begin with these disjointed letters of the 
Arabic alphabet (known as al-ÍurËf al-muqaÏÏaÑah). Exegetes, over time, 
have speculated on their meaning, however, two opinions prevail. Firstly, 
that they indicate the inimitable nature of the Qur’an, as it is made up of 
letters from the Arabic alphabet. The Arabs at the time of revelation were 
the unrivalled masters of the Arabic language and yet when challenged 
were totally unable to create anything like the Qur’an. This, despite the fact 
that it heralded a complete overhaul of their socio-religious system, one 
that threatened their very own way of existence. This challenge to author 
something like it was delivered by the Qur’an in more than one place (cf. 
10: 38, 11: 13, 17: 88). This bears testimony to the inimitable, Divine source 
of the Qur’an (cf. Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr). Secondly, a significant number 
of the Prophet’s Companions (g), including the rightly-guided Caliphs, the 
Followers and their followers refrained from interpreting them, and since 
nothing has been reported from the Prophet (g) as to their meaning, we 
should also follow suit and say: “God knows best”.

2 The fact that the demonstrative pronoun dhÉlika (that) rather than hÉdhÉ 
(this) is employed in this aya to refer to the Book, the Qur’an, underlines its 
loftiness and most high status. (Ibn ÑUthaymÊn, 1:28) 

3 This aya contains a pause of al-muÑÉnaqah (congruence) and, thus, has two 
alternative readings. In the Uthmanic codex this type of pause is symbolized 
by a pair of triangular shaped dots. If one is to pause at the first position one 
is not to pause at the second and vice versa. Under no circumstances is one 
to stop at both as the meaning would be seriously altered. In this position, 
if we pause at the first indication, the aya could be read as: “This Book in 
which there is no doubt, containing guidance to the Mindful”, in which 
emphasis is laid on the infallible Divine origin of the Qur’an and, thus, no 
one is to doubt it (cf. 41:42). Stopping at the second indication gives rise to 
the reading represented in the translation above, which emphasizes that the 
Qur’an is a Book of Guidance (cf. 17: 9).

4 At-TaqwÉ, translated here and throughout this rendition as Mindfulness, 
is a central Qur’anic concept. It means being aware of God and watchful 
of Him in all our deeds and intentions; acts of the heart. This constant 
vigilance nurtures within a deep sense of sincerity and relatedness to God, 
thus eschewing worldly temptations and distractions which sway one 
from the real goal in life and the purpose of existence: namely, to worship 
God alone. Etymologically, it is derived from the verb ittaqÉ, i.e. placing 
protection between oneself and what can cause harm. The overall meaning 
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Believe in the Unseen(5), keep 
up the Prayer(6) and give out of what 
We have provided for them; ﴾4﴿ who 
Believe in what is sent down to you 
˹Muhammad˺ and what was sent 
down before you(7), and have firm 
faith in the Hereafter. ﴾5﴿ These are 
guided by their Lord, and these are 
the successful(8).
﴾6﴿ Indeed the Deniers(9), whether 
you warn them or do not warn 
them, they will not Believe(10). 

is to be vigilant and aware of God at all times in order that His Punishment 
is avoided. (For more information see: Abdul-×ayy al-FaramÉwÊ, 
al-MawsËÑah al-Qur’Éniyyah al-MutakhaÎÎiÎah, entry “taqwÉ”, pp. 734-737.) 

5 ‘The Unseen’ is al-Ghayb, i.e. what lies beyond the realm of perception 
and is only known through revelation. It is what people, particularly the 
materialistically oriented, find hard to Believe in, and includes, inter alia, 
the angels, life after death, Hellfire and Paradise. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

6 ‘Keeping up the Prayer’, iqÉmat aÎ-ÎalÉh, entails performing it punctually 
and devoutly, observing the manner set forth by the Prophet (g), who said: 
“Pray as you have seen me Pray”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 631) 

7 That is to Believe in what Muhammad (g) came with from God and what 
the Messengers came with before him without differentiation among them 
or Denial of what they came with.

8 ‘The successful’, al-mufliÍËn, are those who succeed in attaining what they 
wish for, namely, to be guided by God, and avoid the evil of what they fear. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

9 The noun kufr is derived from the root verb ‘kafara’, i.e. ‘to cover’ (Ibn 
ManÐËr, LisÉn al-ÑArab), by extension it entails ‘covering up the truth’ 
(al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt) which is an integral part of the purport of the 
Qur’anic term. al-LadhÊna kafarË, literally, those who Deny is usually 
translated as disbelievers or unbelievers. However, ‘disbelieving’, in essence, 
is denial of what the Prophet (g) came with or a part of it (cf. al-SaÑdÊ). 
Thus, the choice of the term Deniers throughout this translation. Deniers are 
those who staunchly, heedlessly and shamelessly cover up the Truth. They 
are widely set apart from the Believers who willingly and devoutly open up 
to it and embrace it; they come at the other end of the divide.

10 Those who Denied the Truth with which Prophet Muhammad (g) came, 
out of arrogance and transgression, will never Believe because of their 
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﴾7﴿ Allah has sealed their hearts 
and their hearing, and over their 
eyes there is a veil—theirs is a 
grievous Punishment(11).
﴾8﴿ Some people say: “We 
Believe in Allah and in the Last 
Day”, while, in fact, they do not 
Believe(12). ﴾9﴿ They seek to deceive 
Allah(13) and the Believers—they 
only deceive themselves, not 
realizing it(14). ﴾10﴿ In their hearts 
there is disease and thus ˹because 
of it˺ Allah has increased their 
disease(15). Theirs is a painful 
Punishment for their ˹persistent˺ 
lying. ﴾11﴿ When it is said to them: 
“Do not sow corruption in the 
land”, they say: “We are only 
but reformers”. ﴾12﴿ Nay! They 
are the corruptors but they do 
not realize it! ﴾13﴿ When it is said 
to them: “Believe as the ˹other˺ 
people have Believed”, they say: 

stubbornness and intransigence. But, if they mend their ways and reach deep 
into their hearts, they could possibly open up to Belief (cf. Ibn Taymiyyah, 
MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 16: 584-589, Ibn al-Qayyim, ShifÉ’ al-ÑAlÊl, 91).

11 ÑAdhÉb, translated here as ‘Punishment’, means that they are condemned to 
painful suffering in Hellfire (cf. al-BaghawÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

12 These are the hypocrites or al-munÉfiqËn (63: 1), whose hidden truth, 
Denial, is in contrast to what they show to people, i.e. Belief. The fact of 
their matter is told here quite lucidly (Ayas 8-20), exposing their pretence so 
that people make no mistake about them. They are a third party, somewhere 
between Believers (spoken of in Ayas 1-5) and Deniers (spoken of in Ayas 
6-7) (cf. Ibn KathÊr).

13 Cf. 58: 18.

14 Cf. 4: 142.

15 Cf. 9:125. They were stricken with cancerous doubt. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ) 
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“Should we Believe as the feeble-
minded(16) have Believed?” Indeed 
they are the feeble-minded but 
they know not. ﴾14﴿ When they 
meet those who Believe, they 
say: “We Believe!”, but when 
they are alone with their devils(17), 
they say: “Surely we are with 
you. We are but mocking”. 
﴾15﴿ Allah mocks(18) them and 
slackens the reins for them to 
wander aimlessly in their blindness(19). 
﴾16﴿ These are the ones who traded 
in guidance for loss. Their trade 
did not flourish nor were they 
guided. ﴾17﴿ Their similitude is 
that of one who kindles a fire; 
as soon as it casts light on what 
is around him, Allah takes away 
their light leaving them in ˹utter˺ 
darkness(20), unable to see(21); 

16 al-SufahÉ’, translated here as ‘the feeble-minded’, is an adjective for the 
noun safah (feeble-mindedness). Safah indicates a person’s inability to 
distinguish between what is good and what is not. Thus, a person of this 
nature, unwittingly, inflicts harm on himself. The hypocrites are saying that 
the Companions of the Prophet (g) were not able to discern what is good 
for themselves and consequently they Believed. Little did they know that 
they are the feeble-minded (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

17 Their leaders in this evil. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

18 God mocks them by making their squalid condition look good to them. 
On the Day of Judgement, God will give them light just like that of the 
Believers, then when they walk in it, God will snatch it away from them 
leaving them desolate in complete darkness. Great is their despair after 
hope! Cf. 57:14. (al-SaÑdÊ) 

19 ÙughyÉn, lit. transgression and exceeding the limits. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb 
al-Qur’Én, 41; al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, 321) 

20 ÚulumÉt, is an intensive plural form of ÐalmÉ’ or Ðulmah, i.e. darkness. 
These are the darkness of doubt and that of Denial (cf. Ibn KathÊr).

21 The illuminating fire here denotes Belief, which dissipates darkness; their 
nominal Belief did them as much good as a transitory source of light does 
in utter darkness. (Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 
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﴾18﴿ deaf, dumb, and blind, they 
will not find their way back(22). 
﴾19﴿ Or like a downpour from the 
sky, in which there is darkness, 
thunder and lightning. They 
put their fingers in their ears 
from thunderclaps(23), fearing 
death—Allah is surrounding(24) 
the Deniers. ﴾20﴿ The lightning(25) 
almost snatches away their sight; 
whenever it flashes they walk in 
its light and when the light goes, 
they stand still(26). If Allah so 
willed, He could have taken away 
their hearing and their sight—
Allah is Able over everything.
﴾21﴿ People! Worship your Lord 
Who created you and those before 
you so that you might be Mindful(27). 
﴾22﴿ He Who made the land a carpet(28) 
and the sky a roof(29) for you,

22 Cf. 22: 46 and 63:3.

23 Their admonition in the Qur’an and how it reveals their truth are akin to 
deafening thunderclaps penetrating their eardrums. (al-ÙabarÊ) 

24 Almighty God knows all too well the affairs of the hypocrites and He has 
utter control over them to dispose of them as He wishes; they can neither 
deceive Him nor escape His Punishment (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

25 The glaring light of the Qur’an. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr) 

26 The parable of the heavy downpour is another way, along with the 
illuminating fire, of vividly describing the tumultuous psychological state 
the hypocrites had to live through in the midst of Believers to whom the 
Qur’an was being sent down telling them of the Truth of their hidden 
enemies. Enemies who are repeatedly, and in the strongest of terms, 
censured and called to listen to the voice of reason.

27 Being heedful of your Creator and Provider.

28 Stretched out, easy to walk on like a carpet. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

29 Cf. 21: 32.
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and sent water down from the 
sky and grew with it ˹all sorts 
of ˺  produce as provisions for 
you. Therefore, ˹knowing this,˺ 
do not set up ˹rivalling˺ equals 
for Him(30). ﴾23﴿ And if you are in 
doubt about what We have sent 
down to Our servant(31), come up 
with a single sura(32) like it, and 
call ˹for your aid˺ your witnesses(33) 
apart from Allah, if only you were 
truthful. ﴾24﴿ But if you will not do 
it – and you will never ˹ever˺ do it 
– be Mindful of the Fire, the fuel 
of which is people and stones(34), 
that has been prepared for the 
Deniers. ﴾25﴿ Give glad tidings to 
those who Believe and do good 
deeds that theirs are Gardens(35) 
under which rivers flow; whenever 
they are provided with a fruit from 
it, they would say: “This is what 
we have been provided with 
before!(36)” They have been provided 
with it resembling each other(37).

30 Ibn MasÑËd (h) narrated that he asked the Prophet (g): “What is the 
gravest of all sins?” He (g) replied: “That you take ˹as god˺ a rival equal to 
Allah when it is He Who created you”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4477, Muslim: 86) 

31 The referent of ‘Our servant’, is Muhammad (g) to whom the Qur’an was 
sent down.

32 Sura is a Qur’anic chapter. 

33 Your aides and partners who would readily interpose for you. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr) 

34 Cf. 21: 98.

35 al-Jannah or Paradise the plural of which is JannÉt as in this aya.

36 There is an element of a renewed and pleasant surprise involved here.

37 The fruits of Paradise look like those found in this worldly life, but their 
taste is different. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-QurÏubÊ) 
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For them in it are purified(38) 
spouses—they will abide therein 
forever.
﴾26﴿ Allah does not shy away from 
giving a gnat(39) as an example or 
even less than it(40). Those who 
Believe will know that it is the 
Truth from their Lord, but those 
who Deny will say: “What need 
does Allah have for this example!” 
He ˹Allah˺ misguides with it 
˹this example˺ a great number of 
people and guides with it a great 
number of people(41). But He only 
misguides the Transgressors(42); 
﴾27﴿ those who break the covenant 
of Allah(43) after it has been set 
as binding, sever what Allah 
ordained to be joined, and sow 
corruption in the land. These are, 
indeed, the Losers. ﴾28﴿ How could 
you Deny Allah, while you were 
dead and He made you alive; 
He then will take your lives, 

38 Pure and clean, both bodily and spiritually. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

39 Such an insignificant creature can be used to present to people evidence of 
the truthfulness of the Message. Besides the Qur’an and its Signs (Ayas) 
no matter how small or belittled the evidence is, it is still enough proof for 
those who seek the Truth with open hearts.

40 The expression used here is fa mÉ fawqahÉ, which literally means: ‘or what 
is above it’, i.e. either smaller or larger in size. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

41 Cf. 9: 124-125.

42 al-FÉsiqËn, derived from the noun fisq, are those who overstep the limits 
that God has demarcated for people. Fisq is a manifestation of Denial (cf. 
74: 31).

43 Cf. 2: 84-85 and 5: 12-13 and 70.
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then bring you to life again, and 
after that you will be returned to 
Him again?(44) ﴾29﴿ He is the One 
Who created for you all that there 
is in Earth, then made for(45) the sky 
and formed it into seven skies. He 
has knowledge of everything(46).
﴾30﴿ ˹Mention Muhammad˺(47) When 
your Lord said to the angels: “I shall 
instate a successor(48) on Earth!” 
They said: “Will you instate in 
it one who sows corruption and 
sheds blood, whereas we ˹ incessantly˺ 
glorify You in gratitude to You 
and exalt You?”(49) He said: “I 
know that which you do not”. 

44 These are the cycles of life and death that humans go through: seeds in the 
loins of men, creation and birth, death, being brought to life at resurrection 
and being held accountable for one’s deeds. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

45 This translation of the Divine Attribute IstawÉ follows after al-WÉÍidÊ in 
al-WajÊz, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ and Ibn ÑUthaymÊn. Alternatively, it could 
mean that Almighty God rose to the sky in a manner befitting Him only, 
which in al-BaghawÊ’s opinion is the interpretation given by Ibn ÑAbbÉs 
(k) and most of the exegetes of his generation.

46 This aya is further expounded in Ayas 41: 9-12.

47 AbË al-BaqÉ’ al-KafawÊ (al-KulliyyÉt, p. 69) says: “Whenever ˹ the particle˺ 
idh is mentioned in the Qur’an it implies ˹the command˺ ‘mention!’ That 
is, mention ˹Muhammad˺ to them ˹the ones to whom the Qur’an is being 
recited˺ or recall in your mind… most exegetes agree to this”.

48 KhalÊfah is derived from khalafa which denotes standing in place of someone 
else (Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, 2: 210; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt, 
p. 294). Here, it means someone who comes after another and takes his 
place; these are mankind, Adam and his progeny, who successively take 
over each other’s place, generation after generation, until the Day of 
Judgement. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

49 AbË Dharr (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) was asked: “What is the best 
utterance?” He replied: “Whatever Allah chose for His angels and servants: 
“SubÍÉn AllÉh wa bi-Íamdih (Glorified be Allah and ˹we do this˺ in 
gratitude to Him)”. (Muslim: 2731) 
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﴾31﴿ He taught Adam all the names 
˹of things˺, then showed them 
to the angels and said: “Tell Me 
the names of these, if only you 
were truthful!” ﴾32﴿ They said: 
“Glorified may You be! We have 
no knowledge but what You have 
taught us. You are All-Knowing, 
All-Wise”. ﴾33﴿ He said: “Adam! 
Tell them their names”. When he 
told them their names, He said: 
“Did I not instruct you that I know 
what is hidden in the Heavens and 
the Earth?—and I know what you 
make public and what you hide”(50).
﴾34﴿ ˹Mention Muhammad˺ When 
We said to the angels: “Bow 
down to Adam!”(51); they bowed 
down except IblÊs(52); he refused, 
became arrogant(53) and was one of 
the Deniers. ﴾35﴿ We said: “Adam! 
Dwell yourself and your wife 
in the Garden(54) and eat thereof 

50 This quiz was posed to the angels, the closest to God of His creation, to 
prove to them, by practical example, the Truth of God’s All-Encompassing 
Knowledge, and, in turn, the Wisdom of His Choice. It is also a concrete 
manifestation of God’s infinite Justice, which allows for questioning by 
even the most obedient of His subjects, the angels. This Most Able of 
Sovereigns answers their concerns.

51 The command to the angels to bow down to Adam is an act of worship to 
God and reverence to Adam who was honoured by God Himself. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

52 IblÊs is Satan. Etymologically, iblÊs comes from iblÉs, i.e. having no hope 
in good things, grief and sadness caused by utter despair. (Ibn Qutaybah, 
GharÊb al-Qur’Én, p. 23; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt, p. 143) 

53 His arrogance is spelled out elsewhere in the Qur’an; 7: 12, 38: 76, 15: 33.

54 This Garden is Paradise, the very Heavenly abode of eternal bliss. (al-QurÏubÊ, 
Ibn Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 4: 347, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 
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˹bountifully˺ aplenty wherever 
you wish, but do not come near 
this tree, or ˹else˺ you will be 
from among the wrongful”. 
﴾36﴿ Satan tripped them into it(55) 
and drove them out from where 
they were(56); We said: “Go down, 
as enemies to each other. In 
Earth will be your dwelling and 
livelihood for a given time(57)”. 
﴾37﴿ Adam received a few words(58) 
from His Lord, and He forgave 
him; He is the All-Forgiving, the 
Most Merciful. ﴾38﴿ We said(59): 
“Go down all of you(60), whenever 
guidance comes to you from Me 
whoever follows it will have 
neither fear nor will they grieve. 
﴾39﴿ As for those who Deny and 
disbelieve in our Signs these are 
the company of the Fire; forever 
they will abide therein(61).

55 How he managed to do this is told in more detail in 7: 20-22.

56 The great blessing of dwelling in Paradise.

57 Until the Day of Judgement. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

58 These kalimÉt or ‘words’, or supplication, are provided in 7: 23: “They 
˹both˺ said: “Our Lord, we have wronged ourselves, and if You do 
not forgive us and have mercy upon us, we will surely be among the 
losers”.

59 What follows is the original covenant: to follow the path of guidance shown 
to them by God’s Messengers. Those who Believe in the Message will 
lead a life of felicity but those who Deny will meet Hellfire as their final 
destination.

60 The addressees were Adam, Eve and Satan. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
Ibn KathÊr) 

61 The episode of Adam’s creation and his encounter with Satan are spelled 
out in detail in 20:116-123.
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﴾40﴿ Children of Israel!(62) 
Remember My favour which 
I conferred on you, and fulfil 
˹your obligations to˺ My pledge 
and I will honour ˹My obligations 
to˺ your pledge(63); and fear none 
but Me. ﴾41﴿ Believe in what I 
have sent down confirming what 
you have(64), do not be the first to 
Deny it, do not trade my Signs(65) 
for a pittance(66) and be Mindful 
of Me, ﴾42﴿ do not mix up Truth 
with falsehood, and do not 
suppress the Truth while you 
are aware of it, ﴾43﴿ keep up the 
Prayer, give out the prescribed 
alms and bow down ˹in Prayer˺ 
with those who bow down(67). 

62 Israel is Prophet Jacob (). The use of the epithet ‘Children of Israel’ for 
the Israelites is meant to act as a reminder to them to follow in the footsteps 
of the Patriarch from whom they are directly descended.

63 God’s pledge to the Children of Israel and theirs to Him are given in 5: 12. 
This mutual pledge is related as: if the Children of Israel keep up the Prayer, 
give charity, Believe in and support the Prophets, and spend in the cause of 
God, God will, in return, expiate their sins and admit them to the Gardens 
through which rivers flow, i.e. Paradise.

64 God is inviting the Children of Israel to Believe in the Qur’an and Prophet 
Muhammad’s (g) Message in fulfilment of their pledge to Him (cf. 7: 156-
157, in which the Children of Israel are enjoined to Believe in the gentile 
Prophet whom they find mentioned in the Torah). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 

65 The Torah in which there is mention of the Messengership of Prophet 
Muhammad (g).

66 Their leaders used to reap shares from their devoted folk’s wealth. Hence, 
they tried to hide the Truth about Prophet Muhammad (g) fearing that they 
would lose these gratuities.

67 This is an invitation from God to the Children of Israel to join the Prophet 
(g) and his Companions and become Believers performing acts of worship 
accordingly (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). 
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﴾44﴿ How could you enjoin people 
to do what is right and forget 
˹about it˺ yourselves, while you 
read the Book(68); have you no 
sense? ﴾45﴿ Seek help in patience 
and Prayer(69); indeed they are hard 
save for the dedicated(70). ﴾46﴿ Those 
who firmly Believe that they will 
be meeting their Lord and that 
they are returning to Him.
﴾47﴿ Children of Israel! Remember 
My favour which I conferred on 
you and that I privileged you 
over other peoples(71). ﴾48﴿ Be 
cautious of a Day(72) on which 
no soul will be of use to another 
soul, neither intercession(73) nor 
ransom will be accepted from 
it, and they(74) will not be helped. 

Furthermore, al-WÉÍidÊ is of the opinion that the command to “bow down 
with those who bow down” is specifically mentioned to denote performing 
congregational, obligatory Prayers.

68 The Torah.

69 The commentary widely-known as al-JalÉlayn has it that this command 
is addressed to: “The Children of Israel who were hampered from Belief 
out of greed and love of vainglory. They are commanded to seek help in 
patience, i.e. fasting, which dents wantonness, and Prayer because it leads 
to humbleness and expels haughtiness”.

70 The ‘dedicated’ (al-khÉshiÑÊn) are those who are humble in obedience to 
God, fearful of His Punishment, Believing in His promise and warning. 
(al-ÙabarÊ) 

71 In their time, God gave them certain privileges over other peoples; Prophets, 
revealed Books and kingship (cf. 5: 20). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

72 The Day of Judgement.

73 On the Day of Judgement no intercession on behalf of a Denier will be 
accepted, but it will be accepted for a Believer given that God permits it. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

74 The Deniers.
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﴾49﴿ ˹Remember˺ When We saved 
you from the people of Pharaoh 
who subjected you to the worst of 
suffering—they slaughtered your 
sons and kept your womenfolk 
alive—surely, this was a great 
tribulation from your Lord. 
﴾50﴿ ˹Remember˺ When We split 
the sea for you, delivered you, and 
drowned the people of Pharaoh 
before your eyes(75). ﴾51﴿ And 
˹remember˺ when We appointed 
forty nights for Moses(76), and 
then when he was away you 
took up ˹worshipping˺ the calf—
you were unjust(77). ﴾52﴿ Then We 
forgave you so that you might 
be thankful(78). ﴾53﴿ ˹Remember˺ 
When we gave Moses the 
Book and the Distinguisher(79), 
so that you might be guided. 
﴾54﴿ ˹Remember˺ When Moses 
said to his people: “My people, 
you have done yourselves 
injustice by taking the calf ˹as 
an idol˺. Repent to your 
Originator! Kill yourselves(80); 

75 Cf. 26: 61-66.

76 The meeting place where Moses was to receive the Torah is specified 
elsewhere in the Qur’an; 20: 80.

77 Associating any other with God in worship is a grave injustice (cf. 31: 13).

78 For more details on these episodes cf. 7: 138-155.

79 MujÉhid and al-RabÊÑ Ibn Anas are of the opinion that the Book is the same 
as the FurqÉn (the Distinguisher) that distinguishes Truth from falsehood; 
the Torah is the FurqÉn in this aya. (Ibn AbË ×Étim) 

80 The same form of punishment is mentioned in Exodus 32:15-35. By the 
Prophet’s (g) permission (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3274), Muslims are allowed to 
mention these Biblical accounts or the so-called isrÉ’ÊliyyÉt (or apocryphal 
sources ascribed to the Children of Israel) but they are not to rely on them.
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that will be best for you with 
your Maker; that He may forgive 
you. Surely, He is the All-
Forgiving, the Most Merciful. 
﴾55﴿ ˹Remember˺ When you said: 
“Moses! We will not Believe in 
you unless we see Allah before 
our own eyes”. Suddenly, the 
thunderbolt struck you while 
you were beholding. ﴾56﴿ Then 
We resurrected you after your 
death(81), so that you might be 
thankful. ﴾57﴿ We shaded you 
with the clouds(82) and sent down 
to you the manna and quails(83). 
Eat from the good things that 
We provided for you. They(84) 
did not commit injustice against 
Us, but they did themselves the 
injustice.

81 When the punishment of the thunderbolt struck them, they died, then God 
brought them back to life so that they might become grateful to Him. 
(al-ÙabarÊ) 

82 This is an account of sparing the Israelites the glare of the sun whilst they 
were lost in the wilderness. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn AbË ×Étim) 

83 In Arabic, al-mann and al-salwÉ, respectively. They both have linguistic 
roots in Arabic; al-mann means that which is God-given without effort, 
while al-salwÉ means that in which one finds consolation and comfort. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

84 Rhetorical shifts (known as uslËb al-iltifÉt) from, for instance as in this 
aya, the second person plural pronoun ‘you’ into the third person plural 
pronoun ‘they’ is very common in the Qur’anic discourse. This well-
known and well-researched linguistic feature is employed to serve a 
number of rhetorical purposes. In this instance, it is meant to announce that 
enumeration of the Israelites’ repeated offenses has come to an end and 
that talk is directed to other nations so that they may take heed and not fall 
into the same trap (cf. al-QÉsimÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-Dabl, DalÊl al-BalÉghah 
al-Qur’Éniyyah, p. 39).
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﴾58﴿ ˹Remember˺ When We said: 
“Enter this town(85) and eat from 
it wherever you like plentifully; 
and enter through the gate 
prostrating ˹in thankfulness˺ 
and say: “ÍiÏÏah!”(86), and We 
shall forgive you your sins 
and We shall increase ˹the 
reward of ˺  those who do good”. 
﴾59﴿ The wrongdoers among them 
substituted what was said to them 
for something else, and We sent 
down on the wrongdoers a plague(87) 
from the sky for exceeding the 
limits. ﴾60﴿ ˹Remember˺ When 
Moses prayed ˹earnestly˺ for 
water for his people. We said: 
“Strike the rock with your staff”; 
twelve springs gushed out from 
it. Every people(88) knew their 
own fountain. “Eat and drink 
from what Allah has provided 
for you and do not stalk the land 
corrupting”. ﴾61﴿ ˹Remember˺ When 
you said: “Moses, we will not bear 
with you for one type of food. 

85 This Divine command to the Children of Israel to ‘enter’ the town is 
explained in 7: 161 as ‘reside’ in the town, i.e. Jerusalem.

86 That is ‘forgiveness’; they were asked to seek forgiveness. The word 
is derived from ÍaÏÏa, i.e. to put down a burden (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb 
al-Qur’an, p. 50; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, 2: 13), but they subtly 
twisted their tongues to mean ‘barley’, ÍinÏah (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4641, cf. 
particularly al-ÑAsqalÉnÊ’s comment).

87 Rijz, i.e. torment and tumult. (Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, 2: 489; 
al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt, p. 341) 

88 Each one of the twelve tribes of the Children of Israel (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 
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Ask your Lord to bring out for 
us from what the earth grows: 
herbs, cucumber, garlic(89), lentils 
and onions. He said: “Would you 
exchange what is better for that 
which is worse? Go down to ˹just˺ 
any town, for there will be yours 
what you asked for”. Humiliation 
and indignity were stamped on them, 
and they deserved the Wrath of 
Allah, all because they used to Deny 
Allah’s Signs and kill the Prophets, 
this is because they defied and took 
to ˹habitually˺ exceeding the limits.
﴾62﴿ Certainly, the Believers, 
the Jews, the Christians and the 
Sabians whoever Believes in 
Allah and the Last Day and does 
good among them, theirs will be 
their reward from their Lord, they 
will have neither fear nor will 
they grieve(90). ﴾63﴿ ˹Remember˺ 
When We took your pledge(91), 
and raised the mountain(92) above 

89 According to some authorities fËmihÉ, translated here as garlic, also 
means wheat. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, p. 51; al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb 
al-Qur’Én, p. 367) 

90 This applies to those who came before Prophet Muhammad (g) was 
sent. Thereafter, whoever seeks a religion other than Islam will find it not 
accepted from him and in the Hereafter he will be among the Losers (3: 85) 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). Furthermore, Ibn ÑÓshËr 
opines that this aya is meant to show these people that the Door to God is 
easy to arrive at and that seeking refuge with Him is not beyond their reach, 
but they have to Believe and do good deeds..

91 Cf. 2: 83-85.

92 AÏ-ÏËr is of Syriac origin (al-JawÉliqÊ, al-MuÑarrab, p. 435) and whilst it 
means any mountain, it could also mean a certain mountain or a mountain 
covered with greenery. (al-ÙabarÊ) 
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you(93); “Hold fast to what We 
have given you and bear in mind 
what came into it, so that you 
might be Mindful”. ﴾64﴿ Then you 
turned away after that. Had it 
not been for Allah’s favour and 
Mercy, you would have been 
among the Losers. ﴾65﴿ You know 
˹what befell˺ those of you who 
transgressed on the Sabbath(94). 
We said to them: “Be apes, 
despised!” ﴾66﴿ We made it ˹this 
town˺ a ˹severe˺ lesson to those of 
its time and those that came after 
it, and an admonishment to the 
Mindful.
﴾67﴿ ˹Remember˺ When Moses 
said to his people: “Surely Allah 
commands you to slaughter a 
cow”(95). They said: “Are you 
deriding us?” He said: “I seek 
refuge by Allah, that I should 
be an ignoramus!”(96) ﴾68﴿ They 
said: “Pray to your Lord to tell 
us ˹clearly˺ what it is”. He said: 
“He says: “It is a cow not too 
old, neither is it too young, but 
somewhere in the middle. So do 
what you are being commanded to!” 

93 This is further underlined in 7: 171.

94 The details of this town’s story are given in 7: 163-165.

95 Moses asked them to slaughter a cow without being specific about it. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

96 ‘I seek refuge by Allah’ is a literal translation for the Arabic expression 
(aÑËdhu bi AllÉh) which, depending on the context, as in this case, is meant 
to express a strong feeling of aversion to something, i.e. that they accused 
him of an act befitting only the ignorant, let alone a Messenger of God.
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﴾69﴿ They said: “Pray to your Lord 
to tell us what its colour is”. He 
said: “He says: “It is a yellow 
cow, bright is its colour, pleasing 
to the beholders”. ﴾70﴿ They said: 
“Pray to your Lord to tell us what 
exactly it is; all cows look alike 
to us. At this we shall, Allah 
willing, be guided”. ﴾71﴿ He said: 
“He says: “It is a cow neither 
humbled by tilling the earth, nor 
by watering plants; unblemished, 
and its colour is untainted””. They 
said: “Now you have come with 
the Truth!” They slaughtered 
it—barely did they do so. 
﴾72﴿ ˹Remember˺ When you killed 
a soul and disputed over it(97). 
Allah reveals what you were bent 
on hiding. ﴾73﴿ We said: “Strike 
him ˹the victim˺ with a piece of it 
˹the cow˺(98)”. It is in this manner 

97 This aya concludes the episode of the cow and the debate surrounding it. 
Commentators agree that the details given here provide a foregrounding of 
how Moses’ people argued with him in what had been Divinely ordained. 
al-BiqÉÑÊ is of the opinion that the episode is divided into two sections by 
way of drawing attention to two separate favours. Firstly, the favour of 
forgiveness for being reluctant to obey what is Divinely ordained. Secondly, 
the favour of revealing the killer by way of a miracle. On the other hand, 
al-BiqÉÑÊ also sees that attention is being drawn to the fact that there is an 
issue of admonishment here. Firstly, they are being admonished for not 
being polite enough with their Prophet by accusing him of ‘deriding’ them, 
and not being observant enough of God’s commands. Secondly, they are 
being reproached for killing an inviolable, sacrosanct soul, and the evil such 
an act incurs. al-BiqÉÑÊ then concludes that this instance of foregrounding 
is, consequently, more relevant to the preceding and numerous violations. 
Thereby, the theme of reproach is still being continued here.

98 It is reported that having been hit with a piece of the cow, the victim came 
back to life and pointed his killer out. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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that Allah brings to life the dead 
and shows you His Signs so that 
you might think(99). ﴾74﴿ ˹Yet˺ After 
that your hearts became akin 
to rocks or ˹even˺ harder; truly 
among rocks some from which 
rivers gush forth, some crack and 
water seeps through, and some 
come tumbling down in fear of 
Allah—Allah is not heedless of 
what you do.
﴾75﴿ Do you ˹Believers˺ then hope 
that they will Believe in you(100), 
when a party of them used to 
hear the words of Allah(101) and 
distort them even after they had 
fully comprehended them and 
fully realizing what they were 
doing? ﴾76﴿ When they meet up 
with the Believers, they say: “We 
Believe!”, but when they are 
alone with each other, they say: 

99 In this way, they were invited to think over their actions and to be more 
heedful, obeying God more willingly. (al-ÙabarÊ, SaÑdÊ) 

100 That is to listen to you and Believe in what you call them to (al-ÙabarÊ). 
This is the reason behind recounting, in detail, the Israelites’ numerous 
violations in the previous ayas. The residents of Madinah, who made up the 
majority of the Believing community at the time, had lived alongside the 
Jews for a very long time and came to regard them as their moral superiors, 
having the Book and the knowledge that they lacked. These views were 
also shared further afield by other illiterate Arab pagans, who only had a 
most rudimentary knowledge of the religion of Abraham (). The Israelites 
were so imprinted in the Arab psyche that nothing but telling their truth in 
great detail would actually make the Believers fully comprehend the actual 
reality. It is, in a way, establishing Faith on a clean slate (but not exactly 
from scratch as we will be told shortly of the relatedness of Islam to the 
Abrahamic creed), and correcting collective societal misconceptions.

101 The Torah. (al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz; Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr) 
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“Do you tell them what Allah has 
blessed you with the knowledge 
of which(102) so that they might use 
it in argument against you before 
your Lord; have you no sense? 
﴾77﴿ Did they not know that Allah 
is in on what they hide and what 
they reveal? ﴾78﴿ Some of them 
are unlettered(103), ˹they˺ do not 
know the Book only wishfully(104) 
thinking—they only guess. 
﴾79﴿ Woe betides those who write 
the Book(105) with their own hands, 
then say: “This is from Allah!”, 
so that they may exchange it for 
a pittance. Woe betides them for 
what their hands have written, 
and woe betides them for what 
they earn. ﴾80﴿ They say: “The 
Fire will not touch us except for 
a limited number of days”(106). 
Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Have you 
˹got˺ a promise from Allah? For 
Allah never breaks His promise. 
Or do you say about Allah that of 
which you have no knowledge?” 

102 That their Book tells of the advent of a Messenger who is described in 
much detail (cf. 2:89). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah) 

103 This describes the stance of a third category of Madinan Jews with regards 
to the Message of Muhammad (g); namely, the ill-educated who follow 
what their minds tell them of what their Scripture says. The first two being 
the learned who willingly twist the words of God even after they have fully 
comprehended them, and the hypocrites who when they meet Muslims pay 
them lip service. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

104 They concoct false wishes. God has given examples of such falsity in 2: 111 
and 4: 123.

105 What they claim to be their Scripture. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

106 They were so audacious because of this claim. (al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾81﴿ Nay, but whoever commits a 
foul deed and is surrounded by 
his sin(107), will be ˹among˺ the 
company of the Fire, forever they 
abide therein. ﴾82﴿ ˹But˺ Those 
who Believe and do good deeds 
are the company of Paradise, 
forever they abide therein.
﴾83﴿ ˹Mention˺ When We took the 
pledge of the Children of Israel 
that: you should worship none but 
Allah; be kind to your parents, 
relatives, orphans and the needy; 
speak nicely to people; and keep up 
Prayer and give out the prescribed 
alms; then you turned away – 
save a few of you – paying no 
heed. ﴾84﴿ ˹Remember˺ When We 
took your pledge that: you should 
not shed one another’s blood and 
that you should not expel one 
another out of your lands; then 
you vowed bearing witness to it! 
﴾85﴿ After ˹all˺ this, here you are 
killing one another and driving a 
group of you out of their lands, 
rallying against them unjustly and 
out of aggression. ˹But˺ When 
they come to you as captives, you 
ransom them, while driving them 
out ˹in the first place˺ is forbidden 
for you. Do you Believe in parts 
of the Book and Deny others?(108) 

107 AÍÉÏat bihi khaÏÊ’atuhu ‘surrounded by his sin’, is, in other words, immersed 
in sin.

108 There were three Jewish tribes who allied themselves with the two 
paganistic Arab tribes of Madinah before Islam, falling, thus, into two 
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What then will be the punishment 
of who does this, but abasement 
in this worldly life, and in the 
Hereafter they will be consigned 
to the harshest of Punishments? 
Allah is not unaware of what you 
commit. ﴾86﴿ Those are the ones 
who exchanged the Hereafter for 
this worldly life(109); because of 
this their Punishment will not be 
alleviated nor will they be aided.
﴾87﴿ We gave Moses the Book(110) 
and sent Messengers after him in 
succession(111); and gave Jesus, son 
of Mary, clear evidences(112) and 
aided him with the Holy Spirit(113). 
Is it not so that whenever a 
Messenger comes to you with 

rivalling parties. On the one hand, there were the Jewish BanË QaynuqÉÑ 
the allies of the Arab tribe of al-Khazraj and, on the other, there were BanË 
al-NaÌÊr and BanË QurayÐah who took sides with the Arab tribe of al-Aws. 
In their infamous prolonged feuds, the Jewish clans fought alongside their 
allies against their brethren knowing what the Torah says about killing one 
another and driving one another out of the land. Even when arms were 
laid aside, they would ransom one another. Thus this Divine admonition. 
(al-SaÑdÊ) 

109 al-×ayÉt al-DunyÉ, translated as worldly life, literally means, the lower/
close/nearly life, in comparison with al-×ayÉt al-Ókhirah (lit. the last/
final/ultimate life), i.e. the Hereafter. This comparison is always present in 
the Qur’an. Whereas living merely for this lowly, worldly-life is strongly 
condemned, seeking the reward of the loftier Hereafter is, by contrast, 
highly commended.

110 The Torah.

111 Cf. 5: 44.

112 These are the miracles that Jesus performed (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ), 
which are spelled out in 3: 49 and 5: 110.

113 RËÍ al-Qudus (lit. the Sanctified Spirit) is Angel Gabriel (). (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr) 
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what you do not like, you become 
disdainful, Denying some ˹of 
them˺ and killing others? ﴾88﴿ They 
said: “Our hearts are encased”(114). 
Nay but Allah Damned them 
for their Denial, so little do they 
Believe. ﴾89﴿ When a Book(115) came 
to them from Allah confirming 
what they already have; ˹while˺ 
before it they used to invoke 
˹Divine˺ assistance(116) over those 
who Deny, still when what they 
knew came to them, they Denied 
it. Allah’s Damnation is on the 
Deniers. ﴾90﴿ Meagre is the price 
for which they sold themselves 
that they Deny what Allah sent 
down out of envy that Allah should 
send this favour on whomever 
He wills among His servants. 
They have thus deserved Wrath 
upon Wrath(117)—the Deniers’ is a 
humiliating Punishment.

114 Ghulf, wrapped in a cover, alternatively means “uncircumcised”, a term 
which is often used in the Bible: Leviticus 26: 41, Jeremiah 9: 26, Ezekiel 
44: 7.

115 The Qur’an.

116 The Jews used to seek victory over the Arabs in expectance of the coming 
Prophet whom they knew of from the Torah. They knew that his coming 
was imminent, so, at times of war and fighting, they would pray: “O God! 
Send this Prophet about whom we find in the Torah so that our enemies 
may suffer and be killed at his hands”. When God sent Muhammad (g) and 
they realized that he was not one of them, they Denied him out of envy of 
the Arabs of whom the Prophet was one. Yet, they knew all too well that he 
was the one mentioned in the Torah. (al-ÙabarÊ) 

117 They deserved God’s double Wrath firstly for their earlier rebelliousness 
and then for Denying Muhammad (g). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah) 
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﴾91﴿ When it is said to them: 
“Believe in what Allah has sent 
down”(118), they say: “We ˹only˺ 
Believe in what has been sent 
down to us”. And they Deny 
what came after it(119) when it is, 
indeed, the Truth confirming 
what is already with them. Say 
˹to them˺: “Why would you then 
kill the Prophets of Allah earlier, 
if you are ˹truly˺ Believers?(120)

﴾92﴿ Indeed Moses came to you with 
clear evidences(121), then you took 
˹to worshipping˺ the calf(122) after 
him(123)—you are indeed unjust. 
﴾93﴿ ˹Remember˺ When We 
took your pledge and raised the 
mountain above you: “Hold fast 
to what We have given you and 
be heedful!” They said: “We 
listen and we disobey”. The ˹love 
of the˺ calf was made to seep 
into their hearts because of their 
Denial. Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Vile 
it is what your Belief commands 
you to do, if you were truly 
Believers”.

118 The Qur’an.

119 What was revealed after the Torah.

120 This rhetorical question is meant to emphasize how flagrantly in the wrong 
they were, claiming that they were fulfilling the dictates of the Torah, while 
unjustly killing their Prophets (cf. NT: Matthew 23:37) when, in fact, these 
Prophets only came to them with a confirmation of the Torah, which itself 
forbids killing God’s Messengers. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

121 Moses’ miracles. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

122 Cf. 2: 51.

123 While he was away.
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﴾94﴿ Say: “If the Last Abode(124) 
with Allah was yours exclusively 
of all the people(125), then wish for 
death, if you were truly sincere”. 
﴾95﴿ For sure they will not ever wish 
for it, for what their hands have 
sent forth(126); Allah is fully aware 
of the evildoers. ﴾96﴿ You are sure 
to find them the keenest on a life(127) 
of all people, even more so than 
the Associators(128). Each of them 
wishes he could live a thousand 
years; ˹but˺ that ˹he lives such 
a long life˺ will not budge him 
away from Punishment—Allah is 
All-Seeing of what they do.
﴾97﴿ Say whoever is an enemy to 
Gabriel(129) when he brought it ˹the 

124 al-Jannah (Paradise).

125 Reference is made here to the false belief that only either the Jews or the 
Christians will enter Paradise; cf. 2: 111 below. 

126 They are in fear of what they have done and dread that the sins they have 
committed will be accounted for on the Day of Reckoning. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah) 

127 The Qur’an uses the unqualified ÍayÉt, life, to emphasize their keenness on 
being alive and their aversion to death, irrespective of the quality of the life 
that they are so eager to lead (cf. al-TawÍÊÌÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

128 Although they are told of life after death and what awaits the real servants 
of God in their Scriptures, they are keener on living longer in this life than 
even those who do not Believe in the Hereafter, i.e. al-MushrikÊn, those 
who Associate other deities in worship of God, i.e. the idolaters who were 
not privileged with a revealed Scripture). (Ibn ÑUthaymÊn) 

129 Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated: “The Jews came to the Prophet (g) and they 
said: “AbË al-QÉsim, we will ask you about five things, if you tell us about 
them we will know that you are a Prophet and we will follow you”. ˹After 
asking about four things˺, They said: “There only remains one matter, if 
you tell us about it, we will swear allegiance to you and that is: no Prophet 
was ever sent without him assigned an angel who brings him the news, who 
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Qur’an˺ down to your heart with 
Allah’s permission(130); confirming 
what preceded it(131), guidance 
and glad tidings to the Believers. 
﴾98﴿ Whoever is an enemy to Allah, 
His angels, Messengers, Gabriel 
and Michael, then Allah is an enemy 
to the Deniers. ﴾99﴿ We have sent 
down to you clear Signs(132), none 
rebuffs them except the rebellious. 
﴾100﴿ Incredulous it is that whenever 
they make a pledge, a group 
of them cast it away—indeed 
most of them do not Believe. 
﴾101﴿ When a Messenger from 
Allah(133) came confirming what 
was with them, a group of those 
who were given the Book threw 
the Book of Allah behind their 
backs as if they did not know  
˹better˺. ﴾102﴿ ˹Instead˺ They 
followed what the devils used to 
recite during Solomon’s reign(134). 

is yours? He (g) replied: “Gabriel, may peace be upon him”. They said: 
“Gabriel! He who comes with war, fighting and torment! He is our enemy! 
If you said Michael who comes with mercy, plantation and rain, we would 
have Believed in you”. “Allah then revealed this aya””. (al-TirmidhÊ: 2117, 
ImÉm AÍmad: 2483) 

130 Gabriel did not bring the Qur’an down of his own accord but was sent by 
God Himself. This is reason enough to reject their poor excuse.

131 That it confirmed what is in their Scripture was enough evidence for them, 
had their hearts been more accepting of the Truth.

132 The Qur’an contains enough Signs for those who really seek Guidance. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

133 Muhammad (g). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

134 These are the magical incantations that the devils used to mumble during 
the time of Solomon (). After his death, the devils brought them out to 
people claiming that Solomon owed his great powers to them. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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Solomon did not Deny(135) but 
the devils did, teaching people 
magic; and ˹they also followed˺ 
what was brought down to the 
two angels, HÉrËt and MÉrËt, 
in Babylon. The two would not 
teach anyone ˹magic˺ unless 
they say: “˹Be warned!˺ We 
are but a test ˹of Faith˺, do not, 
then, Deny!” They learn from 
them that with which they cause 
divisions between a man and his 
wife(136); ˹yet˺ they will not harm 
anyone with it unless Allah wills. 
They only learn that with which 
they harm themselves and is of 
no use to them. They know that 
whoever buys this has no share in 
the Hereafter. Wretched it is what 
they sold themselves for, if only 
but they ˹truly˺ knew. ﴾103﴿ Had 
they Believed and were Mindful, 
their reward from Allah would 
have been better ˹for them˺, if 
only but they ˹truly˺ knew.

135 Engagement in magic is an act of Denial, because it defies God’s will and 
its sheer foulness flies in the face of true Belief. Such a practice is not 
becoming of a most-dignified Prophet of God, as claimed by some here (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

136 Causing domestic discord is singled out here because of its gravity, carrying 
as it does the seed of social decay. JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillÉh (h) narrated that 
the Prophet (g) said: “Satan sets his throne upon water and sends out his 
troops. The closest to him will be the person who causes the most sedition. 
One of them will come to him and report: “I did this and that”. Satan will 
reply: “You did nothing!” Then another will come forward and say: “I did 
not leave him ˹the husband˺ until I caused him to leave his wife”. Then 
Satan draws him close and says: “Well done you!”” (Muslim: 2813) 
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﴾104﴿ Believers! Do not say: 
“RÉÑinÉ”, but say: “UnÐurnÉ”(137), 
and listen(138); the Deniers’ is a 
painful Punishment. ﴾105﴿ The 
Deniers among the people of the 
Book and the Associators do not 
wish that any good comes down 
to you from your Lord; Allah 
specifically favours whomever He 
wills with His Mercy—Allah is 
the Owner of bountiful Grace(139). 
﴾106﴿ Whatever Sign(140) We 
abrogate or cause to be forgotten, 
We replace it with one which is 
better or equal to it. Did you not 
know that Allah has power over 
everything? ﴾107﴿ Did you not 
know that to Allah belongs the 
dominion of the Heavens and 
Earth(141), and that you have no 
ally or helper(142) besides Allah? 

137 One word for seeking the Prophet’s permission, i.e. rÉÑinÉ (bear with us), is 
replaced by another, i.e. unÐurnÉ (grant us repose), as rÉÑinÉ can be twisted 
and used derogatorily to mean something inappropriate (from ruÑËnah, 
foolishness). The Qur’an (4: 46) explains how the Jews of Madinah used to 
address the Prophet by subtly twisting their tongues when uttering rÉÑinÉ to 
mean: “You are foolish” (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ).

138 Believers are commanded to listen to the Prophet (g) with the pure 
intention of obedience. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah) 

139 Cf. 4: 113.

140 Aya.

141 Since God is the Sovereign Owner of all creation, He has the undisputed 
right to make lawful or unlawful whatever He wills (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). 
Thus, He abrogates certain rulings and replaces them with others, but being 
infinitely Fair and Wise, He replaces these with the likes of them or even 
better ones.

142 None has the power to confer goodness and drive away harm except 
Almighty God. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾108﴿ Or do you want to ask of your 
Messenger something similar to 
what Moses was asked before(143); 
whoever replaces Belief with 
Denial, indeed has strayed from 
the right path. ﴾109﴿ Many among 
the people of the Book wish that 
they could turn you away from 
your Belief into Denial out of 
selfish envy after the Truth has 
become clear to them. Forgive 
and overlook until Allah comes 
with His command(144); indeed 
Allah has power over everything. 
﴾110﴿ Keep up the Prayer and 
give out the prescribed alms. 
Whatever good you send forth 
for yourselves, you will find it 
with Allah(145); indeed Allah is 
All-Seeing of what you do.
﴾111﴿ They said: “None will enter 
Paradise but those who are Jews or 
Christians”. Those are their ˹vain˺ 
wishes. Say to them: “Produce 
your proof if you are truthful!” 
﴾112﴿ Nay! Whoever submits his face(146) 
to Allah and is a doer of good, 

143 These questions are not asked to gain insight and wisdom but are rather 
intended to emphasize the Prophet’s powerlessness. Examples of these are 
detailed in 4: 153 and 17: 89-93.

144 To bring about His ruling regarding them. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

145 Believers are commanded to turn their attention away from these squabbles 
and concentrate on matters that are more rewarding and ascertaining of 
Faith. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

146 That is devoting oneself wholly to God. The face is synecdochically 
mentioned in place of the whole self because it is the most dignified of all 
human body parts. (al-ÙabarÊ) 
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he will have his reward with his 
Lord; they will have neither fear nor 
will they grieve. ﴾113﴿ The Jews said: 
“The Christians have no ground”(147); 
the Christians said: “The Jews have 
no ground”; even though they read 
the Book(148). The same was said 
by those who have no knowledge; 
Allah will judge between them 
concerning what they dispute over, 
on the Day of Judgement.
﴾114﴿ Who is more unjust than one 
who prohibits mentioning Allah’s 
Name in places of worship dedicated 
to Him and who strives hard for their 
desolation?(149) These are not to enter 
them ˹places of worship˺ except in a 
state of fear(150). Theirs in the worldly 
life is disgrace and theirs in the 
Hereafter a great Punishment. 

147 That is, their religion is baseless. Ibn AbË ×Étim documents in his TafsÊr 
that Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated: “When the Christians of NajrÉn came to the 
Messenger of God (g), the rabbis met them and both parties disputed in 
the Messenger’s (g) presence. RÉfiÑ Ibn ×uraymilah ˹a Jewish rabbi˺ said: 
“You ˹Christians˺ have no ground whatsoever!” He Denied Jesus and the 
Evangel! A Najranian said: “You have no ground whatsoever!” He Denied 
both the Prophethood of Moses and the Torah!”

148 Each party reads their respective revealed Books, i.e. the Torah, which 
foretells the good news of the coming of Jesus () and the Evangel 
which tells them the truth about Moses () and the Torah. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr) 

149 al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr and Ibn ÑÓshËr are of the opinion that the ones who 
are meant by this are the pagans of Makkah who drove the Prophet (g) and 
his Companions from the Sanctuary and dedicated it to idol worshipping: 
thus, the ‘desolation’ of the place of worship (masjid). Some Qur’anic ayas 
(8: 34 and 48: 25) allude to the actions of the pagans regarding prohibiting 
Muslims from worshipping God in the same terms.

150 God decrees here that the just punishment of those who commit such a 
vile act is that they will only enter places of worship in a state of fear and 
trepidation expecting Divine justice will be exacted on them or that the 
Believers will seize them. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 
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﴾115﴿ To Allah belongs the East and 
the West, wherever you turn, you 
will find Allah’s Face—Allah is 
All-Prevailing, All-Knowing(151). 
﴾116﴿ They said: “Allah has taken 
to Himself a child”(152). Glory 
be to Him!(153) Nay! But all that 
is in the Heavens and Earth are 
His, they are all submitting to 
Him(154). ﴾117﴿ ˹He is˺ The ˹Masterful˺ 
Originator of the Heavens and 
Earth, when He decrees something 
He says only: “Be!”(155) and it is.

151 This is by way of consolation to the Believers who had been persecuted 
and prevented from performing their right to worship—that the whole 
world belongs to God and one can find Him wherever one turns.

152 This claim is made by the Jews when they said that Ezra was the son of 
God, the Christians when they said that Jesus was the son of God (cf. 9: 
30) and the Arab pagans who claimed that the angels were God’s daughters 
(cf. 16: 57 and 43: 19) (Ibn KathÊr). The claim that God has a son - or 
offspring - is rebuffed as horribly macabre recurrently in the Qur’an (cf. 
10-68-69, 4:171 and 25: 1-2), because a son is his father’s like and equal. 
Such qualities are not becoming of Almighty God, the Absolute Sovereign, 
for whom no one can be alike (cf. 6: 100-101).

153 SubÍÉnahu (lit. Glorified be Him!) is used here as an emotionally 
charged interjection that highlights how unbecoming what they claim of 
God is.

154 QÉnitËn, translated here as ‘submitting’, has the much wider meaning that 
all of God’s creation, particularly those endowed with free will, are servants 
of His, over whom He has total control and that they are all subject to 
Divine canons and rules of existence (being ever needful, getting old and 
dying) whether they are willing to admit them or not. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

155 God’s Absolute Power is highlighted here. The realization of His Will and 
His Ability to create are carried out by this two-lettered command, (Be!) 
(cf. 3: 47 and 59, 19: 34-35, 36: 81-82). The Possessor of such power has 
no need for procreation (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).
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﴾118﴿ Those who have no 
knowledge(156) also said: “If only 
Allah would talk to us or a Sign 
would come to us”. The same was 
said by those who came before 
them; their hearts are alike(157). 
We have made the Signs clear 
to those who firmly Believe(158). 
﴾119﴿ We have sent you 
˹Muhammad˺ with the Truth, 
a bearer of glad tidings and a 
warner; and you will not be asked 
about the company of Hellfire.(159)

﴾120﴿ Neither the Jews nor the 
Christians will ever be pleased 
with you unless you follow their 
religion(160); say: “It is Guidance from 
Allah that is the ˹true˺ Guidance”. 

156 These are Arab pagans, elsewhere called ‘the illiterates’ (cf. 3: 20). (Ibn 
KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

157 The hearts of the Deniers of the Message are alike. The three examples of 
acts of Denial, spelled out in Ayas 114-119, i.e. persecuting Believers and 
denying them their right of worship, claiming that God has an offspring and 
toyingly asking their Prophets for proofs and miracles without seriously 
intending to Believe in them (for more of this cf. 6: 124, 17: 90-93), are 
meant to show that Deniers, old and new, ignorant or having a revealed 
Book that should guide them to the Truth, are one and the same. Their 
driving forces and motives are similar (cf. 51: 52-53).

158 If a person’s heart is smitten with the disease of Denial it shows through 
their actions irrespective of all other considerations. Conversely, those who 
open up their hearts to the Truth will find ample evidence for it.

159 That is: You, Prophet, will not be responsible for what becomes of them 
after you have delivered the Message to them (cf. 3: 20-21). God is 
consoling Prophet Muhammad (g) and assuring him of the Truthfulness of 
his Message in the face of the fierce war he and his followers were facing 
on all these fronts.

160 Because every party sees itself as the sole possessor of the Truth. Thus, they 
did not open up to the Truth and follow God’s Guidance.
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If you follow their desires after 
the knowledge that has come to 
you, there will not be a guardian 
or protector for you from Allah. 
﴾121﴿ Those to whom We have 
given the Book recite it as it 
should be recited(161); these Believe 
in it, however those who Deny it 
are the losers.
﴾122﴿ Children of Israel! Remember 
My Favour which I blessed you 
with and that I privileged you 
with over all people(162). ﴾123﴿ Be 
Mindful of a Day on which no 
soul will be of use to another(163); 
neither ransom will be accepted 
from it(164) nor intercession of use 
to it(165), and they ˹the Deniers˺ 
will not be helped(166).
﴾124﴿ ˹Mention Muhammad˺(167) 
When IbrÉhÊm ˹Abraham˺ was 
tested by his Lord by certain 

161 The People of the Book are encouraged to follow their original uncorrupted 
Books unquestioningly without Denying all or parts of them, particularly 
those aspects that speak about the coming of Prophet Muhammad (g) (cf. 
5: 68, 7: 157, 28: 52-53).

162 Cf. 5: 20, 44: 32.

163 Cf. 31: 33.

164 Cf. 3: 91, 5: 36, 6: 70 and 57: 15.

165 Cf. 26: 100-101, 74: 48. The rejection of intercession on the Day of Judgement 
only applies to Deniers. It will be accepted on behalf of a Believer provided 
God grants such permission and He is pleased with the person on behalf of 
whom it takes place (cf. 53: 26; al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

166 No one will be able to save them from God’s Punishment (cf. 36: 25-26, 46: 
28 and 53: 26; al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

167 Of a related nature to what precedes this. What comes next is the accurate 
account of the origin and reality of the Abrahamic creed and, by extension, 
so-called ‘Abrahamic religions’.
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words(168) which he fulfilled. He 
˹The Lord˺ said: “I will make 
you a leader(169) to humanity”. He 
˹IbrÉhÊm˺ said: “And my posterity 
˹too˺ ?” He said: “My promise 
does not include the unjust”. 
﴾125﴿ ˹Mention Muhammad˺ And 
when We made the House(170) a 
repeatedly-visited, safe haven 
for people—and make IbrÉhÊm’s 
standing-stone(171) a place for 
Prayer. We commanded IbrÉhÊm 
and IsmÉÑÊl ˹Ishmael˺: “That 
you should purify(172) My House 

168 The Lord assigned some tasks and commandments for Abraham () to 
carry out, which he did dutifully without hesitation or delay (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). Exemplary of which is the 
following commandment to Abraham and Ishmael to set the foundations of 
the KaÑbah and to make ready the Holy Sanctuary in Bakkah (Makkah) for 
God’s worship.

169 God rewarded Abraham () for his devoutness by granting him the highest 
of all honours, making him an ImÉm (leader) to all humanity and an example 
to be followed by those who seek God’s Pleasure.

170 The Holy Sanctuary in Makkah (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ); the central 
symbol of pristine Faith.

171 MaqÉm IbrÉhÊm is the stone on which Abraham () stood while building 
the KaÑbah. The commandment here enjoins Believers to Pray at that place; 
it is an everlasting Sign and evidence to all people of the relatedness of 
the religion of Islam to Abraham’s creed, IslÉm, the most pristine of all 
religions. JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillah (h) narrated in a lengthy ×adÊth that the 
Prophet (g): “Headed to maqÉm IbrÉhÊm and recited the aya: “...and make 
IbrÉhÊm’s standing-stone a place for Prayer”. He (g) placed himself 
behind the maqÉm making it come between himself and the KaÑbah. ˹And 
then he Prayed two rakÑahs˺ reading in the first: qul huwa AllÉh-u aÍad 
(“Say: He is God, Unique.”) and in the second: qul yÉ ayyuha al-kÉfirËn 
(“Say: You Deniers!”)”. (Muslim: 1218) 

172 They were commanded to purify it from all sorts of impurities, physical 
and spiritual, such as idols, and to build it with pure intention, devoting it 
wholly to God. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 
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for those who circumambulate, 
and those who keep retreat(173), 
those who bow down and 
prostrate themselves ˹in Prayer˺”. 
﴾126﴿ ˹Mention Muhammad˺ 
When IbrÉhÊm said: “My Lord! 
Make this town(174) safe and 
provide its people with ˹all sorts 
of ˺  produce(175), ˹especially˺ 
those of them who Believe in 
Allah and the Last Day”. He 
˹Allah˺ said: “As for those who 
Deny, I will make them enjoy a 
little(176) and then force them into 
the Punishment of Hellfire—
miserable is their destination!” 
﴾127﴿ ˹Mention Muhammad˺ While 
IbrÉhÊm and IsmÉÑÊl were raising 
the foundations of the House(177)

˹they prayed˺: “Our Lord, accept 
˹this˺ from us; You are the All-
Hearing, the All-Knowing”(178). 

173 al-ÑÉkifÊn are those who dedicate part of their time to worship, shunning 
engagement in worldly affairs during this time.

174 Bakkah/Makkah. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

175 Cf. 28: 57. JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: 
“IbrÉhÊm sanctified Makkah and prayed for it and I sanctified Madinah as 
much as IbrÉhÊm sanctified Makkah, and I prayed for it ˹a blessing in its 
produce measuring instruments of ˺  mudd and ÎÉÑ twice as much as IbrÉhÊm 
asked for Makkah”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 2129) 

176 Granted that even the Deniers will also be provided for by God in this life, 
but theirs is only a transitory enjoyment which, no matter how great it might 
seem, is dwarfed by comparison to the everlasting provision and reward for 
Believers in Paradise (cf. 31: 23-24, 47: 12; al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ).

177 Ibn ÑAÏiyyah relates in his TafsÊr the consensus that al-Bayt (The House) 
here is the KaÑbah itself. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

178 They chanted this supplication while building the KaÑbah (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 
3364).
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﴾128﴿ “Our Lord make us wholly 
submitting(179) to you and from 
our posterity a nation wholly 
submitted to you, show(180) us our 
rites(181) and accept our repentance; 
You are the All-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful”. ﴾129﴿ “Our Lord send 
them(182) a Messenger(183) from among 
them to recite Your Signs(184) to 
them, teach them the Book(185) and 
Wisdom(186) and purify(187) them; 
You are the All-Prevailing, the 
All-Wise”. ﴾130﴿ None would 
forsake the creed of IbrÉhÊm(188) 
except one who fools himself. 

179 Muslimayn (dual form of muslim), i.e. both of us totally submitted to God. 
Total submission to God and devotion to Him in worship is the basic 
meaning of IslÉm. All Prophets were ‘Muslim’ in as much as they were 
wholly devoted to God and sincerely submitted to Him in worship according 
to their own respective creeds. Needless to say, after Prophet Muhammad 
(g) was sent to mankind no other religion except Islam is accepted from 
anyone (cf. 3: 85).

180 Guide and teach us how to perform our rites correctly.

181 These are the rites of Hajj in particular. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

182 The submitting nation from among the posterity of Abraham and Ishmael.

183 The Messenger is Muhammad (g). This is further explained in 62: 2. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

184 Ayas of the Qur’an (lit. Signs).

185 Teach them the interpretation and rulings of the Qur’an. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

186 Exegetes differed as to the exact meaning of Íikmah, translated here as 
Wisdom, but al-ÙabarÊ concludes that it means knowledge of God’s 
commands which are not known except by the explanation of the Messenger 
(g). That is the Prophet’s (g) Sunnah and oral traditions, Hadiths.

187 Make them more devout to God and free from Associating others in worship 
with Him. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

188 The ‘creed of IbrÉhÊm’, millata IbrÉhÊm, known as ÍanÊfiyyah, is the 
most primordial, pristine, uncorrupted precursor to all heavenly-revealed 
religions. The Qur’an underlines Islam’s close relation to it in various 
places: 2: 35, 4: 125, 6: 161 and 16: 123.
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We have chosen him in the worldly 
life and in the Hereafter(189) he is one 
of the Righteous(190). ﴾131﴿ ˹Because˺ 
As soon as His Lord said to him: 
“submit!”(191) he said: “I submit to 
the Lord of all beings”. ﴾132﴿ With 
this IbrÉhÊm and YaÑqËb ˹Jacob˺(192) 
enjoined their sons: “My sons! 
Allah has chosen this religion 
for you, so die not without being 
devoutly submitted”. ﴾133﴿ Or were 
you(193) present when death came 
upon YaÑqËb? When he said to 
his sons: “What will you worship 
after me?” They said: “We will 
worship your Lord and the Lord 
of your forefathers, IbrÉhÊm, 
IsmÉÑÊl(194) and IsÍÉq ˹Isaac˺, a one 
˹and only˺ Lord; we have submitted 
to Him”. ﴾134﴿ That nation passed 
away; it earned what it has earned 
and yours is what you earn. You 
will not be answerable for what 
they used to do(195).

189 The lofty status in which Prophet Abraham () is held in the Qur’an and 
the relatedness of Islam with his creed is further expounded in: 16: 12-123.

190 AÎ-ØÉliÍËn are God’s Prophets and Messengers, who hold the highest ranks 
in Paradise. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

191 Unconditional submission and utter surrender to God’s Will capture the 
essence of ÍanÊfiyyah. This word (IslÉm) was bequeathed to Abraham’s 
posterity forever so that they might remain true to it (cf. 43: 26-28).

192 Jacob, the forefather of the Israelites, also known as Israel, was the son of Isaac, 
Abraham’s son. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

193 The direct addressees were the Jews of Madinah who Denied Prophet 
Muhammad’s (g) Messengership. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, 
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

194 Ishmael was actually Jacob’s paternal uncle. They counted him among 
Jacob’s ‘fathers’ out of respect.

195 Although the People of the Book are reminded of the true faith of their 
patriarchs, they are also cautioned not to be boastful about it and to do 
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﴾135﴿ They said: “Become Jews 
or Christian, and you will be 
guided”. Say: “Nay, but ˹we 
follow˺ the creed of IbrÉhÊm, 
rightly oriented(196), and he was not 
one of the Associators”. ﴾136﴿ Say: 
“We Believe in Allah, and what 
came down to us, and what came 
down to IbrÉhÊm, IsmÉÑÊl, IsÍÉq 
˹Isaac˺, YaÑqËb ˹Jacob˺ and the 
Tribes(197), and what MusÉ and ÑÔsÉ 
˹Jesus˺ were given, and what the 
Prophets were given from their 
Lord(198). We do not distinguish 
between any of them(199) and we 
are ˹ever˺ submitting(200) to Him”. 

some soul searching by asking themselves the difficult question of how 
far removed they are from the essence of real surrender to God’s Will (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

196 This is the translation of ÍanÊf. ×anÊfiyyah is the religion of IbrÉhÊm. 
The basic semantic meaning of the root Í-n-f is inclination towards 
uprightness and eschewing crookedness (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb 
al-Qur’an; al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn al-JawzÊ, Tadhkirat 
al-ArÊb). Abraham, who is the example set for humanity for those who 
seek to find the right path of God (cf. 2: 124), was neither a Jew nor a 
Christian (cf. 3: 67).

197 al-AsbÉÏ, the Tribes, are the Prophets from among the twelve sons of Jacob, 
i.e. YËsuf (Joseph) and his brothers, twelve men in all and their posterity, 
particularly the Prophets, who held on to their path. SibÏ means grandson 
(al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt), and here they are taken to be branches of the 
same tree.

198 This is the ultimate declaration of the Truth of the Faith of Muslims—
they Believe in the Truthfulness of earlier Prophets and Messages in their 
pristine, uncorrupted forms without favouring one over another.

199 The Prophet (g) said: “Prophets are half-brothers. Their mothers are 
different but their religion is the same”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3211) 

200 MuslimËn, meaning submitted to God alone, both internally and outwardly, 
and being totally devoted to His worship and subservient to His Will. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 
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﴾137﴿ ˹So˺ If they Believe in what you 
have Believed in, then they have 
become guided, but if they turn away 
then they are in an opposing league 
˹to yours˺. Allah will suffice you 
˹for defence˺ against them—He is 
the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing. 
﴾138﴿ This is the colour(201) of Allah; 
whose colouring is better than that 
of Allah? We are ˹ever˺ worshipping 
Him. ﴾139﴿ Say ˹ Muhammad˺: “Do you 
argue with us regarding Allah, when 
He is our Lord and yours. Ours are our 
deeds and yours are your deeds(202). 
We are ˹ever˺ devoted to Him”. 
﴾140﴿ Or do you ˹ yet˺ claim that IbrÉhÊm, 
IsmÉÑÊl, IsÍÉq, YaÑqËb and the Tribes 
were either Jews or Christians?(203) 
Say: “Are you more knowledgeable 
or Allah?”(204) No one is more unfair 
than him who suppresses a testimony 
that he has from Allah(205). Allah is 
not unaware of what you commit”. 

201 Øibghah etymologically means the ‘colour’ in which the servants of God 
are dyed. It is the religion of God, i.e. IslÉm, the rightly-oriented religion 
of Abraham (). It is so called because religious devoutness shows on the 
person as much as a dye of a cloth shows on it (cf. al-BaghawÊ).

202 Every party will only be held accountable for their own deeds. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

203 Both Judaism and Christianity were founded after the demise of these 
noble Prophets. How, then, can anyone claim that these Prophets were 
followers of their own religion? The ones who adhere more closely to their 
core Faith have indeed more of a claim to them. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

204 Cf. 3: 65-68.

205 The suppressed testimony alluded to here is either about the true nature 
of the religion of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and the Tribes (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn ÑÓshËr), or mention of the truthfulness of the Messengership 
of Prophet Muhammad (g) that they find in their Books (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-WajÊz, Ibn ÑUthaymÊn).
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﴾141﴿ That nation passed away; 
it earned what it has earned and 
yours is what you earn. You will 
not be answerable for what they 
used to do”.
﴾142﴿ The feeble-minded people(206) 
will say: “What turned them 
away from the direction of 
Prayer(207) they used to face?” Say: 
“To Allah belongs the East and 
the West(208). He guides whom 
He wills to a straight path”(209). 

206 The seismic shift of the change in the direction of Prayer from Jerusalem to 
the KaÑbah in Makkah is dealt with in detail in Ayas 142-150 here. During 
their very early Madinan days, Muslims used to face Jerusalem for Prayers 
in compliance with the People of the Book of Madinah, namely the Jews; 
this by way of placating and winning them over. Here, God is setting the 
scene for the criticism that was to be expected by announcing to the Prophet 
(g) and his Companions that those who oppose this move are foolhardy 
and ‘feeble-minded’. The whole truth of this trying affair is laid out before 
the Believers so that they know what is to come - difficulty and opposition 
– and that they will, thus, be prepared and stay firm.

207 Qiblah is the Islamic term for the direction Muslims face in their Prayers. 
As to the reason behind the revelation of this aya, al-BarÉ’ Ibn ÑÓzib (h) 
narrated: “The Prophet (g) Prayed towards the direction of Jerusalem 
for sixteen or seventeen months, but he was inclined towards Praying to 
the direction of the KaÑbah. Then Allah sent down: “We have certainly 
seen you turning your face ˹anxiously˺ in the sky. We shall turn you to a 
direction of Prayer that you shall be satisfied with. Turn then your face 
to the Sanctified Mosque” (2: 144). He then turned towards the KaÑbah, 
and the feeble-minded, ˹the Prophet’s (g) detractors˺, said: “What turned 
them away from the direction of Prayer they used to face?”” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
399, Muslim: 525) This move marked a practical declaration of the relation 
of Islam to the Abrahamic creed (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-SaÑdÊ) a return to 
the pristine religion of God, i.e. IslÉm. At the same time, it represented 
a practical announcement of Islam’s break from other religions: a timely 
statement of intent given the essential reality that has just been given about 
the Truthfulness of the Abrahamic creed in the preceding ayas.

208 No direction is out of the realm of His dominion. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

209 That is guiding the Believers to the same direction of Prayer which Abraham 
() used to face. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾143﴿ Thus We have made you a 
middle nation(210), so that you may 
be witnesses over people and 
the Messenger be a witness over 
you(211). We have made you face 
the direction of Prayer you used to, 
so that We may know he who 
follows the Messenger from he 
who turns back on his heels(212). 
Indeed it(213) is heavy except for 
those who are guided by Allah. 
Allah was not to render your Belief(214) 
in vain; indeed Allah is Ever-Kind, 
Ever-Merciful to people. ﴾144﴿ We 
have certainly seen you turning 
your face ˹anxiously˺ in the sky(215). 
We shall turn you to a direction 
of Prayer that you shall be 
satisfied with. Turn then your face 

210 Ummatan wasaÏan (lit. a middle nation) means just and fair, taking a middle 
way or path of moderation in life and not inclining towards any of the 
extremes that border on danger (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn ÑÓshËr). 
Also see: 3: 110.

211 One interpretation of this aya is that this moderate Believing nation, will 
bear witness on the Day of Judgement that the Prophets and Messengers 
of God delivered their Messages dutifully to their nations (cf. Ibn MÉjah: 
4284, ImÉmAÍmad: 11575). Prophet Muhammad (g) will, in turn, bear 
witness that his nation has spoken the Truth (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, 
al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

212 A true Believer will abide by the Prophet’s commands without qualms.

213 The change of qiblah.

214 ÔmÉn (Belief) here means Prayer which was observed in obedience of 
the Messenger (g) by facing the first qiblah (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, 
al-ShinqÊÏÊ). Naturally, the Believers, although unquestioningly obeying 
God’s command, heavy as it was, were worried about the fate of their 
earlier Prayers. So God, the Ever-Kind, assures them here that these are 
safeguarded with Him.

215 The Prophet (g) was anxiously awaiting the command to change the qiblah. 
For this he used to look up at the sky expectantly. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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to the Sanctified Mosque(216). 
Wherever you ˹Believers˺ are, 
turn your faces towards it. Indeed 
those who have been given the 
Book know for sure that this is 
the Truth from their Lord(217)—
Allah is not unaware of what they 
do. ﴾145﴿ Surely if you bring to the 
people of the Book every Sign, 
they will not follow your direction 
of Prayer, neither will you follow 
their direction of Prayer. None 
of you will follow each other’s 
direction of Prayer. Surely if 
you follow their whims after the 
knowledge that came to you, 
indeed then you are one of the 
wrongdoers. ﴾146﴿ Those to whom 
We have given the Book know it(218) 
as much as they know their own 
children—indeed a party of them 
suppresses the Truth knowingly. 
﴾147﴿ The Truth is from your Lord, 
so be not one of the doubtful. 
﴾148﴿ Each have their own direction 
to follow, then engage in a 
race for good deeds. Wherever 
you might be, Allah will bring(219)

you all—indeed Allah has 
power over everything(220). 

216 al-Masjid al-×arÉm of Makkah (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

217 Jews and Christians have it in their Books that this is the correct direction 
of Prayer as it is written in their Books as a sign of Muhammad’s (g) 
Prophethood. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

218 That the KaÑbah is the correct direction of Prayer. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

219 Gather.

220 Cf. 5: 48.
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﴾149﴿ Wherever you ˹Muhammad˺ 
set out ˹on a journey˺ from, turn 
your face towards the Sanctified 
Mosque; this certainly is the 
Truth from your Lord—Allah 
is not unaware of what you do. 
﴾150﴿ Wherever you set out from 
˹Muhammad˺ turn your face 
towards the Sanctified Mosque(221); 
wherever you ˹Believers˺ might 
be, turn your faces towards it(222), 
this in order that people would 
have no argument against you(223), 
barring those who are unfair—
fear them not but fear Me, so that 
I may perfect My Favour on you(224) 
and so that you may be guided(225).
﴾151﴿ This ˹favour˺ is like ˹that of ˺  
sending among you a Messenger(226) 
from your own who recites 
Our Signs to you, purifies you, 

221 In the face of all the hue and cry that surrounded this new bold move, God 
here again assures His Messenger of the binding nature of this command 
(cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm ad-Durar).

222 Wherever you might be in the world, face the KaÑbah for Prayers. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 

223 One of the reasons for the change of qiblah was so that the Jews would 
have no ground to argue against Believers for denouncing them; in other 
words, when the Muslims had initially followed their direction of Prayer. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

224 By making you stand out from all other nations with revelation of the best 
of religions, Islam, and making you face the KaÑbah in Makkah, the original 
direction of Prayers set forth in Abraham’s pristine creed (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

225 Being guided by God in this life is the fruit of one’s obedience to Him.

226 Prophet Muhammad (g). This is in response to Abraham’s (g) Prayer, cf. 
2: 129. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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teaches you the Book and 
Wisdom(227), and teaches you 
that which you did not know(228). 
﴾152﴿ Remember Me(229) and I shall 
remember You(230); be grateful to 
Me and do not Deny Me.
﴾153﴿ You who Believe, seek help 
in patience and Prayer—indeed 
Allah is with(231) the patient. 
﴾154﴿ Say not about those who are 
killed in the path of Allah(232): 
“dead”; nay, they are alive but 
you perceive it not(233). ﴾155﴿ We 
shall test(234) you with some fear, 
hunger and dwindling financial 
resources, souls and crops—
deliver good tidings to those 
who are patient. ﴾156﴿ Those who 
when struck by a calamity say: 
“Verily to Allah we belong 
and to Him we shall return”(235).

227 The Book (al-KitÉb) and Wisdom (al-×ikmah) are the Qur’an and Sunnah 
respectively. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

228 News of that which they had no means of knowing, e.g.: the Unseen 
(al-Ghayb), and specifically, past and future events. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

229 Believers are encouraged to engage in the great form of worship of 
remembrance (dhikr) by way of thanking God for these favours.

230 God laudably mentions and showers with favour those who remember and 
mention Him.

231 Here is evidence of God’s particular Companionship, maÑiyyah, with the 
Believers; leading to His guidance and support.

232 FÊ sabÊl AllÉh (lit. in the path of God) means by striking a path that is in 
accordance with God’s ordinances. Here are meant those who met their 
death on the battlefield in His cause.

233 Cf. 3: 169-171.

234 As much as there are rewards and favours for Belief, there are also hardships 
and trials.

235 This remembrance, dhikr, innÉ li-AllÉh wa innÉ ilayhi rÉjiÑËn, is at once 
enormous and profound (cf. Muslim: 218).
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﴾157﴿ On those are Prayers(236) from 
their Lord and Mercy—those are 
the truly guided.
﴾158﴿ Certainly ØafÉ and Marwah(237) 
are among the Symbols(238) of 
Allah—whoever proceeds for 
the House in pilgrimage or lesser 
pilgrimage(239), there is no blame 
for him to circulate(240) between 
them—˹for˺ whoever does good 
voluntarily, Allah is indeed 
Thankful and All-Knowing. 
﴾159﴿ Indeed those who suppress 
what We brought down of clear 
Signs and Guidance, after We 
have expounded them to people 
in the Book—Allah Damns(241) 
them and they are damned 
by those who damn(242);

236 God’s Prayers upon the Believers is praise of them and blessing them. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

237 The two small mounts in the Sanctified Mosque, between which people 
circulate when they perform saÑy Hajj or Ñumrah.

238 ShaÑÉ’ir (lit. symbols) is the plural of ShaÑÊrah, which denotes everything 
that God made as a Sign for His worship (cf. al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’an, 
Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). These two 
symbols are further emblematic of the relation of Islam to the creed of 
Abraham (). They are mentioned in the narration of the building of the 
KaÑbah. Further, they are mentioned here just after hardship and trial have 
been talked of as a reminder of the test of Hagar’s faith between these two 
mounts (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

239 ÑUmrah (lesser pilgrimage).

240 According to ÑÓ’ishah (), the AnÎÉr Companions of the Prophet (g) had 
qualms before the revelation of this aya about circulating between the two 
mounts (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4495; Muslim: 1277). Further, the aya was revealed 
before the Muslims had gained control over Makkah and while pagans 
freely performed their rites in the Sanctuary.

241 al-LaÑn is casting and driving away from God’s Mercy. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

242 These are detailed in Aya 161 below: the angels and all humans. (al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 
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﴾160﴿ except those who repent 
and undo the harm and explain 
˹Allah’s revealed Signs and 
Guidance˺—those I shall forgive 
them, for I am the Forgiver, 
the Most Merciful. ﴾161﴿ Those 
who Deny(243) and die Denying, 
on them is Allah’s, the angels’ 
and all humans’ damnation; 
﴾162﴿ forever they last in it(244)—their 
Punishment will not be lightened 
neither will they have respite. 
﴾163﴿ Your God is one God, indeed 
He is the Most Gracious, the Most 
Merciful.
﴾164﴿ Verily in the creation of the 
Heavens and Earth; the alternation 
of night and day; the vessels that 
run in the sea ˹laden˺ with what 
benefits people; the water that 
Allah causes to fall from the sky 
to enliven the earth with it after its 
death and disperses therein every 
moving creature; the dispensing 
of the winds; and the harnessed 
clouds between the sky and Earth 
are Signs(245) for the heedful. 
﴾165﴿ There are people who take 
˹for themselves˺ rivals to Allah(246), 

243 Those who go on covering up the Truth until they meet their deaths.

244 Damnation and the Fire.

245 There are two types of Signs that lead to Belief: Qur’anic Signs, ayas, and 
Cosmic Signs. The Signs detailed here as evidence to God’s existence are 
indeed cosmic.

246 After living through and experiencing firsthand all these clear Signs, some 
people still take to worshipping false deities besides God.
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whom they love as much as they 
love Allah—˹but˺ the Believers are 
stauncher in their love for Allah(247) 
˹more than anything else˺. Should 
the Transgressors ˹come to˺ see 
˹the Day˺ when they ˹actually˺ 
see Punishment(248)—˹they would 
realize˺ that all power belongs to 
Allah and that the Punishment of 
Allah is severe indeed. ﴾166﴿ Then 
those who were followed(249) shall 
disown those who followed, 
˹when˺ they saw the Punishment 
and all means(250) were cut off from 
them. ﴾167﴿ Those who followed 
shall say: “Should we have 
another round, we will disown 
them as they disowned us”(251); 
thus Allah shows them their deeds 
as remorse ˹for them˺—they shall 
not be let out from the Fire.
﴾168﴿ O people, eat of what is 
there in Earth, lawful and 
good(252), and do not follow the 
footsteps of Satan(253), indeed he 
is an open enemy to you. 

247 As compared to these idolaters’ love for their gods.

248 As a result of Divine Judgement after Resurrection.

249 Those who were taken as gods besides God (cf. 18: 19: 81-82, 29: 25, and 
34: 31-33). (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

250 Of salvation and deliverance (cf. 6: 94). (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

251 Cf. 6: 27-28 and 26: 91-102.

252 These are the two conditions regarding the food that people are allowed to 
consume: lawful (unlawful foods will be explained shortly in Aya 173) and 
beneficial, not harmful (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

253 Who makes people deem lawful or unlawful what is not (cf. 6: 140-142).
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﴾169﴿ Indeed he only bids you 
to ˹commit˺ what is wicked 
and sinful, and that you should 
say of Allah what you have no 
knowledge of(254). ﴾170﴿ Should they 
be told: “Follow what Allah sent 
down”(255), they would say: “Nay, 
we would only follow that which 
we found our fathers doing”(256); 
˹Would they˺ Even if their fathers 
were mindless of everything, 
nor were they guided? ﴾171﴿ The 
similitude of those who Deny 
is that of one who howls at that 
which does not hear anything 
except the calling and yelling(257)—
dumb, deaf, blind, they have no 
sense(258). ﴾172﴿ O Believers, eat 
of the good things(259) which We 
provided for you, and be grateful 
to Allah, if you indeed worship 
Him ˹alone˺. ﴾173﴿ Indeed He 
˹Allah˺ made unlawful for you 
carrion, blood(260), swine flesh, 
and what was intended ˹as 
sacrifice˺ for others besides Allah; 
˹yet˺ whoever is forced ˹by 

254 Falsely claiming that God made one thing or another either lawful or 
unlawful (cf. 7: 27-28, 33-33, 16: 114-116).

255 Divine revelation. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

256 Cf. 5: 103-104, 31: 20-21 and 37: 69-70.

257 Like mindless animals that do not discern what is being said to them. They 
only recognize shouting and yelling voices—they hear but do not listen.

258 Their senses are not tuned to Divine admonition.

259 ÙayyibÉt, healthy and wholesome (cf. 5: 87-88 and 23: 51).

260 What is unlawful is flowing blood but not the blood captured in vessels after 
slaughter, cf. 6: 145. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 
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necessity˺ – neither transgressing(261) 
nor going to excess(262) – he is not 
guilty of sin—certainly Allah is 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
﴾174﴿ Indeed those who suppress 
what Allah sent down in the 
Book and trade it off for a meagre 
price, these eat nothing but 
fire in their bellies; and on the 
Day of Resurrection Allah will 
not speak to them, nor will He 
purify(263) them—theirs is a painful 
Punishment. ﴾175﴿ Those are the 
ones who traded off guidance 
for loss, and Punishment for 
Forgiveness—incredulous is 
their endurance in the Fire!(264)

﴾176﴿ That is because Allah sent 
down the Book with Truth, and 
those who differ upon the Book 
are in extreme disagreement(265).
﴾177﴿ It is not sincere piety(266)

261 By eating any of these without being in such a circumstance where one is 
hard pressed into it (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

262 Even in pressing circumstances, eating more than what is absolutely 
necessary (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

263 Absolve them of their sins.

264 God is mocking their ignorance of the severe Punishment that awaits them 
in the Hereafter when they will only experience the most excoriating pain 
and sufferance (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah).

265 With the Truth. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

266 The comparison here is made between nominal piety which is shallow and 
superficial as opposed to sincere, heart-earned piety which is deep and life 
defining. Here, God gives examples of what constitutes sincere piety (birr) 
in His Eye, prominent among which are acts of the heart; these are a truer 
translation of the Belief that resides in the heart. Aya 177 also comes as a 
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that you should turn your faces 
towards the East and the West, 
but sincere piety ˹is attained by˺ 
he who: Believes in Allah, the 
Last Day(267), the angels, the Book 
and the Prophets; gives away 
money – dear to one’s heart – to 
kinfolk, orphans, the destitute, 
the stranded(268), beggars, and 
by way of ˹freeing˺ necks(269); 
keeps up the Prayer and gives 
out the prescribed alms(270); 
those who fulfil the pledges 
they make, persevere in times 
of hardship and vicissitude, and 
during toughness(271); these are 
the ones who are truthful, these 
are the ones who are truly 
Mindful.

prelude paving the way to the laws (Divine prescriptions for the Believing 
community) that are introduced in Ayas 178-209: retribution, distribution 
of inheritance, fasting, fighting, fair financial dealings and Hajj. All these 
laws are hard for people whose piety is not genuine but rather feigned. For 
those who have entered into the sphere of Faith wholly and wholeheartedly 
(Aya 209), however, this is not so.

267 That comes after Resurrection.

268 The Qur’an uses the expression ‘the son of the road’ (ibn al-sabÊl), for those 
who are left without means whilst travelling, being away from home, and 
those who can extend a helping hand in such times of need.

269 Manumitting slaves from bondage and/or ransoming those to be executed 
for unintentional manslaughter by donating blood money.

270 That is Zakah.

271 The meaning of al-ba’sÉ’ is not specified in this aya and can be varyingly 
translated according to the stand the translator takes. al-ShinqÊÏÊ gives 
reference to Aya 33:18, and opines here that it means heated or ardent 
fighting in battle (cf. also al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾178﴿ O Believers, retribution(272) for 
the murdered is prescribed for you: 
the free for the free, the slave for 
the slave, and the female for the 
female. Whoever is pardoned by a 
brother(273) ˹of the dead˺, let it(274) be 
sought with lenience, and given 
courteously. This is an alleviation 
and mercy from your Lord; 
whoever aggresses(275) after this 
˹settlement˺ will have a painful 
Punishment. ﴾179﴿ Verily there is a 
life(276) for you in retribution, you 
people of reason, so that you may 
be Mindful.
﴾180﴿ It is prescribed for you that 
when death approaches one of 
you, and that he would leave 
behind a good wealth, he should 
bequeath of it to his parents and 
relatives equitably(277). This is 
an obligation on the Mindful. 
﴾181﴿ Whoever alters it(278) after hearing 
it, then those who alter it will bear 
the burden of this sin. Indeed 
Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 

272 QiÎÉÎ, translated here as retribution, is exacting justice on one who commits 
a crime in a manner equal to the crime committed. In the Qur’an it is 
associated with either murder or causing bodily harm. The person who 
commits such a crime is punished in like manner: killing or injury and, 
thus, an eye for an eye.

273 The living relative who takes charge of the victim’s affairs. Usually the brother.

274 Blood money. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ) 

275 By harming the murderer.

276 This exacting of due justice on murderers works as a deterrent and 
guarantees the whole society a peaceful and equitable way of existence.

277 The distribution of inheritance should be fair and even.

278 The will of the deceased.
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﴾182﴿ Whoever fears a swerving 
from the right path or sin on the 
part of the testator(279), and he 
settles matters between them(280), 
he will be committing no sin. 
Indeed Allah is All-Forgiving, 
Most Merciful.
﴾183﴿ O Believers, fasting is 
prescribed for you as it was 
prescribed on those who came 
before you, so that you might be 
Mindful. ﴾184﴿ ˹It lasts˺ For days 
numbered(281); but whoever of 
you is ill or on a journey, ˹should 
make up for the missed days by 
fasting˺ equally on other days. 
For those who can bear it(282), they 
can compensate by providing for 
the needy; whoever does good 
voluntarily(283), it is better for him, 
but fasting is better for you, if 
you only knew. ﴾185﴿ The month 
of Ramadan in which the Qur’an 

279 Ensuring that the testator is neither intentionally nor unintentionally unfair 
or inequitable by giving out to a non-legal inheritor more than a third of the 
total inheritance (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

280 By making just and fair adjustments to the will such that disputes are 
avoided (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

281 The days of the month of Ramadan. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr) 

282 This license is said to have been in force during the earlier days of Islam but 
was abrogated by the next aya which limits it to the ill and travelling. The 
ruling that remains is: “Whom of you witnesses the month let him fast it”. 
(Cf. Ibn ×azm, al-NÉsikh wa al-MansËkh, p. 26.) 

283 By giving the needy more than the quantity stipulated by jurists as 
compensation for leaving out days of mandatory fasting, or feeding more 
than one person. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 
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was sent down(284) as guidance 
for mankind, ˹containing˺ clear 
indicators of guidance and a criterion 
˹for distinguishing between right 
and wrong˺. Whoever of you 
witnesses the month let him fast it; 
˹but˺ whoever of you is ailing or on 
a journey, ˹should make up for the 
missed days by fasting˺ equally on 
other days—Allah seeks ease not 
hardship for you, so that you may 
complete the ˹prescribed˺ number 
of days, and Glorify(285) Allah in 
thankfulness for His Guidance 
of you, this so that you might be 
thankful. ﴾186﴿ Should My servants 
ask you about Me, I am(286) near. I 
answer the Prayer of the one who 
prays. Let them ˹then˺ respond to 
Me and Believe in Me so that they 
might be guided. ﴾187﴿ It is lawful for 
you to be intimate with your wives 
on nights of fasting; they are a cover 
˹of modesty˺ for you and you are a 
cover for them. Allah knows that 
you used to betray yourselves(287), 

284 This either means that the Qur’an was sent down from the Preserved 
Tablet (al-LawÍ al-MaÍfËÐ) to the Lowest Heaven (al-SamÉ’ al-DunyÉ) 
on the Night of Decree (Laylat al-Qadr) during the month of Ramadan (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-QurÏubÊ); or that the start of the revelation of the 
Qur’an to Prophet Muhammad (g) began on the Night of Decree (cf. Ibn 
IsÍÉq, Ibn al-JawzÊ, ZÉd al MasÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr, Ibn ÑUthaymÊn).

285 By saying the TakbÊr of Eid (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏui, Ibn KathÊr).

286 God takes on the answer directly to His servants without the need for 
intercession. God’s nearness means that one need not raise one’s voice or 
ask for intercession for God to hear one’s Prayers and answer them.

287 ‘Betraying’ themselves by flouting an earlier observance whereby they 
were not intimate with their wives during the whole month of Ramadan (cf. 
al-BukhÉrÊ: 4508).
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˹yet˺ He accepted your repentance 
and forgave you. Now you may 
lie down with them and seek what 
Allah wrote for you(288). Eat and 
drink until the white thread of 
dawn(289) can be discerned from the 
black thread ˹of night˺(290); then you 
have to carry on fasting until night-
time. Do not lie down with them 
while you confine yourselves(291) to 
mosques—these are the boundaries 
of Allah, steer away from them. 
Like so Allah explains His Signs to 
people, that they might be Mindful.
﴾188﴿ Do not devour each other’s 
property unlawfully, nor offer 
them to the rulers(292), so that 
you may eat up a portion of 
the property of others sinfully, 
knowingly. ﴾189﴿ They ask you 
about the crescents(293); say: 
“They are indicators of timings 
for people and Pilgrimage”. 
It is not sincere piety that you 
approach houses from the back(294), 

288 Namely, children. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

289 The light of dawn.

290 Cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 1954 and Muslim: 1100.

291 IÑtikÉf is confining oneself to a mosque for a certain period of time with the 
intention of getting closer to God and dedicating oneself to His worship.

292 Offer bribes to those who rule in cases of litigation, i.e. judges. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

293 The phases of the moon and how, unlike the sun, it changes with the 
passage of time. The answer came that through these changes and phases 
people would be able to know the times of fasting, Hajj, women’s periods 
of waiting, etc. (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

294 It was an Arab habit, except for the Quraysh, during the period before 
Islam to enter their houses from the back after donning the iÍrÉm for 
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but sincere piety is that who is 
Mindful. Approach the houses 
from their ˹front˺ doors(295) and be 
Mindful of Allah, so that you may 
be successful.
﴾190﴿ Fight in the path of Allah 
those who fight you and do not 
transgress(296)—surely Allah likes 
not the transgressors. ﴾191﴿ Kill 
them wherever you find them(297), 
and drive them out from where 
they drove you out(298)—surely 
trial(299) is more grievous than 
killing. Do not fight them in 
the Sacred Mosque until they 
fight you in it, and if they fight 
you, kill them; this is the ˹just˺ 
requital of the Deniers. ﴾192﴿ ˹But˺ 
If they desist, then Allah is surely 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful. 

Ñumrah or Hajj thinking that this was an act of obedience. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

295 This is by way of inducing them to break with groundless old habits, and 
embrace a whole new perspective regarding what a true relationship with 
God is supposed to be. A reminder of what sincere piety (birr) really is; not 
outward and contrived but rather inward and sincere (cf. 2: 177).

296 Do not overlook the rulings prescribed for fighting. Among these are not 
killing or harming women, children, the elderly and those who did not 
aid, by any means, the fight against the Believers. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 

297 The Deniers who raised arms against the Believers. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

298 The land, Makkah, from which the Muslims had been expelled. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

299 Fitnah comes from the root  f-t-n which means to test and try; the pagans 
of Makkah subjected the Muslims to the harshest treatment and, at times, 
outright torture to drive them, and whoever might be tempted to join them, 
away from Islam.
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﴾193﴿ Fight them until there is no 
trial(300), and the religion becomes 
sincerely Allah’s own. If they 
desist, only the wrongdoers shall 
be transgressed against. ﴾194﴿ The 
sacrosanct month(301) is by way of 
˹replacement for˺ the sacrosanct 
month(302); ˹violation of ˺  what is 
prohibited is repayable. Whoever 
transgresses against you, transgress 
against them as much as they did 
and be Mindful of Allah and know 
that Allah is with the Mindful. 
﴾195﴿ Spend in the path of Allah(303), 
do not throw yourselves into ˹utter˺ 
ruin(304), and perfect ˹your deeds˺—
surely Allah likes those who perfect.
﴾196﴿ Fulfil Pilgrimage and lesser 
pilgrimage(305) perfectly(306) for 
Allah, but if you are impeded(307) 

300 Forcing Muslims out of their religion.

301 al-Ashhur al-×urum, lit. the sacrosanct months, in which it was agreed that 
no fighting was permissible: namely, al-MuÍarram, Rajab, DhË al-QiÑdah, 
DhË al-×ijjah.

302 According to al-SaÑdÊ this has two meanings. Firstly, if they fight you 
during a sacrosanct month then fight them back (cf. also al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-WajÊz). Secondly, God rewarded His Prophet (g) for not fighting during 
the sacrosanct month of DhË al-QiÑdah in the sixth year of Hijrah when he 
wanted to perform Ñumrah but was turned away by the pagans, by enabling 
him to perform it (in what is known as ÑUmrat al-QaÌÉ’) during the same 
month of the following year (cf. al-ÙabarÊ).

303 Raise the necessary funds to prepare for such a just fight (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

304 By not making the necessary preparations (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

305 ÑUmrah.

306 Upholding and closely observing the rites of these two great forms of worship.

307 If your journey was prevented by an enemy or an illness, or by whatever 
forceful reason.
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then ˹slaughter˺ whatever offering 
is affordable(308). Do not shave 
your heads(309) until the offerings 
reach their allotted location 
˹of slaughter˺; ˹yet˺ whoever 
of you is ill or suffers from his 
head(310), let him compensate for 
it by fasting, giving charity, or 
slaughtering ˹for Allah˺. If you 
feel secure(311), then those who 
enjoy ˹a repose˺(312) from minor 
pilgrimage until Pilgrimage, 
˹they are to compensate by 
sacrificing˺ whatever offering 
is affordable; ˹but˺ whoever 
could not ˹afford an offering˺, 
let him fast three days during 
Hajj and seven when you 
return(313): these are ten complete. 

308 al-Hady, lit. sacrificial animals gifted to God. The term is limited to those 
animals intended for slaughter during Hajj or Ñumrah. Otherwise, they are 
called uÌÍiyah, simply sacrifice.

309 Shaving the head is prohibited for those who embark upon Hajj or Ñumrah. 
This is why it is used here to mean that: you will not relieve yourselves of 
the prohibitions of these rites. That is until you sacrifice the hady. The place 
of slaughter for those who were cut short would be the spot they managed 
to reach, but for those who completed their rites it would be within the 
sanctified (Íaram) area of Makkah (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ).

310 Those who are inflicted with head ailments, like a rash or lice, are allowed 
to shave their heads, or shorten their hair while still in a state of iÍrÉm, 
given that they make up for it by fasting three days, feeding six of the poor 
(each with half a ÎÉÑ), or sacrificing a goat for the poor of the Sanctified 
Mosque (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

311 If hindrances no longer exist.

312 A relaxation period extending from the time of performing Ñumrah – during 
the months of Hajj – until the coming of the Hajj days, in which one enjoys 
what is forbidden for those in a state of iÍrÉm. 

313 To your homes.
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This ˹ ruling applies˺ to those whose 
family(314) do not reside around(315) 
the Sanctified Mosque—be 
Mindful of Allah and know that 
Allah’s Punishment is severe. 
﴾197﴿ Hajj is ˹due during˺ known 
months(316) and whoever takes on 
himself to perform Hajj, let him 
hold back from intimate acts, 
sinning and quarrelling; whatever 
good you do Allah knows about it. 
Provide for yourselves(317), indeed 
the best provision is Mindfulness, 
so be Mindful of Me, you people 
of reason. ﴾198﴿ You will not be 
sinning should you seek bounty(318) 
from your Lord, and as you press 
on ˹returning˺ from ÑArafÉt, 
mention Allah(319) at the Inviolable 
Symbol(320) and mention Him 
as He guided you; for indeed 
before it(321) you were truly astray. 

314 That is, the pilgrims’ places of permanent residence.

315 These are either the ones who reside within the radius of the Sanctified 
Mosque at a distance in which Prayers are not shortened (qaÎr) (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ), or, in particular, only those who 
are residents of the sanctified area (Íaram) surrounding the Mosque (cf. Ibn 
ÑUthaymÊn).

316 These are Shawwal, DhË al-QiÑdah, and the first ten days of DhË al-×ijjah.

317 The reason for this aya’s revelation is as mentioned by Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k): “The 
people of Yemen used to come for Hajj without providing themselves with 
supplies, saying: “We are the Reliant ˹on God˺”. But when they reached 
Makkah they used to solicit provisions from people”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 1523) 

318 By trading. (WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdi, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

319 Engage in dhikr, Prayers and Praying.

320 al-MashÑar al-×arÉm is Muzdalifah. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

321 God’s Guidance of you to the correct Abrahamic rites of Hajj. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 
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﴾199﴿ Then set forth(322) from 
where people set forth, and seek 
Allah’s forgiveness(323)—indeed 
He is the All-Pardoning, Most 
Merciful. ﴾200﴿ When you are 
done with your devotional rites 
mention Allah as much as you 
mention your fathers(324) even more 
passionately. Some people would 
say: “Our Lord give us in this 
worldly life”, having no share in 
the Hereafter; ﴾201﴿ ˹yet˺ some of 
them(325) say: “Our Lord, give us 
what is good in this worldly life 
and what is good in the Hereafter, 
and spare us the Punishment 
of the Fire”(326). ﴾202﴿ Those(327) are 
the ones who have a share of 
what they earned(328); surely 
Allah is swift in reckoning(329). 

322 The addressees are the Quraysh who, known as al-Íums, held back from 
going to ÑArafÉt and instead remained in Muzdalifah. Being the guardians 
and the tenders of the Holy Sanctuary they considered themselves a station 
above others, but after the advent of Islam, this command remedied the 
situation (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ).

323 That is istighfÉr (seeking forgiveness) for any shortcomings during the 
performance of Hajj.

324 The Arabs were, particularly at that juncture in history, very fond of talking 
without end at almost any social interaction, about the chivalric and heroic 
deeds of their forefathers. 

325 These are the ones who are well-guided.

326 This supplication (RabbanÉ ÉtinÉ fÊ al-dunyÉ Íasanah wa fÊ al-Ékhirati 
Íasanah wa qinÉ ÑadhÉb an-nÉr) contains all that is good and desirable by 
humans. Hence why, as found in al-BukhÉrÊ (6389) and Muslim (2690), it 
is the supplication prayed most often by the Prophet (g).

327 The ones who supplicate with this Prayer. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

328 The good deeds that they did.

329 Repayment. (Ibn ÑUthaymÊn) 
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﴾203﴿ Mention Allah in ˹these˺ 
numbered days(330); whoever 
hastens ˹departure˺ in two days(331) 
will not be sinning, and whoever 
stays behind(332) will not be sinning, 
for those who were Mindful(333)—
be Mindful of Allah and know that 
you will be gathered unto Him.
﴾204﴿ Of people are those(334) whose 
talk about this worldly life(335) you 
are drawn to, calling Allah to 
bear witness to what is in his 
heart, while he is the bitterest of 
adversaries(336). ﴾205﴿ When he turns 
away ˹from you˺ he sets about 
the land to sow corruption and 
devastate tillage and progeny(337)—
surely Allah likes not corruption. 

330 People are encouraged to mention God in the form of TakbÊr abundantly 
during the days of TashrÊq: 11, 12 and 13 of DhË al-×ijjah (al-QurÏubÊ notes 
that exegetes unanimously agree on this). 

331 That is before the sun sets on the second day, 12 DhË al-×ijjah. (al-WÉÍidÊ, 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ) 

332 To depart on the next day.

333 During their Hajj. (al-ÙabarÊ) 

334 With their eloquent talk, the hypocrites (cf. 63: 1-4), whose Faith is 
insincere, had won the Prophet’s (g) attention (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). The moral here is that it is not sweet talk and hollow 
words that define a real Believer but rather sincerity and selfless actions 
that lead to such a lofty status.

335 With regards to worldly matters.

336 ÑÓ’ishah () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “The worst of men in the Sight 
of Allah is the bitter adversary” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3178, Muslim: 58). This is one of 
the four traits of a sheer hypocrite. The other three being: telling lies, breaking 
promises and betraying pledges (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 2457, Muslim: 2668).

337 Crops and offspring. Sowing corruption in the land by spreading Denial, 
acts of rebelliousness against God and injustice will surely cause disruption 
in the balance of life and may bring about God’s punishment of withholding 
rain, the source of the very element of life, water, thus causing ruination and 
death (cf. 7: 96 and 30: 41). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 
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﴾206﴿ When it is said to him: “Be 
Mindful of Allah!” Sinful conceit 
gets the better of him—will 
Hellfire not be enough for him! 
Indeed it is the worst of beds. 
﴾207﴿ ˹While˺ Among people 
are those who sell themselves(338) 
seeking the Pleasure of Allah—
indeed Allah is Most Kind to His 
servants.
﴾208﴿ O Believers, enter into 
Submission wholly(339) and do not 
follow the footsteps of Satan—
indeed he is for you an open 
enemy. ﴾209﴿ Shall you slip(340) after 
clear evidences have come to 
you, then know that Allah is All-
Prevailing, All-Wise. ﴾210﴿ Do they 
expect ˹nothing˺ but that Allah 
comes to them in shadows of 
clouds along with the angels; ˹lo!˺ 
the affair is settled and to Allah 
all affairs are returned(341).

338 Give away their lives.

339 Embrace Islam to the fullest, following all its commandments 
wholeheartedly (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn AbË ×Étim, Ibn KathÊr). The word 
employed here is silm rather than islÉm. The meaning of silm is to make 
peace, submit and unrestrainedly surrender to the Will of God, all of which 
captures the underlying and essential meaning of islÉm (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, 
GharÊb al-Qur’Én; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt).

340 The imagery of losing one’s footing and firm step, shows in a concrete way 
how it looks to backslide from the right path while knowing it.

341 On the Day of Judgement God comes in the shadows of clouds to pass 
judgement on His creation. He condemns to Hellfire those who slip away 
from the path that He has clearly shown through His Books and Messengers 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾211﴿ Ask the Children of Israel how 
many a clear Sign We have given 
them! But whoever exchanges the 
bounty of Allah ˹for Denial(342)˺ after 
it came to him, ˹ will come to know˺ 
that Allah is severe in Punishment. 
﴾212﴿ The worldly life is prettified 
for the Deniers; they ridicule those 
who Believe; ˹but˺ the Mindful 
are indeed above them on the Day 
of Judgement(343)—Allah showers 
with favours whom He wills 
without account(344). ﴾213﴿ Mankind 
was one nation(345), then Allah sent 
the Prophets bearing good tidings 
and cautioning, and He sent down 
with them the Book(346) with Truth 
so as to arbitrate between people 
in what they dispute over. It(347) 
was only disputed over by those 
to whom it was given after the 
clear Signs came to them, out of 
contravention one against the other. 

342 Cf. 14: 28-29.

343 Cf. 83: 29-36.

344 The Mindful will be entered into Paradise; the greatest ‘favour’ from God 
(cf. 7: 49). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

345 Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated: “The time between Adam and Noah was ten 
centuries. Throughout these, people were on the right path of God, but 
then they started disputing ˹over matters of faith˺. So, God sent Prophets 
bearing glad tiding and cautioning”. (al-×Ékim,  al-Mustadrak: 2:546, cf. 
also al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

346 Revealed Scriptures which contain Truthful news and fair commands. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

347 The Truth as found in their respective Scriptures (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). The plight of humans, especially those who lack true 
sincerity and thereby humbleness, is such that the more knowledge they 
possess, the more haughty and disputatious they become.
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But Allah leads the Believers to 
the Truth, which they disputed 
over, with His Will—Allah 
guides those He wills to a straight 
path. ﴾214﴿ Or you think that you 
will enter Paradise without the 
example of those who came 
before(348) comes to pass you! 
They were touched by turmoil and 
affliction, and fiercely shaken(349), 
until the Prophet(350) and those 
who Believed with him exclaim: 
“When is Allah’s victory?”—
verily Allah’s victory is ever near.
﴾215﴿ They ask you ˹Muhammad˺ 
what they should spend(351); 
say: “Whatever good(352) you 
spend ˹is to be˺ on your parents, 
relatives, orphans, the needy, and 
the stranded”—whatever good 
you do Allah knows about it. 
﴾216﴿ Fighting is prescribed for 
you, as much as you hate it; might 
you hate a thing which is good for 
you and might you love a thing 
which is evil for you—Allah 
knows and you do not know. 

348 True Believers in earlier God-revealed religions. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 

349 The road to Paradise is not paved with roses. As with all great destinations, 
it can only be reached through difficulty (cf. 3: 142, 29: 2-3).

350 Any of the previous Prophets.

351 They ask what, how much and in what way should they spend in the cause 
of God (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). Ayas 215-220 list some of the hardships 
and trials that the Believers were to face: spending their money, fighting 
enemies, abstaining from intoxicants and gambling, and dealing carefully 
with the wealth of those whom they had guardianship over.

352 Money earned from lawful means.
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﴾217﴿ They(353) ask you about the 
sacrosanct month ˹whether there is˺ 
fighting during it! Say: “Fighting in 
it is grave”; ˹but˺ turning ˹people˺ 
away from the path of Allah, 
Denying Him and ˹preventing 
access to˺ the Sanctified Mosque, 
and driving its people away from 
it are graver before Allah—
surely trial(354) is more grievous 
than killing. They will keep on 
fighting you until they turn you 
back from your religion, if they 
could. Whoever of you reneges on 
his religion and dies Denying, the 
deeds of these are nullified in this 
worldly life and in the Hereafter—
these are the company of the 
Fire, forever they abide therein. 
﴾218﴿ Those who Believe and those 
who migrated and fought in the 
cause of Allah; these are ˹rightly˺ 
hopeful of Allah’s Mercy—
Allah is All-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful. ﴾219﴿ They ask you about 
intoxicants and gambling; say: 
“There is a great sin in both, and 
˹some˺ benefits to people”, but their 
sin is greater than their benefit(355). 

353 The Deniers asked this question intending to scorn the Prophet (g) for what 
they saw as breaking an oath when a group of Believers unknowingly killed 
a Denier during a sacrosanct month (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-NasÉ’Ê, 
al-Sunan al-KubrÉ: 8803).

354 These trials and tribulations (fitnah) that the Deniers subjected the Believers 
to are far graver than unknowingly killing a single Denier during a sacrosanct 
month (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍÌÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

355 ‘Benefits’ are mentioned only way of preparing the then newly-formed 
Muslim community for the total prohibition of intoxicants and gambling 
which was to come (cf. 5: 90-91).
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They ask you what they should 
spend(356); say: “the surplus(357)”. 
Like so Allah makes clear to 
you the Signs so that you may 
contemplate, ﴾220﴿ this worldly life 
and the Hereafter. They ask you 
about orphans(358); say: “Nurturing 
them is best(359), and that you 
should intermix with them; they 
are your brothers”. Allah knows 
those who reform and those who 
corrupt(360). Had He willed, He 
would have made it onerous(361) 
on you—surely Allah is All-
Prevailing, All-Wise.
﴾221﴿ Do not marry Associating 
females unless they Believe; 
indeed a Believing slave female 
is better than an Associator(362), 
though you might like her. 

356 In God’s cause.

357 al-ÑAfw is what is more than necessary to sustain you. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr) 

358 That is looking after orphans’ affairs, especially their money (cf. 4: 10). So, 
God willed that a Muslim’s duty towards orphans in that person’s custody 
is, firstly, to have their best interests in mind. Knowing that not mixing 
orphans’ and a custodian’s money is a difficult task (cf. AbË DÉwËd: 2871, 
AÍmad: 3002) given the latter pays for the former’s living expenses from 
it, God gave permission for this but with a forewarning that the guardian 
should be Mindful of Him in this regard.

359 Taking care of orphans’ inheritances and looking after them. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 

360 Regarding the affairs of orphans and their finances.

361 By making taking care of orphans’ finances particularly tough in not 
allowing their guardians to mix their money with that of their custodians. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

362 The Arabic term is mushrik, meaning one who associates other deities with 
God in worship.
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Do not marry ˹your women˺ to 
Associators; indeed a Believing 
slave male is better than an 
Associator, though you might 
like him. These invite to Fire, 
and Allah invites to Paradise and 
forgiveness by His permission, 
and He makes His Signs clear 
to people so that they may 
remember. ﴾222﴿ They ask you 
about menstruation; say: “It is 
harm(363)”. So keep away from 
women during menstruation(364), 
and do not approach them(365) until 
they become purified(366). When 
they purify themselves(367) come 
to them from where Allah has 
instructed you(368). Verily Allah 
likes those who repeatedly 
repent and those who purify 
themselves. ﴾223﴿ Your women 
are cultivating fields for you(369), 
so come to your cultivating 
fields the way you want(370),

363 This is a literal translation for the word used, namely, adhÉ. It could also 
mean something which is hateful as it causes discomfort (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
AbË ×Étim).

364 When asked by the Muslims, who saw the Jews of Madinah avoiding 
their women completely during menstruation, the Prophet (g) said: “Do 
everything except intercourse”. (Muslim: 302) 

365 Sexually in the vagina. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

366 That is until their periods end. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

367 By washing themselves. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

368 Have vaginal intercourse with them in a state of purity. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, 
al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

369 In as much as you sow your seeds into their wombs in expectance of yield. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

370 In whatever position, given that intercourse takes place in the vagina. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 
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and send ˹something good˺ ahead 
for yourselves(371); and be Mindful 
of Allah and know that you will 
meet Him—and give glad tidings 
to the Believers.
﴾224﴿ Do not make your oaths in the 
Name of Allah a hindrance from 
you doing good(372), being Mindful 
and amending affairs between 
people—verily Allah is All-Hearing, 
All-Knowing. ﴾225﴿ Allah will 
not hold you accountable for 
careless swearing ˹by Him˺(373), 
but He will hold you accountable 
for what your hearts have 
earned(374)—Allah is All-Forgiving, 
All-Forbearing. ﴾226﴿ Those who 
vow against their women, there 
shall be a waiting period of four 
months(375). But if they go back 
˹on their oath˺, then Allah is 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful. 

371 Do good deeds that will be of use to you in the Hereafter. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

372 That is, do not make your oaths in God’s Name not to do something which 
is enjoined and commendable stop you from doing it because you fear that 
you will be breaking that oath. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

373 Unintentionally saying: “Yes, by God”, or: “No, by God”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
6663) 

374 That is, a person intentionally lies and yet swears by God that he is telling 
the truth. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

375 This is the act of ÊlÉ’; vowing not to have intercourse with one’s wife with 
the purpose of punishing her. Four months is the maximum time limit 
allowed for this state of affairs to go on. Otherwise, the husband who took 
such a vow needs to either get things back to normal, in which case he does 
not need to make up for breaking his vow and is forgiven by God, or else he 
should conclude the divorce and no longer hurt his wife (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾227﴿ But if they are resolved 
on divorce, then Allah is 
All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 
﴾228﴿ Divorced women must wait 
for three courses(376). It is unlawful 
for them to conceal what Allah 
created in their wombs(377), if 
˹truly˺ they Believe in Allah and 
the Hereafter. Their husbands 
have more right to take them 
back if they ˹truly˺ mean to mend 
matters(378). For them ˹women˺ is 
as much as there is ˹expected˺ of 
them(379), as per what is ˹socially˺ 
agreed(380); men have a degree 
above them(381)—verily Allah 
is All-Prevailing, All-Wise. 
﴾229﴿ Divorce is for two times(382); 

376 ThalÉthata qurË’ is either three menstrual cycles, or three clean intervals 
after menstruation before a divorced woman can remarry. This is so as to 
ensure that no pregnancy has taken place. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, 
al-ShinqÊÏÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

377 That is to conceal pregnancy during their waiting period (Ñiddah), with the 
intention of concluding the divorce.

378 Should they wish to reconcile. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

379 Their rights and duties are the same as men’s. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

380 The word maÑrËf, lit. the known, translated here as socially agreed, is 
recurrent over the next few ayas that deal with marital affairs. Social norms 
that are in agreement with Islamic laws come to bear on settling disputes 
of marriage and marital life, but the judgement of this is left for people of 
good reason and thorough knowledge, given that they intend to safeguard 
the sanctity of this bond.

381 al-ShinqÊÏÊ is of the opinion that this is explained by Aya 4: 34: “Men are 
in charge of women, because Allah favoured one over the other and of the 
money they ˹men˺ spend ”.

382 A man is only allowed to divorce his wife and then take her back twice. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 
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either hold them in agreeably(383) 
or let ˹them˺ go gracefully. It is 
unlawful to you ˹men˺ to take 
back anything of what you gave 
them ˹your wives˺(384), unless 
they ˹husband and wife˺ fear not 
upholding Allah’s boundaries(385); 
but if you(386) fear that they would 
not uphold Allah’s boundaries, 
she would not be sinning in 
˹choosing˺ whatever she redeems 
herself for(387). These are the 
boundaries of Allah—whoever 
oversteps the boundaries of 
Allah is among the transgressors. 
﴾230﴿ But if he divorces her(388), she 
becomes unlawful for him unless 
she marries another husband. If  
he(389) ˹then˺ divorces her, they will 
not be sinning to go back ˹to each 
other˺(390); should they know that they 
would uphold Allah’s boundaries. 

383 By being kind and nice to them, in accordance with agreed social norms, 
whilst they are under your roofs.

384 Dowry and gifts.

385 Here ÍudËd AllÉh (God’s boundaries) means His commands regarding 
marital rights. A wife who seeks divorce because she does not feel 
affectionate towards, or just hates, her husband, in turn, alienates him by 
not fulfilling his rights, can, thus, compensate him for this. In this way, he 
is allowed to take the money in exchange for conceding to her demand for 
divorce (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ).

386 The ones who are brought to pass judgement on the case.

387 That is giving the husband an agreed sum of the money she received from 
him as dowry or gifts, in order to make him divorce her.

388 For a third time. (al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

389 The other husband.

390 Going back to her earlier husband if the divorce from her subsequent 
husband is sealed.
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These are the boundaries of 
Allah, which He makes clear 
to those who know. ﴾231﴿ If you 
divorce women ˹revocably˺ 
and they complete their time(391), 
either hold them in agreeably or 
let them go agreeably. Do not 
hold them in(392) by way of hurt 
to transgress ˹against them˺(393); 
whoever does that will be doing 
himself injustice. Do not ridicule 
the Signs of Allah and remember 
the bounty of Allah and the Book 
and Wisdom that He sent down 
to you to caution you with; be 
Mindful of Allah and know that 
Allah Knows everything. ﴾232﴿ If 
you divorce women ˹revocably˺ 
and they complete their time, do 
not ˹you guardians˺ forbid them 
to reunite with their husbands, 
should they agree between 
themselves in keeping with what 
is ˹socially˺ acceptable. With 
this are admonished those who 
Believe in Allah and the Last Day; 
this is more dignified for you and 
purer—Allah Knows and you do 
not know.

391 Waiting period (Ñiddah) as explained in the previous ayas.

392 Deciding to keep the wife and not conclude divorce.

393 To harm them by prolonging an agonizing waiting period, holding them 
back from marrying other husbands or forcing them into seeking separation 
and, in the process, financially compensating the current husband for it. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 
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﴾233﴿ Mothers(394) should nurse their 
infants for two complete years, 
˹this is˺ for those who wish to fulfil 
˹the complete term of ˺  nursing. 
The one to whom the child was 
born(395), has to provide for them 
and clothe them, in keeping with 
what is ˹socially˺ acceptable; no 
soul should bear a burden that is 
beyond its capability. No mother 
should be made to suffer using 
her infant, nor should a father. 
The same is incumbent on the 
˹father’s˺ heir(396). Should they ˹the 
father and mother˺ seek weaning 
˹the infant˺, in agreement and 
by consultation between them, 
there is no sin on them(397). If you 
want to hire a wet nurse for your 
infants, then there is no sin on 
you if you pay what you agree 
on, in keeping with what is 
socially acceptable—be Mindful 
of Allah, and know that Allah 
is All-Seeing of what you do. 
﴾234﴿ Those of you who pass away 
leaving behind wives, let them 
˹the widows˺ remain waiting 
for four months and ten days. 

394 The majority of the rightly-guided predecessors are of the opinion that 
‘mothers’ here means divorced mothers (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn AbË ×Étim, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr).

395 The father.

396 In case of the father’s death, the person who takes over responsibility after 
him has to provide for the nursing mother in the same way. (al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

397 That is if they come to an agreement to wean the infant before the two-year 
period of nursing has finished. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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When they finish their term(398), 
you are not to blame for what 
they ˹choose to˺ do with 
themselves, in keeping with 
what is acceptable(399)—Allah 
is Knowledgeable of what you 
do. ﴾235﴿ You will not be sinning 
should you allude to a marriage 
proposal to women(400), or that 
you keep this to yourselves(401). 
Allah knows that you will keep 
on thinking about them, but do 
not promise them secretly, unless 
you say what is acceptable(402), and 
do not tie the knot of marriage 
during the waiting period, ˹but 
wait˺ until the term has elapsed. 
Know that Allah knows what you 
tell yourselves and be cautious 
of Him—know that Allah is 
All-Forgiving, All-Forbearing. 
﴾236﴿ You will not be sinning should 
you divorce women whom you 
did not touch ˹yet˺ nor committed 
yourselves to by stating a sum ˹of 
dowry˺. Bestow on them, the well-
off according to his means and 
the poor according to his means, 
in keeping with what is ˹socially˺ 

398 This waiting period is known as Ñiddah. During these four months and 
ten days the widow is not to remarry. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, 
al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

399 A social norm that entails keeping within the dictates of Islam.

400 The widowed and irrevocably divorced.

401 Having the intention.

402 That is, only an implication of marriage is acceptable during the waiting 
period but not a direct statement of marriage intent.
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acceptable(403)—this is a duty on 
the well-doers. ﴾237﴿ If you divorce 
them before touching them, 
but you committed yourselves 
to paying a sum ˹of dowry˺ to 
them(404), ˹pay them˺ half of what 
you committed yourselves to, 
unless they ˹the wives˺ waive ˹the 
due sum˺ or in whose hand the 
marriage knot(405) is waives ˹it˺. 
That you should waive is closer to 
Mindfulness, and do not overlook 
kindness among yourselves—
verily Allah is All-Seeing of 
what you do. ﴾238﴿ Observe the 
Prayers(406) – and ˹especially˺ the 
middle Prayer(407) – and rise for 
Allah ˹consistently˺ devoutly. 

403 By way of consolation, it is a duty on the husband who divorces a woman 
before marriage is consummated, by getting in bed with her, or before a 
certain sum of money as dowry has been stated, to give her a present which 
would, according to social norm, make it up to her. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

404 This is the ruling regarding divorce that takes place before coupling has 
taken place between the divorcees, but in which the husband has already 
committed himself to paying a certain amount as a dowry, thus showing his 
firm intention of marriage. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

405 The wife’s representative.

406 The five mandatory daily Prayers (al-ØalawÉt al-khams) (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). Prayers are mentioned in the midst of marital 
affair rulings, because of the hurtful and hard feelings divorce can leave in its 
wake. Hence, people are reminded of the Hereafter—by virtue of being vigilant 
in their Prayers. Their observance of these rulings and whereby they should 
not ‘overlook kindness’ among themselves is made surer by this reminder of 
accountability. Prayer in another aya is a deterrent against overindulgence: 
“Verily Prayer admonishes against vileness and loathsome acts” (29: 45), (cf. 
al-SamÊn al-×alabÊ, al-Durr al-MaÎËn, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

407 The third, middle Prayer; namely, ÎalÉt al-ÑaÎr. This aya shows how 
particularly meritorious this Prayer is. (al-SamÊn al-×alabÊ, al-Durr 
al-MaÎËn, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar) 
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﴾239﴿ But if you become fearful(408), 
then ˹perform Prayers whether you 
are˺ on foot or mounted, yet when 
your fears ease, mention Allah 
as He taught you that which you 
had no knowledge of. ﴾240﴿ Those 
of you who pass away leaving 
behind wives, let them ˹state in a˺ 
will for their wives a maintenance 
for a year without expelling them 
˹from their homes˺(409), but if they 
leave ˹their homes˺ you are not to 
blame for what they ˹choose to˺ 
do with themselves, in keeping 
with what is acceptable—surely 
Allah is All-Prevailing, All-Wise. 
﴾241﴿ ˹Likewise˺ for the divorced 
women a maintenance ˹is due˺ in 
keeping with what is ˹socially˺ 
agreed—this is a duty on the 
Mindful. ﴾242﴿ Like so, Allah 
explains to you His Signs(410) so that 
you might become aware ˹of them˺.
﴾243﴿ Have you not seen those 
who fled their homelands in 
their thousands in fear of death, 

408 Of an imminent danger, enemies and the like, which would be cause enough 
for you not to perform Prayers in the given strict manner (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

409 The majority of exegetes are of the opinion that the ruling of this aya was 
abrogated by Aya 2: 234: “Those of you who pass away leaving behind 
wives, let them ˹the widows˺ remain waiting for four months and ten 
days”. (al-NaÍÍÉs, al-NÉsikh wa al-MansËkh, Ibn ×azm, al-NÉsikh wa 
al-MansËkh, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

410 In such a way, the ayas clearly spell out rulings and regulations so that 
people become fully aware of them and apply them in their lives. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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whereupon Allah said to them: 
“Die!” Then He brought them 
back to life(411). Indeed Allah is 
bountiful to people, but most of 
them are thankless. ﴾244﴿ Fight 
˹then Believers˺ in the path 
of Allah and know that Allah 
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 
﴾245﴿ Would there be one who 
loans Allah a comely loan(412), so 
that Allah would multiply it for 
him manifold—Allah tightens 
and loosens(413), and unto Him you 
shall return.
﴾246﴿ Have you not seen the 
notables among the Children of 
Israel, after ˹the time of ˺  Moses, 
when they said to a Prophet of 
theirs: “Point out a king for us so 
that we may fight in the path of 
Allah”. He said to them: “Would 
you then – should fighting be 
prescribed for you – not fight?” 

411 Prophet Muhammad (g), and Believers at large, are told, in a very subtle, 
edifying manner, of the story of a certain people who, because of fear of 
annihilation, fled their town in droves, thus thinking that they would outdo 
God’s Will. In order to show them that they could not escape His Judgement 
and make them realize His bountiful favours, God took their lives to show 
them that He is capable of bringing about their worst fears, only then to give 
them their lives back again.

412 al-QarÌ al-Íasan is spending in the cause of Allah in expectation of 
nothing but His reward. As much as Believers are encouraged to fight in 
the path of God and are strongly reminded that they cannot escape death, 
they are also encouraged to spend out of their wealth, not expecting any 
return in the process, to arm fighting Believers (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). They are 
equally and strongly reminded that it is God alone Who makes people rich 
or poor (cf. 2: 261-262).

413 Making people rich or poor. (al-ÙabarÊ) 
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They said: “Why would we not 
fight in the path of Allah when we 
were expelled from our lands and 
˹bereft of ˺  our children(414)?” When 
fighting was mandated upon 
them, they took to their heels, 
except a few—Allah is surely All-
Knowing of the unjust. ﴾247﴿ ˹At 
that˺ Their Prophet said to them: 
“Allah has pointed out ÙÉlËt(415) as 
a king for you”. They said: “How 
come he becomes a king over us 
when we are more deserving of 
kingship than him; he ˹even˺ has 
no vast wealth?” He said: “Allah 
has favoured him above you and 
made him deeply knowledgeable 
and physically imposing”. Allah 
grants kingship to whomever 
He wills—verily Allah is All-
Encompassing, All-Knowing. 
﴾248﴿ Their Prophet said to them: 
“The sign of his ˹rightful˺ kingship 
is that the chest(416) comes to you 
and in it there is tranquillity from 
your Lord and remnant ˹relics˺(417) 
of what was left by the house of 
Moses and the house of HÉrËn 
˹Aaron˺, carried by angels. Surely 
this is ˹enough as˺ a sign for you, 
that is if you are ˹true˺ Believers”. 

414 Their women and children were taken captive by the enemy. (al-WÉÍidÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

415 Believed to be the Biblical King Saul.

416 At-TÉbËt is said to be the Ark of the Covenant.

417 These are believed to be Moses’ () staff and some broken Tablets. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾249﴿ When ÙÉlËt pulled ahead 
with the soldiers, he said to them: 
“Allah will test you with a river. 
Whoever drinks of it is not one of 
mine. But whoever does not taste 
it, is of mine, excepting one who 
scoops a handful”. They drank 
˹their fill˺ of it but a few of them. 
When he crossed it, along with 
those who Believed with him, they 
said: “We have no power today 
against JÉlËt(418) and his soldiers”. 
˹But˺ Those who are sure that 
they will be meeting Allah 
said: “How many a time has a 
small company vanquished a 
multitudinous one with Allah’s 
permission! Verily Allah is with 
the steadfast”. ﴾250﴿ When they 
made themselves seen to JÉlËt 
and his soldiers, they said: “Our 
Lord! Pour steadfastness on us, 
make firm our feet(419) and grant 
us victory over the Denying 
people”. ﴾251﴿ They defeated them 
with Allah’s permission; DÉwËd 
˹David˺ killed JÉlËt and Allah 
gave him kingship and Wisdom(420) 
and taught him of whatever 
He willed(421). Had it not been 
for people pushing each other 

418 Believed to be the Biblical Goliath.

419 Make us stand firm.

420 Prophethood. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

421 All sorts of knowledge and how to make body armour (cf. 21: 80). 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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˹back and forth˺(422), the land 
would have gone to ruins. But 
Allah is Favourable to all beings. 
﴾252﴿ These are the Signs of Allah, 
We recite them for you with 
Truth—indeed you are ˹one˺ 
of the Messengers. ﴾253﴿ Those 
Messengers, We favoured some 
of them above others: among 
them are some to whom Allah 
spoke ˹directly˺(423); and some of 
them He raised by degrees(424). We 
granted Jesus, son of Mary, the 
clear evidences(425), and bolstered 
him with the Holy Spirit(426). Had 
Allah willed, those who came 
after them(427) would not have 
fought among each other, after 
the clear evidences(428) that came 
to them. But they differed; some 
of them Believed while some of 
them Denied. Had Allah willed, 
they would not have fought 
among each other, But Allah does 
what He wills.

422 That people are engaged in an eternal struggle between right and wrong, 
good and evil, is known as sunnat al-mudÉfaÑah, lit. the canon of scuffle. 
God would not let evil prevail entirely without it being constantly 
challenged, otherwise Earth would become a ruinous, non-habitable planet 
(cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

423 God spoke directly to Moses () (cf. 4: 164).

424 They were raised in rank to higher levels than the others just like Prophet 
Muhammad (g). (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

425 Miracles and the Evangel. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

426 Archangel Gabriel ().

427 Succeeding generations.

428 God’s Signs: miracles and Divine Writs, which are cause enough for them 
all to Believe.
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﴾254﴿ You who Believe! Spend 
of what We provided for you 
before a Day comes, when there 
will not be trading, nor bonds 
or intercession(429)—indeed the 
Deniers are the unjust ones. 
﴾255﴿ (430) Allah, there is no god 
but Him(431), the Ever-Living(432), 
the All-Sufficient(433); neither 
drowsiness nor sleep overtakes 
Him(434); to Him belongs what 
is in the Heavens and Earth(435). 

429 The Day of Judgement on which no money, connections, or power of 
persuasion will avail a wrongdoer; only Divine Justice prevails. Cf. 2:48 
and 2:122.

430 This aya is known as Óyat al-KursÊ, lit. Aya of the Footstool. It is the single 
greatest aya in the Grand Qur’an. Ubayy Ibn KaÑb (h) narrated that the 
Prophet (g) once asked him: “AbË al-Mundhir, do you know which one 
of the ayas of the Book of Allah is the greatest?”… I said: (Allah, there 
is no god but Him, the Ever-Living, the All-Sufficient)”. He beat my chest 
and said: “By Allah, may knowledge be joyous to you AbË al-Mundhir!” 
(Muslim: 810) It is considered thus because it details the Attributes 
and Divine Characteristics of the God Who is truly worthy of worship: 
unlimited with regards to knowledge (omniscience), power (omnipotence), 
and existence (omnipresence). Any god would have to fulfil all these 
criteria to be truly worthy of worship. Among the virtues of this aya is that 
whoever recites it before going to sleep, will find that no devil comes near 
him until he wakes up. Rather, he is safeguarded in God’s guardianship (cf. 
al-BukhÉrÊ: 2311).

431 There is no god worthy of worship except Allah/God.

432 His Life is the perfect Life: it was not preceded by non-existence nor will it 
be followed by annihilation (cf. 25: 58). It entails all the characteristics of 
perfection. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

433 Self-sufficient; He is free from want of help or assistance. He is also in 
charge of the affairs of all others besides Him. Without Him, they will all 
go to ruin (cf. 30: 25). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

434 Dozing off and falling asleep are but normal to all creation that are 
inherently frail, but they are unbecoming of God, the Ever-Living Sustainer 
of the universe.

435 He is the Sole and Real Owner of the universe: thus, none is worthy of 
worship except Him. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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Who is it, that is ˹so daring˺ to 
intercede with Him without His 
permission!(436) He knows what is 
there in front of them and what 
is there behind them(437), but they 
know nothing of His Knowledge, 
except what He wills. His 
Footstool(438) encompasses the 
Heavens and Earth, and He is not 
taxed by maintaining them(439)—
He is the Most High, the Most 
Great. ﴾256﴿ There is no coercion 
in religion(440); guidance has been 
set ˹clearly˺ apart from error. 
Whoever renounces false idols(441) 

436 He is not like any sovereign with whom people, especially an inner circle 
of close aides and relatives, dare to intercede, relying on his need of them. 
Instead, God is free from need of help or assistance.

437 He is in full knowledge of the past, present and future of all His creations. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

438 According to Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k), al-KursÊ is ‘the Footstool’, is where Allah’s Feet 
are put, without likening Him to any of His creation; “Nothing is like Him; He 
is the All-Hearing, All-Seeing”. (42: 11) It is a separate creation to the ÑArsh, 
the Throne, and is smaller in size. al-QurÏubÊ commenting on al-KursÊ says in 
his TafsÊr: “Prophetic narrations bear evidence that al-KursÊ is a great creation 
in front of the Throne and the Throne is greater than it”.

439 God Almighty’s power and capability are inexhaustible.

440 This is a great Islamic principle whereby no one is to be coerced to Believe. 
Instead, both right and wrong have been clearly demarcated for those of 
good reason to see. The choice of which to follow is left to the person, but 
the duty of the Believers is to make sure that people know what is right 
and what is wrong. Ibn ÑÓshËr (al-TaÍrÊr wa al-TanwÊr, 2: 499) opines 
that this aya immediately follows Óyat al-KursÊ for good reason. He has it 
that: “…all that the previous aya contains of the clear proofs of the Oneness 
and Greatness of the Creator, and the purgation of Godliness from all the 
impurities that other nations plagued it with, would surely lead those of 
good reason to accept this religion ˹Islam˺, whose precepts and dictates are 
quite clear and upright, willingly, without coercion or compulsion”.

441 AÏ-ÙÉghËt is everything with regards to which people exceed proportionate 
limits be it worshipped, followed or obeyed. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, 
al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 
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and Believes in Allah, has ˹indeed˺ 
held tight to the surest of ties(442); 
there is no undoing it—Allah 
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 
﴾257﴿ Allah is the Ally of the 
Believers; He delivers them from 
darkness into light(443). ˹But˺ Those 
who Deny, the allies of whom are 
the false idols; they take them 
out of light into darkness(444)—
these are the company of the Fire, 
therein they abide forever.
﴾258﴿ (445)Have you not seen the 
one(446) who argued with IbrÉhÊm 
about his Lord, ˹only but˺ that 
Allah gave him kingship(447). 

442 A metaphorical tie (or handle) that gives grip to the rope that leads to Allah, 
i.e. Islam (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 3813, Muslim: 2484).

443 The one whose Ally is none but the Almighty God Himself, is helped, 
supported and guided by Him. He enables that person to walk further and 
further on the surest road to certitude leaving behind the darkness of loss and 
breaking through the veils of doubts and vain desires (for which in the original 
Qur’anic Arabic the intensive plural ÐulumÉt (lit. multiple darknesses) is 
applied. The light of Belief and certainty will become manifest to him, he 
will be given the empowering faculty of discernment, he will ever-elevate to 
the highest ranks of Belief, and his heart will see for real the Truth of things 
(cf. 47: 17). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

444 The greatest ally of the misguided is none other than Satan himself. He will 
throw them into the bottomless pit of loss, draw them step by step into Denial 
and misguidedness until the clouds of darkness thicken around them to the extent 
that they will see nothing beyond, especially the light of Belief and its evident 
signs (cf. 4: 116-121, 24: 39-40). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

445 Ayas 258-260 give tangible examples of how God delivers the Believers 
from darkness into light (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). Such examples fall very much in 
line with this sura’s main theme: to establish firm Belief.

446 He is said to be the Biblical King Nimrod.

447 Such is the nature of despots when gone unchallenged for extended periods 
of time, they become so megalomaniac that they think that they are God 
Himself. The Qur’an also speaks of Pharaoh who said to his people: “I am 
your Lord, Most High” (79: 24).
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When IbrÉhÊm said: “My Lord is 
the One Who gives life and causes 
death”. He said: “I give life and 
cause death!”(448) Then IbrÉhÊm 
said: “Then verily Allah brings 
the sun out from the East; bring 
it ˹you˺ out from the West!” The 
Denier was dumbstruck—surely 
Allah does not guide(449) the unjust 
ones. ﴾259﴿ (450) Or like the one who 
came upon a town deserted and 
gone to rack and ruin; he said 
˹wondering˺: “How will Allah 
restore this to life after its death!” 
Allah made him die for a hundred 
years then He brought him back. 
He ˹Allah˺ said: “How much ˹time˺ 
did you stay?” He said ˹guessing˺: 
“A day or part of it!” He ˹Allah˺ 
said: “Nay, but you stayed for 
a hundred years. Look then at 
your food and drink it has not 
become putrid. ˹But˺ Look at your 
donkey – We will make you a Sign 
to people – see the bones how We 
splice them together and clothe 
them with flesh”. When he was 
sure, he said: “I know ˹for certain˺ 
that Allah is Able over everything”. 

448 Citing his power over people’s fates and lives (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ).

449 God does not aid with His guidance those whose hearts are bent on Denial. 
Were they really in search of the Truth, God would surely have led them to 
the right path. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

450 The previous episode demonstrated God’s Lordship (UlËhiyyah) but this and 
the next one show His ability to resurrect (baÑth) His creation as also prove 
that God alone is “the One Who gives life and causes death”. (Ibn ÑÓshËr) 
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﴾260﴿ ˹Or˺ When IbrÉhÊm said: “My 
Lord, show me how you bring 
the dead to life”. He ˹Allah˺ said: 
“Did you not Believe!” He said: 
“Beyond doubt! But that so that 
my heart will be reassured”(451). 
˹To this he was replied˺ “Take 
you then four birds, hold them to 
you (and cut them to pieces(452)), 
then, on every mountain, put a 
portion of them. Then call them 
and they will come hurrying to 
you. And know that Allah is All-
Prevailing, All-Wise”.
﴾261﴿ (453)The similitude of those 
who spend their wealth in the 
cause of Allah, is that of a grain 
˹when planted, out of ˺  which 
sprouts seven ears; in every ear 
there are one hundred grains—
Allah multiplies for whom 

451 The Patriarch of Prophets, Abraham, had no doubt whatsoever in his mind 
about God’s ability to resurrect the dead. This is what the Prophet (g) 
implied by saying: “We are more likely to doubt than IbrÉhÊm” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
4537, Muslim: 151), when he heard that people said Abraham doubted. 
Scholars are of the opinion that Abraham wanted to reach the highest rank of 
knowledge, the so-called ‘concrete certitude’ (Íaqq al-yaqÊn), which comes 
with actually seeing and living through an experience (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). Ibn al-Qayyim has it that: “Knowledge is of 
three ranks: firm knowledge (Ñilm al-yaqÊn) which comes with receiving 
news: then, what is being told becomes evident to the sight and heart and 
knowledge becomes exact knowledge (Ñayn al-yaqÊn), and when it is touched 
and felt it becomes concrete certitude (Íaqq al-yaqÊn) (MadÉrij al-SÉlikÊn, 
1: 469). So Abraham, the beloved of God, knowing that God was likely to 
grant him his wish, wanted to actually see resurrection in action.

452 In accordance with al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ citing many scholars.

453 Spending in the cause of God in the manner and decorum detailed below 
is one of the greatest signs that a person truly Believes in resurrection and 
the Hereafter. Had he not firmly Believed, he would not have spent his 
livelihood thus (cf. al-TawÍÊÌÊ). Such a call to engaging in charity sums up 
the moral behind stories of resurrection and not living only for this world.
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He wishes(454), Allah is All-
Encompassing(455), All-Knowing. 
﴾262﴿ Those who ˹sincerely˺ spend 
their wealth and do not thereafter 
mar what they spend with taunts 
and hurt(456); theirs is their ˹great˺ 
reward with their Lord—they 
will have neither fear nor will 
they grieve. ﴾263﴿ Kind words 
and forgiveness(457), is better than 
a charity which is followed by 
hurt—Allah is Free of Need, All-
Forbearing. ﴾264﴿ You who Believe, 
do not render your charity void 
with taunts and hurt, like the one 
who spends his wealth to show 
off to people, while Believing not 
in Allah and the Last Day. His 
similitude is of a smooth rock on 
which there is dust, when heavy 
downpour hits it, it is left bare(458); 
they can hold in naught of what 
they have earned(459)—Allah does 
not guide those who Deny(460).

454 This is due to the fact that spenders do not all have the same degree of sincerity. 
What they spend also differs in quality and usefulness and how much a charity 
is needed also determines its worth. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

455 WÉsiÑ, lit. outspread; that is His Generosity is outspread and wide open 
and no one should think that such a plentiful reward is an exaggeration. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

456 They give charity out willingly, without constantly reminding people and 
badgering them about it and, thus, hurting them psychologically.

457 People of benevolence are enjoined to be patient and speak kindly to those 
who seek assistance from them overlooking the discomfort they might have 
been caused in the process.

458 Soilless and barren, unable to grow plants.

459 Their insincere spending ‘in good faith’, with which they thought they 
earned reward, will be blown to nothingness. They will have no harvest to 
reap in the Hereafter.

460 Due to their insincerity.
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﴾265﴿ And the similitude of those 
who spend their wealth seeking 
the Pleasure of Allah and 
believing firmly ˹in His reward˺, 
is that of a garden on a mound(461) 
˹when˺ touched by a downpour, 
it gives its yield twofold; if no 
heavy rain falls on it, then a 
˹mere˺ drizzle ˹would suffice˺—
Allah is All-Seeing of what you 
do. ﴾266﴿ (462)Would one of you wish 
to have a garden of palm trees and 
grapevines, through which rivers 
flow; in it he has all sorts of crops. 
He gets hit by old age while having 
˹only but˺ feeble descendants(463), 
then it ˹the garden˺ gets struck 
by a whirlwind in which there 
is fire, and it gets burned up. 

461 Gardens, farms and thickets that are on elevated ground are more fertile 
than lower placed ones due to the fact that their rich soil mostly remains 
intact, not being depleted or swept away by running water or streams; 
such gardens are also more exposed to the wind which results in easier 
pollination and are much more exposed to the sun, the source of light. This 
is the analogy God draws of the charity of the sincere. No matter how much 
it is, it grows and prospers. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

462 Here is a third parable demonstrating the three states of givers: the Deniers, 
the sincere Believers, and those who Believe, but who follow their charity 
by taunting and hurting the recipient’s feelings, thus rendering their charity 
‘void’ (2: 246) (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). They give out in charity and gain tremendous 
reward for it but it gets hit by the devastating whirlwind of tormenting the 
needy and burns all down to dust. When it is time to reap the harvest of the 
wealth spent in ‘good’ deeds, a time when it is most needed, then that owner 
being too old and infirm and his dependents very young and helpless, just 
like this imaginary garden, will find it swept away overnight with nothing but 
sorrow left. On the Day of Judgement they come to their Lord having earned 
nothing for their charity (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

463 The father’s dependents are in much need of this garden. However, being 
weak and helpless, they cannot restore it to its former glory, especially now 
that their father is old and infirm. Their state is a desperate one.
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Thus Allah expounds the Signs 
for you so that you might 
contemplate. ﴾267﴿ You who 
Believe, spend out of the best 
of what you have earned and 
what We brought out of earth for 
you(464); and do not aim for the 
worthless of it to spend ˹in 
charity˺, while you ˹yourselves˺ 
would not take it unless 
˹disdainfully˺ with closed eyes—
know that Allah is Free of Need, 
All-Praiseworthy. ﴾268﴿ Satan 
promises(465) you poverty, and 
incites you to immorality(466). And 
Allah promises you forgiveness 
by Him and abundance—verily 
Allah is All-Encompassing, All-
Knowing. ﴾269﴿ He ˹Allah˺ gives 
wisdom(467) to whoever He wishes; 
whoever is given wisdom, has 
been endowed with plentiful 
goodness—none will contemplate 
except those of good reason. 
﴾270﴿ Whatever ˹charity˺ you 
spend or vow(468) you make, 

464 Crops and minerals (gold, silver and the like). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

465 Intimidates people with poverty if they spend their money in charity. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

466 al-faÍshÉ’ signifies all bad and immoral deeds. Ibn al-Qayyim says: 
“Exegetes unanimously agree that al-faÍshÉ’ here means miserliness” 
(ÙarÊq al-Hijratayn, p. 375).

467 Spending in the cause of God, seeing the rewards that are in store for those 
who engage in such charitable acts, is practical wisdom. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

468 Nadhr is vowing to make obligatory for oneself that which is not, usually in 
return for a Godly favour. For example, by feeding a number of destitutes 
at the time of one’s marriage.
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Allah knows about it—the 
wrongdoers have no aides(469). 
﴾271﴿ Should you make your 
charity public, all well and good 
it is ˹indeed˺, but that should you 
conceal it and give it to the poor 
is better for you(470) and ˹Allah˺ 
will atone some of your sins ˹for 
it˺—Allah is Knowledgeable 
of what you do. ﴾272﴿ (471) It is not 

469 Those who withhold from giving out what is due, fulfilling their vows, or 
whose spending and vows are in contradiction to what pleases God, will not 
be spared His Punishment. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

470 Observing secrecy while giving out voluntary, non-prescribed charity, in 
particular (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah), to the poor is better than 
making it public because it ensures the recipient’s dignity is maintained and 
is closer to sincerity on the part of the giver (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-
SaÑdÊ). Among the seven categories of people who will be sheltered under 
the Shade of God’s Throne, on the Day of Judgement, when there will be no 
other shade except it, is: “… a man who gives out a charity making it secret, 
so much so that his left hand would not know how much ˹or what˺ his right 
hand spent”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 1423, Muslim: 1031)

471 Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) explains this aya as follows: “He ˹The Prophet (g)˺ used 
to command us not to give out charity except to Muslims until this aya was 
revealed. After it, he commanded us to give charity to whoever asks for it, 
no matter what religion they follow” (Ibn AbË ×Étim). He further explains 
that the reason behind this aya’s revelation was that Muslims were of two 
minds about giving out charity to their Denying relatives and when they 
asked the Prophet (g), he gave them permission and this aya was revealed 
(al-BazzÉr: 5042, al-ÙabarÉnÊ: 12403, al-WÉdiÑÊ, al-ØaÍÊÍ al-Musnad: 630). 
AsmÉ’ bint AbË Bakr () was visited by her Denying mother, during a 
truce with the Quraysh. She sought the Prophet’s permission to give charity 
to her mother and he allowed her (al-BukhÉrÊ: 5979, Muslim: 1003). AbË 
Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “A man said: “I shall 
give out a charity this night!” He went out with it and put it in the hand of 
a prostitute. When the morning came people started talking ˹wondrously˺ 
saying: “A charity was given to a prostitute!” The man said: “Thank you 
God, a prostitute! I shall give out a charity!” He went out with it and put it 
in the hand of a rich man. When the morning came people started talking 
˹wondrously˺ saying: “A charity was given to a rich man!” The man said: 
“Thank you God, a rich man! I shall give out a charity!” He went out with 
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˹incumbent˺ for you ˹Prophet˺ to 
guide them(472), but Allah guides 
whoever He wills. Whatever 
good you spend is for your ˹own˺ 
selves. You ˹should not˺ spend 
except seeking Allah’s Face(473). 
Whatever good you spend will 
be paid back fully to you, and 
you will not be wronged(474). 
﴾273﴿ ˹Give out˺ To the poor 
who are wholly wrapped up 
in the path of Allah(475); ˹as˺ they 
cannot move about the land. 

it and put it in the hand of a burglar. When the morning came people started 
talking ˹wondrously˺ saying: “A charity was given to a burglar!” The man 
said: “Thank you God, a prostitute, a rich man and a burglar!” Then he 
was approached and it was said to him: “As for your charity, it has been 
accepted; the prostitute might use it to give up her profession, the rich man 
might reflect and take to giving out of his wealth and the burglar might give 
up his thieving”. (Muslim: 1022). The morality behind the aya is such as to 
encourage Believers to spend in charity sincerely and in good faith, seeking 
only God’s pleasure no matter who the recipient of that charity is.

472 The Prophet’s mission was to guide people to the right path of God. 
Guidance here does not denote that of directing people to or showing them 
the right path (hidÉyat al-irshÉd), but rather that of making them actually 
follow that path (hidÉyat al-tawfÊq). This kind of guidance is left to God 
alone. (Cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

473 You are the ones who will actually benefit from it, first and foremost, 
should you be truly sincere and seek only God’s Pleasure, aiming to enter 
Paradise to actually see God’s Most Beautiful Face, which is the greatest 
Bounty ever. (al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

474 Neither cheated nor defrauded and you will be rewarded for it precisely. 
(al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

475 Although honest charity can be given to anyone, the most deserving of it 
are Believers who are poor as a result of their having dedicated themselves 
to the worship of God and, as a result, are held back from earning their 
livelihoods (al-RÉzÊ, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar). Some great exegetes are 
of the opinion that these are the ones who are caught up fighting in the 
cause of God and, thus, cannot be left to engage in other worldly matters 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn al-Qayyim, ÙarÊq al-Hijratayn, p. 377, al-SaÑdÊ).
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The ignorant thinks them well-
off because of their reticence(476); 
you will know them by their 
signs—they do not beg of people 
importunately. Whatever good 
you spend, Allah is All-Knowing 
of it. ﴾274﴿ Those who spend their 
wealth ˹in charity˺ by night and 
day, secretly and openly, theirs 
will be their reward from their 
Lord, they will have neither fear 
nor will they grieve(477).
﴾275﴿ ˹While˺ Those who devour 
usury(478) will only rise up in a way 
similar to he who is touched by the 
devil(479). That for saying: “Trade and 
usury are the same”; Allah has made 
trade lawful, and He made usury 
unlawful. Whoever gets a warning 
from His Lord and detests(480), 
for him what is gone is gone, 

476 Holding back from begging.

477 They will be saved from trepidation of the future and sorrow over the 
past, i.e. they will attain what they desire and be spared from what they 
apprehend. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

478 RibÉ, a recurrent theme in the Qur’an, is a financial transaction in which the 
lender loans money out and in return gets the principal capital plus interest. 
Whereas giving out money in charity is strongly encouraged, as seen in 
these ayas, usury is considered one of the seven cardinal sins (al-sabÑ 
al-mËbiqÉt) in Islam, because it cuts against the grain of the true Believing 
spirit as expounded in the Qur’an; essentially, it entails exploitation of the 
economically vulnerable by the strong and resourceful.

479 The image given here, of a person possessed by the devil staggering while 
standing and walking unsteadily as they are resurrected for the Day of 
Judgement, is meant to repulse people from such transactions. It is also 
a just requital because it mimics their insatiable lust for money in this life 
making them declare lawful what is not, thus twisting the laws ordained by 
God (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

480 Halts dealing in such a transaction.
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and Allah will decide His case(481). 
Whoever backtracks(482), these are 
the company of the Fire, therein 
they abide forever(483). ﴾276﴿ Allah 
extirpates usury(484) and fosters(485) 
charities—Allah likes not every 
tenacious Denier, ˹wonted˺ 
committer of sins. ﴾277﴿ Those 
who Believe, do good deeds, 
keep up the Prayer, give out the 
prescribed alms, theirs will be 
˹justly˺ their reward from their 
Lord, they will have neither fear 
nor will they grieve(486). ﴾278﴿ You 
who Believe, be Mindful of 
Allah and relinquish what is 
left of ˹outstanding˺ usury(487), 
if you are ˹really˺ Believers. 

481 Judging by his intentions and motives. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-BaghawÊ) 

482 Goes back to dealing in usury knowing how sinful it is. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-BaghawÊ) 

483 Rebellious, sinning Believers will not stay in Hellfire indefinitely. Instead, 
they will abide in it for a very long period of time and for as long as it takes 
to cleanse them of their sins. (Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ) 

484 One way to interpret this is that God would not bless or prosper the money 
gained through such an immoral transaction (cf. 30: 39). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

485 YurbÊ (lit. to grow and cultivate translated here as foster) is semantically 
related to ribÉ (usury; originally meaning ‘increase’). It is used strategically 
here by way of correcting this misnomer, showing what blessed investment, 
which is likely to grow and flourish, really is: namely, charity (cf. 2: 245). 
AbË Hurayrah narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Whoever gives in charity 
the equal of a date ˹of palm˺ from a good source – Allah only accepts what 
is good – Allah will receive it with His Right Hand. Then He will nurture it 
for him as much as one of you cares for his young foal, until it becomes as 
big as a mountain”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 1410) Charity is described in the Qur’an 
as a trade with God that will not go to ruin (cf. 35: 29).

486 Cf. 2: 274 above.

487 The remaining usurious interest due on transactions conducted before usury 
was declared unlawful. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾279﴿ But if you do not do so, then 
be warned of a war by Allah 
and His Messenger. But if you 
give ˹usury˺ up, ˹duly˺ yours is 
your principal ˹capital˺—you 
will not do wrong nor will you 
be wronged(488). ﴾280﴿ But if he 
˹the indebted˺ is ˹financially˺ 
constrained, then ˹grant him˺ a 
deferral until a time of ease ˹for 
him˺. But that you shall remit ˹the 
debt as˺ charity is better for you, 
if only but you knew(489). ﴾281﴿ Be 
Mindful of a Day on which you 
shall be returned to Allah and 
every soul shall be paid in full 
what it earned—they will not be 
wronged.
﴾282﴿ (490)You who Believe, when 
you enter into a debt ˹agreement˺ 
for a specified term, then write 
it down; and let a scribe, write 
it down between you even-
handedly. Let no scribe refuse 
writing as Allah has taught him(491);

488 Not doing wrong by receiving interest and not being wronged against by 
preserving your principal capital in full. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

489 AbË QatÉdah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Whoever is hopeful 
that Allah will spare him the hardships of the Day of Judgement, then let 
him grant deferral to a constrained debtor, or relieve him ˹altogether˺”. 
(Muslim: 1563) 

490 This is known as Éyat ad-Dayn, the aya of Debt, and it is the longest aya in 
the Qur’an. It rounds off and explains, just in as much detail, the preceding 
discourse about financial dealings: charity – encouraging Believers to be 
ever-ready to help the needy and come to their aid; usury – warning them 
against exploiting people’s weaknesses; and now debt – ensuring that it is 
minutely written down and sealed off (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

491 Being learned is a great favour from God.
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let him write and let the one 
who owes the right(492) dictate; 
and let him be Mindful of Allah, 
his Lord, and not hold in any of 
it(493). But if the one who owes the 
right is incompetent(494), weak(495), 
or cannot dictate(496), then let his 
agent(497) dictate fairly. Call in 
to witness ˹the agreement˺ two 
of your men-folk; but if not two 
men then ˹be it˺ one man and 
two women whom you approve 
of as witnesses; perchance one 
of them ˹women˺ slips up, the 
other would remind her. Let no 
witnesses refuse when asked ˹to 
bear witness˺. Do not be weary of 
writing it(498) down, be it small or 
large, marking its specified term. 
This(499) is fairer before Allah, 
surer for upholding testimony(500), 
and more likely to eliminate 
doubtfulness; unless that it is an 
immediate trade ˹transaction˺ 
that you run among yourselves; 

492 The debtor, to underline his full awareness and commitment to settle the 
debt. (al-SaÑdÊ) 

493 That is not confessing the whole sum of the debt.

494 The great student of Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k), MujÉhid (quoted in al-ÙabarÊ), is of 
the opinion that al-safÊh here is one who is not informed enough to know 
how to dictate such a legal deed in the correct manner.

495 Young or frail. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

496 Unable to articulate because of a temporal or permanent impairment. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

497 The one in charge of his affairs. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

498 The agreement.

499 Writing debts down.

500 That you should not doubt the truthfulness of a testimony. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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then you will not be guilty of sin 
that you do not write it down, yet 
bring in those who bear witness 
when you engage in trade; let 
no harm come to ˹or be caused 
by˺ either scribe or witness, 
should you do this, then this is 
transgression on your part; be 
Mindful of Allah; Allah teaches 
you—Allah is All-Knowing of 
everything. ﴾283﴿ If you are on a 
journey, and you cannot find a 
scribe, then pledges(501) ˹should be˺ 
handed in; ˹but˺ if you trust each 
other(502), let the one who is trusted 
fulfil his trust and be Mindful of 
Allah, his Lord. Do not withhold 
testimony(503); whoever withholds 
it, then his heart is sinful—Allah 
is All-Knowing of what you do.
﴾284﴿ To Allah belongs all that is 
in the Heavens and Earth. Should 
you reveal what lurks within 
your souls(504) or hide it, Allah will 
hold you accountable for it(505); 

501 A deposit of personal property as security for the debt which is liable to 
forfeiture in the event of default (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

502 That is both parties trust each other enough not to write a deed, bring 
witnesses, or exchange bonds.

503 In a scenario where the indebted fails to honour his word and denies the debt, 
anyone who witnessed the deal has to come forward and speak the truth.

504 The thoughts that go on in one’s mind.

505 God favoured the Believing community by not holding them to account for 
the thoughts that go on in their minds, unless they put them into action. AbË 
Hurayrah narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Allah will not hold my nation 
accountable for internal dialogue, ˹the thoughts that go on in their minds˺, 
unless they speak it out or bring it into action”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 2528; Muslim: 127) 
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He then absolves whom He 
wishes and Punishes whom He 
wishes—surely Allah is Able 
over everything. ﴾285﴿ (506) The 
Messenger Believes in what 
was sent down to him by His 
Lord as do the Believers; they 
all Believe in Allah, His angels, 
Books, Messengers – “We make 
no distinction between His 
Messengers” ˹they say˺ – and 
they say: “We listen and we obey. 
Your forgiveness, our Lord ˹we 
beseech˺; to you is ˹our˺ return”. 
﴾286﴿ Allah would not charge a soul 
with that which it cannot bear; to it 
belongs what it earned and against 
it is held what it has committed. 

506 About the virtue of these two last ayas of al-Baqarah, Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) 
narrated: “While Gabriel was sitting with the Prophet (g), he heard a 
creaking sound from above, lifted his head and said: “This is a Heavenly 
door. It has been opened today and never ever has it been opened before”. 
Then an angel descended to Earth through it. He ˹Gabriel˺ said: “This is an 
angel who has descended to Earth and never ever has he descended before”. 
The angel greeted them and said: “I bring you glad tidings of two lights that 
you are given and never have they been given to any Prophet before you: 
FÉtiÍat al-KitÉb ˹The Opening of the Book˺ and the endings of al-Baqarah. 
You shall never recite a letter of any of them without your Prayer being 
answered”. (Muslim: 806) Also ÑUqbah Ibn ÑÓmir (h) narrated that the 
Prophet (g) said: “Whoever recites the last two ayas of al-Baqarah, they 
will suffice him ˹as a shield from the evil˺.” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 5008) ÑAbdullÉh 
Ibn MasÑËd (h) narrated: “When the Messenger of Allah ascended to heaven 
on the nocturnal journey, he was made to reach the Lote Tree of Extremity 
(Sidrat al-MuntahÉ)… The Messenger of Allah (g) was given three things: 
the five obligatory Prayers, the endings of al-Baqarah and whoever does not 
Associate anything with Allah of His creation will be absolved from even 
the thrusters, ˹major sins that thrust people in Hellfire˺”. (Muslim: 173) As a 
whole, these two ayas constitute a declaration of unshakable Faith. The kind 
of Faith Islam nurtures as evident in al-Baqarah.
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˹We pray to you˺ “Our Lord, do 
not charge us for what we forgot 
or erred ˹in doing˺; our Lord, do 
not lay on us what is burdensome 
as you did unto those who came 
before us; our Lord, do not burden 
us with that which we have no 
power over; forgive us, absolve 
us and have mercy on us. You are 
our Ally; make us prevail over the 
Denying people”.





Ól ÑImrÉn
(The Family of ÑImrÉn)
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Ól ÑImrÉn
(The Family of ÑImrÉn)

Title: it takes its name from the Family of ÑImrÉn, who, along with the 
House of IbrÉhÊm (mentioned in Aya 33), are cited as moral, virtuous 
paragons chosen by Allah because of their devotion to His worship. 
They are to be emulated by all humans.

Merit: the meritorious status of this sura is on a par with that of 
al-Baqarah. In fact, they are both known as al-ZahrÉwÉn (lit. The 
Two Luminous Suras). These two suras will, along with the rest of 
the Qur’anic, come to intercede on behalf of the one who claims them 
as his own on the Day of Judgement; yet they are set apart from the 
other suras of the Qur’an. An-NawwÉs Ibn SamÑÉn (h) narrated that 
the Prophet (g) said: “The Qur’an, along with the people who used to 
adhere to its commandments, will be brought on the Day of Judgement, 
with al-Baqarah and Ól ÑImrÉn at the front… as if they were two dark 
clouds, or two shades between them is light, or two huge flocks of 
birds, flying closely together arguing on behalf of he who owns them”. 
(Muslim: 805) 

Theme: the main theme of this sura is to further nurture the Believing 
spirit and bring it to maturity. It encourages holding fast to the teachings 
and dictates of Islam, by proving Allah’s Oneness with Signs and 
evidences. All this is coupled with a refutation of the doubts cast on 
Islam and its precepts.

Key: the sura is an answer to the Believers’ Prayer, found at the very end 
of al-Baqarah; to prevail over the Deniers. It begins with the ultimate 
declaration of Faith, “Allah, there is no god but Him”, which constitutes 
the same words found in the Qur’an’s greatest aya, the Aya of al-KursÊ; 
the very word over which the epic battle of Belief and Denial is fought. 
Here, Belief and Denial come head to head in the battles of words 
and arguments against the People of the Book, and that of taking up 
arms against the Arab pagans. In both confrontations, Belief emerges 
victorious and establishes itself firmly on the world stage. In order to 
win this victory, Believers are repeatedly and strongly encouraged to 
remain steadfast and be Mindful.

The overall milieu in which al-Baqarah is set carries over here and 
is expounded upon with further illustrations and more details. In the 
same vein, it takes the early Madinan period as the background against 
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which it plays out its themes and characters: the People of the Book, 
the Deniers, the Battles of Badr and UÍud, building the desired Muslim 
character and introducing new laws for the community. Moreover, it 
is useful to realize that the reason for the revelation of a number of 
passages of Ól ÑImrÉn is to refute and rebut the arguments of the learned 
Arabian Christians, better known as the Christians of NajrÉn, who came 
to Madinah to debate with the Prophet (g) regarding matters related to 
Faith. The Jews of Madinah are also addressed at length.
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In the Name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful

﴾1﴿ Alif, LÉm, MÊm(1). ﴾2﴿ Allah, 
there is no god but Him, the Ever-
Living, the All-Sufficient(2). ﴾3﴿ He 
sent down to you ˹Muhammad˺ 
the Book(3) with the Truth 
confirming what came before it; 
He ˹also˺ sent down(4) the Torah 
and the Evangel(5) ﴾4﴿ earlier as 
guidance for people and He 
sent down the Distinguisher(6). 

1 These disjointed letters are meant as a challenge to those who argue with the 
Prophet (g) and the Believers regarding the Truthfulness of the Message, 
as they highlight the Qur’an’s inimitable nature (cf. 2: 1).

2 Cf. 2: 255. The Prophet (g) said: “Allah’s Greatest Names are found in these 
two ayas: “Your God is one God. There is no god but him — ar-RaÍmÉn 
(the Most Beneficent), ar-RaÍÊm (the Most Merciful)” (2: 163) and: “The 
beginning of Ól ÑImrÉn: “Alif. LÉm, MÊm. Allah, there is no god but Him, 
al-×ayy (the Ever-Living), al-QayyËm (the All-Sufficient)””. (al-TirmidhÊ: 
3478) 

3 The Qur’an.

4 The difference between nazzala ‘sent down’ which is mentioned with 
regards to the Book of Prophet Muhammad (g) and anzala, also translated 
here as ‘sent down’, which is said with regards to the Torah and the Evangel, 
is that the first, nazzala signifies that the action took place in installments 
over a long period of time whilst the second, anzala, happened once and as 
a whole (cf. al-ÙabarÊ).

5 al-InjÊl (Evangel; Gospel) is the Arabic name for the Book that was given 
to Jesus (). It is mentioned in the Qur’an as one of the Scriptures that 
were revealed by God; the others being: the ØuÍuf (Scrolls) of Abraham 
and Moses (87: 19), al-ZabËr - possibly the Psalms (4: 163, 17:55) - that 
were given to Prophet David, al-TawrÉt (the Torah), and the Qur’an itself, 
alternatively referred to as al-KitÉb, the Book. al-InjÊl, in Islam, is not to be 
identified with the extant biblical ‘New Testament’; rather it is believed, as 
told in the Qur’an, to have been revealed to Prophet Jesus () as a whole 
(cf. 5: 46). It is also believed to have either been lost or corrupted beyond 
recognition. Needless to say, the same goes for the Torah, to a great extent.

6 Ibn Taymiyyah says: “The word al-furqÉn signifies that which separates 
Truth from falsehood. To illustrate, take as example the Signs with which 
the Prophets were sent: Moses’ serpent, white hand and the splitting of the 
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Indeed those who Deny the 
Signs(7) of Allah will have a 
severe Punishment—Allah is All-
Prevailing, capable of vengeance(8).
﴾5﴿ Indeed nothing, neither in Earth 
nor in the Heavens, is hidden from 
Allah. ﴾6﴿ He is the One Who forms 
you in ˹your mothers’˺ wombs as 
He wills—there is no god but Him, 
the All-Prevailing, All-Wise. 
﴾7﴿ He is the One Who sent down 
the Book to you ˹Muhammad˺; 
among its Signs(9) are those which 
are impregnable(10) – these are the 

sea, etc. By extension, the Qur’an is a furqÉn because it is a great Sign 
of the Prophethood of Muhammad (g). It is also a furqÉn in that it sets 
apart Truth from falsehood, as mentioned in: “Glorified is He Who sent 
al-FurqÉn (the Distinguisher/Qur’an) to His servant”. (25:1) This is why 
a number of scholars opine that al-furqÉn here ˹Aya 3:4˺ is the Qur’an 
itself. The word al-furqÉn further means God’s victory to His Prophets 
and Believing servants and the vanquishing of their enemies, because, 
with this support, God separates His allies from His enemies: “...the day 
of furqÉn (the Battle of UÍud) when the two parties met...” (8:41). (Ibn 
Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 27:227) al-ZamakhsharÊ (1:336), al-SamÊn 
al-×alabÊ (al-Durr al-MaÎËn, 3:22-23) and al-QÉsimÊ (2: 255) also opine 
that  al-furqÉn is another epithet of the Qur’an used here to further highlight 
its high standing. The Qur’an is referred to as al-FurqÉn in this instance to 
set the scene for the confrontation that unfolds in this sura (cf. the ‘Key’ in 
the Introduction to this sura), and to underline the prevalence of Belief over 
Denial, which are set widely apart in and by the Qur’an.

7 Revelations.

8 DhË intiqÉm (revenge, vengeance, retribution), is not an absolute Attribute 
or Name of Almighty God, but it is bound by limitation to certain instances 
of rebellion against the Almighty’s will (Ibn ÑUthaymÊn). Hence why I have 
chosen here not to capitalize it as I always do with other Divine Names or 
Attributes.

9 Ayas, Qur’anic verses.

10 MuÍkamÉt, lit. closely-knit. The meaning of all such Qur’anic ayas is 
distinct and clear, free from doubt and uncertainty. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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foundation of the Book(11) – and 
others which are equivocal(12). 
Those in whose hearts is deviance 
follow the equivocal ˹portions˺ 
of it, seeking ˹to cause˺ quandary 
and aim for ˹manipulating˺ its 
interpretation—none knows 
its ˹true˺ interpretation except 
Allah(13). Those who are firm in 
knowledge(14) say: “We Believe 
in it; all of it comes from our 
Lord”—none will contemplate 
˹this˺ except the people of 
sound reason. ﴾8﴿ ˹Those of firm 
knowledge pray:˺ “Our Lord, do 
not cause our hearts to swerve(15) 
after You have guided us and grant 
us a mercy from Your own—You 
are indeed the Munificent Giver; 

11 Umm al-KitÉb, lit. the Mother of the Book, i.e. the great majority of the 
Qur’an’s ayas and on which a true understanding of it is built. (Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 

12 MutashÉbihÉt, lit. similar, and whereby the meaning of some Qur’anic ayas is 
unclear to some or most people. Interpretation of these, however, is known by 
referring to those ayas that are impregnable, muÍkamÉt. Yet, as said in the aya 
itself, there still remain some whose meaning is only known by Allah.

13 Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) says: “The Qur’an has four aspects (awjuh): tafsÊr (exegesis), 
which the learned know; al-Ñarabiyyah (the language) which ˹well-versed˺ 
Arabs understand; ÍalÉl and ÍarÉm (permitted and forbidden things), of 
which no one is allowed to be ignorant of; and al-ta’wÊl (interpretation), 
which only God knows”. (MuqÉtil, TafsÊr MuqÉtil Ibn SulaymÉn, 1:27) 

14 People of true knowledge are lauded here with the worthy epithet 
“al-rÉsikhËna fÊ al-Ñilm”, the well-grounded in knowledge. Unlike others, 
they know enough and are so humble as to say: “God knows best!”

15 Umm Salamah () said that: “The Prophet (g) used to pray most by saying: 
“O He Who changes hearts, make my heart firm in Your religion” (yÉ 
Muqallib al-qulËb, thabbit qalbÊ ÑalÉ dÊnika). When she asked him the reason 
for this, he (g) replied, saying: “Umm Salamah, know that every human’s 
heart is between two Fingers of Allah’s. Whoever He wills, He makes 
steadfast, and Whoever He wills He causes to deviate”. (al-TirmidhÊ: 3522) 
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﴾9﴿ our Lord, You will surely gather 
˹all˺ people on a Day(16) in which 
there is no doubt—verily Allah 
does not break His appointment”.
﴾10﴿ Those who Deny, nothing 
– neither their wealth nor their 
children – will spare them from 
Allah—those are fuel for the Fire. 
﴾11﴿ ˹Just˺ like the habitual ways 
of the people of Pharaoh and 
those ˹who came˺ before them(17); 
they Denied our Signs and Allah 
seized them ˹in Punishment˺ for 
their sins—indeed Allah is severe 
in Punishment.
﴾12﴿ Say to the Deniers: “You shall 
be overpowered(18) and herded to 
Hellfire—indeed it is the worst 
of beds. ﴾13﴿ There is a Sign(19) for 
you in two parties who met ˹in 
battle˺: one fights in the cause 
of Allah, ˹while˺ the other is 
Denying. They ˹the Believers˺ 
saw them ˹ the Deniers˺ twice their 
number before their own eyes. 

16 The Day of Judgement.

17 These are cited here as an example of how the laws and canons of God 
make the days of victory and defeat alternate between Believers and 
Deniers; a fact mentioned later in Aya 137. The example of Pharaoh, the 
mightiest of all Deniers, who fought against the frailest of Believers, the 
people of Moses, heartens the early Believing community of Madinah, 
who, by worldly measures, were always the weaker side in their early 
confrontations. The aya that follows gives them the good news of a Godly 
promise of victory.

18 Beaten in battle by the Believers (cf. 58: 21, 40: 51). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

19 The Battle of Badr is evidence enough of God’s fulfilment of His promise 
to the Believers that they will defeat the Deniers.
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Allah supports with His victory 
whoever He wills—indeed in this 
there is insight to the people of 
reason(20).
﴾14﴿ Prettified for mankind are 
objects of desire(21): women, 
children, hoards upon hoards of 
gold and silver, fine(22) steeds, 
cattle and ploughing grounds; 
these are the pleasures of this 
worldly life, but with Allah 
lies the best of returns. ﴾15﴿ Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “Shall I tell you 
what is better than this? For 
the Mindful with their Lord are 
Gardens under which rivers flow, 
in which they eternally abide; for 
them in these are purified spouses, 
and Pleasure(23) from Allah—Allah 
is All-Seeing of ˹His˺ servants. 

20 The Believers were made to realize prior to locking swords with the Deniers 
that the latter’s forces were actually double their own numbers and, by 
purely worldly standards, this meant that the party so much less in number 
would eventually be defeated. Yet, Divine Wisdom made them see this 
with their own eyes in such a way as to only further strengthen their Faith; 
they were totally dependent upon God for assistance and knew for sure that 
victory comes only from Him. (Ibn KathÊr) 

21 It is human nature to desire such things as are alluring. Yet the next two 
ayas explain that true Faith requires resisting worldly temptations, putting 
them second to seeking God’s Pleasure, and devoting oneself to God. For 
all this, the reward is eternal joy and bliss.

22 Musawwamah, marked by their beauty. (al-BaghawÊ)

23 AbË SaÑÊd al-KhudrÊ (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Allah 
Almighty will call the people of Paradise: “People of Paradise!” They will 
reply: “All pleasure is Yours our Lord, yes!” He says: “Are you satisfied?” 
They reply: “Why wouldn’t we be when You gave us what You did not 
give any other of your creation!” He says: “I shall give you ˹yet˺ better 
than that!” They reply: “Lord! What is better than that?” He says: “I bestow 
My Pleasure upon you and I shall never be Displeased with you again”.” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 6549, Muslim: 2829) 
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﴾16﴿ They are the ones who say: 
“Our Lord, indeed we have 
Believed! Forgive us our sins, and 
spare us the torment of Hellfire”. 
﴾17﴿ ˹They are˺ The forbearing, 
the truthful, the utterly devout, 
the ˹charitably˺ spending, and 
the ˹persistently˺ asking for 
forgiveness in the late-night 
hours(24). ﴾18﴿ Allah bears witness 
that there is no god but Him(25); 
the angels and the people of 
knowledge ˹bear witness to that 
too and that˺ He is the upholder of 
justice. There is no god but Him, 
the All-Prevailing the All-Wise.
﴾19﴿ The religion with Allah is 
Islam(26). The ones who were 
given the Book only differed 
after ˹true˺ knowledge came to 
them, out of transgression among 
themselves. Whoever Denies 
Allah’s Signs, then Allah is swift 
in reckoning. ﴾20﴿ If they argue 
with you ˹Muhammad˺, say: “I 
have devoutly submitted my face(27) 

24 AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Our Lord, glory be 
His, descends every night to the lowest Heaven, when only the last third of 
it remains, and He says: “Would there be one who supplicates to Me so that 
I may answer him? Would there be one who asks of Me so that I may give 
him? Would there be one who seeks My forgiveness so that I may forgive 
him?””. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 1145, Muslim: 758) 

25 Testifying to the Oneness of God is the perfect epitome of Belief.

26 Cf. 3:85. Ibn Taymiyyah (JÉmiÑ al-MasÉ’il, 6:220) says: “Islam is surrender 
to Allah alone. It conveys two meanings: yielding and surrender, and 
devoting one’s surrender to Allah alone”.

27 The ‘face’ is used metonymically to mean a person’s whole self. It is 
chosen to represent the whole here because it is the most dignified part of 
the human body.
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to Allah along with those who 
follow me”. Say to those who 
were given the Book and the 
illiterates(28): “Do you devoutly 
submit?” If they devoutly submit 
then they are guided, but if they 
turn away, then you are tasked 
with nothing more than delivering 
˹the Message˺ and Allah is indeed 
All-Seeing of ˹His˺ servants.
﴾21﴿ Those who Deny Allah’s Signs, 
kill the Prophets unjustifiably(29) 
and kill those people who enjoin 
justice; give them tidings(30) of a 
painful Punishment. ﴾22﴿ These 
are the ones whose deeds in this 
worldly life and in the Hereafter 
will come to nothing—they will 
have no helpers. ﴾23﴿ Have you 
˹Muhammad˺ not seen these 
who were given a portion of 
the Book(31), when called to the 
Book of Allah for judgement 
among them, a party of them 
turn their backs ˹to it˺ unheeding. 

28 al-UmmiyyËn, the Arab idolaters, who had neither a guiding Book nor any 
grasp of reading and writing, except very few of them. (Ibn Qutaybah, 
GharÊb al-Qur’Én, p. 101) 

29 Prophets, who are chosen by God from among the seething sea of humanity 
and set as examples for the rest, can never be killed on proper, justifiable 
grounds. However, bi ghayr Íaqq (unjustifiably) is mentioned here to further 
highlight the repulsiveness of such a hideous act and that it is carried out 
carelessly and unreservedly (Ibn ÑÓshËr). According to the New Testament, 
Jesus said: “O Jerusalem, Jerusalem, thou that killest the prophets, and 
stonest them which are sent unto thee” (Matthew xxiii, 37). See also Matthew 
xxiii, 34-35, Luke xi, 51, both of which refer to the murder of Zachariah.

30 Bashshir-hum, literally means ‘give them good tidings’, and is used here 
rhetorically by way of mocking them. (Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

31 Reference here is being made to the Torah.
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﴾24﴿ This is for their saying: “The 
Fire will only touch us for a 
few days”—what they used to 
fabricate in their religion(32) has 
deceived them. ﴾25﴿ How ˹would 
their state be˺ when We gather 
them on a Day(33) in which there 
is no doubt; every soul shall 
be requited what it earned in 
full, and they shall not be 
wronged.
﴾26﴿ Say: “O Allah, Owner of 
kingship. You accord kingship 
to whom You will and wrench(34) 
kingship away from whom You 
will. You honour whom You 
will and you disgrace whom You 
will. In your Hand is all good, 
You are Able over everything”. 
﴾27﴿ “You merge night into day 
and You merge day into night. 
You cause the living to come 
out of the dead and You cause 
the dead to come out of the 
living. And You shower with 
favours whom You will without 
account”.

32 Such as falsely saying that they will only enter Fire, as Punishment for their 
sins, for a few days and then they will be entered into Paradise.

33 The Day of Judgement.

34 This image, evoked by the verb ‘tanziÑu’, is that of forcefully tearing away 
something precious from the tight bear hug of someone holding to it dearly. 
It is a very fitting image of how those in power are attached to their thrones 
and never succumb to leaving them. Yet God’s overpowering Will comes 
between them.
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﴾28﴿ No Believers shall take the 
Deniers as allies(35) rather than the 
Believers. Whoever does this, he 
has nothing to do with Allah(36); 
except when you seek refuge 
from them(37). Allah warns you ˹to 
beware˺ of Himself—to Allah shall 
be the ˹final˺ return. ﴾29﴿ Should 
you hide what lurks in your chests(38) 
or reveal it, Allah knows it and 
He knows what is in the Heavens 
and Earth—indeed Allah is Able 
over everything. ﴾30﴿ On the Day in 
which every soul shall find all the 
good that it did ˹made˺ available 
˹for it˺; ˹but˺ every foul ˹deed˺ 
that it has committed, it wishes it 
would be at a great distance from 
it ˹the foul deed˺; Allah warns you 
˹to beware˺ of Himself—Allah 
is Most Compassionate to ˹His˺ 
servants.

35 Yattakhidh awliyÉ’, take as helpers and aides those whom are held dear, 
cherished and supported. Deniers are not to be taken as awliyÉ’ over 
and above the Believers (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). 
Commenting on his translation of 4:139, Muhammad Asad in his Qur’an 
translation has this to say: “However, the term … awliyÉ… does not 
indicate, in this context, merely political alliances. More than anything else, 
it obviously alludes to a ‘moral alliance’ with the deniers of the Truth: that 
is to say, to an adoption of their way of life in preference to the way of life 
of the Believers, in the hope of being ‘honoured’, or accepted as equals, by 
the former. Since an imitation of the way of life of confirmed unbelievers 
must obviously conflict with the moral principles demanded by true Faith, 
it unavoidably leads to a gradual abandonment of those principles”.

36 God disowns those who do such a thing.

37 Fearing infliction of harm by the Deniers, Muslims are given license here 
to placate the Deniers with their tongues, yet their hearts are to remain firm 
in Faith. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

38 The truth that your hearts hide with regards to your relationship with the 
Deniers. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 
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﴾31﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “If you 
˹really˺ love Allah then follow me(39) 
and Allah shall love you and forgive 
your sins—Allah is Most Forgiving, 
Most Merciful”. ﴾32﴿ Say: “Obey 
Allah and the Messenger, but if they 
take to their heels, then Allah likes 
not the Deniers”.
﴾33﴿ Allah chose ˹for honour˺ 
Adam, Noah, the House of 
IbrÉhÊm and the Family of ÑImrÉn 
over ˹and above˺ all people(40). 
﴾34﴿ A line of descent, they 
take after each other—Allah 
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 
﴾35﴿ ˹Mention˺ When the woman(41) 
of ÑImrÉn said: “My Lord, I 
have vowed what is in my belly(42) 
entirely ˹dedicated˺ for You(43), so 
accept ˹it˺ from me. You are the 
All-Hearing, All-Knowing(44)”. 

39 The true sign of one’s love for Allah is to follow Prophet Muhammad (g) 
and adhere to his teachings and Sunnah.

40 Here, God mentions those whom He honours as they show people the 
way to His love (RiÌÉ): Adam whom He created with His own Hands, 
blew his soul into him, made the angels prostrate themselves to him, 
taught him the names of everything, and made him father of humanity; 
Prophet Noah () whom He honoured by making him the first bearer of 
His Message to humanity and made his posterity remain where all other 
bloodlines vanished; Prophet Abraham (), the beloved of God, and 
his descendants among whom is a great number of Prophets, including 
Prophet Muhammad (g); the Family of ÑImrÉn: ÑImrÉn and his wife, their 
daughter Mary and her son Jesus (), who is one of the greatest Prophets 
of humanity. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

41 His wife.

42 Womb.

43 The carried child is to be dedicated to the worship of Allah and is to spend 
an entire life tending places of worship. (al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

44 Of the truthfulness of my intentions.
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﴾36﴿ When she delivered her(45), she 
said: “My Lord, I have delivered 
her a female – Allah knew best what 
she delivered – and a male is not 
like a female(46). I name her Maryam 
˹Mary˺ and I ask for her and her 
posterity refuge with You from the 
outcast(47) Satan”(48). ﴾37﴿ Then her 
Lord accepted her cherishingly, 
made her blossom handsomely, 
and entrusted her to ˹the charge of ˺  
ZakariyyÉ ˹Zachariah˺(49). Whenever 
ZakariyyÉ entered the sanctum 
upon her, he found her provided 
for. He said: “Maryam, where did 
you get this from?” She said: “It is 
from Allah. Indeed Allah provides 
for whomever He wishes without 
account”.
﴾38﴿ There ˹and then˺(50) ZakariyyÉ 
prayed to his Lord ˹saying˺: “My 
Lord grant me a righteous posterity, 
You are All-Hearing of prayers”. 

45 The baby girl.

46 She said this apologetically because she had wished for a male child rather 
than a female one because males in her culture were better suited for the 
purpose she intended, namely, to look after a temple. But God had His own 
plans for the baby girl.

47 Ar-RajÊm, lit. one who is ejected. Satan is so named because he was thrown 
out of Paradise.

48 God answered her prayers. AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet 
(g) said: “Every newborn child is touched by the devil and they start off by 
wailing because of this touch, except Maryam and her son”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
3231, Muslim: 2366) 

49 Cf. 44. That Zachariah, the great servant of God, was made Mary’s guardian 
and mentor is one of the signs that God accepted her mother’s pledge to 
Him. (Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

50 Upon this Zachariah’s hopes were revived. Seeing that Mary was provided 
with fruits out of their season, he wished for fruits of his loins out of season; 
him being old and his wife being infertile. 
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﴾39﴿ The angels called him while 
he was Praying in the sanctum 
˹saying that˺: “Allah gives you the 
good news of YaÍyÉ(51), a believer 
in a Word from Allah(52), a master, 
˹utterly˺ chaste(53) and a Prophet 
among the virtuous ˹Prophets˺”. 
﴾40﴿ He ˹ZakariyyÉ˺ said: “My 
Lord, how can I have a boy when 
old age has overcome me and my 
wife is barren?” He(54) said: “Thus 
Allah does what He wills”. ﴾41﴿ He 
˹ZakariyyÉ˺ said: “My Lord, make 
me a sign ˹for this˺”. He said: 
“Your sign is that you would not 
talk to people for three days except 
using gestures—mention your Lord 
abundantly and glorify ˹ Him˺(55) late 
and early ˹in the day˺”.
﴾42﴿ ˹Mention˺ When the angels 
said: “Maryam, Allah picked you, 
purified(56) you and favoured you 
over the women of the world”. 

51 As a son.

52 The ‘Word of Allah’ is Jesus who was conceived by God’s Word and 
command. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

53 ×aÎËr, lit. withholder, living ascetically and abstaining from sins and 
staying aloof from the desires of the flesh. (Ibn ÑAÏiyyah) 

54 It is not specified who this reply came from. It is perceivable, however, 
that God communicated with him through the conduit of an angel. It is 
also worth noting here that Zachariah did not address the angel or ask him 
for anything but rather, being fully cognizant that God is ever near and 
answering of Prayers, directed his Prayers to God and not the intermediary.

55 SabbiÍ, lit. glorify ˹your Lord˺, is to extol, exalt and venerate God. He was 
commanded to dedicate himself to God at all times.

56 That God made her purity inherent to her and known to her immediate 
community was for the very good reason to preempt any aspersions that would 
be cast on her when the time came for her delivery of Jesus. (RiÌÉ) 
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﴾43﴿ “Maryam, devote yourself 
˹obidiently˺ to your Lord, 
prostrate and bow down along 
with those who bow down ˹in 
Prayer˺”(57). ﴾44﴿ These are some 
accounts of the unknown(58), We 
reveal them to you. You were 
not with them when they threw 
their pens(59) as to who would take 
charge of Maryam. You were not 
with them when they disputed.
﴾45﴿ When the angels said: 
“Maryam, Allah gives you the 
good news of a word from Him(60); 
his name is the Messiah, ÑÔsÉ, son 
of Maryam; honourable in the 
worldly life and the Hereafter, 
and among those drawn near(61)”. 
﴾46﴿ “He talks to people while in the 
cradle(62), and as a grown man(63); 
and he is one of the righteous”. 

57 In return for honouring her over all other women, Mary is told to devote 
herself to God. (al-SaÑdÊ) 

58 al-Ghayb, lit. the Unseen, what is beyond the reach of perception. Such 
stories, in the manner and detail told here, were not known to the Prophet 
(g) and his community. This is a Sign from God signifying that Muhammad 
(g) conveyed nothing of his own and that all was inspired by God; the 
accounts of Mary and her mother, Zachariah, John and Jesus given here are 
different from the narratives prevalent at the time. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr) 

59 YulqËna aqlÉmahum, lit. to throw their pens. It was their habit at the time to 
draw lots by casting reeds, which were sharpened and used as pens.

60 Jesus was not conceived by any human act of procreation but rather, like 
Adam, through God’s commanding Word: Be! Thus he is called “the Word 
of God”. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

61 al-MuqarrabÊn, lit. the drawn near, are the select few who are close to God.

62 He was made able to talk in the very early suckling age as a Sign to Mary’s 
people (cf. 19: 29-33).

63 After attaining Messengership, to call them to God.
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﴾47﴿ She said: “My Lord, how can 
I have a child(64), while no human 
˹has ever˺ touched(65) me?” He(66) 
said: “Thus Allah creates what He 
wills. When He decrees a matter, 
He only says: “Be!” and it is”. 
﴾48﴿ “He ˹Allah˺ teaches him the 
book(67), wisdom(68), the Torah and 
the Evangel”. ﴾49﴿ “A Messenger to 
the Children of Israel ˹announcing 
to them˺ that: “I have come to 
you with a Sign(69) from your Lord 
that: I form for you the like of the 
shape of a bird from clay and blow 
˹my breath˺ into it and it becomes 
a ˹living˺ bird with Allah’s 
permission; I cure the born blind, 
the leper and bring the dead to 
life with Allah’s permission; I tell 
you of what you eat and what you 
store in your homes(70)—indeed 
in these ˹miracles˺ is a Sign for 
you if only you were Believers””. 

64 Walad is child irrespective of gender. al-BiqÉÑÊ (NaÐm al-Durar, 4: 400) 
explains that Mary, unlike Zachariah who said: “ghulÉm-boy”, said so 
incredulously because, understandably, she was of a mind that conceiving a 
child without a meeting between a man and a woman was simply impossible.

65 Mary only managed to allude, quite euphemistically, to sex. This is a 
concrete example of her exemplary upbringing—‘handsome blossoming’.

66 The angel who was used as a conduit of communication between God and 
Mary.

67 How to read and write. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

68 Made wise and discerning.

69 The following miraculous, supernatural acts are Signs of his Truthfulness. 
‘Sign’ is used here as a generic noun in the singular form although the Signs 
told here are more than one. (cf. al-RÉzÊ)

70 Even this seemingly simple act defies human capacity and is an indicator 
of a person’s extraordinary capability. It could have been meant to address 
a wider audience who might just show up and ask for a ‘casual’ sign, and 
after receiving it would be more receptive to the Message.
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﴾50﴿ “And I have come to confirm 
what came before me of the 
Torah, and that I shall make 
lawful to you some of what was 
forbidden for you. I came to you 
with a Sign from your Lord, so be 
Mindful of Allah and obey me”. 
﴾51﴿ “Allah is verily my Lord and 
yours, so worship Him—this is a 
straight path(71)”.
﴾52﴿ When ÑÔsÉ sensed(72) their(73) 
˹ardent˺ Denial, he said: “Who 
are my helpers ˹in the way˺ to 
Allah?”(74) The disciples(75) said: 
“We are the helpers of ˹the 
way of ˺  Allah. We Believe in 
Allah. And bear witness that we 
are devoutly surrendered(76) ˹to 
Him˺”. ﴾53﴿ “Our Lord, we have 
Believed in what you have 
brought down(77) and we have 
followed the Messenger, so write 
us down among the witnesses(78)”.

71 He charted out the way to God’s Pleasure clearly to them.

72 AÍassa, translated literally here, means realized. (al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb 
al-Qur’Én, p. 52) 

73 The Deniers among the Children of Israel.

74 Those who are willing to help him carry out the mission.

75 al-×awÉriyyËn (sig. ÍawÉrÊ) are Jesus’ closest companions. The term 
was later applied to all those who are close followers of Prophets. It is 
said that they were so called, among other things, because they used to 
‘yuÍawwirËna’ (to whiten) robes and other garments, i.e. bleach whites 
through washing as a sign of their purity. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, 
p.464) 

76 MuslimËn, lit. Muslims.

77 The Evangel.

78 Those who testify to the Truthfulness of the Messages coming from God.
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﴾54﴿ They plotted and Allah 
planned—Allah is verily the best 
of planners(79). ﴾55﴿ When Allah 
said: “ÑÔsÉ, I shall bring your 
term ˹on Earth˺ to an end, elevate 
you to Me(80), purify you from 
those who Denied(81) and make 
those who follow you ˹prevail˺ 
over those who Deny until the 
Day of Judgement(82). Then your 
˹humans’˺ return will be to Me 
and I shall judge between you over 
that which you used to differ”. 
﴾56﴿ “As to those who Denied(83), I 
shall Punish them severely in this 
worldly life, and in the Hereafter, 
they shall have no helpers”. 
﴾57﴿ “As to those who Believed, 
and did good deeds, He(84) shall 
pay them their rewards in full—
Allah likes not the wrongdoers”. 

79 The Deniers among the Children of Israel schemed to kill Jesus () but 
God had other plans: He prevented them from seizing Jesus and instead 
facilitated that they seized a look-alike without their realizing it (cf. 4: 157-
159). (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr) 

80 He was raised, both body and soul, to the Heavens. (al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn 
Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 4: 323, Ibn ÑUthaymÊn) 

81 Save you from the evil of the Deniers. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉsiÏÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

82 This is a promise from God that true Believers who follow the Message 
and the path of the Prophets shall always have the upper hand. It is also a 
glad tiding from God to Jesus () whereby people of high aspirations care 
not only for what is immediate to them but also for generations to come. 
(al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, 4: 421) 

83 The ones who refused to accept Jesus’ Message.

84 Notice the pronoun shift in this instance. The shift between the first and 
third person pronouns is meant to signify loftiness and authority. (al-SamÊn 
al-×alabÊ, al-Durr al-MaÎËn, 3: 216) 
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﴾58﴿ This(85) ˹is what˺ We recite to 
you as Signs and ˹a testimony 
to the Truthfulness˺ of the Wise 
Reminder(86).
﴾59﴿ Indeed the example of ÑÔsÉ 
with Allah is like that of Adam; 
He created him from dust 
and said: “Be!” and he was”. 
﴾60﴿ ˹This is˺ The Truth ˹coming˺ 
from your Lord, so be not one of 
the doubters. ﴾61﴿ Whoever argues 
with you regarding him(87) after the 
knowledge that came to you, say ˹ to 
them˺: “Come along and let us call 
our children and yours, our women 
and yours and ourselves and yours 
and then pray earnestly that Allah 
brings down His Damnation upon 
the liars”. ﴾62﴿ This is indeed the 
true narration; there is no god but 
Allah—indeed Allah is the All-
Prevailing, All-Wise. ﴾63﴿ But if 
they take to their heels, then Allah 
knows well the corrupters.
﴾64﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “People of 
the Book(88), come to a common 
word(89) between us and you, 

85 These stories of old were revealed to Prophet Muhammad (g) to prove 
to people, particularly those who argued with him with regards to these 
matters, the Truthfulness of his Message and the Qur’an.

86 al-Dhikr al-×akÊm, lit. the sagacious mention, is the Qur’an.

87 Jesus (). (al-WÉÍidÊ)

88 The Jews and the Christians.

89 Kalimatin sawÉ’, a standard, equal footing, mutually agreed upon word, 
i.e. the unadulterated Monotheistic declaration of Faith: “There is no god 
but God”. Here all three parties, Muslims, Jews and Christians, are asked to 
jointly declare it while ‘truly’ Believing it. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉsiÏÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 
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that we will not worship anything 
besides Allah; do not Associate 
anything with Him(90); do not 
take each other as Lords besides 
Allah(91). If they take to their heels, 
then say ˹Believers˺: “Bear you 
witness that we are devoutly 
surrendered(92) ˹to Him˺””. 
﴾65﴿ “People of the Book, why do 
you argue regarding IbrÉhÊm(93), 
while ˹both˺ the Torah and the 
Evangel were only sent down 
˹long˺ after him?(94) Do you have 
no reason?” ﴾66﴿ “Here you are; 
you have argued about that of 
which you have knowledge, ˹but˺ 
why would you argue about that of 
which you have no knowledge(95)? 
Allah knows and you do not know”. 

90 Hold them as gods besides God.

91 Who are worshipped besides God.

92 MuslimËn, lit. Muslims. The ones who totally surrender and devote 
themselves to God are the true Believers. True Belief is based on the 
foundation of worshipping God alone without claiming false deities besides 
Him, and following the example of the Prophet (g). Note that Muslims, 
just like Jesus’ disciples before, were required to declare to the Deniers 
that they are “devoutly surrendered/ submitted” to God—they do not put 
their desires, whims, status, wealth or families before God’s worship: “Say: 
“If your parents, children, brothers, spouses, clans, hard earned money, a 
trade for which you fear damage, and homes that you adore are favoured 
to you over Allah, His Messenger, and striving in His cause, then lie in 
waiting until Allah brings His Command to pass—Allah guides not the 
transgressors” (9: 24).

93 Both the Jews and the Christians claimed Abraham as their own. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr) 

94 That is after Abraham’s time. All their arguments about Abraham were 
based on apocryphal stories and not solid, authentic accounts.

95 Regarding Abraham’s true Faith. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-QurÏubÊ) 
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﴾67﴿ IbrÉhÊm was neither a Jew 
nor was he a Christian, but he 
was rightly oriented(96), devoutly 
surrendered(97) and was not among 
the Associators. ﴾68﴿ Indeed those 
who can claim IbrÉhÊm most are 
those who ˹truly˺ followed him, 
˹as well as˺ this Prophet and the 
Believers(98)—Allah is the Ally of 
the Believers.
﴾69﴿ A faction of the People of 
the Book would love to mislead 
you—˹but˺ they only mislead 
themselves without realizing it. 
﴾70﴿ “People of the Book, why 
do you Deny Allah’s Signs, 
while you bear witness ˹to their 
Truth˺?(99)” ﴾71﴿ “People of the 
Book, why do you confuse Truth 
with falsehood, and suppress the 
Truth knowingly?”(100)

96 ×anÊf, is a very rich term but basically it means a pristine Believer. The 
basic semantic meaning of the root Í-n-f is inclination towards uprightness 
and eschewing crookedness.

97 Musliman, lit. Muslim. The theme of true Belief (IslÉm) is carried on here.

98 Prophet Muhammad (g) and the Believing community around him, have 
more right to Abraham than any other nation, because they are the ones 
who truly follow his path unwaveringly. A true follower of the religion 
of Abraham is a truthful Monotheist; he worships God alone without the 
slightest form of Association (polytheism).

99 Here they are reproached for publicly Denying the Truth with which 
Prophet Muhammad (g) came to them, while they have it written in their 
Books but hide it from people.

100 In Ayas 64, 65, 66, 70 and 71 those who were given the Scripture are 
enticingly called by the honorific epithet, ‘People of the Book’, and gently 
implored to listen to reason.
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﴾72﴿ A faction of the People of 
the Book ˹connivingly˺ said: 
“Believe in what was sent down 
to the Believers early in the day, 
and then Deny it at the end of 
it(101). So that they ˹Believers˺ may 
retract”(102). ﴾73﴿ “And confide only 
in those who follow your religion(103) 
–Say ˹Muhammad˺: “˹True˺ 
Guidance is surely the guidance of 
Allah”(104)– lest that anyone would 
be given the like of what you 
were given, or that they should 
use it as an argument against you 
in front of your Lord”(105). Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “Grace(106) is in the 
Hand of Allah, He bestows it unto 
whomever He wills—Allah is All-
Encompassing, All-Knowing”. 

101 At a later time in the day.

102 This is a privileged glimpse given to the Prophet (g) by God into the ways 
and wiles of his antagonists. In order to sow the seed of doubt in the minds 
of Believers, they hatched the plot of claiming to embrace Faith after giving 
the matter some thought, only to disclaim it as untrue shortly thereafter, 
seemingly as a result of much consideration and insider knowledge. They 
hoped that this would cause some Believers to waver on the ground that 
they would see these so-called knowledgeable people abandon the religion 
in such a way. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

103 They took a pledge to reveal their secrets and the Truth of what their Books 
really say only to those who follow their way and religion.

104 This is the reply to the Believers’ detractors: guidance is in the Hand of God, 
and whatever you do will be of no avail if He does not wish it to happen 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr). This parenthetical interjection is meant to emphasize 
that their mischievous efforts and devious plans will be thwarted prematurely, 
even before they have the chance to bring them into action. (al-AlËsÊ) 

105 They fear that people, if taught what their Books really say, would be on an 
equal footing with them in terms of knowledge, so they hid it, fearing either 
to lose this advantageous privilege or that it be used in argument against 
them. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

106 Guidance to Belief and the Straight Path. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾74﴿ He singles out for His Mercy 
whomever He wills—great is 
Allah’s Grace!
﴾75﴿ Of the People of the Book are 
those whom if you entrust with 
hoards ˹of wealth˺(107) they would 
restore it back to you, and ˹there 
are however˺ of them others whom 
if entrusted with a ˹single˺ dinar 
they would not restore it back to 
you unless you run after them ˹for 
it˺. This ˹ they do˺ because they say: 
“We will not be held accountable 
for what we do to the illiterates(108)”. 
They ascribe ˹such˺ fabrications to 
Allah willingly! ﴾76﴿ Nay but ˹ better 
are˺ those who honour their pledge 
and are Mindful—Allah loves the 
Mindful.
﴾77﴿ Those who trade off Allah’s 
pledge and their oaths(109) for a 
pittance, will have nothing to claim 
in the Hereafter and Allah will 
not talk to them; neither will He 
look at them nor purify them(110)—
theirs is a painful Punishment. 

107 QinÏÉr, is a huge amount of money, the exact measure of which is subject 
to debate. (al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, 1: 88; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs 
al-Lughah, 1: 28) 

108 al-UmmiyyËn, the Arabs, who had no grasp of reading and writing, except 
a very few. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, p. 101) 

109 This pledge and oath is explained in Aya 81 below; that is, to Believe in the 
Prophethood of Muhammad (g) and support him. Yet the ruling applies 
to all those who break their binding oaths to gain what is not rightly theirs 
(cf. RiÌÉ).

110 Absolve their sins.
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﴾78﴿ A party of them twist their 
tongues with the Book(111) so that 
you may think it ˹part˺ of the 
Book; it is not ˹part˺ of the Book! 
And they say: “It is from Allah!” 
But it is not from Allah! They 
ascribe such fabrications to Allah 
advertently! ﴾79﴿ It is not ˹ possible˺ 
for a human, to whom Allah gives 
the Book, ˹sound˺ judgement 
and Prophethood, to then say to 
people: “Be my servants instead 
of Allah”(112). But ˹he would 
say˺: “Be godly, because of the 
Book you teach and because 
of your ˹diligent˺ study ˹of it˺”. 
﴾80﴿ He would not bid you to take 
the angels and the Prophets as 
Lords(113). Would he order you into 
Denial after you have become 
devoutly submitted ˹Believers˺?
﴾81﴿ ˹Mention˺ When Allah took 
the oath of ˹all˺ the Prophets(114): 

111 The Book meant here is the Torah. “Twist their tongues with the Book”, 
means they distort it by either muddling the pronunciation of its words or 
manipulating and misinterpreting its meaning. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

112 al-BayhaqÊ in al-DalÉ’il (quoted in al-TafsÊr al-ØaÍÊÍ, 2:43) documents that 
Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated that AbË RÉfiÑ al-QaraÐÊ said: “When the learned 
Jews and Christians came to the Prophet (g) and he called them to Islam, 
they replied: “Do you Muhammad want us to worship you just like the 
Christians worship Jesus, son of Mary?”… The Prophet (g) said: “I seek 
refuge by Allah that I shall call to the worship of any other besides Him. 
This is not what He sent me for!”

113 Worshipped besides God.

114 Ibn ÑAÏiyyah (1: 463) says: “It is possible that this oath was taken at the 
time the offspring of Adam were taken out of his back as breaths ˹cf. 7: 
172˺, or taken from each Prophet at the time of his mission”.
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“For the Book and Wisdom I 
granted you, when a Messenger(115) 
comes to you confirming what 
you have, you should Believe in 
him and support him”. ˹Allah˺ 
Said: “Do you affirm and take My 
solemn pledge for it?” They ˹the 
Prophets˺ said: “We approve”. He 
˹Allah˺ said: “Then bear witness(116) 
and I bear witness with you ˹to 
this˺”. ﴾82﴿ Whoever takes to his 
heels after this ˹solemn pledge˺, 
then these are the transgressors.
﴾83﴿ Would they seek other than 
the religion of Allah while to 
Him devoutly submitted whoever 
is on Earth and the Heavens 
willingly and unwillingly—
and to Him they shall return? 

115 al-WÉÍidÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn Taymiyyah (al-Zuhd wa al-WaraÑ 
wa al-ÑIbÉdah, p. 157) are of the opinion that this Messenger is Prophet 
Muhammad (g). Alternatively, but less plausibly, because unlike Prophet 
Muhammad (g) most Prophets were sent for a specific nation and only 
for a specified period of time, it could mean that each and every Prophet 
was made to take a solemn oath, and in turn bid his followers to Believe in 
and support any Prophet that comes with the like of what they have. The 
theme carries on from earlier ayas highlighting that although the People 
of the Book were fully aware of the Truthfulness of Prophet Muhammad 
(g), because he was specifically mentioned in their books, they nonetheless 
hid the Truth for ulterior motives fearing to lose their privileged status. 
The Qur’an brings the scenario to a close as follows: “Those who follow 
the illiterate ˹gentile˺ Prophet whom they find written in the Torah and 
the Evangel; he calls them to what is virtuous and warns them against 
vile deeds, makes lawful to them good things and forbids for them what 
is impure, and relieves them from their burdens and shackles. Those who 
Believe in him, bolster and support him and follow the Light that came with 
him, these are the Successful” (7: 157).

116 This pledge is to be honoured not only by the Prophets but, by extension, 
their followers too. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾84﴿ Say ˹Muhammad(117)˺: “We 
Believe in Allah; what was sent 
down to us; what was sent down 
to IbrÉhÊm ˹Abraham˺, IsmÉÑÊl 
˹Ishmael˺, IsÍÉq ˹Isaac˺, YaÑqËb 
˹Jacob˺ and the Tribes(118); and 
what was given to MËsÉ ˹Moses˺, 
ÑÔsÉ ˹Jesus˺ and the Prophets 
from their Lord, we make no 
distinction between them and to 
Him we are devoutly submitted”. 
﴾85﴿ Whoever seeks a religion 
other than Islam(119), it will not 
be accepted from him and in the 
Hereafter he is one of the Losers.
﴾86﴿ How would Allah guide 
˹those˺ people who Denied after 
their Belief? They had borne 
witness that the Messenger(120)

is true and clear evidences had 
come to them—Allah does 
not guide the unjust people. 

117 The main addressee is Prophet Muhammad (g) but his followers are included 
by default. Hence, the plural form of the verbs in the dictated declaration.

118 al-AsbÉÏ are the different tribes of the Children of Israel who are the 
offspring of the twelve sons of Jacob, in other words, Israel. (Ibn KathÊr) 

119 ‘Islam’ here, which may very well carry traces of its linguistic meaning, 
surrender/submission, is the religion of Muhammad (g). It is the final, most 
perfect Message that came from God: “Today ˹the day of ÑArafÉt˺ I have 
finalized your religion for you, perfected My Favour on you and I approve 
Islam as a religion for you” (5:3). The next aya, 3: 86, in which the to-
be-followed ‘Messenger’ is again evoked, further underlines this. al-BiqÉÑÊ 
(NaÐm al-Durar, 475) says: “…islÉm ˹the lexical term and its derivatives˺ 
is mentioned repeatedly here ˹in these thematically related ayas˺ because it 
falls within the bounds of the solemn pledge that was taken for the to-be-
followed Messenger ˹who was always to come˺—he is to be followed with 
total surrender ˹unconditionally˺”.

120 Muhammad (g). The epithet ‘Messenger’ reverberates the one mentioned 
in Aya 81 above.
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﴾87﴿ The requital of those is that 
the damnation of Allah, the 
angels and all humans is on them.(121) 
﴾88﴿ Forever they reside therein 
˹Hellfire˺; their punishment will 
not be lightened nor will they 
be given respite. ﴾89﴿ Except 
those who repent(122) afterwards 
and make amends, then Allah is 
certainly All-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful.(123)

﴾90﴿ Those who Denied after their 
Belief and then increased in 
Denial, their repentance will not be 
accepted(124)—those are the misguided. 

121 This severe requital is meant to further underline the significance of Islam, 
the accepted religion in God’s Sight, on the one hand, and the gravity of 
renouncing it, on the other. (al-RÉzÊ).

122 At-Tawbah, lit. repentance, is not only to feel regret for something one has 
done, but also to acknowledge the sinfulness of one’s past action or conduct 
by showing sincere remorse and undertaking to reform in the future. It 
comprises both feeling sorry for one’s sins and committing to not fall into 
them again.

123 According to Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) the reason for the revelation of Ayas 86-89 is 
that: “A man of the AnÎÉr professed Islam then he renounced it and became 
a Denier again. Then he felt sorry and sent to his folks to ask the Messenger 
of Allah (g) if he could revert to Islam. They went to the Messenger of 
Allah (g) and said: “So-and-so has repented and he asks if he can come 
back to Islam”. Then the ayas: “How will Allah guide those who Denied 
after their Belief?” until: “All-Forgiving, Most Merciful”, were revealed. 
He was sent after and became Muslim again”. (al-NasÉ’Ê: 4068, AÍmad: 
2218, Ibn ×ibbÉn: 4477, al-×Ékim: 8092) 

124 As for those who renounce Islam and, by time, grow stauncher in Denial until 
the hour of death befalls them, their extemporaneous, spur-of-the-moment 
repentance will not be accepted (cf. 4: 17-18). Had this repentance been 
made earlier and more sincerely, it could have been accepted (al-WÉÍidÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ). Ibn Taymiyyah says that this is the opinion of the 
majority of scholars (MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 1: 202).
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﴾91﴿ Those who Deny and die as 
Deniers, ˹as much as˺ Earth’s fill 
of gold will not be accepted from 
any of them(125), even if he were 
to ransom himself with it—for 
those is a painful Punishment 
and they will have no helpers. 
﴾92﴿ You ˹Believers˺ will not gain 
˹the reward of ˺  sincere piety(126) 
until you spend out of that which 
you love. Whatever you spend, 
Allah knows about it very well.
﴾93﴿ All food was lawful for the 
Children of Israel except what 
Israel ˹Jacob˺ made unlawful for 

125 Cf. 5:36 and 57:15. Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: 
“On the Day of Judgement, Almighty Allah poses a question to the one 
who is being tormented the least among the denizens of Hellfire: “If you 
possess all that the Earth holds, would you ransom yourself with it?” He 
says: “Yes!” Then Allah says: “I wanted from you much less than that—
that you do not Associate any other ˹in worship˺ with Me, but you were 
bent on Associating with Me!” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6557, Muslim: 2805) 

126 al-Birr is sincere piety which leads to great bounty, God’s Grace and 
Paradise. Ibn MasÑËd (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Adhere to 
Truthfulness ˹aÎ-Îidq˺ for it leads to sincere piety ˹al-birr˺, and sincere 
piety leads to Paradise”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6094, Muslim: 2607) al-TafsÊr 
al-Muyassar, based on the opinion of the great Qur’an exegetes – Ibn 
MasÑËd, Ibn ÑAbbÉs, ÑAÏÉ’, MujÉhid, ÑAmr Ibn MaymËn and As-SuddÊ – 
actually has it that al-birr is Paradise itself in this instance. al-QurÏubÊ says 
that rationalization of this opinion is such that it means: “You will not attain 
the reward of sincere piety until…”. By contrast to the fate of the Deniers 
whose good deeds in this world, whatever these might be, will be of no avail 
to them, Believers are encouraged to choose for spending the best of theirs 
in order to be admitted into God’s great Grace of Paradise. Sincere piety 
and its reward, Paradise, is only attained when one prevails over one’s self, 
loves God more than anything else and is willing to sacrifice everything in 
His cause.
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himself(127) before the Torah was 
sent down. Say ˹Muhammad˺: 
“Bring the Torah and recite it if 
you are truthful!”(128) ﴾94﴿ Whoever 
fabricates lies against Allah after 
this, then those are the Unjust. 

127 After establishing Islam as the religion to be followed, the argument with 
the People of the Book continues here. Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated that: “A 
group of Jews came to the Prophet (g) and said to him: “AbË al-QÉsim, 
tell us about a few things none but a real Prophet knows about”. Among the 
questions they asked was: “What food did Israel make unlawful for himself 
before the Torah was revealed?” He replied: “I ask you by Allah Who sent 
down the Torah to Moses, do you not know that Israel became very ill and 
his illness dragged on for a long time then he vowed that he would make 
unlawful for himself the drink and food he loved most should Allah cure 
him? The best food for him was camel meat and the drink he loved most 
was camel milk”. They said: “By Allah you are correct!”” (AÍmad: 2471; 
al-ÙabarÉnÊ, al-MuÑjam al-KabÊr: 13012) 

128 SaÑdÊ comments: “This is in answer to the Jews who claimed that abrogation 
is not lawful. They Denied the Messengership of Jesus and Muhammad (g) 
on this basis because they came with laws and doctrines different from those 
found in the Torah. So it is only fair to use their own Scripture in argument 
against them; this whereby the ruling that all types of food were lawful 
for the Children of Israel except what he made unlawful to himself and to 
which his children followed suit, that is before the Torah was sent down 
to Moses. But when the Torah was sent down, it made unlawful to them 
other types of food besides those made unlawful earlier by Israel. ˹Thus the 
ruling that all food was lawful to them was abrogated by the Torah itself.˺ 
Then Allah commanded his Messenger (g) to ask them to bring the Torah 
and recite it if they persisted in denying”. (Cf. also al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
Ibn al-Qayyim, IghÉthat al-LahfÉn, 2:321) In his translation of this aya 
Muhammad Asad has the following annotation: “This is a reference to the 
unwarranted Jewish belief that the Mosaic food restrictions were an eternal 
law decreed by God. As against this claim, the Qur’an stresses that no food 
restrictions had been imposed before the time of Moses and, secondly, 
that the restrictions arising from the Mosaic Law were imposed on the 
Children of Israel alone. To claim that they represent an eternal divine law 
is described here as “inventing lies about God””. This is further proof to the 
Children of Israel that Prophet Muhammad (g), who utters nothing out of 
desire and is inspired by God Himself, was Truthful and confirmed what 
was in their Book. So the onus of Believing in him lies on them as he was 
also at the end of the road that their forefather, Abraham (cf. 2: 133), whom 
they claim as their own and profess to follow his doctrine, had lain down.
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﴾95﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Allah has 
stated the Truth! Hence follow 
the creed of IbrÉhÊm(129), who was 
rightly oriented(130) and he was not 
among the Associators.
﴾96﴿ The first House ˹of worship˺(131) 
laid down for mankind is the one in 
Bakkah(132), blessed and ˹a beacon 
of ˺  guidance(133) for all beings. 
﴾97﴿ In it ˹the House˺ there are clear 
Signs: IbrÉhÊm’s climbing-stone(134), 

129 The creed of IbrÉhÊm, millata IbrÉhÊm, is the most primordial precursor to 
Islam, the religion with which Muhammad (g) was sent. The Qur’an states 
this in various places: 2: 35, 4: 125, 6: 161 and 16: 123.

130 ×anÊf is a pristine Believer. The basic semantic meaning of the root Í-n-f is 
inclination towards uprightness and eschewing crookedness.

131 Allusion here is made to the Jews’ objection to the change in the direction 
of Prayer from Jerusalem to Makkah (cf. 2: 142). Muhammad Asad has this 
footnote: “The mention, in this context, of the Temple in Mecca - that is, 
the KaÑbah - arises from the fact that it is the direction of prayer (qiblah) 
stipulated in the Qur’an. Since the prototype of the KaÑbah was built by 
Abraham and Ishmael (see 2:125 ff.) - and is, therefore, much older than 
the Temple of Solomon in Jerusalem - its establishment as the qiblah of 
the followers of the Qur’an does not only not imply any break with the 
Abrahamic tradition (on which, ultimately, the whole Bible rests), but, on 
the contrary, re-establishes direct contact with that Patriarch”.

132 Another name of Makkah. Arab lexicographers rationalized this naming 
relying on the rules of the Arabic language (cf. among others al-FarÉhÊdÊ’s 
al-ÑAyn, al-AzharÊ’s TahdhÊb al-Lughah, Ibn FÉris’s MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah). 
Archaeologists have it that it is an ancient name for Makkah (Barbara Ann 
Kipfer (2000) Encyclopaedic dictionary of archaeology. Springer, p. 342). 
Unlike in 48:24 where the then, and still, current name of the city, Makkah, 
was used, the ancient name of the city, Bakkah, is, in a sense, used here 
to drive home the message of the antiquity of the House and by extension 
the Islamic Monotheistic Message itself, which takes after the Abrahamic 
creed in its pristine state.

133 Of this, is that people direct themselves towards it in Prayer and head for it 
for Ñumrah and Hajj. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

134 MaqÉm IbrÉhÊm is the stone on which Abraham () stood while building 
the KaÑbah. It is an everlasting Sign and evidence to all people of the 
relationship of Islam to Abraham’s creed.
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and whoever enters it becomes 
safe(135). Pilgrimage to the House 
is ˹a duty˺ owed to Allah by all 
people—˹especially˺ those who 
have the means to undertake it. 
But those who Deny(136), ˹should 
know that˺ Allah is in no need of 
creation.
﴾98﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “People 
of the Book, why do you Deny 
Allah’s Signs, ˹while you know 
that˺ Allah is witness to all that 
you do? ﴾99﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: 
“People of the Book, why do 
you turn away those who have 
Believed from the path of Allah(137); 
seeking to make it crooked while 
you are witnesses?(138) Allah is 
never unaware of what you do!

135 Cf. 29: 67, 106: 3-4. Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated that on the day of the 
liberation of Makkah the Prophet (g) declared: “This town was sanctified 
by Allah when He created the Heavens and Earth and for this it is 
sanctified until the Day of Judgement. It was not ever allowed for anyone 
before me to fight in it. Fighting ˹in it˺ was only allowed for me for part of 
a day. ˹I repeat˺ It is sanctified for its sanctification by Allah until the Day 
of Judgement. Its thorn ˹branches˺ shall not be torn down ˹for fodder˺, 
its game ˹/prey˺ shall not be scared off, lost belongings in it should not 
be forfeited unless announced and its saplings shall not be cut down”. 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 1834, Muslim: 3189) These minor acts are categorically 
stated as forbidden, what then to say of something as grave as harming a 
human soul in the Sanctuary.

136 That Hajj is obligatory.

137 Cf. 3: 72.

138 They are chastised for cooking up schemes to deviate people from the 
Straight Path while being fully aware and secretly bearing witness to 
the Truth which is mentioned in their Books. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾100﴿ You who Believe, if you 
obey a party of those who were 
given the Book, they will turn you 
back into Deniers after you have 
Believed. ﴾101﴿ ˹But˺ How ˹is it 
possible that˺ you will Deny while 
the Signs(139) of Allah are recited to 
you and ˹while˺ His Messenger 
is in your midst? Whoever holds 
tight to Allah(140), then he is guided 
to a Straight Path.
﴾102﴿ You who Believe, be Mindful 
of Allah as He should be heeded 
and die not without being 
devoutly submitted(141). ﴾103﴿ Hold 
tightly to the rope of Allah(142) all 
together, do not get splintered and 
remember Allah’s favour on you 
when you were enemies and He 
made your hearts join then you 
became brothers by His Grace; 
you were on the brink of a pit of 
Fire and He saved you from it(143)— 

139 Qur’anic ayas.

140 By holding tight to the surest of ties (al-Ñurwatu al-wuthqÉ) mentioned in 2: 
256, i.e. Islam. Holding tight to al-Ñurwatu al-wuthqÉ is the surest way of 
deliverance even long after the Prophet’s (g) demise. AbË Hurayrah (h) 
narrated that the Prophet said: “I leave behind me two things. You will not go 
astray as long as you adhere to them: the Book of Allah and my Sunnah. They 
will not separate until they come to the Basin ˹in the Hereafter˺”. (MÉlik: 32) 

141 MuslimËn, as Muslims.

142 A symbol of the Straight Path (cf. 6: 153) that leads to deliverance, Islam 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Zayd Ibn Arqam (h) narrated that the 
Prophet (g) said: “I’ll leave with you behind me two grave matters. The 
first is the Book of Almighty Allah. It is the rope of Allah; whoever follows 
it is guided and whoever does not has gone astray”. (Muslim: 2408) 

143 After the Battle of ×unayn the Prophet (g) addressed his AnÎÉr 
Companions by saying: “Have I not found you: lost and Allah guided you 
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thus Allah makes clear His Signs 
so that you might be guided. 
﴾104﴿ Let there be among you 
a legion calling for goodness; 
enjoining virtue and advising 
against what is unacceptable—
those are the successful(144). ﴾105﴿ Be 
not like those who became riven 
apart and fell into disagreement 
after clear evidences came 
to them—for those is a great 
Punishment. ﴾106﴿ On the Day(145) 
when some faces are illumined 
and others are darkened(146); as for 
those whose faces become dark 
˹it is said˺: “Did you Deny after 
you became Believers? Taste then 
the Punishment of your Denial”. 
﴾107﴿ As for those whose faces 
become illumined, they will be 
˹admitted˺ in Allah’s Mercy(147), 
forever they reside therein. 
﴾108﴿ Those are the Signs of Allah, 
We truthfully recite them to you 
˹Muhammad˺; Allah wants not 
that injustice ˹befall˺ any of the 
creation. ﴾109﴿ To Allah belongs all 
what is in the Heavens and Earth, 
and to Allah all affairs shall be 
returned.

by me? Destitute and Allah made you well-to-do by me? Divided and Allah 
united you by me?” (Muslim: 1061) 

144 ‘The successful’, al-mufliÍËn, are those who succeed in attaining what they 
wish for; to be guided by God, and avoiding the evil of what they fear.

145 The Day of Judgement.

146 Cf. 10: 26-27, 75: 22-24 and 80: 40.

147 Paradise. (Ibn ÑUthaymÊn) 
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﴾110﴿ You(148) are indeed the best 
nation the world has seen(149): 
you enjoin virtue, advise 
against what is unacceptable 
and Believe in Allah. Had the 
People of the Book Believed, 
it would have been better for 
them. Among them are ˹some˺ 
Believers, but most of them are 
Transgressors. ﴾111﴿ They will 
not harm you except by hurting 
you ˹verbally˺ and if they fight 
you, they will take to their heels 
˹in flight˺; then they would not 
be helped.(150) ﴾112﴿ Stamped on 
them is indignity wherever they 
are found. They are only spared 
˹this˺ by a rope from Allah and 
a rope from people(151). They 
have incurred Allah’s Wrath, 
and degradation(152) was stamped 
on them; this is for their Denial 
in Allah’s Signs and killing 
the Prophets unjustifiably; 
this is for their rebelling and 
aggression(153).

148 The nation of Muhammad (g).

149 Ukhrijat lil-nÉs, lit. brought forth to mankind.

150 This fact is mentioned here in lieu of their transgression, and with which the 
previous aya ended. (al-TawÍÊÌÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

151 That is by means of a peace pact and/or defence alliance following the laws 
of God, or by the authority of people.

152 Whereas they might be spared from humiliation by others, indignity, which 
springs from within, being as it is engrained in the person’s consciousness, 
is not intermittent.

153 This fate was imposed on them by God, in part, in fulfilment of the Divine 
promise to Punish them severely, as found in 3:21.
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﴾113﴿ They are not ˹all˺ alike(154), 
there are among the People of the 
Book a legion, upright, reciting 
the Signs(155) of Allah throughout 
the night(156) and they prostrate 
˹in Prayer˺(157). ﴾114﴿ They Believe 
in Allah and the Last Day, enjoin 
virtue and advise against what is 
unacceptable and rush forth to 
do good—those are among the 
Righteous. ﴾115﴿ Whatever good 
they do they will not be denied 
it—Allah knows best the Mindful.
﴾116﴿ Indeed neither the Deniers’ 
wealth nor their children will avail 
them against Allah—those are the 
company of the Fire, therein they 
abide forever. ﴾117﴿ The example of 
what they spend ˹ charitably˺ in this 
worldly life, is that of a howling 
˹gusty˺ wind which hits the crop 
of ˹certain˺ people who wronged 
themselves and it decimates it 
˹all˺—Allah did not wrong them 
but they wronged themselves.

154 Reference is made here to those of the People of the Book who sincerely 
Believed in the Messengership of Muhammad (g), followed him and 
devoutly adhered to the dictates of his religion. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

155 Qur’anic ayas.

156 Reciting the Qur’an at night is a sign of their devoutness. At night one’s 
heart becomes more sincere and undivided as one retreats to the deepest 
recesses of one’s own home veiled from the eyes of others. (al-NawawÊ, 
al-TibyÉn fÊ ÓdÉb ×amalat al-Qur’Én, p. 63) 

157 That is, they perform Prayers. Although prostration is only part of Prayer, it 
is used synecdochally. It is singled out because it is that part of Prayer that 
most demonstrates devotion and humility. Indeed, it is a becoming symbol 
of devout submission, i.e. Islam.
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﴾118﴿ You who Believe, do not 
take as ˹intimate˺ confidants(158) 
anyone who is not of your own: 
they will stop at nothing to cause 
you destruction; they wish you 
hardship; hatred reeks from 
their mouths(159) but what their 
breasts conceal is ˹much˺ greater. 
We have explained the signs(160) 
clearly for you, if only you are 
perceptive(161). ﴾119﴿ Here you are, 
you love them but they do not 
love you; you Believe in the 
whole Book(162); ˹but˺ when they 
meet you they say: “We Believe!” 
yet when they are alone they 
bite their fingertips out of rage 
at you. Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Die 
of your rage”; Allah knows what 
lurks in the chests! ﴾120﴿ Should a 
good thing come your way, they 
become saddened by it, and it 
elates them if a calamity befalls 
you. But if you forbear and are 

158 BiÏÉnah is used to denote someone’s, especially an important person’s, 
inner circle, who not only know all the insider information and secrets but 
also influence that person’s opinion and are, at times, delegated some of 
the authority. AbË SaÑÊd al-KhudrÊ (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: 
“There is not a Prophet sent or a ruler installed by Allah without him having 
two inner circles: biÏÉnah (an inner circle) bidding and encouraging him to 
virtue and biÏÉnah bidding and encouraging him to evil. Whoever is spared 
is only saved by Allah’s Grace”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 7198) 

159 No matter how hard they try to keep their true feelings secret, their tongues, 
slips or otherwise, prove otherwise.

160 The signs that lay bare these people’s truths and reveal what they hide.

161 Muslims are encouraged to be perceptive to the tell-tale signs that, more 
often than not, reveal the reality of matters (cf. 2: 273). (al-RÉzÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

162 All Divinely-revealed Books. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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Mindful you will not be harmed 
in the least by their guile—Allah 
encompasses(163) what they do.
﴾121﴿ ˹Recall Muhammad˺ when 
you set off from your household 
at dawn, appointing the Believers 
their fighting positions—Allah 
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 
﴾122﴿ Then two groups of your 
own were about to falter(164), ˹but˺ 
Allah, their Ally ˹made them 
remain firm˺—in Allah let the 
Believers put their trust.(165)

﴾123﴿ Indeed Allah made you 
˹emerge˺ victorious in Badr(166) 
when you were scorned(167)—be 
Mindful of Allah so that you 
may be thankful. ﴾124﴿ Then 
you ˹Muhammad˺ said to the 
Believers: “Would it not suffice 
you that your Lord should 
reinforce you with three thousand 
angels sent down ˹ from the sky˺?” 

163 God knows all about their stratagems. He records it and they will be held 
accountable. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

164 Tafshal, lit. fail; lose footing; these are the tribes of BanË Salimah and BanË 
al-×Érith.

165 After mentioning in the previous aya that holding one’s ground patiently 
and being Mindful of Allah is a means of victory over one’s enemies, 
God tacitly now reminds the Believers of the reason for their setback 
in the Battle of UÍud. Essentially, the archers became impatient and 
left the positions that had been appointed for them by the Prophet (g). 
(al-ÙabarÊ) 

166 Now the telling turns to the great Battle of Badr to cite as an example of 
how Mindfulness and holding one’s ground (Aya 125) wins battles.

167 Adhillah, they were the weaker party, derided because they were lesser in 
number and armament than their enemy.
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﴾125﴿ Indeed ˹this would suffice˺! 
Yet if you hold out and are 
Mindful, and should they ˹your 
enemies˺ hasten to charge ˹in 
full force˺ against you, your 
Lord will reinforce you with five 
thousand angels, clearly marked. 
﴾126﴿ Allah wanted this to be 
nothing more than good news to 
you so that your hearts become 
comforted, but ˹truly˺ victory 
is to be found nowhere but with 
Allah, the All-Prevailing, All-
Wise. ﴾127﴿ ˹This was so˺ To fell a 
flank(168) of those who Deny and to 
smite(169) them, so that they would 
draw back crestfallen. ﴾128﴿ You 
˹Muhammad˺ have no control to 
mention over this matter; might 
He relent towards them or Punish 
them ˹as˺ they are indeed Unjust. 
﴾129﴿ ˹Indeed˺ To Allah belongs all 
that is in the Heavens and Earth, 
He forgives whoever He wills 
and Punishes whoever He wills—
indeed Allah is All-Forgiving, 
Most Merciful.
﴾130﴿ You who Believe, do not 
devour usury multiplied many times 
over(170) and be Mindful of Allah, 

168 An image that depicts a number of them being struck down.

169 Yakbita is a very strongly emotive word; to smite, to depress. Indeed, the 
whole aya employs words that are highly charged, standing out from other 
likely alternatives in Arabic. Any attempt at an equivalent rendition in 
English will inevitably fall short of what is ideally portrayed.

170 al-ÙabarÊ and Ibn KathÊr mention in their commentaries the manner in 
which usurious financial transactions were repeatedly multiplied. That 
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so that you may be successful.(171) 
﴾131﴿ Beware of the Fire that 
was prepared for the Deniers; 
﴾132﴿ obey Allah and the Messenger 
so that you may be given mercy; 
﴾133﴿ and rush forth to forgiveness 
from your Lord and a Garden as 
wide as the Heavens and Earth 
prepared for the Mindful.
﴾134﴿ Those who spend at times 
of prosperity and adversity(172), 
restrain ˹their˺ anger(173) and pardon 
˹other˺ people—Allah loves good 
doers; ﴾135﴿ the ones who upon 
committing a ˹ gravely˺ vile deed or 
doing themselves an injustice(174), 
they remember Allah and 
implore ˹Him˺ for forgiveness 
for their sins – and who else 
would forgive sins besides Allah(175)–; 

is, when the date of settlement arrived the lender would give the debtor 
the choice to either make an immediate payment or to delay the date of 
payment with an increase in the amount due. In this way, because of some 
debtors’ lack of resources, delays would to be granted many times over and, 
thus, the original amount of the loan would be blown out of proportion.

171 The issue of the socially abhorred, detrimental financial transaction, 
namely usury, is taken up here again (cf. al-Baqarah: 275-278 which talk 
about usury at great length and in the severest of terms) to further underline 
the sound foundations on which God intended to build the newly formed 
Believing community. Here it is mentioned to drive home the message that 
prevailing over one’s greed, among other things listed here (Ayas 130-136), 
is a means to victory, thus subtly hinting at the greediness of the archers 
who left their positions to get their share of the spoils of war in the Battle of 
UÍud (cf. RiÌÉ). To be really Mindful, and as a result victorious, is to pay 
heed to these commandments (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).

172 At times of abundance and scarcity.

173 The image here is of ‘swallowing one’s anger’, kaÐm al-ghayÐ.

174 By committing less grievous sins.

175 AbË Bakr (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “There is not a Muslim 
who commits a sin, then performs ablution, Prays two rakÑahs and asks 
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they do not persist in committing 
what they do knowingly(176). 
﴾136﴿ For those the reward is 
forgiveness from their Lord and 
Gardens under which rivers flow; 
forever they abide therein—great 
indeed is the reward of workers.
﴾137﴿ The laws(177) have come to pass 
before you, so walk the land and 
behold the end of the Disbelievers. 
﴾138﴿ This is a clarification(178) to 
people, a guidance and an 
admonishment to the Mindful. 
﴾139﴿ ˹So˺ Do not feel helpless and 
sorrowful while indeed yours 
is the upper hand(179) if you are 
˹truly˺ Believers. ﴾140﴿ If a wound(180) 
touches you, indeed an equal 
wound has touched the clan(181). 

Allah for forgiveness without Allah forgiving him”. “…the ones who 
upon committing a ˹gravely˺ vile deed or doing themselves an injustice…” 
(3:135), and: “Whoever commits a misdeed or does himself an injustice, 
then he asks Allah for forgiveness, he will find Allah All-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful” (4: 110). (AbË DÉwËd: 1521, al-TirmidhÊ: 406, Ibn MÉjah: 1395) 

176 They realize that what they did is sinful, and that they are liable to Punishment 
if they do not mend their ways. Repentance is mandatory on them, and God 
accepts such repentance. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr) 

177 Those Divine laws and canons which stipulate that victory and defeat 
take turns and are ever interchangeable between Believers and Deniers. 
In this way, the reins are slackened for the Deniers to further lure them 
into the trap of their annihilation and the deliverance of the Believers is 
assured after putting them to the test. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 

178 The Qur’an, of which the preceding ayas are part. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

179 al-AÑlawn, those who are superior.

180 Suffered a blow, in the Battle of UÍud.

181 al-Qawm, the other side who tasted bitter defeat during the Battle of Badr.
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Those are the days(182) We rotate 
them between people so that 
Allah would take the measure of 
those who ˹truly˺ Believe(183) and 
choose martyrs(184) from among 
you—Allah does not love the 
unjust. ﴾141﴿ And ˹so that˺ Allah 
may purge the Believers and wipe 
out the Deniers.(185)

﴾142﴿ Or you thought that you would 
enter Paradise without Allah 
making known those who fought 
˹in His cause˺ and those who are 
steadfast. ﴾143﴿ You ˹Believers˺ 
were wishing for death before you 
met it; there you saw it with your 
own eyes!(186) ﴾144﴿ Muhammad is 
no more than a Messenger who 
comes in a line of Messengers(187), 

182 This is the nature of time.

183 Li yaÑlama AllÉh, lit. “so that Allah may know”. A literal translation would 
cut against the grain of the correct Muslim Belief that Allah is Omniscient. 
According to scholars, it is in this instance Ñilm ÐuhËr or Ñilm shahÉdah; the 
kind of knowledge that enables one to bear witness confidently. This not 
only entails that the witness knows things for a fact but also that enough 
conclusive evidence is found and known.

184 Thus God grants the lofty status of martyrdom ˹shahÉdah˺ to some of His 
servants.

185 God consoles the Believers here for their setback in the Battle of UÍud 
and tells them the Wisdom behind it. This, after the reasons behind it 
were spelled out in the previous ayas along with the remedy. (Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

186 This is a reminder to the Believers, who missed the Battle of Badr, of 
their talk about wishing to meet the enemy and be struck down by them 
when they saw the great status the martyrs of that battle attained. It is said 
somewhat reprovingly to highlight that, while the Battle of UÍud is being 
alluded to here, solid intentions and steadfastness, not mere fancy talk, are 
what actually win battles. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

187 Messengers are nothing more than human. The laws of nature apply to 
them too.
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should he die or be killed, would 
you ˹then˺ turn on your heels?(188) 
Whoever turns his heels, he would 
not scathe Allah in the least. 
Allah will reward the thankful(189). 
﴾145﴿ No soul will die without 
Allah’s permission, ˹theirs is˺ a 
preordained precise timing(190). 
Whoever wants the reward of the 
worldly life, We will give him 
from it; and whoever wants the 
reward of the Hereafter, We will 
give him from it; We will reward 
the Thankful.
﴾146﴿ ˹Like˺ Many a Prophet with 
whom a great many of the godly 
fought, they did not lose heart at 
what befell them in the cause of 
Allah, neither did they weaken nor 
cower down(191)—Allah loves the 
steadfast. ﴾147﴿ Their only say was 
that: “Our Lord, absolve us of our 
sins and our ˹reckless˺ excesses, 
make firm our feet(192) and grant us 
victory over the Denying people”(193). 

188 This smacks of the faltering position that some Muslims, lurking in the 
ranks of whom were hypocrites, took when it was rumoured at one time 
during the Battle of UÍud that Prophet Muhammad (g) had met his death.

189 Those who realize God’s bounties on them and show practical thankfulness 
in striving for His cause. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

190 This fact is stated by way of encouraging the Believers to fight in Allah’s cause.

191 Submit to their enemy.

192 Make us stand firm.

193 This Prayer is very similar to that of the godly soldiers who fought with 
Saul against Goliath (cf. 2: 250). True Believers, although realizing the 
difficulty of the circumstance they are put in, summon their courage to face 
the situation relying on God and Praying to Him to make them stand firm.
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﴾148﴿ Allah gave them the reward 
of the worldly life and the most 
fine(194) reward of the Hereafter—
Allah loves good doers.
﴾149﴿ You who Believe, if you obey 
the Deniers(195), they would surely 
˹cause you to˺ turn on your heels 
and you would revert as losers. 
﴾150﴿ Nay but Allah is your Ally—
He is the best of helpers. ﴾151﴿ We 
will cast fright in the hearts of 
the Deniers for Associating with 
Allah that for which He made no 
authority(196). Their resort is Fire; 
dire indeed is the domicile of the 
Wrongdoers. ﴾152﴿ Allah was true 
to His promise when you put them 
to death(197) with His permission, 
until you wavered, quarrelled 
over the matter and disobeyed, 
˹only˺ after ˹Allah˺ showed you 
what you love(198). Among you are 
those who seek this worldly life 
and among you are those who 

194 Winning God’s Pleasure and eternal bliss in the Heavenly abode of 
Paradise. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

195 When the Prophet (g) was rumoured dead, some Believers, as mayhem 
spread in their ranks, were understandably in search of assuagement. Hence, 
they lent their ears to some who were in actuality Denying hypocrites who 
volunteered ‘consultation’.

196 The idols they worshiped besides God without having plausible reason to 
justify such deification.

197 The Qur’anic lexical term tahussËnahum is unique. In a sense, it is 
semantically related to ‘sensing’ whereby when one is killed, one loses 
one’s sense of perception (cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ).

198 Victory after the Deniers rout from the battle-ground. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ).
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seek the Hereafter(199). Then He 
turned you away from them(200) to 
test you. ˹But now˺ He forgave 
you—Allah is bountiful to the 
Believers.(201) ﴾153﴿ When you took 
flight, heeding no one while 
the Messenger was calling you 
˹back to battle˺ from behind 
you. Then He rewarded you ˹a 
greater˺ distress on top of ˹your˺ 
distress, so that you may not 
grieve for what you missed or 
what befell you—Allah is 
Knowledgeable of what you do.(202)

199 The first party are the archers who left their positions to collect the spoils, 
while the latter are those who remained at their posts. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

200 When their hearts turned away from obeying the Messenger (g), they 
were made to forget about their enemy and take due guard against them. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

201 This is a synopsis of the events of the Battle of UÍud, where succinctly put: 
1) God fulfilled His promise of victory to the Believers and made them run 
down and kill their enemy; 2) yet, when they saw that their desired goal, 
victory, was accomplished some of the archers lost conviction upon seeing 
that the spoils of war were being collected; 3) so, they disputed with their 
leader, who was of the opinion that they remained put as they had been bid 
by the Prophet (g); 4) when they broke rank and left their positions, the 
enemy, who had been lying low in hiding, bore down on them; 5) thereafter 
a commotion ensued and the archers fled. The rest of the account carries on 
in the next aya.

202 The Believers were greatly distressed at losing ground in the battle and 
taking flight in the face of their enemy, but a greater concern that made them 
forget this one was now in store for them. At this very difficult juncture, 
news of the rumoured death of the Prophet (g), whom they loved more 
than anything in this world, hit them. They soon forgot the loot they missed 
out on and the defeat that had been inflicted on them. Thus, God soothed 
and comforted them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). This is a prime example of 
post trauma group therapy, which was rounded off by the soothing feeling 
of sleepiness as in the next aya. It is human nature to brood over one’s woes 
and easily forget about the many blessings that they are couched in. Such 
blessings are only appreciated when they are lost.
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﴾154﴿ Then He descended on 
you after distress comforting 
sleepiness engulfing a group of 
you(203), and another group(204) of 
you were ˹very˺ concerned about 
themselves, they think of Allah 
that which is not true; thoughts 
of ignorance(205). They say: “Do 
we have a say in this affair?” Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “The whole affair 
belongs to Allah”(206). They hide 
in their hearts what they do not 
reveal to you. They say: “Had we 
had a say in this, we would not 
have been killed here”. Say: “Had 
you been in your homes, those 
who were decreed to be killed 
would have made their way to their 
mowing down ˹ places˺. ˹ You were 
led to come˺ So that Allah would 
test what lurks in your chests 
and put what is in your hearts to 
trial—Allah is Knowledgeable 
of what the hearts hold. 

203 The real Believers.

204 In other words, the hypocrites (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Those 
who were so consumed by their thoughts of the state they found themselves 
in. They were too tense and anxious to feel such a comforting, subtle 
sleepiness. In essence, their hearts were not pure enough to receive the 
blessing.

205 al-JÉhiliyyah, the age of ignorance; the life the Arab pagans lead before 
the advent of Islam in which their perceptions about God were, to say the 
least, muddled. Here, seeing the Believers take the blows, they thought that 
God would not come to their help: “Nay but you thought that the Prophet 
and Believers would never go back to their homes, and that ˹thought˺ was 
to take hold of your hearts; you caught the evil thought—indeed you are 
people laid to waste” (48:12).

206 The infinitely Wise God Almighty disposes of matters as He wills.
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﴾155﴿ Those who fled on the day 
when the two hosts met ˹did so 
because˺ Satan had entrapped 
them owing to some sins ˹they 
committed˺, but Allah forgave 
them—Allah is All-Forgiving, 
All-Forbearing.
﴾156﴿ You who Believe, do not be 
like those who Denied and said to 
their brothers(207) when they(208) set 
about travelling ˹in trade˺ or on a 
raid(209): “Had they been with us, 
they would not have died or gotten 
killed”(210). Thus Allah makes their 
hearts remorse-stricken; Allah 
˹alone˺ gives life and causes 
death—Allah is All-Seeing of 
what you do. ﴾157﴿ If you are killed 
in the cause of Allah or ˹yet˺ died, 
˹be sure that˺ forgiveness from 
Allah and mercy are better than 
what they hoard.(211) ﴾158﴿ Whether 
you die or get killed certainly to 
Allah you shall be rallied(212).

207 Their brethren with whom they find a certain bond.

208 The latter.

209 Ghuzzan is the plural of ghÉzÊ, the one who sets out on a fighting foray. 
(Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, p. 114, al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, 
p. 354) 

210 Here God makes the Believers privy to this devilishly inspired soliloquy 
of lament and deep regret of the Deniers/hypocrites at the misfortune that 
hit their so-called brothers. Without God, the lives they led were utterly 
inconsolable! A Believer should know for certain that all matters, including 
life and death, are in the Hands of God alone.

211 The reward with God for those who dedicate themselves to His cause is, by 
far, better than any worldly gain.

212 For Reckoning.
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﴾159﴿ By Allah’s Mercy you 
˹Muhammad˺ relented(213) to 
them. Had you been harsh and 
hard-hearted(214), they would 
have disbanded from around 
you. Pardon them and pray for 
forgiveness for them and seek 
their counsel in affairs(215). If you 
are resolved then put your trust 
in Allah(216)—Allah loves those 
who put their trust in Him. ﴾160﴿ If 
Allah helps you, then there is no 
one to defeat you; if He forsakes 
you, who would then help you 
thereafter? In Allah let the 
Believers put their trust.
﴾161﴿ No Prophet ever 
misappropriates(217), whoever 

213 In the wake of the Battle of UÍud, the Prophet (g) was, by God’s Grace, 
made to show leniency to the Believers who disobeyed his commands.

214 GhalÊÐ al-qalb, lit. thick-hearted.

215 The principle of shurÉ, consultation/deliberation, is a cornerstone of the 
Islamic community. One of the greatest traits of the Believing community 
is that: “...their affairs are deliberated among them...”. (42: 38) 

216 The final decision, after deliberations, is left to the leader of the community.

217 Yaghull is to stealthily, illegally seize possession of something; in this 
instance, spoils of war in particular. Exegetes differed upon the reason for 
the revelation of this aya. One opinion by the great exegetes al-KalbÊ and 
MuqÉtil, found in al-BaghawÊ’s TafsÊr, puts it in context. They have it that 
the aya was revealed with regards to: “the spoils of the Battle of UÍud. 
When the archers left their positions to seize some of the loot, they thought: 
“We fear that the Prophet will say: “Whatever one takes is his”, and he 
may not divide the loot ˹among his Companions˺ like he did at the Battle of 
Badr”. They then abandoned their positions and got their hands busy with 
the loot. The Prophet (g) said to them: “Did I not command you not to 
leave your positions until I said so?” They replied: “We left the rest of our 
brothers stationed in their positions!” He (g) said: “No! But you thought 
that we would seize possession of it and not give you your share!” Thus this 
aya was revealed”.
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misappropriates ˹something˺ comes 
with that which he misappropriated 
on the Day of Judgement(218); 
then every soul shall be requited 
what it earned—they shall not 
be wronged. ﴾162﴿ Would the one 
who pursues Allah’s Pleasure be 
like the one who is blighted with 
Displeasure from Allah; his is 
Hellfire as a resort—dire indeed 
is the destination. ﴾163﴿ They ˹both 
parties˺ are of ˹varying˺ degrees 
before Allah(219)—Allah is All-
Seeing of what they do. ﴾164﴿ Allah 
has favoured the Believers when 
He sent among them a Messenger 
of their kind(220); He recites His 
Signs(221) to them, purifies them, 
and teaches them the Book and 
Wisdom(222)—indeed they were 
utterly lost before.

218 AbË ×umayd al-SÉÑidÊ (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “By Allah 
none of you wrongfully appropriates part of it ˹collected mandatory alms˺ 
without him meeting Allah on the Day of Judgement carrying it. And I shall 
know everyone of you who meets Allah carrying a camel grunting, a cow 
lowing or a goat bleating...” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6979, Muslim: 1832). al-QurÏubÊ 
(4: 256) comments: “He comes carrying it ˹illegally appropriated effects˺ 
on his back and neck, tormented by its weight, horrified by its atrocious 
sound, and berated by making his dishonesty known to all people…”.

219 Those who seek God’s Pleasure and those who deserve His Displeasure are 
not of one and the same grade; some are better than others while others are 
worse than others. Any certain grade is won by a person’s deeds, whether 
good or bad. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

220 That is a human being, just as much as they are, and where there is a human 
connection and mutual understanding at all levels of familiarity (cf. Ibn 
Taymiyyah, TafsÊr ÓyÉt Ashkalat, 1: 226-227, Ibn KathÊr). God could have sent 
them an angel as Messenger but the nature of that creation would have come in 
the way of communication and the safe delivery of the Message (cf. 17: 95).

221 Ayas.

222 The Qur’an and the Sunnah.
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﴾165﴿ Would you whenever a 
calamity befalls you(223) – when you 
have inflicted twice as much of 
it(224) – say: “Where does this come 
from?”(225) Say ˹Muhammad˺: “You 
brought this upon yourselves!” 
Indeed Allah is Able over 
everything. ﴾166﴿ What befell you on 
the day when the two hosts met was 
with Allah’s permission, so that He 
makes known the ˹real˺ Believers, 
﴾167﴿ and those who pretend(226). It was 
said to them: “Come and fight in 
the cause of Allah, or ˹at least˺ push 
back(227)”. They said: “Had we any 
knowledge of a fighting, we would 
have followed you”(228). They were on 
that day closer to Denial than Belief. 
They say with their mouths what is 
not in their hearts—Allah knows 
best what they hide. ﴾168﴿ Those who 
remained behind and said to their 
brothers: “Had they obeyed us, they 
would not have been killed”. Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “Ward off death from 
yourselves, if you are speaking the 
truth!”

223 Seventy Muslims were killed in the setback during the Battle of UÍud. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

224 That is when they routed their enemy in the Battle of Badr killing seventy 
men and taking another seventy prisoners. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

225 They incredulously asked the reason behind this setback. Then their answer 
came.

226 al-ladhÊna nÉfaqË, the hypocrites lurking within the Believing community.

227 Defend yourselves.

228 Their lame excuse being that they did not think the Believers would actually 
engage the Deniers in battle. They claimed that they saw battle as only a 
remote possibility. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾169﴿ Do not think that those 
who got killed in the cause of 
Allah(229) are dead. Nay but they 
are alive with their Lord ˹being 
handsomely˺ provided for(230). 
﴾170﴿ Delighted with what Allah 
gave them from His Grace and are 
cheerful ˹in anticipation˺ for those 
who did not yet join them; that 
behind them they(231) will have no 
fear nor will they feel sorrowful; 
﴾171﴿ they are cheerfully anticipant 
of Bounty and Grace from Allah 
and that Allah casts aside not the 
reward of the Believers.
﴾172﴿ Those who responded to 
˹the call of ˺  Allah and the 
Messenger after they have been 
deeply wounded(232); of whom 
these who do well and are 
Mindful, theirs is a great reward. 

229 Martyrs.

230 Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “When your brothers 
were struck down in the Battle of Badr, Allah placed their souls in the 
˹abdominal˺ cavities of green fowls, they drink from the rivers of Paradise, 
eat from its fruits and come back at the end of the day to repose in 
chandeliers hung in the Shadow of the ˹Majestic˺ Throne. For all of this, 
they ˹the martyred Believers˺ said: “Who would tell our brothers about us; 
that we are in Paradise being handsomely provided for so that they may not 
give up fighting in the cause of Allah or cower in war?” Allah Almighty 
said: “I will tell them on your behalf”. Then He revealed: “Do not think that 
those who got killed in the cause of Allah are dead. Nay but they are alive 
with their Lord ˹being handsomely˺ provided for”. (AbË DÉwËd: 2520, 
AÍmad: 2388; another version is found in Muslim: 1887) 

231 The latter.

232 Those of the Believers who did the Prophet’s (g) bidding and chased 
after the retreating Makkan army until they reached the outpost of ×amrÉ’ 
al-Asad, on the outskirts of Madinah. These Believers had been deeply 
wounded and bruised in the Battle of UÍud. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾173﴿ Those who ˹ when˺ people said 
to them: “People have regrouped 
for you, so fear them”(233), their 
Belief ˹only˺ grew firmer and 
they said: “Allah suffices us, 
He is the best of Keepers”(234). 
﴾174﴿ They returned with Grace and 
Bounty from Allah(235), touched 
not by harm; they followed 
Allah’s Pleasure(236)—Allah is of 
a Great Bounty. ﴾175﴿ It is indeed 
Satan sowing fear of his allies(237). 
Do not fear them but fear Me, if 
you are ˹true˺ Believers.
﴾176﴿ Let not ˹Muhammad˺ those 
who rush forth towards Denial 
grieve you(238); they would not harm 
Allah in the least. Allah wants not 
a share for them in the Hereafter 
and theirs is a great Punishment. 

233 The Deniers’ army, under the leadership of AbË SufyÉn, were reported to 
be bracing themselves for another attack. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

234 This pronouncement is one of the greatest forms of Dhikr (remembrance) 
during times of hardship. Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated: “×asbunÉ AllÉh wa 
niÑma al-WakÊl (Allah suffices us, He is the best of Keepers), was said by 
IbrÉhÊm () when he was thrown in the fire and was said by Muhammad 
(g) when it was said: “People have regrouped for you, so fear them”, their 
Belief ˹only˺ grew firmer and they said: “Allah suffices us, He is the best of 
Keepers”.” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4563) 

235 Their obedience to God and His Messenger (g) and their pursuit of the 
enemy won them great rewards upon their return.

236 They did what leads to the Pleasure of God and won it. (al-ÙabarÊ) 

237 The allies of the Devil are the warring Deniers. Satan uses them to intimidate 
Believers. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

238 The adversity that overcame the Believers showed the real mettle of the 
hypocrites, who found the time opportune to lay bare their true colours. 
This is in stark contrast to the stance of the real Believers who did not loiter 
in responding to the Prophet’s (g) bidding.
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﴾177﴿ Those who exchanged Belief 
for Denial would not harm Allah 
in the least and theirs is a painful 
Punishment. ﴾178﴿ Let not those 
who Deny think that the rein We 
give them(239) is better for them. 
We only give them allowance so 
that they would accumulate sins; 
theirs is a humiliating Punishment.
﴾179﴿ Allah would not have left 
the Believers as you were, until 
He sorted out the bad from the 
good(240). Allah would have not 
revealed the Unseen to you, but 
He chooses from His Messengers 
whoever He wishes(241), so Believe 
in Allah and His Messengers. If 
you Believe and are Mindful then 
yours is a great reward. ﴾180﴿ Let 
not those who are miserly(242) with 
what Allah has ˹bountifully˺ 
bestowed on them from His Grace 
think that this is better for them. 

239 The fact that God does not quicken their punishment and seize them for 
their misdeeds (cf. Ayas 196-197 below).

240 In its formative days, the early Believing community was not as clearly 
differentiated as one might think; hypocrites were living in its midst 
pretending to be Believers and lying low wishing for the worst to come 
upon the real Believers. In order to separate the wheat from the chaff, God 
decreed the calamity that befell the Believers in the Battle of UÍud; this, so 
the hypocrites could be told apart (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

241 God chooses from among His Messengers those whom He entrusts with 
some knowledge of the Unseen (al-Ghayb). In this instance, He told 
Prophet Muhammad (g) who the hypocrites really were so that he may be 
on guard against them. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz) 

242 Believers are encouraged to spend out of their wealth as much as they are 
encouraged to put their own lives on the line in God’s cause.
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Nay, but it is evil for them; they 
will be collared ˹around their 
necks˺ with what they withheld 
on the Day of Judgement. For 
Allah is the inheritance of the 
Heavens and Earth—Allah is 
Knowledgeable of what you do.
﴾181﴿ Allah heard the saying of 
those who said(243): “Allah is poor 
and we are rich”(244). We will record 
what they said and their killing 
of the Prophets unjustifiably(245), 
and We will say: “Taste you the 
torment of burning!” ﴾182﴿ That 
˹torment˺ is because of what 
your hands sent forth(246)—Allah 
certainly does not deal ˹with His˺ 
servants unfairly. ﴾183﴿ Those who 
said: “Allah took our pledge not to 
Believe in any Messenger unless 
he gives us a sacrificial offering 
˹to be˺ consumed by fire”(247). 

243 Now that the lessons from the setback in the Battle of UÍud have all been 
thrashed out, argumentation with the Jews of Madinah once more picks up.

244 al-×asan al-BaÎrÊ reports that when the Jews of Madinah heard the previous 
ayas, which encourage Believers to spend in the cause of God, they said: “If 
He ˹God˺ asks people to spend in His cause to achieve His goals, then He 
must be a wretched pauper!” (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-QurÏubÊ, al-RÉzÊ) 

245 Cf. Aya 21.

246 What they committed.

247 Muhammad Asad has the following comment in his translation: “… in 
other words, unless he conforms to Mosaic Law, which prescribes burnt 
offerings as an essential part of divine services. Although this aspect of 
the Law had been left in abeyance ever since the destruction of the Second 
Temple in Jerusalem, the Jews of post-Talmudic times were convinced 
that the Messiah promised to them would restore the Mosaic rites in their 
entirety; and so they refused to accept as a prophet anyone who did not 
conform to the Law of the Torah in every detail”.
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Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Many a 
Messenger before me came to you(248) 
with clear evidences, and with 
what you ˹just˺ said. Why did you 
kill them if only you are truthful? 
﴾184﴿ If they call you a liar, then 
many a Messenger before you 
were called liars; ˹even though˺ 
they came ˹to them˺ with clear 
evidences, the ˹Sacred˺ Writs and 
the Luminous Book(249).
﴾185﴿ Every soul shall taste death(250) 
and you will be paid your rewards 
in full on the Day of Judgement; 
whoever is dragged away(251) from 
Hellfire and entered into Paradise, 
then he is a winner—life is 
nothing but an illusory enjoyment. 

248 To your ancestors.

249 The Sacred Writs al-Zubur (lit. books, sing. zabËr) and al-KitÉb al-MunÊr 
(the Luminous Book) refer to the Heavenly revealed Books.

250 Although mention of this fact here can be construed as a way of alleviating 
the suffering and hurt the Prophet (g) and the Believers endured from their 
enemies’ hands and tongues (al-ÙabarÊ). In Ibn ÑÓshËr’s considered opinion 
it is further meant to soothe the pain that the Believers found at losing their 
brothers in battle, on the one hand, and on the other, refutes the narrative of 
the hypocrites who said that their brothers would not have been killed had 
they not come out of their homes for battle.

251 The scene being painted here is graphic. The word zuÍziÍa embodies its 
meaning within its own phonic makeup; drawing its form and throwing 
its shadow in the process. Hellfire as found here possesses a gravitational 
power, dragging to it whoever and whatever gets near. Any person who is 
caught within its radius is in need of someone to drag him (yu-zaÍziÍ-uhu) 
away little by little, in order to set him free from its energy sapping pull. 
Whoever is to be dragged away from its radius, freed from the tentacles 
of its gravity and admitted to Paradise has made it. This is a powerful and 
full coloured depiction of helplessness, of vehemently tugging, pulling and 
dragging in order to reach safe haven.
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﴾186﴿ You shall be tested in your 
wealth and yourselves(252) and 
you will hear much that is hurtful 
from those who were given 
the Book before you and the 
Associators(253), but if you remain 
steadfast and are Mindful, then 
that is real fortitude.
﴾187﴿ ˹Mention˺ When Allah took 
the pledge of those who were 
given the Book that you should 
make it plain to people rather 
than suppress it(254); they tossed 
it behind their backs and traded 
it off for a pittance—miserable 
indeed is what they buy. 
﴾188﴿ Do not think that those who 
delight in their actions(255) and 
are pleased with unwarranted 
praise(256), are at a ˹great˺ distance 
from Punishment—theirs is a 
painful Punishment. ﴾189﴿ To 
Allah belongs the ownership of 
the Heavens and Earth—Allah is 
Able over everything.

252 Cf. 2:155.

253 The Arab pagans.

254 The Divine Book.

255 Full of conceit over their evil-doing.

256 AbË SaÑÊd al-KhudrÊ (h) narrates that the reason for the revelation of this 
aya was such that: “Some hypocrites at the time of the Prophet (g) would 
stay behind when he used to set out on forays, and they were pleased with 
this. Upon his return, they would forge excuses and swear to them. They 
even loved to be praised for what they did not do ˹i.e. being Believers and 
part of the Prophet’s (g) army˺. Thus this aya was revealed”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
4567, Muslim: 2777) 
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﴾190﴿ Indeed there are in the 
creation of the Heavens and 
Earth and the alternation of night 
and day Signs(257) for people of 
reason. ﴾191﴿ Those who mention 
Allah ˹while˺ standing, sitting 
and ˹lying˺ on their sides, and 
ponder over the creation of the 
Heavens and Earth ˹declaring˺: 
“Our Lord, You did not create 
˹all of ˺  this in vain. Glorified be 
You, shield us from the torment 
of Fire; ﴾192﴿ Our Lord, disgraced 
indeed is the one You commit 
to Hellfire; there are no helpers 
for the evildoers; ﴾193﴿ Our Lord, 
we heard a caller(258), summoning 
to Belief, saying: “Believe in 
your Lord!” and we Believed, 
so our Lord forgive us our sins 
and expunge our misdeeds, and 
bring our lives to termination 
˹joining us˺ with the Righteous; 

257 These are so-called cosmic Signs (ÉyÉt kawniyyah). They, along with 
the Qur’anic Signs (ÉyÉt Qur’Éniyyah), work together to prove to 
Believers the Truth of the Message and thus strengthen their Faith. 
Believers are encouraged to think about these Signs and use their 
reason when considering them (cf. RiÌÉ). Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated: “I 
slept once over at ˹my aunt˺ MaymËnah’s ˹the Prophet’s wife˺ home, 
while the Prophet was there, in order to see how he Prays at night. 
He (g) talked with his wife for a while and then slept. When there 
remained only the last third of the night, or a part of it, he woke and 
sat up, looked at the sky and recited: “Indeed there are in the creation 
of the Heavens and Earth and the alternation of night and day Signs 
for people of reason”. He then performed ablution, rinsed his mouth 
with siwÉk ˹a twig˺ and Prayed eleven rakÑahs. When BilÉl called for 
Prayer, he (g) performed two rakÑahs, went out and led people in the 
Fajr Prayer”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 7452) 

258 Muhammad (g). (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 
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﴾194﴿ Our Lord, bestow on us what 
You promised us through your 
Messengers and do not disgrace us 
on the Day of Judgement—indeed 
You never break Your promise”. 
﴾195﴿ Their Lord responded to 
them that: “I shall never render 
useless the deeds of any doer of 
you, male or female; you are each 
other’s other part(259). Those who 
migrated, were expelled from 
their lands, persecuted in My 
cause, fought and got killed, I 
shall expunge their misdeeds and 
admit them into Gardens under 
which rivers flow”; a reward from 
Allah—indeed with Allah is the 
best of rewards.
﴾196﴿ Do not be deceived by the 
revelling(260) of those who Deny 
in the land; ﴾197﴿ ˹this is but˺ a 
passing enjoyment, then their 
resort is Hellfire—ghastly indeed 
is this bed! ﴾198﴿ But those who are 
Mindful of their Lord, theirs are 
Gardens under which rivers flow, 
eternally they abide therein; a 
domicile coming from Allah—
what is with Allah is best for the 
Righteous. ﴾199﴿ Indeed there are 
among the People of the Book 
those who Believe in Allah, 

259 Both men and women are born of each other and are looked upon equally. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

260 By the fact that the Deniers were living unchecked, enjoying complete 
freedom of movement and all that life has to offer (cf. Aya 178 above).
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what has been sent down to you(261) 
and what had been sent down 
to them, humbling themselves 
before Allah and do not trade off 
the Signs of Allah for a pittance; 
for those is their reward with 
their Lord—Allah is swift in 
reckoning. ﴾200﴿ You who Believe, 
be forbearing(262), remain firm(263), 
guard your lands(264) and be 
Mindful of Allah so that you may 
be successful(265).

261 The Qur’an. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

262 Be patient in the face of life’s trials and tribulations. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

263 When you face your enemy in battle. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

264 RÉbiÏË from ribÉÏ, i.e. the fact of ‘tying up’ one’s war steed at outposts 
to protect the borders from enemy attack. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

265 This aya sums up the keys for being victorious which are repeated 
throughout Ól ÑImrÉn. It is given in answer to the Believer’s Prayer to God 
to make them prevail over the Deniers found at the very end of al-Baqarah. 
(Cf. ‘Key’ in the Introduction to this sura.) 
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al-NisÉ’ Introduction

al-NisÉ’
(Women)

Title: al-NisÉ’ (in Muslim: 772, 800 and 1617; al-BukhÉrÊ: 5055) makes 
many references to womenfolk, covering their rights and other domestic 
rulings in detail, along with inheritance matters and how to administer 
the affairs of any dependents. The details regarding these matters are 
sufficiently extensive for it to be known as al-NisÉ’ al-KubrÉ (the more 
detailed al-NisÉ’), whereas Sura al-ÙalÉq is known as al-NisÉ’ al-QuÎrÉ 
(the less detailed al-NisÉ’) (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 4909). It is important to 
note that the title Women is both an emblematic and concrete token of 
the sura’s ideational central theme. That women were, to say the least, 
downtrodden and ill-treated in Arabian societies before the advent of 
Islam is well-known, and that they are given such great rights here is a 
manifest declaration of a break away from the then prevalent habit of 
treating them like commodities. The title, and by extension these new 
laws, symbolize the establishment of a well-demarcated community, one 
that is worlds apart from the heaving bosom of ignorance and darkness 
that surrounded it. Essentially, it is a firmly disciplined community built 
upon Mindfulness, piety and justice for all.

Merit: ÑÓ’ishah () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Whoever owns 
the first seven suras of the Qur’an ˹al-sabÑ al-uwal˺ is truly learned” 
(AÍmad: 24575). WÉthilah Ibn al-AsqaÑ (h) narrated that the Prophet 
(g) said: “I was given the seven lengthy suras ˹al-sabÑ al-ÏiwÉl˺ in lieu 
of the Torah” (AÍmad: 24575). ÑAbdullÉh Ibn MasÑËd (h) said: “There 
are five ayas in al-NisÉ’ that I would not replace for the world. And 
I know for certain that those of knowledge would not pass by them 
without recognizing them. ˹They are˺: “If you ˹Believers˺ avoid the 
major ones ˹of the sins˺ that you are warned against, We will absolve 
you of your ˹lesser˺ misdeeds and We will have you enter a Noble 
Entrance ˹Paradise˺” (4: 31); “Verily Allah does not deal ˹anyone˺ 
unjustly as much as a mote’s weight; if it is a ˹one˺ good deed done, 
then He multiplies it and grants from His own ˹additionally˺ a great 
reward” (4: 40); “Allah does not forgive that He is Associated with, 
but He forgives what is lesser than that for whoever He wills” (4: 48); 
“Had they – when they wronged themselves – come to you and sought 
Allah’s forgiveness and the Messenger sought forgiveness for them, 
they would have surely found Allah All-Forgiving, Most Merciful” (4: 
64); and, “Whoever commits an ill deed or wrongs himself, then seeks 
forgiveness from Allah shall find Allah All-Forgiving, Most Merciful” 
(4: 110). (al-ÙabarÉnÊ: 9069; al-×Ékim: 3194) 
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al-NisÉ’Introduction

Theme: this is the third Madinan sura in a row, establishing and 
strengthening sincere Faith (ÊmÉn) in al-Baqarah and Ól ÑImrÉn 
respectively, and now cultivating and nurturing Mindfulness (taqwÉ), 
through daily practice at home. al-Nisa’s purpose is to safeguard the 
sanctity of the basic building block of society, and to establish a fair 
and equitable, wholesome, Mindful community of Believers. It opens 
with the very call to humans to be Mindful of God Who created them 
all from one, thus standing them on equal ground. Mindfulness, very 
much like charity, begins at home, and the test of true Mindfulness can 
only be attained through overcoming one’s own weaknesses, fears and 
trepidations.

Key: set against the backdrop of the early formative days of the 
Believing community, al-NisÉ’ charts out a well-defined identity for 
the community, one that affirms boundaries. The basic foundational 
principles are stated and reiterated throughout this sura: 1) The 
community is to be built upon the bulwarks of its inner sanctity; a pious 
observance of Mindfulness, which is the overruling principle underlying 
each and every action carried out by the individual members of the 
community, as also the absolute upholding of justice, and complete 
obedience of Allah and His Messenger (g), who is the head of this 
community. 2) The line is clearly drawn between sincere Belief and 
its opposites; those who profess Islam and are living among Deniers 
have to migrate to Madinah to preserve their faith and strengthen the 
ranks of Believers around their leader. 3) The enemy latent within the 
community, namely the hypocrites, need to be exposed and told apart 
so that Believers are aware of their dangerous stratagems - incessant 
conniving and morale dampening - on the one hand, and whereby they 
are offered the opportunity to see reason and align themselves with 
the Believers wholeheartedly. 4) Believers are encouraged to fight for 
what they stand for. Furthermore, given this community will inevitably 
come to blows with the surrounding forces that do not condone of the 
way of life the Muslims now publicly practice, war protocols and rules 
of engagement are clearly demarcated. 5) The People of the Book’s 
beliefs must be rebutted so as to counter their argumentative prowess, 
and dispossess them of their claim to moral superiority. In this way, the 
ground on which the Faith stands was to be affirmed.
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In the Name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful

﴾1﴿ O people, be Mindful of your 
Lord, Who created you from a 
single soul and from it He created 
its mate(1), and from both of them 
He dispersed scores of men and 
women(2); be Mindful of Allah, by 
Whom you appeal to each other(3) 
and ˹ honour˺ the wombs(4)—verily 
Allah is Watchful over you.
﴾2﴿ ˹Guardians!˺ Give out to the 
orphans their money, do not 
exchange the bad for the good(5), 
and do not devour their money 
along with yours—indeed this is 
a heinous sin. ﴾3﴿ If you fear you 
will not be fair to ˹your˺ orphan 

1 Adam, the single soul, and Eve its mate () (cf. 8: 98; 9: 189; al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). That all people are the offspring of the same parents 
provides all the more reason for them to show leniency and compassion 
towards each other (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

2 “Among His signs is that He created you from dust. Then, behold, you are 
human beings ranging far and wide” (30:20).

3 Knowing how great God is in the heart of the entreated, the addresser would 
say: “I implore you by Allah (as’aluka bi AllÉh) to do this or that”. The 
God Who is glorified in this way should also be heeded with equal homage 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Alternatively, it means: “By Whom you 
˹solemnly˺ bind each other ˹in your dealings and transactions”˺. (Cf. Ibn 
Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ: 32: 113) 

4 al-ArÍÉm, lit. the wombs, metonymically means relations of kinship. 
These relations are to be surrounded with care. They are to be safeguarded 
not severed. People’s rights, especially those of kith and kin, are to be 
honoured as much as God’s own rights (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ), and 
hence why they are mentioned in conjunction with honouring the 
Almighty’s Name.

5 Do not choose the most valuable property belonging to the orphans under 
your care and confiscate it as your own, leaving the less worthy of it to 
them. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
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˹prospective wives˺(6), then marry 
˹instead˺ whoever you like of 
women: two, three and four. 
But if you fear that you will not 
be fair ˹in your treatment of all 
your wives˺ then one ˹is enough˺ 
or those that your right hands 
possess(7)—this is prescribed lest 
you commit injustice. ﴾4﴿ Give 
women their dowry willingly as a 
right ˹of theirs˺, but if they allow 
you some of it contentedly then 
eat it pleasurably with good cheer. 
﴾5﴿ Do not hand over to the feeble-
minded your money which Allah 
made as sustenance for you; ˹yet˺ 
spend on them from it, clothe 
them and speak to them gently. 
﴾6﴿ Test the orphans(8), so that 
when they reach maturity – if you 
perceive them discerning – give 
them their money. Do not hastily 
devour or squander it fearing 
that they should ˹in time˺ grow 
up. Whoever of you is well off, 

6 ÑÓ’ishah () said that: “This aya came down regarding any man under 
whom there is an orphan girl for whom he is both guardian and inheritor, 
while she has money and with no one to argue in her favour. This guardian 
is enjoined not to marry her for her money, nor is he to beat or molest her in 
the process. In this respect, Allah says: “Should you fear that you would not 
be fair to ˹your˺ orphan ˹prospective wives˺, then marry ˹instead˺ whoever 
you like of women”. That is, He, the Almighty, is saying: “These I made 
lawful for you, and leave out those that you may be unfair to””. (Muslim: 
3018; al-BukhÉrÊ: 4573) 

7 The bondswomen that you own. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

8 Take measure of those orphans over whom you are guardian so as to 
ascertain that they are discerning enough to be given their money and will 
not squander it due to lack of mental maturity. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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let him forbear ˹in dignity˺; 
whoever of you is needy let him 
eat off ˹of it˺ proportionately(9). 
Should you hand over their money 
to them, let there be witnesses to 
bear this—Allah is sufficient as 
Reckoner.
﴾7﴿ To men ˹rightly˺ belongs 
a share in the ˹inheritance˺ 
left behind by the parents and 
˹bequeathing˺ relatives, and ˹like 
so˺ to women ˹rightly˺ belongs 
a share in the ˹inheritance˺ left 
behind by the parents and ˹near˺ 
relatives, be it large or small(10)—a 
share ordained ˹by Allah˺(11). 
﴾8﴿ If, at the time of the division ˹of 
inheritance˺, ˹other˺ relatives(12), 
orphans and the needy attend, 
then give them some of it, and 
speak to them gently. ﴾9﴿ Let those 
who fear ˹future harm˺ for their 
helpless posterity when they leave 
them behind ˹as orphans after 

9 In proportion with what is socially agreed as enough to meet the poor 
guardian’s necessary need, without excess. (Ibn ÑÓshËr, Ibn ÑUthaymÊn) 

10 No matter how small or large the bequeathed sum to the inheriting relatives 
might be, both males and females have their due rights in it (cf. al-ÙabarÊ). 
This is a revocation of the practice that was common in Arabia before the 
advent of Islam, known as the age of ignorance when women and younger 
boys were barred from inheritance. This with the justification that they do 
not ride horses that need to be dearly cared for, provide for those in need of 
assistance, ward off enemies, nor give out of their money to dependents (cf. 
Ibn KathÊr, al-JazÉ’irÊ).

11 This ‘ordained share’ is detailed in Ayas 11-12 below.

12 Those relatives who have no lawful share in the inheritance. (Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 
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their death˺, be Mindful of Allah, 
and ˹only˺ say what is fair(13). 
﴾10﴿ Those who devour the money 
of orphans unjustly, only consume 
fire in their bellies—they will 
experience a Fiery Furnace(14).
﴾11﴿ Allah advises(15) you regarding 
˹your inheritance to˺ your 
children: a male should have 
the equal share of two females; 

13 In the same way as any parent seeks to ensure just treatment of their offspring 
after their death, any guardian of orphans will do well to remember this and 
treat those entrusted to them with care and kindness. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

14 SaÑÊr is another name for Hellfire (cf. al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn 
FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). AbË Hurayrah (h) 
narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Beware of the seven most cardinal 
sins: Associating other deities with Allah, sorcery, annihilating a sacrosanct 
soul without having the right to, devouring usury, consuming an orphan’s 
money, fleeing in battle, and accusing chaste, pure in heart, Believing 
women ˹of lewdness˺”. (Cf. al-BukhÉrÊ, 6857; Muslim, 89) 

15 al-WaÎiyyah (lit. advice) is to strongly suggest a way of going about things 
for another person. ‘Advice’ from God, on the other hand, is a command, a 
dictate, that must be carried out. Furthermore, ‘advice’ also underlines the 
significance of the matter at hand and the great care taken by the person so 
advising (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah). Given 
how crucial all this is, God makes a point of ‘dictating’ the division of 
inheritance Himself. No one besides the All-Knowing, All-Fair Creator is 
more knowledgeable of human nature and more capable of a just judgement 
regarding this very complex, emotionally charged, divisive matter. The 
reason behind this aya’s revelation, as in al-BukhÉrÊ (4577) and Muslim 
(1616), is the hadith that JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillÉh (h) narrated: “The widow 
of SaÑd Ibn al-RabÊÑ came to the Prophet (g) accompanied by their two 
daughters. She said: “Messenger of Allah, these are the two daughters of 
SaÑd Ibn al-RabÊÑ, their father met his death as martyr with you in the Battle 
of UÍud. Their uncle took their money, leaving nothing for them. Being 
destitute, they will not find husbands!” He ˹the Prophet (g)˺ said: “Allah 
shall judge their case!” Then the Aya of Inheritance (Éyat al-MÊrÉth) came 
down. At this, the Prophet (g) sent for their uncle to come to him. ˹When 
he came˺ He ˹ the Prophet (g)˺ said to him: “Give the daughters of SaÑd two 
thirds and another eighth to their mother, then what is left is yours””.
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˹but˺ if they are a ˹number˺ of 
women more than two(16), then 
theirs is two thirds of what he ˹the 
parent˺ leaves ˹behind˺; if she is 
only one, then she should have half 
of it; and to his parents for each 
one a sixth of what he leaves, that 
is if he has children; but if he has 
no children and his parents inherit 
him, then to his mother belongs 
a third(17); ˹but˺ if he has siblings, 
then his mother receives a sixth; 
˹that is all˺ after a bequest he made 
˹is fulfilled˺(18) and a debt ˹of his 
is paid off ˺ . Among your parents 
and your children you do not know 
who are more beneficial to you(19); 
a division from Allah—verily 
Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. 

16 That is in a scenario whereby the offspring of the deceased are only females 
and more than two. If there are two daughters they are to be given two thirds 
because the Prophet (g) gave the two daughters of SaÑd Ibn al-RabÊÑ two 
thirds, (al-SaÑdÊ points to this).

17 The remainder is for the father. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) 

18 The bequeathed amount should, in all cases, not exceed a third of the 
inheritance, (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). SaÑd Ibn AbÊ WaqqÉÎ 
(h) said: “I was taken seriously ill and the Prophet (g) came to visit 
me, and I said to him: “Prophet of Allah, I am going to leave behind me 
˹considerable˺ wealth, and only one daughter; shall I give out two thirds of 
it and leave a third ˹for her˺?” He replied: “No”. Then I said: “Then may I 
give out a half and leave her the other?” He said: “No”. Then I said: “Then 
may I will a third and leave the other two thirds for her?” He said: “A third 
˹you may give out˺, yet ˹even˺ one third is too much””. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 5659; 
Muslim: 1628). Furthermore, a person who legally inherits does not need 
to be included in the will. AbË UmÉmah al-BÉhilÊ (h) said: “I heard the 
Prophet of Allah (g) say during the Farewell Sermon: “Allah, Almighty, 
gave every owner of right their right, there is no will for an inheritor””. (Cf. 
al-TirmidhÊ: 2020; AbË DÉwËd: 2870; Ibn MÉjah: 2713) 

19 Since you do not know who is going to be of a greater use to you in your life 
and after your death, do not favour anyone over the others and act by God’s 
division of inheritance, which is the more just and equitable. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾12﴿ (20)To you belongs half of what 
your spouses(21) leave behind, ˹that 
is˺ if they do not have children; 
but if they have children then 
yours is a quarter of what they 
leave behind, ˹that is all˺ after 
˹fulfilling˺ a bequest they made 
and ˹paying their˺ debt. Theirs 
˹widows’˺ is a quarter of what 
you ˹men˺ leave behind, if you 
do not have children; ˹but˺ if you 
have children, theirs is an eighth 
of what you leave behind, ˹that is 
all˺ after ˹fulfilling˺ a bequest you 
made and ˹paying your˺ debt. If 
he is a childless parentless man(22), 
or ˹be her˺ a woman, and he has 
a brother or sister, then each one 
receives a sixth; ˹but˺ if they are 
more than that, then they share a 
third, ˹that is all˺ after ˹fulfilling˺ a 
bequest made and ˹ paying˺ a debt; 
˹given that this bequest or debt˺ is 
not detrimental ˹to an inheritor˺(23). 

20 Whilst the previous aya details the shares of inheritance of blood relatives 
(al-wirÉthah bi al-nasab), this one explains the shares of those related 
through marriage (al-wirÉthah bi al-muÎÉharah). (AbË ×ayyÉn) 

21 Wives.

22 A person who has no living children or parents is known as kalÉlah (from 
iklÊl, wreath, as his brothers and sisters surround him like a wreath surrounds 
the head). Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) said: “I was the last person to see ÑUmar (h) and 
I heard him say: “Mine is the final word! al-kalÉlah is the person who has 
neither children nor parents”. (Ibn AbË ×Étim; its chain of narrators was 
deemed authentic by AÍmad ShÉkir in ÑUmdat al-TafÉsÊr).

23 al-RÉzÊ in his TafsÊr says: “A will can be detrimental to inheritors in a 
number of ways: 1) whereby the testator bequeaths more than a third of 
the money; 2) whereby he/she bequeaths all their money to non-relatives; 
3) whereby he/she falsely declares a debt to preclude heirs from the 
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˹This is˺ An advice(24) from 
Allah—Allah is All-Knowing, 
All-Forbearing. ﴾13﴿ Those(25) are 
the boundaries of Allah, whoever 
obeys Allah and His Messenger 
will be admitted into Gardens 
under which rivers flow—
indeed that is the great triumph. 
﴾14﴿ Whoever disobeys Allah and 
His Messenger, and flouts His 
boundaries, will be admitted into 
a Fire, forever he abides therein—
his is a humiliating Punishment.
﴾15﴿ Those of your women, 
who commit vice(26), seek four 
witnesses from among you to 
testify against them; if they 
testify then confine them in 
˹their˺ houses until death claims 
them, or ˹else˺ Allah may make 
a˹n other˺ way for them(27). 

inheritance; 4) whereby the testator declares that a debt due to him/her was 
settled while it was not; 5) whereby someone sells something valuable for 
a pittance, or buys some worthless item and pays dearly for it with the 
intention of depriving heirs of the money; 6) whereby the testator bequeaths 
a third of the wealth not with pure intention but rather to lessen the share of 
the inheritors”.

24 A binding commandment which you have to comply with. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr) 

25 All of the aforementioned rulings and dictates. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 

26 al-FÉÍishah, vice: alluded to here is adultery/fornication (cf. al-SamÑÉnÊ).

27 This aya and the next, which deal with the ruling regarding adultery, are 
unanimously deemed abrogated (Ibn al-JawzÊ, NawÉsikh al-Qur’Én). The 
abrogating aya is: “The fornicator and the fornicatress flog each of them a 
hundred lashes”. (24: 2) ÑUbÉdah Ibn al-ØÉmit (h) narrated that the Prophet 
(g) said: “Take it from me, take it from me! Allah has made a way for 
them. If an unmarried man fornicates with an unmarried woman, then ˹their 
penalty is˺ a hundred lashes ˹each˺. If a married man commits adultery with 
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﴾16﴿ Any two of you who engage 
in it ˹vice˺, offend them both(28), 
but if they repent and mend 
their ways, then turn away from 
them—verily Allah is surely 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful. 
﴾17﴿ Repentance is due by Allah 
for those who commit evil out 
of ignorance(29) then hasten to 
repent(30). From these Allah 
accepts their repentance—Allah 
is surely All-Knowing, All-Wise. 

a married woman, ˹their penalty is˺ a hundred lashes ˹each˺ and stoning”. 
(Muslim: 1690). To prove that such a gravity occurred four witnesses of 
required legal competence have to come forward and testify that they saw 
with their own eyes the accused actually engage in intercourse, with the 
private parts not only meeting but where insertion actually took place.

 That this ruling comes immediately after the laws of inheritance have 
been elaborated, highlights how greatly unscrupulous adultery is, because 
it wreaks havoc on familial relationships on which major rights and 
responsibilities are based. Besides this, women who have been given all 
their rights and been treated with utmost respect in the previous ayas as also 
in forthcoming ones, are warned, in the strongest of terms, against marital 
treachery and betrayal of trust (cf. al-ShawkÉnÊ).

28 By speaking harshly to them and verbally reproaching them so that they 
realize the immorality of their actions. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

29 That is jahÉlah, i.e. inability to fully realize the serious consequences of 
one’s actions, despite knowing that such acts are forbidden. Every act of 
disobedience is jahÉlah (ignorance/carelessness/lack of good judgement) 
whether intended or not. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

30 God, the Most Merciful, accepts a person’s tawbah (repentance) as long 
as he is alive and before seeing death with his own eyes (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑUmar (k) narrated that the Prophet (g) 
said: “Allah accepts the repentance of a servant, as long as he is not gurgling 
˹while suffering the throes of death˺”. (al-TirmidhÊ: 3537; Ibn MÉjah: 
4253; AÍmad: 6160) There are five conditions for accepting a person’s 
repentance: 1) sincerity and seeking only God’s Pleasure; 2) regretting 
having committed sins; 3) abandoning sins; 4) having the true intention of 
not committing sins in the future, and 5) committing to repentance prior to 
death’s arrival (cf. Ibn ÑUthaymÊn).
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﴾18﴿ ˹Whereas˺ Repentance is 
not ˹due˺ for those who carry on 
committing ˹many a grave˺ evil, 
until death comes upon one of them, 
whence he says: “Now I repent!” 
Nor is it ˹due˺ for those who die 
Denying—for those We have 
prepared a painful Punishment.
﴾19﴿ (31)You who Believe, it is not 
allowed for you to inherit women 
hatefully(32). Do not ˹neither˺ 
impound them forcibly to win 
back some of what you offered 
them(33), unless they commit a 
flagrant vice(34). Keep company 
with them agreeably(35); if you 
come to dislike them, then it may 
be you dislike a thing and Allah 
endows it with good aplenty(36).

31 ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) says that the reason behind this aya’s revelation 
had to do with Arab practice during the age of ignorance whereby: “When a 
man dies, his close male relatives claimed more of a right to his wife than her 
own family. If they wished, they could marry her ˹to one of them˺, or marry 
her off to anybody, or hold her back from marriage”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4579) 

32 The fact of the matter is that these women hate what is being done to them 
and are forced into it, against their will. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

33 Men are also enjoined not to make life hard for their wives. They are not to 
force them to ransom themselves with a part of the dowry, gifts or any other 
rights they received from their husbands so that they may divorce them. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

34 Such as proven adultery not just an accusation. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ, al-JazÉ’irÊ) 

35 That a person associates with his wife agreeably means that he speaks kindly 
to her, does not hurt her or frown in her face, deals with her generously, 
makes himself pleasing to her and provides for her according to societal 
norms. (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) ÑÓ’ishah () narrated that the 
Prophet (g) said: “The best of you are the best to their wives and I am the 
best of you to my wives”. (al-TirmidhÊ: 3895) 

36 AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “A Believing 
husband should not feel averse to his Believing wife. If he dislikes a certain 
trait of hers, he may like another”. (Muslim: 1469) 
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﴾20﴿ If you wish to exchange 
one wife for another –and 
you have given one of them a 
hundredweight(37) ˹in dowry˺ – 
then take not ˹back˺ any part of 
it—would you take it falsefully 
and with blatant sin! ﴾21﴿ How 
˹ever˺ would you take it ˹back˺ 
when each one of you ˹both˺ 
intimated(38) yourselves with each 
other, and they ˹women˺ held you 
to a solemn pledge!(39)

﴾22﴿ Do not marry women whom 
your fathers had previously 
married, excepting those in 
aforetimes(40)—indeed this is a 
vice and a foulness of an evil 
path. ﴾23﴿ Unlawful for you 
˹Believers in marriage˺ are: 
your mothers, daughters, sisters, 
maternal aunts, paternal aunts, 
daughters of your brothers, 
daughters of your sisters(41), 

37 Used here in place of qinÏÉr (i.e. a unit of measure akin to a hundredweight) 
which is a large amount of something, usually a pricey item like gold or 
silver. Needless to say, this ruling also applies to smaller amounts of dowry 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

38 AfÌÉ is to engage in acts of intimacy which are sexual in nature (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

39 This ‘solemn pledge’ is the marriage contract which stipulates their rights 
and bases the relationship on the principle to: “…either hold them in 
agreeably or let ˹them˺ go gracefully”. (2:229) (Cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 
Such a breakup which is based on harassing the wife to give up some of her 
rights and/or return back some of the dowry is far from ‘graceful’!

40 During the age of ignorance. In other words, before the advent of Islam and what 
took place before this ruling was revealed. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

41 The women who are unlawful for a man to marry through lineage (nasab) 
are his: mother (including his maternal and paternal grandmothers), 
daughters (including the daughters of his children and their daughters), 
sisters (including half sisters from the father’s or the mother’s side), paternal 
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your mothers who nursed you, 
your sisters through nursing(42), 
mothers of your wives(43), those 
girls who are brought up under 
your care – the daughters of 
your wives whom you have been 
intimate with – but if you were not 
intimate with them ˹their mothers˺ 
then you would not be guilty 
of sinning ˹should you marry 
them˺(44), the wives of your sons 
who are from your ˹own˺ loins(45), 
and that you shall marry two 
sisters at the same time excepting 
those in aforetimes—indeed Allah 
is All-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

aunts (including the sisters of grandfathers), maternal aunts (including the 
sisters of grandmothers), and paternal and maternal nieces (including their 
daughters) (cf. al-TafsÊr al-Muyassar).

42 That is milk mothers and sisters. The Prophet (g) made unlawful in 
marriage women through breastfeeding (raÌÉÑah) as much as those who 
are unlawful through lineage (nasab) (cf. Muslim: 1445).

43 Such women are always unlawful, regardless of whether marriage to their 
daughters was consummated through sexual intercourse or not (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr). Such scenarios, as also those that follow, are unlawful because 
of muÎÉharah (marriage).

 All of this aims at purifying the Believing household. Categorically stating 
what constitutes unlawful marriages is a sure path to calm hearts and 
ensures stable relationships. It does not take much imagination to realize 
how fraught with emotion and unsettled households would be if marriages 
to such very close relatives were made legal.

44 In the case of the daughters of wives who are brought up in one’s household 
(al-rabÉ’ib), it is unlawful to marry any of them if one has had sexual 
relations with the mother, but if not, one is allowed to marry any of them 
once marriage to their mothers is terminated. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

45 The wives (ÍalÉ’il, lit. legals/lawfuls) of your own sons who are the fruits 
of your own loins, whether their marriage was consummated through 
sexual intercourse or not, are unlawful for you. This ruling does not apply 
to adopted or claimed sons. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 
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﴾24﴿ ˹It is unlawful for you also 
to marry˺ Married women, save 
those whom your right hands 
possess(46); this is the ordainment 
of Allah for you ˹so defy it not˺. 
Yet it is lawful for you ˹to marry˺ 
all besides these given that you 
should desire chastity(47) with 
your money not licentiousness. 
Whoever of these ˹women˺ 
you enjoy, then give them their 
˹bridal˺ dues as an obligation. 
You will not be sinning should 
you mutually agree to what is 
˹to be offered˺ after ˹fulfilling˺ 
this obligation(48)—verily Allah 
is All-Knowing, All-Wise. 
﴾25﴿ Whoever of you has not the 
means to marry free Believing 
women, then ˹let him take a 
wife˺ from among what you own 
of your Believing maids(49); 

46 These are female captives of war. It has to be made sure, however, that 
those of them who had husbands are not pregnant before marriage is 
consummated. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

47 To shelter and save yourselves and your wives from falling into lewdness. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

48 The husband and wife can agree between themselves to increase the dowry, 
decrease it, waive it altogether or postpone it; that is after the woman’s 
due has been fully acknowledged and committed to. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 

49 Such a man, who has no financial means to marry a free Believing woman, 
is allowed to marry a slave Believing woman should he fear distress from 
restraining his bodily needs. Given this allowance, he need not feel qualms 
about this union on the basis of the reality of the woman’s true Belief, 
which God only knows about, or her social standing because all people 
are born equal, being the descendants of the same parents, and whereby 
Believers are Muslim brothers and sisters. This marriage is also solidified 
by basing it on vows of chastity, handing over the woman’s dues to her, her 
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Allah knows best ˹the state of ˺  
your Belief, you are each other’s 
other part. Wed them then with 
the permission of their folk and 
give them their dues as per what 
is socially-agreed; ˹marry those 
of whom who seek˺ joining 
˹together˺ under ˹ holy˺ matrimony 
not ˹those of whom˺ seeking open 
love or secret lovers. But if they 
marry and commit a vice(50), then 
their punishment is half of that 
of free married women. This 
˹marriage permission˺ is for 
those who fear distress(51) from 
among you, but if you forbear it 
is better for you(52)— Allah is All-
Forgiving, Most Merciful.
﴾26﴿ ˹By this(53)˺ Allah wants to 
explain to you, guide you to 
the laws(54) of those who came 
before you and redeem you—
Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. 

knowledge that she should remain faithful on pain of punishment, and that 
their marriage is declared and approved of by her owner.

50 Commit adultery.

51 al-ÑAnat is extreme hardship and distress due to restraining one’s self from 
fulfilling sexual needs.

52 Although such a hard pressed man is allowed to marry a slave Believing 
woman, it is better for him to control his urges and forbear, because such a 
scenario could lead to his children being enslaved by the mother’s owner, or 
even she being sold off, which would lead to greater distress and heartbreak 
(cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

53 The detailing of these rules and prohibitions.

54 Sunan (sing. sunnah) are the laws, course and the followed path (cf. 
al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt; al-KafawÊ, al-KulliyÉt). “The laws of those who 
came before you,” is the most laudable course that earlier honouarble 
Prophets of God () and their rightly-guided followers took in life (cf. 42: 
13; al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾27﴿ Allah wants to redeem you, 
but those who follow ˹their˺ lusts 
want you to greatly deviate far 
away ˹from the right course˺(55). 
﴾28﴿ Allah wants to lighten your 
load(56)—indeed humans are but 
created weak! 
﴾29﴿ You who Believe, do not 
devour each other’s property 
unlawfully(57) – unless you engage 
in mutually agreed trade(58) – and 
do not kill yourselves(59)—verily 
Allah is Most Merciful to you. 
﴾30﴿ Whoever of you commits this(60) 
out of transgression and injustice, 
We will make him suffer a Fire—
indeed that is easy for Allah(61).

55 Those who are ungodly try hard to make the Believers follow their path 
and relinquish that of God’s, so that they will stand on an equal, immoral, 
footing. So, disarm them of their moral authority to guide or berate them for 
their corruption (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

56 The ‘load’ is God’s commandments and prohibitions. Allowing hard-pressed 
Believers to marry bondage women is one such manifestation of how God 
lightens the load of Believers (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). The overall 
rule is that Allah, the All-Knowing Knows how weak humans are and: “has 
placed no hardship for you ˹Believers˺ in the religion”. (22: 78) 

57 The matter of money, with which people secure their needs, and the way to 
obtaining it is mentioned here to show that those who are in pressing need, to 
get married for instance, can do so through legitimate means only, i.e. labour 
and trade, not by misappropriation or by shedding blood (cf. al-TawÍÊdÊ).

58 Trade is based on mutual consent. This is why it is a lawful act. AbË SaÑÊd 
al-KhudrÊ (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Trade has to be mutually 
agreed”. (Ibn ×ibbÉn: 4967) 

59 Dot not annihilate your own souls (through suicide or extreme negligence) 
or those of others. God says: “Do not kill the soul that Allah has made 
sacrosanct, except having a right to”. (17: 33) ‘Yourselves’ entails all other 
Believers because whoever kills any of his brethren is killing himself—
religious brotherhood makes them one and the same (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

60 Usurping people’s money and killing them. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

61 This is a reminder that nothing is hard for God; He is Able over everything 
and none can escape His justice.
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﴾31﴿ If you ˹Believers˺ avoid the 
major ones ˹of the sins˺ that 
you are warned against, We will 
absolve you of your ˹lesser˺ 
misdeeds and We will have you 
enter a Noble Entrance(62).
﴾32﴿ Do not harbour covetous 
desires for what Allah favoured 
some of you with over the 
others(63), to men belongs a 
share of what they earned and 
to women belongs a share of 
what they earned(64); ask Allah 
for His favours(65)—indeed Allah 

62 Paradise. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

63 Believers are warned against envy and wishing for what others are favoured 
with just as much as they are warned against usurping others’ money and 
shedding their blood. This is an act of the heart (Ñamal al-qalb), with which 
one attains inner peace. Thus a real Believer’s outward actions become a 
truthful reflection of his inward thoughts. (al-RÉzÊ, al-TawÍÊdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

64 The reason for revelation is as narrated by Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k): “A woman 
came to the Prophet of Allah (g) and said: “Prophet of Allah! A man gets 
twice the share of a woman ˹in inheritance˺. A man’s testimony equals that 
of two women ˹in a court of justice˺. Is it so that if a woman does a good 
deed, it will be considered a half of a good deed ˹Íasanah˺?” Allah then 
revealed: “…to men belongs a share of what they earned and to women 
belongs a share of what they earned”.” (Cf. Ibn AbË ×Étim; documented 
by al-ÖiyÉ’ in al-AÍÉdÊth al-MukhtÉrah and its chain of narrators was 
deemed authentic by AÍmad ShÉkir in ÑUmdat al-TafsÊr). A person need 
not be eaten by worry and brooding over what he/she is missing out on. 
God, the Most Generous of all givers, keeps an immaculate register (20: 
52) of a person’s good deeds for him/her, no matter how small or seemingly 
insignificant they are, and rewards him/her for them bountifully: “Whoever 
does a mote’s weight of good, he will come to see it”. (99: 7) 

65 This is a reminder and a call for people, particularly the less favoured, to get 
out of their shell of self remorse and meet the world armed with a sincere 
prayer and a heart full of hope and faith in God. One can open up the doors 
to God’s favours through supplicating to Him; asking Him earnestly and 
repeatedly for whatever one is hopeful of. It is conditional that the person 
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has knowledge of everything. 
﴾33﴿ (66)To everyone there are the 
closest of kin ˹who inherit˺ from 
what the parents and relatives 
have left behind; those with whom 
you have solemn pledges(67), give 
them their share—Allah is indeed 
witnessing everything.
﴾34﴿ Men are in charge of 
women(68), because Allah favoured 
one over the other and of the 
money they ˹men˺ spend. Pious, 
devout wives are ˹trustworthy˺ 
keepers of what is hidden(69) 

who supplicates to God does so with good faith and firm belief that God will 
respond to him. AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Ask 
Allah while you firmly believe that He will respond to you. And know that 
Allah does not respond to an inattentive, wandering heart”. (al-TirmidhÊ: 3479) 

66 This drives the message home that all those who are favoured with wealth 
already have their next of kin to inherit them, so none need harbour ill thoughts 
about receiving their share of wealth after relatives die (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

67 Literally, those with whom your right hands have ties; those with whom 
you have Íilf, i.e. an alliance (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn 
FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah). Before Islam, the Arabs used to repeat the 
following mantra when they wanted to forge an alliance with someone: 
“Your blood is my blood, your destruction is my destruction, your revenge 
is my revenge, your war is my war, your peace is my peace, and you inherit 
me and I inherit you”. (Cf. al-JazÉ’irÊ)

 The majority of scholars are of the opinion that the ruling of this aya is 
abrogated by Aya 8: 75 (cf. Ibn al-JawzÊ, NawÉsikh al-Qur’Én). Besides this, 
after the advent of Islam, alliances between any two parties which are not 
inclusive of the rest of the community are not permissible (cf. Muslim: 2530).

68 The Qur’anic word employed here is qawwÉmËn, which entails taking care of 
the affairs of those whom one is in charge of. This is the ordainment of God, the 
Wise Creator Who knows best the nature of humans, and whereby order can be 
established in the house by the man assuming the rule of head caretaker.

69 Such wives are completely trustworthy in not betraying their husbands 
behind their backs both in terms of their chastity and with regards to dealing 
with their husband’s property and other affairs. They are guided to this 
by the Grace of God, or else humans are but created weak (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). A wife possessing these noble characteristics is to be 
cherished and held in honour by her husband (cf. al-JazÉ’irÊ).
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by Allah’s protection ˹and 
guidance˺. As for those ˹wives˺ 
of whom you fear ˹disdainfulness 
and˺ rebelliousness, caution them 
˹first˺, ˹but if they persist˺ 
abandon them in bed and ˹if 
they further persist˺ hit them 
˹lightly˺(70). But if they obey you, 
seek not a means ˹to transgress˺ 
against them(71)—indeed Allah is 
verily Most High, Most Grand. 

70 This is a complete, three-step behaviour management recipe for 
waywardness, drawn up by the All-Wise Creator of humans. A husband 
who notices signs of rebelliousness in his wife, which is sure to disturb 
order in the house, may take the following steps: 1) reason with his wife, but 
if she refuses to heed the warning; 2) he can take the passive and practical 
measure of abstaining from sexual relations with her. 3) Should this also 
fail, the husband is given permission to use a corporal measure, but scholars 
are unanimous that this ‘hitting’ should not be mubarriÍ (physically painful; 
cf. Muslim: 1218). The reason behind this Divine license to apply such 
measures, even though some think them extreme, is to preserve family ties, 
especially when children are involved. It also comes within the context of 
appointing the head of the family (the husband), and preserving the rights 
of women and ensuring that they receive a fair hearing (an arbiter from her 
side) should the disagreement escalate and no longer be contained within 
the bounds of the household. Equally, the husband is strongly reminded not 
to transgress against his wife should she mend her ways, and that God, the 
Most High, Most Grand, is Higher and Mightier than he.

 One also cannot pass by this particularly and hotly debated issue without 
pointing to ÑÓ’ishÉ’s () Hadith which says: “Never has the Messenger 
of Allah (g) ever hit anything with his hand, nor a woman, nor a servant, 
except when he was fighting in the path of Allah” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3149; 
Muslim: 1057). Believers need only to bear this example in mind at times of 
marital fissures, knowing that the Messenger of God (g) is our perfect role 
model did not ever hit a wife of his: “Indeed, you have in the Messenger of 
Allah a beautiful example for those who hope for Allah and the Last Day, 
and remember Allah much” (33: 21).

71 Do not blame them for their refractory behaviour, or dwell on their 
shortcomings. Furthermore, you have no permission to beat them. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾35﴿ If you fear that they ˹husband 
and wife˺ are in dissention(72), 
then nominate an arbiter from 
his folk and an arbiter from her 
folk. If they ˹sincerely˺ want to 
reconcile, Allah will join them in 
harmony—indeed Allah is All-
Knowing, Most Knowledgeable.
﴾36﴿ (73)Worship Allah ˹alone˺ and 
Associate none with Him(74), and 
be beneficent to your parents(75), to 
relatives, to orphans, to the needy, 
to the close ˹relative˺ neighbour, 
to the adjoining neighbour(76), 

72 Whereby their disagreements cannot be resolved and the situation could 
lead to divorce. (al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

73 This is known as the Aya of the Ten Rights (al-ÍuqËq al-Ñashrah), i.e. 
those of: God, parents, relatives, orphans, the destitute, relative neighbours, 
close neighbours, close companions, the stranded (ibn al-sabÊl), and one’s 
slaves. A Believer’s benevolence should not be limited to the bounds of his 
household, but should include all those around him (cf. al-RÉzÊ, al-TawÍÊdÊ). 
It is only through extended benevolence that a community can achieve real 
social harmony. For this reason Islam values and cherishes benevolence (cf. 
2: 83, 2: 195).

74 The worship of God alone without any form of Association is the 
fountainhead of all good (cf. al-RÉzÊ, al-TawÍÊÌÊ). The Prophet (g) said 
to MuÑÉdh (h): “Do you know what the right of God on people is?” He 
replied: “Allah and His Messenger know best!” He (g) said: “That they 
should worship Him and never Associate anything with Him”. He (g) then 
asked: “Do you know what is the right of people on God if they do that? 
That He would not Punish them”. (al-BukhÉrÊ, 6267; Muslim, 30) 

75 To highlight the significance of being kind, considerate and a good 
company to one’s parents, God, in many occurrences in the Qur’an (cf. 2: 
83, 17: 23 along with this aya) instructs people to be benevolent to their 
parents (birr al-wÉlidayn) immediately after enjoining them to worship 
Him alone. Are they not the cause of one’s own existence and one’s first 
benefactors after God? 

76 Respectively, the neighbour with whom you have family relations (al-jÉr 
dhÊ al-qurbÉ) and those whose homes are close to yours but who are not 
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to the companion at your side(77), 
the stranded(78) and those whom 
your right hands possess(79)—
verily Allah does not like any 
who is proud and boastful(80); 

one’s own relatives (al-jÉr al-junub) (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). Neighbours 
in Islam have a great right. One very famous Prophetic saying is narrated 
by ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑUmar (k) whereby the Prophet (g) said: “Gabriel 
would always emphasize the right of the neighbour until I thought he 
would ask for giving him a share of the inheritance!” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
6015; Muslim: 2625) Neighbours are of three types: one who has three 
rights, one who has two rights and one who has one right. The one who 
has three rights is the Muslim relative neighbour; he has the rights of 
Islam, relationship and neighbourhood. The one who has two rights is 
the Muslim non-relative neighbour; he has the rights of both Islam and 
neighbourhood. The one who has one right is the non-Muslim neighbour; 
he has the right of neighbourhood (cf. Ibn Rajab al-×anbalÊ, JÉmiÑ 
al-ÑUlËm wa al-×ikam, 1: 138).

77 al-sÉÍib bi al-janb is a person’s constant companion, like one’s wife and 
travel companions. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

78 Ibn al-sabÊl (lit. the son of the road) is the wayfarer, especially the one who 
is left without means to provide for himself.

79 MÉ malakat aymÉnukum are one’s male and female slaves. This point is 
emphasized and elaborated in numerous traditions, in which the Prophet 
is quoted as urging considerate and sometimes even equal treatment 
for slaves, denouncing cruelty, harshness, or even discourtesy, and 
recommending the liberation of slaves; here are a few: “Your brothers, 
your helpers, Allah brought them under your hands. Any of you who has a 
brother under his hand let him feed him from the food he ˹the master˺ eats 
and clothe him from the clothes he wears. Do not burden them with what 
they cannot bear. If you charge them with a task, help them”, (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
30, Muslim: 1661). “When his slave brings him his food, if he ˹ the master˺ 
would not let him share his company, then ˹at least˺ let him share a morsel 
or two of it with him. He ˹the slave˺ did the hard work of preparing it.” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 2557) “To the slave ˹give˺ his food and clothes, and do not 
overburden him with what he cannot bear.” (Muslim: 1662) “It is enough 
as sin that a man withholds the sustenance of the day from those he owns.” 
(Muslim: 996) 

80 Magnanimous people who observe such acts of kindness and extend them 
to others are urged not to be boastful about them. It was a habit of the 
Arabs at the time to gleefully mention their good deeds and charitable acts. 
(al-TawÍÊdÊ) 
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﴾37﴿ those who are miserly, 
encourage people to miserliness(81), 
and hide what Allah gave them 
of His Bounty(82). We have 
prepared a humiliating Punishment 
for the ˹faithless˺ Deniers; 
﴾38﴿ those who spend their money 
˹in charity only˺ to show off to 
people and do not ˹in sincerity˺ 
Believe in Allah and the Last 
Day(83)—whoever is a fellow of 
Satan, then sordid indeed is the 
fellowship. ﴾39﴿ What irks them 
should they ˹just˺ Believe in 
Allah and the Last Day, and 
spend out of Allah’s provisions 
for them! Indeed Allah is 
All-Knowing about them. 

81 Benevolence to people inevitably entails spending out of one’s own money.

82 Fearing that people will ask them for financial help or blame them for 
their greediness, misers try their best to hide God’s bountiful favours 
on them. These are called ‘Deniers’! The Qur’an gravely warns against 
miserliness (cf. 3: 92 and 180, 9: 75-77, 47: 38, 59: 9, 64: 16, 92: 8-11). 
Lack of generosity is caused by lack of sincere Faith and trust in God, 
the Ever-Able Sustainer, Who took it upon Himself to provide for all His 
creatures.

 Greediness and money hoarding disrupts the flow of income and 
aggravates the reversal of fortune of the down-trodden segments of 
society, who will harbour ill-feelings and grudges towards the more 
affluent in the community. At any opportunity, these feelings will boil 
and escalate into outright violence and the disruption of calm and life. 
The Prophet (g) said: “Be warned of miserliness: it caused those who 
came before you to shed one another’s blood; it caused those who came 
before you to abandon one another ˹severing relationships of kin˺; it 
caused those who came before you to desecrate the sacred”. (al-AlbÉni, 
ØaÍÊÍ al-TarghÊb: 2603) 

83 Such people fall within the sphere of hypocrisy, and the sincerity of their 
Faith is in doubt. They are the companions of Satan, who enjoins ungodly 
acts and drives those who fall under his command away from acts of virtue. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾40﴿ (84)Verily Allah does not deal 
˹anyone˺ unjustly as much as 
a mote’s weight(85); if it is a ˹ one˺ good 
deed done, then He multiplies it and 
grants from His own ˹additionally˺ 
a great reward. ﴾41﴿ (86)How ˹will 
they fare˺, when we bring forward 
a witness from every nation, 

84 There is great hope of salvation in this aya. Both the great exegetical 
Companions Ibn ÑAbbÉs and Ibn MasÑËd () are of the view that this aya 
is one of a few that are better than all that the sun shines on (cf. al-JazÉ’irÊ). 
ÑAbdullÉh Ibn MasÑËd (h) said: “There are five ayas in al-NisÉ’ that I would 
not replace for the world. And I know for certain that those of knowledge 
would not pass by them without recognizing them. ˹They are˺: “If you 
˹Believers˺ avoid the major ones ˹of the sins˺ that you are warned against, 
We will absolve you of your ˹lesser˺ misdeeds and We will have you enter 
a Noble Entrance ˹Paradise˺,” (4: 31); “Verily Allah does not deal ˹anyone˺ 
unjustly as much as a mote’s weight; if it is a ˹ one˺ good deed done, then He 
multiplies it and grants from His own ˹additionally˺ a great reward,” (4: 
40); “Allah does not forgive that He is Associated with, but He forgives what 
is lesser than that for whoever He wills,” (4: 48); “Had they – when they 
wronged themselves – come to you and sought Allah’s forgiveness and the 
Messenger sought forgiveness for them, they would have surely found Allah 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful,” (4: 64); and, “Whoever commits an ill deed 
or wrongs himself, then seeks forgiveness from Allah shall find Allah All-
Forgiving, Most Merciful,” (4: 110) (al-ÙabarÉnÊ: 9069; al-×Ékim: 3194).  
A number of Qur’anic ayas underline the fact that God will not deny people 
the least amount of the good they do and that He accounts for the most 
seemingly insignificant of deeds (cf. 21: 47, 31: 16, 99: 6-8). ÑAbdullÉh 
Ibn MasÑËd (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “None who bears the 
weight of a mustard seed of faith in his heart will enter Hell”. (Muslim: 91) 

85 Dharrah, often translated as atom, is a very small and insignificant amount. 
It is said to mean young ants, weightless things, a speck of dust that the 
air lifts easily and/or those minute particles that can be seen when a beam 
of light penetrates through gaps (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; 
al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah; al-ZabÊdÊ, 
TÉj al-ÑArËs).

86 That God does not wrong anyone by the smallest amount, entails that 
He brings witnesses to testify either for or against those who are held to 
account on the Day of Judgement. These witnesses are no less than the most 
honourable Prophets that God sent to each nation to show them His Straight 
Path that leads to His Pleasure (cf. al-RÉzÊ).
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and We bring you ˹Muhammad˺ 
as witness against these(87)! ﴾42﴿ On 
that Day, those who Denied and 
rebelled against the Messenger 
wish to be levelled to the ground; 
they will not be able to hide a 
word from Allah(88).
﴾43﴿ (89)You who Believe! Do 
not come near Prayers while 
intoxicated ˹but wait˺ until you 
realize what you are saying(90) or 
˹places of Prayer˺ in a state of 
ceremonial impurity(91), unless 
passing through, until you 
bathe(92). ˹But˺ If you are ill(93), 

87 Your nation.

88 They wish they could just vanish because they know that they will be held 
accountable for all their past actions and they can say nothing but the truth 
on that Day (cf. 36: 65; al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr al-SaÑdÊ).

89 After describing how grave standing between the Hands of God on the 
Day of Judgement will be, and that only those who are pure in heart will 
be spared His Punishment, now the ayas refer to the best observance in 
standing between the Hands of God in this worldly life, during Prayers. It 
requires total devotion and untainted purity. (al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar) 

90 This ruling is abrogated by the aya that forbids consuming intoxicants 
altogether: “Indeed intoxicants, gambling, ˹setting up˺ altars ˹for idols˺ 
and divining arrows are obnoxiously vile – Satan’s own doing, so shun 
them; may you prosper”. (5: 90) (Cf. al-NaÍÍÉs, al-NÉsikh wa al-MansËkh; 
al-ZuhrÊ, al-NÉsikh wa al-MansËkh) This aya was revealed within the 
context of building the then emerging community, getting them ready for 
the total ban that was to follow.

91 JanÉbah (ceremonial impurity), that state which follows after having sex or 
discharge of sperm because of arousal.

92 While in a state of ceremonial impurity, one is allowed to pass through 
a place of Prayer but not stay in it, unless ghusl (washing) is performed. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

93 An illness which hinders people from using water. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 
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travelling, or any of you goes to 
a low place(94) ˹to relieve himself ˺ , 
or touched women(95) and you 
cannot find water then seek clean 
earth, wiping your faces and your 
hands with it (96)—indeed Allah is 
Most Pardoning, All-Forgiving.
﴾44﴿ Have you ˹Muhammad˺ not 
seen those who were given a share 
of the Book, they purchase 
misguidedness and want you 
˹Believers˺ to swerve off the path 
˹of guidance˺! ﴾45﴿ Allah knows 
best your enemies—certainly 
Allah is sufficient ˹for you˺ 
as Ally; Allah is sufficient as 
Supporter. ﴾46﴿ Among the Jews 
are those who distort discourse 
from its ˹proper˺ position; 
they say: “We listen and we 
disobey”, “listen ˹to us˺, ˹may˺ 
you not be told!”(97) and “rÉÑinÉ”; 

94 al-GhÉ’iÏ originally means a depression in the land or ground lower than 
the surrounding area. When relieving themselves by urinating or excreting, 
Arabs of the time used to seek a low place in order to be hidden from the 
view of others. Later, the meaning was metonymically extended to mean the 
act of relieving one’s self. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; al-SijistÉnÊ, 
GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah) 

95 This could figuratively mean having sexual contact with them or literally 
just touching them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Jurists are of different 
opinions on this but the great Companion exegete, known as the interpreter of 
the Qur’an, Ibn ÑAbbÉs (g) opines that it is a metonym for sexual intercourse 
used euphemistically (cf. Ibn al-ÑArabÊ, AÍkÉm al-Qur’Én).

96 That is perform the act of dry ablution or tayammum.

97 They play on words. It could be that they are saying that a person of your 
status cannot be told to listen in spite of himself (cf. MuÍyÊ ad-DÊn DarwÊsh, 
IÑrÉb al-Qur’Én wa BayÉnuhu), or they pray that he (g) becomes deaf or 
even dies so that he loses his sense of hearing (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).
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twisting their tongues and stabbing 
at ˹your˺ Religion. Had they said; 
“we listen and we obey”, “listen 
˹only˺” and “unÐurnÉ”(98) it would 
have been better for them and 
more upright. But Allah damned 
them for their Denial; little do 
they Believe.
﴾47﴿ You who were given the Book, 
Believe in what We sent down(99) 
confirming the truth of what you 
have, ˹that is˺ before we deface 
some countenances and twist them 
towards the rear, or We Damn them 
like we Damned the companions 
of the Sabbath(100)—indeed the 
Command of Allah always comes 
to pass. ﴾48﴿ Allah does not forgive 
that He is Associated with, but He 
forgives what is lesser than that 
for whoever He wills. Whoever 
Associates with Allah perpetrates 
an egregious sin.
﴾49﴿ Have you ˹Muhammad˺ not seen 
those who glorify themselves!(101) 

98 One word for seeking the Prophet’s permission, i.e. rÉÑinÉ (lend us your 
ear), is replaced by another, i.e. unÐurnÉ (bear with us), as rÉÑinÉ could be 
twisted and used derogatorily to mean something else which is inappropriate 
(from ruÑËnah, foolishness). Some of the Madinan Jews used to address the 
Prophet (g) by subtly twisting their tongues when uttering rÉÑinÉ to mean: 
“You are foolish!” (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

99 The religion of Muhammad (g) and the Qur’an (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ).

100 The details of this story are given in 7: 163-165.

101 These are the Jews who like to think of themselves as ‘chosen’ or a cut 
above the rest. They say: “We are the children of Allah and His beloved!” 
(5: 18); “The Fire will not touch us except for a limited number of days!” 
(2: 80). (al-ÙabarÊ, al-RÉzÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
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Nay but Allah glorifies whoever 
He wishes(102)—they will not 
be wronged ˹even by the measure 
of ˺  a hair on a date seed(103). 
﴾50﴿ See how they fabricate 
lies against Allah—enough 
for this ˹to be˺ as flagrant sin!(104)

﴾51﴿ Have you ˹Muhammad˺ not 
seen those who were given a 
share of the Book believing in ˹all 
sorts of ˺  idols(105) and false gods(106) 
and say about those who Deny: 
“These are more guided in their 
ways than those who Believe!”(107)

102 God is the One Who really knows the truth of matters, and thus He lauds 
whoever is deserving of His creation: “Do not glorify yourselves; He knows 
best those who are ˹truly˺ Mindful”, (53: 32). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

103 That is to say as much as a hair’s breadth.

104 By glorifying themselves in such a manner and claiming honour falsely. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)  

105 al-Jibt is a word used for all sorts of false and groundless things and 
everything that is worshipped besides God. (al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; 
Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt) 

106 al-ÙÉghËt taken from ÏughyÉn, i.e. transgression and wrongdoing. All that 
transgresses against God. Anyone who condones being worshipped besides 
God is a ÏÉghËt. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb 
al-Qur’Én; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt) 

107 The reason for the revelation of this aya is narrated by Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) 
whereby: “When ˹the Jewish scholar˺ KaÑb Ibn al-Ashraf came to Makkah, 
the Quraysh asked him: “You are the best of the people of Madinah and their 
master. Aren’t you?” He replied: “Yes!” They then said: “What do you think 
of this sonless outcast ˹ alluding to the Most Noble Prophet Muhammad (g)˺ 
claiming that he is better than us when we are the custodians of pilgrims 
and the caretakers of the House of God!” He said: “You are indeed better 
than him!” Then the following ayas were revealed: “Indeed, your hater 
is the one cut off”, (108: 3) and: “Have you ˹Muhammad˺ not seen those 
who were given a share of the Book believing in ˹all sorts of ˺  idols and 
false gods and say about those who Deny: “These are more guided in their 
ways than those who Believe!*Those are the ones whom Allah Damned—
whoever Allah Damns will find no helper””. (al-NasÉ’Ê, al-Sunan al-KubrÉ: 
11707; Ibn ×ibbÉn: 6572) 
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﴾52﴿ Those are the ones whom Allah 
Damned—whoever Allah Damns 
will find no helper. ﴾53﴿ (108)Or do 
they have a share in the kingship 
˹of Allah˺? Had they, they would 
not give ˹other˺ people ˹of it as 
much as˺ a groove on a date seed! 
﴾54﴿ Or do they envy ˹ other˺ people 
for the bounties Allah granted 
them?(109) ˹But then˺(110) We did 
grant the House of Abraham the 
Book and Wisdom(111), and We 
granted them a great kingship(112). 
﴾55﴿ Among them are those who 
Believe in him ˹Muhammad and/
or the Qur’an˺ and those who look 
the other way(113)—Hell suffices 
for a blazing fire! ﴾56﴿ Those who 
Deny Our Signs, We will have 
them scorched by a Fire; whenever 
their skins are burned away, 
We replace them with other 
skins to make them taste the 
Punishment ˹ anew˺—indeed Allah 
is Most Prevailing, All-Wise. 

108 Those who willingly subscribe to such outright lies and fabrications are 
consumed by deep set greed and lack of goodwill. Naturally, they want no 
good to come by others (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

109 That Prophethood came to Muhammad (g), a non-Jew. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

110 God reminds them of His favours to their forefathers. The One, the Most 
Generous, Who is the sole Owner of kingship, can shower with favour 
whoever He wills and without asking permission from anybody, especially 
those who claim a right to it.

111 All that was revealed to them besides the Scriptures. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 

112 Like that of Solomon’s ().

113 Øadda Ñan either means they turned their own faces away from it, or prevented 
others from setting their sights on it. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾57﴿ Those who Believe and do 
good deeds, We will admit them 
into Gardens under which rivers 
flow, forever they abide therein; 
there they will have purified 
spouses and We will admit them 
into shadowy shade(114).
﴾58﴿ (115)Indeed Allah commands 
you that you should hand over 
trusts(116) to their ˹rightful˺ owners 
and should you judge among 
people(117), judge fairly. Exalted 
indeed is what Allah exhorts 
you to—verily Allah is All-
Hearing, All-Seeing. ﴾59﴿ You 
who Believe obey Allah, obey 
the Messenger and those who 
are in charge among you(118). 

114 Úill ÐalÊl means an everlasting shade which the sun does not dissipate; 
a shade in which no biting cold, sultry heat, glaring light, gusty wind or 
heat wave passes through. (Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, 
al-MufradÉt; al-KafawÊ, al-KulliyÉt) 

115 To be trustworthy and fair are two great traits that all Believers need to 
carry. This is, in a way, an allusion to those who did not pass fair judgement 
when they declared that Deniers are more guided than Believers; they 
betrayed their trust (cf. al-RÉzÊ, RiÌÉ).

116 Believers are instructed to give back what they have been entrusted with to 
its rightful owners: whole and without delay. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

117 Judge with fairness among disputants.

118 As much as those who are in charge (ulÊ al-amr) are instructed to be fair 
and equitable and to uphold justice, those who receive their judgement are 
encouraged to obey (al-RÉzÊ, al-TawÍÊdÊ, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

 Believers are told to obey those who are put in charge of their affairs given 
that what they tell them to do or follow is in accordance with the precepts 
of Islam, as detailed in the Qur’an and the Sunnah, and is fair and equitable: 
“No one of the creation is ever to be obeyed in sinning against the Creator. 
Obeying only applies to what is deemed acceptable”. (Muslim: 1840, cf. 
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˹But˺ Should you dispute over 
a matter, then refer it to Allah 
and the Messenger, that is if you 
˹truly˺ Believe in Allah and the 
Last Day; that is better and of a 
more desirable end(119).
﴾60﴿ Have you ˹Muhammad˺ not 
seen those who falsely claim that 
they Believe(120) in what was sent 
down to you and what was sent 
down before you(121); ˹yet still˺ 
they want to resort to false gods(122) 
to adjudicate ˹their disputes˺, 
when they were commanded 
to reject it(123)—Satan wants to 
swerve them far off the path ˹of 
guidance˺. ﴾61﴿ When it is said to 
them: “Come to what Allah has 
sent down and to the Messenger!” 
you see the hypocrites turn 
away from you with fervour. 

also al-BukhÉrÊ: 7145) ÑUbÉdah Ibn al-ØÉmit (h) said: “We swore an oath 
of allegiance to the Messenger of Allah (g) that we should listen and obey 
under all circumstances whether we like it or not, that we will not defy 
those who are in charge of us, and that we stand for what is right wherever 
we might be and never fear blame to carry out what Allah commands”. 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 7199, Muslim: 1840) 

119 Rebelling against commands and unruly behaviour cuts against the grain of 
social order.

120 The hypocrites whose hearts are diseased.

121 The Qur’an and earlier Scriptures, respectively.

122 According to ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) this aya was revealed with 
regards to a group of the Aslam tribe, who professed Islam, then went to 
AbË ZurÉrah al-AslamÊ, the soothsayer, to settle a dispute. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

123 Judgement which is not in accordance with what God sent down to His 
Messenger (g). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾62﴿ How ˹then will they fare˺ 
when disaster strikes them 
because of what their hands sent 
forth, and ˹then˺ they ˹will˺ come 
to you(124) swearing by Allah: “We 
only meant to do good and set 
matters straight!” ﴾63﴿ Those are 
the ones about whom Allah knows 
what lurks in their hearts, so turn 
away from them(125), warn them 
and say to them profound words 
about themselves(126). ﴾64﴿ We only 
sent Prophets to be obeyed, by 
Allah’s permission. Had they – 
when they wronged themselves 
– come to you and sought Allah’s 
forgiveness and the Messenger 
sought forgiveness for them, they 
would have surely found Allah 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful. 
﴾65﴿ Nay by your Lord! They will 
not truly Believe until they seek 
your judgement in their disputes 
and then they find no scruples in 
them from your judgement and 
they give in totally.
﴾66﴿ Had We ordained they kill 
themselves or abandon their lands, 
they would ˹ surely˺ not have done so; 

124 At times of hardship they know only too well to whom they should resort; 
the one who possesses the truth and is able to alleviate their affliction by 
praying to the True God.

125 That is, do not take measures to punish them for their insincerity. As long 
as they did not make manifest the Denial that they are really bent on, there 
is no way against them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-JazÉ’irÊ).

126 Qawl balÊgh is penetrating speech that reaches people’s hearts because of 
its frankness and persuasiveness. For it to be so, it has to be true and to the 
point. (Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt) 
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except for a few of them(127). 
But should they do what they 
are commanded to, it would be 
better for them and a stronger 
confirmation ˹of their Faith˺(128). 
﴾67﴿ Then We would have given 
them a great reward from 
Our own; ﴾68﴿ and would have 
guided them to a Straight Path. 
﴾69﴿ Whoever obeys Allah and 
the Messenger, then those are 
among the ones on whom Allah 
has bestowed His Grace—of the 
Prophets, the Affirmers of Truth, 
the martyrs and the pious(129)—

127 God, who would not charge a soul with more than it can bear (2: 286), is not 
tasking them with an augean task such as killing themselves or deserting 
their homes to test their Faith. Rather, He is asking them to perform a 
much simpler act of obedience, whereby they resort to the judgement of 
the Messenger (g), which is very crucial to affirming his leadership of the 
community and to their unequivocal approval of it. Yet their Faith is so 
shaky that they cannot find it in themselves to follow the ordainments of 
God, no matter or how unburdening they are how much is at stake.

128 The result of obedience is increase in Faith: Faith (ÔmÉn) increases with 
obedience and decreases with rebelliousness (cf. al-JazÉ’irÊ).

129 al-ØiddiqÊn (the Affirmers of the Truth) are those whose truthfulness and 
affirmation of Truth are no less than perfect; they realized the Truth and 
confirmed it with certitude in their hearts, stuck to it and embodied it with 
their words and actions. al-ShuhadÉ’ (the martyrs) are those killed in the 
path of God to make His word stand above everything else. al-ØÉliÍÊn (the 
pious) are those whose outward actions are a truthful manifestation of their 
inner Truth (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

 When reciting al-FÉtiÍah, the opening sura of the Qur’an, in every unit 
(rakÑah) of their five mandatory daily Prayers, Believers are asking God 
Almighty to lead them to the way of these on whom He bestowed His 
Grace. ÑÓ’ishah () said: “I heard the Messenger of Allah (g) say: “Never 
was there a Prophet who falls ˹terminally˺ ill without him given the choice 
to ˹either be healed and given more time in˺ this worldly life or ˹taken by 
death to˺ the Hereafter”. “During the illness from which he passed away, 
he (g) suffered severe hoarseness and I heard him say: “…among the ones 
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indeed the companion of these is 
well off. ﴾70﴿ That is the Favour(130) 
of Allah—sufficient is Allah 
˹indeed˺ as All-Knower.
﴾71﴿ (131)You who Believe take 
your ˹necessary˺ precautions 
and charge forward in ˹separate˺ 
groups or as a whole. ﴾72﴿ ˹And 
know that˺ Indeed among you will 
be those(132) who drag their feet(133) 
and when a disaster strikes you(134), 
he says: “Allah has blessed me 
that I was not there with them”. 
﴾73﴿ But should a favour(135) from 
Allah come your way, he – as 
if there is no affection between 
you!(136) – would certainly say: 

on whom Allah has bestowed His Grace—of the Prophets, the Affirmers of 
Truth, the martyrs and the pious”. I knew then that he had been given the 
choice ˹between life and death˺”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4586) 

130 The rewards of obeying God and His Messenger (g) are plentiful both 
in this worldly life and in the Hereafter, not least being raised to the lofty 
status of Prophets and their worthy companions in Paradise. The virtue of 
obedience is all too obvious for a community in the making.

131 The command to rebel against one’s lethargy, prevail over one’s self and 
engage in the ultimate act of heroism of fighting in the cause of God, the 
toughest of all commands, which could lead to loss of life and martyrdom, 
comes just after the ayas that detail the advantages and rewards of obeying 
the commands of God and His Messenger (g) (cf. al-TawÍÊdÊ, al-RÉzÊ).

132 The hypocrites. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

133 YubaÏÏi’anna because of a hidden object (al-mafÑËl al–mustatir) entails 
both slowing down one’s own pace as well as encouraging others to do the 
same. (al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt; al-KafawÊ, al-KulliyÉt) 

134 Being defeated or killed by your enemies. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr) 

135 Winning victory over your enemies. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

136 Mawaddah (affection) comes as a result of a sense of belonging to a group. 
In such a scenario, the insincere will speak from their hearts and reveal their 
innermost thoughts in spite of the outwardly ‘affectionate’ relationship that 
binds them with Believers. All pretence of affection wonderously abandons 
them in that moment of truth (cf. al-ZamahksharÊ, al-BaiÌÉwÊ).
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“Alas, had I been with them I 
would have won a great deal!” 
﴾74﴿ Let those who trade this 
worldly life for the Hereafter fight 
in the path of Allah. Whoever 
fights in the path of Allah and is 
killed or attains victory We will 
reward him greatly(137). ﴾75﴿ Why 
would you ˹ever˺ not fight in the 
path of Allah, and ˹for the sake 
of ˺  the victimized men, women 
and youngsters who say: “Our 
Lord, forge for us a way out of 
this town(138) whose dwellers are 
wrongful and find us from Your 
side an ally, find us from Your 
side a helper”. ﴾76﴿ Those who 
Believe fight in the path of Allah, 
whereas those who Deny fight in 
the path of false idols. Fight then 
the allies of Satan—indeed the 
machinations of Satan are frail.
﴾77﴿ Have you ˹Muhammad˺ 
not seen those to whom it was 
said: “Hold back your hands(139), 

137 Whatever the result of the fight might be, given that the sincere in heart 
strove in the cause of God, whether they won or lost, they will surely be 
handsomely rewarded.

138 Makkah, which was then still in the grip of idol worshippers who fiercely 
pitted themselves against the emerging Faith and sought all means to 
destroy this fledgling Believing community. These are the Believers who 
could not migrate to Madinah. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

139 At the beginning thay were asked to refrain from fighting their Denying 
enemies (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Because they were not ready 
or in possession of the means to so prevail, they were asked instead to first 
engage in a self disciplinary regime to prevail over their own weaknesses, 
by keeping up Prayers and dutifully giving out the prescribed alms.
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keep up the Prayer and give out 
the prescribed alms”; and when 
fighting was prescribed for them, 
a party of them feared people as 
much as Allah is feared or even 
more. They said: “Our Lord, why 
did You prescribe fighting for us? 
Would You not delay it for a short 
while?” Say ˹Muhammad˺: “The 
enjoyment of the worldly life is 
˹but so˺ little. But the Hereafter 
is better for the Mindful; you 
will not be wronged ˹even by the 
measure of ˺  a hair on a date seed”. 
﴾78﴿ “Wherever you might be, death 
will catch up with you; even if you 
are in fortified towers!” When good 
˹fortune˺ comes their way, they 
say: “This is from Allah”, but when 
a misfortune befalls them, they say: 
“This is from you ˹ Muhammad˺!”(140) 
Say ˹Muhammad˺: “All ˹good and 
bad fortune˺ is from Allah”. What is 
wrong with these people, they can 
hardly grasp what is said ˹to them˺! 
﴾79﴿ Whatever good comes your 
way is from Allah(141) and whatever 
is bad comes from your own(142).

140 Implying that the Prophet (g) had nothing whatsoever to do with the good that 
came their way. When they hit a rough patch, however, they hastened to point 
their fingers of blame at him (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). The same 
was said to Prophets Moses (131 :7) () and ØÉliÍ (47 :27) (). Because of 
their insincere Belief and hidden Denial they think of the Prophets, who they 
view with unsettling apprehension, as bad omens who augured ill for them.

141 As a blessing and a favour from God. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

142 As a result of a sin that was committed (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). 
“Whatever calamity befalls you is from your hands doing; ˹but˺ He 
overlooks many another ˹of your sins˺”. (42: 30) 
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We sent you to people as a 
Messenger ˹no more˺(143)—
sufficient is Allah ˹indeed˺ as 
Witness.
﴾80﴿ Whoever obeys the Messenger 
obeys Allah(144), whereas those 
who turn away, We have not sent 
you ˹Muhammad˺ as overseer 
over them(145). ﴾81﴿ They(146) say: 
“We obey!” But when they 
emerge from your place, a section 
of them nurture in the dead of  
the night something contrary to 
what you said(147). Allah keeps 
record of what they nurture, 
so turn away from them(148)

143 The Prophet’s (g) mission was solely to deliver the Message that God 
entrusted him with (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Whether it is really 
Believed in or not is known by God Who witnesses everything and rewards 
or punishes accordingly. Thus, the Prophet (g) cannot hold people to 
account over what is hidden from him.

144 Obeying the infallible Prophet (g) is tantamount to obeying God Almighty 
Himself Who entrusted him with the delivery of His Message. Whatever 
the Messenger (g) bids is by the bidding of God, for he says nothing out 
of his own accord but every word he utters is revealed to him by God (cf. 
53: 3-4; al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-TawÍÊdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). AbË Hurayrah 
(h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Whoever obeys me obeys Allah. 
Whoever disobeys me disobeys Allah”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 7137, Muslim: 1835) 

145 You are only tasked with delivering the Message, not to holding them 
accountable for their disobedience.

146 The hypocrites. (al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah) 

147 After having paid the Prophet (g) lip service and left him, a group of them 
convene later in the evening (bayyata) and deliberate among themselves 
resolving to contravene the Prophet’s bidding (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ).

148 They are in reality no more than a distraction from the main purpose of 
building a solid community out of the numerous individual Believers. 
The hypocrites were staunch in their stance and efforts to convince them 
otherwise was an unnecessary waste of time, especially as the danger they 
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and put your trust in Allah—
sufficient is Allah ˹ indeed˺ as Trustee. 
﴾82﴿ Would they not contemplate 
the Qur’an; had it been from 
another ˹source˺ besides Allah, 
they would have found many a 
discrepancy in it!(149) ﴾83﴿ When 
comforting or unsettling news 
comes to them, they would ˹ hasten 
to˺ spread it out ˹widely˺(150). 
Had they referred it to the 
Messenger and those in charge 
among them, those of them who 
are discerning of the truth of 
matters would have ˹really˺ found 
it out(151). Had it not been for 
Allah’s Grace and his Mercy on 
you ˹Believers˺(152), you would have 
followed Satan, except for a few. 

presented was not imminent, even if it had to be held in check. So the 
Prophet (g) is told not to busy his thoughts with them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). God, the All-Sufficient Helper, will take care of this 
matter.

149 The hypocrites will not ponder upon the Qur’an which is abundant enough 
as evidence of the Divine source of Muhammad’s (g) Messengership, and 
reason enough for them to follow his orders. Orders that are for the best 
interests of the whole community. They simply cannot see this glaring 
Truth because their discerning faculty is clouded by cancerous doubt; there 
are locks on their hearts (47: 24).

150 These are the blabbers, a fifth column, within the ranks who are only too 
eager to spread whatever news comes their way aiming to stir up unrest. 
Talk is still of the behaviour of the insincere in times of war. Letting the 
Prophet (g) and the Believers in on all of this is by way of boosting their 
immunity against such disheartening guiles.

151 When one receives news in times of turbulence, the best action is to relay it 
confidentially to the commander and/or those in a position of responsibility. 
Those of sound judgement among these realize the truth behind it and act 
accordingly.

152 By guiding you to the best course of action (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾84﴿ Fight then ˹Muhammad˺ 
in the path of Allah – you are 
tasked with no one but yourself 
– and hearten the Believers ˹to 
fight˺; may Allah curb the might 
of the Deniers—Allah is indeed 
Mightier and severer in inflicting 
punishment.
﴾85﴿ Whoever intercedes for 
a good cause will have a share of 
it(153), whereas whoever intercedes 
for an evil cause will have 
a portion of it—verily Allah 
is Keeper over everything. 
﴾86﴿ (154)When you are offered 
a greeting then salute back with 
a better greeting or ˹at least˺ return 
it back ˹ in the same measure˺(155)—

153 The person who helps others in time of need, will be rewarded handsomely 
for his good efforts (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). AbË MusÉ 
al-AshÑarÊ (h) said: “When someone in need comes to the Messenger of 
Allah (g) or when he was asked for something, he would announce ˹to his 
Companions˺: “Intervene and you will be rewarded!” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 1432) 
Yet the person who knowingly extends a helping hand to someone who 
intends evil is considered a partner in that misdeed and thus will reap a 
portion of that evil harvest (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). “Help one 
another in piety and Mindfulness; and do not help one another in sin and 
transgression.” (5: 2) 

154 In this context, this obviously refers to an offer of peace by people with 
whom the Believers are at war as well as to individual people who, while 
possibly belonging to the enemy, have, to all outward appearances, peaceful 
intentions and could very well be Believers. This is in accordance with the 
Qur’anic injunctions: “If they incline to peace, you should incline to it as 
well” (8:61), and “If they hold back ˹from fighting˺, only the wrongdoers 
shall be transgressed against”. (2:193) (cf. al-RÉzÊ, Asad; also see Ayas 
90, 91 and particularly 94 below.) The greeting of Islam is that of Peace 
(SalÉm). This is further explained in Aya 94 below.

155 ÑImrÉn Ibn al-×uÎayn (h) said: “A man came to the Prophet (g) and said: 
“AssalÉmu Ñalaykum ˹Peace be upon you˺”. He was replied to ˹by the same 
greeting˺ and sat down. The Prophet (g) said: “Ten ˹Íasanahs˺”. Then 
another one came and said: “AssalÉmu Ñalaykum wa raÍmatu AllÉh ˹Peace 
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verily Allah is Reckoner of 
everything. ﴾87﴿ Allah, there is no 
god but Him, will gather you ˹all˺ 
on the Day of Judgement, in which 
there is no doubt; whose speech is 
more truthful than Allah’s!
﴾88﴿ What is with you regarding the 
hypocrites ˹that you divide into˺ 
two ˹opposing˺ groups!(156) But 
Allah debased them because of 
what they earned. Do you wish to 
guide those whom Allah has sent 
astray?—whoever Allah sends 
astray, you will not find a way 
for him. ﴾89﴿ They desire that you 
˹Believers˺ Deny and then you 
will be ˹their˺ equals. Do not take 
any of them as allies, until they 
migrate in the path of Allah(157). 

be upon you and Allah’s Mercy˺”. He was replied to ˹by the same greeting˺ 
and sat down. The Prophet (g) said: “Twenty ˹Íasanahs˺”. Then another 
one came and said: “AssalÉmu Ñalaykum wa raÍmatu AllÉh wa barakÉtuhu 
˹Peace be upon you and Allah’s Mercy and His Blessings˺”. He was replied 
to ˹by the same greeting˺ and sat down. The Prophet (g) said: “Thirty 
˹Íasanahs˺”. (AbË DÉwËd: 5195, al-TirmidhÊ: 2689, AÍmad: 19948) The 
more courteous the reply, the more the reward one receives for it. The form 
of greeting that was ordained by God is: AssalÉmu Ñalaykum wa raÍmatu 
AllÉh ˹Peace be upon you and Allah’s Mercy˺ (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 6227).

156 Fi’atayn two different parties who show their backs to each other, but who 
unite when consolidation is needed (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; 
al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). Believers differed among themselves regarding the 
hypocrites: a group declared them Denying, while another was of the opinion 
that they were not Denying. The fact of the matter, however, was that God 
debased them (arkasahum, lit. turned them upside down) turning them into 
outright Deniers as a result of their own hands doing; doubting, rebelling and 
plotting against Believers (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

157 For a form of reconciliation to happen with the Believers, the ‘hypocrites’ 
have to redeem themselves by nurturing sincere intentions of becoming true 
Believers as well as making a physical move from Denial and its environs 
into Belief and its environs. Only then are Believers allowed to relent 
towards them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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But if they turn away, then take 
them and kill them wherever you 
find them, and take neither an ally 
nor a helper from among them(158). 
﴾90﴿ Except those ˹of them˺ who 
reach out ˹in refuge˺ to people 
with whom you have a ˹peace˺ 
pact(159); or those who come to you 
with their hearts heavy(160): should 
they fight you or fight their own 
people! Had Allah willed, He 
would have set them on you and 
they would have fought you. But 
if they keep their distance, 
withhold from fighting you and 
wave you peace, then Allah has 
made no ˹justifiable˺ means 
for you against them. ﴾91﴿ You 
˹Believers˺ will find other ones(161) 
who want to feel safe from you 
and their ˹own˺ people; whenever 
they are sent back to temptation(162), 

158 Since they undoubtedly made their enmity clear, despite the repeated and 
peaceful moves the Believers made towards them, they are to be considered 
as warring enemies and where the rules of war apply.

159 Believers are encouraged to honour their pledges. If a party with which 
Believers have a peace treaty accepts those who come to them seeking 
refuge, then, by extension, the treaty includes them as well (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

160 ×aÎirat ÎudËruhum; they are greatly perturbed and this dilemma is 
overweighing them.

161 Unlike the group who sincerely want peace, this group is more cunning 
and deceitful. To ensure their safety, they play both the Believers, by 
outwardly showing themselves as Believers, and their own Denying people 
by following their heathen ways (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

162 Fitnah (trial) here is Denial. Originally it means trying and testing, which, 
in turn, is derived from the verb fatana, i.e. to throw gold in a fire to test its 
mettle (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah). 
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they are ˹readily˺ shoved into it. 
If they do not keep their distance, 
wave you peace, and hold back 
their hands then take them and 
kill them wherever you find 
them—these against whom We 
have made for you clearly evident 
authority.
﴾92﴿ (163)A Believer may never 
kill a ˹fellow˺ Believer, except 
by mistake(164). Whoever kills a 
Believer by mistake, then ˹the 
onus on him is˺ manumitting a 
Believing slave and handing over 
blood money to his family, unless 
they forgo it as an act of charity. 
If he ˹the deceased˺ belongs to a 
people who are your enemies(165) – 

That is, they readily fall into Denial when given the least opportunity. Not 
only that, but when faced with any test of Faith, they flounder deeper into 
Denial, as the word urkisË (shoved into) entails (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ).

163 Whereas the previous ayas deal with scenarios in which killing those who 
only pretend to be Faithful is allowed and under what circumstances, Ayas 
92-94 turn to set the boundaries for killing a Believer, inadvertently or 
otherwise. Since He () prescribed fighting for the Believing community, 
God spells out the protocols of engaging in fights that could lead to 
loss of life; what is allowed, under what conditions and what is not (cf. 
Ibn ÑÓshËr, RiÌÉ).

164 Inadvertent manslaughter.

165 KuffÉr Íarbiyyah, i.e. warring, hostile Deniers. They are not to be 
given blood money because the deceased in actuality belongs more to 
the Believing community than to these, and lest they use the money as 
a resource for fighting Believers. However, in honour of the pledge, and 
knowing that the money would not be used against Believers, if the person 
killed is from a side with which Believers have a peace treaty (muÑÉhadËn), 
they are to be given the blood money as will be said shortly (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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yet he was a Believer – then ˹the 
onus on the killer is˺ manumitting 
a Believing slave. But if he 
belongs to a people with whom 
you have a ˹peace˺ pact, then 
˹the onus on him is˺ handing over 
blood money to his fellows and 
manumitting a Believing slave. 
Whoever cannot find ˹a means 
to manumitting a Believing 
slave˺(166) then ˹the onus on him is˺ 
fasting two consecutive months, 
as a penance from Allah—verily 
Allah is All-Knowing, Most Wise. 
﴾93﴿ Whoever kills a Believer 
intentionally, then his punishment 
is Hellfire, forever he abides 
therein(167); Allah is Wrathful with 
him, Damns him and prepares 
for him mighty Punishment. 
﴾94﴿ You who Believe, when you 
set about ˹the land fighting˺ in the 
path of Allah be sure and say not 
to any who offers you peace(168): 
“You are not a Believer!” 

166 This covers a situation when the killer cannot find a Believing slave or 
raise the necessary funds to free one. He is to fast every day of these two 
months without a break; this is a punishment for not being cautious enough 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

167 KhÉlidan (residing forever) here is said to mean for an indefinitely extended 
period of time. None who has the least amount of ÔmÉn (Faith) in his heart 
will reside in Hellfire forever (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). God 
forgives all sins except that He is Associated with in worship (4: 48).

168 This is a person who withholds from fighting and declares that he is 
a Believer (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-Muyassar). al-RÉzÊ says: “Exegetes are 
unanimous that this aya was revealed with regards to a group of Believers 
who met some people who declared themselves Muslim. They killed them 
claiming that they only declared Faith out of fear and to ward off death”.
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hoping for fleeting worldly 
gains(169), but with Allah are 
plentiful windfalls. Thus you 
˹yourselves˺ were before Allah 
favoured you(170), so be sure—
indeed Allah is fully aware of 
what you do.
﴾95﴿ They are not equal: those of 
the Believers who are staying back 
– except those with hindrances(171) 
– and those who strive in the 
path of Allah with their money 
and lives. Allah favours those 
who strive with their money and 
lives over the inert by a rank(172) – 

169 The spoils of war in this case.

170 God reminds the Believers, now a strong community capable of asserting 
its presence in the face of belligerence, of how they themselves were 
when they used to hide their Faith amidst hostile Denying communities 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

171 al-BarÉ’ Ibn ÑÓzib (h) said about the revelation of this aya: “When: “They 
are not equal: those of the Believers who are staying back – except those 
with hindrances – and those who strive in the path of Allah”, came down 
the Prophet (g) said: “Call so-and-so scribe to me”. The scribe came 
carrying the inkpot and the tablet (or shoulder blade), and the Prophet 
(g) said to him: “Write: “They are not equal…”. ÑAbdullÉh Ibn Umm 
MaktËm (h) said: “Messenger of Allah, I am blind!” Then: ‘except those 
with hindrances’, was revealed”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 459, Muslim: 1898). Those 
people who fall behind and do not join the ranks of fighting Believers are 
exempted given the validity of their excuses and the sincerity of their hearts 
(cf. al-JazÉ’irÊ). JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillÉh al-AnÎÉrÊ (h) said: “We were with the 
Prophet (g) in a foray and he (g) said: “Indeed in Madinah are now men 
who are with you ˹by their hearts˺ no matter what distance you cover or 
valley you cross. They were held back by illness””, (cf. Muslim: 1911, 
al-BukhÉrÊ: 2684).

172 AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Whoever Believes 
in Allah and His Messenger, keeps up the Prayers and fasts Ramadan, Allah 
guarantees that He will admit him into Paradise, whether he migrates in the 
path of Allah, or remains still in the land where he was born”. Those who 
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˹but˺ to both Allah promises 
what is most pleasing(173); Allah 
favours those who strive over the 
staying back with a great reward: 
﴾96﴿ ˹lofty˺ ranks ˹conferred˺ 
by Him, and forgiveness and 
mercy(174)—verily Allah is All-
Forgiving, Most Merciful.
﴾97﴿ (175)Those who wronged 
themselves, as the angels take 
their souls, they say ˹to them˺: 

were with him said: “Messenger of Allah, shall we tell this ˹happy news˺ 
to people!” He (g) said: “There are one hundred ranks in Paradise which 
Allah prepared for those who strive in His path. The distance between one 
rank and the next is like that between heaven and Earth. When you pray to 
Allah ˹for Paradise˺ ask Him for al-Firdaws… it is the highest ˹rank˺ in 
Paradise, above it is the Most Merciful’s Throne, and the rivers of Paradise 
gush forth from it”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 7423, Muslim: 1884) 

173 That is Paradise. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

174 These are spelled out in the following ayas: “You who Believe! Shall I 
direct you to a commerce that will save you from a painful Punishment: 
*that you Believe in Allah and His Messenger and strive in the path of Allah 
with your money and your souls? That is better for you, if you but knew. 
*He will forgive you your sins and cause you to enter Gardens under which 
rivers flow, and goodly dwellings in the Paradise of Eternity—that is the 
great triumph!” (61: 10-12) 

175 ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) explains the reason behind this aya’s revelation 
as: “Some Muslims were among the Associators increasing their multitudes 
against the Messenger of Allah in battle. An arrow comes and hits one 
of them and he dies, or he gets hit by a sword and perishes. Upon this 
Allah sent down: “Those who wronged themselves, as the angels take their 
souls…” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 7085). Such people ‘wronged themselves’ by doing 
what was not in their best interests, nor in the best interests of the then 
emerging community of Believers. Staying in the midst of the Deniers, they 
helped increase the Deniers’ numbers at a time when the Believers needed 
to bolster their numbers in readiness for battle in that very defining juncture 
in Islam’s history. Additionally, not having a really valid excuse to remain 
in the land of the ungodly, they were naturally unable to declare their Faith 
and practise it openly. Indeed, they might have had to pay lip service to 
the Deniers. In order to justify their lack of positive action, they concocted 
lame excuses (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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“What was this ˹misery that˺ you 
were in!” They reply: “We were 
victimized in the land!” They ˹the 
angels˺ say: “Was not Allah’s land 
wide enough for you to migrate 
in?”(176) The ˹final˺ resort of these 
is Hellfire—awful indeed is the 
destination! ﴾98﴿ Exempted ˹from 
this are˺ the victimized men, 
women and youngsters who have 
no means ˹of escape˺ nor could 
they find a way ˹out˺(177). ﴾99﴿ These 
Allah may well pardon them—
verily Allah is All-Pardoning, Most 
Forgiving. ﴾100﴿ Whoever migrates 
in the path of Allah will find many 
a safe haven and a breakthrough. 
Whoever sets out from his home 
migrating to Allah and His 
Messenger – but death catches up 
with him – his reward is securely 
assured by Allah(178)—verily Allah 
is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful.

176 “My Believing servants! My land is indeed vast, so worship Me ˹and Me 
alone˺.” (29: 56) 

177 AbË Hurayrah (h) said that: “The Prophet (g) used ˹at times˺ to pray 
earnestly after saying: “Allah listens to who thanks Him ˹samiÑa AllÉhu li 
man Íamidah˺”, in the last rakÑah of the ÑIshÉ’ Prayer, saying: ‘O Allah, 
salvage ÑAyyÉsh Ibn AbË RabÊÑah. O Allah, salvage al-WalÊd Ibn al-WalÊd. 
O Allah, salvage Salamah Ibn HishÉm. O Allah, salvage the victimized 
Believers. O Allah, toughen your infliction on MuÌar ˹the residents of 
Makkah and its environs, who were mainly Qurayshites˺. O Allah, blight 
them with severe droughts like those during the time of ˹Prophet˺ Joseph’”, 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 6393, Muslim: 675). The Prophet (g) named these specifically 
because he knew how sincere in their Faith they were, and how unable 
they were of fleeing Makkah. These individuals are in sharp contrast to 
the ones spoken of here who lacked real sincerity and thus deserved harsh 
chastisement (see Aya 89 above).

178 Knowing the true nature of his intentions, God will grant him the reward 
of a person who actually reached his desired destination. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾101﴿ When you ˹Believers˺ set 
about the land ˹travelling˺(179), 
you will not be sinning by 
shortening the Prayer(180), should 
you fear that the Deniers will 
try you(181)—indeed the Deniers 
are but an open enemy to you. 
﴾102﴿ When you ˹Muhammad˺ are 
among them ˹on a campaign˺ and 
you call them to rise for Prayer,(182)

179 That is travel in general (cf. 73: 20, al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) or, more 
specifically in this instance, either the one involved in migrating or fighting 
in the path of God (cf. al-RÉzÊ, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, RiÌÉ, TafsÊr 
al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).

180 QaÎr al-ÎalÉh, not in the way it is usually shortened while travelling during 
normal, peaceful times, but here expressed in times of fear in particular. 
That is, what is meant is shortening the manner of Prayer (qaÎr kayfiyyat 
al-ÎalÉh) (cf. Ibn KathÊr who quotes MujÉhid, al-ÖaÍÍÉk and al-SuddÊ who 
are of this opinion). al-ShinqÊÏÊ (AÌwÉ’ al-BayÉn: 1/248) further explains: 
“Shortening the manner of Prayer (qaÎr kaifiyyat al-ÎalÉh) denotes what is 
made permissible therein which is not allowed during Praying peacefully. 
For example: some of them join the ImÉm in Prayer for one rakÑah, then the 
ImÉm ˹upon finishing the first rakÑah˺ remains standing and another group 
joins him and he Prays with them the second rakÑah; also they can Pray 
only by gesturing ˹the usual moves of Prayer˺ on their mounts or feet and 
without facing the direction of Prayer ˹al-qiblah˺”.

181 Yaftinakum (lit. to try and test you), that is standing between you and 
seeking to prevent you from carrying out your religious duties properly. 
Potentially, then, by attacking you while you are busy performing Prayer 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ).

182 This is the manner in which ÎalÉt al-khawf (Prayer in danger) is performed. 
AbË ÑAyyÉsh al-ZuraqÊ (h) said: “We were with the Messenger of 
Allah (g) in ÑUsfÉn ˹the town near Makkah˺, when the Deniers faced 
us… standing between us and the direction of Prayer (qiblah). They ˹the 
Deniers˺ said to themselves: “We caught up with them at an opportune 
time and shall take them by surprise! Prayer is approaching and it is dearer 
to them than their own children and lives!” Upon this Gabriel () came 
down with these ayas: “When you ˹Muhammad˺ are among them ˹on a 
campaign˺ and you call them to rise for Prayer…”. When it was time for 
Prayer, the Messenger (g) commanded them ˹his Companions˺ to take up 
their arms. We stood behind him in two rows. When he bowed down we 
all bowed down, and when he straightened up we all straightened up. Then, 
he prostrated along with the row that was closest to him and the other row 
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let a section of them rise with you(183) 
holding on to their arms(184). When 
they prostrate, let them withdraw 
˹to be on guard˺ behind you(185), and 
let another section, who did not 
Pray, come and Pray with you(186); 

remained standing guarding them. When they were done with prostrating 
and rose up, the others ˹who were on guard˺ prostrated where they were. 
Then they switched positions ˹the ones in the back row coming to the front 
and the ones in the front row going behind to guard them˺. Then he (g) 
bowed down ˹after rising for the second rakÑah˺ and they all bowed down, 
then they all straightened up. Then he prostrated along with the row that 
was closest to him and the other row remained standing on guard. When 
he sat ˹for Tashahhud˺ the ones on guard, prostrated and joined them 
˹for Tashahhud˺. Then he (g) greeted off Prayer ˹salÉm˺ and left”. AbË 
ÑAyyÉsh adds: “The Messenger of Allah (g) Prayed like this twice: once in 
ÑUsfÉn and once in the lands of BanÊ Sulaym” (AÍmad: 16630; al-ÙabarÉnÊ: 
5132; al-DÉraquÏnÊ: 2/200). This is one manner of the Prayer in danger (cf. 
also the Hadith of JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillÉh (h), Muslim: 840), the other, which 
is similar to the method mentioned in this aya, is the one whereby the 
Prophet (g) Prayed during the sortie of the Day of DhÉt al-RiqÉÑ. This was 
carried out as follows: “A section formed a row with him ˹in Prayer˺. The 
other section faced the enemy. He (g) Prayed with the ones with him one 
rakÑah, then ˹upon commencing the second rakÑah˺ he remained standing, 
and they ˹ the section that was Praying with him˺ completed their Prayer and 
went off to face the enemy. Then the second section ˹which was guarding 
them at first˺ came and joined him and completed with him the rakÑah that 
was remaining of his Prayer. He, then remained seated ˹during Tashahhud˺ 
and waited for them while they Prayed their second rakÑah and he greeted 
off Prayer ˹salÉm˺ with them”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4129; Muslim: 842; see also 
al-BukhÉrÊ: 942; Muslim: 839) 

183 The other section of the army shall remain on guard.

184 There are two different opinions as to which of the two sections the 
command to hold on to their arms applies (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah). Some state 
that these are the section who are Praying given that the weapons they took 
were light enough not to hinder them from Praying properly. Others, for 
obvious reasons, state that the ones meant here are the ones on guard.

185 Once the group who Prayed with the Prophet (g) first had finished Praying 
the first rakÑah, they were to stand on guard behind the other group. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

186 The second group, who were on guard first, were to join the Prophet (g) in 
Prayer. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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and let them be on guard and 
hold on to their arms. The 
Deniers dearly wish that you be 
heedless of your arms and your 
belongings, for then they would 
swoop headlong on you. You 
will not be sinning should you be 
troubled by ˹heavy˺ rain or are 
ill that you lay aside your arms, 
˹but˺ be on your guard—indeed 
Allah has prepared for the 
Deniers a humiliating Punishment. 
﴾103﴿ When you finish Praying 
mention Allah standing, sitting 
and ˹lying˺ on your sides(187). And 
when you feel safe then keep 
up the Prayer ˹as it should be˺; 
indeed Prayer is mandated on 
Believers at specified timings. 
﴾104﴿ Be relentless(188) in pursuing 
the clan(189), if you feel pain they 
also feel pain as much as you 
do(190), ˹but˺ you rightfully hope 
from Allah what they do not 
hope for(191)—verily Allah is All-
Knowing, All-Wise.

187 Believers are enjoined to remember God and mention Him at all times, 
because it nurtures vigilance of Him in their hearts and draws them nearer 
to Him. This is even more so in times of trouble and fighting because such 
remembrance helps boost spiritual strength which is more important than 
relying on material power alone (cf. al-JazÉ’irÊ).

188 Although a number of ayas in this sura urge Believers to fight in the path of 
God, they also urge them to be cautious. This caution is not to be mistaken 
with, nor is it a license to be overly careful to the extent that Believers 
slacken or proceed with heavy feet (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

189 Your enemy.

190 Cf. 3:140: “If a wound touches you, indeed an equal wound has touched the 
clan”.

191 The most generous reward of God. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾105﴿ (192)We have indeed sent down 
the Book to you ˹Muhammad˺ with 
the Truth(193) so that you may judge 
among people with that which 
Allah has shown you. Do not be 
an advocate for the treacherous(194). 
﴾106﴿ Seek forgiveness from Allah—
verily Allah is Most Forgiving, 
Most Merciful. ﴾107﴿ Do not argue 
on behalf of those who betray 
themselves(195)—indeed Allah loves 
not who is an unwavering betrayer, 
committed sinner. ﴾108﴿ They try 
to hide ˹their wickedness˺ from 
people, but try not to hide from 
Allah, while indeed He is with 
them when they nurture in the 
dead of night speech(196) which 
He approves not—verily Allah is 
encompassing(197) of what they do.

192 One’s judgement, even with one’s own enemies, should be fair and in 
accordance with the ruling of God in His Book, the Qur’an; those who belong 
to one’s own religion and are on one’s side should not be favoured over the 
other side in legal proceedings (cf. al-RÉzÊ). God’s precious religion should 
be protected from inside by upholding justice under all circumstances, as 
much as it should be protected from outside threats (cf. RiÌÉ).

193 The Qur’an is the Truth from God; it contains the Truth, tells the Truth and 
comes with justice. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

194 al-KhÉ’inÊn are those who claim as theirs what is not. Alternatively, they 
deny what others have by right. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

195 YakhtÉnËn anfusahum: they betray their own persons by intentionally being 
treacherous (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). This command is not exclusive to the 
Prophet (g), but it entails all those who follow the commands of God; 
traitors are to be found everywhere throughout time. Although he is the 
most perfect and just of all humans, the Prophet (g) is addressed here so 
as to heighten the effect of the warning against this trait, a trait which is 
common among rulers, they being human (cf. RiÌÉ).

196 Such as forging a defence that vindicates the culprit and incriminates the 
innocent. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

197 God knows all about their stratagems. He keeps a record of everything and 
they will eventually be held accountable. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾109﴿ Here you are, you have 
argued on their behalf in this 
worldly life(198), who then would 
argue with Allah on their behalf 
on the Day of Judgement; who 
would be their agent?
﴾110﴿ Whoever commits an ill 
deed(199) or wrongs himself(200), 
then seeks forgiveness from Allah 
shall find Allah All-Forgiving, 
Most Merciful. ﴾111﴿ Whoever 
earns a sin, then he earns it 
˹only˺ against himself(201)—verily 
Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. 
﴾112﴿ Whoever earns a misdeed or 
a sin(202), then hurls it at an innocent 
person, then he has shouldered 
a grievous forgery and a flagrant 
sin. ﴾113﴿ Had it not been for Allah’s 
Grace(203) on you ˹Muhammad˺, 
and His Mercy a section of them 
would have misled you, but 
they only mislead themselves, 

198 In other words: “Assuming that you Believers argue on their behalf in this 
worldly life…”. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

199 SË’ includes, as in this instance, all sins both major and minor. It is called 
sË’ (lit. ill/bad/unpleasant) because it is a bad deed which rebounds back on 
the committer with a punishment that he will not be pleased with. (al-SaÑdÊ, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

200 By earning what he deserves God’s Punishment for, such as sinning and 
Associating with God. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

201 “No burdened soul will bear the burden of another: even if a heavily laden 
soul should cry for help, none of its load will be carried, not even by a close 
relative.” (35: 18) 

202 KhaÏÊ’ah is an unintended misdeed, while ithm is an intended one. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-RÉzÊ, al-ÑAskarÊ; al-FurËq al-Lughawiyyah) 

203 By exposing the traitors to the Prophet (g). (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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and they will not harm you in 
the least. Allah sent down to you 
the Book and Wisdom(204), and 
taught you that which you did not 
know(205)—indeed the Grace of 
Allah on you is great.
﴾114﴿ There is no good in much 
of their secret talk(206), except 
for him who bids for charity(207), 
or virtue(208), or reconciliation 
between people. Whoever does 
this seeking ˹only˺ the Pleasure of 
Allah, then We will grant him a 
great reward. ﴾115﴿ Whoever takes 
sides against the Messenger, only 
after guidance was made clear to 
him, and follows a path different 
to that of the Believers, We will 
lead him ˹all alone˺ towards 
what he headed for(209) and We 
will scorch him in Hellfire—
awful indeed is the destination. 

204 The Sunnah and knowledge of the intricacies of the rulings of Islam. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ) 

205 Cf. 28: 86; 29: 48; 42: 52, and 93: 7.

206 Such stratagems are a direct result of confidential counsels (najwÉ) carried 
out behind closed doors at the dead of night. Plotting and scheming in 
private is a characteristic of the insincere of Faith and who never express 
such evil thoughts in public (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

207 Øadaqah is giving out, extending to people useful things such as money, 
knowledge, kindness (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

208 al-MaÑrËf is all that is good and encouraged by God (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

209 If he chooses to follow that path, then God will abandon him and leave him 
out there all on his own. “We turn their hearts and eyes away ˹from the 
truth˺ as they refused to Believe at first, leaving them to wander blindly in 
their defiance”. (6: 110); “When they went astray, God left their hearts to 
stray.” (61: 5) 
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﴾116﴿ Allah does not forgive that 
He is Associated with, but He 
forgives what is lesser than that 
for whoever He wills. Whoever 
Associates with Allah has indeed 
strayed far away ˹from the right 
path˺. ﴾117﴿ They invoke none 
besides Him but females(210); 
they only pray to a rebelliously 
defiant Devil(211); ﴾118﴿ Allah 
Damned(212) him, and he retorted: 
“I shall surely take to myself from 
Your servants my due share(213)!” 
﴾119﴿ “I shall surely mislead them, 
make them ever vainly wishful(214), 

210 The most well-known idols the Arabs worshipped in the age of ignorance 
were goddesses with female names, like: al-LÉt, al-ÑUzzÉ, ManÉt (53: 19-
20), which is curious given that female inferiority was engrained in the then 
Arab psyche (16: 58-59). This contradiction is pointed out here, using their 
own logic against them.

211 They only worship false idols because Satan has tricked them into this 
(cf. 71: 23; al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

212 LaÑanahu expelled and shut him off from His Mercy. “He said: “Be gone 
from it ˹Paradise˺; you are truly an outcast. *My Damnation is upon you 
until the Day of Reckoning”.” (38: 77-78)

213 Take to himself followers from among Adam’s offspring. He will make 
them do his bidding spreading corruption and deviation from the Godly 
path in this worldly life, but which will eventually lead them to Hellfire in 
the Hereafter (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). This was his vow in the 
wake of God’s Damnation of him: “He ˹Satan˺ said: “Then, by Your Glory, 
I shall lead them all astray, *except the ˹truly˺ devoted servants of Yours 
among them””. (38: 82-83) 

214 Satan whispers hollow promises to his followers. He engages them in an 
everlasting chase of illusory mirages of hope for better things to come and 
realization of wishes. He never intends to fulfill his promises even if he 
has the means to, because this would mean losing his power over them: 
“As for the Deniers, their deeds are like a mirage in a barren desert, which 
the thirsty perceive as water, but when he comes upon it, he finds it to be 
nothing.” (24: 39) 
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and I shall command them to cut 
off the ears of livestock(215), and I 
shall command them to alter the 
creation of Allah!(216)” Whoever 
takes Satan as a patron instead 
of Allah, has indeed suffered a 
tremendous loss. ﴾120﴿ He promises 
them and makes them ever vainly 
wishful; Satan promises them 
nothing but delusion(217). ﴾121﴿ The 
resort of those is Hellfire; they 
will find no escape therefrom. 
﴾122﴿ Whereas those who Believe 
and do good deeds, He will admit 
them into Gardens, under which 
rivers flow, forever they abide 
therein. ˹ This is˺ The true promise 
of Allah, and whose word is more 
truthful than Allah’s! 

215 It was a custom of Arab idolaters to cut off the ears of cattle as a 
sign that such were dedicated to their gods, making them unlawful to 
eat; they called such cattle baÍÊrah. All of which is contrary to God’s 
commandment that made the eating of cattle lawful (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). So doing, they followed the path of Satan not that 
of God.

216 This could be outwardly with regards to appearance, and inwardly with 
regards to the innate state of creation (fiÏrah, cf. 30: 30, 91: 10): from 
serving God alone to Association, from certitude to doubt and from 
following God’s guidance to turning away from it (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

217 “Satan will say ˹to his followers on the Day or Judgement˺ after the 
matter has been settled: “Indeed Allah has made you a true promise 
and I too made you a promise, but I broke my promise. I did not have 
any authority over you. I only called you, and you responded to me. So 
do not blame me but blame yourselves. I cannot salvage you, nor can 
you salvage me. Indeed, I denounce your previous Association of me 
with Allah ˹in worship˺. Surely the wrongdoers will suffer a painful 
punishment.” (14: 22) 
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﴾123﴿ It(218) is neither after your 
˹Believers˺ wishes nor is it after 
the wishes of the People of the 
Book(219); whoever does evil will 
be requited for it(220)—he would 
never find besides Allah an ally 
or helper. ﴾124﴿ Whoever does 
˹all one can˺ of ˹various˺ good 
deeds – whether male or female(221) 
– while Believing, those will 
enter Paradise and will not be 
wronged ˹as much as the measure 
of ˺  a groove on a date seed! 
﴾125﴿ Whose religion is better 
than he who ˹devoutly˺ 
submits his face to Allah, while 
perfecting ˹his deeds˺ and 
following the creed of IbrÉhÊm 
˹Abraham˺, the rightly oriented(222) 

218 Salvation and attaining good things in both this life and the life to come 
(cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ), is earned through firm, unwavering Belief in God, 
worshiping Him in accordance with the dictates of Islam and following the 
rightly-oriented creed of Abraham, not through wishful thinking.

219 “They said: “None will enter Paradise but those who are Jews or 
Christians”. Those are their ˹vain˺ wishes. Say to them: “Produce your 
proof if you are truthful!”” (2: 111) 

220 AbË Hurayrah (h) said: “When: “…whoever does evil will be requited for 
it” was revealed, it came down hard on Muslims. The Messenger of Allah 
(g) said: “Try your best! Whatever befalls a Muslim expiates his sins; every 
calamity he stumbles upon or thorn that pricks him”.” (Muslim: 2574) 

221 Islam makes no distinction between men and women in matters of faith. 
Nor is there any distinction in what they are commanded to carry out.

222 The creed of IbrÉhÊm, millata IbrÉhÊm, known as al-×anÊfiyyah, is the most 
primordial, pristine, uncorrupted precursor to all heavenly-revealed religions. 
However, the Qur’an particularly underlines Islam’s close relation to it in 
various places: 2: 35, 4: 125, 6: 161 and 16: 123. “None would forsake the 
creed of IbrÉhÊm except one who fools himself. We have chosen him in the 
worldly life and in the Hereafter he is one of the Righteous.” (2: 130) 

 ‘Rightly oriented’ is ÍanÊf. The basic semantic meaning of the root Í-n-f 
is inclination towards uprightness and eschewing crookedness (cf. Ibn 
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—indeed Allah took IbrÉhÊm as 
a close friend(223). ﴾126﴿ To Allah 
belongs what is in the Heavens 
and Earth—Allah encompasses 
everything(224).
﴾127﴿ (225)And they seek your 
counsel(226) pertaining women, 

Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn al-JawzÊ, 
Tadhkirat al-ArÊb). Abraham, the example set for humanity for those who 
seek to find the right path of God (cf. 2: 124), was neither a Jew nor a 
Christian (cf. 3: 67).

223 KhalÊl from khullah which is the highest state, of untainted love (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Ibn Taymiyyah (al-ÑUbËdiyyah, p. 107) 
has it that: “Khullah is the epitome of perfect love, which entails perfection 
of servitude ˹to the Lord˺ from the servant, and from the Lord, Glory be 
to Him, the perfection of Lordship for His servants whom He loves and 
is loved by them”. God Almighty, the Sole Owner of the Heavens and 
Earth, does not need the friendship of anyone, let alone a mere mortal, 
but He bestowed this lofty status on IbrÉhÊm as an accolade for his perfect 
servitude (cf. al-TawÍÊdÊ, al-RÉzÊ).

224 Nothing is ever hidden from Him. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

225 The subject of the best course of conduct to pursue with regards to the 
weaker segments of society, as well as other related subjects touched 
upon at the beginning of the sura, is taken up again here so as to expunge 
certain societal habits and practices that were prevalent before the advent of 
Islam. A Believing household has to be built on preserving the dignity and 
ensuring the full rights of all its parties, lest any lack of respect for these 
leads to discord and disunion, and where the more helpless members of the 
family (and society at large) are the most affected. Being the basic building 
block of a strong, close-knit society, the family’s wholesomeness has to be 
preserved at all costs.

226 ÑUrwah Ibn al-Zubayr (h) asked ÑÓ’ishah () about the following aya: 
“Should you fear that you would not be fair to ˹your˺ orphan ˹prospective 
wives˺, then marry ˹instead˺ whoever you like of women: two, three and 
four”. (4: 3) She replied: “My nephew! This is regarding an orphaned girl 
who is under the care of her guardian and shares her money. He then likes 
her for her beauty and money and intends to marry her but without giving 
her her full dues or as much as she would normally be given by another 
suitor. These guardians are prohibited from marrying these orphans without 
giving them their dues in full, or even matching the maximum customary 
amount. Else they are enjoined to marry whoever they like of other women 
instead”. ÑUrwah (h) adds that ÑÓ’ishah () continued: “After that people 
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say ˹Muhammad˺: “Allah decrees 
to you with their regard and 
˹regarding˺ what is recited for 
you in the Book in ˹the affairs 
of ˺  orphaned women, to whom 
you give not what is ordained for 
them, and you want/want not to 
marry them(227), and ˹with matters 
of ˺  helpless children: that you 
should uphold justice absolutely 
in the affairs of orphans(228)—
whatever good you do, verily 
Allah Knows all about it.

came to the Messenger of Allah (g) seeking his counsel ˹yet further˺ 
regarding this matter, and Allah, Glory be His, revealed: “And they seek 
your counsel, say ˹Muhammad˺: “Allah decrees to you with their regard 
and ˹regarding˺ what is recited for you in the Book in ˹the affairs of ˺  
orphaned women, to whom you give not what is ordained for them, and 
you want/want not to marry them”. ˹She carries on:˺ “What Allah meant by 
what is recited for them in the Book is the previous aya (4: 3) in which He 
says: “If you fear you will not be fair to ˹your˺ orphan ˹prospective wives˺, 
then marry ˹instead˺ whoever you like of women”. She adds: “What is said 
in this current aya, “…and you want to marry them”, is that feeling of 
aversion ˹yarghab Ñan˺ to marrying an orphaned girl under one’s care if she 
has no money or beauty, or wanting to ˹yarghab fÊ˺ marry the one who has 
beauty and money, and whereby the guardian has to uphold justice ˹to both 
by securing them their full rights˺”. (Muslim: 3018; al-BukhÉrÊ: 3494) 

227 TarghabËna (third-person singular masculine verb: yarghab) takes on either 
one of two particles with oppositional (mutaÌÉddah) meanings and, thus, 
could mean either: yarghab Ñan, feeling averse to something, or yarghab 
fÊ, desiring something. As alluded to in ÑUrwah Ibn al-Zubayr’s (h) hadith 
above, in the first case, the guardian who feels averse to ˹yarghab Ñan˺ 
marrying an orphaned girl under his care is warned against holding back 
the rights that were ‘ordained’ by God for her. These rights include the 
right to their inheritance, to marry another person for fear of losing control 
over their money, or to the full amount of their dowry. By comparison, in a 
scenario that he desires to ˹yarghab fÊ˺ marry her, he needs to give her the 
dowry in full. Believers are commanded to uphold justice in all the affairs 
of orphans. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

228 Who are also to be given their inheritance in full. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾128﴿ If a woman fears ˹disdainfulness 
and˺ rebelliousness from her 
husband, there is no blame for 
them both to come to a settlement; 
reconciliation is better(229). ˹Given 
that˺ Extreme care for self interest 
is ever close to your souls, ˹it is 
better still˺ that ˹people’s˺ extend 
generosity and are Mindful(230)—
verily Allah is fully aware of what 
you do. ﴾129﴿ You ˹men˺ would not 
be equally fair to ˹your˺ women, 
despite your best efforts(231). So do 
not lean all the way through ˹to 
one wife˺ and leave her ˹the other 
one˺ hanging. That you conciliate 
and are Mindful, then surely Allah 
is All-Forgiving, Most Merciful. 
﴾130﴿ ˹Yet˺ Should they depart each 
other, then Allah will ˹generously˺ 
provide for each of them out of 
His abundance(232)—verily Allah is 
Most Abundant, Most Wise.

229 That is, coming to a mutual agreement that ensures their relationship 
continues. This is better than breaking up.

230 It is quite understandable that self-interest is innate to human nature. This 
makes giving up on some of one’s rights very difficult, yet it is better still 
that both parties extend generosity to each other in order to reach a common, 
agreeable ground (cf. Ibn ÑUthaymÊn). Men are especially reminded of 
this and whereby they must be Mindful of God and fair to their wives 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

231 This provides yet another window into human nature. A man who has more than 
one wife will inevitably prefer, in his own heart, one over another. However, 
men are reminded to be Mindful of God and to be moderate and treat their wives 
on an equal footing. Having said this, it is mandatory for a man to be absolutely 
even-handed in securing each wife her given marital rights, or else he will do 
better taking on only one wife: “But should you fear that you would not be fair 
˹in your treatment of all your wives˺ then one ˹is enough˺”. (4: 3)

232 SaÑah here is abundant Godly provisions or another spouse. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾131﴿ (233)To Allah belongs what is 
in the Heavens and Earth; indeed 
We have advised(234) those who 
were given the Book before you 
˹Believers˺ and you to be Mindful 
of Allah; but if you Deny then 
˹still˺ to Allah belongs what 
is in the Heavens and Earth—
verily Allah is Free of Need, All-
Praiseworthy(235). ﴾132﴿ To Allah 
belongs what is in the Heavens 
and Earth—sufficient is Allah 
˹indeed˺ as Trustee(236). ﴾133﴿ Should 
He wish to, He would do away 
with you people and come up with 
others(237)—verily Allah is Able 
over that. ﴾134﴿ Whoever seeks 
the reward of this worldly life, 

233 That God is the Omnipotent, Sole Owner of the dominions of the Heavens 
and Earth is repeated three times in this central thematic unit (Ayas 131-
134). This is a strong reminder to all people not to be heedless of His 
‘advice’ and commandments, but rather to be Mindful of Him (RiÌÉ). In 
other words, His commandments are not to be taken lightly.

234 Cf. note on Aya 4: 11 above.

235 “And Moses said: “Even if you, together with everybody else in Earth, 
Deny then Allah is Free of Need, All-Praiseworthy” (14: 8); “That was 
because their Messengers used to come to them with clear proofs, but they 
said: “How can humans be our guides?” So they persisted in Denial and 
turned away. Allah is not in need ˹of them˺—Allah is Free of Need, All-
Praiseworthy.” (64: 6) 

236 WakÊl (al-WakÊl) is one of the most Beautiful Names of God Almighty. 
It means, particularly in this instance, the Sustainer of the Universe, its 
Preserver, the Dispenser of its affairs with His Knowledge and Ability, and 
the Witness of everything, Glory be His. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). 
This Name entails that God Almighty is Most Trustworthy, the Dependable 
Advocate of perfect resolution.

237 Such replacements will be more heedful of commandments: “If you turn 
away, He will replace you with other people. And they will not be like you.” 
(47: 38) 
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then ˹know that˺ with Allah is 
˹both˺ the reward of this worldly 
life and the Hereafter(238)—verily 
Allah is All-Hearing, All-Seeing.
﴾135﴿ (239)You who Believe, be 
˹staunch˺ upholders of absolute 
justice; witnesses for ˹ the sake of ˺  
Allah(240) even against yourselves 
or your parents and relatives. 
Whether he is rich or poor, Allah 
has more of a right to them both(241). 
Then follow not your ˹whims and˺ 
desires not to act justly(242). But 
should you twist ˹ your tongues˺(243) 
or abstain ˹from testifying˺, 

238 People who are heedless of God are too eager to gain that which is worldly 
and think not of the life to come. Here, God reminds them that it is with 
Him that the wins and gains of not only this worldly life but also that of the 
Hereafter lie. All the more reason, then, for them to pay Him heed (cf. Ibn 
ÑÓshËr). “Some people would say: “Our Lord give us in this worldly life”, 
having no share in the Hereafter; *˹yet˺ some of them say: “Our Lord, 
give us what is good in this worldly life and what is good in the Hereafter, 
and spare us the Punishment of the Fire”. *Those are the ones who have a 
share of what they earned; surely Allah is swift in reckoning.” (2: 200-202) 

239 Here, the theme of upholding justice absolutely, no matter what the odds 
might be, is reiterated. This reinforces the main principles on which the 
Believing community is built: justice to all which is akin to Mindfulness 
(underlined in the previous group of Ayas 131-134).

240 Giving testimony should only be meant to please God alone; not to show 
off or brag. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

241 When testifying, the rich should not be favoured for his wealth nor the poor 
in consideration of his condition. A Believer needs only to give his upright 
testimony and leave the rest to God, the Creator and Dispenser of affairs. 
He knows best. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

242 “You who Believe, stand firm for Allah and uphold just testimony. Do not 
let ˹your˺ enmity for ˹some other˺ people lead you to injustice. Be just! 
That is closer to Mindfulness. And be Mindful of Allah. Surely Allah is well 
aware of what you do.” (5: 8) 

243 Distorting facts while testifying. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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then indeed Allah is fully aware 
of what you do. ﴾136﴿ (244)You who 
Believe, Believe ˹unwaveringly˺ 
in Allah, His Messenger, 
the Book that He sent down 
˹piecemeal˺ to His Messenger(245), 
and the Book(246) He sent down 
˹in full˺ before. Whoever Denies 
Allah, His angels, His Books, 
His Messengers and the Last 
Day, then he has indeed strayed 
far away ˹from the right path˺. 
﴾137﴿ Those who Believed then 
Denied, then Believed then 
Denied, then ˹further˺ increased 
in Denial, Allah will never forgive 
them, nor guide their way(247).
﴾138﴿ (248)Give the hypocrites the 
tidings that theirs is a painful 
Punishment; ﴾139﴿ these who take 
the Deniers as allies rather than 
the Believers(249). Do they seek 

244 The most significant testimony is the one held towards God, i.e., the declaration 
of Faith. The uprightness of all other testimonies springs from this fountainhead 
of true, unshakeable Belief (al-RÉzÊ, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

245 The Qur’an. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

246 KitÉb (sing.) here is a generic noun which entails all the Holy Scriptures that 
were revealed by God prior to the Qur’an. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

247 God will not overlook or forgive their misdeeds because of their ardent 
Denial, which represents the most insurmountable block to His Godly 
leniency. Denial in itself is a punishment which will not be lifted until 
the doomed meets his death without being given the chance to repent (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). They willingly chose the path of loss, so 
God left them to it (cf. 4:115 above).

248 In what follows (Ayas 138-147) the hypocrites are further exposed for 
what they are. They are told to make a final stand and align themselves 
unequivocally with the Believing community.

249 Cf. note on Aya 2: 28.
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honour(250) with them? Then to 
Allah belongs all honour(251). 
﴾140﴿ He sent down ˹ in˺ the Book(252) 
to you that should you hear the 
Signs of Allah being Denied or 
ridiculed ˹by some˺, then remain 
not with them unless they engage 
in a conversation other than that. 
˹If you still stay with them˺ Then 
you are ˹just˺ like them—indeed 
Allah will gather the hypocrites 
and the Deniers in Hellfire 
altogether. ﴾141﴿ These ˹ hypocrites˺ 
who lie low in wait for you; 
should you be granted victory 
from Allah, would say: “Were we 
not with you?(253)” ˹Conversely˺ 
should the Deniers have a share 
˹of victory over you˺, they would 
say: “Did we not enwrap you ˹in 
our aid˺ and shield you from the 
Believers?(254)” Allah will judge 

250 al-ÑIzzah is a state of being shielded against defeat and standing aloof from 
humiliation. (Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt) 

251 Dignity and honour can only be found with God, the All-Powerful, Supreme 
Ruler over all His creation. “Whoever desires honour, then all honour is 
Allah’s own” (35: 10); “They ˹the hypocrites˺ say: “When we return back 
to Madinah, the more honoured shall evict the more humiliated from it!” 
˹In fact˺ To Allah ˹truly˺ belongs honour, and to His Messenger and to the 
Believers, but the hypocrites know not.” (63: 8) 

252 The Qur’an; as in Aya 6: 68: “And when you see those who engage in 
vain discussion about Our Signs, turn away from them till they engage in 
other discourse. If Satan should cause you to forget, then once you have 
remembered, sit not in the company of wrongdoers”. (Ibn ÑUthaymÊn) 

253 Cf. Aya 72 above.

254 They greatly aided and abetted the Deniers: spreading rumours, acting 
as decoys, discouraging Believers, spying, and employing all manner of 
devious wiles and ploys to demoralize the Believers (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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among you ˹both parties˺(255) on the 
Day of Judgement—Allah will 
surely not give the Deniers a way 
˹to prevail˺ over the Believers(256). 
﴾142﴿ Indeed the hypocrites seek to 
deceive Allah, ˹but in reality˺ He 
Deceives them; when they rise up 
for Prayer, they rise sluggishly(257) 
˹only˺ showing off to people and 
little do they ˹truly˺ mention(258) 
Allah. ﴾143﴿ They are wavering(259); 
neither ˹belonging˺ to these nor to 
these—whoever is misguided by 
Allah, you will surely find no way 
˹out˺ for him.

255 God, the Most Just of all judges, will make known by His verdict those who 
are sincere and those who are not. He will admit the former to Paradise and 
consign the latter to Hellfire (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

256 God will not grant the Deniers leave to have an absolute upper hand over 
the Believers; to completely rout and eradicate them. There will always, 
throughout all times, be a group of Believers who will be victorious 
by virtue of their true and unshakable Belief. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ) 

257 God is sharing a tell-tale sign of their insincerity, lack of will and lethargic 
action in carrying out His biddings. This is by way of ‘deceiving’ them and 
drawing Believers’ attention to their deception.

258 This pertains to their engagement in dhikr (remembrance) during Prayers; 
they do not mention God with their tongues, their hearts and body parts 
are not humbled, and their minds are wandering. This is because what is 
topmost in their minds is not Pleasure of God, but rather an intent to please 
other mortals. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

259 The hypocrites live in a state of perpetual quandary and constant perplexity. 
They are stricken with doubt and always experiencing a state of dilemma: 
“In their hearts there is disease and thus ˹because of it˺ Allah has increased 
their disease”. (2:10) ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑUmar (k) narrated that the Prophet 
(g) said: “The example of the hypocrites is that of a sheep, which comes in 
the middle of two herds; this time it joins this herd and shortly after it joins 
the other”. (Muslim: 2784) For a fuller description of the squalid, worry-
stung lives they lead see 2: 8-20.
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﴾144﴿ You who Believe, take not 
the Deniers as allies rather than 
the Believers, do you want to give 
Allah clearly evident authority 
against you?(260) ﴾145﴿ Indeed the 
hypocrites will be in the lowest 
depths of the Fire—you will never 
find them a helper. ﴾146﴿ Except 
those who repent, mend ˹their 
ways˺, hold fast to Allah and 
purify their religion, then these 
are with the Believers—indeed 
Allah will grant the Believers a 
great reward. ﴾147﴿ Of what use to 
Allah is your Punishment, if you 
are thankful and Believe—verily 
Allah is Thankful, All-Knowing.
﴾148﴿ Allah likes not speaking 
of evil openly(261) except for one 
who is wronged(262)—verily Allah 
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 
﴾149﴿ Whether you declare what 
is good or conceal it, or pardon 
an evil, then Allah is 
All-Pardoning, Most Able(263). 

260 SulÏÉn is a clear-cut justification for God to punish you. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

261 al-SË’ is everything which is hurtful and unpleasant (cf. Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs 
al-Lughah; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt); ‘speaking evil’ is swearing, foul 
mouthing, being profane, hurling accusations, slandering, backbiting, 
etc. (cf. al-JazÉ’irÊ). Having exposed the hypocrites at length in this sura 
already, God draws the Believers’ attention so that they hold their peace 
and are careful not to speak evil to them openly (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

262 A person who is aggrieved or done wrong by may, with the caveat as 
in the next aya, vent his grievance by supplicating against his aggressor 
or complaining to others about him, but he may not fabricate lies to win 
sympathy. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) 

263 This is mainly addressed to the one who is wronged (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). This 
is a very subtle call for them to have good things topmost in their minds 
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﴾150﴿ Those who Deny Allah 
and His Messengers and want 
to separate between Allah and 
His Messengers saying: “We 
Believe in some and Deny 
some”, wishing to strike a 
middle road in between!(264) ﴾151﴿ 
Those are the Deniers truly—
We have prepared ˹an ever 
present˺ humiliating Punishment 
for the Deniers. ﴾152﴿ ˹But˺ Those 
who Believe in Allah and His 
Messengers and do not separate 
between any of them, He will 
grant them their rewards—
indeed Allah is All-Forgiving, 
Most Merciful.
﴾153﴿ (265)The People of the Book ask 
you ˹Muhammad˺ to send down 
to them a Book from the sky!(266) 

and to think positively. For this reason ‘good’ is brought to the foreground 
and ‘evil’ is relegated to the background. Although the previous aya only 
talks of ‘evil’; a change of perspective is much needed in situations where 
emotions run high. What is more, people are encouraged to pardon an 
injury and remember that God, Who is Most Able to punish a wrong done 
towards Him, is also All-Pardoning.

264 Thinking that such a ‘compromise’ would put them on the road that 
leads to God’s Pleasure and salvation. Had they really Believed in some 
Messengers of God and listened to them with due care and attention, they 
would naturally have Believed in the rest of the Messengers (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

265 The following three passages (Ayas 153-170) provide the leader of the 
community, the Messenger of God (g), with the necessary certainty, 
through repeated assurances (in particular passage ending ayas: 162, 166 
and 170) about the authenticity of his mission. His Messengership is the 
bulwark, the centre of gravity, which is the source of strength that the whole 
community draws on and builds its legitimacy around.

266 In order to believe in him, they asked the Prophet (g) to send down a Book 
from the sky, in whole and written in a heavenly hand just like the tablets 
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Indeed they had asked Moses 
what is even more than that, 
they said: “Show us Allah 
before our own eyes!(267)” so the 
thunderbolt struck them(268) for 
their wrongdoing. Then they took 
˹to worshipping˺ the calf(269) ˹only˺ 
after clear evidences(270) came to 
them but We forgave that(271) and 
We gave Moses clearly evident 
authority(272). ﴾154﴿ We raised the 
mountain above them(273) to ˹make 
them honour˺ their pledge and 
We said to them: “Enter through 
the gate prostrating”(274), and We 
said to them: “Do not transgress 
on the Sabbath”(275), and We took 
from them a tough(276) pledge. 

of the Torah. This was just a ruse, a smoke-screen meant to draw attention 
away from their lack of will to respond to the call of Belief (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

267 Jahrah is clearly apparent; the origin of jahr is exposing by bringing 
something into light (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn FÉris, 
MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah). This demand and all of the other Israelite infringements 
mentioned here are detailed in Sura al-Baqarah, especially Ayas 50-66. 
(For this one cf. Aya 2: 55.) 

268 Cf. 2: 55-56.

269 Cf. 2: 51.

270 The miracles that Moses () was made able to perform before their own 
eyes. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

271 Cf. 2: 54.

272 “Indeed We gave Moses nine clear signs. Ask ˹Muhammad˺ the Children of 
Israel.” (17: 101) 

273 Cf. 2: 63.

274 Cf. 2: 58.

275 The details of story are given in 7: 163-165.

276 GhalÊÐ is rugged and rough, the opposite of smooth (cf. Ibn KathÊr, 
al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt).
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﴾155﴿ ˹Damned they were(277)˺ 
Because of their reneging on 
their pledge, Denying Allah’s 
Signs, killing the Prophets 
unjustifiably(278) and saying: 
“Our hearts are encrusted”(279), 
nay but Allah sealed them 
because of their Denial—little 
do they Believe. ﴾156﴿ ˹And˺ 
Because of their Denial, their 
grossly vile slander against 
Maryam ˹Mary˺(280); ﴾157﴿ and their 
saying ˹boastfully˺: “We have 
killed the Messiah, ÑÔsÉ ˹Jesus˺, 
son of Maryam, the Messenger 
of Allah”, they neither killed 
him nor did they crucify him, 
but it was only made to appear 
like so to them(281). Indeed those 
who differed regarding him 
are ˹extremely˺ doubtful about 
him; they have no ˹real˺ 
knowledge about him; they 
are only following guesses. 
Certainly they did not kill him, 
﴾158﴿ but Allah raised him up 
unto Himself(282)—indeed Allah 
is Most Prevailing, All-Wise. 

277 Cf. 2: 88, al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr.

278 Cf. note on 2: 21.

279 Cf. 2: 88.

280 Accusing her of fornication; cf. 19: 28.

281 One interpretation of shubbih lahum (He/it was only made to appear like 
so to them) is that another person was made to assume his likeness, so they 
mistook him for Jesus () (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ).

282 He ascended to Heaven (cf. 3: 55; al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾159﴿ ˹ Yet˺ Everyone of the People 
of the Book, none excepted, will 
absolutely Believe in him ˹Jesus˺ 
before his death(283), and on the 
Day of Judgement, he ˹Jesus˺ 
will be a witness against them. 
﴾160﴿ Because of the wrongdoing of 
the Jews, We have made unlawful 
for them good ˹provisions˺ that 
had been made lawful to them(284), 
and because of their frequently 
repeated turning ˹many˺ away from 
the path of Allah(285). ﴾161﴿ And 
˹because of ˺  their taking usury 
when they were forbidden from 
it, and their devouring people’s 
money wrongfully—indeed We 
have prepared for the Deniers 
among them ˹an ever present˺ 
painful Punishment. ﴾162﴿ But 
those who are firm in knowledge 
among them(286) and the Believers 
Believe in what was sent down 
to you ˹Muhammad˺ and what 
was sent down before you; 

283 The prevalent interpretation of this is that all the People of the Book, even 
the Jews, will come to Believe in Jesus’ Messengership, his neither being ‘an 
impostor’ nor ‘the son of God’, when he descends to Earth from Heaven at the 
end of time (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 3448; Muslim: 155; al-ÙabarÊ; Ibn KathÊr).

284 For more details cf. 6: 146.

285 They never spared any effort in driving people away from the path of God: 
lying about God, distorting and concealing parts of the Scriptures and Denying 
Prophets Jesus and Muhammad (). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

286 Not all the Jews were the same but the godly among their learned are 
excluded as per this aya. Their true knowledge led them to be among the 
ranks of Believers who Believed in the Prophet’s (g) Messengership and 
those of all the Messengers that preceded him and all of the Holy Scriptures 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑUthaymÊn).
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and those who ˹dutifully˺ keep up 
Prayers, give out the prescribed 
alms(287), and are ˹sincere˺ 
Believers in Allah and the Last 
Day; those We will grant them a 
great reward.
﴾163﴿ We have sent revelation 
to you ˹Muhammad, just˺ like(288)

We sent revelation to NËÍ 
˹Noah˺ and the Prophets after 
him. We ˹also˺ sent revelation 
to IbrÉhÊm ˹Abraham˺, IsmÉÑÊl 
˹Ishmael˺, IsÍÉq ˹Isaac˺, YaÑqËb 
˹Jacob˺, the Tribes(289), ÑÔsÉ 
˹Jesus˺, AyyËb ˹Job˺, YËnus 
˹Jonah˺, HÉrËn ˹ Aaron˺, SulaymÉn 
˹Solomon˺ and We granted 
DÉwËd ˹David˺ a Sacred Writ(290). 

287 Keeping up Prayers (iqÉmat al-ÎalÉh) and giving out prescribed alms (ÊtÉ’ 
al-zakÉh) are observable manifestations of one’s Belief. In contrast to the 
hypocrites who rise up to Prayers sluggishly (cf. 4: 142 above), sincere 
Believers do so willingly, devoutly and without delay.

288 This is a direct reply to the Jews of Madinah regarding their demand (4: 
153 above) from the Prophet (g) to send them down from the sky a Book, 
in full, written in a heavenly hand. That the majority of these Messengers 
of God (), did not receive Books as described in the demand, and their 
Messengerships were not rebuffed, is highlighted here to underline their 
lack of sincere intention. They were only arguing for the sake of argument 
and to cast aspersions (al-RÉzÊ).

289 al-AsbÉÏ are the Prophets among Jacob’s descendants (cf. al-SaÑdÊ). They 
were called asbÉÏ because everyone of them was a sibÏ, who weighed in 
good qualities that of a whole tribe (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; 
Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; al-IÎfahÉnÊ, 
al-MufradÉt).

290 al-ZabËr is the Book revealed to Prophet David () (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ). Originally al-zabËr is every book that contains wisdom (zubur for 
plural, 3: 184), a Sacred Writ.
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﴾164﴿ ˹These in addition to˺ 
Messengers We have narrated to 
you ˹ Muhammad˺ and Messengers 
We have not narrated to you; and 
˹indeed˺ Allah certainly spoke to 
Moses directly(291). ﴾165﴿ ˹These˺ 
Messengers ˹were sent as˺ 
deliverers of glad tidings and 
warnings(292), so that people would 
have no pretext against Allah 
after the Messengers ˹coming to 
them˺(293)—verily Allah is Most 
Prevailing, All-Wise. ﴾166﴿ ˹Nay˺ 
But ˹in spite of the Deniers(294)˺ 
Allah ˹Himself ˺  bears witness to 
what He sent down to you – He 
sent it with His Knowledge – and 
the angels bear witness ˹to it˺ 
too—sufficient is Allah ˹indeed˺ 
as Witness.

291 Use of the absolute object (al-mafÑËl al-muÏlaq), kallama taklÊman, is 
meant to impart certainty to the occurrence of the actual ‘speaking’; God 
addressed Moses directly, in a manner befitting His Glory, without a 
medium, in words that he heard and understood (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
Ibn ÑUthaymÊn). “And when he ˹Moses˺ came upon it, he was called from 
the right bank of the valley, at the blessed site, from the tree: “Moses! 
Truly I am Allah, the Lord of all-beings!” (28:30) This was a very special 
privilege imparted to Moses ().

292 Messengers are sent by God to give people the good news of felicity and 
prosperity in this life and the Hereafter for those who obey Him and follow 
His commandments, and to warn them against His Punishment if they rebel 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

293 ÑAbdullÉh Ibn MasÑËd (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “None 
likes to pardon more than Allah. This is why He sent down the Book and 
dispatched Messengers”. (Muslim: 2760) When they find themselves in a 
tight corner, people always resort to scapegoating. “Had We destroyed them 
through punishment before this Messenger came, they would have said: 
“Our Lord, if only You had sent us a Messenger, we could have followed 
Your revelations before we suffered humiliation and disgrace!” (20: 134) 

294 Cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ.
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﴾167﴿ Those who Denied and 
turned ˹people˺ away from the 
path of Allah, they have indeed 
strayed far away ˹from the right 
path˺. ﴾168﴿ Those who Denied 
and dealt unjustly, Allah will not 
forgive them, or guide them to 
the way ˹of truth˺; ﴾169﴿ except the 
way to Hellfire(295); forever they 
abide therein—indeed that is easy 
for Allah. ﴾170﴿ O people, surely 
the Messenger ˹Muhammad˺ has 
come to you with the truth from 
your Lord, so Believe ˹in him˺ 
for your own good(296). But if you 
Deny, then to Allah belongs what 
is in the Heavens and Earth—
verily Allah is All-Knowing, 
Most Wise.
﴾171﴿ People of the Book(297), do not 
take an extremely hard line on 
your religion(298) and say nothing 

295 “We turn their hearts and eyes away ˹from the Truth˺ as they refused to 
Believe at first, leaving them to wander blindly in their defiance.” (6: 110) 

296 “Whoever does good, whether male or female, and is a Believer, We will 
surely bless them with a good life, and We will certainly reward them 
according to the best of their deeds.” (16: 97) 

297 This passage is addressed to the fourth major category of the Arabian 
community, the Christians, who did not exist in large concentrations in the 
vicinity of Madinah, hence the delay in their mention until now (cf. their 
argumentation with the Prophet (g) which is a major theme of Sura Ól ÑImrÉn). 
Their beliefs, along with those of the Jews, the idolaters and the hypocrites, had 
to be dealt with in a clear-cut manner, both for their and the Believer’s benefits. 
The Believing community had to build its relationships with its bordering 
neighbours on a well-defined set of terms, Divinely-revealed instructions as to 
where everyone stood regarding matters of creed and Faith.

298 “They have taken their rabbis and monks as well as the Messiah, son 
of Maryam, as Lords besides Allah, even though they were commanded 
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about Allah except the truth; the 
Messiah, ÑÔsÉ son of Maryam 
is no more than a Messenger of 
Allah(299), and His word(300) that 
He cast to Maryam, and a soul 
from Him(301). Believe then in 
Allah and His Messengers, and 
say not: “Three”(302). Desist ˹from 
saying this˺ for your own good; 
indeed Allah is none but one God, 

to worship none but the One God. There is no god ˹worthy of worship˺ 
except Him. Glorified is He above ˹all˺ what they Associate ˹with Him˺!” 
(9: 31) 

299 “The Messiah, son of Maryam, was only a Messenger; other Messengers 
had come and gone before him; his mother was a virtuous woman; both 
ate food ˹like other mortals˺. See how clear We make these Signs for 
them; see how deluded they are.” (5: 75) ÑUmar Ibn al-KhaÏÏÉb (h) 
narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Do not be excessive in praising me 
as much as the Christians go into raptures about the son of Maryam. I 
am no more than His servant. So say: “The Servant of Allah and His 
Messenger”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3445) 

300 He was created by the word, ‘Be!’, that the Archangel Gabriel delivered to 
Mary (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). “Indeed the example of ÑÔsÉ with Allah is 
like that of Adam; He created him from dust and said: “Be!” and he was.” 
(3: 59) 

301 That is, Jesus’s spirit was created by God (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). 
al-BaghawÊ, in his interpretation of this aya, says: “He ˹Jesus˺ is a soul just 
like any other soul but Allah added him to Himself ˹‘a soul from Him’˺ to 
honour him”. al-ShawkÉnÊ is also of this opinion. Commenting on this aya, 
al-AlËsÊ has it that: “Because Jesus was created by a blow ˹of air˺, not by a 
drop ˹of sperm˺, he was called a ‘soul’.” 

 In other words, this stresses the purely human nature of Jesus and refutes 
the belief in his divinity.The Qur’an makes clear that Jesus is just like all 
other human beings, whose spirit was created by God.

302 The claim that there are three Gods. “They certainly Deny, those who say: 
“Truly Allah is the third of three”, while there is no god save the one God. 
If they desist not from what they say, a painful Punishment will befall those 
among them who Deny.” (5: 73).
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far exalted is He above having 
a child(303). To Him ˹Allah˺ belongs 
what is in the Heavens and Earth—
sufficient is Allah as Keeper. 
﴾172﴿ The Messiah would not disdain 
to be a servant of Allah, nor would 
the drawn-near angels. Whoever 
disdains from worshipping Him 
and becomes arrogant, He will 
rally them all to Him ˹on the Day 
of Judgement˺. ﴾173﴿ As for those 
who Believe and do good deeds, 
He will grant them their rewards 
in full and will give them more 
from His Grace, but those who 
disdained and became arrogant, 
He will consign them to a painful 
Punishment—they will never find 
an ally or helper besides Allah. 
﴾174﴿ O people, there has come to 
you a ˹conclusive˺ proof(304) from 
your Lord, and We have sent 
down to you a Glaring Light(305). 
﴾175﴿ As for those who Believe in 
Allah and hold fast to Him, He 
will admit them into a Mercy 
and Grace(306) from Him, and will 
guide them to a Straight Path.

303 “Say: He is God, Unique. *God is the Oft-Beseeched. *He begot none, nor 
was He begotten.*None is equal to Him.” (Sura al-IkhlÉÎ, 112: 1-4) “˹Allah 
is˺ The Originator of the Heavens and Earth. How could He have children 
when He has no mate? He created all things and has ˹perfect˺ knowledge 
of everything.” (6: 101) 

304 People have been given enough evidence that should guide them to the 
truth. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

305 The Qur’an which should guide people to the Straight Path if they only 
walk in its light. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 

306 Paradise. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) 
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﴾176﴿ (307)And they seek your counsel, 
say ˹Muhammad˺: “Allah decrees 
to you regarding ˹the inheritance 
from˺ a childless parentless person; 
if a man dies and he has no 
children and he has a sister, then 
to her belongs half of what he 
leaves behind; ˹ in turn˺ he inherits 
her if she has no children; if there 
are two ˹sisters˺ then theirs is two 
thirds of what he leaves behind; 
if there are ˹a number of ˺  brothers 
and sisters, then a male should 
have the equal share of two 
females”. Thus Allah explains to 
you lest that you stray—Allah is 
All-Knowing of everything.

307 The legal setting of the very charged issue of inheritance is revisited in the 
sura’s conclusion so as to sum up and highlight its importance in setting 
apart the new order which the community should follow as distinct from 
earlier heathen practices. ÑUmar Ibn al-KhaÏÏÉb (h) said: “The issue of most 
importance that I leave behind is that of al-kalÉlah ˹a person with no living 
parents and who is without children˺. I have never asked the Messenger of 
Allah (g) with regards to an issue more than this, and he has never been 
rougher with me with regards to an issue more than this. He ˹eventually˺ 
poked my chest with his finger and said: “ÑUmar! Is not the aya of summer 
˹which was revealed in summer-time˺ at the end of al-NisÉ enough ˹as a 
ruling˺ for you?” (Muslim: 567) 

 Moreover, this aya can be seen as a prelude to the next sura which carries 
on explaining the laws and rules for the Believing community, in yet greater 
detail.
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al-MÉ’idah
(The Table Laid)

Title: al-MÉ’idah (as found in al-BukhÉrÊ: 347, Muslim: 368, ImÉm 
AÍmad: 25547, al-NasÉ’Ê: 11073, al-×Ékim: 3210) is titled after the 
heavenly feast which the disciples of ÑÔsÉ () asked him for as comforting 
proof of the Truthfulness of his Messengership. Having established their 
sincerity, he obliged them by praying to God on their behalf (cf. 5: 112-
115). The adverse circumstances, stiff opposition and fierce enmity which 
this exemplary earlier community of true Believers faced smack of those 
which the later Believers endured during their identity consolidating 
Madinan days. It is a tacit way of assuring the Believers that God’s support 
and help is ever close at hand when they remain sincere and stand their 
ground, rallying around their leader. The feast is a tangible and reassuring 
Sign from God. Its essence is a delightfully hearty, comforting proof and 
an everlasting cause of hope; it is meant to be a constant reminder of 
sincere Belief and how it always fares against all odds.

Merit: ÑÓ’ishah () narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Whoever owns 
the first seven suras of the Qur’an ˹al-sabÑ al-uwal˺ is truly learned” 
(ImÉm AÍmad: 24575). WÉthilah Ibn al-AsqaÑ (h) narrated that the 
Prophet (g) said: “I was given the seven lengthy suras ˹al-sabÑ al-ÏiwÉl˺ 
in lieu of the Torah” (ImÉm AÍmad: 24575). It is the last revealed 
sura of the Qur’an; Jubayr Ibn Nufayr narrated that ÑÓ’ishah () said: 
“Jubayr, are you reading al-MÉ’idah? I said: “Yes”. She then said: 
“Know then that it is the last sura of the Qur’an that was revealed. So 
whatever you find lawful in it is conclusively lawful, but whatever you 
find unlawful in it is conclusively unlawful” (AÍmad: 25547, al-NasÉ’Ê: 
11073, al-×Ékim: 3210; ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAmr (h) also states the same: 
cf. al-TirmidhÊ: 3063, al-×Ékim: 3211, al-BayhaqÊ: 13979). One of 
the distinctive characteristics of this sura is that it is the most detailed 
with regards to Islamic laws and regulations. al-TawÍÊdÊ (4/157) has it 
that al-MÉ’idah: “…contains 18 laws that no other sura mentions”. Ibn 
ÑÓshËr (6/72) adds: “This sura details numerous laws, which leads to the 
conclusion that it came down to round up the laws of Islam”.

Theme: the laws, the rules of how to deal with others, the deviance 
of earlier nations, the stories of the struggle between good and evil 
and the reminder of the Day of Judgement are all meant to educate 
the rebellious human nature into willingly accepting what is right and 
good; the story of Cain and Abel, Adam’s sons, is the embodiment of 
this purely human struggle.
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Key: al-MÉ’idah carries on from the sura that precedes it, al-NisÉ’. 
However the differences are significant: whereas al-NisÉ’ is community 
founding and identity forming, al-MÉ’idah is identity affirming and 
community solidifying; whereas al-NisÉ’ begins with the call “O 
People!” addressing human nature to be Mindful of God, al-MÉ’idah 
begins with “O Believers!” appealing in its own right to the Believing 
spirit to honour its obligations to God and man. The members of the 
community are called on as ‘Believers’, no less than 16 times throughout 
this sura so as to cement their bond around a defining imÉn (Sincere 
Faith). Insomuch as the many laws in al-NisÉ’ were meant to announce 
the birth of a new community, the set of laws detailed in al-MÉ’idah are 
meant as ever abiding regulations for a Believing community which, 
once and for all, is ready to stand the test of time.
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In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful

﴾1﴿ You who Believe, honour 
obligations(1). Livestock(2) ˹consuming˺ 
has been made lawful to you, 
except what is recited to you(3). 
You should not pronounce hunting 
lawful while you are in a state of 
sanctity(4)—indeed Allah decrees 

1 al-ÑUqËd (lit. contracts) are the pledges that one has with God and other 
human beings (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). They denote solemn undertakings or 
engagements involving more than one party. This opening command is a 
strong reminder to the Believers of their binding obligations and is meant to 
put them in the right frame of mind to receive the commandments that are 
to come. Belief is a ‘contract’ between God and the Believers and it has to 
be honoured.

 Alternatively, these first two ayas can also be understood within the 
context of what is known as Ñumrat al-qaÌÉ’ (the Ñumrah of recompense) 
(cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr, 1/59), which took place in the 
sacrosanct month of DhË al-QiÑdah on the year that followed the Treaty of 
×udaybiyyah (the stipulates of which are probably the ‘obligations’ alluded 
to in this aya). As per the treaty, the Prophet (g) along with the Muslims 
were turned back from performing Ñumrah, only to be given license to 
perform it the following year. The Prophet (g) was accompanied on it by a 
2,000 strong contingent of lightly armed well-built men, a fact which was 
pointed out to the Deniers. The call for self-restraint to curb aggression out 
of ‘resentment’ particularly in a sacrosanct month, not harming those who 
are also performing the rites, whilst probably not Muslim but nevertheless 
peaceful, as well as the ‘garlanded’ offerings, a pilgrimage practice that 
existed before Islam, lead to this reading. Yet it has to be stressed that these 
two ayas cannot be circumscribed by any historical reference but rather 
have timeless, general import as is the case with all Qur’anic ayas.

2 The Qur’anic term used here is bahÊmat al-anÑÉm. The word baÍÊmah 
refers to creatures which cannot speak and/or cannot be understood, while 
al-anÑÉm is a collective denomination for such edible grazing animals 
as camel, cows, goats and sheep (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; 
al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah).

3 That is the forbidden food explained in Aya 3 below. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ)

4 ×urum, in a state of sanctity, means whether you are donning iÍrÉm to 
perform Hajj or Ñumrah, or whether you are within the inviolable precincts, 
the Íaram area (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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whatever He wants(5). ﴾2﴿ You who 
Believe,(6) do not pronounce lawful 
˹violation of the sanctity of:˺ 
Allah’s Symbols(7), the sacrosanct 
month(8), gifted offerings(9), 
garlanded sacrifices(10), those 
heading for the Sanctified House 
who seek favour(11) and pleasure 
from their Lord; ˹however˺ when 
you come out of iÍrÉm then you 
˹may˺ hunt. Do not let resentment 

5 A Believer’s duty is to listen and obey whatever God’s command is: “It is 
not for a Believer – man or woman – when Allah and His Messenger decree 
a matter to have any other choice in the matter. Indeed, whoever disobeys 
Allah and His Messenger has clearly gone far astray” (33: 36). The ethos 
of Sincere Faith, which is lead by the heart, is being evoked here.

6 These are some of the obligations of the Believers towards God and man.

7 ShaÑÉ’ir (lit. symbols) is the plural of shaÑÊrah, which denotes everything 
that God made as a sign for His worship. Particularly, they also mean 
the rites and duties of Hajj (cf. al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, Ibn FÉris, 
MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). The command here warns 
against the violation of God’s laws and any irreverence of Divinely ordained 
rites, including those of Hajj (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

8 al-Shahr al-ÍarÉm is any of the four sacrosanct months (DhË al-QiÑdah, 
DhË al-×ijjah, al-MuÍarram and Rajab, cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 4662, Muslim: 
1679): “Indeed, the number of months ordained by Allah is twelve—in 
Allah’s Record since the day He created the Heavens and the Earth—of 
which four are sacrosanct. That is the Right Way. So do not wrong one 
another during these months” (9: 36). The command here is not to start a 
fight, nor to transgress and commit sinful deeds during these months (cf. 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

9 al-Hady, lit. sacrificial animals gifted to God. The term is limited to those 
animals intended for slaughter during Hajj or Ñumrah.

10 al-QalÉ’id are hady (gifted offerings) which are collared around the 
neck. Garlands of bark, taken from the trees of the inviolable precinct 
of Makkah, (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz) were put around the necks of 
unaccompanied offerings: hence, they were safe to roam and graze freely 
(cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn 
FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah).

11 FaÌl here means gains from lawful trade. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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for the folk who had turned you 
away from the Sanctified Mosque 
tempt you into aggression and 
band together in sincere piety(12) 
and Mindfulness, but do not 
band together unjustly and out 
of aggression and Be Mindful of 
Allah—indeed Allah is severe in 
Punishment.
﴾3﴿ (13)Forbidden for you is carrion(14), 
˹spilled˺ blood(15), the flesh of 
swine, what was offered ˹as 
sacrifice˺ to others besides Allah(16),

12 Cf. note on Aya 3: 92.

13 What follows are the types of forbidden livestock which may not be taken 
as food; the exception mentioned in Aya 1 above (cf. al-RÉzÊ). This aya 
can be understood in light of this: “O Believers, eat of the good things 
which We provided for you, and be grateful to Allah, if you indeed worship 
Him ˹alone˺. *Indeed He ˹Allah˺ made unlawful for you carrion, blood, 
swine flesh, and what was intended ˹as sacrifice˺ for others than Allah; 
˹yet˺ whoever is forced ˹by necessity˺ - neither transgressing nor going 
to excess - he is not guilty of sin—certainly Allah is All-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful” (2: 172-173).

14 al-Maytah (lit. ˹the meat of ˺  dead ˹animals˺). The ruling here does not 
include dead sea creatures consumed as food. AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated 
that the Prophet (g), when asked about performing wuÌË’ from sea water, 
replied: “Its water is purifying ˹ÏahËr˺ and its dead ˹maytah˺ is lawful” 
(MÉlik: 45, AbË DÉwËd: 83, al-TirmidhÊ: 69).

15 What is unlawful is running blood but not the blood captured in vessels 
after slaughter (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ): 
“Say ˹ Muhammad˺: “I do not find in what has been revealed to me anything 
forbidden to eat except carrion, running blood, swine’s flesh – which is 
impure – or a sinful offering in the name of any other than Allah. But if 
someone is compelled by necessity – neither driven by desire nor exceeding 
immediate need – then surely your Lord is All-Forgiving, Most Merciful” 
(6: 145). This aya was revealed prior to the more detailed 5:3 here wherein 
God ‘perfected’ the religion for Believers.

16 Uhilla li-ghayr AllÉh-i bih-i is any sacrificial offering over which any name 
other than Allah’s has been invoked (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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the strangled(17), the battered, the 
fallen, the rammed, what is 
mangled by beasts of prey – except 
those ˹of these˺ that you slaughter 
˹before their dying˺(18) – what is 
slaughtered at the altars of idols, 
and that you allot shares ˹of meat˺ 
by drawing lots(19); ˹all of ˺  that 
is a serious contravention(20). 
Today(21) the Deniers have despaired 

17 The following five categories of animals are unlawful to eat because they 
expired for specific reasons: al-munkhaniqah is the one that perishes 
because of insufficient oxygen intake, either as a result of strangulation or 
suffocation; al-mawqËdhah is killed by hitting with a heavy, blunt object; 
al-mutaraddiyah is the one that falls to death from an elevated place; 
al-naÏÊÍah is the one that perishes because of ramming and/or butting; mÉ 
akala al-sabÑ is that which meets death as a result of being bitten by a 
carnivore (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ,).

18 This exception applies specifically to animals which meet death for certain 
reasons; should one catch it before it gasps its last breath and one runs 
the blade through its neck and spills its blood while there is still life in 
it (dhakÉh sharÑiyyah), then it is lawful to eat (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ).

19 This was an Arab habit before Islam. It is called al-istiqsÉm bi al-azlÉm (lit. 
divining by casting lots), whereby they had three lots (flat marked pieces 
of wood) dedicated for divinations. On each there was written either: “My 
Lord commanded me”, “My Lord forbade me”, or nothing at all. A person 
would abide by what the lot told him, but if he drew the empty one, he 
recast again until he drew either one of the other two (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Essentially here, they are forbidden to eat meat that has 
been divided by casting lots or other means of fallacious divination (cf. 
al-JazÉ’irÊ).

20 Fisq is serious infringement of God’s laws. The word is derived from 
the imagery of a palm date coming out of its protective covering (cf. Ibn 
Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). Rebelling against 
God’s ordained laws exposes one in the same way as an uncovered palm 
date is exposed to the elements.

21 The day spoken of here is that of ÑArafah during the Prophet’s (g) Farewell 
Pilgrimage (Íajjat al-wadÉÑ) in the tenth year of Hijrah (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ) after the great conquest of Makkah and its fall to the 
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of ˹undermining˺ your religion, so 
fear them not but fear Me(22); today 
I have perfected your religion 
for you(23), finalized My Favour 
on you and I approve Islam as a 
religion for you(24). ˹But˺ Whoever 
is forced by wasting hunger ˹to 
eat of what is forbidden˺, not 
swayed by sin(25), then Allah is 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

Believers, and which is known as the greatest conquest (al-fatÍ al-aÑÐam). 
Seeing the huge numbers of Believers around the Prophet (g) on that day, 
their strength and the solidity of their faith, the Deniers realized, to their 
great dismay, that Islam as a religion was a reality they had to live with and 
that it would not be unravelled given the perfection of its laws.

22 Now that Believers have seen how strong they are, at last having the 
upper hand against their enemy, they are told to turn a new page in 
their history. They are to have no fear in applying the laws of God or in 
staunchly adhering to them as they were revealed without the slightest 
alteration.

23 That is by making them perform the final pillar of Islam, Hajj, which they 
were unable to perform before (cf. Ibn Rajab, LaÏÉ’if al-MaÑÉrif, p. 279; Ibn 
ÑÓshËr). Now that the community was ready to receive these rulings, which 
were either incomplete or not in place before, God has finalized, with full 
explanation, their religion.

24 This is the crowning statement of the whole sura. ÙÉriq Ibn ShihÉb (h) 
said: “A Jewish man went to ÑUmar (h) and said: “Leader of Believers, 
there is an aya in your Book which you recite, had it been revealed to 
us Jews, we would have dedicated the day on which it was revealed for 
festivities”. ÑUmar replied: “Which aya?” The Jew said: “… today I have 
perfected your religion for you, finalized My Favour on you and I approve 
Islam as a religion for you”. ÑUmar then said: “Indeed I know the day 
on which it was revealed and the place in which it was revealed. It came 
down to the Messenger of Allah (g) in ÑArafÉt on a Friday” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
45, Muslim: 2017).

25 The forbidden categories stated above can be consumed in such a scenario 
whereby a person is compelled by overbearing necessity. He should not 
be irreverent or careless of the matter, and should only eat the necessary 
amount to repel danger to life (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾4﴿ (26)They ˹the Believers˺ ask you 
˹Muhammad˺ about what is lawful 
for them ˹to eat˺; say: “Lawful for 
you are ˹all˺ good provisions(27), 
and what ˹is caught by˺ the 
hunting animals(28) that you trained 
according to what Allah taught 
you; then eat of what they catch 
for you(29) and mention Allah’s 
Name over it; and be Mindful of 
Allah—Indeed Allah is swift in 
reckoning”. ﴾5﴿ Today ˹all˺ good 
provisions are made lawful for 
you; and the food of the People of 
the Book is lawful for you(30), and 
your food is lawful for them(31). 

26 Since what is forbidden as food is explained in the previous passage, it is 
only appropriate to explain what is lawful in answer to the Believers’ query. 
(al-ShawkÉnÊ)

27 al-ÙayyibÉt is all food which is useful and enjoyable causing no harm to the 
body or the intellect. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

28 al-JawÉriÍ (plural of jÉriÍa) are animals and birds of prey such as dogs 
and falcons. The word originates from ijtiraÍ which means to acquire 
something. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt)

29 ÑAdiyy Ibn ×Étim al-ÙÉ’iyy (h) said he said to the Messenger of Allah (g): 
“Messenger of Allah, I set my dog on a prey and mention Allah’s Name 
(tasmiyah)”. He replied: “When you set your dog and mention Allah’s 
Name and he catches, kills and eats, then do not eat of the prey because 
he caught it for himself”. Then I said: “Sometimes I set my dog on a prey 
and he gets joined by another dog ˹which is not mine˺ and I do not know 
which one of them caught it”. He answered: “Then do not eat it because you 
mentioned Allah’s Name for your dog not the other”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 5486, 
Muslim: 1929)

30 The People of the Book (ahl al-kitÉb / alladhÊna ËtË-l-kitÉb) of all nations 
are closer to and share a degree of commonality with the Believers because 
they are originally monotheistic, unlike the outright Associators, which 
makes eating their food and marrying their women lawful (RiÌÉ). This 
relationship is to be maintained, not severed.

31 Believers can feed them from their food. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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Chaste Believing women and 
chaste women of those who were 
given the Book before you ˹are 
lawful to you˺ given that you hand 
over their dues to them, joining 
˹together with them˺ under ˹holy˺ 
matrimony not seeking open love(32) 
or secret lovers(33). Whoever rejects 
Belief then his deeds have come 
to naught and in the Hereafter he 
shall be one of the losers.
﴾6﴿ (34)You who Believe, when you 
rise up for Prayer wash your faces 
and your hands up to the elbows, 
and wipe your heads, and ˹wash˺ 
your feet up to the ankles. If you 
are in a state of ceremonial 
impurity(35) then purify yourselves(36); 
˹but˺ if you are ill(37), travelling, 
or any of you comes from 
a low place(38) ˹to relieve himself ˺ ,

32 Ghayr musÉfiÍÊn not acting as wanton fornicators who know no limits. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-BaghawÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)

33 MuttakhidhÊ akhdÉn not taking them to be mistresses and paramours with 
whom you lie down in secret. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-BaghawÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)

34 All the rulings mentioned in this sura are part of the perfection of Islam.

35 JanÉbah (ceremonial impurity) is that state which follows after having 
sexual intercourse or discharge of sperm because of arousal.

36 Fa-ÏÏahharË means to wash yourselves. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)

37 An illness which hinders people from using water. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ)

38 al-GhÉ’iÏ originally means a depression in the land or ground lower than 
the surrounding area. Arabs of the time when needing to relieve themselves 
by urinating or excreting used to seek a low place in order to be hidden 
from the eyes of others. Later, the meaning was metonymically extended 
to mean the act of relieving one’s self. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; 
al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah)
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or touched women(39) and you 
could not find water then seek 
clean earth, wiping with it your 
faces and your hands(40); Allah 
wants not to burden you, but He 
wants to purify(41) you and perfect 
His favour on you(42) that you may 
be thankful.
﴾7﴿ (43)And remember Allah’s 
favour(44) on you and the pledge(45) 
by which He bound you when you 
said: “We listen and we obey”—
be Mindful of Allah, indeed Allah 
knows best what the chests hide. 

39 This could figuratively mean having sexual contact with them or literally 
merely touching them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Jurists hold 
different opinions on this, but the great Companion exegete, known as the 
interpreter of the Qur’an, Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) opines that it is a euphemism for 
sexual intercourse (cf. Ibn al-ÑArabÊ, AÍkÉm al-Qur’Én, Ibn AbË ×Étim, 
JaÎÎÉÎ, AÍkÉm al-Qur’Én).

40 That is perform the act of dry ablution or tayammum.

41 Both bodily and spiritually. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr)

42 By making His laws clear and easy. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)

43 This passage which strongly reminds the Believers of their binding pledge with 
God, including that of respecting His ordained laws, is central to the Believing 
community. The coming passages which talk about the ‘pledges’ God had with 
earlier nations and how they reneged on them are illustrative examples that are 
meant to drive the message home (cf. Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

44 Remembering God’s countless favours and our sincere gratitude to Him 
make it easier for those of Sincere Faith to follow His commands (cf. Ibn 
ÑUthaymÊn).

45 To Believe in His Messenger (g) follow and support him, uphold His 
religion and deliver the Message to other people (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ). ÑUbÉdah Ibn al-ØÉmit (h) said: “We swore an oath of allegiance 
to the Messenger of Allah (g) that we should listen and obey under all 
circumstances whether we liked it or not, that we would not defy those in 
charge of us, and that we would stand for what is right wherever we might 
be and never fear blame to carry out what Allah commanded” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
7199, Muslim: 1840).
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﴾8﴿ You who Believe, be firmly 
upright(46) for Allah, witnesses 
of justice, and do not let your 
resentment for ˹some˺ people hold 
you back from being just; be just, 
that is closer to Mindfulness. Be 
Mindful of Allah—Allah is indeed 
Knowledgeable of what you do. 
﴾9﴿ Allah has promised those who 
˹truly˺ Believe and do good deeds 
forgiveness and a great reward. 
﴾10﴿ As for those who Deny and 
reject our Signs, then these are the 
companions of the Raging Fire(47). 
﴾11﴿ You who Believe remember 
Allah’s favour on you, when some 
people intended to raise their 
hands against you and He held 
their hands back from ˹harming˺ 
you and be Mindful of Allah—on 
Allah let the Believers rely.
﴾12﴿ Indeed Allah had taken the 
pledge of the Children of Israel and 
We appointed twelve chieftains(48) 
from among them. ˹Then˺ 
Allah(49) said: “I am with you! 

46 QawwÉmËn li AllÉh is to be ardent upholders of God’s rights, not seeking 
fame or worldly gain. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

47 al-JaÍÊm (lit. raging fire) is Hellfire.

48 NaqÊb is the head of a clan. They were charged with taking the oaths 
of those for whom they were responsible such that they would listen to 
and obey God’s commandments. They were also required to guide and 
encourage Believers to adhere to these commandments. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

49 The shift from the first person to the third person pronoun, appending 
God’s Most High Name, Allah, to the statement of the pledge that follows 
in its exact wording is meant to underline the solemnity of its purport and 
the gravity of its dishounoring
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If you keep up the Prayer, give 
out the prescribed alms, Believe 
in My Messengers and strongly 
support them(50), and loan Allah 
a comely loan(51), I shall atone 
you of your sins and admit you 
into Gardens under which rivers 
flow. Whoever of you Denies 
after this, then he has lost the 
right path”. ﴾13﴿ Because of their 
reneging on their pledge We 
Damned them and caused their 
hearts to harden(52); they distort 
discourse from its ˹proper˺ 
position(53) and forgot a portion 
of what they were reminded(54). 

50 ÑAzzara is to strongly support them against their enemies. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr)

51 al-QarÌ al-Íasan is spending in the cause of God in expectation of nothing 
but His reward (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “Would there be one who loans 
Allah a comely loan, so that Allah would multiply it for him manifold—
Allah tightens and loosens, and unto Him you shall return” (2: 245).

52 QulËbuhum qÉsiyah means that they were made hard-hearted and heedless 
to admonition. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

53 YuÍarrifËna al-kalima Ñan mawÉÌiÑih; they distort the purport of God’s 
revealed words (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). The description 
employed here of how the Jews distorted the purport of their Scriptures 
is a very delicate one. YuÍarrifu means to slant, to skew and to steer 
something away from its direction. Moreover, al-RÉzÊ makes a distinction 
between yuÍarrifËna al-kalima Ñan mawÉÌÑihi (distort discourse from its 
˹proper˺ position) as found in this aya and yuÍarrifËna al-kalima min baÑdi 
mawÉÌÑihi (distort discourse from its ˹fully-known proper˺ position) as 
found in Aya 41 below. al-RÉzÊ holds it that the first means they distorted 
the purport and misinterpreted the Words of God; whereas the second 
means that they both distorted the Words of God and physically removed 
them from their Scriptures.

 The Qur’an details some examples of forms through which this ‘distortion’ 
takes shape.

54 God’s revelation to them. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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You ˹Muhammad˺ will always 
unearth a treacherous act of 
theirs, except few of them. So 
forgive and pardon them—indeed 
Allah loves the good doers(55). 
﴾14﴿ And from those who declare 
themselves Christians(56) We 
had taken their pledge but they 
forgot a portion of what they were 
reminded; then We incited enmity 
and hatred among them until the 
Day of Judgement(57)—indeed 
Allah will ˹come˺ to tell them of 
what they had been crafting.
﴾15﴿ People of the Book, here is 
Our Messenger coming to you 
to reveal(58) to you much of what 
you used to hide of the Book and 
overlooks much(59)—indeed there 
has come to you a Light from 
Allah and a clarifying Book(60); 
﴾16﴿ by it Allah guides those who 
follow His Pleasure to the path 
of peace(61) and delivers them 

55 al-MuÍsinÊn are those who overlook any harm done to them and pardon 
those who injured them. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

56 NaÎÉrÉ in a sense means those who stick up for the Truth (yanÎËrËna al-Íaqq) 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). The nomenclature is highlighted here to 
underline the contradiction between their words and deeds (al-BaghawÊ).

57 The ever-raging conflict and sectarian violence among Christians is God inflicted.

58 Yubayyinu (lit. to explain).

59 That is those segments of earlier scriptures which are of no particular use 
anymore. (al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

60 The Qur’an. (WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

61 Subul al-salÉm are the laws of Islam which lead those who Believe to 
deliverance and peace in this life and the Hereafter until they are safely 
admitted into Paradise, the Home of Peace (DÉr al-SalÉm: cf. 10: 25). 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)
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from utter darkness into light with 
His permission; He guides them 
to a Straight Path(62).
﴾17﴿ (63)Deniers indeed are those who 
say: “Allah is the Messiah, son 
of Maryam”. Say ˹Muhammad˺: 
“Who had it in his power to have 
withheld Allah from annihilating 
the Messiah son of Maryam and 
his mother, and ˹for that matter˺ 
all that exists on Earth! To Allah 
belongs the dominion of the 
Heavens and Earth and all there 
is between them, He creates 
whatever He wills—Allah is 
indeed Able over everything. 
﴾18﴿ The Jews and Christians said: 
“We are the children of Allah and 
His beloved”. Say ˹Muhammad˺: 
“Why then would He Punish 
you for your sins?” Nay, but 
you are indeed humans like the 
rest of them that He created; He 
forgives whomever He wills and 
Punishes whomever He wills— 

62 This aya is central for understanding much of what is to come. The Qur’an 
being a Light, a Clarifying Book and the last revealed Scripture to humanity 
will set about detailing laws which lead people to the path of peace and 
delivers them from utter darkness into light. In the process it ‘reveals’ some 
laws found in earlier Scriptures, which were either lost or distorted beyond 
recognition, and overlooks many such other laws that were abrogated by 
those of Islam. This is meant to prove to people, the People of the Book in 
particular, the Truthfulness of Islam and to guide them via its Messenger 
(g) to God’s Pleasure, the path of peace and to the Straight Path.

63 The self-assuring claims of the People of the Book are debunked in 
this passage. This brings them back to reality with a hard-hitting logic 
whereby they are made to see sense, purify their Faith and join the ranks 
of Believers.
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to Allah belongs the dominion 
of the Heavens and Earth and 
all there is between them, and to 
Him will be the ˹final˺ Return. ﴾19﴿ 
People of the Book, here is Our 
Messenger coming to you after a 
long interval has lapsed(64) since the 
last Messenger, lest you say: “There 
never came to us a harbinger of 
good news nor any warner!” There 
has come to you ˹now˺ a harbinger 
of good news and a warner—Allah 
is Able over everything.
﴾20﴿ (65)˹Mention Muhammad˺ 
When Moses said to his people: 
“My people, remember Allah’s 
favour on you when He made 
amongst you Prophets and kings(66)

64 The first and only Prophet of God that was sent to humanity after Jesus 
() was Muhammad (g) (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 3442, Muslim: 2365). ÑIyÉÌ 
Ibn ×imÉr al-MujÉshiÑÊ (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said in one of 
his sermons: “Indeed my Lord has commanded me to tell you something 
which you do not know about which He told me today. ˹Allah, glory be His 
said:˺… ‘I created all My servants rightly-oriented ˹to the true religion˺, 
then the devils came and swerved them away from their religion; they made 
unlawful for them what I made lawful and bade them to Associate with Me 
that for which I made no authority’. ˹The Messenger (g) continued˺ “Then 
Allah looked at the dwellers of Earth and He held them all in disfavour, 
Arabs and non-Arabs, except some remaining few of the People of the 
Book and He said: ‘I sent you to try you and try by you and I sent down 
to you a Book that will not be washed with water; you read it awake and 
asleep…’” (Muslim: 2865).

65 The following passage intertextually follows the ‘mentions’ series found 
in al-Baqarah (e.g. 2:40-43; 87-96) which list the recurrent flouting of the 
Israelites of their pledge with God. This one here tells of how they reneged 
on their pledge to ‘strongly support’ the Messenger of God found in Aya 
5:12 above.

66 MulËk (lit. kings) could have a number of meanings here. Among these are: 
1) they were made masters served on by others (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ); 
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and He gave you that which 
He had not given any humans 
˹besides you˺”. ﴾21﴿ “My people, 
enter the sacred land(67) that Allah 
has decreed for you and do not turn 
back on your heels for then you 
will be the losers.” ﴾22﴿ They said: 
“Moses, there are mighty people 
in it. We will not enter it until 
they come out of it and only then 
shall we enter”. ﴾23﴿ Two ˹Allah-˺ 
fearing men – whom Allah 
favoured(68) – said: “Enter you the 
gate upon them! Shall you ˹only˺ 
enter it, you will surely have the 
upper hand. Put your trust in Allah 
if only you are ˹truly˺ Believers”. 
﴾24﴿ They said: “Moses, we shall 
not enter it as long as they are 
in it. Go then you and your Lord 
and fight, we are staying put here”. 
﴾25﴿ He said: “My Lord, surely I 
am master of none except myself 
and my brother. Set us then apart 
from the transgressing people”. 

2) some were really made as sovereigns who ruled over people (cf. Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah); 3) they were granted their freedom, owning their own destiny, 
free from slavery to other people (cf. al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). One has to 
keep in mind that this interaction between Moses () and his people came 
immediately after they were delivered by God from the tyranny of Pharaoh 
and his people. This fact is reflected in their reaction to Moses’ admonition, 
as will be discussed shortly.

67 al-ArÌ al-muqaddasah is Jerusalem according to Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ and 
al-ShinqÊÏÊ in al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr (1/111).

68 God favoured these two individuals by guiding them to obedience and fear 
of Him. Thus, they were able to stand up for the Truth (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾26﴿ He ˹Allah˺ said: “It is then 
forbidden for them for forty 
years(69). They shall be lost 
˹wandering˺ in the land. Be 
grieved(70) not for the transgressing 
people”.
﴾27﴿ Recite for them ˹Muhammad˺ 
the notable news of 
the two sons of Adam(71)

69 God, the Most Wise, decreed that they should be lost in the land for a 
period of 40 years as punishment for their shaky, wavering Faith. This is the 
generation of Israelites that accompanied Moses () in their exodus from 
Egypt, where they were subjected to the ‘worst of suffering’ (sË’ al-ÑadhÉb: 
2: 49) so much so that they lost their dignity and were accustomed to 
humiliation and cowardice. The result of these decades of humiliation and 
suffering was their stance, as related in this passage, that when asked to 
only muster up whatever courage they had left and make a push for the 
city’s gate thereby giving them victory, they had nothing left to do even 
that much. Their attitude is all the more striking in light of the fact that 
they had very recently seen, and lived through, the most norm-defying of 
miracles (the splitting of the sea being the most obvious) and were in the 
assuring company of the great Prophet who was decisively instrumental in 
their deliverance. Such a generation would never carry out God’s command 
and, therefore, they had to be replaced with a new and better one that was 
not at home with servitude. This new generation had to be raised in the 
wild, strong and free, away from oppression and lack of self dignity (cf. 
al-SaÑdÊ as well).

70 Naturally, the Messenger of God (g), who was sent only as a “mercy to 
all-beings” (21: 107), would be saddened by those who stubbornly rebuffed 
his repeated calls, being aware of the awfully grim fate that awaited them. 
Knowing how hard this came down on His Messenger (g), God repeatedly 
reminded him of not falling prey to sadness on account of their ardent 
Denial.

71 This story (believed to be that of Cain and Abel, or QÉbÊl and HabÊl (cf. Ibn 
KathÊr and al-ShinqÊÏÊ)) encapsulates the all too familiar human struggle 
between good and evil. While numerous lessons can be drawn from this 
story, it all boils down to the fact that when a person is so weak as not 
be able to prevail over their own self then this only leads to wickedness, 
not the least of which is committing murder, and in the end to regret and 
sorrow. The moral of the story can indeed be expanded beyond the singular 
into the collective and remains ever relevant.
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truthfully(72) when they each made 
out an offering, it was accepted 
from one but not the other. He 
˹the latter˺ said: “I shall willingly 
kill you!” He ˹the former˺ replied: 
“Indeed Allah accepts only from 
the Mindful”. ﴾28﴿ “If you raise 
your hand to kill me, I shall not 
raise my hand to kill you; I fear 
Allah, the Lord of all-beings.” 
﴾29﴿ “I want you to be burdened 
with my sin(73) and your sin, then 
you become one of companions of 
the Fire; that is the ˹just˺ requital 
of the wrongdoers.” ﴾30﴿ His ˹evil 
whispering˺ self lured him into 
killing his brother; he killed him 
and he became one of the losers(74). 
﴾31﴿ Then Allah sent a raven 
scratching the ground to show 
him how to hide his brother’s 
˹naked˺ corpse(75). He then said: 
“Woe is me! Was I so unable as to 
not be like this raven and hide my 
brother’s ˹naked˺ corpse!” He only 
then became ˹deeply˺ remorseful. 

72 Bi al-Íaqq exactly as it happened without addition, deletion or alteration. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

73 The grave sin of killing. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz)

74 ÑAbdullÉh Ibn MasÑËd (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “No soul 
ever gets killed unjustifiably, unless the early son of Adam shoulders some 
of the burden of its blood, for he was the first human to spill blood ˹on 
Earth˺”. (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3335, Muslim: 1677)

75 It is said that this raven was rummaging through the ground to bury another 
of its kind. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
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﴾32﴿ (76)For this reason We decreed 
for the Children of Israel that 
whoever kills a person – unless 
for killing another or spreading 
corruption in the land – it shall 
be as if he killed all people and 
whoever saves a life then it is as if 
he gave life to all people. Indeed 
our Messengers came to them 
with clear evidences, and then 
many of them still committed 
excesses(77) in the land.

76 Given the millennia that separate this episode of Adam’s two direct 
descendants and the setting down of Jewish laws, what, then, is the 
coherence between Ayas 31and 32? Specifically, how was the story of 
Cain and Abel causative to the law passed to the Children of Israel? The 
relevance of this aya is better grasped with reference to Aya 15 above: 
“People of the Book, here is Our Messenger coming to you to reveal to 
you much of what you used to hide and overlooks much—indeed there has 
come to you a Light and a clarifying Book”. A similar wording of this aya 
(5: 32; with the notable exception that the Qur’an talks about all humans 
and not just Israelites,) is found in the Talmud (particularly in the Mishnah 
which is known as the Oral Law) in a comment on Genesis 4:10 when it 
is said that God spoke admonishingly to Cain for killing his brother. The 
exact statement is: “Therefore but a single person was created in the world, 
to teach that if any man has caused a single life to perish from Israel, he 
is deemed by Scripture as if he had caused a whole world to perish; and 
anyone who saves a single soul from Israel, he is deemed by Scripture 
as if he had saved a whole world” (Mishnah, Sanhedrin, 4:5; emphasis 
added). Clearly what is being brought to the fore here, which brings out the 
connection between the story of Cain and Abel and the Children of Israel, 
is textual par excellence. They ‘committed excesses’ in shedding blood 
and committing sins and thus this legal stipulation of theirs, which they 
willingly overlooked or distorted from its proper position, was ‘revealed’ 
in the Qur’an, which is ‘a Light and a Clarifying Book’.

 One other point that needs to be clarified here and in light of the above is the 
applicability of this law to Muslims. The fact that this verse was ‘revealed’ 
as an aya of the Qur’an and not ‘overlooked’ for being irrelevant, given the 
overruling nature of the Islamic law, God’s last revealed canon, underlines 
its universal validity. The stern punishment in the next aya (5: 33) follows 
from the grave nature of murder which is highlighted in this aya.

77 MusrifËn (lit. wasteful) means unreservedly committing gravely vile deeds. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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﴾33﴿ (78)Indeed the ˹only just˺ 
recompense for those who 
wage war against Allah and His 
Messenger and walk the land 
spreading corruption is that they 
should be relentlessly(79) killed, 
crucified(80), their hands and feet be 
cut off on alternate sides(81) or they 
should be exiled from the land(82). 
That is disgrace for them in the 
worldly life, and in the Hereafter 
theirs is a great Punishment. 

78 This passage, which legalizes and regulates judicious killing, deals 
especially with those who disrupt peace in society and willingly and 
wastefully destroy the lives and livelihoods of others. It is well known 
that this aya details the penal code for such acts as highway robbery and 
banditry (cf. al-SaÑdÊ), known in Islamic law as Íadd al-ÍirÉbah (lit. the 
penal code of waging war). Such heinous violations of God’s laws and the 
rights of others are taken as waging war against God and His Messenger, 
because they brazenly breach religious teachings.

 The particle aw (or) denotes that those in charge of the rule of law may 
choose from these detailed forms of punishment whatever they deem 
befitting, given the seriousness of the crime and the circumstances 
surrounding it, to make an example of the perpetrators so that no 
one will think of following their example (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, 
al-ShinqÊÏÊ).

79 This word, ‘relentlessly’, is used to compensate for the hyperbolic form 
(ÎÊghat al-mubÉlaghah) in which these types of punishment come, i.e. 
yuqattalË (killed), yuÎallabË (crucified), tuqaÏÏaÑa (cut off). The form 
employed here underlines the sternness with which these punishments are 
to be carried out (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

80 YuÎallabË means crucified either prior to their killing or after their killing. 
It is a corrective measure that displays them as examples for others. (Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)

81 Min khilÉf that is the culprit’s right hand along with his left foot or vice 
versa; but not two limbs on the same side. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑUthaymÊn)

82 Yunfaw min al-arÌ is to be expelled from his country of residence to another 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ); or expelled from the country where 
he committed his crime (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn ÑUthaymÊn); or 
that he be incarcerated (cf. al-ÙabarÊ).
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﴾34﴿ Except those who repent 
before you overpower them, then 
know that Allah is All-Forgiving, 
Most Merciful.
﴾35﴿ (83)You who Believe, be 
Mindful of Allah, seek the means 
˹to be nearer˺ to Him(84) and 
strive in His path, that you may 
be successful. ﴾36﴿ Indeed those 
who Deny if they have in their 
possession all that the Earth holds 
and double the measure, so that 
they would ransom themselves 
with it, it will not be accepted 
from them—theirs is a painful 
Punishment(85). ﴾37﴿ They want to 
come out of the Fire and never will 
they ever come out of it—theirs is 
an ever-lasting Punishment.

83 This passage is parenthetical, separating the two thematically related 
passages that precede and follow it and whereby both deal with the severe 
punishment incumbent on aggression against others (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). To 
be encouraged to carry out these penalties, hard as they, Believers have 
to be reminded of the wider issues involved: being Mindful of God and 
seeking His Pleasure through submission to His will, as well as the severe 
Punishment that God promises the Deniers who rebel against His will. 
Should perpetrators sincerely repent, however, and make amends, they are 
to be pardoned (cf. al-TafsÊr al-Muyassar): thus, the judicious employment 
of God’s Most Elevated Attributes – “All-Forgiving, Most Merciful” – in 
both instances.

84 IbtaghË ilayhi al-wasÊlah is to do one’s absolute best and seek out the ways 
and means to be closer to Godliness; by doing what pleases God Almighty. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)

85 “Those who Deny and die as Deniers, ˹as much as˺ Earth’s fill of gold will 
not be accepted from them, even if they were to ransom themselves with 
it—for those is a painful Punishment and they will have no helpers.” (3: 91; 
13:18 and 39:47)
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﴾38﴿ The male thief and the female 
thief (86) cut off their hands in 
retribution for what they earned; 
a ˹deterrent˺ chastisement(87) from 
Allah—Allah is All-Prevailing, 
All-Wise. ﴾39﴿ Whoever repents 
after his wrongdoing and makes 
amends then Allah relents 
towards him—indeed Allah is 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful. 
﴾40﴿ Did you(88) not know that to 
Allah belongs the dominion of 
the Heavens and Earth, He 
Punishes whoever He wills and 
forgives whoever He wills—Allah 
is verily Able over everything.
﴾41﴿ (89)O Messenger do not be 

86 That the female thief (al-sÉriqah) is specifically mentioned here and is  
meant to leave no doubt in the minds of the receivers that the ruling applies 
to both sexes without discrimination. It comes from the fact that the Arabs 
at the time of revelation shunned women and deliberately excluded them 
from such grave documents of legalization and did not strictly apply their 
penal codes to them (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

87 NakÉl is penalization which is set as an example for others. Originally the 
word nakala means to prevent; it is called nakÉl because it deters both the 
one who is punished from carrying out the crime at a subsequent time as 
also others from doing it. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; al-SijistÉnÊ, 
GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah)

88 The addressee here is singular. It could mean the Prophet (g) and by the 
same token anyone who is legally competent (mukallaf) or the person who 
thinks lightly of theft and other such felonies (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn, al-QurÏubÊ, 
al-BaghawÊ).

89 This passage and the few following ones deal with the dialectical 
relationship that holds between the Qur’an, the final, overruling Book of 
God and the earlier ones. It establishes that those who were given the Book 
before Islam are better off either following the doctrines of the Qur’an or 
reinstating their own respective Scriptures in their pristine, uncorrupted 
conditions and devoutly acting and ruling by them. al-BarÉ’ Ibn ÑÓzib (h) 
narrated that: “The Prophet (g) passed by a Jew whose face was blackened 
˹with charcoal˺ and who had been flogged. Seeing this, the Prophet (g) 
invited the Jews and asked them: “Is this the penalty of the adulterer that 
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grieved by those who rush forth 
to Denial of those who said “We 
Believe” ˹only˺ with their tongues, 
while their hearts Believe not; 
and among the Jews are those 
who eagerly listen to falsities 
and readily lend their ears to 
other people who did not come to 
you(90), they distort discourse from 

you find in your Book?” They replied: “Yes”. Then he (g) summoned a 
learned man of theirs and said to him: “I ask you by Allah Who sent the 
Torah down to Moses, is this the penalty of the adulterer that you find 
in your Book?” He replied: “No! Had you not appealed to me in such a 
manner I would not have told you. The penalty that we find in our Book 
is stoning, but it became common in our people of high social standing 
and then when we caught them we used to release them. However, when 
we caught the beggarly in the act, we would apply the penalty ˹of stoning˺ 
on them. Then we said let’s convene and agree on a penalty that can be 
applied on both the notables and the beggarly equally and so we agreed 
to replace stoning by blackening the face and flogging”. The Messenger 
of Allah (g) said: “O Allah, I shall be the first to restore Your command, 
when they buried it”. Then he (g) ordered the adulterer to be stoned. Then 
Allah sent down: “O Messenger do not be grieved by those who rush forth 
to Denial… If you are given ˹the like of ˺  this take it.” They ˹their scholars˺ 
used to say: “Go to Muhammad, and if he orders you to blacken the face 
and flog, then do it. But if he orders you to stone, then be wary”. Then Allah 
sent down: “Whoever does not judge by what Allah sent down then those 
are the Deniers” (5:44); “Whoever does not judge by what Allah sent down 
then those are the wrongdoers” (5: 45); “Whoever does not judge by what 
Allah sent down then those are the transgressors” (5:47). All of these were 
revealed regarding the Deniers” (Muslim: 1700).

90 They attentively heed the words of warning of other conniving men of 
religion who were so averse that they did not even make the effort to go to 
the Prophet (g) to hear what he had to say, in spite of the long period he 
spent in Madinah (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

 The description of the insincere who eagerly and willfully lend their 
ears to falsities is a prime example of the social concept known as 
confirmation bias which highlights the tendency to search for, interpret and 
favour, information that affirms one’s prior beliefs and biases. To highlight 
how truly biased these people were, the Qur’an repeatedly employs the 
hyperbolic form (ÎÊghat al-mubÉlaghah) sammÉÑËna (eagerly listen to) 
which befittingly expresses the intensity of their aversion to the words of 
God’s Messenger (g).
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its ˹fully-known proper˺ position. 
They say: “If you are given this 
˹judgement˺ take it, but if you are 
not given ˹the like of ˺  it be on 
your guard. Whoever Allah wants 
to trip ˹into misguidance˺ you can 
do nothing for him against Allah. 
Those are the ones whom Allah 
did not want to purify their hearts, 
theirs is disgrace in the worldly 
life and theirs in the Hereafter 
is a great Punishment. ﴾42﴿ They 
eagerly listen to falsities and 
wantonly devour illicit earnings(91); 
if they come to you then either 
judge between them or deny 
them ˹judgement˺(92). Should you 
turn away from them, they will 
not harm you in the least, ˹but˺ 
if you judge between them, then 
judge in fairness(93)—Allah likes 
those who are fair ˹in judgement˺. 

91 al-SuÍt means all the money which is appropriated through illegal and 
devious means. SuÍt originally means eradication, as ‘dirty money’ 
never prospers (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb 
al-Qur’Én; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah). Those who are bent on 
legalizing money earned through illegal means will have a vested interest 
in not listening to the truth about its illegality.

92 The Prophet (g) had a choice to either pass his verdict in their case or 
withhold it since he was told by God that they would only carry out what 
confirms their bias.

93 al-QisÏ is the passing of fair judgement. ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAmr (h) narrated 
that the Prophet (g) said: “Those who pass fair judgement (al-muqsiÏÊn) are 
placed on pulpits of light with Allah; on the Right Side of the Most Merciful 
– and both His Hands are Right Hands. These are the ones who are fair in 
their judgement and with their household and whatever they are in charge 
of”. (Muslim: 1827)
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﴾43﴿ But how would they seek your 
judgement while they ˹already˺ 
have the Torah which contains 
Allah’s judgement, and they after 
that turn their backs ˹to it˺(94); nay 
but these are not Believing.
﴾44﴿ Indeed We have sent down the 
Torah in which there is guidance 
and light; by it the Prophets who 
˹devoutly˺ submitted, the godly(95), 
and the rabbis judge among the 
Jews because they were entrusted 
with preserving the Book of Allah 
and that they were witnesses to 
it. So do not fear people but fear 
Me and do not trade my Signs 
for a pittance(96)—whoever does 
not judge by what Allah sent 
down then those are the Deniers. 

94 This further underlines their insincerity; how could Muhammad (g) (the 
addressee commencing Aya 41) be hopeful that they would resort to and 
abide by his code of law when they were irreverent of the very code of law 
(the Torah) they outwardly and to all appearances subscribed to!

95 al-RabbÉniyyËn (sing. rabbÉnÊ) are men of encyclopaedic knowledge 
both religious and worldly. This includes the wise scholar, the Mindful 
jurisprudent, the reforming teacher and the person who enjoins others 
to uphold the lesser teachings of religion as much as the major ones (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt).

96 Those who were entrusted with preserving the Book of God, the Torah, 
at the time of the Prophet (g) are especially cautioned not to make 
fear of influential people nor following their vain desires and greed put 
them off from fulfilling their task of safeguarding it against alteration 
and distortion (cf. Ibn ÑÓdil). The guardians of Divine law should bear 
the fear of God first and foremost in their minds and not that of fellow 
men. They should pronounce the judgement of God as found in His Writ 
irrespective of the status or influence of the person who is affected by 
it. Nor are they to be swayed by bribes and worldly gains (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾45﴿ And We decreed(97) for them 
in it that: a life for a life, an eye 
for an eye, a nose for a nose, an 
ear for an ear, a tooth for a tooth 
and that wounds are reciprocated; 
whoever forgoes ˹his right˺ out 
of charity then that would be an 
atonement ˹of sins˺ for him(98)—
whoever does not judge by what 
Allah sent down then those are 
the wrongdoers(99).
﴾46﴿ And in their steps(100) We sent 
ÑÔsÉ ˹Jesus˺, son of Maryam, 
confirming that which preceded 
him of the Torah(101) and We 
granted him the Evangel in which 
there is guidance and light and 
confirming that which preceded 
it of the Torah and guidance and 
admonishment to the Mindful(102). 

97 This aya alludes to the law known as lex talionis (law of retaliation/
reciprocal justice) which states that justice should be carried out: Ñayin 
tachat Ñayin, “an eye for an eye”, as told in the Torah (Exodus xxi, 24) but 
which was distorted from its proper, fully-known position. Here the Qur’an 
‘reveals’ and re-establishes this principle and warns against distorting it.

98 A person who is injured should not be driven by vindictiveness and the desire 
to exact revenge. This spirit of forgiveness is not only encouraged by God but 
is also generously rewarded for (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

99 al-ÚÉlimËn also means the unjust. Those who judge between people with 
rulings other than those of God will inevitably do wrong to one of the two 
arbitrating parties.

100 That is in the steps of the “Prophets who ˹devoutly˺ submitted” (5: 44). 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)

101 MuÎaddiq is in one sense bearing out the Torah and its laws especially those 
that were not abrogated by the Evangel that he was given. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)

102 Mindfulness (taqwÉ) is the main driver behind engagement in pious deeds. 
People will carry out acts of worship according to the degree of their 
Mindfulness; the more they have of it, the more devout they are and the 
firmer their Belief in God’s revelations (cf. Ibn ÑUthaymÊn).
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﴾47﴿ Let the people of the Evangel 
judge according to what Allah 
sent down in it—whoever does 
not judge by what Allah sent 
down, then those are the ˹real˺ 
transgressors.
﴾48﴿ And We sent down to you 
˹Muhammad˺ the Book with the 
Truth(103), confirming that which 
preceded it of the Book(104) and 
a ˹supreme˺ authority over(105) it. 
Judge then between them with 
what Allah sent down and do not 
follow their desires over the Truth 
that came to you. To each of you 
˹nations˺ we have given a ˹ different˺ 
law and way ˹of life˺; had Allah 
wished, He could have made you 
into one nation but He wants to 
test you by what He gave you(106). 
Then vie in a race to good deeds, 

103 The Qur’an was Truthfully sent down bearing nothing but the Truth (bi 
al-Íaqq) (cf. Ibn KathÊr, AbË ×ayyÉn, RiÌÉ). “We have sent it ˹the Qur’an˺ 
down in Truth, and with the Truth it has come down” (17: 105).

104 al-KitÉb is a generic noun for all previous Divinely revealed Scriptures.

105 Muhaymin is encompassing the laws and dictates found in earlier Scriptures; 
establishing those which are still valid and overruling those which are not. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

106 This aya occurring in this final sura of the Qur’an sets the course for peaceful 
coexistence in the community. A fact borne out by millennia of example 
setting, whereby non-Muslim societies (known as dhimmiyyËn) lived and 
prospered in peace amidst largely Muslim communities and states.

 Principally, although the law (shirÑah) and way of life (minhÉj) are different, 
the Divinely ordained religion is, in essence, the same. AbË Hurayrah (h) 
narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “I, amongst all people, have more of a 
right to Jesus, son of Maryam, both in this life and the Hereafter! Prophets 
are half brothers. Their mothers are different but their religion is the same” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 3443, Muslim: 2365). God Almighty, to Whom all people are 
returned, will be the Judge between the different nations.
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to Allah you shall all return and 
then He will tell you ˹the Truth˺ 
of what you used to differ over. 
﴾49﴿ Hence judge between them 
with what Allah sent down and 
do not follow their desires and 
beware of them lest they tempt 
you away from some of what 
Allah sent down to you. But if 
they turn away, know you then 
that Allah wants to afflict them 
with some of their sins—indeed a 
great many people are transgressors. 
﴾50﴿ Is it so that they desire the 
ruling of ignorance(107); ˹but˺ who 
gives a better ruling than Allah to 
those of firm faith(108)!
﴾51﴿ (109)You who Believe, do not 
take the Jews and Christians as 
allies; they are the allies of one 
another. Whoever of you takes 
them as allies then he is one of 

107 Those who do not submit to the ruling of God and His Messenger (g) are 
only opting for the ruling of ignorance (Íukm al-jÉhiliyyah) itself; nothing but 
groundless laws set by people following their vain desires and basing them 
not on any of the Books of God which are light and guidance to people.

108 Those of firm Faith (yËqinËna), which is free from imperfection, will be led 
by their sincere Faith to seek out and abide by none but the ruling of God. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

109 This passage along with the next two beginning with the call: “You who 
Believe”, chart out another dimension for the Believing community, besides 
unquestioningly adhering to the rule of God, i.e. how to relate to others who 
oppose their religion. Having seen the hostility of the People of the Book 
towards the Messenger (g) and their stiff resistance to his Message and for 
the many ways in which they tried to defy Islam and steer it away from its 
course, Believers are told to not take these as awliyÉ’ (lit. allies). WilÉyah 
(lit. alliance) is “built upon harmony and agreement…”, both of which are 
non-existent in such a relationship (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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them(110)—indeed Allah does not 
guide the wrongdoers. ﴾52﴿ You 
˹Muhammad˺ see those in whose 
hearts is disease(111) ˹eagerly˺ rush 
to ˹align themselves with˺ them. 
They say: “We fear that the cycle 
will turn against us!” Then may 
Allah bring victory or an affair(112) 
from His Own that they will 
become regretful for what they 
secretly harboured. ﴾53﴿ ˹Upon 
that˺ The Believers will say: 
“Are these ˹really˺ the ones who 
swore by Allah with their most 
solemn oaths that they were ˹in 
all honesty˺ with you?”(113) Their 
deeds were rendered void, and 
they became losers(114).
﴾54﴿ You who Believe, whoever 
of you renounces his religion(115), 
then Allah will ˹soon enough˺ 

110 Whoever aligns himself with them, aids them against the Believers and 
opts for their religion over Islam is one of them. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn 
Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 7/194, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)

111 The hypocrites whose faith is insincere. (Ibn ÑUthaymÊn)

112 In the likely case that God grants His sincere servants victory over their 
enemies or that He should cause an affliction to befall their detractors, these 
feigned ‘precautionary measures’ of the hypocrites will turn into regrets. 
(al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-ShinqÊÏÊ)

113 Upon seeing how deeply regretful and sorrowful the hypocrites will 
be when the pathetic charade that they maintained is blown apart, the 
Believers will ask this question wonderingly. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-WajÊz, al-QurÏubÊ)

114 Besides earning the Wrath of God and having their thin cover blown, all 
what they bargained for and threw their weight behind came to nothing. 
Thus, the magnitude of their loss.

115 Flouting the commandment of not aligning one’s self with the enemies of 
the Believers is considered a renouncement of religion.
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bring forth ˹in your stead˺ 
people whom He Loves and 
they ˹truly˺ love Him, lenient 
to the Believers, stern towards 
the Deniers, they strive hard in 
the path of Allah fearing no 
reproach from anyone who 
reproaches; that is the Grace of 
Allah, He grants it to whoever 
He wishes—Allah is All-
Encompassing, All-Knowing. 
﴾55﴿ Indeed your ˹true˺ ally is none 
but Allah, His Messenger and 
the Believers; they keep up the 
Prayer, give out the prescribed 
alms and ˹humbly˺ prostrate 
˹themselves˺(116). ﴾56﴿ Whoever 
takes Allah, His Messenger and 
the Believers as allies then the 
party of Allah are ever-victorious.
﴾57﴿ (117)You who Believe, do 
not take those who playfully 
take your religion as ˹an object 
of ˺  mockery and scorn among 
those who were given the Book 
before you and the Deniers as 
allies—be Mindful of Allah if 
only you were ˹truly˺ Believers. 

116 “The Believers, both men and women, are allies of one another. They enjoin 
good and forbid evil, keep up Prayer and give out the prescribed alms, and 
obey Allah and His Messenger. It is they who will be shown Allah’s Mercy. 
Surely Allah is Almighty, All-Wise.” (9: 71)

117 In the face of deeply set opposition and profound hostility, the bar of 
counterargument is raised over the next few ayas up to Aya 81. It leaves no 
doubt in the minds of the addressee as to where each party stands; what is 
spoken of here is justification enough for not taking them as allies besides 
the Believers.
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﴾58﴿ When you call for Prayer(118) 
they playfully take it ˹as an object 
of ˺  mockery and scorn. That 
because they are people who do 
not reason(119). ﴾59﴿ Say: “People 
of the Book, do you begrudge us 
only because we Believed in Allah, 
what was sent to us and what was 
sent before and ˹hold˺ that most 
of you are transgressors? ﴾60﴿ Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “Shall I tell you of 
a worst case before Allah? Those 
whom Allah Damned, became 
Wrathful with, and who He turned 
some of them into apes, swine 
and worshippers of ˹false˺ idols. 
These are in a worst position and 
are further away from the right 
path”(120). ﴾61﴿ When they come to 
you they say: “We Believe!” While 
˹in fact˺ they entered with Denial 
˹in their hearts˺, and ˹truly˺ they 
have come out with it(121)—Allah 
knows most what they used to hide.
﴾62﴿ You see ˹Muhammad˺ 
many of them rushing into sin, 
aggression and devouring illicit 
earnings—sordid indeed is what 
they are used to committing. 

118 al-ØalÉh (Prayer) is singled out because it is the most outwardly distinctive 
feature that defines the Believing community and sets it apart from the rest.

119 Taking those who attend to Prayer for laughing stock just shows how 
ignorant these people were; either they just could not grasp the essence of 
devotional worship (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ), or they were so taken away by 
antipathy that they derided what they knew was real.

120 These home truths cum historical allusions are brought up here in rebuttal 
of the opposition and to bring them to see reason (cf. Ibn JazarÊ).

121 For an example of this stratagem, cf. 3: 72.
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﴾63﴿ Would not the godly and 
the rabbis admonish them 
against speaking sinfully and 
devouring illicit earnings? Sordid 
indeed is what they are used to 
doing(122). ﴾64﴿ The Jews said: “The 
Hand of Allah is shackled!”(123) 
May their ˹own˺ hands be 
shackled and Damned they are 
for their saying. Nay but His 
Hands are ˹widely˺ outstretched; 
He spends as He wills(124). 

122 There is a subtle difference between the two verbs used in Ayas 62 and 63, 
translated as ‘committing’ and ‘doing’, respectively. The employment of 
each is very becoming of the case at hand. The first yaÑmal (lit. to do) is 
said of the actions of the ordinary folk whose ‘doing’ is usually spurred by 
instinct and is not much thought-out. Whereas yaÎnaÑ (lit. to do) in the latter 
aya is said of the men of letters among them. The ‘makings’ of the educated 
who are leaders of society, contrary to the former, are usually deliberate 
and well-thought-out beyond the mundane and expected (cf. al-ÑAskarÊ, 
al-FurËq al-Lughawiyyah).

123 By this, they metaphorically accused Almighty God, Glory be His, of 
meanness, close-fistedness and parsimony, meaning that He withholds 
His benevolence from them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn Taymiyyah, al-JawÉb 
al-ØaÍÊÍ, 4/412-413, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). This utterance echoes their 
equally macabre saying in 3: 181: “Allah is poor and we are rich”. This 
is yet another example highlighting how audacious they had become in 
their rebelliousness against God, not only by their sinful actions and their 
flouting of His law but more seriously by slandering and speaking profanely 
against His Most Exalted Self. For this, they deservedly earned His Wrath 
and Damnation.

124 People, especially the less religiously devout, will easily deny the 
innumerable bounties that God bestowed on them and will only look at 
what He withheld from them out of His infinite Wisdom, or the affliction 
that was made to befall them: “And He has granted you all that you asked 
Him for. If you tried to count Allah’s Blessings, you would never be able 
to number them. Indeed humankind is truly unfair, totally ungrateful” (14: 
34). AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Verily the 
Right Hand of Allah is full and spending cannot diminish it. It incessantly 
exudes day and night. Might you ponder all that He spent since He created 
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Surely what was sent to you 
˹Muhammad˺ from your Lord 
will increase many of them in 
rebellion and Denial(125). We have 
cast enmity and hatred(126) among 
them until the Day of Judgement; 
whenever they flame the fire of 
war, Allah extinguishes it(127); they 
walk the land sowing corruption—
Allah Loves not the corruptors.
﴾65﴿ (128)Had the People of the 
Book ˹truly˺ Believed and 
were Mindful, We would have 
surely absolved them of their 
misdeeds and admitted them 
into the Gardens of bliss(129); 

the Heavens and Earth, then ˹know that˺ that did not decrease ˹aught˺ of 
what His Right Hand holds” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 7419, Muslim: 993).

125 Their hearts, being so permeated with disease, will only interpret God’s 
most luminous Signs that were revealed to His Messenger as confirmation of 
their doubts: “Whenever a sura is revealed, some of them ask ˹mockingly˺: 
“Which of you has this increased in Faith?” As for the Believers, it has 
increased them in Faith and they rejoice. *But as for those with sickness in 
their hearts, it has increased them only in wickedness upon their wickedness, 
and they die as Deniers” (9: 124-125); “Say, ˹Muhammad˺: “It ˹the Qur’an˺ 
is a guide and a healing to the Believers. As for those who Deny, there is 
deafness in their ears and blindness to it ˹in their hearts˺” (41:44).

126 “Their ˹ the Jews˺ malice for each other is intense: you think they are united, 
yet their hearts are divided” (59:14). Compare with 5: 15 above.

127 As a result of their internal division and lack of unity they failed to prevail 
over their enemies. Whenever they intended to wage war their efforts were 
frustrated and they could not join ranks or rally forces; God wanted them to 
fail (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

128 The crux of the matter and the essence of the difference is that the People 
of the Book were not humble enough to be able to see the Truth and purify 
their Faith, with the notable exception of those mentioned in Ayas 82-83 
below. The Messenger of God (g) is urged to starkly lay this fact bare for 
them. This passage sums up much of the above.

129 Paradise. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
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﴾66﴿ and had they upheld the Torah 
and the Evangel and what was sent 
down to them from their Lord, 
they would have eaten ˹blissfully˺ 
from above them and from under 
their feet(130); among them there is 
an upright(131) nation, yet many of 
them are vile indeed for what they 
commit. ﴾67﴿ O Messenger, convey 
what came down to you from 
your Lord ˹fully˺(132), but if you do 
not do ˹that˺, then you would have  
failed to deliver His Message; 
Allah will ˹certainly˺ shield you 
from people—surely Allah does 
not guide the Denying people(133). 

130 God will bless those who devoutly follow His doctrines with plentiful 
provisions, rain and all sorts of produce which grows because of it (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ). This is a lasting promise of 
God’s: “Had the people of the towns Believed and been Mindful, We 
would surely have opened unto them blessings from Heaven and Earth” 
(7: 96); “I ˹Noah˺ said, “Ask forgiveness of your Lord: He is Ever-
Forgiving. *He will send down abundant rain from the sky for you; *and 
He will support you with wealth and children, and make for you gardens 
and rivers”. (71: 10-12).

131 MuqtaÎidah carrying out their duties without adding to or overlooking 
what is asked of them (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ). The 
word relates to iqtiÎÉd which is a state of being moderate, not going to 
extremes (cf. Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-KafawÊ, al-KulliyÉt).

132 The Prophet (g) is urged to deliver the Message in full without holding 
any of it back out of fear of people or other worldly considerations (cf. Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). ÑÓ’ishah () said: “Whoever tells you that Muhammad 
(g) held back any part of what came down to him, then he surely lies ˹to 
you˺. ˹How so when˺ Allah says: “O Messenger, deliver what came down 
to you from your Lord ˹fully˺…” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4612).

133 “Truly those for whom the Word of your Lord has come due will not 
Believe,*even if every Sign were to come to them—until they see the painful 
Punishment” (10: 96-97).
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﴾68﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “People of 
the Book! You stand on no ˹solid˺ 
ground unless you uphold the 
Torah and the Evangel and what 
was sent down to you from your 
Lord; verily what was sent down 
to you ˹Muhammad˺ from your 
Lord will ˹only˺ increase many of 
them in rebellion and Denial(134), so 
do not be grieved for the Denying 
people.
﴾69﴿ Certainly, the Believers(135), 
the Jews, the Sabians and the 
Christians whoever ˹truly˺ 
Believes in Allah and the Last 
Day and does good among 
them, they will have neither 
fear nor will they grieve(136). 

134 This sad fact is reasserted here after its first mention in 5: 64 above, so that 
the deliverer of the Message is prepared for their reaction, and so that it 
does not come any harder for him (g).

135 Among the followers of Prophet Muhammad (g). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr)

136 This aya is almost a verbatim replica of Aya 2: 62. This applies to those 
who came before Prophet Muhammad (g) was sent. Thereafter, whoever 
seeks a religion other than Islam it will not be accepted from him and in 
the Hereafter he will be among the losers (2: 85), (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). “The religion with Allah is Islam. The ones who were 
given the Book only differed after ˹true˺ knowledge came to them, out of 
transgression among themselves. Whoever Denies Allah’s Signs, then Allah 
is swift in reckoning. *If they argue with you ˹Muhammad˺, say: “I have 
devoutly submitted my face to Allah along with those who follow me”. Say 
to those who were given the Book and the illiterates: “Do you devoutly 
submit?” If they devoutly submit then they are guided, but if they turn away, 
then you are tasked with nothing more than delivering ˹the Message˺ and 
Allah is indeed All-Seeing of ˹His˺ servants” (3: 19-20). Furthermore, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr opines that this aya is meant to show these people that the Door to 
God is easy to arrive at and that seeking refuge with Him is not beyond their 
reach, but they have to Believe, align themselves with the Believers and do 
good deeds.
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﴾70﴿ Indeed, We took the pledge of 
the Children of Israel(137) and We 
sent them Messengers. Whenever 
a Messenger brought them that 
which was not to their liking, 
they declared false a party ˹of the 
Messengers˺ and another party 
they would kill. ﴾71﴿ They thought 
that there would be no trial(138); 
they were blinded and deafened, 
then Allah relented towards them, 
after that a great many of them 
were blinded and deafened—
indeed Allah is All-Seeing of 
what they commit.
﴾72﴿ Deniers indeed are those who 
say: “Allah is the Messiah, son of 
Maryam”.(139) ˹ While˺ The Messiah 
˹himself ˺  said(140): “Children of 
Israel, worship Allah, my Lord 
and your Lord. Indeed whoever 
Associates with Allah, then 
Allah will surely forbid him 
˹entry into˺ Paradise and his home 
will be Hellfire—the wrongdoers 
will never have helpers”. 

137 Cf. 5: 12 above.

138 They deceived themselves by airily thinking that they would not be ‘tried’ 
for their grievous offences. Such self-deceit blinded and deafened them to 
seeing and hearing the Truth, thus they will not find a way to it. Even after 
God relented towards them and guided them at a certain juncture of time, 
a great many of them still fell back into their old ways (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

139 Aya 5: 17 and its subject – the Christian creed – is revisited here. The 
specific aspects addressed being Jesus’s Lordship and the Trinity.

140 Cf. Luke 4: 8; Matthew 4: 10.
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﴾73﴿ Deniers indeed are those who 
say: “Allah is one of three!” There 
never would ever be a God but 
One(141). If they do not desist from 
what they say, those of them who 
Deny will be touched by a painful 
Punishment. ﴾74﴿ Would they not 
˹then˺ repent to Allah and seek 
His forgiveness! Indeed Allah is 
Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. 
﴾75﴿ The Messiah son of Maryam 
is no more than a Messenger 
who comes in a line of ˹many˺ 
Messengers and his mother is an 
affirmer of Truth(142), they both 
used to eat food(143). Look how We 
lay plain the Signs for them and 
look how they turn away ˹from 
the Truth˺. ﴾76﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: 
“Do you worship besides Allah 
˹any˺ who can neither harm nor 
benefit you! Allah is the one who 
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 

141 “Allah has never had ˹any˺ offspring, nor is there any god besides Him. 
Otherwise, each god would have taken away what he created, and they 
would have tried to dominate one another. Glorified is Allah above ˹all˺ 
what they claim!” (23: 91); “Had there been other gods besides Allah in 
the Heavens or Earth, both ˹realms˺ would have surely been corrupted. 
So Glorified is Allah, Lord of the Throne, far above what they claim” 
(21: 22).

142 She holds the high rank of ÎiddÊqËn (Affirmers of the Truth, cf. 4: 69 and 
66:12). She cannot, however, be venerated way beyond this rightful station 
to that of divinity, cf. 5: 116 below.

143 Emblematic of their mortality is that both Jesus and his mother needed food 
for their sustenance. Very much unlike the self-sustaining God, Glory be 
His, in order to remain alive they had to depend on other creatures and 
vegetation etc. for food. A real God is not this helpless. “He ˹Allah˺ feeds, 
and never is He fed” (6: 14). (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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﴾77﴿ (144)Say: “People of the Book, 
do not take an extremely hard 
line on your religion, that is 
besides the Truth, and do not 
follow the desires of ˹those˺ folk(145) 
who ˹themselves˺ had become 
misguided before, led a great 
many astray and missed the right 
path ˹themselves˺”.
﴾78﴿ The Deniers among the 
Children of Israel were damned 
by the tongue of DÉwËd ˹David˺ 
and ÑÔsÉ son of Maryam(146) for 
their disobedience and persistent 
aggression. ﴾79﴿ They would not 
admonish each other for the vile 
deeds they committed—sordid 
indeed is what they used to do. 
﴾80﴿ You ˹Muhammad˺ will see 
many of them align themselves 
with the Deniers; sordid indeed 
is what they have laid themselves 
out for, that which Allah abhorred, 
and forever will they abide in 
Punishment. ﴾81﴿ Were they truly 
Believing in Allah, the Prophet 
and what was sent down to him(147), 

144 Cf. 4: 171: “People of the Book, do not take an extremely hard line on your 
religion and say nothing about Allah except the Truth; the Messiah, ÑÔsÉ son 
of Maryam is no more than a Messenger of Allah, and His word that He cast 
to Maryam, and a soul from Him. Believe then in Allah and His Messengers, 
and say not: “Three”. Desist ˹from saying this˺ for your own good; indeed 
Allah is none but one God, far exalted is He above having a child. To Him 
belongs what is in the Heavens and Earth—sufficient is Allah as Keeper.”

145 Their misguided/misguiding religious leaders. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

146 Cf. the diatribe of the hypocritical Israelite priests as in for instance Matthew 
23: 13-38.

147 Prophet Muhammad (g) and his Message. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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they would not have taken them 
as allies, but many of them are ˹in 
Truth˺ transgressors.
﴾82﴿ (148)You ˹Muhammad˺ will 
find the bitterest of people in 
their enmity to Believers are the 
Jews and those who Associate, 
while you will find the nearest in 
affection towards the Believers 
are those who declare themselves 
Christians. That is because among 
them are ˹sincere˺ priests and 
monks(149) and that they do not 
disdain ˹the Truth˺. ﴾83﴿ When 
they hear what was sent down 
to the Messenger(150), you will 
see their eyes swell with tears 
because of the Truth they knew. 

148 Here, the preceding lengthy argumentation with the People of the Book is 
rounded off. The Prophet (g) is told of the reality of the matter in assertive 
terms: while those who have vested interest in Denying, seeing that the new 
Message clashes with their worldly gains and benefits will declare nothing 
but acrimony towards it and thus will never admit the Truth, those who are 
purer in Faith, being humble and sincere disciples of the Scripture (qissisÊn/
priests) and/or strict appliers of its dictates (ruhbÉn/monks), will open up 
their hearts to the Truth, admit it willingly and bear witness to it.

149 The reason being that the former (priests) are devoted to learning while the 
latter (monks) are those who have renounced the world and lead ascetical 
lives (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). One such godly scholar was 
Waraqah Ibn Nawfal; ÑÓ’ishah () in the hadith of the beginning of waÍy 
(revelation) said: “When the Prophet (g) went back to ˹his wife˺ KhadÊjah 
˹after receiving the first Message via Gabriel ()˺ with a trembling heart˺ 
she took him along to Waraqah Ibn Nawfal, who had become Christian 
reading the Evangel in Arabic. He asked him: “What do you see?” When 
he told him, Waraqah said: “This is the nomos (al-nÉmËs) that Allah sent 
down to Moses. Would your day ˹of hardship˺ come upon me, I shall surely 
stand firmly by your side!” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3392, Muslim: 160).

150 The Qur’an that was sent down to Prophet Muhammad (g). (al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-SaÑdÊ)
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˹Hence˺ They say: “Our Lord we 
Believe, so count us among the 
witnesses.” ﴾84﴿ Why should we 
ever not Believe in Allah and the 
Truth that came to us(151); we are 
desirous that our Lord will admit 
us ˹into Paradise˺ along with the 
righteous. ﴾85﴿ Allah rewarded 
them for their saying Gardens 
under which rivers flow, forever 
they abide therein—that indeed 
is the reward of the good doers. 
﴾86﴿ (152)As for those who Deny and 
reject our Signs, then these are the 
companions of the Raging Fire.
﴾87﴿ (153)You who Believe, do not 
pronounce unlawful the good 
provisions that Allah made lawful 
for you(154); do not transgress, 

151 “Indeed there are among the People of the Book those who Believe in Allah, 
what has been sent down to you ˹Muhammad˺ and what had been sent 
down to them, humbling themselves before Allah and do not trade off the 
Signs of Allah for a pittance; for those is their reward with their Lord—
Allah is swift in reckoning” (3: 199); “˹As for˺ those ˹Faithful˺ to whom We 
had given the Book before this ˹Qur’an˺, they do Believe in it. *When it is 
recited to them, they declare: “We Believe in it. This is definitely the Truth 
from our Lord. We had already submitted before this” (28: 52-53).

152 This aya reflects Aya 5: 10 above.

153 Now that the all important issue of the creed of the People of the Book has 
been made plain, the discourse again picks up on the laws that are set for 
the Believing community, reiterating and expounding them. This is to drive 
home the Message that these laws are ever binding and should not be taken 
liberty with. Nor are they to be disregarded, or licentiously treated with, as 
did earlier nations.

154 “Do not falsely declare with your tongues: “This is lawful, and that is 
unlawful”, fabricating lies against Allah. Indeed, those who fabricate lies 
against Allah will never succeed” (16: 116). Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) narrated 
that: “Some men came upon the chambers of the wives of the Prophet (g) 
asking about his worship. When answered they felt that it was not enough ˹ for 
them˺. Then they said to themselves: “How great the difference is between 
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surely Allah Loves not the 
transgressors. ﴾88﴿ Eat of what 
Allah provided for you, that is 
lawful and good, and be Mindful 
of Allah in Whom you Believe(155). 
﴾89﴿ (156)Allah will not hold you 
accountable for thoughtlessly 
swearing ˹by Him˺(157) but He 
will hold you to account over 
the solemn oaths you make; the 
atonement of which is feeding ten 
destitutes out of the average ˹food˺ 
that you feed your households, or 
clothing them, or manumitting 
a slave; whoever could not find 
˹the means to any of these˺ then 
let him fast for three days. That is 
the atonement of ˹breaking˺ your 
oaths if you swear; ˹but˺ guard 
your oaths—thus Allah explains 
to you His Signs so that you might 
be thankful.

us and the Prophet (g), he was forgiven all his past and future misdeeds by 
Allah!” Then one of them said: “I shall Pray all night long and never sleep!” 
Another said: “I shall fast all year long and never break it!” And a third said: 
“I shall shun women and never ever marry!” The Prophet (g) then came and 
said: “Are you the ones who said so and so? By Allah I am the most fearful 
and Mindful of Allah among all here, but I fast and I break my fasting, I Pray 
and I sleep and I marry women. Whoever renounces my way (Sunnah) has 
nothing to do with me!” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 5063, Muslim: 1401).

155 “Believers, eat of the good things which We provided for you, and be 
grateful to Allah, if you indeed worship Him ˹alone˺” (2: 172); “Eat and 
drink, but do not waste. Surely He does not like the wasteful” (7: 31).

156 It is not unusual that some would, in a fit of rage or by way of affirming their 
commitment, habitually swear to something which may be considered as a 
breach of God’s boundaries. Although God will call to account only over those 
oaths which one takes whilst being fully aware of their gravity (cf. 2: 225), 
Believers are nonetheless told to guard their oaths (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

157 Unintentionally saying: “Yes, by God”, or: “No, by God” out of habit. (Ibn 
KathÊr, al-BukhÉrÊ: 6663)
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﴾90﴿ (158)You who Believe, 
intoxicants, gambling, altars ˹of 
idolatry˺(159) and casting lots ˹for 
divination˺(160) are nothing but 
defilement of the making of Satan, 
so steer clear from it ˹all˺, so that 
you might be successful. ﴾91﴿ Satan 
wants nothing but to sow enmity 
and hatred among you through 
intoxicants and gambling, and 
repel you from the remembrance 
of Allah(161) and Prayer, will you 
not ˹then˺ desist? ﴾92﴿ Obey Allah 
and obey the Messenger and be 
on your guard. But should you 
turn away, then know that Our 
Messenger’s duty is nothing but 
clear delivery ˹of the Message˺. 

158 Some of what they used to habitually consume and practice in the age 
of ignorance, before the advent of Islam is picked up on here to clearly 
demarcate the boundaries of the Believing society. The awful reality of 
what had been the norm is exposed and is warned against in the strongest of 
terms (cf. al-RÉzÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

159 al-AnÎÉb are stones or idols which are erected for worship and sacrificial 
offerings. (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; al-AzharÊ, TahdhÊb al-Lughah; 
Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah)

160 Cf. 5: 3 above.

161 Dhikr Allah is the remembrance and mentioning of God. In Islam it is a 
noteworthy act of worship through which one gains God's Pleasure and great 
reward, wards off the devil and disquieting thoughts, and gains comfort and 
peace in one’s heart and life: “Verily in mentioning Allah do hearts find 
comfort” (13: 28); the Prophet (g) was asked: “Which deed is seen as the best 
by Allah?” He replied: “That you die with your tongue moist with mentioning 
Allah” (al-BukhÉrÊ, Khalq AfÑÉl al-ÑIbÉd: 281; al-ÙabarÉnÊ, al-KabÊr: 93); 
MuÑÉdh (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Never has a human done 
a thing more likely to save him from Allah’s Punishment than mentioning 
Allah, Glory be His” (AÍmad: 4/239). Ibn al-Qayyim in al-WÉbil al-Øayyib 
lists more than a hundred benefits and advantages for this act of worship. 
Little wonder, then, that Satan, man’s arch-enemy, is bent on driving people 
away from it and other acts of obedience to God, notably Prayer.
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﴾93﴿ (162)There is no ˹blame of ˺ sin 
for those who Believe and do 
good deeds over what they used 
to savour(163) ˹in the past˺ if they: 
became Mindful, Believed and 
did good deeds; then became 
Mindful and Believed; then 
became Mindful and perfected 
˹their deeds˺—Allah loves those 
who perfect ˹their deeds˺(164).
﴾94﴿ You who Believe, Allah shall 
test you with some game ˹well˺ 
within the reach of your hands and 
spears, so that Allah may Know(165) 
he who fears Him in secret(166). 
Whoever transgresses after this, 
then his is a painful Punishment. 

162 The reason for this aya’s revelation is narrated by Anas (h) whereby: “I was 
doling out wine to others in the house of AbË ÙalÍah when the Messenger 
(g) ordered someone to call out to people that wine was made unlawful. At 
that AbË ÙalÍah said to me: “Get out and drain the wine ˹ vessels˺”. I went out 
and drained them and they ran in the roads of Madinah. Then some people 
said ˹wonderingly˺: “Some ˹of us˺ were killed while it was in their bellies!” 
Then Allah sent down: “There is no ˹blame of ˺  sin for those who Believe and 
do good deeds over what they used to savour if they…” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 2464, 
Muslim: 1980). This aya is the last and final aya that was sent down regarding 
the ruling of wine and (other) intoxicant consumption and which forbids it 
once and for all. The other two being Ayas 2: 219 and 4: 43.

163 That is before the ruling came down. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)

164 These three parallel structures, along with the employment of the 
coordinator thumma (then), which signifies a longish separating period in-
between, are meant to heighten the effect of the seriousness of this ruling 
(cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). What used to take place before is pardoned, but Believers 
are made fully aware not to fall victim to this sin again, hence drawing 
deeply on the power of their Faith.

165 The kind of knowledge which is made apparent to people according to which 
some are rewarded and others punished. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

166 “Those who fear their Lord in secret, theirs is forgiveness and a great reward” 
(67: 12). Restraining one’s self from sinning while hidden from the eyes of 
others and that the sin being so tantalizingly facile is a great test of Faith.
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﴾95﴿ You who Believe, do not kill 
game while you are in a state of 
sanctity(167), whoever kills any 
intentionally, then his penalty is 
˹to compensate for it with one 
of ˺ the livestock equal to what 
he killed – so judged by two of 
you who are of sound judgement(168) 
– as a gifted offering reaching 
the KaÑbah(169), or atoning ˹for 
it with providing˺ food for the 
destitute, or the equivalent of that 
in fasting, so that he may taste the 
consequence of his action. Allah 
has overlooked what took place 
in the past, but whoever does it 
anew, then Allah takes revenge 
on him—Allah is All-Prevailing, 
capable of vengeance(170). ﴾96﴿ The 
game of the sea and its food(171) is 
lawful to you; an enjoyment 
for you and other wayfarers; 

167 ×urum, in a state of sanctity, refers to whether you are donning iÍrÉm to 
perform Hajj or Ñumrah, or whether you are within the inviolable precincts, 
the Íaram area (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

168 DhawÉ Ñadl (lit. two possessors of fairness) are two people known for their 
upright character and fair-mindedness (cf. Ibn ÑUthaymÊn).

169 This compensative offering (hady) should reach the sanctified precincts 
(Íaram), which is what is meant by the KaÑbah here (cf. al-QurÏubÊ, who 
cites the unanimity of exegetes over this issue), be slaughtered within its 
bounds and distributed to the needy among its inhabitants. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

170 DhË intiqÉm (revenge, vengeance, retribution), is not an absolute Attribute 
or Name of Almighty God, but rather is bound by limitation to certain 
instances (cf. Ibn ÑUthaymÊn). Hence why I have chosen here not to 
capitalize it as I always do with other Divine Names or Attributes.

171 The game of the sea (Îayd al-baÍr) and its food (ÏaÑÉmuh) are the sea 
creatures that you fish alive and the dead ones that you scoop out, 
respectively. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)
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˹however still˺ unlawful to you 
is the game of the land as long as 
you are in a state of sanctity. Be 
Mindful of Allah to Whom you 
shall be gathered.
﴾97﴿ (172)Allah made the KaÑbah, 
the Sanctified House, a bastion 
˹of well-being˺(173); as well as 
the sacrosanct month, gifted 
offerings, garlanded sacrifices 
˹are instituted for good cause(174)˺. 
That, so you may know that 
Allah ˹perfectly˺ Knows what 
is in the Heavens and Earth—
verily Allah Knows everything. 

172 Although it seamlessly flows from the previous passage, this aya and the 
next can be further read within the light of Aya 5: 2 above. Here, the reason 
for how much stake God places on the violation of these Symbols of His 
() is stated; there has got to be a place and a time where all people and 
creatures feel safe and in harmony under their Creator’s will.

173 QiyÉm traces its meaning to erectness and/or taking care of affairs (cf. Ibn 
FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). That God made the 
KaÑbah qiyÉman li al-nÉs signifies both their religious, e.g. Prayers, Hajj, 
Ñumrah, etc., and worldly affairs, e.g. trade in all sorts of produce, getting 
together and knowing each other, etc., are upheld and safeguarded in and 
around it (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ).

 Even before Islam, the Sanctified House was a source of guidance to people 
through which some were constantly reminded of God, especially those 
known as al-AÍnÉf (the rightly inclined), and a great source of worldly 
gains to all Arabs who visited it, but especially a great source of power, 
wealth and prestige to the Qurayshites (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). “They said ˹to you 
Muhammad˺, “If we were to follow ˹True˺ guidance with you, we would 
certainly be snatched away from our land!” Have We not established for 
them a safe haven ˹in Makkah˺ to which fruits of all kinds are brought as a 
provision from Us? But most of them do not realize ˹this favour˺” (28: 57).

174 People will feel safe for their lives and livelihoods during the sacrosanct 
months, and thus prosper. They will also put these offerings to good use 
and from which they will eat and manufacture different artifacts from their 
hides (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). These are also meant to instill the virtue of 
self restraint in people.
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﴾98﴿ Know you ˹all˺ that Allah is 
severe in Punishment and that 
Allah is All-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful. ﴾99﴿ The Messenger’s 
duty is nothing but delivery ˹of 
the Message˺—Allah Knows 
what you reveal and what you 
conceal(175). ﴾100﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: 
“The evil and the good are not 
equal even though the abundance 
of the evil may fascinate you”. So 
fear Allah, people of sound reason, 
so that you might be successful(176).
﴾101﴿ (177)You who Believe, 

175 Fully realizing that God surely watches over their actions and is aware of 
their intentions, and now that His Message has been clearly delivered by 
the Messenger (g), Believers are left to their consciences and are warned, 
on pain of a severe punishment, against violating His commands. However, 
they are also to realize that God overlooks the sins of those of His servants 
who repent to Him, and being the Most Merciful, He will not burden anyone 
with that which he cannot bear (cf. 3: 286).

176 People are reminded of this fact so that they persevere in the constant 
fight against temptation. Ironically, evil might be the more conspicuous 
of the two and readily strikes the eye, at which the person wonders and/or 
is allured (aÑjaba) by it, but this does not make it the more virtuous of the 
two. Belief and Denial, obedience and rebellion, and lawful and forbidden 
deeds are not one and the same and that more people are, in fact, Denying, 
rebelling and committing forbidden deeds does not make evil justifiable or 
lawful. In the end, those who are Mindful and are really of sound enough 
reason to pay heed will be the ones who will eventually attain success. “And 
˹surely˺ the final round is for the Mindful” (7: 128).

177 Believers are urged here to uphold and hold tightly to what was delivered 
to them by the most trustworthy Messenger (g) (cf. 3: 103). Questions, and 
especially contrived questions, when responded to will inevitably widen the 
circle of Divine ordinances and this might make it difficult for Believers to 
act on them. God, in His infinite wisdom, perfected His religion, ensuring 
it was not onerous for people so that it would be easy for them to follow 
in order to win His great rewards: “Allah wants not to burden you, but He 
wants to purify you and perfect His favour on you that you may be thankful” 
(5: 6, cf. also 22: 78). AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: 
“People, Allah has ordained Hajj for you so perform it”. A man stood up 
and said: “Every year, Messenger of Allah?” The Messenger did not answer 
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do not ask about matters, which if 
explained to you would displease 
you. But if you ask about them 
while the Qur’an is being sent 
down, they will be explained 
to you(178). Allah overlooked 
them(179)—Allah is indeed All-
Forgiving, All-Forbearing(180). 
﴾102﴿ Some people asked about 
such matters before you, ˹only˺ 
to reject them afterwards(181). 

him until he repeated the question three times. Then he said: “Had I said: 
“Yes”, then it would be binding and you would not be able to bear it”. Then 
he added: “You should not be pestering me with questions when I hold my 
peace. What brought about the ruination of those who came before you 
is their persistence in asking questions and incessantly counselling their 
Prophets. If I command you something, do it as much as you can and if I 
warn you against a matter avoid it altogether” (Muslim: 1337). SaÑd Ibn AbÊ 
WaqqÉÎ (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “The bearer of the most 
grievous of sins among the Muslims is the one who asks a question about 
something which was not declared unlawful ˹in the first place˺ but which 
was pronounced so because of this question” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 7289, Muslim: 
2358). This outlook captures the essence of Islam, the most perfect of all 
religions, which is very much in tune with human nature.

178 It is alright to ask sincere questions about a portion of the Qur’an that one 
cannot understand and/or to make sure of a particular ruling. Such questions 
deserve to be answered as much as they are warranted and legitimate 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn Rajab, al-SaÑdÊ).

179 This could mean that: 1) God overlooked your questioning and does not 
hold you to account for your oversight (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ); 2) God 
warned you against such questioning but allows it once a revelation with its 
regard comes down from Him (Ibn ÑÓshËr); 3) what was not mentioned in 
the Qur’an is part of what He pardoned so do not bring these up since they 
were not brought up by God Himself (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

180 “If Allah were to punish people for what they have committed, He would 
not have left a single living being on the back of Earth. But He delays them 
for an appointed term. And when their time arrives, then surely Allah is 
All-Seeing of His servants” (35: 45).

181 These people did not ask these questions out of a genuine need for 
knowledge but instead due to a lack of sincere willingness to carry out what 
they were commanded to: it was just too convenient for them to disregard 
what was explained to them. (Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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﴾103﴿ (182)Allah allowed none ˹of 
the so-called˺ baÍÊrah, nor 
sÉ’ibah, nor waÎÊlah, nor ÍÉm 
but the Deniers fabricate lies 
against Allah; most of them 
have no sense. ﴾104﴿ When it is said 
to them: “Come to what Allah 
sent down and to the Messenger”. 
They say: “Good enough for us 
are the ways of our forefathers”. 
Would this ˹be the case˺ even 
if their forefathers had no 
knowledge nor were they able of 
finding the way(183). ﴾105﴿ You who 
Believe, guard your own selves; 

182 As much as people are warned against asking questions about matters 
which were not ordained on them, they are not to abide by laws which were 
also not decreed by God (cf. Ibn ÑÓdil). The four categories mentioned in 
this aya are those states of livestock which Arab pagans forbade use of, or 
did so for specific idolatry practices. They are, as ordered here: baÍÊrah, a 
she-camel which has given five live births and whose ear they would slit 
and make its riding and milking forbidden; sÉ’ibah, a she-camel, a cow, 
goat or ewe which they would set free to roam and graze in fulfillment 
of an oath or as an act of obedience to their gods; waÎÊlah, the seventh 
live birth of a livestock. If it were male they would slaughter it, but if it 
were female they would pronounce its meat and milk forbidden for women; 
ÍÉm, a male livestock which successfully breeds ten live births, which they 
would announce as ‘protected’ (or pensioned) and so not use it for riding 
or conveying loads (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én; al-SijistÉnÊ, 
GharÊb al-Qur’Én; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah). They inherited these 
groundless, seemingly devotional, laws from their forefathers, whom they 
venerated, but whom had no knowledge of God’s laws. They lacked Divine 
inspiration, a fact which rendered them senseless, following their own 
desires and superstitions.

183 “Should they be told: “Follow what Allah sent down”, they would say: 
“Nay, we would only follow that which we found our fathers doing”; 
˹Would they˺ Even if their fathers were mindless of everything, nor were 
they guided” (2: 170). Their pretext is ever-ready whenever they are called 
on to follow God’s commands; they have their old habits to fall back on (cf. 
also 31: 20-21 and 37: 69-70).
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those who lose the path will not 
harm you if you find the way(184). 
To Allah you shall all return and 
then He will tell you ˹the Truth˺ 
of what you used to do(185).
﴾106﴿ (186)You who Believe, the 
testimony of any of you who 
is attended by death should be 
witnessed by two ˹people˺ of sound 
judgement from within you – 

184 This is the limit of the Believers’ duty of call and propagation of the 
laws of God. Once they have delivered the Message as it should duly be, 
they are not responsible for the actions of those who rebuff them. “You 
˹Muhammad˺ surely cannot guide whoever you like, but it is Allah Who 
guides whoever He wills, and He Knows best who are ˹fit to be˺ guided” 
(28: 56). (Ibn ÑÓshËr)

185 God, Who Knows everything and has a minutely detailed record of it (cf. 
18: 49), will be the final Judge. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)

186 This aya and the two that follow are said to be the most complex 
in the whole Qur’an in terms of grammatical structure, interpretation 
and legal ruling (cf. MakkÊ Ibn AbË ÙÉlib, Mushkil IÑrÉb al-Qur’Én, 
al-SamÊn al-×alabÊ, al-Durr al-MaÎËn). The great attention to detail 
found here indicates the importance of inheritance laws in Islam and 
which merited much detailed accounts in the Qur’an, especially in 
Sura al-NisÉ’. Needless to say, no single translation can capture the 
totality of the complexity of the issues implicated in these ayas and 
over which scholars of Islam have long pondered. The reason for 
the revelation, as narrated by Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) does, however, shed 
light on the issue at hand: “A ˹Muslim˺ man from the clan of BanË 
Sahm set out on a journey along with TamÊm al-DÉrÊ and ÑAdiyy Ibn 
BaddÉ’ ˹before they became Muslim˺. This man died in a land where 
there were no Muslims. When his two companions came back with 
his inheritance, ˹his folk˺ missed a ˹pricey˺ silver bowl embellished 
with gold leaves. The Messenger (g) made them swear an oath ˹when 
they were brought before him˺. The bowl had been found in Makkah 
and its new owners had said: “We bought it from TamÊm and ÑAdiyy”. 
Then two relatives of the deceased stood witness and swore: “In all 
solemnity, our testimony is more worthy than their testimony; the 
bowl belonged to our dead relative”. With this regard the aya was 
revealed” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 2780).
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or two from without you(187) – 
˹that is˺ at the time of making 
the will as you set about the land 
˹travelling˺ and the calamity of 
death befalls ˹ any of ˺ you. Should 
you have doubts ˹about their 
testimony˺(188) stand them(189) up 
from after the Prayer(190) and they 
˹should˺ swear by Allah that: “We 
do not seek ˹by this oath˺ some 
monetary reward; ˹nor do we 
favour a beneficiary˺ even if he 
were a relative ˹of ours˺ and ˹that˺ 
we would not withhold ˹any part 
of ˺ Allah’s testimony(191). If we 
do that, then we are but sinful.” 
﴾107﴿ ˹But˺ If they are found ˹indeed˺ 
sinful ˹perjurers˺ then two other 
˹witnesses˺ of those entitled as 
immediate ˹inheritors˺, should 
stand in their place, swearing 

187 If two Muslims cannot be found at the time of a person’s death, being 
significant as it is, two non-Muslims can be asked to bear witness to the 
will. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

188 They are made to take such an oath because the judge has justifiable doubts 
about their truthfulness not because they are non-Muslim (cf. RiÌÉ, Ibn 
ÑUthaymÊn).

189 The two non-Muslim witnesses (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). When 
doubted, it has to be made absolutely sure that their testimony is trustworthy 
and that if challenged, albeit by Muslims, the challengers will undergo 
equally scrupulous measures.

190 That they deliver such a weighty testimony after Prayer shows the great 
solemnity of the oath being undertaken. Prayers are usually attended by 
a congregation of people, and one realizes the significance of one’s oath 
should one be brought before the public (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn). On the other 
hand, those witnesses who are humbled by Prayer, and remembrance of 
God, would find it hard to give false testimony (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

191 ShahÉdat AllÉh, the testimony is ascribed to God to indicate its significance 
and because He, Glory be His, commanded preserving and not withholding 
it. (Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓdil)
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by Allah that: “In all solemnity, 
our testimony is more worthy 
than their testimony; we did no 
wrong ˹to them˺ or ˹else˺ we 
are among the unjust”. ﴾108﴿ That 
˹conduct with the witnesses˺ is 
surer so that they(192) deliver the 
testimony truthfully, or fear that 
their oaths will be reverted ˹to 
the inheritors˺ after they swore 
theirs(193). Be Mindful of Allah and 
listen(194)—Allah does not guide 
the transgressors.
﴾109﴿ (195)On the Day when Allah 
gathers the Messengers and says 
˹to them˺: “What response did you 
receive?” They would say: “We have 
no knowledge(196), verily You are the 
All-Knower of what is hidden.” 

192 The two original witnesses. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

193 Knowing that they can be challenged by the deceased’s relatives, they will 
not be inclined to lie fearing that their testimony is overruled and they are 
exposed and shamed as liars. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

194 Listen to what you are being told and obey it. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr)

195 When people are told to be Mindful of God and pay heed to His commands and 
adhere to His laws, they are reminded of the very weighty Day of Judgement 
on which they will be gathered before the All-Knower of all that is hidden 
from other people, Messengers included. Although, on the face of it, the ones 
who are being addressed are the most honourable infallible Messengers of 
God (), those who are mostly intended by it are those to whom they were 
sent. In this way, a stark, subtly indirect warning is implicated. (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

196 This answer could mean: 1) that they had no knowledge of what their 
followers’ hearts really held; 2) that they had no knowledge of what their 
followers did after their deaths (this reading is borne out by Jesus’ () 
testimony before God as told in Aya 5: 117 below); 3) that what they had 
was perceived knowledge (Ðann) but not true knowledge that would stand 
in the trial on the Day of Judgement; 4) that they, being fully cognizant of 
God Almighty’s absolute Knowledge, Wisdom and Fairness and knowing 
that their answer would not be of real use, deferred the answer to Him out of 
homage (cf. al-RÉzÊ).
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﴾110﴿ (197)When ˹on that Day˺ Allah 
says: “ÑÔsÉ son of Maryam, 
remember my favour on you and 
your mother, when I aided you 
with the Holy Spirit; you were 
made to talk to people while in the 
cradle, and as a grown man; when I 
taught you the Book, the Wisdom, 
the Torah and the Evangel; when 
you used to form the shape of a 
bird from clay with My permission 
and you would blow ˹your breath˺ 
into it and it became a ˹living˺ 
bird with My permission; you 
would cure the born blind and the 
leper with My permission; when 
you would bring the dead to life 
with My permission; and when I 
restrained the Children of Israel 
from ˹harming˺ you(198) as you 
brought them clear evidences, and 
those of them who Denied said 
˹indignantly˺: “This is nothing but 
sheer sorcery!”

197 For some detailed background on what follows cf. 3: 42-52. Jesus () of all 
the other Messengers is singled out here and is minutely ‘questioned’ because 
the most deserving of admonishment are those who claim to be his followers. 
Other nations may have Denied their Messengers but these made the single and 
most false claim about God Almighty Himself, whereby He has a wife and a 
child, and around which they built their whole religion. The favours detailed 
here show in reality that Jesus is no more than a mere human Messenger of God 
(cf. al-RÉzÊ). “Indeed the example of Jesus with Allah is like that of Adam; He 
created him from dust and said: “Be!” and he was” (3: 59).

198 “They ˹ the Deniers among the Children of Israel˺ plotted and Allah planned—
Allah is verily the best of planners. *When Allah said: “ÑÔsÉ, I shall bring 
your term ˹on Earth˺ to an end, elevate you to Me, purify you from those who 
Denied and make those who follow you ˹prevail˺ over those who Deny until 
the Day of Judgement. Then your ˹humans’˺ return will be to Me and I shall 
judge between you over that which you used to differ on” (3: 54-55).
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﴾111﴿ And when I inspired(199) the 
disciples to Believe in Me and in 
My Messenger. They said: “We 
Believe, and bear witness that 
we are devoutly surrendered!(200)” 
﴾112﴿ When the disciples said: 
“ÑÔsÉ son of Maryam, can your 
Lord send down to us a table laid(201) 
from the sky.” He said: “Be 
Mindful of Allah, if you are truly˺ 
Believers!(202)” ﴾113﴿ They said: 
“We ˹just˺ want to eat from it; and 
for our hearts to be comforted; 
and so we know ˹for certain˺ that 
you tell us the Truth; and that 
we may be witnesses to it(203).” 
﴾114﴿ (204)ÑÔsÉ son of Maryam said: 

199 AwÍÉ (lit. to inspire) means He () threw in their hearts. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

200 For a more detailed account of this incident see 3: 52-53: When ÑÔsÉ sensed 
their ˹ardent˺ Denial, he said: “Who are my helpers ˹in the way˺ to Allah?” 
The disciples said: “We are the helpers of ˹the way of ˺ Allah. We Believe 
in Allah. And bear witness that we are devoutly surrendered ˹to Him˺”. 
*“Our Lord, we have Believed in what you have brought down and we have 
sent the Messenger, so write us down among the witnesses”.

201 MÉ’idah in Arabic is a table laden with food. A table without food is called 
khiwÉn. What is asked for here is the food itself, which could metonymically 
be called ‘table’ (cf. Ibn ManÐËr, LisÉn al-ÑArab, ÙanÏÉwÊ, al-WasÊÏ): thus, 
my choice in the translation.

202 Given the illocutionary force of the Arabic original, Jesus’s response here 
amounts to a challenging retort meant to make them behave more sensibly 
and in accordance with their Faith.

203 They wanted to bear witness to this miraculous Sign and tell the others 
about it (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) thus extending their 
Faith to others with certitude.

204 There is no favour that God would ever bestow upon His allies that parallels 
this feast. Simple as it could have been, it provided the Believers with a most 
needed, assuring and timely evidence that God, with all His Might, was on 
their side as He always will be with those who are sincerely devoted to Him.
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“O Allah, our Lord send down to 
us a table laid from the sky to be 
a festive occasion for us – the first 
and last of us (205) – and a Sign from 
You. Give us our sustenance; 
You are the best of providers.” 
﴾115﴿ Allah said: “I shall surely 
send it down to you, but any of 
you who Denies after this I shall 
Punish him ˹such˺ a Punishment 
that I never inflict the like of 
which on any other in the world.”
﴾116﴿ When ˹on the Day of 
Judgement˺ Allah says(206): 
“ÑÔsÉ son of Maryam, did you, 
yourself, say to people: “Take 
me and my mother as two 
gods besides Allah?”” He 
said: “All glory is Yours! 

 However, this aya should be read within the context of the trying 
circumstance which Jesus and this company of his staunchest supporters 
found themselves in at the time of this request. Given their very small 
number and the great bloodthirsty mobs calling for the murder of their leader 
that they were pitted against, even the most devout of Believers can be 
shaken at such times (cf. the account of the psychological state of Believers 
when they saw their enemy in the Battle of the Trench/Confederates 33:10-
11) but where their sincere Faith and trust in God got them through. This 
is an ever-lasting lesson to Believers that heartens them to stand firm in 
the face of adversity and prepares them for the trials they will come up 
against throughout all times and ages. Cf. the ‘title’ section to this sura’s 
introduction.

205 AwwalinÉ wa ÉkhiranÉ (lit. our first and last) means Jesus’s generation and 
those that were to come after it. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)

206 This is further admonishment for those who claim to be followers of Jesus 
() but who distorted his teachings, albeit him being the direct addressee 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr). God wants him to stand witness against them as 
will every Messenger against his nation: “How ˹will they fare˺, when we 
bring forward a witness from every nation, and We bring you ˹ Muhammad˺ 
as witness against these” (4: 41).
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Never will I say that 
which I have no right to. 
Had I said it, You would have 
known it. You Know what 
goes on within me and I do not 
know what You hold. You are 
verily the Knower of all that is 
Unseen.” ﴾117﴿ “I ˹only˺ said to 
them what You told me to, that 
˹you should˺: “Worship Allah, 
my Lord and your Lord”. I was 
a witness over them as long as I 
was among them, But when You 
brought my term ˹on Earth˺ to 
an end(207), You became ˹the sole˺ 
Watcher over them(208)—You are 
Witness over everything”. ﴾118﴿ “If 
you Punish them, then they are 
˹only˺ Your servants, but if You 
forgive them, then You are truly 
the All-Prevailing, All-Wise.” 

207 “When Allah said: “ÑÔsÉ, I shall bring your term ˹on Earth˺ to an end, 
elevate you to Me…” (3: 55).

208 Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated that: “One day the Messenger of Allah (g) stood 
before us delivering an admonishing sermon. He said: “People, you will 
be gathered before Allah ˹on the Day of Judgement˺ barefooted, naked 
and uncircumcised: “As We initiated the first creation, so shall We return 
it. It is a promise of Ours that We will do this” (21:104)…. A group of 
men among my nation will be brought and taken to the left flank ˹towards 
Hellfire˺, and I say: “My Lord, my people!” And it will be said to me: 
“You do not know what they forged after you”. I will reply to that the very 
same reply that the righteous servant ˹Jesus ()˺ said: “I was a witness 
over them as long as I was among them, But when You brought my term 
˹on Earth˺ to an end, You became ˹the sole˺ Watcher over them—You are 
Witness over everything” *“If you Punish them, then they are ˹only˺ Your 
servants, but if You forgive them, then You are truly the All-Prevailing, 
All-Wise” (5: 117-118). Then it will be said to me: “They kept on turning 
on their heels ˹away from your teachings˺ ever since you left them””. 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 2447, Muslim: 2860)
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﴾119﴿ Allah says: “This is the Day 
on which the Truthfulness of the 
Truthful avails them; for them are 
Gardens under which rivers flow 
forever after they abide therein; 
Allah is Pleased with them(209) and 
they are pleased with Him—that 
indeed is the greatest gain”.
﴾120﴿ To Allah belongs the dominion 
of the Heavens, Earth and ˹all˺ 
that is within them; He is Able 
over everything(210).

209 Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) narrated that the Messenger of Allah (g) said: “Then 
their Lord, Glory is His, will reveal Himself to them ˹the companions of 
Paradise˺ and say: “Ask Me and I shall give you!” They ask Him for His 
Pleasure and He says: “My Pleasure admitted you into My abode ˹ Paradise˺ 
and bestowed on you honour from Me. Ask Me and I shall give you!” They 
ask Him ˹again˺ for His Pleasure. Then He makes them bear witness that 
they gained His Pleasure”. (al-AlbÉnÊ, ØaÍÊÍ al-TarghÊb: 3761)

210 This is the message the Believers are forever after left with. It constitutes 
two parts, both of which are repeated several times in this sura. The first 
part is a reminder of God’s Absolute Sovereignty over the Heavens, the 
Earth and all that exists within them. It is repeated in Ayas 17, 18, 40 and 
120, all coming after talk of God Almighty’s Ability to Punish as well as 
Forgive. The second part, whereby God is Able over everything, closely 
relates to the first one and follows after it as seen in the ayas where it is 
mentioned: 17, 19, 40, 117 and 120. Both amount to the same effect, i.e. 
the All-Sovereign, All-Able God disposes of the affairs of His creation at 
will and no force will ever be able to counter His will. So, people need to be 
fully Mindful of Him at all times no matter what the circumstances might 
be; no matter how adverse they come to be.

 To be able to sincerely Believe in Him, be Mindful of Him and worship 
Him as closely and devoutly as possible, the next sura, al-AnÑÉm, provides 
a detailed account of God’s Oneness and the Uniqueness of His Attributes: 
none is worthy of worship besides Him.



al-AnÑÉm
(Livestock)
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al-AnÑÉm
(Livestock)

Title: al-AnÑÉm (thus titled in al-BukhÉrÊ: 3524; al-QÉsim Ibn SallÉm, 
FaÌÉ’il al-Qur’Én, p. 240; Ibn al-ÖirrÊs, FaÌÉ’il al-Qur’Én, p. 196; 
al-ÙabarÉnÊ: 12930) equates to livestock. The word anÑÉm derives 
from niÑmah which means bounty (cf. al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). 
Livestock are mentioned in detail in this sura (cf. al-SuyËÏÊ, al-ItqÉn 
fÊ ÑUlËm al-Qur’Én, 1/197) by way of providing a concrete Sign of 
God’s sole rightfulness to the worship of the Arabs of the time who 
depended greatly on their livestock in their daily lives. The Signs of 
God’s munificence for and nourishment of people are to be found all 
around us but we need to keep our eyes and hearts open. For these, one 
only needs to be grateful to God, ‘Gratitude be to Allah’, to Whom 
everything in the universe owes its life and livelihood.

Merit: it is one of the meritorious first seven lengthy suras of the 
Qur’an (cf. Introductions to Suras 4 and 5). Ibn ÑAbbÉs (h) narrated 
that: “al-AnÑÉm came down as a whole in Makkah at night, surrounded 
by seventy thousand angels raising their voices with glorification 
(tasbÊÍ) ˹of Allah˺” (al-QÉsim Ibn SallÉm, FaÌÉ’il al-Qur’Én, p. 
240; Ibn al-ÖirrÊs, FaÌÉ’il al-Qur’Én, p. 196; al-ÙabarÉnÊ: 12930; 
Ibn ×ajar deemed this narration sound (Íasan) in NatÉ’ij al-AfkÉr, 
3/227; AÍmad ShÉkir deemed its chain of narrators sound in ÑUmdat 
al-TafsÊr, 1/761).

Theme: one of only five suras opening with the all too important 
statement of homage to God’s boundless munificence: al-Íamdu 
li AllÉh (Gratitude be to Allah; the other suras being: al-FÉtiÍah, 
al-Kahf, Saba’ and FÉÏir), al-AnÑÉm talks mainly of the proofs of 
God Almighty’s sole rightfulness to Lordship and discredits any 
form of worship extended to others besides Him (). The many sub-
themes of which this sura is made up are couched within this major 
discourse. The myriad Signs of God’s ability of creation, revelation, 
resurrection, reward and punishment, the story of Abraham () as 
told here, the admonishment of the Deniers and the descriptions of 
livestock utilization are all meant to lead people to Believe in God 
by opening up their hearts and using the unclouded powers of their 
intellects, without prejudice.
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Key: in order to grasp the meaning potential of this sura one has to 
realize the very crucial fact that it is a Makkan sura (the unanimity of 
exegetes regarding this sura as Makkan is reported by Ibn Taymiyyah, 
al-FatÉwÉ al-KubrÉ, 1/162, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr and Ibn 
ÑÓshËr). This is why we find in it numerous references to Makkah 
and the Arabian way of life. In the face of tyrannical oppression, 
the onslaught of hate and the incessant barrage of abuse they were 
bombarded with daily, the sura seeks to console the Prophet (g) and 
the fledging community around him as also to equip them with the 
right arguments to face up to their detractors and controvert their 
criticisms and arguments. To ascertain how revealing this sura is, one 
only needs to cite Ibn ÑAbbÉs (h): “If you want to realize just how 
ignorant the Arabs were then, read ˹the ayas˺ beyond 130 of al-AnÑÉm 
up until: “Losers indeed are those who killed their ˹own˺ children out 
of foolishness with no basis in ˹proper˺ knowledge, and forbade what 
Allah provided for them, falsely ascribing it ˹all˺ to Allah; they have 
gone astray, and they were not guided”” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3524).

The numerous times the Messenger (g) is commanded to address the 
doubtful by the word qul (say) underlines how fierce the debate was at 
those fraught times. This series of commands culminates in the ultimate 
stand-taking declaration: “Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Would I want to take 
as lord any other besides Allah while He is the Lord of everything. No 
soul shall earn ˹anything˺ except it being against it; no burdened soul 
shall carry the burden of another” (6: 164). No one who stares doubt, 
confusion and uncertainty in the face can afford to lose sight of al-AnÑÉm.
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In the name of Allah, the Most Beneficent, the Most Merciful

﴾1﴿ ˹All˺ Gratitude be to Allah(1) 
Who created the Heavens and 
Earth, and made darkness and 
light(2) yet the Deniers set up ˹false˺ 
equals to their Lord. ﴾2﴿ He is the 
One Who created you ˹people˺ 
from clay(3) then He decreed a term, 
and ˹another˺ term is specified 
with Him(4), yet still you doubt! 

1 All praise is God’s alone and none besides Him (cf. al-ÙabarÊ).

2 The expression al-ÐulumÉt wa al-nËr (lit. darknesses and light) is quite 
recurrent throughout the Qur’an. ‘Darkness’ is invariably always found 
in the plural form (ÐulumÉt) whilst ‘light’ is conversely always in the 
singular. Here they could mean both tangible and abstract darkness and 
light; ignorance, Association and sin as opposed to knowledge, Belief and 
obedience (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

 This sura being about proving with compelling, inexorable logic God 
Almighty’s singular rightfulness to Lordship, being the sole Creator 
and Sustainer of the whole universe and all that exists therein, opens up 
magnificently with this succinct statement. That God is the Creator and 
the sole deserver of praise and gratitude, that He is the undisputed ‘light’ 
that sound human nature is born to vouch for is, given the many contexts 
that individuals find themselves plunged into, clouded over by multiple 
‘darknesses’. Yet, all of these ‘darknesses’ are decimated, one after another, 
in and through the upcoming ayas. The argument for this singular ‘light’ is 
expounded and advanced and the multi-layered, multi-faceted darkness is 
exposed before those who use their reason to a worthy end. All comes to a 
climax in Aya 6: 122 below: “Is the one who was dead and We caused him 
to come alive and bestowed upon him a light to walk in among people be 
like the one who is plunged in complete darkness; there is no way for him 
to emerge out of which?” (cf. also 2: 257).

3 Clay is the original substance of human creation (cf. 15: 26, 55: 14, 37: 
11); Adam, the father of humanity, was created from clay, processed earth. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, AbË al-SuÑËd, al-SaÑdÊ)

4 There are two ‘terms’ (ajal) spoken of here. Exegetes have differed over 
the meaning of each of these. However, many of them (e.g. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr) are of the opinion that God Almighty has set 
a term for each individual’s existence in life, throughout which they will 
be tried and tested, and then they will die and be turned into the original 
substance of which humans are made, earth (decomposed clay). This is the 
first term, whilst the second is the exact timing of the Day on which people 
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﴾3﴿ He is ‘Allah’ ˹the One˺ in 
the Heavens and in Earth(5); He 
Knows your ˹hidden˺ secrets and 
what you make public and He 
Knows whatever you earn(6).
﴾4﴿ Whatever a Sign of the Signs 
of their Lord comes to them; 
they will only turn away from it. 
﴾5﴿ They have ˹wilfully˺ declared 
false the Truth when it came 
to them; the ˹absolute˺ tidings 
of what they used to ridicule(7) 
will ˹certainly˺ reach them(8). 

will be resurrected and recreated alive again for judgement; no one knows 
the exact hour of the Day of Judgement except Almighty God Himself (7: 
187). That people see and live through the all too incontrovertible fact of 
their very own existence, life and death, all around them, is all the more 
reason for them to be guided to Believing in the Creator, and to ask about 
the cogent reason behind their existence.

5 He is the most glorified Lord Who is rightfully worshipped by the dwellers 
of these two realms (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). “It is He Who is 
˹the only˺ God in the Heavens and ˹the only˺ God in Earth; For He is the 
All-Wise, All-Knowing” (43: 84).

 Note that the Majestic Name, Allah, is deliberately employed in this sura. 
It is used by way of bringing to mind the Supreme God Whom the Arabs 
related to (39: 3) but with an added, perspective-changing, emphasis on how 
He should be viewed. It is a call for a return to the pristine ÍanÊfiyyah creed 
of the patriarch of Prophets, Abraham () of whom they were descendants.

6 Only such an Omnipotent, Omnipresent Lord should be heeded and 
worshipped, and none besides Him.

7 Here are three types of reaction to the Signs of God: first denying them 
and pretending to take no notice of them; secondly, casting aspersions 
on their truthfulness, and, thirdly, ridiculing and jeering at them. These 
three reactions are gradual and of varying intensity; the first being the less 
outspoken (cf. al-RÉzÊ, AbË ×ayyÉn). This plays into the bigger picture 
being drawn here of the stance taken by the Makkan pagans on Islam and 
its call and highlights how stiff in their opposition to it they were.

8 Sooner or later, they will come to realize the Truth of what they Denied. 
One instance of this, as opined by Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) (quoted in al-ÙabarÊ), is 
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﴾6﴿ Had they not seen how many 
a generation(9) before them We 
have destroyed? We had 
established them in the land(10)

the story of one of the Quraysh chiefs, namely al-WalÊd Ibn al-MughÊrah, 
who was one of Islam’s brashest enemies and who is vividly described in 
Sura al-Qalam. He was told in that sura that he would be ‘branded on the 
snout’ (68: 16), and sure enough this news came true in the Battle of Badr, 
when his nose was smitten leaving an ineradicable, all visible mark on this 
most prominent site of pride, as per the Arab culture of the time. Yet, even 
this sign, he and the few around him did not heed. Another such notable 
example is the news of the victory of the Byzantines over the Persians after 
their humiliating defeats beginning in the year 613 up to 615, roughly three 
years after the Prophet (g) began his mission and in the midst of the heat 
of the onslaught against his call. A very remote possibility as it was, Sura 
al-RËm gave an exact time for which the Byzantines would rebound and 
gain the upper hand over their enemies: “within a few (biÌÑ) years”, (30: 4). 
It was within biÌÑ (anywhere between three and ten years (cf. Ibn ManÐËr, 
LisÉn al-ÑArab)) that this foretelling took place. In 622, i.e. six or seven 
years after the Qur’anic prediction, the tide indeed turned in favour of the 
Byzantines and they gained the upper hand over their enemies. Even this 
though was not enough of a Sign for the Deniers; clearly, darkness is what 
they languished in.

 It has to be said that, as per many an exegete, the realization of the Truth of 
the news of the Qur’an, of which they were told, would be in this worldly 
life and/or in the Hereafter, when they would be brought before ultimate 
justice.

9 Qarn which derives from the verb qarana (to join together/bundle up) is 
a large group of people or a nation joined together both temporally and 
spatially. It is also said of a stretch of time, the people who live through this 
time, or those who live during a period over which a Prophet was active in 
his career. It is said that qarn is 80 years long but no less than 30 years. (Ibn 
Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, 
al-MufradÉt)

10 The Qurayshites had many of the ruins of previous, much more prosperous, 
nations all around them: “You ˹Makkans˺ pass by their ruins morning 
*and night. Will you not use your reason?” (37: 137-138). They could also 
see many more of these majestic ruins, especially those of the wealthy 
Nabateans in Hegra (al-×ijr) and Petra (al-BatrÉ’) respectively, during their 
famed winter and summer journeys (cf. 106: 2). The fact that these earlier 
nations who were endowed with such abundance and were given water 
(the source of life and prosperity) both flowing and pouring without end 
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˹far˺ more firmly than how We 
established you ˹people˺! We 
sent the sky pouring down on 
them profusely and We made the 
rivers run under their feet, ˹only˺ 
then We destroyed them for their 
sins(11) and We brought into being 
another generation after them.
﴾7﴿ (12)Had We sent you a Book in 
˹actual˺ sheets, so that they would 
touch it with their own hands, the 
Deniers would ˹only˺ say: “This 
is nothing but sheer sorcery!”(13)

﴾8﴿ They ˹further˺ said: “Had only 
there been an angel sent down to 
him!”(14) Had We sent down an angel,

were devastated, did not make them think over their fate contemplatively. 
“Have they not travelled throughout the land to see what was the end of 
those ˹destroyed˺ before them? They were far superior in might; they 
cultivated the land and developed it more than these ˹Makkans˺ ever have. 
Their Messengers came to them with clear proofs. Allah would have never 
wronged them, but it was they who wronged themselves” (30:9).

11 “Your Lord never destroys towns until He sends a Messenger to their 
mother ˹town˺ to recite unto them Our Signs. And We never destroy towns, 
save when their people are wrongdoers” (28:59).

12 This passage expounds, explains and substantiates the previous one.

13 The reason for their Denial was not the seemingly weak abstract arguments 
and evidences they were being presented with, for even if they were to have 
concrete evidence brought to them (here, a heavenly book in touchable, 
tangible material, unlike the Unseen revelation that the Messenger (g) was 
relaying to them), they would still not Believe, out of deep-set aversion 
and ingrained antagonism (Ibn ÑUthaymÊn). When faced with concrete 
evidence, they would always conjure up the lame ploy of calling it all 
nothing but magic: “And even if We opened for them a gate to Heaven, 
through which they continued to ascend, *they would still say: “Our eyes 
are hallucinating. We are bewitched!”” (15: 14-15).

14 “And they say ˹mockingly˺: “What kind of messenger is this who eats food 
and goes about in market-places ˹for a living˺? If only an angel had been 
sent down with him to be his co-warner!” (25: 7).
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the whole matter would have 
been ˹immediately˺ settled and 
they would not be given respite(15). 
﴾9﴿ Had We made him an angel, 
We would have ˹certainly˺ made 
him ˹in the form of ˺  a man(16) and 
then We would have confused 
them for what they ˹contrive to˺ 
confuse(17). ﴾10﴿ Indeed, Messengers 
before you were ridiculed, but 
those who used to ridicule them 
got hit by what they ridiculed. 

15 The delivery of the Message usually takes years, if not even centuries as 
in the case of Prophet Noah (14 :29) (), of hard, toilsome work, example 
setting, and argumentation and counter-argumentation. Angels were not 
created for this role. This is why God sends human Messengers; with 
whom people can interact, relate to and see them acting upon their own 
teachings, thus providing role models to be emulated and followed. Angels 
descending to Earth have only one job: to deliver what is ‘true’; “either 
a Message to a human Messenger or a Punishment from God upon those 
who Deny it” (MujÉhid, quoted in al-ÙabarÊ). “They ˹brashly˺ say: “O you 
to whom the Reminder is revealed! You must be insane! *Why do you not 
bring us the angels, if what you say is true?” *We do not send down the 
angels, save in Truth ˹Punishment˺, and were We to do so, they would be 
granted no respite” (15: 6-8).

 Besides, God would not gratify haughty Deniers by answering their devious 
demands as much as He obliged His most faithful servants Abraham () 
when he asked Him to show him how He brings the dead to life (2: 260) 
and Jesus and his disciples when they asked for a heavenly feast (5: 114). 
Were Messengers to answer each one of these demands, the requests would 
have known no end. They would have been taken for a plaything, losing 
their meaning and becoming so commonplace as to be to no avail (cf. 
Ibn ÑÓshËr). Sincere Belief has to emanate from the heart and be based 
on unshakable, profound certainty. It is not the result of the mere material 
realization of a miracle that vanishes once this outside source of awe is no 
longer perceivable (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).

16 Such a co-warner angel would have been made to appear in human form so 
that meaningful communication could take place. Otherwise, the Message 
could not be delivered to begin with thereby defeating the whole purpose 
as they would inevitably confuse him for a human being (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

17 This shows that they were not sincere in their demand and that they only 
wanted to confuse and mystify matters.
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﴾11﴿ Say ˹ Muhammad˺: “Travel the 
land and look what was the fate of 
the deniers”.
﴾12﴿ (18)Say ˹Muhammad˺: “To 
whom belongs all what is in the 
Heavens and Earth? Say: “To 
‘Allah!’” – He decreed Mercy 
upon Himself(19) – He shall gather 
you on the Day of Judgement in 
which there is no doubt. Those 
who have ˹really˺ lost their souls 
are the ones who would not 
Believe”. ﴾13﴿ For Him belongs 
what rests ˹still˺ at night and in 
the morning(20)—He is the All-
Hearing, All-Knowing.
﴾14﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Shall I take 
as ally ˹any other˺ besides Allah, 

18 Instead of game playing and charade maintaining, they are presented here 
with real evidence, which engages both the heart and mind, rising above the 
banal material evidences they were proposing.

19 After mentioning the most plausible and irrefutable of all evidences, the 
creation of the Heavens and Earth, particularly since the Qurayshites did 
not reject this fact, God Almighty’s Mercy is evoked to underline His 
absolute ability at any given time to destroy them for Denying in and 
doubting Him. This so that they realize that this happens even though they 
are given a chance to see reason and repent (cf. al-QurÏubÊ, al-BaghawÊ, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr). AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “When 
Allah created all of the creatures, He wrote in His Book, which is with 
Him above the Throne: “My Mercy overrules My Wrath” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
7404, Muslim: 2751). This also constitutes a message to the Believers 
who are too eager to see Divine Punishment overtake the Deniers (Ibn 
ÑÓshËr).

20 This is to show that all dimensions are under the control of God Almighty; 
the spatial dimension, the Heavens and Earth, and the temporal dimension, 
day and night. Nothing exists outside the reach of His Power (al-RÉzÊ, RiÌÉ, 
Ibn ÑÓdil), not even in their most imperceptible inert states; He is verily the 
All-Hearing, All-Knowing of everything!
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the Originator(21) of the Heavens 
and Earth, while He feeds and 
never is He fed?”(22) Say: “I was 
commanded to be the first to 
submit, and that: “Do not you 
be among the Associators”(23)”. 
﴾15﴿ Say: “I fear, should I disobey my 
Lord, the Punishment of a dreadful 
Day”. ﴾16﴿ Whoever is averted ˹from 
Punishment˺ on that Day, then He 
had Mercy on him—that indeed is 
the clearest success(24).
﴾17﴿ If Allah touches you with 
affliction, none will remove 
it except for Him, and if He 
touches you with good, then 
He is Able over everything(25). 
﴾18﴿ He is the Most Dominant over 
His servants(26)—He is the Most 
Wise, the All-Knowledgeable. 

21 FÉÏir comes from faÏara (past tense) which means to create something 
totally brand new, unparalleled in the past (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

22 Only a Self-Sufficient, All-Sustaining God is worthy of worship and should 
be the only One sought for help. “I did not create jinn and humans except 
to worship Me. *I want no provision from them, nor do I want them to feed 
Me. *Indeed, Allah is the One Who is the Supreme Provider—Owner of 
Power, Ever Mighty” (51: 56-58).

23 This direct quote within the indirect report is meant as a two-fold delivery of 
this, most crucial Message; first for the Messenger (g), to assert his firmness, 
and secondly to deliver it to others (al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

24 “…whoever is dragged away from Hellfire and entered into Paradise, then 
he is a winner” (3: 185).

25 This is further evidence of God Almighty’s Lordship as opposed to all 
besides Him, especially the idols whom the Makkans used to worship. 
They could not create anything, let alone the whole universe, or provide 
sustenance for their servants, nor could they harm or remove harm, bring 
good or prevent it (Ibn ÑÓshËr).

26 God Almighty’s total, unchecked dominance over His servants is a notion 
which is underlined in many Qur’anic passages; cf. 10: 107, 33: 17, 35: 2, 
39: 38, 48: 11.
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﴾19﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “What 
thing is most weighty in 
testimony?”(27) Say: “Allah is a 
Witness between me and you. 
He revealed to me this Qur’an 
to warn you with it and whoever 
it reaches. Certainly you testify 
that there are other gods with 
Allah”. Say: “I ˹most certainly˺ 
do not testify ˹to this˺!” Say: “He 
is none but One God. I certainly 
denounce what you Associate 
˹with Him˺”(28).
﴾20﴿ Those to whom We gave 
the Book know him ˹Prophet 
Muhammad (g)˺ as much as 
they know their ˹own˺ children. 
Those who have ˹really˺ lost 
their souls are the ones 
who would not Believe(29). 

27 To prove the Truthfulness of Prophet Muhammad (g), God is evoked as 
Arbiter between him and his opponents (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). In Arab culture, 
this is a very solemn undertaking; building on a sort of a code of honour. 
That God’s Most Majestic Name, ‘Allah’, is specifically mentioned draws 
on the addressees’ belief that Allah is Most Supreme over all the gods whom 
they claimed they only worshipped to draw them nearer to Him (39: 3). He 
is the One by Whom they used to bind each other in their pledges, dealings 
and interactions (cf. 4:1). They owed all their exceptional privileges over 
and above the whole of Arabia, to their legitimacy as guardians of His 
holiest shrine, the KaÑbah. So to evoke His Name in testimony is extremely 
serious, especially when it comes from the one person whom they used to 
call al-amÊn (the honest), Prophet Muhammad (g). “˹Nay˺ But ˹in spite 
of the Deniers˺ Allah ˹Himself ˺  bears witness to what He sent down to 
you – He sent it with His Knowledge – and the angels bear witness ˹to it˺ 
too—sufficient is Allah ˹indeed˺ as Witness” (4: 166).

28 This is the testimony of monotheism: the ultimate declaration, that there is 
only One God worthy of worship, Allah ().

29 The People of the Book commanded much respect in the Arab collective 
consciousness because they were considered learned owing to their having 
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﴾21﴿ Who is more unjust than him 
who fabricated lies against Allah, 
or rejected His Signs—˹certainly˺ 
the unjust are never successful. 
﴾22﴿ On the Day when We round 
them all up, then We say to those 
who Associated: “Where are your 
Associates(30), whom you used to 
˹falsely˺ claim?” ﴾23﴿ At that their 
plea would be only saying: “By 
Allah, our Lord, we were not 
Associators”.(31) ﴾24﴿ Look how 
they lied to themselves and what 
they used to fabricate deserted 
them!
﴾25﴿ Some among them would 
listen to you; ˹but˺ We have put 
sheaths over their hearts, lest 
they would perceive it, and in 
their ears there is impairment(32). 

Scriptures, whereas the Arabs of that time were overwhelmingly illiterate 
(62: 2). They are being brought to the fore here by way of forestalling an 
assumed argument of the Makkans against Prophet Muhammad (g). The 
People of the Book had an exact description of Prophet Muhammad (g) 
in their Scriptures yet a great many of them did not Believe: “…those who 
follow the Messenger, the unlettered Prophet, whom they find inscribed in 
the Torah and the Evangel that is with them, who enjoins upon them what 
is right, and forbids them what is wrong, and makes good things lawful for 
them, and forbids them bad things, and relieves them of their burden and 
the shackles that were upon them. Thus those who Believe in him, honour 
him, help him, and follow the Light that has been sent down with him; it is 
they who shall prosper” (7: 157).

30 Those whom they worshipped besides God Almighty.

31 “On the Day Allah resurrects them all, they will ˹falsely˺ swear to Him as 
they swear to you, thinking they have something to stand on. Indeed, it is 
they who are the ˹total˺ liars” (58: 18).

32 This is the case of those among the Deniers who would not see the Truth no 
matter what they are being presented with. This is because they willingly 
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Even if they see every Sign, 
they would not Believe in it(33); 
so much so that when they come 
to dispute with you, the Deniers 
would ˹willingly˺ say: “This is 
nothing but merely ˹a retelling of 
the˺ scribbles of the ancients!”(34)

and eagerly rushed into rejecting God’s Signs as a matter of principle and 
out of entrenched beliefs. They knew that Believing would dispossess them 
of their special privileges, status and prestige, as Islam aimed to build a 
fundamentally equalitarian society. They just could not bring themselves 
to Believe in all that leads to this new state of affairs: “Those who Denied 
said: “Do not listen to this Qur’Én. Drown it out so that hopefully you will 
gain the upper hand” (41: 26); “Some of them would listen to you and when 
they come out of your place they say: “What did he say earlier?”” (47: 
16); “They said: “Our hearts are in sheaths regarding what you call us for, 
there is impairment in our ears and between us and you is a barrier. Do 
your best then because we will surely be doing our best!”” (41: 5).

 Other ayas describe the same Denial: “And who is more unjust than those 
who, when reminded of their Lord’s Signs, turn away from them and forget 
what their own hands have done? We have certainly put sheaths over their 
hearts – leaving them unable to perceive this ˹Qur’an˺ – and impairment 
in their ears. And if you invite them to guidance, they will never be guided” 
(18: 57); “When you recite the Qur’Én, We place a hidden veil between you 
and those who Believe not in the Hereafter. *We have placed sheaths over 
their hearts, preventing them from perceiving it, and impairment in their 
ears. When you mention your Lord alone in the Qur’Én, they turn their 
backs and run away” (17: 45-46).

33 “Yet, whenever they see a Sign, they turn away, saying: “Same old 
sorcery!”” (54: 2).

34 This is a dynamic equivalence translation, reproducing a comparable 
affective import in the target language. Another translation would be: “This 
is nothing but myths of old!” Literally, asÉÏÊr, are written news and stories 
of ancient times, where fact and myth are inextricably intertwined (cf. Ibn 
Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, 
al-MufradÉt). This claim is a familiar ruse of the Deniers: “Whenever Our 
Signs are recited to them, they say: “We have already heard ˹ the recitation˺. 
If we wanted, we could have easily produced something similar. This is 
nothing but scribbles of the ancients!” (8: 31); “They say: “This is nothing 
but scribbles of the ancients, which he had written down: they are dictated 
to him morning and evening”” (25: 5).
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﴾26﴿ They strongly caution ˹people˺ 
against it ˹the Truth˺ and they 
˹themselves˺ strike a distance 
away from it; they only destroy 
themselves unwittingly(35).
﴾27﴿ (36)If only you could see 
˹Muhammad˺ when they were 
stood at the Fire and then said: 
“How we wish we could be 
returned then we would ˹surely˺ 
not deny the Signs of our Lord 
and would be among the 
Believers!(37)” ﴾28﴿ Nay, but what 
they used to hide(38) before was 
made to come all too true to 
them. If they were to return 
they would ˹only˺ backtrack 
to what they were forbidden 
from—indeed they are liars. 

35 “Are those whose evil-doing is made so appealing to them that they deem it 
good ˹like those who are rightly guided˺?” (35: 8).

36 This passage is meant to console the Prophet (g) and assure him of the 
Deniers’ fate – those who caused him much pain and distress – by giving 
him a preview of some events of the Day of Judgement. The scenes and 
sights being depicted are so real that the past tense is used as if the events 
had already taken place. The past tense is also meant as an assurance that 
the case has already been settled.

37 “As for those who Deny, theirs shall be the Fire of Hell. They will neither 
be done away with so as to die; nor will any of its Punishment be lightened 
for them. Thus do We requite every Denier. *They will howl out shouting 
therein: “Our Lord! Let us out, that we may do good other than that 
which we used to do. Did We not give you long life, enough for whosoever 
would reflect to reflect therein? And the Warner came to you, so taste ˹the 
Punishment˺! The wrongdoers shall have no helpers”” (35: 36-37).

38 Their realization of the Truth of the Message (cf. Ibn al-Qayyim, ÑUddat 
al-ØÉbirÊn, p. 186, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). They knew for sure that it was true 
but nonetheless they denied it all the same: “They denied them ˹the Signs˺, 
in their wickedness and their pride, even though their souls acknowledged 
them as true. See how those who spread corruption met their end!” (27: 14).
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﴾29﴿ ˹Earlier in the worldly life˺ 
They used to say: “It is nothing 
but this worldly life of ours and we 
shall not be resurrected!” ﴾30﴿ ˹But˺ 
If only you could see ˹Muhammad˺ 
when they were stood in front of 
their Lord; He said: “Is not this 
real?” They said: “Most certainly, 
by our Lord!” He said: “Taste 
you then the Punishment for your 
Denying”. ﴾31﴿ Losers indeed are 
those who deny the meeting of 
Allah, until when the Hour comes 
upon them all of a sudden, they 
would say: “Woe be us for wasting 
it ˹our lives˺!”(39) They would 
carry their ˹burdensome˺ sins 
over their backs—sordid indeed 
what they carry. ﴾32﴿ This worldly 
life is nothing but a plaything, a 
distraction, but the final abode is 
better for the Mindful—have you 
no sense!(40)

39 “Follow ˹the Qur’an˺ the best of what has been sent down to you from your 
Lord, before the Punishment comes upon you all of a sudden while you are 
unaware, *lest any soul should say: “Woe is me for having neglected what 
is due to God, and having been one of those who scoffed!”” (39: 55-56).

40 This life is nothing but an illusory enjoyment (3: 185) that will soon come 
to an abrupt end by death, but the Hereafter is the real life, the everlasting 
abode, that those of sound reason need to strive for: “The life of this world 
is merely a plaything and a distraction; the true life is in the Final Abode, 
if only they knew” (29: 64); “Know you all that the life of this world is but 
a plaything, a distraction, an ornament, mutual boasting among you, and 
vying for increase in property and children—the likeness of a rain whose 
vegetation impresses the farmers; then it withers such that you see it turn 
yellow; then it becomes chaff. And in the Hereafter there shall be severe 
Punishment, forgiveness from Allah, and Pleasure, and the life of this world 
is naught but an illusory enjoyment” (57: 20).

 al-Mustawrid Ibn ShaddÉd (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “By 
Allah, this worldly life by comparison to the Hereafter is like a person who 
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﴾33﴿ (41)We ˹surely˺ Know that what 
they say saddens you(42). ˹Know 
then that˺ They do not ˹really˺ 
think you a liar, but the wrong-
doers are ˹only˺ dismissive of 
the Signs of Allah(43). ﴾34﴿ Many a 
Messenger before you has been 
rejected, but they persevered in the 
face of their rejection; they were 
harmed until Our victory came to 
them. None can change the Words 
of Allah(44); the profound news of 
the Messengers came to you(45). 

dips this finger (pointing his index finger) in the sea; see how much he 
draws from it!” (Muslim: 2858).

41 This passage gives a glimpse at the woes and pains that our great Prophet 
Muhammad (g) had to endure in his struggle to deliver the Message. He was 
met with stiff opposition and outright enmity by his own clan and some of his 
closest relatives, which naturally saddened and pained him. They customarily 
called him a madman, a sorcerer, a charlatan, a liar, a mere rhymester; they 
rejected his Message calling it mere scribbles of the ancients, and they hurled 
many more jeers and sneers at him; and their persecutions were by no means 
any less severe. But God Almighty was on his side. He bolstered him with 
the necessary support and comfort to get over such states and to carry on 
delivering the Message, striving in the cause (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

42 The great grief the Prophet (g) experienced is laconically captured in the 
following aya: “But, perhaps you ˹Muhammad˺ will grieve yourself to death 
over their Denial, if they ˹continue to˺ Deny in this Discourse” (18: 6).

43 They knew for sure that he came with the Truth, but out of intransigence and 
haughtiness, they would not admit this (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). The 
Qur’an employs the word jaÍada which means to deny and reject with the 
tongue what the heart surely knows to be the Truth; the noun juÍËd, which 
derives from it, means ingratitude (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, Ibn 
FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt).

44 That He () will grant victory to His Messengers and the sincerely faithful 
around them (cf. Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Our Word has already been 
given to Our servants, the Messengers, that: it is they who will be made 
victorious, and that Our forces will certainly prevail” (37: 171-173); “Allah 
decreed that: “I shall prevail, Me and My Messengers—verily Allah is All-
Powerful, All-Prevailing”” (58: 21).

45 “And all We relate to you ˹Muhammad˺ of the stories of the Messengers is 
to reassure your heart” (11: 120).
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﴾35﴿ (46)If their aversion is too hard 
on you, then if you can seek out 
a tunnel in the ground or ladder 
to the sky, so that you may bring 
them a Sign ˹then do it˺; ˹but˺ if 
Allah so wished He would have 
banded them all together around 
guidance, so be not among the 
ignorant.
﴾36﴿ (47)Indeed only those who can 
hear(48) will respond, yet the dead, 
Allah will resurrect them and then 
to Him they return(49). ﴾37﴿ They 
said: “If only a Sign from his Lord 
would be sent down to him!”(50) 

46 In the face of this fierce onslaught, the Prophet (g) is told that he can do 
none of the sort of actions mentioned, whether digging a tunnel or climbing 
up a ladder to the sky, in response to his foes’ preposterous demands. Had 
God wished, He would have made them all willingly embrace his call. So 
he need not feel anguish on account of this (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, 
ÙanÏÉwÊ, al-TafsÊr al-WasÊÏ): “Had your Lord ˹ O Muhammad˺ so willed, all 
˹people˺ on Earth would have certainly Believed, every single one of them! 
Would you then force people to become Believers?” (10: 99).

47 This passage carries on from the few previous ones further expanding on 
them. Those who fail to be guided are so done by because they themselves 
are adamantly unwilling to receive the Signs of God. They are ‘dead’ to them 
revelling and languishing in a bottomless pit of darkness (cf. RiÌÉ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

48 Those who are well-tuned and receptive (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

49 Those who rebel against the call to Truth and are ‘dead’ to it will meet their 
fate on the Day of Judgement (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr). That 
the misguided are ‘dead’ is a metaphor that carries on in Aya 6:122 below: 
“Is the one who was dead and We caused him to come alive and bestowed 
upon him a light to walk in among people be like the one who is plunged 
in complete darkness; there is no way for him to emerge out of which?” 
(al-ShinqÊÏÊ draws attention to this point).

50 They keep on asking for miraculous ‘signs’ even though whatever Signs 
they might be given would not be believed in (Aya 25 above), seeking 
thereby only to further confound and complicate matters (Aya 9 above) (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). This is their oft-evoked lame excuse: “They 
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Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Indeed Allah 
can send down a Sign”; but most 
of them know not(51). ﴾38﴿ There is 
not a single moving creature on 
Earth or a bird flying with its two 
wings except them being nations 
like you(52) – We left nothing 

say: “We will not Believe in you ˹ Muhammad˺ until you make a spring gush 
out of the ground for us; *or until you have a garden of date palms and 
vines, and make rivers pour through them; *or make the sky fall on us in 
pieces, as you claimed will happen; *or bring Allah and the angels before 
us face to face; *or have a house made of gold; or ascend into the sky, ˹but˺ 
even then, we will not Believe in your ascension until you send a ˹tangible˺ 
book down for us to read”. Say: “Glory be to my Lord! Am I anything but 
a mortal, a Messenger?”” (17: 90-93).

51 This draws attention to their sheer ignorance of the laws of God and what 
befell many a nation before them: when people ask for a sign and choose 
afterwards to declare it false, they will surely meet a swift reckoning. An 
example at hand is that of the ThamËd, their not too distant neighbours, 
who asked for a supernatural she-camel as a Sign but chose to disbelieve 
in it afterwards, miraculous as it was, and God exacted justice on them 
momentarily: “Nothing keeps Us from sending the ˹ demanded˺ Signs except 
that they had ˹already˺ been denied by earlier peoples. And We gave the 
ThamËd the she-camel as a clear ˹Sign˺, but they wrongfully rejected it. We 
only send the Signs as a warning” (17: 59).

52 The ‘Signs’ are everywhere, all around them but being ‘out of tune’ 
and adamantly contradicting resulted in their sense of perception being 
blotched; they are “deaf and dumb in the bosom of darkness” as if ‘dead’. 
All the creatures around us are but nations like us; in them are enough 
Signs for those of sound reason to see and know the path to God. They are 
created, provided for, brought to death and resurrected by God Almighty. 
All of their lives, livelihoods and deeds are recorded to the smallest detail 
in the Preserved Tablet (al-lawÍ al-maÍfËÐ): “There is no moving creature 
on Earth but that its provision lies with Allah. And He knows its dwelling 
place and its repository. All is ˹accounted for˺ in a clear Book” (11: 6; cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-RÉzÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

 The One who does all this, is more than Able to bring them whatever 
Sign He wishes (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn, al-ShirbÊnÊ), and to Him they shall all 
be returned: “We know best the way they listen, when they listen to you 
and when they confer in secret, and these wrongdoers say: “You are only 
following a man who is bewitched”. *See what they think you are like! But 
they are lost and cannot find the right way. *They also say: “What? When 
we are turned to bones and dust, shall we really be raised up in a new act 
of creation? *Say: “˹Yes˺ Even if you were ˹as hard as˺ stone, or iron, 
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unaccounted for in the Book – 
and then to their Lord they shall 
be gathered. ﴾39﴿ Those who deny 
Our Signs are deaf and dumb in 
˹the bosom of ˺  darkness(53). Whoever 
Allah wishes, He misguides and 
whoever He wishes, He places 
him on a Straight Path.
﴾40﴿ (54)Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Would 
you not see that when Allah’s 
Punishment comes to you or the 
Hour comes upon you, would 
you pray to any besides ‘Allah’ 
if only you are truthful?” 
﴾41﴿ “Nay, but it is He Whom you 
would pray to, then He removes 
what you pray to Him for, if He 
so wills, and you forget about 
what you Associate ˹with Him˺.”(55)

*or any other creation you think hard to bring to life”. Then they will say: 
“Who will bring us back?” Say: “The One Who created you the first time”. 
Then they will shake their heads at you and say: “When will that be?” Say: 
“It may well be very soon: *it will be the Day when He calls you, and you 
answer by praising Him, and you think you have stayed ˹on Earth˺ only a 
little while”” (17: 47-52).

53 ÚulumÉt (lit. darknesses) is, as always given in the Qur’an, in the plural. 
They waste their lives away in the darknesses of Denying, ignorance and 
intransigence (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

54 Then, people might have had many gods whom they Associated with God, 
but when they were touched by affliction or hit by disaster they quickly 
turned to the One and only God, the ‘Allah’ they knew for sure as All-
Able, All-Dominant. At those times their recalcitrance evaded them (cf. 
al-RÉzÊ): “He is the One Who enables you to travel through land and sea. 
And it so happens that you are on ships, sailing with a favourable wind, to 
the passengers’ delight. Suddenly, the ships are overcome by a gale wind 
and those on board are overwhelmed by waves from every side, and they 
assume they are doomed. They cry out to Allah ˹alone˺ in sincere devotion: 
“If You save us from this, we will certainly be grateful”” (10: 22).

55 “When you are touched with hardship at sea, you forget all ˹the gods˺ you 
˹normally˺ invoke, except Him. But when He delivers you ˹safely˺ to shore, 
you turn away. Humans are ever ungrateful” (17: 67).
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﴾42﴿ We have certainly sent 
˹Messengers˺ to nations before 
you ˹Muhammad˺; We took them 
by affliction and hardship, so that 
they might humble themselves. 
﴾43﴿ Were they only when Our 
affliction befell them to ˹sincerely˺ 
humble themselves!(56) Nay, but 
their hearts became hard and Satan 
made what they used to do look 
attractive to them(57). ﴾44﴿ When they 
forgot what they were reminded 
of(58), We opened up for them the 
doors of everything(59); yet when 
they become full of gloating 
over what they were given, 

56 YataÌarraÑu is to worship God with all sincerity and in humbleness. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

57 Denial, Association and sinning. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

58 They deliberately disregarded what their Messengers conveyed to them. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

59 The doors that were shut to them at times of hardship will be opened and 
they will experience a life of ease, limitless abundance and merriment. 
When they become too gleefully sure of it, God brings His swift reckoning 
over their heads (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “Whenever We sent 
a Prophet to a town, We afflicted its ˹Denying˺ people with suffering and 
hardships, so that they might humble themselves ˹before Us˺, *and then 
We changed their hardship into prosperity, until they multiplied. But then 
they ˹smugly˺ said: “Hardship and affluence also befell our forefathers”, 
and so We took them all of a sudden, unawares” (7: 94-95). ÑUqbah Ibn 
ÑÓmir (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “When you see Allah 
providing generously for a servant, despite him being ˹rebelliously˺ sinful, 
then know that it is by way of luring him ˹ into a trap˺”. Then he (g) recited: 
“When they forgot what they were reminded of, We opened up for them the 
doors of everything; yet when they become full of gloating over what they 
were given, We took them all of a sudden, and lo they are full of despair” 
(AÍmad: 17311, al-ÙabarÉnÊ, al-AwsaÏ: 9272, al-BayhaqÊ, ShuÑab al-ÔmÉn: 
4220). This aya, further, relates back to Aya 11 above, which encourages 
taking heed from the fate of earlier nations who Denied their Messengers.
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We took them all of a sudden, 
and lo they are seized with 
despair. ﴾45﴿ The people who did 
wrong were utterly wiped out; all 
gratitude be to Allah, the Lord of 
all beings.
﴾46﴿ (60)Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Would 
you not see that if Allah were to 
take away your hearing and your 
sight; and seal your hearts, what 
god besides ‘Allah’ would restore 
it ˹all˺ back to you!(61) Look 
˹Muhammad˺ how We expound 
the Signs to them and then they 
˹defiantly˺ turn away! ﴾47﴿ Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “Would you not see 
that if Allah’s Punishment befalls 
you all of a sudden or plainly 
to sight; would none but only 
the wrongdoers be destroyed?(62)

60 This passage sheds further light and expounds upon the previous one; 
providing yet further Signs of the Truth and God’s Omnipotence. 
(Ibn ÑÓshËr)

61 They are reminded to take heed, being warned about a Punishment for the 
nature of their rejection. The argument goes that any god would normally 
want hearing, seeing and mindful servants who are able to worship him and 
pay him homage, but given that the Deniers made no use of these perceptual 
faculties to come to realize the Truth for what it really is (knowing all too 
well that their false gods are not in the least able to either benefit or harm 
them, being nothing more than stones and inanimate objects), and fully 
knowing that only ‘Allah’ (God) is able over everything, they might as well 
be bereft of them (cf. al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

62 Punishment could come to them suddenly without warning or after the 
coming of its harbingers and none could tip them off in the case of the 
earlier or save them in the case of the latter; either way, only the Deniers 
will be taken, and God saves His sincere servants (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ): “Those who Believe and do not mix their Belief with injustice, for 
those is security and they are ˹truly˺ guided” (6: 82).
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﴾48﴿ We send Messengers as 
nothing but bearers of glad tidings 
and warners(63); whoever Believes 
and mends ˹their ways˺ then they 
should not fear nor need they 
grieve(64), ﴾49﴿ ˹ but˺ those who reject 
Our Signs, Punishment touches 
them for their rebelliousness. 
﴾50﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “I would 
not say to you that I hold the 
treasures of Allah, I do not know 
˹about˺ the Unseen(65), I would not 
say to you that I am an angel; I 
only follow what is revealed to 
me”. Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Are the 
blind and the seeing ˹persons˺ 
alike?(66) Would you ˹Deniers˺ not 
reflect!”

63 This explains plainly that God sends human Messengers for specific 
purposes, whereby they come to deliver the Message they were entrusted 
with, but are not to be toyed with. (Ibn ÑÓshËr)

64 Those who come to embrace Faith in all sincerity are given assurance 
against future Punishment; they should not be saddened over their previous 
rebellious actions. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

65 Messengers are but human beings who warn people against rebelling against 
God and bring them glad tidings of the good rewards in store for those 
who listen and pay heed. They come with a Message to open up peoples’ 
hearts and minds to the Truth; they are not endowed with the supernatural 
powers that people want them to demonstrate at will: “Say ˹Muhammad˺: 
“I have no power over benefit or harm, ˹even˺ to myself, except as Allah 
may please: if I had knowledge of the Unseen, I would have abundant good 
things and no harm could touch me. I am no more than a bearer of warning, 
and good news to those who Believe”” (7: 188). This clear, definite reply 
puts an end to their disputatious demands.

66 The analogy of the blind and the seeing replicates the other contrasting 
comparisons between the dead and the living, the deaf and the hearing, 
with which this sura abounds. Those who are being contrasted here are 
the Deniers who are ‘blind’ to the Truth and the Believers who can see it 
plainly for what it is (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾51﴿ (67)Warn with it(68) ˹Muhammad˺ 
those who fear being gathered 
before their Lord – there is 
none besides Him as an ally or 
intercessor for them(69) – so they 
might be Mindful. ﴾52﴿ Do not 
˹Muhammad˺ turn away(70) those 
who pray to their Lord early and 
late in the day seeking ˹only˺ His 
Face(71); you will not be brought 
to account over them nor will 
they be brought to account over 
your deeds so that you may turn 
them away, ˹mind you˺ lest you 
would be among the wrongdoers. 

67 Now, discourse sheds light on yet another segment of that society, the 
less favoured who had no vested interest in the status quo but who whole-
heartedly embraced the Message of Truth. A truth they readily saw.

68 The Qur’an. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

69 They sincerely fear God because they fully realize that there will be none 
on the Day of Judgement to help them or intercede with Him except the 
Almighty Himself (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

70 In these early days, the ones who sincerely Believed were mostly from among 
the underprivileged societal denominations, paupers and slaves, so out of 
sheer egotism when those belonging to the upper echelons of society wanted 
to sit with the Prophet they disdainfully demanded these ‘others’ be sent away. 
SaÑd Ibn AbÊ WaqqÉÎ (h) said: “We were with the Prophet (g), six of us, 
when the Associators said to him: “Send these away, lest they get overfamiliar 
with us!” He continued: “There were me, ˹ ÑAbdullÉh˺ Ibn MasÑËd, a man from 
˹the clan of ˺  Hudhayl, BilÉl ˹Ibn RabÉÍ˺ and another two men whom I do not 
know their names. Something ˹of sorts˺ occurred to the Messenger of Allah 
(g), and then Allah sent down: “Do not ˹Muhammad˺ turn away those who 
pray to their Lord early and late in the day”” (Muslim: 2413).

 Such haughtiness was known about since the first Messenger, Noah (), 
was sent to humanity: “They said: “Why should we Believe you ˹Noah˺ 
when only the rif-raff follow you?” *He said: “What knowledge do I have 
of what they used to do? *It is for my Lord alone to bring them to account 
- if only you could see - *I will not drive Believers away. *I am but a clear 
warner”” (26: 111-115).

71 The fact that they are busy with mentioning and praying to their Lord 
at these two most busy times of the day underlines how devoted they were 
(cf. AbË ×ayyÉn).
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﴾53﴿ Like so We tested some of them 
by means of others(72), so they ˹the 
haughty˺ would say: “Is it these 
whom Allah favoured among us!” 
Is not Allah more aware of the 
thankful?(73) ﴾54﴿ When those who 
Believe in Our Signs come to you 
say ˹to them˺: “Peace be upon 
you – your Lord decreed Mercy 
upon Himself – whoever of you 
commits evil out of ignorance 
then repents afterwards, and 
mends ˹their ways˺, then Allah is 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful”(74). 
﴾55﴿ Like so We spell out the Signs 
so that the path of the criminals 
becomes plain ˹to sight˺(75).

72 That mainly the less significant of the population were the first to embrace 
the call is yet another test for the notables of society. In order to become true 
Believers, they would have to suppress their feelings of deep contempt and 
really consider themselves brethren with those whom they saw themselves 
as vastly superior to (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

73 Their senses were not clouded by worldly distractions, so they knew the 
Truth for what it really was once they saw it; they readily counted God’s 
many favours on them and became thankful.

74 No matter what rank other mortals held them at, they were practically 
honoured by their Most High Lord. They were to be amiably received 
and greeted by the Noble Messenger (g), given the good tidings of God’s 
Mercy to them and told that their sins will be forgiven once they seek 
repentance. These were the most solid kernel of the Believing society, 
who performed many death-defying acts of heroism and whose role was 
decisive in bolstering the preservation of the whole Faith community in 
those early days.

75 The path of the Believers further draws attention to how swerved the path 
of the Deniers is (al-RÉzÊ, al-SamÊn al-×alabÊ, al-Durr al-MaÎËn). The 
Believers’ whole-hearted, unconditional acceptance of the call of Truth was 
to be yet another Sign of the true path to take had the Deniers’ senses not 
been clouded: “If they ˹the Deniers˺ see the path of guidedness, they would 
not take it as a path...” (7: 146).
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﴾56﴿ (76)Say ˹Muhammad˺: “I was 
forbidden to worship those you 
invoke besides Allah”. Say: 
“I shall not follow your ˹vain˺ 
desires(77); ˹for then˺ I shall be 
misguided and not among the 
guided”. ﴾57﴿ Say: “I stand on clear 
evidence from my Lord, yet you 
deny it; I do not have what you 
are in a hurry for(78). Only Allah 
has a decision ˹about that˺; He 
declares the Truth—He is the best 
of adjudicators”. ﴾58﴿ Say: “If I 
have what you seek to hasten, the 
matter between me and you would 
have been ˹soon˺ settled—Allah 
knows best the wrongdoers(79)”.
﴾59﴿ (80)“He ˹Allah˺ has the keys of 
the Unseen(81), only He knows them.

76 The diatribe against the Deniers is renewed here with emphasis on 
stating a clear position which strikes a definite distance from the path of 
the misguided (cf. al-RÉzÊ, AbË ×ayyÉn, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr).

77 Following vain desires is what led them to stray. (AbË ×ayyÉn)

78 That is Punishment from God (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “They 
also said: “O Allah, if this really is the Truth from You, then rain stones on 
us from the heavens, or send us some other painful Punishment” (8: 32); 
“They say: “Our Lord, hasten us our share of Punishment before the Day 
of Reckoning!” (38: 16).

79 An allusion to the destruction of the ‘wrongdoers’; a throwback to Aya 47 
above.

80 The following are indications of the absolute Omnipotence and Omniscience 
of the One and true Master of the universe, Whom they Deny out of sheer 
ignorance (AbË ×ayyÉn).

81 MafÉtiÍ al-Ghayb (lit. keys of the Unseen) is invariably interpreted by 
exegetes as khazÉ’in al-ghayb, troves of the Unseen. Although this passage 
provides a number of these ‘keys’ that lie beyond human perceptions, 
the example usually given is Aya 31: 34: “Indeed, Allah ˹alone˺ has the 
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He knows ˹all˺ what is there in the 
land and sea; not a leaf that falls 
without Him knowing about it, 
not a seed in the ˹deepest recess 
of the˺ darkness of Earth(82), not 
a thing moist nor dry(83) except 
˹it˺ being in a clarifying book(84).” 
﴾60﴿ “He is the One Who terminates 
your ˹lives˺ at night(85) and knows 
what you earn during the day, 
then He sets you off ˹again˺ 
during it ˹ the day˺ so that a specified 
term comes to an end(86); then to 
Him is your return then He gives 
you the news about what you 
used to do(87).” ﴾61﴿ “He is the Most 
Dominant over His servants(88) 

knowledge of the Hour. He sends down the rain, and knows what is in the 
wombs. No soul knows what it will earn for tomorrow, and no soul knows 
in what land it will die. Surely Allah is All-Knowing, All-Aware”.

82 The seeds buried deep in the ground. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)

83 Exegetes hold different opinions regarding the meaning of this binary 
pair; however al-BaghawÊ notes that ‘moist’ and ‘dry’ could be used as 
metonyms for life and death, respectively.

84 The Preserved Tablet (al-lawÍ al-maÍfËÐ) in which everything is clearly 
written ever since God first created the universe. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr)

85 The taking of people’s souls away from their bodies during their sleep 
(known as al-wafÉt al-ÎughrÉ; the lesser death) (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ): “Allah takes the souls of the dead and the souls of the living while 
they sleep - He keeps hold of those whose death He has ordained and sends 
the others back until their appointed time - there truly are Signs in this for 
those who reflect” (39: 42).

86 A person’s life.

87 On the Day of Judgement, God will bring people to account for their deeds 
after reviewing their records in public. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

88 God Almighty’s total, unchecked Dominance over His servants is a notion 
which is underlined in many Qur’anic passages; cf. 10: 107, 35: 2, 39: 38, 
48: 11, 33: 17.
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and He sends ˹constant˺ keepers(89) 
over you, until when death comes 
upon any of you, Our messengers(90) 
terminate his life; never do they 
neglect ˹a thing˺”. ﴾62﴿ (91)Then 
they are returned to Allah, their 
real Master; nay but to Him alone 
belongs the decision—He is the 
swiftest of Reckoners.
﴾63﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Who 
salvages you from the ˹danger-
fraught, deep˺ darkness of the 
land and sea?(92) ˹But the One˺ 
You invoke Him humbly and 
mutedly(93); ˹saying˺ “Should He 
salvage us from this, we will 
surely be among the thankful””. 

89 ×afaÐah (lit. keepers/protectors); these are angels who protect people and 
keep record of their deeds (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “For each 
one there are successive angels before and behind, protecting them by 
Allah’s command” (13: 11); “Standing over you are guardians ˹angels˺, 
*watchers, noble recorders *who know what you do” (82: 10-12).

90 The angels whose task is to take souls. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

91 The change of tone in this passage concluding aya is nothing short of 
majestic: the shift from first person to third person pronouns, from being 
talked to and then being talked about; from the present tense, which directly 
addresses the interlocutors and talks about the now, to the past tense in 
which the intended are only alluded to, and talks about a scene from the 
future as if already past and gone; and use of the marked exclusive “a-lÉ” 
(nay but!) is meant to further indicate the boundless Supremacy of God, 
Who is the sole Judge of people’s deeds.

92 The Arabs of that time, like many people nowadays, did not deny that 
‘Allah’ was their sole Lord (known as tawÍÊd al-rubËbiyyah) Whom they 
turned to in hard times, but what they denied was His sole Godhood (known 
as tawÍÊd al-ulËhiyyah), i.e. that He is the only God worthy of worship. 
Discourse here draws their attention to this fact in argument against them 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

93 That is they summon up their most sincere prayers in true humbleness and 
whole-heartedly as people would do in hard times, yet once their prayers 
are answered, they renege on their promise to God.
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﴾64﴿ Say: “Allah ˹alone˺ salvages 
you from it and from every 
distress, ˹but only˺ then you 
˹just˺ Associate ˹with Him˺”.(94) 
﴾65﴿ (95)Say: “He is ever Able to send 
a Punishment on you from above 
you or from under your feet(96); 
or mell you up into ˹hostile˺ 
factions, letting some of you 
taste the brawn of the other”.(97) 

94 “When you are touched with hardship at sea, you forget all ˹the gods˺ you 
invoke, except for Him. But when He delivers you ˹safely˺ ashore, you turn 
away. Humankind is ever ungrateful!” (17: 67).

95 This is to make them realize that the thin cover of safety and security in 
which they revelled can easily be blown away by the Almighty, so that 
they need not take Him lightly or pretend to forget about Him (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, 
NaÐm al-Durar): “Do the people of these towns feel secure that Our 
Punishment will not come upon them by night, while they are asleep? *Do 
the people of these towns feel secure that Our Punishment will not come 
upon them by day, while they are at play? *Do they feel secure against 
Allah’s planning? None would feel secure from Allah’s planning except the 
losers!” (7: 97-99).

96 This unqualified, undefined ‘Punishment’ opens up the doors to imagining 
all sorts of awful disasters that God can strike them with (RiÌÉ). They 
only need to ponder the fate of earlier nations and indeed their own fate 
whereby they think about the blessings they comfortably take for granted 
and the dangers they are oblivious to: “Your Lord is He Who makes ships 
go smoothly for you on the sea so that you can seek His bounty: He is Most 
Merciful towards you. *When you are touched with hardship at sea, you 
forget all ˹the gods˺ you invoke, except for Him. But when He delivers you 
˹safely˺ ashore, you turn away. Humankind is ever ungrateful! *Do you 
feel secure that He will not cause the land to swallow you up, or unleash 
upon you a storm of stones? Then you will find none to protect you. *Or do 
you feel secure that He will not cause you to return to it another time, and 
unleash upon you a tempestuous wind, and drown you for your having been 
ungrateful? Then you would find no avenger therein against Us” (17: 66-
69); “Are you sure that He Who is in Heaven will not make the land swallow 
you up with a violent shudder? *Are you sure that He Who is in Heaven will 
not send a whirlwind to pelt you with stones? You will come to know what 
My warning means!” (67: 16-17).

97 That is to trigger discord and civil unrest. Society’s vulnerability to this 
most hideous monster rearing its head in its midst, making life almost 
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Look ˹Muhammad˺ how We 
diversify the Signs so that may 
they discern! ﴾66﴿ Your people 
˹Muhammad˺ denied it, while 
it is the Truth, say: “I am not a 
guardian over you!” ﴾67﴿ “For 
every ˹piece of significant˺ news 
is a ˹date˺ of fulfillment; you shall 
come to know.”
﴾68﴿ (98)When you ˹Muhammad˺ 
see those who indulge in 
˹blasphemous talk about˺ Our 
Signs, avert them until they 
engage in ˹some˺ other speech(99); 
perchance should Satan cause 
you to forget ˹about this˺ then 
once you remember, do not 
sit with the wrongful people. 

impossible to endure, is thus exposed. At such turbulent times, they just 
wish for their lives to end a thousand times over. JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillÉh 
narrated that the Prophet (g) sought refuge by God from the former two 
types of Punishment when he heard this aya for the first time, but said: 
“These two are much lighter and much less severe”, when he heard the 
third type of Punishment, i.e. them being divided into warring factions 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 7313).

98 Building on the preceding episode as much as in an earlier passage (Ayas 
51-55), this passage yet again points the Messenger (g) to the right way of 
dealing with his circumstances and the people that exist in them. Given the 
elongated answer that he was delivered before, he is also told here of the 
right manner to deal with the Denying ones around him (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm 
al-Durar).

99 This is a general rule that applies at all times: “He sent down ˹in˺ the 
Book to you that should you hear the Signs of Allah being Denied or 
ridiculed ˹by some˺, then remain not with them unless they engage in a 
conversation other than that. ˹If you still stay with them˺ Then you are 
˹just˺ like them—indeed Allah will gather the Deniers and the hypocrites 
in Hellfire altogether” (4: 140).
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﴾69﴿ Those who are Mindful will 
not be brought to account over 
them ˹the wrongdoers˺; but 
only a reminder ˹are extended˺, 
perchance they become Mindful. 
﴾70﴿ Leave behind ˹Muhammad˺ 
those who took their religion 
lightly and playfully and were 
deceived by the worldly life, and 
remind with it ˹the Qur’an˺, lest 
that a soul becomes bondaged by 
what it earned; there is no ally or 
intercessor for it besides Allah 
and if it were to ransom itself with 
anything it will not be accepted 
from it(100). Those are the ones who 
are bondaged for their earning, 
for them are a boiling drink and 
a painful Punishment for all their 
Denying.
﴾71﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Are we 
to pray to that – apart from Allah 
– which neither benefits us nor 
harms us(101); and be turned on 
our heels when Allah guided 
us(102)?” ˹And be˺ Like the one 
who was lured by the devils ˹to 
stray˺ in the land, bewildered, 
while he has ˹true˺ friends calling 
him to guidance: “Come to us!” 

100 “Those who Deny and die as Deniers, ˹as much as˺ Earth’s fill of gold 
will not be accepted from them, even if they were to ransom themselves 
with it—for those is a painful Punishment and they will have no helpers” 
(3: 91).

101 This implies the surrounding idolaters, who worshipped nothing more than 
inanimate objects, statues and carvings (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

102 Back to the old days of misguidedness. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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Say: “Indeed ˹true˺ guidance is 
the guidance of Allah! We were 
commanded to ˹devoutly˺ submit 
to the Lord of all beings”. ﴾72﴿ And 
“to keep you the Prayer and be 
Mindful of Him—˹indeed˺ He 
is the One to whom you shall be 
gathered(103)”. ﴾73﴿ He is the One 
Who created the Heavens and 
Earth with the Truth(104); and on 
the Day when He says: “Be!” 
and it shall be(105); His speech is 
the Truth and to Him belongs 
Sovereignty on the Day when the 
Horn(106) will be blown – the All-
Knower of what is unseen and 
witnessed—He is the Most Wise, 
the All-Knowledgeable.
﴾74﴿ (107)˹Mention˺ When IbrÉhÊm 
˹Abraham˺ said to his father, Ózar: 

103 On the Day of Judgement when everyone will be held accountable for their 
deeds. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

104 This is the greatest Sign ever, one that was created for a good reason: “We 
have not created the Heavens and Earth and everything in between without 
purpose – that is the assumption of those who Denied—woe to those who 
Denied when they are in the Fire!” (38: 27).

105 The All-Sovereign of the Day of Judgement will only say: “Be!” and His 
will is no sooner realized (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

106 Exegetes are unanimous that al-ÎËr is a horn which is blown by Archangel 
IsrÉfÊl to announce the Day of Judgement (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SamarqandÊ, BaÍr al-ÑUlËm): “And the Horn was blown; that indeed 
is the Day promised” (50: 20); “The Horn will be sounded and – lo and 
behold! – they will rush out to their Lord from their graves” (36: 51).

107 The direct addressees here are the Qurayshites, who rightly considered 
themselves as the descendants of Abraham (), being the offspring of 
Ishmael (). They also considered their religion linked to him, although 
being only remotely related to his ÍanÊfiyyah in the most rudimentary of 
terms. This is why he is cited in argument against them, giving them insight 
as to how he came to be the true Believer in God and His Signs that he was; 
having to read cosmic Signs to reach this conclusion (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn).
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“Do you take on idols as gods! 
Indeed I see you and your 
people in apparent misguidance”. 
﴾75﴿ Like so We showed IbrÉhÊm 
the magnificent Dominion(108) of 
the Heavens and Earth and that he 
shall be among those possessing 
certitude. ﴾76﴿ Thus when ˹the 
darkness of ˺  night shrouded him, 
he saw a ˹particularly luminous˺ 
planet and said: “This is my 
Lord?”(109) When it vanished, 

108 MalakËt is a hyperbolic form of mulk (dominion, sovereignty); it is the 
greatest form of mulk (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, Ibn FÉris, 
MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). For him to be shown the 
malakËt of the Heavens and Earth is to see all that God made in them as 
Signs (cf. MuqÉtil quoted in al-ÙabarÊ). It is to fully realize the Truthfulness 
of the Oneness of God and that no one besides Him is worthy of worship. 
This elevated him to the station of yaqÊn (lit. certitude) which is the highest 
station of ÔmÉn (Faith), which never gets mixed with doubt (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

109 Scholars and exegetes, old and new, pondered at length on the nature of 
the declaration: “This is my Lord” in this aya and the next two and the 
question is still being raised. Generally, they have come to the conclusion 
that Abraham () was engaged in a debate with his people and was not 
involved in meditating the universe around him in this instance (kÉna 
munÉÐiran wa lam yakun nÉÐiran cf. al-EÊjÊ). That is, this declaration 
should not be misconstrued as a declaration of faith by Abraham and that it 
comes within the context of his argument with his people (cf. Ayas 80-83 
below and al-ShinqÊÏÊ), the Chaldeans, who worshiped planets. In order to 
persuade them, Abraham mimicked their own line of deduction (cf. Ibn 
ÑÓshËr), whereby he followed a gradual line of argument moving from one 
terrestrial body to another, to the bigger and more luminous, only to reach 
the same final result at the end. They also cite many proofs to bolster this 
point of interpretation.

 Another view is provided by the great exegete al-ÙabarÊ whereby Abraham 
was genuinely engaged in meditation (nÉÐiran), thus, he called upon his Lord 
to guide him or else he too would go astray. Although this view is frowned 
upon as it is understood to cast doubts on Abraham’s () all-time purity of 
Faith, it could give a glimpse at another way of looking at the concerned 
ayas. This passage, Ayas 74-79, provides a composite whole and is couched 
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he said: “I do not like those that 
vanish!” ﴾77﴿ When he saw the 
moon rising, he said: “This is 
my Lord? When it vanished, 

in the context of exposing the folly of idol worship: it cuts against the grain 
of sound human nature as these idols possess neither power nor ability to 
either harm or benefit, thus they do not possess the very basic quality of a 
god worthy of the name. This conclusion was reached at by Abraham who 
was endowed with true guidance and sound judgement (rushd) from an 
early age (cf. al-TafsÊr al-MukhtaÎar: “We had certainly given Abraham 
his rushdahË (his portion of sound judgement, guidance, rectitude) before, 
and We were of him Well-Knowing” (21: 51)). Thus, he saw the folly of 
worshipping mere idols, who can neither harm nor benefit and he points this 
fact out to his father (Aya 74). For this firm stand, he was gifted with the 
faculty of reading the Signs of the Heavens and Earth (shown the malakËt; 
cf. MuqÉtil quoted in al-ÙabarÊ) to realize the Truth and thus attain certitude 
of Faith (li yakuna min al-muqinÊn; Aya 75). As he had to intellectually 
deduce these, he had to engage in deep, hard thinking and being in that 
state, coupled with the very lonely engulfing darkness of the night (janna; 
cf. al-MÉwardÊ, al-Nukat wa al-ÑUyËn, Ibn ÑÓshËr), he naturally turned his 
face to the sky. He saw this shining star which he wondered if it were his 
lord, but soon realized that it was not, being of the sound judgement (rushd) 
that he was gifted with by God. This state of meditation lasted until another 
night when he saw the moon rising in its full glory, but it having the same 
shortcoming as the earlier star made him realize for sure that his real Lord 
is way beyond any of these and, hence, he prayed for guidance. By this time 
he was bestowed with certitude (yaqÊn), and so turned to his people to use 
this newly gained logic (God’s own Íujjah argument, cf. Aya 83 below) 
and cited the sun, the largest and brightest star glaringly visible to humans, 
as being essentially imperfect, faulty and frail. None of these heavenly 
bodies fit the criterion of being present at all times (Omnipresent) to hear 
and answer those who worship it; whatever vanishes is not God because it 
abandons its worshippers leaving them to fend for themselves (this reading 
is alluded to by Ibn Qayyim al-Jawziyyah in his TafsÊr). Thus his certitude 
of Faith materialized as he stood in the face of his people unequivocally 
declaring his beliefs (disowning their idols) and showing his real substance. 
By singularly taking on a whole nation, he fully deserves the designation 
one-man ‘nation’: “Truly IbrÉhÊm was a nation, devoutly obedient to Allah, 
rightly-oriented, and he was not among the Associators” (16: 120). Having 
said this, one cannot emphasize enough the importance of considering the 
learned opinion of the majority of exegetes on this issue whereby Abraham 
was engaged in debate and argumentation with his people.
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he said: “If my Lord does not 
guide me then I shall be one of 
the misguided people!” ﴾78﴿ When 
he saw the sun rising, he said: 
“This is my Lord! This is greater!” 
When it vanished, he said: “My 
people, I hereby disown those 
that you Associate ˹with Allah˺”. 
﴾79﴿ “I hereby direct my face to 
He Who Originated the Heavens 
and Earth(110), ˹being˺ rightly-
oriented, and never am I one of 
the Associators.”
﴾80﴿ His people ˹then˺ argued with 
him; He said: “Do you argue 
with me concerning Allah when 
˹surely˺ He has guided me? 
˹Besides˺ I do not fear those that 
you Associate with Him, unless 
my Lord wills something. My 
Lord encompasses everything 
with ˹His˺ Knowledge(111); do 
you heed not?” ﴾81﴿ “How should 
I ˹ever˺ fear those that you 
Associate(112), while you do not fear

110 “People! Worship your Lord Who created you and those before you so 
that you might be Mindful. *He Who made the land a carpet and the sky a 
roof for you, and sent water down from the sky and grew with it ˹all sorts 
of ˺  produce as provisions for you. Therefore, knowing this, do not set up 
˹rivalling˺ equals for Him” (2: 21-22).

111 That is, unlike your gods, my God has total knowledge of everything, and 
is able to block any harm coming my way. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr)

112 This argument further draws the line under the basic fact that any god worthy 
of the name should at least be able to harm or benefit (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). The same logic was applied by the people of 
Prophet HËd () who superstitiously thought that their gods were able to 
hurt people. HËd’s firm Belief in God made him feel immune to such threats, 
sure that he would only be harmed with God’s permission: “They said: “HËd! 
You have not given us any clear proof, and we will never abandon our gods 
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that you Associate with Allah those 
for which He sent down to you 
no authority; so which of the 
two parties is more deserving of 
security, if you ˹truly˺ know?” 
﴾82﴿ – Those who Believe and do not 
mix their Belief with injustice(113), 
for those is security and they are 
˹truly˺ guided – ﴾83﴿ That is Our 
argument(114) that We gave to 
IbrÉhÊm against his people; We 
raise in rank whoever We will—
˹Muhammad˺ indeed your Lord is 
Most Wise, All-Knowing.
﴾84﴿ (115)And We granted him 
˹IbrÉhÊm˺ IsÍÉq ˹Isaac˺ and YaÑqËb 

upon your word, nor will we believe in you. *All we can say is that one of 
our gods may have inflicted some harm on you”. He said: “I call Allah to 
witness, and you too bear witness, that I reject whatever you Associate *with 
Him ˹in worship˺. So let all of you plot against me without delay! *I put my 
trust in Allah, my Lord and your Lord. There is no creature which He does 
not control. My Lord’s path is straight” (11: 53-57).

113 ‘Injustice’ here means shirk (Association): ÑAbdullÉh Ibn MasÑËd (h) 
narrated that: “When this aya was sent down the Companions of the 
Prophet (g) felt it burdensome and said: “None of us did not do himself an 
injustice!” The Messenger (g) said: “It is not what you think it is, but it is 
akin to what LuqmÉn ˹the sage˺ said to his son: “My son, do not Associate 
with Allah ˹in worship˺. Indeed Association is a grave injustice” (31: 13), 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 6937; Muslim: 124).

114 Exegetes have differed about which argument this is (Íujjah): al-ÙabarÊ is 
of the opinion that it is: “… which of the two parties is more deserving of 
security…”, while others (including al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ) saw 
it as the whole interaction between Abraham and his people beginning with: 
“…when ˹the darkness of ˺  night shrouded him…”.

115 This is a line-up of God’s most notable Messengers who were ‘raised 
ranks’ above all others and singled out for perfect guidance with which they 
guided those who followed them. 18 out of the 25 names of the Messengers 
who are mentioned in the Qur’an are to be found here. Their mention and 
praise points them as examples to the Prophet (g), strengthening his stand 
in the face of the severe hardship he was facing in his call to God.
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˹Jacob˺(116); all these We guided 
– and We guided NËÍ ˹Noah˺(117) 
before – and from his posterity 
˹We guided˺: DÉwËd ˹David˺, 
SulaymÉn ˹Solomon˺, AyyËb 
˹Job˺, YËsuf ˹Joseph˺, MËsÉ 
˹Moses˺ and HÉrËn ˹Aaron˺ – like 
so We reward the good doers(118) 

116 For his patience and endurance Abraham (g) was given a great gift, a 
righteous posterity that would always be a credit to him throughout time: 
his son Isaac and the son of his son Jacob, and many other Prophets who 
were his descendants so much so that he is rightly called the Patriarch of 
Prophets (abË al-anbiyÉ’, lit. the father of the Prophets) (cf. Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ): “We granted him Isaac and Jacob, and reserved Prophethood and 
the Book for his descendants. We gave him his reward in this life, and in the 
Hereafter he will certainly be among the righteous” (29: 27); “Remember 
Our servants Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, all men of strength and vision. 
*Truly We purified them with that which is pure: remembrance of the Abode. 
*Surely, they are with Us, of those chosen and the best!” (38: 45-47). His 
two sons and their posterity were the ones who inhabited and purified for 
generations the sacred land which he chose for residence after he left his 
people: “So he withdrew from them and what they worship other than God. 
And We bestowed on him Isaac and Jacob. And each of them We made a 
Prophet” (19: 49; cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar). Ishmael (), his other son, 
on the other hand, was chosen to help his father raise the foundations of the 
House in Makkah, people’s everlasting sanctuary, and populate its environs.

117 Prophet Noah () is the first Messenger that was sent by God to humanity, 
after Adam () himself. He is rightly considered the second father of 
humanity, as after the flood only his posterity were kept alive and thrived 
thereafter: “…and made his ˹Noah’s˺ descendants the sole survivors” (37: 
77). He along with Abraham are the fathers of Prophets: “Indeed, We had 
sent Noah and Abraham and reserved Prophethood and the Book for their 
descendants” (57: 26); “These were the Prophets God blessed - from the 
seed of Adam, of those We carried in the Ark with Noah, from the seed of 
Abraham and Israel - and those We guided and chose. When the Signs of 
the Most Merciful were recited to them, they fell to their knees and wept” 
(19: 58). Thus the mention of the names of all the Prophets in this aya as 
being his descendants, especially Lot (g) as he was Abraham’s nephew 
(cf. Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr) and so could have been considered Abraham’s 
‘descendant’ because Abraham was the one who taught him.

118 “Those who accept guidance, He will increase their guidance and bestow 
on them their Mindfulness” (47: 17).
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﴾85﴿ – ZakariyyÉ ˹Zachariah˺, 
YaÍyÉ ˹John˺, ÑÔsÉ ˹Jesus˺, IlyÉs 
˹Elijah˺ – everyone ˹of them˺ is 
among the righteous – ﴾86﴿ IsmÉÑÊl 
˹Ishmael˺, al-YasaÑ ˹Elisha˺, 
YËnus ˹Jonah˺ and LËÏ ˹Lot˺ – 
everyone of them We preferred to 
all other humans(119) – ﴾87﴿ and ˹ were 
guided some˺ from among their 
fathers, posterity and brothers(120); 
We picked them and guided them 
to a Straight Path. ﴾88﴿ That is the 
guidance of Allah; He guides 
with it whomever He wills from 
among His servants. Had they 
Associated, what they used to do 
would have been laid to waste(121). 
﴾89﴿ Those are the ones to whom 
We gave the Book, judiciousness(122) 
and Prophethood; but if these 
˹Makkans˺(123) Deny them, then 
We have entrusted them to others 
who would never Deny them(124). 

119 “Indeed Allah chose ˹for honour˺ Adam, Noah, the House of IbrÉhÊm and 
the Family of ÑImrÉn over ˹and above˺ all other humans” (3: 33).

120 These Prophets were not alone on this road to which not an insignificant 
number were blessed with guidance. Thus it is, by no means, for the select 
few (al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

121 “It has already been revealed to you ˹Muhammad˺ and to those before you: 
“If you Associate ˹with Allah in worship˺, all your work will be rendered 
void: you will be one of the losers. *Rather, worship Allah and be among 
the thankful!”” (39: 65-66)

122 The proper and deep understanding of the Scriptures with which to guide 
people and judge among them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

123 Cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ.

124 All those who truly Believe. (al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr)
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﴾90﴿ Those ˹Prophets˺ are the ones 
whom Allah guided, follow then 
˹Muhammad˺ their guidance. Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “I am not asking 
for payment for it(125); it is nothing 
less than a reminder to all beings”.
﴾91﴿ They did not appreciate 
Allah as much as He should 
˹rightly˺ be appreciated, when 
they said: “Allah never sent down 
anything to any human!”(126) Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “Who ˹then˺ sent 
down the Book with which MËsÉ 
came as a light and guidance 
to people? – You make it ˹the 
Book˺ into sheets that you display 
and you conceal much ˹of it˺(127). 

125 Guidance is the priciest gift that any human can be presented with, yet 
it is vehemently rejected. People had to be reminded of the paradoxical 
nature of their situation. In Sura al-ShuÑarÉ’, Prophets Noah, HËd, ØÉliÍ, 
Lot and ShuÑayb, all pointed this out to their people: “I do not ask you for 
a payment for it. Indeed my payment is with the Lord of all beings!” Other 
instances also highlight the same, e.g.: “Then from the farthest end of the 
city a man came, rushing. He said: “My people! Follow the Messengers. 
*Follow those who ask not of you any payment and who are guided”” (36: 
20-21).

126 al-BiqÉÑÊ (NaÐm al-Durar) has it that the Makkan’s reply to the ‘reminder’ 
was an answer dictated to them by the Jews of Madinah from whom they 
sought advice. In their eagerness to deny him and based on these false 
grounds they doubted the Divine Wisdom of choice (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ); a Wisdom that has been well explained earlier in this sura 
when the Deniers asked for an angel Messenger.

127 QarÉÏÊs (translated here as sheets) is whatever written material they had 
available at that time made into separate sheets and not bound together, 
which makes it easier to hide some of it whenever this is felt convenient 
(cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). The use of the word is meant to berate the Jews for taking 
liberty with the Torah altering and distorting its purport; one very prominent 
fact they tried to hide was Prophet Muhammad’s (g) Messengership 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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You were taught what you and your 
fathers did not know ˹before˺!(128)” 
– Say: “Allah!”(129) Then abandon 
them to joyously waddle in their 
mess”.(130) ﴾92﴿ And this ˹Qur’an˺ 
is a Book We sent down, blessed, 
professing the Truth of what came 
before it(131), so that you ˹ Muhammad˺ 
may warn ˹the people of ˺  the 
mother of towns(132) and those 
around it(133). Those who Believe 
in the Hereafter ˹do˺ Believe in it; 
they safeguard their Prayers(134).

128 The addressees in this sentence are the Makkans. By means of the Qur’an, 
they were taught things that neither they nor their fathers were aware of 
before. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

129 This single-word reply is the answer to the question posed earlier in the aya 
before the parenthetical interjection: “Who ˹then˺ sent down the Book with 
which MËsÉ came as a light and guidance to people?” As said earlier, the use 
of the Proper Divine Name of God, Allah, in this sura delivers a very potent 
rhetorical message; a strong reminder to the Qurayshites of Makkah of the 
‘Allah’ they beseech and draw their strength and very privileged status from. 
Yet, they conveniently forget about Him whenever it suits them.

130 After giving them this sobering answer precisely and clearly, the Messenger 
has done his duty of delivering the Message properly. He is not to pain over 
their denial but should instead leave them to face none but God for it (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

131 Confirming and conforming to the Truth found in earlier Heavenly revealed 
Scriptures. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

132 Makkah, being the largest and most thriving town in Arabia at that time 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

133 Ibn ÑÓshËr sees no point in the understanding that this implies that the 
Prophetic mission is limited to Makkah and its neighbouring towns. Their 
specific mention here, he carries on, is because theirs are the people who are 
being directly argued with in this early Makkan sura. That the Message of 
Islam is global is emphasized in a number of other ayas: “Say ˹ Muhammad˺: 
“O humanity! I am Allah’s Messenger to you all””(7:158); “We have sent 
you ˹Muhammad˺ only as a deliverer of good news and a warner to all of 
humanity, but most people do not know” (34: 28).

134 Prayer (ÎalÉh) is the most manifest, singularly defining form of worship of 
the Followers of Prophet Muhammad (g) (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾93﴿ Who is more wrongful than 
he who fabricates falsehood 
against Allah(135) or says: “I was 
given revelation”, while nothing 
was revealed to him, and he 
who says: “I will send down 
the like of that which Allah sent 
down”.(136) If only you could 
see ˹Muhammad˺ when the 
wrongdoers are in the throes of 
death and the angels stretch their 
hands to them(137) ˹saying˺: “Give 
up your souls. Today you will 
be rewarded the Punishment of 
degradation for saying what is 
false against Allah and snubbing 
His Signs”. ﴾94﴿ Indeed you have 
come to Us each one separately 
just as We created you in the first 
time and you left behind ˹all˺ 
what We conferred on you(138). 

135 The idolaters of Makkah, and Arabia at large, who coined so-called 
‘laws’ and said that they came with God’s command (Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Allah 
allowed none ˹of the so-called˺ baÍÊrah, nor sÉ’ibah, nor waÎÊlah, nor 
ÍÉm but the Deniers fabricate lies against Allah; most of them have no 
sense” (5: 103).

136 It is said that this came with regards to the false prophets that appeared in 
parts of Arabia at that time (Ibn ÑAbbÉs, ÑIkrimah and QatÉdah cited in Ibn 
KathÊr). Furthermore, those who came and will come after them are also 
implicated (Ibn ÑÓshËr).

137 Landing blows on their faces and backsides (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ): “If only you could see when the angels take their ˹the Deniers’˺ 
souls, beating their faces and backsides; that because they followed what 
angered Allah and hated His Pleasure” (47: 27-28).

138 The dialogue here takes place on the Day of Judgement when they will 
be stripped down to nothing but themselves and brought before God for 
reckoning (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “They will be lined up before 
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We do not see your intercessors 
with you, those you ˹falsely˺ 
claimed are partners ˹with Us˺ 
in you(139); all has been severed 
between you ˹and them˺ and all 
that which you once claimed has 
deserted you(140).
﴾95﴿ Verily ‘Allah’(141) is the One 
Who ˹ever˺ cracks grains and 
seeds(142) – ˹thus˺ He brings the 
living out of the dead – and He 
is the One Who ˹ever˺ brings 
the dead out of the living(143). 

your Lord ˹ and He will say˺: “Now you have come to Us as We first created 
you, although you claimed We had not made any such appointment for 
you”” (18: 48). This is what this battle of wits and blows boils down to; a 
very macabre scene of what awaits rebellious Deniers. The use of the past 
tense for a future happening is just as striking as the scene being depicted; it 
imparts a sense of immediate imminence on the whole occurrence.

139 The false idols whom they claimed had a right in their worship alongside 
God Almighty, and that they would intercede with Him on their behalf on 
the Day of Judgement. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

140 Cf. Ayas 22-24 above: “On the Day when We round them all up, then We 
say to those who Associated: “Where are your Associates, whom you used 
to ˹falsely˺ claim?” *At that their plea would be only saying: “By Allah, 
our Lord, we were not Associators.” *Look how they lied to themselves and 
what they used to fabricate deserted them!”

141 This passage and the next set out to correct the gross misconceptions they 
held about ‘Allah’, God Almighty, and shows them the real worth of He 
Whom they under-appreciated (cf. Ibn ÑÓdil).

142 That is God is the One Who infuses life into the ‘dead’ kernel of all plants 
and trees which either, like barley and wheat, grow from grains (Íabb) 
or palm date trees, which grow from seeds and fruit stones (nawÉ) (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

143 Endowing such kernels with life in the first place and sprouting the latent 
germ of life in them is God’s Own doing. All plants and animals originate 
from such ‘dead’ elements: seeds, grains, and sperm. Like so, these ‘dead’ 
elements germinate from living, breathing beings (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah). This is 
the most widely held reading of the meaning of this segment, yet others exist, 
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That you see is ‘Allah’, whereof 
are you then turned away ˹from 
the Truth˺? ﴾96﴿ He is the One 
Who ˹ever˺ cracks the dawn, 
and made night a repose(144), 
and the sun and the moon ˹run˺ 
in ˹exact˺ calculation(145) – that 
is the measure of the All-
Prevailing, All-Knowing. ﴾97﴿ He 
is the One Who made the stars 
for you ˹as Signs˺ so that you 
may find the way through 
them amid the ˹deep˺ darkness 
of the land and sea—indeed 
We have detailed the Signs to 
those who ˹really˺ know(146). 

some of which are figurative. This also seeks to open the eyes of the Deniers 
to a fact they chose to be ignorant of, i.e. God’s ability to take life and bring 
the dead to life again for resurrection and reckoning. The example given is 
just a miniature representation of this more serious event (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

144 God is the One Who makes the light of day seep through the thick cloak of 
night’s darkness, of ‘cracking’ it so that people can go about their living. 
At night, He so decreed that they find rest and tranquility (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr): “Say ˹Muhammad˺: 
“Would you not see, if Allah were to cast perpetual night over you until 
the Day of Resurrection, what god other than Allah could bring you light? 
Do you not listen? *Say: “Have you considered: if God should make day 
come over you unceasingly until the Day of Resurrection, what god other 
than Allah would bring you night, that you might rest therein? Will you not, 
then, see? *In His Mercy He has given you night and day, so that you may 
rest and seek His Bounty and be grateful” (28: 71-73).

145 God makes the sun and moon run to an absolutely exact calculation (ÍusbÉn). 
This calculation never alters nor will it ever falter (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ): “He is the One Who made the sun a radiance and the moon a light, 
with precisely ordained phases, so that you may know the number of years 
and calculation ˹of time˺. Allah did not create all this except for a purpose. 
He makes the Signs clear for people of knowledge” (10: 5).

146 Day break, the sun, the moon and the stars are among the many cosmic Signs 
that need to be contemplated and pondered upon to be lead to Believing in 
God and realizing His immeasurable Magnificence (cf. al-RÉzÊ).
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﴾98﴿ He is the One Who initiated 
you from a single soul, then ˹you 
move on from˺ a place of stay 
to a place of storage(147); indeed 
We have detailed the Signs for 
those who discern. ﴾99﴿ He is the 
One Who sends water from the 
sky and We bring out with it ˹all 
types of ˺  plants of everything: 
and We bring with it ˹all˺ greens 
from which We bring out grains 
stacked up(148); and of date palm 
from their sheaths ˹come out˺ 
clusters ˹of dates˺ hanging down; 
and gardens of vines; and olive 
and pomegranate ˹confusingly˺ 
resembling each other but are not 
similar(149); look you at(150) its fruits 
when it yields and its lushness—
indeed in all that are Signs to 
those who Believe.
﴾100﴿ They ascribe jinn as partners 
to Allah(151), while He ˹is the One 

147 The single soul is Adam, the father of humanity. Then humans were made 
into ‘drops’ that move from the loins of men, the places of stay (mustaqarr), 
to the wombs of women, the places of storage (mustawdaÑ) (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Alternatively, as some exegetes would have it, it 
could be understood as: a time-limit (mustaqarr) on the surface of the Earth 
and a resting-place (mustawdaÑ) in its belly after death.

148 Like the spikes of wheat and ears of corn. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

149 The leaves of olives and pomegranate trees may look confusingly alike 
(mushtabih) but their fruits are different (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Or 
that no two fruits of the same kind, which may look alike, are of the same 
taste (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

150 Or: feast your eyes.

151 Their worship of such creatures as the jinn gives a glimpse of how far astray 
from the right path these pagans were (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): 
“They pray to none besides Him but females; they only pray to a rebelliously 
defiant Devil” (4: 117).
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Who˺ created them ˹the jinn˺, and 
˹moreover˺ they concocted(152), 
without ˹proper˺ knowledge, 
to Him sons and daughters—
glorified and exalted be He from 
what they describe. ﴾101﴿ The 
Originator of the Heavens and 
Earth, whereof would He have a 
son while He has no mate(153)—He 
created everything and He is All-
Knowing of everything. ﴾102﴿ That 
˹you see˺ is ‘Allah’ your ˹real˺ 
Lord, there is no god but Him. 
He is the Creator of everything, 
so worship Him ˹alone˺—He 
is Guardian over everything. 
﴾103﴿ Sights do not grasp Him but 
He grasps sights—He is the Most 
Subtle, All-Knower.
﴾104﴿ (154)There has come to you 
eye-opener ˹evidences˺ from your 
Lord, whoever opens his eyes, 

 Demons could have possessed their idols and communicated through them; 
they also used to seek refuge from the evil of the jinn by appraising them 
and slaughtering sacrifices in their cause (cf. Ibn Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ 
al-FatÉwÉ, 14: 283-284; Ibn al-Qayyim, ShifÉ’ al-ÑAlÊl, p. 27).

152 Kharaqa is to fabricate utter falsity without any grounds whatsoever. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)

153 ØÉÍibah (lit. constant companion) is wife, so called because the wife accompanies 
the husband in most of his affairs and wherever he fares. So pointed because they 
claimed He had children while none of them made the same claim about a wife. 
This argument built on the natural order of things (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

154 Now that the eye opening Signs of the rightfulness of worship of God 
Himself alone () have been well-detailed and expounded, this passage 
and the next few show the Messenger (g) and the Believers around him 
the best way to deal with the adamant Deniers who are unwilling to open 
up their hearts and minds: “Have they not travelled throughout the land so 
their hearts may reason, and their ears may listen? Indeed, it is not the eyes 
that are blind, but it is the hearts in the chests that go blind” (22: 46).
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then his ˹seeing˺ is for himself; 
but whoever turns a blind eye, 
then it is against him—and I 
am not a keeper(155) over you. 
﴾105﴿ Like so We diversify the 
Signs, let them ˹Muhammad, 
scornfully˺ say: “You studied this 
˹somewhere˺”(156); and ˹more so˺ 
We shall make it clear to those 
who ˹really˺ know(157). ﴾106﴿ Follow 
˹Muhammad˺ what was revealed 
to you by your Lord – there is 
no god but Him – and turn away 
from the Associators. ﴾107﴿ Had 
Allah wished, they would not 
have Associated(158); We have not 
made you a keeper over them; nor 
are you a maintainer over them(159). 

155 The Prophet’s (g) mission is to deliver the Message clearly and the rest 
is for God: “…your duty ˹Muhammad˺ is only to deliver the Message; the 
Reckoning is Ours” (13: 40).

156 In their efforts to discredit the Prophet (g) they arrived at this sham, which 
they kept on repeating: “We know that they say: “It is only a human being 
who is teaching him”. The tongue of him they allude to is a foreign one 
whereas this is in clear and lucid Arabic!” (16: 103).

157 Whereas the blind of heart only receive the Signs derisively, those endowed 
with a real faculty for attaining darkness dissipating knowledge will realize 
the potential of what is being said to them: “It ˹the Qur’an˺ is a guidance 
and a healing for those who Believe, and those who do not Believe have a 
deafness in their ears, and it is a blindness for them” (41: 44).

158 This is stated to comfort the Prophet (g), who was deeply saddened by the 
Denial of his people, who remained languishing in darkness no matter how 
glaring the Signs he kept on presenting them with were. Had God wished, 
He could have made them all embrace the call willingly without fail, but 
how then would the real Believers, who overcame the many hurdles in their 
way, be set apart from those who came to Believe due to a default gene? 
What choice is a human left with then? What pains is he to endure to attain 
Faith? (Cf. AbË al-SuÑËd, Ibn ÑÓshËr)

159 The caller is to feel a sense of empathy towards those to whom he is 
delivering the Message, he is not to feel bitter or bear grudges against those 
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﴾108﴿ Do not ˹you Believers˺ insult 
what they pray to besides Allah, 
so that they would ˹in return˺ 
insult Allah transgressedly, out 
of ignorance. Like so We have 
prettified for every nation their 
deeds(160), then their return is 
to their Lord and He will give 
them the news about what they 
used to do(161). ﴾109﴿ They had 
sworn by Allah with their most 
solemn oaths that if a Sign 
were to come to them, they 
would surely Believe in it. Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “Indeed Signs 
are from none but Allah!” How 
would you ˹Believers˺ know 
that when they ˹the Signs˺ come, 
they would ˹still˺ not Believe? 
﴾110﴿ We keep on turning their 
hearts and their sights(162) away 
for not Believing in it the first 
time and ˹thus˺ We leave them 
to wander aimlessly in their 
˹unbending˺ recalcitrance.

whom he calls; he is neither to keep a record of the deeds to hold them to 
account over (hafÊÐ) nor is he to seize control of their affairs and dispose of 
them at will (wakÊl). (al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, RiÌÉ)

160 “Can those who follow clear proof from their Lord be compared to those 
whose foul deeds are made to seem prettified to them—those who follow 
their own desires?” (47: 14)

161 God will hold them to account over their deeds on the Day of Judgement. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

162 This is their punishment from God: “So when they deviated, Allah caused 
their hearts to deviate; for Allah does not guide the rebellious people” 
(61: 5).
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﴾111﴿ (163)Had We sent down the 
angels ˹successively˺ to them(164), 
made the dead talk to them(165) and 
congregated everything right 
before them(166), they would not 
have Believed(167) unless that 
Allah wills it so; but indeed most 
of them are ignorant. ﴾112﴿ Like 
so We made for every Prophet 
an enemy, the devils of humans 
and jinn; they inspire each 
other with glittering speech in 
order to deceive(168) – had your 
Lord wished, they would not 
have done so; leave them then 
and their ˹false˺ fabrications – 
﴾113﴿ and that the hearts of those 
who do not Believe in the Hereafter 
may be drawn to it ˹such deceit˺, 

163 The fact that they only cherry pick to ‘see’ and ‘realize’ what is only to 
their fancy and selectively pay heed to whatever supports their position, 
alluded to in the previous passage, is further underlined and detailed here 
(cf. RiÌÉ).

164 Cf. Aya 8 above. Such a demand is not unusual of them: “Those who do not 
expect to meet Us say: “If only the angels were sent down to us, or we could 
see our Lord!” They have certainly been carried away by their arrogance 
and have entirely exceeded all limits” (25: 21).

165 To bear out the Truth of what the Messenger (g) is telling them. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr)

166 Even if everything was made to come before them and speak about the 
Truth of the Messenger (g), they would not change their minds. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

167 “Truly those for whom the Word of your Lord has come due will not 
Believe, *though every Sign should come to them, till they see the painful 
Punishment” (10: 96-97).

168 The arguments and disputations they offer, which to all appearance seem 
valid, is nothing but an elaborate fabrication, a sham meant to deceive and 
steer away from the Truth. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, al-QurÏubÊ, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr)
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and they may approve of it and 
˹insistently˺ perpetrate what they 
are perpetrating(169).
﴾114﴿ Would I ˹then˺ want a judge 
apart from Allah, while He sent 
you the Book, detailed?(170) Those 
to whom We gave the Book(171) 
know that it ˹the Qur’an˺ is sent 
down from your Lord with the 
Truth—be not then among the 
doubters. ﴾115﴿ Your Lord’s Word 
˹Muhammad˺ was perfected 
truthfully and justly(172); None 
can change His Words(173)—He is 
the All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 

169 They are only drawn to what is to their liking, which is provided by both 
human and jinn devils; they hearken to, believe and act upon such hollow, 
glittering words, willingly thus committing sinful deeds. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

170 All matters of dispute are to be referred to God alone and judged against 
the Heavenly revealed yardstick, the Qur’an: “And We sent down to you 
˹Muhammad˺ the Book as a clarification of all things, and as a guidance 
and a mercy and glad tidings for those who ˹wholly˺ submit” (16: 89); 
“Mankind was one nation, then Allah sent the Prophets bearing good 
tidings and cautioning, and He sent down with them the Book with Truth so 
as to arbitrate between people in what they dispute over” (2: 213).

171 The Jews who were given the Torah and the Christians who were given the 
Evangel, and who were considered with respect as authorities on such matters 
in Arabia at that time, fully knew that Prophet Muhammad (g) was truthful and 
that the Qur’an is God’s Word, even if they did not openly admit it (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, Ibn Taymiyyah, Dar’ TaÑÉruÌ al-ÑAql wa al-Naql, al-SaÑdÊ): “But if 
you are in doubt as to what We have revealed to you ˹Muhammad˺, ask those 
who read the Book before you; certainly the Truth has come to you from your 
Lord, therefore you should not be of the doubters” (10: 94).

172 All that we find in the Qur’an is true and fair. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr, al-SaÑdÊ)

173 God has perfected His Word and He guaranteed to preserve it from alteration 
and corruption: “We have sent down the Reminder ˹Qur’an˺ Ourself, and 
We Ourself will guard it” (15: 9).
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﴾116﴿ If you ˹Muhammad˺ obey 
most of those on Earth, they will 
lead you away from the Path of 
Allah; indeed they only follow 
˹mere˺ fancies, indeed they are 
only guessing. ﴾117﴿ Verily your 
Lord knows best those who steer 
away from His path, and He 
knows best the guided.
﴾118﴿ (174)Eat then from what 
Allah’s Name was mentioned 
on if you are truly Believing 
in His Signs. ﴾119﴿ Why would 
you not eat from what Allah’s 
Name was mentioned on 
when He detailed to you what 
He made unlawful for you, 

174 In a way, this passage sheds more light on the previous two passages. 
The devils inspiring their allies ‘glittering speech’ such that they argue 
with the Believers regarding a matter for which God is the only worthy 
‘judge’; this when He said His ‘detailed’ Word in the matter of eating 
sacrifices dedicated to Him, and all types of lawful food. Regarding 
this, the Messenger (g) and his followers by extension need know no 
‘doubt’, or follow the groundless ‘fancies’ and whims of the Deniers. 
ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAbbÉs narrated that the reason for this aya’s revelation 
was that some people went to the Messenger (g) asking him whether 
they should eat from what they kill themselves and not what God 
Himself killed (i.e. carrion)! (Cf. al-TirmidhÊ: 3069, al-AlbÉnÊ, ØaÍÊÍ 
al-TirmidhÊ) Ibn ÑÓshËr comments: “This aya entails answering the 
argument regarding forbidding eating carrion which was forwarded by 
the Associators. They said: “You ˹Muhammad˺ claim that what you, 
your Companions, the dog and the falcon kill is lawful and what Allah 
kills (i.e. carrion) is unlawful? Their argument is implicated in Allah’s 
saying: “…indeed they only follow ˹mere˺ fancies, indeed they are only 
guessing”. When He () called their laws ‘˹mere˺ fancies’ and warned 
against following them, He subsequently explained what is lawful, i.e., 
eating from what Allah’s Name was mentioned on at the time of its 
killing and forbidding what Allah’s Name was not mentioned on while 
killing it, including carrion”.
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excepting what you are forced 
to(175); indeed many misguide 
with their vain desires out of 
ignorance—indeed your Lord 
knows best the transgressors(176). 
﴾120﴿ Abandon ˹you all˺ sin, secret 
and open; indeed those who earn 
sin will be requited for what they 
used to ˹insistently˺ perpetrate. 
﴾121﴿ Do not eat from what 
Allah’s Name was not mentioned 
on; that is surely a serious 
contravention(177). Indeed the 
devils inspire their allies so that 
they may argue with you ˹ Believers˺, 
but if you obey them then you 
are ˹among the˺ Associators(178). 
﴾122﴿ Is the one who was dead(179) 

175 Believers are given license here only when they are hard pressed into it by 
necessity: “Indeed He made unlawful for you carrion, blood, swine flesh, 
and what was intended ˹ as sacrifice˺ for others besides Allah; ˹ yet˺ whoever 
is forced ˹by necessity˺ – neither transgressing nor going to excess – he is 
not guilty of sin—certainly Allah is All-Forgiving, Most Merciful” (2: 173).

176 God is only too aware of those who violate the rules and overstep the 
boundaries set by Him. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr, al-SaÑdÊ)

177 Fisq is serious infringement of the laws of God. The word is derived from 
the imagery of a palm date coming out of its protective covering (cf. Ibn 
Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). Rebelling against 
God’s ordained laws exposes one as much as an uncovered palm date is 
exposed to the elements.

178 Associators (mushrikËn) set themselves up as equal to God. They forbid 
what He made lawful and allow what He forbade (cf. al-ShirbÊnÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, 
AÌwÉ’ al-BayÉn). Contravening God’s laws comes under Associating 
others with Him (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

179 The Deniers who are languishing in ignorance and dwelling in a bottomless 
pit of darkness are as good as dead, bereft of the light of guidance, which 
is equal to life itself (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “Or like darkness 
upon an abysmal sea: one wave covers up another wave, over which there 
˹hang˺ clouds; layers of darkness, one above the other! When he stretches 
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and We caused him to come 
alive and bestowed upon him a 
light to walk in(180) among people 
be like the one who is plunged 
in complete darkness; there is 
no way for him to emerge out of 
which? Thus what they used to do 
was prettified for the Deniers.
﴾123﴿ Like so(181) We made into each 
town its chief criminals so that 
they may spread ˹conniving˺ plots 
in it; they only weave plots against 
themselves but they are not aware 
of it. ﴾124﴿ When a Sign comes to 
them, they ˹readily˺ say: “We will 
not Believe unless we are given 
the like of which the Messengers 
of Allah(182) were given”. 

out his hand, he can scarcely see it. Anyone whom Allah does not grant 
light to will have no light!” (24: 40).

180 YamshÊ bihi could be translated as ‘walk in’ or ‘walk with’. A Believer who 
has light is guided in himself and is guiding to other people. So he walks 
‘in’ this light and walks ‘with’ it, lighting with it the paths of other people 
(AbË ×ayyÉn).

181 The instigators of such wiles and cunning criminalities were the notables 
of Makkah, who had most interest in keeping the status quo, which the 
Message came to unpend. Ibn KathÊr opines that this fact is mentioned here 
by way of comforting the Prophet (g), a sub-text which runs throughout 
this sura. That the Prophet is opposed by the notables of his town is nothing 
new, ‘like so’ all towns were made to fall into the grips of such ‘criminals’ 
whose doing is nothing more than weaving stratagems and conniving: “Like 
so We have made for every Prophet an enemy among the criminals. But 
your Lord is sufficient as a Guide and Helper” (25: 31).

182 They did not say: “The Messenger of Allah”, because they wanted to vent 
their covetous wish without acknowledging his Messengership (cf. Ibn 
ÑÓshËr): “Nay but each one of them demands that a Scripture be sent down 
to him, unrolled ˹before his very eyes ˺” (74: 52). They could also have said 
this derogatorily (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr), seeing him as unworthy of the Message: 
“And they said: “Why was this Qur’Én not sent down to a distinguished 
man, from either of the two towns ˹Makkah and Taif ˺ ?”” (43: 31).
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Allah knows best where He places 
His Message; the crime perpetrators 
will be seized by debasement in 
front of Allah and ˹for them is˺ a 
severe Punishment for their plot 
weaving.(183) ﴾125﴿ Whoever Allah 
wants to guide, He opens up his 
heart to Islam(184), but whoever He 
wants to misguide, He makes His 
chest constricted, gripped as if 
elevating into the ˹heights˺ of the 
sky. Like so Allah places plight 
on those who do not Believe. 
﴾126﴿ (185)This is the path of your 
Lord, straight, We have detailed 
the Signs to those who reason. 

183 Their truth and fate in the Hereafter are told graphically in the following 
ayas: “Those who waxed arrogant will say to those who had been weak 
and oppressed: “Did we turn you away from guidance after it had come 
unto you? Nay! But you were ˹equally˺ criminals. *Those who had been 
weak and oppressed will say to those who waxed arrogant: “Nay! But 
there was plotting by night and day when you ordered us to Deny Allah, 
and to set up equals to Him”. And they will hide their remorse when 
they see the Punishment, and We put shackles to the necks of those who 
Deny. Will they be requited for nothing but what they used to do? *And 
We sent no warner to a town, but that those living in luxury therein 
said: “We do not believe in that where with you have been sent. *And 
they say: “We are greater in wealth and children, and we shall not be 
Punished” (34: 32-35).

184 “But Allah has endeared Belief to you, making it appealing to your 
hearts. And He has made Denying, rebelliousness, and disobedience 
detestable to you. Those are the ones rightly guided. *˹This is˺ 
A bounty and a blessing from Allah. And Allah is All-Knowing, All-
Wise” (49: 7-8).

185 Such a clear straight path, Islam, to which there are no twists and turns 
is easy to see and walk in, but the Deniers are plighted with blotched 
perceptions. They just cannot bring themselves to Believe in the Message; 
it is too hard on them as if they are breathing through the eye of a needle, 
like one climbing up to the sky or gaping heights (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾127﴿ For them(186) is the Abode of 
Peace(187) with their Lord; He is 
their Ally for what they used to do.
﴾128﴿ (188)And on the Day when He 
congregates them all ˹and says˺: 
“You assembly of jinn have taken 
great liberties(189) with humans!” 
Their allies among humans said: 
“Our Lord, we enjoyed(190) each 
other and we fulfilled our term that 
You have appointed for us(191)”. 

186 Those who open up their minds and hearts to ponder the Signs of God while 
Believing (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-SaÑdÊ).

187 Paradise where they are kept aloof and safe from all worries and dangers 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

188 This passage depicts a scene from the Day of Judgement and starkly details 
the humiliating ‘debasement’ of the humans and their jinn ‘allies’ who 
pitted themselves against the Message. On that Day their truth and the 
fragility of their alliance will be exposed as they have nothing to offer but 
lame excuses and shameful confessions. This dark fate is sharply contrasted 
to that of those who embraced the Message who peacefully dwell in the 
‘Abode of Peace’ in great dignity, the telling of which has just been given 
in the previous aya. Both scenes are brought together by the conjunctive wa 
(and) found at the beginning of Aya 128 here (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

189 They heeded no limits in taking humans as followers and in leading them far 
away from the right path; this resulted in a great many humans being misguided 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ): “He ˹Satan, then˺ said: “You 
see this being ˹Adam˺ You have honoured above me? If You reprieve me until 
the Day of Resurrection, I will lead all but a few of his descendants by the 
nose” (17: 62); “Indeed, IblÊs ˹Satan˺ was proved right in his opinion of them, 
they followed him, except a group of ˹true˺ Believers” (34: 20).

190 The jinn ‘enjoyed’ the humans obeying and worshipping them and the 
humans ‘enjoyed’ that the jinn fulfilled their wishes and gratified their lusts 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). They volunteered to offer such a lame 
self-incriminating defense because they knew they were implicated in the 
taunt directed at the jinn and so they volunteered to answer for themselves 
and on behalf of their masters, not wanting in the process to appear the 
lesser party in this alliance (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

191 Ajal is the period they were destined to stay in life (cf. Aya 2 above; 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ). They state this fact out of sheer despair seeing their 
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He said: “Fire is your dwelling, 
eternally ˹you abide˺ therein, 
except what Allah wills”—indeed 
your Lord ˹O Muhammad˺ is All-
Wise, All-Knowing. ﴾129﴿ Like so 
We ally(192) the wrongdoers with 
each other because of what they 
used to earn. ﴾130﴿ “You assembly 
of jinn and humans, have there 
come to you no Messengers of 
your kind communicating to you 
My Signs and warning you of 
meeting this Day of yours?” They 
said: “We bear witness against 
ourselves”.(193) The worldly life 
has deluded them(194) and they bore 
witness against themselves that 
they were Deniers. ﴾131﴿ That(195), 
for your Lord will not destroy 
towns unjustly while their people 
are unaware.

more able allies unable to speak for themselves and being hit by the reality 
they were warned about coming true (cf. al-AlËsÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

192 Such criminals will always flock together and find solace and support and 
encouragement in each other’s company; they are partners in sin (al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, al-SaÑdÊ).

193 “…and they said: “Had we listened or reasoned, we would not have been 
among the companions of the Blaze. *So they confessed their sin; away 
with the companions of the Blaze” (67: 10-11).

194 This is the real reason that they were straying (cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb 
al-NamÊr); they were lured by this worldly life and all the pleasures it has 
to offer.

195 The communication of the Message and the warning; God, the All-Just, will 
only inflict punishment on those whom He forewarned and are made aware 
of their wrongs (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr): “˹These˺ Messengers ˹were sent 
as˺ deliverers of glad tidings and warnings, so that people would have no 
pretext against Allah after the Messengers ˹coming to them˺—verily Allah 
is Most Prevailing, All-Wise” (4: 165).
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﴾132﴿ For each are ranks for 
what they did(196); Your Lord 
˹Muhammad˺ is not oblivious 
to what they do. ﴾133﴿ Your Lord 
is the ˹One˺ Free from Need, 
the Possessor of Mercy(197), if 
He wishes He would do away 
with you ˹all˺ and bring to 
succeed you whatever He wishes; 
the same as He brought you 
from the offspring of other 
people(198). ﴾134﴿ What you are 
being promised will most 
certainly come to take place(199); 
you will never tire ˹Me˺(200). 

196 This is yet another hint pointing to the fate of people in the life to come: 
essentially, then, the different ranks people will occupy in the Hereafter 
either in Hell or Paradise, each according to their deeds. The more good 
one does, the higher rank they will have in Paradise, the more evil one 
commits the severer the place in Hell (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn Taymiyyah, JÉmiÑ 
al-RasÉ’il, 1:111, al-SaÑdÊ): “See how We have favoured some of them 
over others, and surely the Hereafter is greater in ranking and greater in 
favour” (17: 21).

197 al-Ghaniyy (lit. The Free from Need) is to indicate that God Almighty 
is in no need of His creation so it is in His Power to wipe them out at 
will, but He is also DhË al-RaÍmah (lit. The Possessor of Mercy) and for 
it He gives them respite to reflect and try to mend their ways. That He 
allows people to go on rebelling against Him is not to be mistaken for 
any lack of ability (cf. al-RÉzÊ, AbË ×ayyÉn, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar): 
“People, it is you who stand in need of Allah, indeed God is the ˹One˺ 
Free from Need, the Praiseworthy; *if He wills, He can do away with 
you and bring in a new creation, *and that is no great matter for Allah” 
(35: 15-17).

198 Earlier generations of humans. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr)

199 Requital for your deeds. (al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)

200 “Those who Deny claim they will not be resurrected. Say ˹ Muhammad˺: 
“Yes, by my Lord, you will surely be resurrected, then you will 
certainly be informed of what you have done – that is easy for Allah” 
(64: 7).
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﴾135﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: My people 
labour in the state in which you 
are(201), as I will be labouring ˹my 
own way˺, for sure you will come 
to know to whom belongs the last 
round in the land(202)—indeed the 
wrongdoers do not prosper.
﴾136﴿ (203)They professed for Allah a 
share in crops and livestock which 
He generated and said: “This 
is for Allah – so they claimed – 
and this is for our Associates(204)”; 

201 That is to say, continue in your current state of Denial, refusing to heed the 
Signs of God with which you are satisfied, just as I will continue following 
the dictates of God and the path of His Pleasure and I will not be hurt by 
your intransigence (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Their sordid state of 
affairs will be detailed shortly in Ayas 136-140.

202 Who will gain the upper hand when God’s promise is fulfilled either soon 
in this worldly life or later in the Hereafter? (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “Surely, We will make Our Messengers victorious and 
those who Believe in the worldly life and on the Day when the witnesses will 
stand. *On the Day when excuses will not profit the evildoers, their fate will 
be rejection and they will have the worst of homes” (40: 51-52); “Indeed 
We wrote in the Psalms, as We did in the ˹earlier˺ Scripture: “My righteous 
servants shall inherit the land”” (21: 105); “Allah has promised those of 
you who Believe and do good that He will certainly make them successors 
in the land, as He did with those before them; and will surely establish for 
them their Faith which He has chosen for them; and will indeed change 
their fear into security—˹provided that˺ they worship Me, Associating 
nothing with Me. But whoever Denies after this ˹promise˺, it is they who 
will be the rebellious” (24: 55).

203 This passage and the next detail the sorry moral ‘state’ (makÉnah) to which 
the idolater Arabs of Makkah were demoted because they fabricated laws 
and falsely ascribed them to God. Ibn ÑAbbÉs (h) said: “If you want to 
realize just how ignorant the Arabs were then, read ˹ the ayas˺ beyond 130 of 
al-AnÑÉm up until: “Losers indeed are those who killed their ˹ own˺ children 
out of foolishness with no basis in ˹proper˺ knowledge, and forbade what 
Allah provided for them, falsely ascribing it ˹all˺ to Allah; they have gone 
astray, and they were not guided” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 358).

204 Their idols (cf. al-ÙabarÊ). It was their heathen ritual to allocate two shares 
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whatever is allocated for their 
Associates does not reach Allah, 
but whatever is allocated for Allah 
reaches their Associates—sordid 
indeed how they judge. ﴾137﴿ Like 
so(205) the Associates made alluring 
for many of the Associators 
killing their ˹own˺ children to ruin 
them and confound them in their 
religion. Had Allah wished, they 
would not have done it, so leave 
them ˹Muhammad˺ and what 
they concoct. ﴾138﴿ They also said: 
“These are prohibited livestock 
and crops which are only to be 
consumed by those whom we 
wish”(206) – so they claimed – 

out of their livestock; a share for God and a share for the idols. If a portion 
of the share they allocated to God was mixed with that of their idols, they 
would not deduct and add it to God’s so-called share, saying that God is in 
no need of it. Yet they would not do so the other way round; if a portion of 
the share they allocated for their idols fell with that of God’s they would 
readily cut it and add it on to their idols’ share (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, 
al-ShinqÊÏÊ, AÌwÉ’ al-BayÉn).

205 The same principle applies to another of their grievous and ritualistic 
crimes; killing their own children. Since they only followed their mere 
fancies (Aya 116 above) and the whisperings of the devils, they strayed 
far from the path of God and were degraded to such a sub-human state of 
affairs (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “When one of them is given news 
of the birth of a baby girl, his face darkens and he is filled with gloom. *In 
his shame he hides himself away from his people because of the bad news 
he has been given. Should he keep her and suffer contempt or bury her in 
the dust? Sordid indeed is how they judge!” (16: 58-59)

206 “Allah allowed none ˹of the so designated˺ baÍÊrah, nor sÉ’ibah, nor 
waÎÊlah, nor ÍÉm but the Deniers fabricate lies against Allah; most of them 
have no sense” (5: 103); “Say: “Think about the provision Allah has sent 
down for you, some of which you have made unlawful and some lawful”. 
Say: “Has Allah given you permission ˹to do this˺, or are you fabricating 
lies against Allah?” (10: 59)
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˹other˺ livestock the backs of 
which were made forbidden(207), 
and ˹some˺ livestock over which 
they do not mention Allah’s 
Name(208), ascribing this falsely 
to Him; He will requite them 
for what they used concoct. 
﴾139﴿ They also said: “Whatever 
is in the bellies of these livestock 
˹if alive˺ is reserved exclusively 
for our males and is forbidden 
to our ˹female˺ mates”.(209) But if 
it is ˹born˺ dead then it is shared 
with them; He will requite them 
for their designation(210)—verily 
He is Most Wise, All-Knowing. 
﴾140﴿ Losers indeed are those who 
killed their ˹own˺ children out 
of foolishness with no basis in 
˹proper˺ knowledge, and forbade 
what Allah provided for them, 
falsely ascribing it ˹all˺ to Allah; 
they have gone astray, and they 
were not guided.

207 Some animals were made forbidden to ride. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)

208 Superstitiously, they would deliberately not mention God’s Name on them 
when riding, milking, loading or slaughtering them. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-WajÊz, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr)

209 Another of their ‘religious’ fabrications was their dedication of every live 
birth of their livestock to men but to the exclusion of women. This because 
they regarded women as impure, bad omens and this is why they allowed 
them to consume of the born dead because then there would be no harm 
done (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

210 Calling this lawful and that forbidden (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ): “And utter 
not lies in what your tongues designate, ˹saying˺: “This is lawful and this 
is forbidden”, such that you fabricate a lie against Allah. Surely those who 
fabricate lies against Allah will not prosper” (16: 116).
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﴾141﴿ (211)He is the One Who 
fashioned gardens, trellised and 
untrellised(212), palm dates and 
greenery of various edibles(213), 
and olive and pomegranate 
resembling each other but are 
not similar(214), eat ˹you˺ of 
its fruits when it yields(215)

211 This passage explains the ruling regarding God’s provisions to humans in 
contrast with the pagan way which falls in the footsteps of man’s arch-
enemy, Satan (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

212 The creation of gardens of all sorts is God’s own doing. He created all those 
plants; those that crawl on the ground which need to be trellised for support 
and those which stand on their own (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). Even those 
gardens that humans tend by supporting their plants to enhance the produce 
are in essence God made.

213 Indicating Almighty God’s bountiful Generosity and His awe-inspiring 
Ability of creation (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

214 This segment of the aya is parallel to an almost similar one found in Aya 
99 above. However the difference is very subtle and scholars provide 
a number of readings. Whereas the previous one uses the adjective 
mushtabih (confusingly resembling each other) to qualify olives and 
pomegranates, this one uses the less intensified adjective mutashÉbih 
(resembling each other). Aya 99 comes within the context of expounding 
God’s Signs which lead to realizing His Omnipotence and this requires 
that one take a close look around trying to read even the smallest of signs 
as opposed to the cosmic signs which were spoken about many times 
earlier in the sura. What is meant there is to look at the trees, especially 
the saplings as alluded to in the aya, of olive and pomegranate which look 
closely similar but the produce is wholly different in terms of shape and 
taste. Once one is ‘confused’ by such resemblance, one is more likely to 
ask questions about the subtlety of the creation and thus the Ability of 
the Creator, Who is, to say the least, a far cry from the idols they hold as 
gods. However, this aya deals with God’s provision of fruits and the best 
manner of dealing with them, so looking at the trees themselves when 
they bear fruits is no longer ‘confusingly’ similar since their fruits are not 
alike. In Aya 99 God commands: “Look!” whereas here He bids: “Eat!” 
(cf. al-RÉzÊ, TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).

215 This is the reason why these fruits have been created; to be consumed and 
not to be declared unlawful by and for some (cf. al-RÉzÊ).
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and give out the given right(216)

out of it on the day of its harvest; 
and do not squander, for He does 
not like the squanderers. ﴾142﴿ And 
out of livestock ˹He fashioned˺ 
some for burden and some for 
tapestry(217), eat ˹you˺ of what Allah 
has provided for you and do not 
follow the footsteps of Satan(218)—
he is indeed an open enemy to you.
﴾143﴿ (219)˹Now, these livestock 
are˺ eight mates(220), two of sheep 

216 Their ‘right’ is the zakah (prescribed alms), which is to be given out readily 
without delay (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ). Those who do not give out this God-
given right will soon be afflicted: “Indeed, We have tested them ˹Makkans˺ as 
We tested the owners of the garden – when they swore they would surely harvest 
˹all˺ its fruit in the early morning, *and they made no exception. *Whereupon 
a visitation from your Lord came upon that ˹garden˺ while they were asleep, 
*and by morning it was stripped bare, a desolate land. *Then by daybreak they 
called out to each other, *saying: “Rush early to your harvest, if you are bent 
on picking ˹all˺ the fruit. *They hurried off muttering to one another: *“Do not 
let any poor person enter your garden today.” *They left early, bent on their 
purpose. *But when they saw it ˹devastated˺, they cried, “We must have lost 
our way! Nay! But we are made to suffer privation” (68: 17-28).

217 This is the translation for the Qur’anic word farsh based on al-ZamakhsharÊ 
in al-KashshÉf meaning the wool, fur and hair of animals out of which 
tapestries and furnishings are woven: “Allah is the One Who has given you 
a place of rest in your homes and from the hides of animals made you 
homes that you find light ˹to handle˺ when you travel and when you set 
up camp; furnishings and comfort for a while from their wool, fur, and 
hair” (16: 80). However, al-IÎfahÉnÊ in al-MufradÉt has it that farsh are the 
camels which are not fit for loading so that they are rode as much as pieces 
of furniture. Yet LisÉn al-ÑArab quotes AbË IsÍÉq al-×aÌramÊ saying that 
all linguists are of the opinion that farsh are small camel. In fact, the word 
and how it is coined allude to all these meanings.

218 By falsely declaring some of these provisions lawful and others as unlawful. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

219 This passage delivers a knockout argument and highlights the folly of 
the heathen laws which, to say the least, lack wisdom and are prone to be 
derided if looked at critically as in this passage (al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

220 “He created you from a single soul. Then He made from it its mate, and He 
produced for you from the grazing livestock eight mates...” (39: 6).
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and two of goats. Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “˹Pray you˺ Did 
He forbid the two males or the 
two females, or what is contained 
in the wombs of the two females?(221) 
Tell me with knowledge(222), if 
you are truthful!” ﴾144﴿ “And two 
of camels and two of cattle. Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “˹Pray you˺ Did 
He forbid the two males or the 
two females, or what is contained 
in the wombs of the two females? 
Or were you witness as Allah bade 
you to this ˹commandment˺?”(223) 
Who is more unjust than one 
who fabricates lies against Allah 
to misguide people with no basis 
in ˹proper˺ knowledge—verily 
Allah guides not the wrongful 
people.
﴾145﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “I find none 
in what is revealed to me forbidden 
for any eater to eat thereof, 

221 This brings into question the wisdom behind their declaring unlawful some 
of the mentioned kinds (males, females and embryos) but not all of them, 
and as to why some of these were made unlawful in particular and not all of 
them since the same principles apply in all parallel cases (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). If a male sheep was declared unlawful then why not a he 
goat?; if a female sheep was declared unlawful then why not a she goat?; 
if an embryo in the womb of the female sheep was declared unlawful then, 
by the same token, why was the embryo in the womb of the she goat not 
declared so? (al-RÉzÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

222 That is this peculiar choice is not justified by proper knowledge! (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). It also mounts a challenge to the Arabs of 
the time who claimed to follow the creed of Abraham ().

223 This alludes to the fact that their so-called laws were not based on a 
revelation from the Creator of all things, Almighty God, which is the real 
source of proper knowledge (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).
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except it being carrion, flowing 
blood, swine flesh then it is a 
defilement(224), or ˹further˺ an 
act of contravention intended 
˹as sacrifice˺ for others besides 
Allah”.(225) ˹Yet˺ Whoever is 
forced ˹by necessity˺ – neither 
transgressing nor going to excess 
– he is not guilty of sin—certainly 
Allah is All-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful. ﴾146﴿ (226)And for those 
of Jewish faith, We prohibited 
all animals of nails(227), and from 
cattle, sheep and goats We 
prohibited for them their fat 
except what their backs hold or 
the entrails or what mixes with 
bone(228); that We imposed on 
them for their transgression—
Indeed We are all but Truthful. 

224 Rijs is something which is abhorrently filthy and desecrated (cf. Ibn 
Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, 
al-MufradÉt). To these types of forbidden foods are added the ones in Aya 3 
of Sura al-MÉ’idah, a late Madinan sura, which ‘perfected’ the religion and 
detailed its rulings for Believers (cf. al-QurÏubÊ). For a detailed discussion 
of the types mentioned here see Aya 173.

225 All that which is intended as sacrifice for others besides God is also added 
to this list of prohibited foods (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

226 This is mentioned here to further specify the generalization that all food 
is lawful except what was told of in the previous aya since lawful food 
applies to all humans and not only Believers; God-ordained rulings are 
thus detailed (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar). Furthermore, since mention 
was made earlier of the fact that setting laws is to be backed by Divine 
revelation, such a law is cited as example here (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn).

227 Clawed animals that have nails in their toes, e.g. camels, ostriches, duck, 
geese, etc. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

228 The fat on animals’ backs, in their entrails or that which is mixed with 
bones are all exempted from this general ruling. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, 
al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr)
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﴾147﴿ If they call you a liar then 
say ˹Muhammad to them˺: “Your 
Lord is of vast Mercy and His 
affliction is never to be warded 
off away from the criminal 
people”(229).
﴾148﴿ (230)Those who Associate will 
say: “Had Allah wished, we would 
not have Associated, neither we 
nor our fathers; neither would 
we have prohibited anything!”(231) 
Likewise the ones before them 
denied until they tasted Our 
affliction(232). Say ˹Muhammad˺: 

229 That is to say, although your Lord’s Mercy is rightly vast, do not be fooled 
by the slackening of His reins for you, as His Might may catch up with you 
at any time so heed Him well (cf. al-AnÎÉrÊ, FatÍ al-RaÍmÉn).

230 Now that it is their presumed turn to respond to the arguments put forward 
to them, assuming their position, God quotes this time-worn pretext of the 
rejecters of the Truth; blaming their Denial on God (cf. al-RÉzÊ, al-BiqÉÑÊ): 
“The Associators said: “Had Allah wished, neither we nor our fathers 
would have worshipped anything other than Him, nor prohibited anything 
without His command”. The same was done by those before them. Is not the 
Messengers’ duty only to deliver ˹the Message˺ clearly?” (16: 35)

231 They argue by citing predestination (al-qadar), yet they were given the 
choice of choosing the path they follow in life whilst being sent Messengers 
to show them the right path: “…and pointed out to him ˹man˺ the two 
clear ways ˹of good and evil˺?” (90: 10); “We showed him the way, be he 
thankful or be he ardently Denying” (76: 3); “… and by the soul and how 
He formed it; *And inspired it ˹with discernment of ˺  its wickedness and 
its righteousness” (91: 7-8). Thus endowed, blaming their evil doings on 
God’s will is nothing more than scapegoating, a weak ploy meant either to 
evade responsibility or to quiet one’s nagging conscience. Yet it could also 
be meant merely for the sake of arguing back.

232 The example of earlier nations is given here to confirm that God is not 
pleased with the path they chose for themselves no matter what line of 
argument they take, so that they may rethink. Earlier in the sura (Aya 
11) they were bade to: “Travel the land and look what was the fate of the 
deniers”.
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“Do you have knowledge that 
you may produce for us? Indeed 
you only follow ˹mere˺ fancies, 
indeed they are only guessing”(233). 
﴾149﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “The 
conclusive argument belongs 
to Allah; had He wished, He 
would have guided you all(234)”. 
﴾150﴿ Say: “Bring forth your 
witnesses who bear out that 
Allah prohibited this”.(235) If they 
bear witness(236), then do not bear 
witness with them and do not 
follow the vain desires of those 
who rejected our Signs and 
those who do not Believe in the 
Hereafter while they set up ˹false˺ 
equals to their Lord.
﴾151﴿ (237)Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Come 

233 In actuality, this is what they base their ‘laws’ on, a fact stated earlier in 
Aya 116 above and alluded to throughout the sura.

234 Cf. Aya 107 above.

235 Their fallacious stance is again revisited to drive the message home.

236 That is even if they decide to come up with some forgery of their own to 
attempt additional challenge.

237 This passage further exposes the immorality of their practices by detailing 
ten ‘real’ high morals of God’s religion and what they stand for (cf. al-RÉzÊ, 
RiÌÉ): worshipping only the Sole rightful God Almighty, being kind to 
one’s parents, not killing one’s children under any circumstance (which 
over-rules their such practice) and being affectionate and charitable to them 
(cf. Ibn KathÊr), staying aloof from all vices and immoral acts, not killing 
other humans unless having a legal right to do so, striking a distance from 
the money of orphans, the most vulnerable segment in society, being fair 
and equitable in trade and financial dealings, passing a just judgement and 
uttering fair words at all times, and upholding one’s duty to God by obeying 
His commands and steering away from what He forbade; indeed this is a 
Straight Path!
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˹you˺ along so that I may recite 
what your Lord ˹really˺ forbade 
for you: that you do not Associate 
anything with Him,(238) and being 
kind to ˹one’s˺ parents(239); do 
not kill your children out of 
˹desperate˺ destitution(240) – We 
shall provide for both of you and 
them; do not come near vices, 
both open and secret; do not kill 
the soul that Allah forbade, except 
with a right to it(241). That He bade 
you to, so that you may reason(242). 

 It has to be noted that the principles mentioned here are of both a global and 
local purport as they at once address humans throughout times and places 
even though they address and highlight the particular moral failings of the 
Arabs at the time of revelation. The passage is further divided into two 
parts; the first deals with doing away with all forms of vice, and the second 
deals with basic virtues.

238 Pure monotheism (tawÍÊd), worshipping God Almighty alone, is the 
fountain-head of all virtue whereas Associating with God is, by contrast, the 
source of all evil. So, clearing this Association out and wholly subscribing 
to this foremost foundational principle comes first in the list of virtues (cf. 
al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

239 This is a major moral principle which is recurrently revisited in the Qur’an 
and is almost invariably coupled with worshipping God Almighty alone (cf. 
2: 83, 4: 36, 17: 32). Little wonder really because parents are the source of 
one’s existence and one’s first benefactors after God (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm 
al-Durar).

240 This is the vilest of all vices so that it is singled out before the rest. ‘Vices’ 
here are preceded by killing one’s own children and followed by killing 
other people, because violating a sacrosanct soul is a most serious act of 
infringement of Divine laws (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

241 Cf. Aya 5: 32: “…whoever kills a person – unless for killing another or 
spreading corruption in the land – it shall be as if he killed all people and 
whoever saves a life then it is as if he gave life to all people”.

242 The person who abides by these commandments is indeed endowed 
with sound reason (cf. Ibn ÑUthaymÊn, al-Qawl al-MufÊd ÑalÉ KitÉb 
al-TawÍÊd, 1/39).
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﴾152﴿ (243)“Do not ˹neither˺ come 
near the money of the orphan – 
except in a comely manner – until 
his coming of age(244); give weights 
and scales their full measure with 
equity – We shall only task a soul 
with that which it could bear(245); 
when you say ˹something˺ say 
it fairly, even against a next of 
kin(246); and fulfil your duty to 
Allah. That He bade you so that 
you may remember(247). ﴾153﴿ Indeed 
this is My path, Straight, so follow 
it and do not follow the ˹diverse˺ 
roads and get driven away from 
His road; that He bade you so that 
you may become Mindful(248).

243 This aya deals with the rights of others in society be they financial or 
otherwise. It begins with the rights of the weakest link in society, the young 
and orphaned, neither of whom can stand up for themselves (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

244 Cf. 4: 6.

245 This principle underlines God’s benevolence to humans: “Allah would not 
charge a soul with that which it cannot bear; to it belongs what it earned 
and against it is held what it has committed” (2: 286). Although people 
are to take care of their dealings and how they ‘weigh their scales’, God 
does not require them to be minutely exact, but rather that they should be 
Mindful of Him whenever engaging in such transactions (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

246 This commandment involves all human transactions done through speech: 
bearing witness and testifying, passing judgement, giving advice, getting 
involved in the affairs of other people, offering recommendations, etc. The 
principle of fairness is to be abided by even if it might be detrimental to 
a person one is closely related to (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr): “You who Believe, be 
˹staunch˺ upholders of absolute justice; witnesses for ˹the sake of ˺  Allah 
even against yourselves or your parents and relatives” (4: 135).

247 These virtues were well-known and highly recommended in the Arab 
culture at the time: although society was not exactly godly, it nonetheless 
was inspired to an extent by some basic form of morality. This reminds 
them of the code of conduct they prided themselves on (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

248 Whoever follows this Straight Path becomes one of the Mindful (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾154﴿ (249)Then ˹know that˺ We had 
given MusÉ ˹Moses˺ the Book in 
perfection ˹for Our bounty˺ for 
he who did well(250) and detailing 
everything; a guidance and 
mercy so that they may Believe 
in meeting their Lord. ﴾155﴿ And 
this ˹Qur’an˺ is a Book(251) We sent 
down, blessed, so follow it and be 
Mindful so that you may be shown 
mercy. ﴾156﴿ Lest that you may say: 
“But this Book was sent down to 
two ˹other˺ groups(252) before us; 

249 Since the ayas in this passage deal with the revelation of both the Torah 
and the Qur’an, they both build and reflect on the ten commandments 
found in the Torah, which in their totality are reflected in Ayas 151-153 
above, as well as Ayas 91-92 which talk about the source of the revelation 
of the Torah and the Qur’an (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar). Exegetes have 
differed on the meaning of the connective thumma (then), but the closest 
to what is meant is not to put the events themselves in order but to order 
their telling which is closely related and relevant (cf. al-ShaÑrÉwÊ). Moses 
is pointed out here to highlight, to the Makkans who acknowledged the 
Divine source of the Torah, that both the source of the Qur’an and the Torah 
(and the Evangel as implicated by mention of the ‘two groups’, the Jews 
and the Christians) is the same since the vices they forbid and the virtues 
they call for are essentially the same (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). It is customary in the 
Qur’an that both the Qur’an and the Torah are mentioned together as they 
both provide the most detailing of Divine laws of the Heavenly revealed 
Books (al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

250 The revelation of the Torah was a God-given blessing for those who did well 
among the Children of Israel (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-TafsÊr al-Muyassar). Or ‘he 
who did well’ could mean Moses () exclusively (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

251 “And this ˹Qur’an˺ is a Book We sent down, blessed, professing the Truth of 
what came before it” (6: 92); “And We sent down to you ˹Muhammad˺ the 
Book ˹the Qur’an˺ with the Truth, confirming that which preceded it of the 
Book ˹the Torah and the Evangel˺ and a ˹supreme˺ authority over it” (5: 48).

252 The reference here is to the Jews to whom the Torah was sent down and the 
Christians to whom the Evangel was sent down (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ). Both of whom the Arabs reverently regarded as ‘people of the 
Book’.
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indeed we are totally oblivious 
to their studying!(253)” ﴾157﴿ Or you 
may say: “Had we had the Book 
sent down to us, we would have 
been more guided than they are!” 
Surely then a clear evidence has 
come to you from your Lord, 
a guidance and mercy. Who is 
then more unjust than one who 
rejects Allah’s Signs and spurns 
them? We shall requite those 
who spurn Our Signs the worst 
of Punishment for their spurning. 
﴾158﴿ Do they expect ˹nothing˺ 
but that the angels come upon 
them(254); or your Lord comes, or 
some of your Lord’s Signs come 
˹upon them˺? On the Day when 
some of your Lord’s Signs come, 
a soul’s Believing will be to no 
avail to it had it not Believed 
earlier or earned good(255) in its 
Believing(256), – say ˹Muhammad˺: 

253 That is, they were ignorant of what these two Books contained not having 
access to them due to linguistic barriers, and that they were thought of as 
exclusive to their people (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

254 That is, not embracing the evident Truth they were given, they only wait for 
one of three very grave things to happen: 1) that angels come to them with 
death, terminating their lives while still Denying; 2) God coming to judge 
their affairs on the Day of Judgement: “Do they expect ˹nothing˺ but that 
Allah comes to them in shadows of clouds along with the angels; ˹lo!˺ the 
affair is settled and to Allah all affairs are returned” (2: 210); 3) that some 
of the Signs of the Day of Judgement, especially the sun rising from the 
West, take place. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)

255 Those who Believe are also to do good deeds and earn rewards for them (cf. 
Ibn ÑÓshËr).

256 AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “The Hour will not come 
until the sun rises from the West. When it does so, people will Believe, but 
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“Wait ˹you˺, for we shall be 
waiting”. ﴾159﴿ Indeed those who 
divided their religion and became 
sects, you have nothing to do 
with them(257); their affair is ˹left˺ 
to Allah, then He will give them 
the news about what they used 
to do. ﴾160﴿ (258)Whoever comes 
with a good deed, then for him 
is its equal tenfold, but whoever 
comes with a bad deed will only 
be requited its like; they shall not 
be wronged.
﴾161﴿ (259)Say ˹ Muhammad˺: “Indeed 
my Lord guided me to a Straight 
Path; an upright religion, 

then: “…a soul’s Believing will be to no avail to it had it not Believed earlier 
or earned good in its Believing” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6506, Muslim: 157). Belief has 
got to be in the Unseen and out of free choice but if the Signs are present then it 
becomes useless, because it becomes a must (cf. al-SaÑdÊ): “Repentance is not 
˹due˺ for those who carry on committing ˹many a grave˺ evil, until death comes 
upon one of them, whence he says: “Now I repent!” (4: 18).

257 “He has prescribed for you as religion that which He enjoined upon Noah, 
and that which We sent down to you ˹Muhammad˺, and that which We 
enjoined upon Abraham, Moses, and Jesus, that you uphold religion and 
not become divided therein” (42: 13); “This nation of yours is one – and 
I am your Lord: be Mindful of Me – *but they have split their community 
into sects, each rejoicing in their own. *So leave them ˹Muhammad˺ for a 
while steeped ˹in their ignorance˺. *Do they reckon that, by giving them 
wealth and children, *We race to give them good things? Nay, but they are 
unaware!” (23: 52-56)

258 Such is Almighty God’s boundless benevolence to those who do good 
deeds, and ultimate justice in judging the affairs of those who commit evil 
(cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

259 This is the sura’s concluding passage. It draws to a close the series of 
commands to the Prophet (g) to argue with his Denying people (to ‘say’ to 
them; which is further repeated thrice in this passage) so that they may see 
some sense and make an ultimate and firm stand-taking declaration (cf. Ibn 
ÑÓshËr).
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the creed of IbrÉhÊm ˹which is˺ 
rightly oriented and never was 
he among the Associators”(260). 
﴾162﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “My 
Prayers, devotional rites(261), 
living and death are all for Allah, 
the Lord of all beings. ﴾163﴿ There 
is no Associate for Him – with 
that I was commanded – and I am 
the first of those who submit”. 
﴾164﴿ Say: “Would I want to take 
as lord any other besides 
Allah while He is the Lord 
of everything”. No soul shall 
earn ˹anything˺ except it being 
against it(262); no burdened soul 
shall carry the burden of another. 

260 The creed of Abraham, ÍanÊfiyyah, is the most pristine form of submission 
(islÉm) to God and the unadulterated source of all Heavenly-revealed 
religions. Makkans, being the custodians of the holy sites which Abraham 
himself instated by the command of God, fully realized the meaning of a 
new religion coming to them, one that would restore their true religion to 
its purest form (cf. RiÌÉ): “They said: “Become Jews or Christian, and 
you will be guided”. Say: “Nay, but ˹we follow˺ the creed of IbrÉhÊm, 
rightly oriented, and he was not one of the Associators” (2: 135); “With 
this IbrÉhÊm and YaÑqËb ˹Jacob˺ enjoined their sons: “My sons! Allah has 
chosen this religion for you, so die not without being devoutly submitted” 
(2: 132).

261 Nusuk is a general denominator for all acts of worship meant to get closer 
to God (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, 
al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). However, the majority of exegetes are of the 
opinion that here it means sacrificing animals (cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb 
al-NamÊr). Both Prayers and sacrificing were very conspicuous acts of 
devotion which ran contrary to the then common practices prevalent in the 
Makkan polytheistic society. They are both symbolic of the firmness of 
Faith (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).

262 A person who earns evil is earning it against himself alone (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz): “Every soul is held in pledge for what it has earned” 
(74: 38).
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Then to your Lord is your return 
and He will give you the news 
about what you used to differ 
upon(263). ﴾165﴿ Indeed He is the One 
Who made you successors(264) in the 
land and raised some of you ranks 
above others so that He may test 
you through what He bestowed 
upon you(265)—verily your Lord is 
swift in retribution(266); verily He 
is All-Forgiving, Most Merciful.

263 “Say ˹Muhammad˺: “You will not be questioned concerning that of which we 
were guilty; nor will we be questioned concerning what you do. *Say: “Our 
Lord will gather us together; then He will decide between us with Truth; and 
He is the Arbiter, the Knower” (34: 25-26); “Then your ˹humans’˺ return 
will be to Me and I shall judge between you over that which you used to 
differ” (3: 55).

264 The God they defied is the One Who raised them to take the place of other 
people who preceded them, and empowered them to ‘succeed’ in His land 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

265 People are of varying degrees with regards to God’s bounty on them: 
beauty, strength, character, wealth, intellectual ability, power, knowledge, 
etc. This is to see what they do with what they are endowed with (cf. RiÌÉ).

266 The One Who raised people in succession and endowed them with various 
bounties is All-Able to hold them accountable for their deeds.

 God’s Signs of the creation of people and His providing their livelihoods for 
them, their coming in succession, generation after another, and the struggles 
of the Messengers with them, and their reckoning both in this worldly life and 
in the Hereafter are significant themes of the next sura, al-AÑrÉf.



al-AÑrÉf
(The Heights)
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al-AÑrÉf
(The Heights)

Title: al-AÑrÉf (thus titled in al-NasÉ’Ê, al-Sunan al-KubrÉ: 911; 
al-ÙabarÉnÊ, Musnad al-ShÉmiyyÊn: 3362; al-BayhaqÊ, al-Sunan 
al-KubrÉ: 4037) is raised ground, a height, forming a separating barrier 
between Paradise and its dwellers and Hellfire and its dwellers. This is 
the only sura where al-aÑrÉf, as such, is mentioned in the Qur’an. This 
lexical item and the happenings pertaining to it as detailed in Ayas 46-
52 vividly depict the final scene in the chapter of the battle of good and 
evil over God Almighty’s sole rightfulness to worship, around which 
the whole sura revolves.

Merit: it is one of the meritorious first seven lengthy suras of the Qur’an 
(cf. Introductions to Suras 4 and 5). ÑÓ’ishah () narrated that: “The 
Messenger of Allah (g) recited ˹the whole of˺ Sura al-AÑrÉf during 
al-Maghrib Prayer dividing it between the two rakÑahs ˹units of Prayer˺” 
(al-NasÉ’Ê, al-Sunan al-KubrÉ: 991; al-ÙabarÉnÊ, Musnad al-ShÉmiyyÊn: 
3362, al-BayhaqÊ, al-Sunan al-KubrÉ: 4037; this narration was deemed 
authentic in: al-ShawkÉnÊ, Nayl al-AwÏÉr, 2/258; al-AlbÉnÊ, ØaÍÊÍ 
al-NasÉ’Ê, 990).

Theme: this sura takes the reader on a long, illustrative journey of 
the battle between good and evil ever since the creation of Adam, 
the father of humanity, who epitomized what ‘good’ and virtuous is 
and the emergence of his archenemy, Satan, who epitomized what is 
‘evil’ and devious. It charts out many historical occurrences that took 
place between the Messengers of God to humanity, who came to guide 
them to the Straight Path urging them to dedicate their worship to 
Allah alone, and their enemies among the forces of evil, the followers 
of Satan. The many ‘Signs’ and arguments detailed in answer to the 
Deniers throughout history and how they were destroyed, the causes of 
straying and deviation, and the graphic description of scenes happening 
around the ‘heights’, are meant to bring the Deniers to their senses 
so that they may heed and are intended for the Believers so that they 
may find solace and remain steadfast. The Qur’an, God’s everlasting 
Message to humanity, is further highlighted at the very beginning of 
the sura and at its end as an ‘eye-opener’, ‘guidance’ and ‘light’ which 
should be listened to attentively so that people may salvage and deliver 
themselves from ruination.
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Key: this is a Makkan (cf. al- ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-RÉzÊ, AbË 
×ayyÉn) sura just like the previous one, al-AnÑÉm and follows 
on from it in a number of ways. Like al-AnÑÉm, it is set against a 
backdrop of the tough Makkan days of Islam. Thus, in many ways, 
it comes as consolation to the Prophet (g) and the Believers around 
him (al-FayrËzÉbÉdÊ, BaÎÉ’ir DhawÊ al-TamyÊz), assuring him of the 
final result of the battle that he was engaged in with the Deniers; 
the pious enjoying the many blisses of Paradise and the rebellious 
suffering all forms of torment in Hellfire, and citing in the process 
many examples of earlier Messengers and how they struggled against 
the forces of evil who came, in the end, to meet their doom. On the 
other hand, whereas al-AnÑÉm talks mainly of the proofs and ‘Signs’ 
(ÉyÉt) of God Almighty’s sole rightfulness to Lordship (rubËbiyyah) 
which sound human nature vouches for, given that it is provided with 
potent ‘Signs’, al-AÑrÉf (the sura where the word ‘Signs’ (ÉyÉt) occurs 
most in the Qur’an) takes it a step further to prove Allah’s Godship 
(ulËhiyyah), and that He is the Sole Deserver of all acts of worship 
and that He is not to be Associated with. In the same vein, whereas 
al-AnÑÉm contrasts ‘daknesses’ and ‘light’, al-AÑrÉf draws the line 
between good and evil and recounts the ever raging battle between 
the two divides.
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al-AÑrÉf 7:1-3

In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

﴾1﴿ Alif, LÉm, MÊm, ØÉd(1). ﴾2﴿ A Book(2)

that has been sent down to you 
˹Muhammad˺ – let there not be 
unease in your chest about it(3) – 
so that you may warn with it, and 
it be a reminder to the Believers. 
﴾3﴿ Follow ˹you people˺ what 
was sent down to you from your 
Lord and do not follow allies 
besides Him—˹how˺ little do 
you heed!(4)

1 These disjointed letters, highlighting the inimitable nature of the Qur’an 
(cf. 2: 1), are meant as a challenge to those who argue with the Prophet (g) 
and the Believers regarding the Truthfulness of the Message.

2 The Qur’an, God’s most potent Message to humanity (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). It is the ‘eye-opener’ Book (cf. 6: 92 and 155) that needs 
to be both professed and adhered to. Ibn ÑÓshËr opines that the use of the 
word ‘Book’ in the indefinite form is, among other rhetorical purposes, 
meant to underline the greatness of the Qur’an. RiÌÉ, on the other hand, 
goes to say that the ‘Book’ is so well-known that it needs no defining, and 
hence the use of the indefinite form.

 Significantly, ’Book’ is the very first word in this sura. The Qur’an 
explains and expounds upon the divide that separates good and evil; it is 
the Distinguisher (al-FurqÉn) which shows rightfulness from wrongfulness 
and sets Truth apart from falsehood: “Blessed is He Who sent down the 
Distinguisher to His servant that he may be a warner to all beings” (25: 
1); “…indeed there has come to you a Light and a clarifying Book ˹The 
Qur’an˺; *by it Allah guides those who follow His Pleasure to the path of 
peace and delivers them from utter darkness into light with His permission; 
He guides them to a Straight Path” (5: 15-16).

3 Anyone who is entrusted with a task of this great a magnitude, who guides 
humanity to light and dispels the darkness in which they live, and suffers 
as a result all sorts of oppression and harm, will very understandably 
experience trepidation when looking at the task that lies ahead.

4 This aya captures the essence of the Message; that the Qur’an, and it alone, 
is to be followed should one want to be truly guided (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾4﴿ (5)How many a town have 
We destroyed and Our Might 
befallen it(6) ˹while they were fast 
asleep˺ at night, or as they were 
resting during the day!(7) ﴾5﴿ Then 
their only plea, when Our Might 
befell them, was to say: “We 
have indeed been wrongdoers!”(8)

﴾6﴿ We shall surely ask the ones to 
whom it ˹the Message˺ was sent 
and We shall surely ask the ones 
who were sent ˹ the Messengers˺(9). 

5 Now that the defining criterion, the Qur’an, the Distinguisher, which has to 
be ‘heeded’, has been introduced, this passage brings into light the fate of 
those who lost their souls and rebelled against God’s Signs; destruction in 
this world and Punishment in the Hereafter (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

6 God, the All-Just, will only inflict punishment on those whom He forewarned 
and who were made aware of their wrongs through the communication of 
the Message and warning (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr): “˹These˺ Messengers 
˹were sent as˺ deliverers of glad tidings and warnings, so that people would 
have no pretext against Allah after the Messengers ˹coming to them˺—
verily Allah is Most Prevailing, All-Wise” (4: 165); “That, for your Lord 
will not destroy towns unjustly while their people are unaware” (6: 131).

7 That is in a state when people feel most safe and secure and least expect 
disaster to hit; so much so that the warning becomes more real and the 
message hard-hitting: “Do those who have plotted evil deeds feel secure 
that God will not cause the Earth to engulf them, or that the punishment 
will not come upon them whence they are not aware? *Or that He will not 
seize them in the midst of their going to and fro, and they will be powerless 
to thwart ˹it˺? *Or that He will not seize them with a gradual diminishing? 
And truly your Lord is Kind, Merciful” (16: 45-47).

8 Faced with this most truthful fact, they could say nothing but admit guilt: 
“And how many a town have We destroyed because of its wrong doing, and 
We established after them a different people! *When they felt Our Might, 
they fled at once. *“Do not run, and come back to that which you were 
living lavishly in and your homes; so that you will be questioned.” *They 
cried: “Woe to us! We have surely been wrongdoers!” *That cry of theirs 
did not cease until We made them burnt-off stubble” (21: 11-15).

9 That God does not wrong anyone by the smallest amount, entails that 
He brings witnesses to testify either for or against those who are held to 
account on the Day of Judgement. These witnesses are no less than the most 
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al-AÑrÉf 7:7-9

﴾7﴿ Then We shall surely recount 
for them, out of ˹real˺ knowledge; 
˹verily˺ We were not absent(10). 
﴾8﴿ (11)The weighing on that Day 
is truthful; the one whose scales 
are heavy, then these are the 
successful; ﴾9﴿ ˹while˺ the one 
whose scales are light, then these 
are the ones who lost their souls, 
for wrongfully dealing with Our 
Signs(12).

honourable Prophets that God sent to each nation to show them the Straight 
Path that leads to His Pleasure (cf. al-RÉzÊ): “How ˹will they fare˺, when we 
bring forward a witness from every nation, and We bring you ˹ Muhammad˺ 
as witness against these!” (4: 41).

10 Almighty God Who is Ever-Present at all times and Whose angels keep 
a minute record of people’s deeds, will recount for them what they said 
and what they did on the Day of Judgement (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

11 The outcome of this Reckoning is that these deeds will be weighed on the 
Scales; the one who did good, his deeds will tip the Scale to his side and 
thus attain salvation and great reward, but the one whose deeds are ‘light’ 
and not weighty enough to tip the scale in his favour will be consigned to 
the worst of suffering (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, al-SaÑdÊ): “And 
We will place the Scales of justice for the Day of Judgement, so that no soul 
will be wronged in the least. Even if it was the weight of a mustard seed, 
We will bring it. And We are sufficient as a Reckoner” (21: 47); “Verily 
Allah does not deal ˹anyone˺ unjustly as much as a mote’s weight; if it is 
a ˹one˺ good deed done, then He multiplies it and grants from His Own 
˹additionally˺ a great reward” (4: 40).

 AbË al-DardÉ’ (h) narrated that he heard the Prophet (g) say: “Nothing 
is put on the Scale bearing more weight than good manners. The person of 
good moral behaviour attains the rank of the person known for upholding 
Prayers and fasting” (AbË DÉwËd: 4799, al-TirmidhÊ: 2003); AbË Hurayrah 
(h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Two words; light on the tongue, 
heavy on the Scale, loved by the Most Merciful: subÍÉna Allah-i wa bi 
ÍamdihÊ, subÍÉna Allah-i l-ÑAÐÊm (Glory be to Allah and in Gratitude for 
Him I do glorify Him. Glory be to Allah, the Most Great)” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
6682, Muslim: 2694).

12 The word ‘Signs’, meaning that which they rejected is deployed throughout 
this sura on 22 occasions. Indeed it is one of the most recurrent Qur’anic 
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al-AÑrÉf7:10-11

﴾10﴿ (13)Indeed We had empowered 
you on Earth and We made into 
it for you many a livelihood—
˹how˺ little do you give thanks!(14) 
﴾11﴿ (15)We had indeed created 
you, then We formed you, 
then We said to the angels: 
“Prostrate to Adam!” They all 
prostrated except IblÊs; he was not 
among those who prostrated(16). 

lexical items. In its plural form alone it is to be found 280 times in the 
Qur’an. God would never leave people in the dark without showing them 
His Signs, but it is up to them to choose to Believe or Deny: “We shall show 
them Our Signs in the horizons, and within themselves, until it becomes 
clear to them that it is the Truth” (41: 53).

13 What follows is the first episode in the long history of the epic struggle 
between good and evil, which is unravelled in what is to come later in this 
sura. It begins with a gentle reminder to people of God’s most benevolent 
favour on them, their livelihoods, which they find all around them, a constant 
reminder of their Most Benevolent Lord. Then it goes on to account for 
God’s most generous favour; the creation and honouring of humans over 
other beings: “Indeed, We have honoured the children of Adam, carried them 
on land and sea, granted them good and lawful provisions, and privileged 
them far above many of Our creatures” (17: 70).

14 Indeed God’s favours to humanity are boundless; they are being catered 
and provided for profusely so that they may ponder this ‘Sign’, pay heed 
and thank their Creator (cf. al-RÉzÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Indeed Allah is bountiful 
to people, but most of them are thankless” (2: 243); “He has given you all 
that you asked Him for. If you were to count God’s favours, you could never 
calculate them: man is truly unjust and ungrateful” (14: 34).

15 The favour of provision is followed by that of creation and the honouring of 
the father of humanity (Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

16 This story, which took place at the dawn of the creation of the very first 
human ever, Adam the father of humanity, bears special significance and is 
told over a number of times in the Qur’an, throwing new light on it as per 
the occasion of its mention. Earlier, it was told in Sura al-Baqarah (Ayas 
30-39), which ends with: a stark forewarning: “We said: “Go down all of 
you, whenever guidance comes to you from Me whoever follows it will have 
neither fear nor will they grieve. *As for those who Deny and disbelieve 
in our Signs these are the company of the Fire; forever they will abide 
therein” (2: 38-39).
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﴾12﴿ He ˹Allah˺ said: “What 
prevented you from prostrating as 
I commanded you!” He said: “I 
am ˹surely˺ better than him! You 
created me from fire and created him 
from clay!”(17) ﴾13﴿ He said: “Then 
down with you from it ˹Paradise˺; 
it is not for you to wax arrogant 
in;(18) out with you, you are verily 
one of the degraded!” ﴾14﴿ He said: 
“Allow me respite ˹then˺ until the 
Day when they are resurrected”. 

17 Satan rebelled against the Command of his Lord out of sheer arrogance. 
Moreover, by doing this he questioned the Wisdom of God (cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ, 
al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). He quoted the substance from which he was created, 
fire, in argument as to why he felt superior to Adam, who was created 
from clay, and thus refused to prostrate to him as per God’s order, further 
proving himself in the wrong. Prior to this command, to prostrate to Adam, 
God practically explained to the angels, among whom IblÊs was present, the 
Wisdom of this occurrence. Unlike IblÊs, they dutifully followed the word 
of their Lord: “˹Mention Muhammad˺ When your Lord said to the angels: 
“I shall instate a successor on Earth!” They said: “Will you instate in it one 
who sows corruption and sheds blood, whereas we ˹ incessantly˺ glorify You 
in gratitude to You and exalt You?” He said: “I know that which you do 
not”. *He taught Adam all the names ˹of things˺, then showed them to the 
angels and said: “Tell Me the names of these, if only you were truthful!” 
*They said: “Glorified may You be! We have no knowledge but what You 
have taught us. You are All-Knowing, All-Wise”. *He said: “Adam! Tell 
them their names”. When he told them their names, He said: “Did I not 
instruct you that I know what is hidden in the Heavens and the Earth? – 
and I know what you hide and what you make public” (2: 30-33). How far 
apart is the response of the angels to that of Satan! His arrogance made him 
adamant in his stance and thus blinded him from seeking forgiveness from 
God (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

 God Almighty, is the One Who created and provides for His creation, so His 
Wisdom should not be questioned and His Commands, which are binding 
in nature, should never be disobeyed (cf. al-RÉzÊ, AbË ×ayyÉn, Khan, FatÍ 
al-BayÉn fÊ MaqÉÎid al-Qur’Én).

18 ÑAbdullÉh Ibn MasÑËd (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “None 
who has a mote’s weight of arrogance in his heart shall enter Paradise” 
(Muslim: 91).
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﴾15﴿ He said: “You are among 
those given respite”. ﴾16﴿ He 
said: “Then for Your misguiding 
of me(19), I shall certainly lie in 
wait for them on Your Straight 
Path!”(20) ﴾17﴿ “Then I shall come 
to them from their fronts, backs, 
rights and lefts, and You shall not 
find most of them thankful”(21). 

19 By citing predestination (al-qadar), that God had already decreed him to 
be misguided, Satan sets the record for being the first to use al-qadar as a 
pretext for not following God’s command (al-‘amr) as an excuse to justify 
his rebelliousness against Him () (cf. Ibn Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-RasÉ’il 
wa al-MasÉ’il, 5: 134; Ibn al-Qayyim, RawÌat al-MuÍibbÊn, p. 62).

20 Sabrah Ibn AbÊ FÉkih () narrated that he heard the Messenger of Allah 
(g) say: “Satan sat at the roads of the son of Adam. He sat for him at the 
road of Islam and said to him: “Do you become Muslim and abandon your 
religion, the religion of your fathers and the forefathers of your fathers?” 
But he ˹the son of Adam˺ disobeyed him and became Muslim. Then he 
sat for him at the road of migrating and said to him: “Do you migrate and 
leave behind your land and your sky? Indeed the migrant is nothing but a 
˹lonely˺ horse tied to a rope!” But he ˹the son of Adam˺ disobeyed him and 
migrated. Then he sat for him at the road of striving in the cause of Allah 
and said: “It is indeed hard for the soul and wealth; you fight and get killed 
then your wife will get married and your wealth divided!” But he ˹the son 
of Adam˺ disobeyed him and strove in the cause of Allah. Whoever of 
them does that and dies, then it is obligatorily that Allah will admit him 
into Paradise; if he gets killed then it is obligatorily that Allah will admit 
him into Paradise; if he drowns then it is obligatorily that Allah will admit 
him into Paradise; or if his neck gets broken because of an animal then it 
is obligatorily that Allah will admit him into Paradise” (al-NasÉ’Ê: 3134, 
ImÉm AÍmad: 16000, Ibn ×ibbÉn: 4593).

21 This shows how purposeful and determined Satan really is in his mission (Ibn 
al-Qayyim, BadÉ’iÑ al-FawÉ’id, 1/120). Indeed, he came to be successful; 
when at the beginning he was just guessing (Ibn KathÊr): “Indeed, IblÊs’ 
assumption about them has come true, so they ˹all˺ followed him, except a 
group of ˹true˺ Believers. *He does not have any authority over them, but 
˹Our Will is˺ only to distinguish those who Believe in the Hereafter from 
those who are in doubt about it. And your Lord is a ˹vigilant˺ Keeper over 
all things” (34: 20-21). Such a purposeful enemy should be guarded against 
with constant vigilance (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾18﴿ He said: “Out with you from 
it; condemned and routed(22). 
Whoever follows you of them, I 
shall fill up Hell with you all”.(23)

﴾19﴿ (24)“And you Adam! Dwell 
yourself and your wife in the 
Garden and eat thereof whatever 
you wish, and do not come near 
this tree, or ˹else˺ you two will 
be from among the wrongful.” 
﴾20﴿ Satan whispered to them, so 
that he may expose to them what 
was made hidden to them of 
their nether regions(25), and said: 
“Your Lord only forbade you 

22 “He said: “Be gone from it! You are indeed outcast. *Truly on you is My 
Damnation until the Day of Judgement” (38: 77-78).

23 “He said: “Go, and whoever follows you from them. Hellfire shall be the 
reward of you all, a reward well-deserved. *And rouse whoever you can of 
them with your voice, and mobilize all your forces and men against them, 
and you may share with them in their money and children, and promise 
them.” But Satan promises them nothing but deceit. *As for My ˹true˺ 
servants, you will have no power over them. And your Lord suffices as a 
Trustee” (17: 63-65).

24 Satan started acting on his mission right away and he made his first 
successful incursion. (Another slightly different account of this episode 
was dealt with in Sura al-Baqarah, Ayas 35-39. You may wish to refer to 
it for more details on the issue at hand.) The warning comes later (Aya 27 
below) to the children of Adam to guard against Satan and not give him the 
chance to ‘weave his magic’ on them.

25 The particle li (translated here as “so that”) could grammatically be what is 
known as lÉm al-ÎayrËrah (the lÉm of destination). Hence the aya could be 
interpreted whereby Satan did not initially intend to show them their nether 
regions but to make them commit sin, and that the final result of this sinning 
was that they were exposed. Another grammatical rationalization of the 
lÉm is taÑlÊl (justification), i.e. that he intended to lower their state through 
nakedness (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-RÉzÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). The 
significance of guarding against nakedness and its symbolic nature will be 
taken up shortly.
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from this tree, lest that you two 
become angels, or be immortal!”(26) 
﴾21﴿ He ˹further˺ swore to them: 
“I am indeed a sincere adviser 
to you!” ﴾22﴿ He dipped(27) them 
˹low˺ with delusion; when they 
tasted from the tree, their nether 
regions became exposed to them 
and they ˹panickingly˺ scurried 
to attaching leaves of the Garden 
to themselves; their Lord called 
out for them: “Did I not forbid 
you from that tree and tell you 
that Satan was an open enemy 
to you!” ﴾23﴿ They said: “Our 
Lord, we have indeed wronged 
ourselves. Should you not forgive 
us and have mercy on us then we 
shall surely be among the losers”.(28)

﴾24﴿ He said: “Go down, as enemies 
to each other. On Earth will be 
your dwelling and livelihood for 
a given time!” ﴾25﴿ He said: 
“Therein you live, therein you die 
and from it you are brought out”.

26 “Then Satan whispered to him, saying: “Adam! Shall I show you the Tree 
of Immortality and a kingship that does not fade away?” (20: 120).

27 DallÉhumÉ means that he tricked them as well as he lowered them, just like 
a bucket is lowered into a well to draw water (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr). Indeed he tricked them, made them ‘dip’ into sin, and lowered their 
status.

28 Their immediate repentance sharply contrasts with Satan’s haughty stance 
upon his disobedience of God: “Adam received a few words ˹ a supplication˺ 
from His Lord, and He forgave him; He is the All-Forgiving the Most 
Merciful” (2: 37). The one who sins and seeks repentance is more likely to 
be forgiven: “Verily Allah likes those who repeatedly repent and those who 
purify themselves” (2: 222).
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﴾26﴿ (29)Children of Adam! We 
have sent down to you raiment 
that hides your nether regions 
and feathers(30); and ˹as for˺ the 
raiment of Mindfulness, that is 
the best ˹of all raiment˺(31). That 
is indeed from among the Signs 
of Allah, so that you may pay 
heed. ﴾27﴿ Children of Adam! Let 
not Satan seduce you just as he 
banished your two parents from 
the Garden; he ripped off their 
raiment from them to expose 
their nether regions to them. 
Indeed he sees you along with 
his kind from where you do not 
see them—indeed We made the 
devils allies to those who do not 
Believe. ﴾28﴿ When they commit 
a vice(32), they say: “We found 

29 The detailing of the bliss of ‘raiment’ that was given to the children of 
Adam is a symbolic reminder of how much they should guard their cover of 
modesty lest Satan and his kind ‘rip it off’ them with their insinuations and 
make them fall into sin as much as he did to their parents, thus ‘lowering’ 
their moral status.

30 RÊsh literally means the feathers of birds. Birds find protection and beauty in 
their feathers (cf. Ibn Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 12: 255). However, 
here it means luxuriant garments which are used for beautification 
(al-ÙabarÊ, al-JawharÊ, al-ØiÍÉÍ, 3/1008, al-BaghawÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

31 There are three types of raiment spoken of here: the clothing which is 
necessary to cover one’s nakedness, thus basically setting humans apart 
from animals; luxuriant feathery garments as adornments showing God’s 
honouring of humans (cf. Ayas 31-32 below), and the most superior 
‘raiment’, i.e. that of Mindfulness of God and paying Him heed. This 
elevates humans to new heights for such ‘raiment’ both protects the human 
against Satan and his kind, who lie in waiting unseen, and, in more than one 
aspect, adorns him.

32 The heathen practice of the Arabs who used to circumambulate around 
the KaÑbah naked as part of their so-called pilgrimage rites (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
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our fathers thus doing and Allah 
bade us to it”. Say ˹Muhammad˺: 
“Allah does not bid vice. Do you 
say regarding Allah that which 
you have no knowledge of?” 
﴾29﴿ Say: ˹Muhammad˺: “My Lord 
˹only˺ bade equity(33) and that you 
should devote your faces(34) at all 

Ibn Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 21/276, Ibn Rajab, FatÍ al-BÉrÊ, 
2/335), is being alluded to here and is something of a subtext to be found 
throughout these opening passages. It bears special significance because 
it is indicative of how morally low they stooped; that is for taking Satan 
as ally and following in his footsteps generation after another. Devotional 
acts of worship are not to be mixed with base desires and lewdness. This 
‘vice’ is the vilest of all acts, and sound human nature rebels against it (as 
much as Adam and Eve instinctively wanted to cover up from each other in 
Paradise) (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

33 al-QisÏ is fairness with regards to acts of worship by devoting them solely 
to God, and transactions by being fair to others (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). al-Qist captures the totality of the true heavenly 
religion; it is a middle ground between extremes: monotheism is a middle 
ground between Association and atheism, calculated generosity is a middle 
ground between tightfistedness and wastefulness, and so on and so forth. It 
is the source of all virtue (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

34 IqÉmat al-wajh (lit. keeping the face forward facing) is dedicating worship 
only and wholeheartedly to God: “I hereby direct my face to He Who 
Originated the Heavens and Earth, ˹being˺ rightly-oriented, and never am 
I one of the Associators” (6: 79). Ibn ÑÓshur explains: “That one ‘devotes 
his face’ is illustrative of the perfection of the dedication of worship in its 
designated places. It is like when a person directs his undivided attention 
to see something very important; he does not look left or right. This pure 
dedication is called iqÉmat al-wajh because it keeps the face absolutely 
forward facing. This means that Allah enjoined people to keep their faces 
upright in places of worship, because they are where the Lord is glorified; 
He did not enjoin people to glorify Him or ennoble His places of worship 
with anything let alone nakedness or Associating with Him…. Prohibiting 
nakedness is purposeful here because the word fÉÍishah (vice) entails it 
and because the context bears it out; the conferment of raiment and the 
prohibition of nudity being underlined”. ÑAlÊ Ibn AbÊ ÙÉlib (h) reported 
that the Messenger of Allah (g) when standing for Prayer used to say: “I 
turn my face to He Who originated the creation of the Heavens and Earth 
being rightly-oriented ˹in religion˺ and not being one of the Associators. 
Indeed, my Prayer, devotional rites, life and death belong to Allah, there is 
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places of prostration and invoke 
Him being devout in religion to 
Him; as He originated you, you 
will return”(35). ﴾30﴿ A party ˹of 
you˺ He guides, and another party 
misguidedness is their rightful lot; 
they betook the devils as allies 
besides Allah and they think that 
they are guided!(36)

no Associating with Him. With this I have been bade and I am one of those 
who submit. O Allah! You are the King, there is no god ˹ worthy of worship˺ 
but You. You are my Lord and I am Your servant. I have transgressed 
against myself and confessed my misdeeds. Forgive all my misdeeds, no 
one forgives misdeeds but You. Guide me to the best of manners, no one 
guides to them but You. Drive bad manners away from me, no one drives 
them away but You. I hold fast to worshipping You, which immensely 
helped me ˹and pleased me˺. All that is good is in Your Hands. Evil is not 
to be ascribed to You. My success is from You and I turn to You ˹in all my 
affairs˺. Glorified and exalted You are. I ask You for forgiveness and turn 
in repentance to You” (Muslim: 771). al-BarÉ’ Ibn ‘Ózib (h) said that the 
Prophet (g) said: “When you want to go to bed perform wuÌË’ in the same 
way as you would for Prayer, then lie on your right side and say: “O Allah! 
I have submitted my soul to You and directed my face towards You, and I 
have entrusted You with ˹all˺ my affairs, and I have depended on You ˹with 
all my affairs˺, expecting Your favour and dreading Your punishment. 
There is no fleeing or refuge from You except to You. I Believe in the Book 
you have revealed and the Prophet you have sent. If you die that night, you 
will die in ˹the state of˺ fiÏrah (pure Faith). Make them the last things you 
say” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6311, Muslim: 2710).

35 They are to be mindful that the One Who created them the first time is Able 
to resurrect them for Judgement (al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr): “And 
he cites an example for Us, forgetting his own creation. He said: “Who 
can give life back to bones after they have decayed? *Say: “The One Who 
made them in the first place will resurrect them. He is fully aware of every 
creation”” (36: 78-79).

36 “Indeed, those who revert ˹to Denying˺ after guidance has become clear to 
them; Satan has tempted them, luring them with false hope” (47: 25); “Say: 
“Shall I inform you who are the greatest losers in respect to their deeds? 
*Those whose efforts go astray in the worldly life, while they reckon that 
they are virtuous in their works. *It is they who Denied the Signs of their 
Lord and their meeting with Him, their deeds became void, so We will not 
give their deeds any weight on the Day of Judgement”” (18: 103-105).
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﴾31﴿ (37)Children of Adam! 
Take your adornment at every 
place of prostration; eat and 
drink(38) but do not squander—
He likes not the squanderers. 

37 The morally degrading, religiously defiling issue of nudity, which arouses 
the beast in man and runs contrary to holiness, is being implicated here. 
As for the reason for revelation of this aya Ibn ÑAbbÉs says: “Women 
used to circumambulate around the KaÑbah ˹stark˺ naked and ask: “Who 
would lend me a cover for circumambulation (tiÏwÉf)?” They would then 
cover with it their private parts and say ˹in poetry˺: “Today some or all 
of it is exposed; whatever is exposed of it I do not grant permission to 
it!” Then this aya was sent down: “…take your adornment at every place 
of worship”” (Muslim: 3028). Ibn Rajab al-×anbalÊ (FatÍ al-BÉrÊ: 2/335) 
said: “It was sent down because the Associators used to circumambulate 
around the KaÑbah ˹stark˺ naked. Ibn ÑAbbÉs’s narration is authentic and 
all earlier exegetes are unanimous about it”. AbË Hurayrah (h) said that 
AbË Bakr (h) sent him - during the pilgrimage mission that the Prophet 
(g) appointed him as head of - and bade him announce to people that: 
“No Associator shall perform hajj after this year and no naked person shall 
circumambulate around the KaÑbah” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 1622, Muslim: 1347).

 God commanded that people ‘take adornment’ and not merely cover 
their nakedness by way of indicating that people should wear their best 
to Prayers. It is reported that there was one among our rightly-guided 
predecessors who used to have a luxuriantly expensive garment to wear for 
Prayer, when asked he said: “My Lord has the most right from me to look 
my best for Prayer”. It is well-known that Allah likes to see the mark of His 
Bounty on His servants, especially when they stand in front of Him; the 
best way to do so is by wearing one’s best raiment that Allah bestowed on 
Him both outer (the garment) and inner (Mindfulness) (cf. Ibn Taymiyyah, 
al-FatÉwÉ al-KubrÉ, 5/326, Ibn al-Qayyim, MadÉrij al-SÉlikÊn, 2/363). Ibn 
MasÑËd (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “None who has a mote’s 
measure of arrogance will enter Paradise”. A man remarked: “One likes 
his clothing and footwear to look good!” He ˹the Messenger (g)˺ replied: 
“Allah is Beautiful and loves beauty! ‘Arrogance’ is to disdainfully dismiss 
what is rightful and to regard other people with contempt”” (Muslim: 91).

38 In their heathen days they used to even forbid certain types of food, or 
that no food should enter Makkah besides what was already available 
therein and only eat from it during the time of pilgrimage (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-ZamakhsharÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). These two practices bidding what is unlawful, 
nudity, and forbidding what is lawful, food consumption, are indicative of 
how far straying the Arab community was from God’s Path and how eaten 
up by Satan they were. God only bids what is equitable (qisÏ): moderation 
between miserliness and wastefulness.
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﴾32﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Who 
is he who declared unlawful 
the adornment of Allah that He 
brought forth to His servants(39), 
and His good provisions?” Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “It is for those 
who Believe during this worldly 
life; ˹and theirs˺ solely in the 
Hereafter.”(40) Thus We detail the 
Signs to those who know.
﴾33﴿ (41)Say ˹Muhammad˺: “My 
Lord only forbade vices, both 
open and secret(42), sinning, 
aggressing unrightfully(43), that 

39 Ibn KathÊr says in his commentary: “The Arabs, excepting the Quraysh, 
used not to circumambulate around the KaÑbah in the garments in which 
they committed sins in… whoever was lent a garment by a Qurayshite 
would use it and whoever circumambulated in a ˹brand˺ new garment 
would throw it away ˹after performing the rites˺ and no one would use it 
afterwards. But whoever could not find ˹ or afford˺ a new garment or borrow 
one from a Qurayshite, would perform the rite naked” (cf. also al-AzraqÊ, 
AkhbÉr Makkah, 1/138).

40 This ‘adornment’ and good provision may be enjoyed by both the Believers 
and the Deniers in this life but in the Hereafter it is only enjoyed by those 
who Believed (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). This 
allusion paves the way for the scenes of the Hereafter that come shortly.

41 This message is to affirm the Godly stand on their sordid state of affairs 
and warns them against His retribution. A detailed account of what real 
morality is, is provided in the previous Makkan Sura al-AnÑÉm, Ayas 151-
153, which pointedly concludes with: “Indeed this is My path, Straight, so 
follow it and do not follow the ˹ diverse˺ roads and get driven away from His 
road; that He bade you so that you may become Mindful”.

42 al-FawÉÍish (lit. vices) mentioned here are, in a way, related to acts of 
lewdness (cf. Aya 80 below which talks of homosexuality as a ‘vice’) 
and nudity (cf. Ibn Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 15/381). Ibn ÑAbbÉs 
narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “No one is more solicitously jealous 
than Allah. This is why He forbade vices, both open and secret” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
4637, Muslim: 2670).

43 It is given that all forms of aggression (baghy) are undoubtedly not rightful, 
but ‘unrightful’ (bi ghayr al-Íaqq): this is mentioned here by way of calling 
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you Associate with Him that for 
which He sent down no authority, 
and that you say about Allah 
what you have no knowledge of”. 
﴾34﴿ For every nation there is a 
˹set˺ term; when their term is due, 
they will not be delayed an hour 
nor will they be hastened(44).
﴾35﴿ (45)Children of Adam! Whenever 
Messengers from among you(46) 
come to you recounting My Signs 
to you; whoever ˹then˺ becomes 
Mindful and makes amends, then 
they should not fear nor need they 
grieve(47). ﴾36﴿ While those who 
rejected Our Signs and disdained 
them, these are the Companions of 
Hellfire—forever they abide therein. 

attention to its repulsiveness. Conversely, it could mean that ‘rightful 
aggression’ is justified when exacting justice against someone who aggressed 
against the person concerned (al-RÉzÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

44 A set time for it to taste Divine Wrath and retribution should it persist in 
Denying (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). The 
ones who are directly meant by this warning are the Arabs of that time who 
stood against the Message. Their attention is being drawn to what befell 
those who came before them (Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Indeed, Messengers before you 
were ridiculed, but those who used to ridicule them got hit by what they 
ridiculed. *Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Travel the land and look what was the fate 
of the Deniers”” (6: 10-11).

45 Now the address, ‘Children of Adam’, takes on a more general note and 
speaks not particularly to Arabs, who were especially morally degraded (as 
they had nudity enshrined in their religion), but humanity at large.

46 Messengers from among humankind (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ). 
That the Messengers are humans ‘from you’ is the more reason to Believe 
(cf. 6: 9) and is used here in argument against them (cf. al-RÉzÊ, al-BiqÉÑÊ, 
NaÐm al-Durar).

47 They need not worry about the future nor brood over their past sins. 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ)
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﴾37﴿ Who does more wrong than 
one who fabricated lies against 
Allah or rejected His Signs; those 
their share ˹as˺ per the Book will 
catch up with them(48), until when 
Our messengers(49) come upon 
them to terminate their lives, 
they would say: “Where is it 
that you were invoking besides 
Allah?” They said: “They have 
deserted us!”(50) They bore witness 
against themselves that they were 
Deniers(51). ﴾38﴿ He ˹ Allah˺ said: “Enter 
you to join nations of humans and 
jinn, who passed away before you, 
in Hellfire”. Whenever a nation 
enters, it damns its sister(52); until 
when they are all amassed in it, 

48 Even those who chose to Deny will get their allocated provisions 
and will go on living their lives as per what is written in the Book, the 
Preserved Tablet (al-lawÍ al-maÍfËÐ) (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ): “Those who Deny, let their Denying not grieve you 
˹Muhammad˺. To Us is their return and We shall inform them what they 
have done. Surely, Allah is the All-Knower of what is in the hearts ˹of 
people˺. *We let them enjoy for a little while ˹in this world˺, then We shall 
oblige them to enter a rough Punishment ˹in the Hereafter˺” (31: 23-24).

49 The angels who are tasked with claiming peoples’ lives. (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr)

50 Their so-called gods whom they Associate with God; they ‘deserted’ them 
at the time of their most pressing need! (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, 
al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr)

51 Only at the time of their death did they realize the Truth! (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr)

52 By replying positively to the question about their ‘gods’, they effectively, 
and quite regretfully, admitted guilt: “He ˹IbrÉhÊm˺ said: “You have taken 
besides Allah idols ˹for worship˺, only to keep ˹a bond of˺ love among 
yourselves in this worldly life. But on the Day of Judgement you will disown 
and damn one another. Your home will be the Fire, and you will have no 
helper!” (29: 25)
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the last of them says(53) to the 
first of them: “Our Lord! These 
are the ones who misled us, so 
give them double the Punishment 
in Hellfire”. He ˹Allah˺ said: 
“There is double ˹Punishment˺ for 
everyone(54) but you do not know”. 
﴾39﴿ The first of them said to the last 
of them: “You are no better than 
us. Taste you the Punishment for 
what you used to earn(55)”.
﴾40﴿ Indeed those who rejected Our 
Signs and disdained them, the 
gates of Heaven will not be opened 
up for them(56) and they will not 
enter Paradise until the camel gets 
through the eye of a needle(57)—
thus We requite the criminals. 

53 Another such acrimonious interaction between the dwellers of Hellfire, 
both early and late, is recounted elsewhere: “…if only you could see 
˹Muhammad˺ when the wrongdoers will be detained before their Lord, 
throwing blame at each other! The lowly ˹followers˺ will say to the 
arrogant ˹leaders˺: “Had it not been for you, we would certainly have 
been Believers. *The arrogant will respond to the lowly, “Did we ever 
drive you away from guidance after it came to you? Indeed, you were 
criminals ˹in your own right˺” (34: 31-32).

54 “As for those who Deny and turn away ˹others˺ from the Way of Allah, We 
will add more Punishment to their Punishment for all the corruption they 
spread” (16: 88).

55 The sins they used to commit. (al-ÙabarÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr)

56 The doors of Heaven will be closed shut for their deeds during their lives 
because of their disdainful rejection of God’s Signs, nor will they be opened 
up for their souls when they die. (al-Muyassar, al-MukhtaÎar; for details 
about what happens to the souls of those who Believe and those who Deny 
upon their death see Ibn AbÊ Shaybah, al-MuÎannaf: 12059, ImÉm AÍmad: 
18534, al-×Ékim, al-Mustadrak: 107)

57 An impossible prospect indeed: “…whoever Associates with Allah, then 
Allah will surely forbid him ˹entry into˺ Paradise and his home will be 
Hellfire—the wrongdoers will never have helpers” (5: 72).
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﴾41﴿ Theirs is bedding from Hellfire 
and above them are covers ˹of fire˺—
thus We requite the wrongdoers.
﴾42﴿ And ˹as for˺ those who Believed 
and did good deeds – We only 
charge a soul with that which it can 
bear(58) – these are the Companions 
of Paradise—forever they abide 
therein. ﴾43﴿ And We had stripped 
away the ill will that is in their 
chests(59); rivers flow from under 
them. And they said: “All gratitude 
be to Allah(60), Who guided us to 
this. We would not have been 
guided had Allah not guided us. 
Surely the Messengers of our Lord 
came with the Truth”. They were 
called out: “That is Paradise; you 
were made to inherit it for what you 
used to do”.(61)

58 The statement in parenthesis asserts a major Qur’anic tenet that God laid 
upon us “no hardship in the religion” (22: 78, cf. also: 2: 333, 2: 286, 
6: 152, 23: 62, 65: 7, 64: 16). It is raised here to encourage people to do 
whatever is in their capacity to gain Paradise (al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

59 All the evil thoughts and toxic feelings they might have had, will be 
removed from their hearts, so that they live in total peace and do not harbour 
any ill will for each other, especially given that they are of different ranks 
in Paradise (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

60 “And they said: “˹All˺ Gratitude be to Allah, Who has dispelled grief from 
us. Truly our Lord is Most Forgiving, All-Thankful, *Who, of His Bounty, has 
caused us to dwell in the Abode of Everlasting Life, wherein no weariness 
shall touch us, nor fatigue befall us” (35: 34-35). AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated 
that the Prophet (g) said: “Each one of the Companions of Paradise sees 
his ˹could have been˺ seat in Hellfire and says: “Had Allah not guided me!” 
Uttering it out of thankfulness. Each one of the Companions of Hellfire sees 
his ˹could have been˺ seat in Paradise and says: “Had Allah guided me!” 
Uttering it out of dismay” (al-NasÉ’Ê: 11390. ImÉm AÍmad: 10652).

61 “These are the inheritors, *who inherit Paradise; forever they abide therein” 
(23: 10-11). AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Each 
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﴾44﴿ (62)The Companions of Paradise 
called out to the Companions 
of Hellfire(63): “We have indeed 
found what our Lord promised 
us as truthful! Did you ˹too˺ find 
what your Lord promised you 
as truthful?” They said: “Yes!” 
Then an announcer announced(64) 
between them: “Indeed Allah’s 
Damnation is on the wrongdoers; 

one of you has two ˹would be˺ abodes: one in Paradise and one in Hellfire. 
When one dies and is admitted into Hellfire, the Companions of Paradise 
inherit his abode. That is what is meant by: “These are the inheritors” (23: 
10) (Ibn MÉjah: 4341, al-BayhaqÊ, al-BaÑth wa al-NushËr: 241).

62 What follows is a graphic description, a vivid recreation of what will take 
place after the Companions of both Paradise and Hellfire have been settled 
in their abodes and have had a taste of what both parties have been promised 
through the Messengers of God. This is the culminating scene of the battle 
between good and evil; the central theme of this sura.

 Notice that the past tense is employed throughout the passage, and indeed 
this is the case of almost all the happenings of the Day of Judgement and 
beyond in the different passages where it is mentioned in the Qur’an, 
even though the events being talked about are future events. This carries 
a number of interrelated rhetorical purposes: to ascertain its taking place 
as if it had already done so since it is the Truth coming from the All-
Wise, All-Knowing (), to heighten the effect on the receiver whose 
brain is programmed to taking past events as a foregone conclusion. Since 
the narrator is no one less than the Majestic Creator of the universe, the 
Founder of life and death (), what we are told will happen in the future is 
surely a foregone conclusion (cf. Ibn al-AthÊr, al-Mathal al-SÉ’ir fÊ Adab 
al-KÉtib wa al-ShÉÑir, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, AÌwÉ’ al-BayÉn).

63 After enduring a barrage of ridicule and slandering from the Deniers, it 
is now the turn of the Believers to ridicule those who hurt them so much 
seeing that they justly got what they deserved: “The worldly life is prettified 
for the Deniers; they ridicule those who Believe; ˹but˺ the Mindful are 
indeed above them on the Day of Judgement—Allah showers with favours 
whom He wills without account” (2: 212).

64 The announcement is said in a loud, clearly audible, authoritative voice: 
al-QurÏubÊ is of the opinion that it is the angels’ (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ). This announcement is meant to make the Companions of Hellfire 
despair of all hope of deliverance (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾45﴿ those who turn away(65) from 
the Way of Allah and wish 
it be crooked, while they are 
˹staunchly˺ Denying of the 
Hereafter”. ﴾46﴿ Between them 
is a barrier(66) and on the heights 
are men(67) who know each by 
their signs(68); they called out to 

65 They always cast the religion of God in bad light, showing it as defective 
and imperfect (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr): “And when Our Signs 
are recited to them as clear proofs, they say: “This is naught but a man who 
desires to turn you from that which your fathers used to worship”. And they 
say: “This is naught but a fabricated perversion”. And those who Denied say 
to the Truth when it comes to them: “This is naught but manifest sorcery”” 
(34: 43). They used to ‘turn away’ (yaÎuddËna) from the Truth themselves 
and divert other people from it (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

66 Between the dwellers of both abodes (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): 
“So a fence will be set up between them, whose gate separates Mercy on the 
inner side, from Punishment on the outer side” (57: 13).

67 There are a number of opinions as to who these people really are. It is mostly 
agreed however that these are people whose good deeds and bad deeds 
came in equal measure after their weighing on the Scale of deeds on the 
Day of Judgement (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). 
That they are said to be ‘men’ (rijÉl) does not necessarily exclude women; a 
woman in authentic Arabic is also called ‘rajulah’ (cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb 
al-NamÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

68 The beauty and illuminated faces of the dwellers of Paradise and the 
grotesque faces of the dwellers of Hell which are clouded with darkness 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). Being on such a 
high and raised place, they are afforded the vantage point of seeing the 
stark difference between those terminally suffering in Hell in contrast to 
those who dwell in Paradise enjoying all sorts of bliss (cf. Ibn al-JawzÊ, ZÉd 
al-MasÊr, 2/124): “On the Day when some faces are illumined and others 
are darkened; as for those whose faces become dark: “Did you Deny after 
you have become Believers? Taste then the Punishment of your Denial”. 
*As for those whose faces become illumined, they will be ˹admitted˺ in 
Allah’s Mercy, forever they reside therein” (3: 106-107): “Faces on that 
Day shall be beaming; *laughing, rejoicing. *And faces that Day shall be 
covered with dust, *and overcast with gloom” (80: 38-41): “Those who 
had done good, will have the best reward and even more. Neither dust nor 
humiliating disgrace shall cover their faces. They are the Companions of 
Paradise; forever they abide therein. *And those who have earned evil 
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the Companions of Paradise: 
“Peace be upon you!” They did 
not get into it(69) ˹Paradise, yet˺; 
they are desirous. ﴾47﴿ When their 
sights were turned towards the 
Companions of Hellfire, they 
said: “Our Lord, do not let us 
end up with the wrongdoers!” 
﴾48﴿ The Companions of the 
heights called out ˹some˺ men 
they knew by their signs(70): 
“What has your gathering(71) and 
your arrogance warded off from 
you?” ﴾49﴿ “Are these the ones that 
you swore that Allah would not 
touch them with His Mercy?”(72) 

deeds, the recompense of an evil deed will be the like thereof, humiliating 
disgrace will cover them. They will not have any defender from Allah. ˹It 
will be˺ As if their faces are covered with dark patches of night. They are 
the Companions of Hellfire; forever they abide therein.” (10: 26-27).

69 The people on the heights have not yet entered Paradise, but they are 
desperately hopeful that they will be admitted into it with God’s Mercy (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-×alabÊ, al-Durr al-MaÎËn, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). 
They are to be entered into Paradise but they are being stood on these 
heights as a light punishment, a purification of their misdeeds (cf. Ibn 
ÑÓshËr; this is his inference from the views of earlier exegetes).

70 Unlike the earlier ‘signs’ which brand the whole population of Hellfire, 
these are special ‘signs’ which mark out the heads of the criminals who 
dwell in Hell (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

71 The sons, men and resources they amassed around themselves to fend off 
evil from themselves (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-RÉzÊ, Ibn KathÊr, AbË al-SuÑËd). 
Their cry on that Day is: “My wealth has availed me nothing, *Vanished 
has my power from me!” (69: 28-29)

72 In the worldly life they were so blinded by arrogance that seeing, merely by 
worldly measures, how lowly some of the Believers were, they assumed them 
not worthy of God’s Mercy; thus applying their own seriously convoluted 
standards to those of God (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-RÉzÊ, al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). 
This is by way of catching the attention of the haughty Arab masters who 
regarded the Believers at that time, among whom where slaves and those of 
low social standing, with disdainful contempt (cf. 6: 52-53, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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“Enter you Paradise, you should 
not fear nor need you grieve.”(73)

﴾50﴿ And the Companions of Hellfire 
called out to the Companions of 
Paradise: “Spill over some water 
for us or ˹any˺ of what Allah 
blessed you with!”(74) They said: 
“Indeed Allah has forbidden both 
to the Deniers; ﴾51﴿ those who 
took their religion lightly and 
playfully(75) and were deceived 
by the worldly life”(76). Today We 
forget them as they had forgotten 
their meeting of this Day of theirs(77) 
and for denying Our Signs. 

73 The addressees here are the people of the heights (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-RÉzÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ).

74 They would beg them for water and food (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

75 “When you call for Prayer they playfully take it ˹as an object of˺ mockery 
and scorn. That because they are people who do not reason” (5: 58).

76 This aya strongly brings to mind Aya 6: 70: “Leave behind ˹Muhammad˺ 
those who took their religion lightly and playfully and were deceived by 
the worldly life, and remind with it ˹the Qur’an˺, lest that a soul becomes 
bondaged by what it earned; there is no ally or intercessor for it besides 
Allah and if it were to ransom itself with anything it will not be accepted 
from it. Those are the ones who are bondaged for their earning, for them 
are a boiling drink and a painful Punishment for all their Denying”.

77 AbË Hurayrah narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “Allah meets the 
servant and says: “You so-and so! Have I not been generous towards you, 
made you into a master, got you married, availed you with horses and 
camels, and let you reign supreme?” He says: “Yes indeed!” He () then 
says: “Were you of a mind that you would not come to meet Me?” He says: 
“No!” He then says: “Then I forget you just as you had forgotten Me!” Then 
He meets another one and says: “You so-and so! Have I not been generous 
towards you, made you into a master, got you married, availed you with 
horses and camels, and let you reign supreme?” He says: “Yes indeed!” 
He () then says: “Were you of a mind that you would not come to meet 
Me?” He () says: “No!” He then says: “Then I forget you just as you had 
forgotten Me!” (Muslim: 2968); “So taste ˹the Punishment˺ for forgetting 
the meeting of this Day of yours. We ˹too˺ have certainly forgotten you; 
taste the Punishment of eternity for what you used to do!” (32: 14)
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﴾52﴿ Verily, We had brought them 
a Book, which We have detailed with 
˹proper˺ knowledge; a guidance and 
mercy for the Believing people.(78) 
﴾53﴿ Do they expect ˹nothing˺ but 
its realization!(79) On the Day when 
its realization comes, those who 
forgot it before would say: “Indeed 
the Messengers of our Lord came 
with the Truth. Will we then have 
intercessors to intercede for us, or 
are we to be returned so that we 
may do that besides what we used 
to do!”(80) Surely, they have lost 
their souls(81) and what they used to 
weave(82) deserted them.

78 The telling here of these stories and occurrences that will come to be true 
on the Day of Judgement and beyond are Signs for those who take heed so 
that they may prepare for their future and choose the path that takes them to 
their fate: “… indeed there has come to you a Light and a clarifying Book; 
*by it Allah guides those who follow His Pleasure to the path of peace and 
delivers them from utter darkness into light with His permission; He guides 
them to a Straight Path” (5: 15-16).

79 Ta’wÊlahu (lit. its interpretation) is the coming true and realization of what it 
tells of and promises: resurrection, reckoning and Punishment (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
AbÊ ×Étim, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “Do they expect ˹nothing˺ but that the angels 
come upon them; or your Lord comes, or some of your Lord’s Signs come ˹upon 
them˺? On the Day when some of your Lord’s Signs come, a soul’s Believing will 
be to no avail to it had it not Believed earlier or earned good in its Believing. Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “Wait ˹you˺, for we shall be waiting”” (6: 158).

80 “If only you could see ˹Muhammad˺ when they were stood at the Fire and 
then said: “How we wish we could be returned then we would ˹surely˺ not 
deny the Signs of our Lord and would be among the Believers!” *Nay, but 
what they used to hide before was made to come all too true to them. If they 
were to return they would ˹only˺ backtrack to what they were forbidden 
from—indeed they are liars” (6: 27-28).

81 “Losers indeed are those who deny the meeting of Allah, until when the 
Hour comes upon them all of a sudden, they would say: “Woe be us for 
wasting it ˹ our lives˺!” They would carry their ˹ burdensome˺ sins over their 
backs—sordid indeed what they carry” (6: 31).

82 The false idols and gods they used to set up as rivals to Almighty God 
(al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾54﴿ (83)Indeed your ˹True˺ Lord is 
Allah Who created the Heavens 
and Earth in six days(84), then 
Established(85) Himself on the 
Throne; He shrouds night over 
day, relentlessly pursuing it(86); the 
sun, the moon and the stars are 
dominated by His Command(87); 

83 This passage and the next one mark an interpose; acting as anchorage for 
the flow of the discourse, a reminder of this sura’s central theme, Allah’s 
Godship (ulËhiyyah), and that He is the Sole Deserver of all acts of worship 
Who is not to be Associated with. The truly cosmic Signs detailed here are 
proofs of His Majesty, indications of the extent of His limitless Power, and 
rightfulness to devoted worship (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, Ibn ÑÓshËr). 
This is the single most Truth that people engage in struggle over; the core 
Message of all Prophets throughout time: “Worship Allah ˹alone˺, there is 
no god for you besides Him”.

84 “Surely your Lord is Allah Who created the Heavens and Earth in six days, 
then Established Himself on the Throne, conducting every affair. None can 
intercede except by His permission. That is Allah—your Lord, so worship 
Him ˹alone˺. Will you not then be heedful?” (10: 3); “Allah is He Who has 
created the Heavens and Earth and everything in between in six days, then 
Established Himself on the Throne. You have no Protector or Intercessor 
besides Him. Will you not then be heedful?” (32: 4)

85 The verb istawÉ literally means rose and ascended in a manner befitting His 
Majesty only and unlike any of His creation. This Attribute of Almighty 
God () should be established as it is without tashbÊh (drawing analogies), 
takyÊf (adaptation) or taÑÏÊl (repudiation). (Ibn KathÊr, al-ShawkÉnÊ)

86 The Qur’an depicts striking imagery of the relationship that holds between 
night and day in many places where they are mentioned as cosmic Signs of 
God’s magnificent creation; they are personified as truly odd companions 
who live in constant contrast and struggle: “You ˹Allah˺ merge night into 
day and You merge day into night” (3: 27); “He shrouds night over day. 
Indeed in these are Signs for those who pay heed” (13: 3); “The night is also 
a Sign for them: We strip the daylight from it, and behold!- they are left in 
darkness” (36: 37); “The sun is not permitted to overtake the moon, nor can 
the night outrun the day: each floats in ˹its own˺ orbit” (36: 40).

87 This is yet another Sign of God’s ability and He has subjected these planets 
for the benefit of creation; no one could have otherwise done so (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “He has made night and day subservient to 
you, and the sun, moon and stars, all dominated by His Command. There 
are certainly Signs in that for people who use their intellect” (16: 12).
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verily for Him ˹alone˺ is the 
creation and the Command(88)—
glorified be Allah, the Lord of all 
beings(89). ﴾55﴿ Invoke your Lord(90) 
humbly and mutedly(91); indeed 
He likes not the transgressors(92). 

88 God Almighty () is the Sole Creator. He is the One Who truly controls 
His creation disposing of their affairs at will, (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ): “Say: “Who provides for you from the Heavens and Earth? Who 
owns hearing and sight? Who brings forth the living from the dead and the 
dead from the living? And Who conducts every affair?” They will ˹surely˺ 
say: “Allah!” Say: “Will you not be Mindful?” (10: 31).

89 “So ˹all˺ gratitude is for Allah—Lord of the Heavens and Lord of Earth, 
Lord of all beings. *His ˹alone˺ is Majesty in the Heavens and Earth, and 
He is the All-Mighty, All-Wise” (45: 36-37).

90 The result of realizing how Magnificent and Dominant God is, is to direct 
one’s sincerest act of worship, supplication (duÑÉ’) to Him alone. al-NuÑmÉn 
Ibn BashÊr (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Supplication is worship” 
then he (g) read: “Your Lord said: “Call on Me and I will answer you; 
those who are too proud to serve Me will enter Hell humiliated” (40: 60)” 
(ImÉm AÍmad: 271, AbË DÉwËd: 1479, al-TirmidhÊ: 2969).

91 This is one of the protocols of calling upon God through invocations, 
i.e. summoning up one’s most sincere prayers in true humbleness, 
wholeheartedly and in secret; finding this one-to-One connection in all 
sincerity (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). That God is invoked secretly 
in a low voice bears special significance and is sincerer of Faith as it shows 
how much the supplicator realizes the nearness of God and His presence 
in his life, as well as how respecting of his Sovereign he really is (cf. Ibn 
al-Qayyim, BadÉ’iÑ al-FawÉ’id, 6/3). AbË MËsÉ al-AshÑarÊ (h) said: “We 
were travelling with the Prophet (g) and people began raising their voices 
glorifying ˹ Allah˺. The Prophet (g) said: “O people! Go easy on yourselves; 
you are not invoking one who is deaf or absent. You are calling One Who is 
All-Hearing, All-Near; He is with you” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 2992, Muslim: 2704).

92 Those who overstep the proper limits in their supplication and worship 
are called muÑtadÊn (transgressors) (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). ÑAbdullÉh Ibn 
Mughaffal (h) heard a son of his pray, saying: “O Allah, I ask You for the 
white castle in Paradise, when I am admitted into it, to be on my right”. 
He said to him: “Son, ˹only˺ pray to Allah to give you Paradise and seek 
refuge with Him from Hellfire for I truly heard the Messenger of Allah 
(g) say: “There will come after me, from this very nation, people who will 
transgress in supplication and purification (cleanliness)” (AbË DÉwËd: 96, 
Ibn MÉjah: 3864, ImÉm AÍmad: 20554).
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﴾56﴿ Do not spread corruption in 
the land after it has been set aright(93) 
and invoke Him out of fear and in 
hope(94); indeed Allah’s Mercy is 
ever close to the good-doers(95).
﴾57﴿ (96)He is the One Who sends 

93 Another result of realizing the sheer Magnificence and Dominance of God 
Almighty is to steer clear of all forms of corruption and deviation from 
God’s commands; notably Associating with Him in worship and sinning. 
The world has been set aright by the sending of the Messengers () who 
explained and expounded God’s laws (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, 
al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

94 This is yet another protocol of duÑÉ’ which signifies that one should not 
be too sure of oneself while supplicating to God, gloating over good deeds 
or, conversely, despairing of His Mercy. In sincere acts of devotion, one 
should earnestly invest both fear (al-khawf) and hope (al-rajÉ’). Indeed God 
speaks of the supplication of His most sincere servants, the Messengers () 
who are the role models of humanity in such a manner: “…indeed, they used 
to race in doing good, and call upon Us in hope and fear, totally humbling 
themselves before Us” (21: 90).

95 Those who observe such rules of conduct in supplication are good-doers 
and will gain God’s Mercy (Ibn al-Qayyim, BadÉ’iÑ al-FawÉ’id, 3/31). 
AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Allah, Glory be 
His, says: “I am as much as my servant thinks of Me and I am with him 
whenever he mentions Me; if he mentions Me to himself, I will Mention 
him to Myself, if he mentions Me to a company, I will Mention him to a 
better company; if he draws nearer to Me by a hand span, I will Draw nearer 
to him an arm’s length, if he draws nearer to Me an arm’s length, I will 
Draw nearer to him the length of arms stretched out, and if he comes to Me 
walking, I will come to him jogging” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 7405, Muslim: 2675).

96 These are further Signs of God’s sole rightfulness to worship. The analogy 
here is drawn between life-giving rain and how it transforms ‘dead’ land 
making it teem with life and producing all sorts of growths, on the one 
hand, and God’s Ability over bringing the dead to life and resurrecting 
them, on the other (cf. al-RÉzÊ). Further, people are likened to different 
plots of land of which some are ‘good’ and will readily benefit from rain, 
whilst others are ‘malicious’ and will only yield horrible produce; so, then, 
are people with regards to their reception of God’s Signs and Guidance 
(al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr): “˹Another˺ of His Signs is that He sends out the 
winds bearing glad tidings, giving you a taste of His Mercy… So observe 
the traces of Allah’s Mercy, how He revives the land after its death. Truly 
that is the Reviver of the dead; He is Able over all things” (30: 46 and 50).
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out winds as glad tidings heralding 
His Mercy(97); until when they haul 
heavy clouds, We drive them to a 
dead land, then We cause by them 
water to come down and We bring 
out with it crops of all types; like 
so do We bring out the dead so 
that you may heed(98). ﴾58﴿ And the 
good land, its growths come out 
by its Lord’s permission(99); and 
the malicious one only comes out 
nasty(100)—like so We expound the 
Signs for those who are thankful(101).

97 RaÍmah (mercy) here means rain because with it God shows mercy on His 
creation and through it they are provided with the sources of life: water and 
food (cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

98 This is a major Sign of God’s Ability to bring the dead to life: “Allah is the 
One Who sends forth the winds; they raise up the clouds; We drive them to 
a dead town and with them revive the land after its death: such will be the 
Resurrection” (35: 9); “Among His Signs is that you see the land devoid of life, 
but as soon as We send down rain upon it, it begins to stir ˹to life˺ and swell. 
Indeed, the One Who revives it can willingly revive the dead. He is certainly 
Most Able of everything” (41: 39): “We send blessed water down from the 
sky and grow with it gardens, harvest grain, *and soaring palm trees, with 
clustered dates; *a provision for the servants, and We give life with it to the 
land which is dead. Such is the coming forth ˹resurrection˺” (50: 9-11).

99 So God Wills that such good land becomes fruitful and grows good produce 
readily and speedily (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

100 Even if rain were to fall on such land and it were to produce anything, it 
would only grow forth that which is unpleasing and bereft of all benefit (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). AbË MËsÉ al-AshÑarÊ (h) narrated that the 
Prophet (g) said: “The example of the guidance and knowledge with which 
Allah sent me is that of the rain that falls on ˹vast˺ land: parts of it are good, 
they accepted the water, grew with it dense greenery and herbage; yet parts 
of it are arid, they held water therein so by it Allah benefitted people so they 
could drink of it, they quenched the thirst of others from it and grazed; other 
parts are barren, they do not hold water nor do they grow herbage. Like so 
is the example of the person who bears knowledge of the religion of Allah, 
benefitted from what Allah sent me with so he learned and taught and ˹on 
the other hand,˺ those who did not rise to the occasion and did not accept the 
guidance of Allah with which I was sent” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 79, Muslim: 2282).

101 Those who are receptive and thankful will readily benefit most from these 
Signs (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ).
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﴾59﴿ (102)Verily We had sent NËÍ 
˹Noah˺ to his people and he said: 
“My people, worship Allah ˹ alone˺, 
there is no god for you besides 
Him(103). Certainly, I fear for you 
the Punishment of a dreadful Day!” 

102 The ‘good land’ and ‘malicious land’ are to be found throughout times and 
ages. Those who benefit from God’s Signs are the ‘good’ ones who are set 
apart from the ‘evil’ ones who only get worse once God’s Signs are recited 
for them. According to al-RÉzÊ, the series of stories of the Messengers of 
God which are to be told here serve a number of goals: 1) to console Prophet 
Muhammad (g) by showing him that shunning the Signs of God and 
treating them disdainfully is not limited to his people but rather a great many 
previous nations were as rebellious; 2) to show the two parties, the Believers 
and the Deniers, the fate of each through previous real examples; 3) to draw 
attention to the, both at once, assuring and unsettling fact that God may 
slacken the rein for those who rebel against His command but He never 
disregards them; 4) they provide further proof of the Truthfulness of Prophet 
Muhammad (g) who was unlettered and yet he managed to narrate stories 
of different nations, scattered throughout the land, with striking accuracy!

 It is also useful to mention that these stories as told here are laconically 
styled (many of which are told elsewhere in the Qur’an in much more 
detail) recounting briefly the Message, the response to it, the response to 
the response and the punishment for not heeding it. Further, the rapport 
between the Messenger and those to whom he was sent is highlighted 
through the use of appellations like ‘their brother’ and ‘my people’ (cf. 
al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar); note too how some of the Messengers deeply 
and sorrowfully reflected on the fate of their people when they were hit by 
affliction. In this instance, further to what is alluded to by scholars, these 
stories can be taken as a reflection of the psychological state of Prophet 
Muhammad (g) and how deeply he felt for his people; the interactions that 
went on between the Messengers and their people are also resonant of the 
ones that went on between Prophet Muhammad (g) and his folk.

103 This is the single most Truth that people engage in struggle over; the 
core Message of all Prophets throughout time and ages: “Worship Allah 
˹alone˺, there is no god for you besides Him”. It is the first Message that 
any Messenger will deliver to his people (with the notable exception of the 
people of Lot as explained below), because it deals with monotheism (al-
tawÍÊd) which is the first and surest step to sincere Faith (Ibn al-Qayyim, 
MadÉrij al-SÉlikÊn, 1/154): “We surely sent a Messenger to every nation, 
saying: “Worship Allah and shun false gods”. But some of them Allah 
guided them, while others were destined to stray. So travel throughout the 
land and see the fate of the deniers!” (16: 36)
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﴾60﴿ The notables among his 
people said: “Most certainly we 
see you are in manifest error!” 
﴾61﴿ He said: “My people, there 
is nothing misguided about 
me, but I am a Messenger from 
the Lord of all beings!” ﴾62﴿ “I 
deliver to you the Messages of 
my Lord, sincerely advise you; 
I know of Allah that which you 
do not know!” ﴾63﴿ “Do you find it 
astounding that a reminder from 
your Lord comes to you through 
a man from among you to warn 
you so that you may become 
Mindful, and be shown mercy?” 
﴾64﴿ They declared him a liar and 
We salvaged him and those with 
him in the ship and We drowned 
those who rejected Our Signs; 
indeed they were people smitten 
with blindness!(104)”
﴾65﴿ And to ÑÓd ˹We sent˺ their 
brother HËd. He said: “My 
people, worship Allah ˹alone˺, 
there is no god for you besides 
Him; would you not be Mindful?” 
﴾66﴿ The Denying notables among 
his people said: “Most certainly 
we see you lacking in sound 
judgement and we certainly believe 
that you are one of the liars!” 

104 Blindness of the heart is the real blindness (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ): “Have they not journeyed in the land, that they might have hearts 
by which to understand or ears by which to hear? Truly it is not the eyes 
that go blind, but it is hearts within chests that go blind!” (22: 46).
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﴾67﴿ He said: “My people, I am 
not lacking sound judgement, 
but I am a Messenger from the 
Lord of all beings!”(105) ﴾68﴿ “I 
deliver to you the Messages 
of my Lord and I am a sincere 
adviser to you in all honesty.” 
﴾69﴿ “Do you find it astounding 
that a reminder from your Lord 
comes to you through a man from 
among you?(106) Remember that 
He made you successors after 
the people of NËÍ and He made 
your ˹physical˺ creation high 
statured(107); remember then the 
bounties of Allah so that you may 
become successful.” ﴾70﴿ They 
said: “Have you come to us to 
worship Allah alone and abandon 
what our fathers used to worship! 
Then bring down on us what you 
promise us, if you are truthful!”(108) 
﴾71﴿ He said: “There befalls you 
an affliction from your Lord, and 
Wrath! Do you argue with me on 

105 This calm, well-poised answer by this noble Messenger of God, like that of 
Noah’s (), to the outrageous slur of his people, who knew full well who 
he really was, is a great example of how to deal with ignorant people (cf. 
al-ZamakhsharÊ, AbË ×ayyÉn).

106 “The only thing that kept people from Believing, when guidance came to 
them, was that they said: “Has Allah sent a human being as a Messenger?”” 
(17: 94)

107 “As for ÑÓd, they waxed arrogant in the land without right and said: “Who 
is greater than us in strength?” Have they not considered that Allah, Who 
created them, is greater than them in strength? They continued to reject 
Our Signs” (41: 15).

108 “They said: “Have you come to us to divert us away from our gods? Then 
bring us what you are promising us, if you are truthful!”” (46: 22)
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˹behalf˺ of ˹mere˺ names that you 
and your fathers name for whom 
Allah sent down no authority? 
Wait you then and I shall be with 
you among those who wait!” 
﴾72﴿ Then We salvaged him and 
those with him by Our Mercy and 
We cut off, down to the last one(109), 
those who rejected Our Signs; 
never were they Believers(110).
﴾73﴿ And to ThamËd ˹We sent˺ 
their brother ØÉliÍ. He said: “My 
people, worship Allah ˹alone˺, 
there is no god for you besides 
Him. There has come to you a 
clear evidence from your Lord; 
this is the she-camel of Allah, 
a Sign for you, so let it graze 
˹freely˺ in the land of Allah and 
touch it not with ˹any˺ harm(111); 
else a painful punishment will 
betake you”. ﴾74﴿ “Remember 
that He made you successors 
after ˹the people of˺ ÑÓd and He 
made the land ˹a comfortable˺ 
abode for you; you install castles 

109 QaÏaÑa dÉbir is to completely wipe out (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, 
Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt).

110 “That was ÑÓd; they rejected the Signs of their Lord, disobeyed the 
Messengers, and followed the command of every stubborn tyrant. *˹So˺ 
They were pursued by damnation in this world as they will be on the Day of 
Judgement. Indeed, ÑÓd denied their Lord. So away with ÑÓd, the people of 
HËd!” (11: 59-60).

111 “He said: “Here is a she-camel ˹as a Sign for you˺. She will have her turn 
to drink as you have yours, each on an appointed day. *And touch her not 
with harm, lest you be taken by the Punishment of a tremendous day” (26: 
155-156).
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on its plains and carve houses in 
mountains. Remember then the 
bounties of Allah and do not go 
about the land corrupting.” ﴾75﴿ The 
notables who waxed arrogant said 
to those who were downtrodden, 
those who Believed of them: “Do 
you know ˹for certain˺ that ØÉliÍ 
is sent from His Lord?” They 
said: “Indeed we Believe in what 
he was sent with!” ﴾76﴿ Those who 
waxed arrogant said: “Indeed we 
Deny that which you Believe in!” 
﴾77﴿ They then slayed(112) the she-
camel, insolently rebelled against 
their Lord’s Command and said: 
“ØÉliÍ, bring down on us what 
you promise us if ˹only˺ you are 
˹truly˺ one of the ones who were 
sent ˹the Messengers˺”!” ﴾78﴿ Then 
the quake ˹soon˺ betook them and 
they became ˹dead˺ fallen prone 
in their ˹very˺ land. ﴾79﴿ He turned 
away from them and said: “My 
people, indeed I have delivered the 
Message of my Lord to you, gave 
you sincere advice, but you like 
not those who give advice!”(113)

112 The verb used here is ÑaqarË as opposed to the most obvious word, which 
is usually used for such an action, naÍara. al-BiqÉÑÊ (NaÐm al-Durar) 
distinguishes between the two in that naÍara as opposed to Ñaqara is to put 
an animal to the knife for a purposeful end, for example, to eat the meat or 
use the hide. However, Ñaqara is a pointless act of butchering. It is used 
to further highlight the magnitude of their contempt. The Arabic language 
authority, al-FarÉhÊdÊ (quoted in Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah) says that it 
means ‘to hamstring’.

113 This theatrical aside of the monologue beautifully captures the depth of 
the desolation Prophet ØÉlÊh () felt upon seeing the ghastly sight of his 
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﴾80﴿ And [Mention] LËÏ ˹Lot˺ when 
he said to his people(114): “Do you 
commit the ˹one˺ vice to which 
none of all beings preceded you 
to?” ﴾81﴿ “Indeed you approach 
men lustfully instead of women; 
nay but you are excessive people!”(115) 
﴾82﴿ The reply of his people 
was nothing other than saying: 
“Expel them out of your town; 
these are people who keep 
˹themselves˺ pure!”(116) ﴾83﴿ We 
salvaged him and his family, 
except his wife; she was among 
those remaining in doom(117). 

own people, lifeless, flipped on their faces and stuck in the ground: “As 
for ThamËd, We showed them guidance, but they preferred blindness over 
guidance. So the blast of a disgracing Punishment overtook them for what 
they used to earn” (41: 17).

114 Notice that Lot () is the only Messenger told of here who did not begin 
his call to his people to worship God alone. This is by way of signifying 
the sheer vileness of the act they were involved in, namely, sodomy. No 
coaxing or sweet talking is appropriate in such a dire situation; anything 
otherwise would have been akin to ignoring the elephant in the room. 
Notice also the terseness of the story’s account which is also conducive in 
bringing about the same effect.

115 They were described as “excessive” because they exceeded the limits of 
moderation (al-qisÏ) that God commands people to. Desire will find vent 
in lawful marriage, but overindulgence and being slave to one’s own 
animalistic lusts can only lead to the lowering of the status of the human 
race (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Of all beings, do you lie with males, *and abandon 
the wives that God has created for you? You are exceeding all bounds!” 
(26: 165-166); “Do you really lust after men instead of women? In fact, you 
are nothing but ignorant people acting ignorantly!” (27: 55).

116 To such people, the mere presence of those who do not partake in their 
hedonistic way of life is a painful reminder of the virtue they are not, one 
that constantly gnaws on their consciences. Naturally, they want them gone 
(cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). Their only charge was that they were ‘pure’.

117 She was so condemned because she condoned the morally degrading 
behaviour of her people (cf. Ibn Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 15/344).
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﴾84﴿ We rained down ˹ some˺ rain(118) 
on them; behold then what was 
the end of the criminals.
﴾85﴿ And to Midian ˹We sent˺ their 
brother ShuÑayb. He said: “My 
people, worship Allah ˹alone˺, 
there is no god for you besides 
Him. There has come to you 
clear evidence from your Lord; 
give full measure and weight(119), 
do not swindle people out of the 
things that are ˹rightly˺ theirs(120), 
and do not sow corruption in the 
land after it has been set aright. 
That is better for you; if only 
you ˹would˺ Believe!” ﴾86﴿ “Do 
not also sit ˹in ambush˺ at every 
path threatening(121) and turning 

118 “So when Our Command came, We turned its uppermost to be its lowermost, 
and We rained down upon them stones of baked clay, one upon another, 
*marked from your Lord. It is not far from the evildoers” (11: 82-83).

119 The sin of these people was wantonly engaging in fraudulent dealings; in other 
words, greed. “Give full measure, and cause no loss ˹to others˺. *Weigh with 
honest scales” (26: 181-182); “And to Midian was ˹ sent˺ their brother ShuÑayb, 
he said: “My people, worship Allah, you have no god besides Him, and do not 
give short in the measure and weight. I see you well to do, and I fear for you 
the retribution of a day that is surrounding. *My people, in fairness, give full 
measure and weight. Do not swindle people out of the things that are rightly 
theirs, and do not spread corruption in the land” (11: 84-85). This seemingly 
insignificant ‘sin’ is tantamount to corruption and sleaziness par excellence. 
Its unchecked spread generates a most dire consequence on the prosperity and 
sustainability of any community (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

120 Here is one example of such swindling defraud: “Woe to the defrauders, 
*who, when they take measure from people, demand ˹it˺ in full, and when 
they measure for them or weigh for them, they stint. *Do such people not 
think that they will be resurrected *on a mighty Day; *a Day when mankind 
shall stand before the Lord of all beings?” (83: 1-6).

121 Ibn KathÊr and Ibn ÑAÏiyyah are of the opinion that ShuÑayb’s people were 
engaged in highway robberies (cf. also al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ); along with 
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away from the road of Allah those 
who Believe(122) wanting it to be 
crooked(123). Remember when you 
were but few and He multiplied 
your numbers and look how 
was the end of the corruptors.”(124) 
﴾87﴿ “Given that a party of you 
Believed in what I was sent 
with and ˹another˺ party did not 
Believe, ˹so˺ wait ˹you then˺ until 
Allah judges between us – He is 
the best of judges.”(125)

﴾88﴿ The notables among his people 
who waxed arrogant said: “We 
shall expel you, ShuÑayb, and those 
who Believed with you from our 
town(126) or you shall revert back to 
our way of life!” He said: “Even 
if we were detesting ˹of it˺!”(127)

turning away those who sought out ShuÑayb so they could listen to him (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ).

122 They also sat on roads seeking to turn away those who so sought out 
ShuÑayb (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ).

123 Cf. Aya 45 above.

124 “O my people! Let not your dissension with me lead you into sin, such that 
there should befall you that which befell the people of Noah, or the people 
of HËd, or the people of ØÉliÍ? And the people of Lot are not far from you!” 
(11: 89).

125 “My people labour in the state in which you are, as I will be labouring 
˹my own way˺, for sure you will come to know who shall be visited by a 
Punishment to debase him; await and I shall await with you.” (11: 93)

126 As with Lot (), the first reaction of the sinful was to threaten those of 
higher moral standing with expulsion from their lands, or have them revert 
back to their way of life. This is and was not a unique incident; a great many 
Messengers () were faced with the same threat: “But those who Denied 
said to their Messengers: “We shall surely expel you from our land, or you 
shall revert to our way of life…” (14: 13).

127 These true Believers chose to firmly adhere to their religion over a way of 
life that ran contrary to it (AbË ×ayyÉn, RiÌÉ); prosperity in the Hereafter 
over prosperity in this worldly life, the “illusory enjoyment” (57: 20).
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﴾89﴿ “We would be fabricating 
˹abominable˺ lies against Allah 
should we revert back to your 
way of life when Allah delivered 
us from it. We would not ˹ever˺ 
revert back to it unless Allah, our 
Lord, wills it so(128); indeed our 
Lord encompasses everything 
with ˹His˺ Knowledge. On Allah 
we rely!” “Our Lord, decide 
between us and our people with 
the Truth—You are the best of 
those who decide(129).” ﴾90﴿ The 
Denying notables among his 
people said: “Should you follow 
ShuÑayb, you shall surely come 
to be losers!(130)” ﴾91﴿ Then the 
quake ˹soon˺ betook them and 
they became ˹dead˺ fallen prone 
in their land. ﴾92﴿ The ones who 
declared ShuÑayb a liar ˹ended˺ 
as if they did not thrive in it 
˹their land˺; the ones who 
declared ShuÑayb a liar were 
indeed the ˹real˺ losers!(131)

128 All creatures are subject to the will of Almighty God (), Who knows 
everything present, past and future (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ): “But you cannot 
will unless Allah wills. Verily, Allah is ˹ever˺ All-Knowing, All-Wise” (76: 30).

129 “Truly Allah does not wrong human beings in the least, but rather human 
beings wrong themselves” (10: 44).

130 Being so worldly they measured loss and gain in purely financial terms. 
They thought that those who followed the way of ShuÑayb () were 
missing out on real opportunities to amass wealth, giving little thought to 
the legality and ethicality of their transactions (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-RÉzÊ).

131 This is a much greater loss indeed than that of deviously seeking out 
financial gain: “Therefore, serve whatever you wish besides Him. Say: 
“The losers are those who lose their souls, and their families, on the Day of 
Resurrection. Indeed, such is the real loss” (39: 15).
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﴾93﴿ He turned away from them 
and said: “My people, indeed I 
have delivered the Messages of 
my Lord to you, gave you sincere 
advice; how would I then feel 
˹deep˺ grief for Denying people!”
﴾94﴿ (132)We have never sent a 
Prophet to a town without taking 
its people by affliction and 
hardship(133), so that they might 
humble themselves. ﴾95﴿ Then We 
˹always˺ replaced the bad ˹times˺ 
with the good ˹times˺ until they 
prospered(134) and ˹dismissively˺ 
said: “Affliction and hardship 
had touched our fathers ˹before˺!” 
We took them all of a sudden 
while they did not realize ˹it˺! 

132 This passage summarizes the moral of the stories of the Messengers () 
and the lessons to be drawn from them. It encapsulates society’s ways 
forward to prosperity and salvation (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

133 It is part of human nature to turn to God when hardship is experienced. 
In the same way, communities are hit with affliction, hardship and 
rough times for Denying God’s Signs so that they may come around to 
themselves and realize how wrong they are (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “We have certainly sent ˹Messengers˺ to nations 
before you ˹Muhammad˺; We took them by affliction and hardship, so 
that they might humble themselves. *Were they only when Our affliction 
befell them to ˹sincerely˺ humble themselves! Nay, but their hearts 
became hard and Satan made what they used to do look attractive to 
them” (6: 42-43).

134 ÑAfaw (translated here as prospered) is a semantically dense word. It, at 
once, means they became bodily healthy, prosperous and great in number 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). This is by way of 
‘slackening the reins for them to wander aimlessly in their blindness’ (cf. 2: 
15): “When they forgot what they were reminded of, We opened up for them 
the doors of everything; yet when they become full of gloating over what 
they were given, We took them all of a sudden, and lo they are seized with 
despair” (6: 44).
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﴾96﴿ Had the people of towns 
Believed and become Mindful, 
We would have opened up for 
them blessings from the Heavens 
and Earth(135), but they rejected 
and We took them ˹to task˺ for 
what they used to earn. ﴾97﴿ Do 
the townspeople feel secure that 
Our Might would not come to 
them at night while they are 
sleeping? ﴾98﴿ Do the townspeople 
feel secure that Our Might 
would not come to them in the 
forenoon while they are playing?(136) 
﴾99﴿ Do they feel secure from the 
planning of Allah? Verily none 
feels safe from the planning 
of Allah except the losers.(137)

135 Those who truly Believe and obey God will come to lead lives of 
abundance: “Had they taken to the right way, We would have given them 
abundant water to drink” (72: 16); “… and had they upheld the Torah and 
the Evangel and what was sent down to them from their Lord, they would 
have eaten ˹blissfully˺ from above them and from under their feet” (5: 66); 
“…and whoever is Mindful of Allah, He will make a way out for them, *and 
He will provide for him whence he never expects…” (65: 2-3).

136 These are the times they are least expecting something terrible to hit them: 
“Such is the seizing of your Lord when He seizes the towns while they are 
doing wrong. Surely His seizing is painful, severe!” (11: 102).

137 “And those who Denied Our Signs, We will ˹gradually˺ lure them whence they 
know not. *And I will grant them indulgence for a while. Truly, My planning 
is stout ˹, unfailing˺” (7: 182-183); “Let not those who Deny think that the rein 
We give them is better for them. We only give them allowance so that they 
would accumulate sins; theirs is a humiliating Punishment” (3: 178).

 Even the most devout of Believers should not feel content with the good 
that they have done, as were our rightly-guided predecessors (cf. Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ). ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAmr (h) reported that he heard the Messenger 
of Allah (g) say: “The hearts of the offspring of Adam are between two 
Fingers of the Fingers of the Most Merciful like one heart. He directs it 
wherever He wishes”. Then the Messenger (g) added: “O Allah! You Who 
directs hearts. Direct our hearts towards Your observance” (Muslim: 2654).
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﴾100﴿ Were those who come to 
inherit the land after its people not 
to perceive that should We have 
willed, We would have smitten 
them for their sins(138) and stamped 
on their hearts so that they would 
not hear?(139)

﴾101﴿ (140)Those ˹bygone˺ towns, 
We relate to you ˹Muhammad˺ 
of their notable news(141). 

138 Indeed the Signs of God’s ability are all around people; their very existence 
and taking over after those who preceded them is not the least of these: “Had 
they not seen how many a generation before them We have destroyed? We 
had established them in the land ˹far˺ more firmly than how We established 
you ˹people˺! We sent the sky pouring down on them profusely and We 
made the rivers run under their feet, ˹only˺ then We destroyed them for 
their sins and We brought into being another generation after them” (6: 
6); “Is it not ˹enough of˺ a lesson for them ˹to see˺ how many a generation 
We destroyed before them, in whose homes they now walk? There truly are 
Signs in this; do they not hear?” (32: 26).

139 “And who is more unjust than those who, when reminded of their Lord’s 
Signs, turn away from them and forget what their own hands have done? 
We have certainly put sheaths over their hearts – leaving them unable to 
perceive this ˹Qur’an˺ – and impairment in their ears. And if you invite 
them to guidance, they will never be guided” (18: 57).

140 This is a connecting passage which concludes the previous episode and 
opens up the next one.

141 These stories are related so that the Messenger (g) and the Believers around 
him find comfort. Further, they serve as a reminder for those who take heed 
and a warning for those who Deny (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr): 
“If they deny you ˹Muhammad˺, surely did deny before them the people of 
NËÍ, ÑÓd, and ThamËd, *and the People of IbrÉhÊm and the people of LËÏ 
*and the inhabitants of Midian, and MËsÉ too was denied. But I granted the 
Deniers respite; then I overtook them ˹with punishment˺; how, then, was 
the repudiation I wrought!” (22: 42-44); “These accounts We relate to you 
˹Muhammad˺, of the ˹bygone˺ towns; some are still standing ˹deserted˺, 
while others have been mowed down. *We did not wrong them but they 
wronged themselves; the gods they prayed to besides Allah availed them 
nothing: when Allah’s Command came upon them, they increased them in 
nothing except destruction. *That is how your Lord seizes the townships as 
He seizes them when they are wrongdoers. His seizing is indeed painful, 
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Indeed their Messengers came to 
them with clear evidences, but 
they would not come to Believe 
in what they had earlier denied(142); 
like so Allah stamps on the hearts 
of the Deniers;(143) ﴾102﴿ We had not 
found most of them honouring of 
their pledge; nay, but We found 
most of them transgressors(144). 
﴾103﴿ (145)Then We sent after them 

severe. *Truly in that is a Sign for those who fear the Punishment of the 
Hereafter. That is a Day on which mankind shall be gathered together, and 
that is a Day that shall be witnessed” (11: 100-103).

142 “They had sworn by Allah with their most solemn oaths that if a Sign were 
to come to them, they would surely Believe in it. Say ˹ Muhammad˺: “Indeed 
Signs are from none but Allah!” How would you ˹Believers˺ know that 
when they ˹the Signs˺ come, they would ˹still˺ not Believe? *We keep on 
turning their hearts and their sights away for not Believing in it the first 
time and ˹thus˺ We leave them to wander aimlessly in their ˹unbending˺ 
recalcitrance” (6: 109-110): “…so when they deviated, Allah made their 
hearts deviate. Allah does not guide the rebellious people” (61: 5).

143 “Indeed the Deniers, whether you warn them or do not warn them, they will 
not Believe. *Allah has sealed their hearts and their hearing, and over their 
eyes there is a veil—theirs is a grievous Punishment” (2: 6-7); “Those who 
dispute Allah’s Signs, with no authority given to them, are doing something 
that is loathed by Allah and by those who Believe. In this way God stamps 
on the heart of every arrogant tyrant” (40: 35).

144 “And surely most of the earlier generations had strayed before them” (37: 71).

145 The story of Moses is singled out and recounted in detail here and indeed in 
many other suras (‘Moses’ is mentioned no less than 136 times in 34 suras) 
for its special significance. Of all the Messengers, his mission bears the 
most similarities with that of Prophet Muhammad’s (g), his miracles were 
amongst the greatest to be found, it is one of the most nuanced and intricate 
of the stories of the Messengers (), his laws were the greatest before 
the advent of Islam and, in a way, paved the way for it, his nation were 
among the greatest nations that followed a Messenger before Muhammad 
(g) and at the time of revelation they existed in the locales of revelation 
(notably in Madinah) so that they were to be called on to Believe in Prophet 
Muhammad’s Message, and that the Believers were to take heed from them 
and not forget the pledge of God as they did (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn, al-BiqÉÑÊ, 
NaÐm al-Durar, Ibn ÑÓshËr). In short, the lessons drawn from Moses’ story 
are very relevant.
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MËsÉ ˹Moses˺ with Our Sign 
to Pharaoh and his notables and 
they wrongfully dealt with them;(146) 
behold then what was the end of 
the corruptors.
﴾104﴿ MËsÉ said: “Pharaoh, truly 
I am a Messenger of the Lord of 
all beings; ﴾105﴿ rightful to saying 
nothing but what is right about 
Allah; I have come to you with a 
clear Sign from your Lord, so send 
the Children of Israel ˹away˺ with 
me!”(147) ﴾106﴿ He ˹Pharaoh˺ said: 
“If you have come with a Sign, 
bring it forth, if only you are 
Truthful!” ﴾107﴿ He ˹MËsÉ˺ cast his 
staff, and lo, it was a ˹ great˺ snake, 
plain ˹to sight˺! ﴾108﴿ He ˹swiftly˺ 
pulled out his hand, and lo, it 
was white to all beholders!(148)

146 This is a teaser for the long and epic story that will shortly unfold (cf. RiÌÉ).

147 At this point, Moses’ () mission was mainly to deliver his brethren, the 
offspring of Jacob, from the oppression of Pharaoh and his people who 
subjected them to the “worst of suffering” (cf. 2: 49, 7: 141, 14: 6) so 
that they may find themselves a place to worship Almighty God alone 
(al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Go ˹the both of you, Moses 
and Aaron˺ to him and say: “We are both Messengers from your Lord. 
Send the Children of Israel ˹away˺ with us and do not torment them. We 
have brought you a Sign from your Lord, and may peace be upon whoever 
follows guidance”” (20: 47). He underlined his truthfulness and mentioned 
the Sign he had, knowing all too well that he would be denied, so he wanted 
to forestall it (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

148 Pharaoh, who out of his bloated egotism claimed that he was no less than 
Almighty God, the Most High Lord (79: 24 and 28: 38), was dismissive 
at first and challenged Moses toyingly seeing Moses as nothing more than 
a fugitive slave or, at best, a disobedient fosterling he had brought up 
under his own roof. But the two Signs that Moses managed to produce 
with such ease, had a remarkable unsettling effect on him and drove him 
to the edge of hysteria as evidenced by how manically he managed the 
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﴾109﴿ The notables among the 
people of Pharaoh said: “This 
one is evidently a greatly 
knowledgeable magician!” 

whole encounter. Once the significance of these two very potent Signs is 
explained, one clearly sees ample justification for Pharaoh’s erratic, out 
of hand behaviour.

 Firstly, the staff, a humble shepherd’s staff, was thrown down only 
to momentarily and readily turn into a great snake, about which there 
is no mistake (the vigour of this creature is variably described and 
stressed in the Qur’an as in, for instance, here and: 20: 20, 27: 10). 
In ancient Egypt, the cobra snake, known as the uraeus, was used as 
a symbol of sovereignty, royalty, deity and divine authority emblematically 
worn on the headdresses and crowns of ancient Egyptian deities and 
sovereigns. It stood for the goddess Wadjet who was often depicted as a 
cobra. The Pharaohs wore the uraeus on their heads either with the body 
of Wadjet atop the head, or as a crown encircling the head; this indicated 
Wadjet’s protection and reinforced the Pharaoh’s claim over the land. It was 
in effect the Pharaoh’s crown; a pharaoh was recognized only by wearing 
the uraeus, which conveyed legitimacy to his rule. The uraeus, then, was 
nothing more than a ‘symbolic’ sign of rightful kingship, which is nothing 
compared with the living, moving creature after which it was modelled; in 
it, we see how the image of a thing fades out in comparison to the real thing. 
The legitimacy and effectively the supremacy of Pharaoh was proven to be 
a mere charade compared to that of Moses.

 The second Sign, being the white hand, was equally symbolic. The Children 
of Israel amounted to nothing but mere bondsmen and slaves whose will had 
long ago been broken and whose lives were domineered by their masters 
of old, the Egyptians. The sign of their servitude was the extra dark skin 
that they came to assume after years and years of hard, gruelling labour 
under a scorching, unforgiving sun. Moses () himself was of a dark hue 
(cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 245 and 3207) which, in the pharaonic psyche, carried the 
insignia of his own people, namely, slavery. That he was so easily able to 
shed such a tell-tale sign and assume the most glaring symbol of nobility, 
whiteness of the skin, coupled with the gesture in itself, a brawny hand 
suddenly and decisively raised, is nothing less than an indication that 
he, and his people by extension, had broken the shackles of slavery and 
subjugation and were already revolting against Pharaoh’s authority.

 That Moses asked for the release of his people was, to Pharaoh’s mind, 
nothing less than an outright revolution and bare-faced challenge to the 
throne aiming to destabilize it and depose its occupant. This surely touched 
a raw nerve and, thus, we find that Pharaoh and his cronies where concerned 
that Moses would ‘oust’ them from their land. From their perspective, the 
war they waged was nothing if not justified.
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﴾110﴿ ˹Pharaoh said:˺ “He intends 
to oust you from your land! 
Then what do you command!”(149) 
﴾111﴿ They said: “Put him off(150), 
and his brother, and send out to the 
territories ˹forceful˺ gatherers; 
﴾112﴿ they will bring to you every 
greatly knowledgeable magician!”
﴾113﴿ The magicians came to 
Pharaoh and said: “Indeed there 
is a reward for us, if we emerge 
winners!” ﴾114﴿ He ˹Pharaoh˺ said: 
“Yes ˹certainly˺! And you shall 
be among the ones drawn near 
˹to me˺!”(151) ﴾115﴿ They said: 
“Moses! Either you cast or we 
shall cast ˹first˺”. ﴾116﴿ He said: 
“Cast!”(152) When they cast, they 
bewitched the eyes of people(153), 

149 Panic-stricken, Pharaoh lost his pompously self-assured façade and faded 
into the background letting those around him decide. He even asked them 
to ‘command’ him to a course of action, blurting out his top-most concern, 
‘ousting’ from the land.

150 They felt that such a stately matter, a real sudden challenge to the throne, 
could only be argued after much great deliberation and well thought-out 
preparation, so they advised him and somehow tried to soothe their master’s 
worries by accusing Moses () of magic, a prevalent trade in the provinces 
of his kingdom, in which there was no scarcity of masters. So basically, they 
bought time and afforded their master a chance to regain his composure.

151 The magicians simply saw this as a great chance and wanted to make the 
best of it (cf. al-RÉzÊ). They dictated their own terms, and surely Pharaoh 
was ripe for it. He offered them way more than they asked for; to be ever 
close to him as part of his inner court assured of great favours which would 
last a long while. He succumbed to their demands and bared his heart, out 
of sheer panic.

152 This one-word reply shows how sure Moses () was of victory to the 
extent that he sounded careless (cf. RiÌÉ).

153 They made their staffs and ropes appear to the onlookers as a great many 
large snakes (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb 
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gave them the shivers, and they 
came up with great magic”.
﴾117﴿ Then We inspired MËsÉ 
as: “Throw your staff!” And lo, 
it ˹swiftly˺ swallowed up their 
fakery!(154) ﴾118﴿ At that, the Truth fell 
down ˹heavy˺ and what they used 
to ˹naturally˺ do unravelled(155). 
﴾119﴿ They were routed there, and 
they retreated in disgrace(156). 
﴾120﴿ Then the magicians threw 
themselves down(157) prostrating. 
﴾121﴿ They said: “We Believe in 
the Lord of all beings; ﴾122﴿ the 
Lord of MËsÉ and HÉrËn 
˹Aaron˺”. ﴾123﴿ Pharaoh said: “Did 
you ˹dare˺ believe in Him before 
I granted you permission? This is 
nothing but a scheme you have 
weaved in the city to oust its 
dwellers from it(158); you shall see! 

al-NamÊr): “…and suddenly their ropes and staffs appeared to him – by 
their magic – to be slithering” (20: 66).

154 “Throw down what is in your right hand so it will swallow up anything they 
have produced. What they have produced is only some magician’s trick, 
and no magician succeeds no matter where he goes” (20: 69).

155 Any false hope that Pharaoh and those around him might have harboured 
was blown away, by the heavy stamp of Moses’s truthfulness.

156 The result of this encounter came as a particularly heavy blow to Pharaoh 
and his cronies (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah).

157 Realizing the magnitude of what they had just witnessed, Almighty God’s 
Power, the like of which they had never seen before, the magicians were 
forced to fall down (ulqiya); they could not help doing so (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
al BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al NamÊr).

158 Understandably, Pharaoh’s shock at this turn of events was so immeasurable 
that he spoke incoherently, bringing the full force of his wrath on the heads 
of his subordinates: chastising them for insubordination and defying his 
authority and blaming them for scheming with Moses (), whom he called 
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﴾124﴿ I shall ˹mercilessly˺ cut off 
your hands and feet on alternate 
sides! Then I shall crucify you 
all”.(159) ﴾125﴿ They said: “We shall 
return to our Lord;(160) ﴾126﴿ and 
do you resent us for nothing but 
Believing in our Lord’s Signs 
when they came to us!(161) Our 
Lord! Pour steadfastness on us 
and bring our lives to termination 
as wholly submitting(162)”.

in another account ‘their chief who taught them magic’ (cf. 20: 71), to 
‘oust’ people from their land, the issue that exasperated him most (cf. AbË 
×ayyÉn).

159 This punishment is the most severe in nature and is reserved for those 
who sow corruption in the land and wage war against the sovereign (cf. 
al-SaÑdÊ).

160 The firmness of Faith they attained in such a very short period of time 
is awe-inspiring and provides many great lessons (cf. Ibn al-Qayyim, 
al-ØawÉÑiq al-Mursalah, 4/1389): “They said: “No harm! Verily to our 
Lord we are to return. *Truly we hope that our Lord will forgive us our 
sins for our having been the first of the Believers” (26: 50-51); “They said: 
“We never prefer you over what has come to us from the clear Signs and 
to Him Who created us. So you decree whatever you wish to decree, you 
can only decree about this worldly life. *We have Believed in our Lord so 
that He may forgive us for our mistakes and for the magic which you forced 
us to perform. Allah is better and longer lasting” (20: 72-73). This is what 
happens when rich knowledge meets pure intention: “…it is those of His 
servants who have knowledge who stand in true awe of Allah” (35: 28). 
What he threatened them with was nothing more than expediting them to a 
desirable destination; meeting their Lord.

161 This implies deriding Pharaoh for his skewed standards.

162 MuslimÊn (plural form of muslim), i.e. totally submitted to God. Total 
submission to God and devotion to Him in worship is the basic meaning 
of IslÉm. All Prophets were ‘Muslim’ in as much as they were wholly 
devoted to God and sincerely submitted to Him in worship according to 
their own respective creeds. Needless to say, after Prophet Muhammad 
(g) was sent to mankind no other religion except Islam is accepted from 
anyone (cf. 3: 85).
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﴾127﴿ The notables among the 
people of Pharaoh said: “Will you 
˹Pharaoh˺ let MËsÉ and his people 
˹loose˺ to be corrupt in the land 
and forsake you and your gods!” 

He said: “We shall slaughter their 
sons and retain their womenfolk 
alive; verily we are domineering 
over them!”(163) ﴾128﴿ MËsÉ said to 
his people: “Seek help in Allah 
and be steadfast. Indeed the land is 
for Allah, He bequeaths it to whom 
He wills among His servants; the 
final round is for the Mindful(164). 
﴾129﴿ They said: “We suffered harm 
before you came to us and ˹now˺ 
after you came to us”.(165) He said: 
“Hopefully your Lord may well 
destroy your enemy and make you 
successors to the land, so that He 
sees how you fare”.(166)

163 They intended to hearten their master and spur him to clamp down on 
Moses and his people, serving only their own interests and privileges in the 
process. Readily, he followed their insinuations: “Then, when he brought 
the truth from Us to them, they said: “Kill the sons of those who Believe 
with him and let their womenfolk live.” The scheming of the Deniers is 
naught but astray” (40: 25). See how far apart the stand of this ruling elite 
was from that of the truly knowledgeable.

164 He wanted to hearten them and remind them of the Divine canon that no 
one nation remains dominant indefinitely: “…those are the days We rotate 
them between people!” (3: 140); “We surely destroyed ˹other˺ peoples 
before you when they did wrong, and their Messengers had come to them 
with clear proofs but they would not Believe! This is how We reward the 
wicked people” (10: 13).

165 They said this out of sheer desperation (cf. al-JazÉ’irÊ).

166 This is not merely a wish but a prayer of a most noble Messenger of God 
and, somehow a promise to his people (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn, RiÌÉ). What 
follows is a detailing of how this prayer was answered and the promise 
fulfilled. This is how great leaders shine like stars in the dark in the most 
adverse of circumstances.
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﴾130﴿ (167)˹Then˺ We overtook 
Pharaoh’s folk with ˹severely 
dry˺ years and dwindling crops 
so that they might pay heed. 
﴾131﴿ Whenever a good thing(168) 
came their way, they would say: 
“This is ˹deservedly˺ ours!” Yet 
when a bad thing hit them, they 
would find an ill omen with MËsÉ 
and those with him(169); indeed their 
omen is nowhere but with Allah, 
but most of them do not know!”(170) 
﴾132﴿ They ˹further˺ said ˹to MËsÉ˺: 
“No matter what sign you bring 
us to bewitch us, we shall never 
believe in you!” ﴾133﴿ Then We sent 
on them the flood, locusts, bugs, 
frogs and blood; Signs detailed. 
But they waxed arrogant, and were 
˹nothing but˺ criminal people(171).

167 This marks the beginning of the end and ruination for Pharaoh and his 
people (cf. al-RÉzÊ). God in His Infinite Justice wanted to give them a 
chance to repent: “Not a Sign did We show them, but that it was greater 
than its sister. And We overtook them with the punishment, so that they 
might return ˹to the Right Path˺” (43: 48).

168 A prosperous time, when they find abundant rain and crops (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

169 Out of egotism and smugness, they felt they deserved all things that are 
good (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Hard times did not really have 
much of a humbling effect on them. Whenever they were plighted with 
hardship, they would easily blame it on others; in this case Moses and 
those around him. Such is always the habit of the rebellious: ““…when 
good ˹fortune˺ comes their way, they say: “This is from Allah”, but when 
a misfortune befalls them, they say: “This is from you ˹Muhammad˺!” Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “All ˹good and bad fortune˺ is from Allah”. What is wrong 
with these people, they can hardly grasp what is said ˹to them!˺” (4: 78).

170 “Corruption has spread on land and sea as a result of what people’s hands 
have done, so that Allah may cause them to taste ˹the consequences of˺ 
some of their deeds and perhaps they might return ˹repentant˺” (30: 41).

171 For their adamant Denial and unshakably rebellious stance, God plighted 
them with a number of successive catastrophes: 1) the flood (al-ÏËfÉn) 
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﴾134﴿ When the plight(172) hit them 
˹hard˺, they said: “MËsÉ, pray 
to your Lord for us by virtue of 
what He entrusted you with. 
Should you remove the plight 
˹away˺ from us, we would surely 
Believe in you and we shall send 
the Children of Israel ˹away˺ with 
you!” ﴾135﴿ When We removed the 
plight ˹away˺ from them – for 
a term they would ˹inevitably˺ 
reach(173) – they swiftly reneged. 
﴾136﴿ We ˹at once˺ took vengeance 
on them and We drowned them 

which deluged their houses and submerged their plantations; 2) locusts 
(al-jarÉd) that swarmed and devastated their plantations and crops; 3) bugs 
(al-qummal; the exact nature of which is not agreed upon by exegetes) 
which caused them great distress and harm; 4) frogs (al-ÌafÉdiÑ) which 
swarmed upon them in their multitudes making their lives unbearable, and; 
blood (al-dam) which took the place of the water they drank and used (cf. 
al-BaghawÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). These 
were unmistakably Messages bearing ‘Signs’ from God. This is why they 
somehow relented, as will be detailed next.

172 Exegetes are of different opinions as to what this plight (rijz) actually was. 
However, al-WÉÍidÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ deem it as the flood, locusts, 
bugs, frogs and blood which were just mentioned, citing in the process the 
following aya: “We showed them no Sign which was not greater than the 
one before it. We inflicted punishment on them so that they might return ˹to 
the Right Path˺” (43: 48). They only turned to Moses, when the affliction 
bit them hard (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn), and hardly in a sincerely humble manner 
at that (cf. al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr): “They said: “Magician, call on your Lord 
for us, by virtue of what He entrusted you with: we shall certainly accept 
guidance. *But when We removed the punishment from them, they swiftly 
reneged!” (43: 49-50). This just shows the kind of people, Moses had to 
put up with; indeed a lesson for all those who suffer all sorts of hardship in 
pursuing their calling.

173 The specific time God set for their destruction (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-BasÊÏ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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in the deep sea(174), because they 
denied Our Signs and were 
˹willingly˺ averting of them(175). 
﴾137﴿ And We bequeathed those 
people whom were down-trodden(176) 
the Easts and Wests of the land 
that We blessed(177). The gracious 
Word(178) of your Lord was fulfilled 
for the Children of Israel for their 
steadfastness and We destroyed 
what Pharaoh and his people used 
to make and what they used to 
˹carefully˺ trellis(179).

174 This is the fulfilment of the first part of Moses’s ‘wish’ as related in Aya 
129: “Hopefully your Lord will destroy your enemy…”. The detailed story 
of how they were drowned is told in 26: 52-67.

175 They averted considering what came to them as real Signs and paid no heed 
to them (cf. Aya 132 above).

176 This is the fulfilment of the second part of Moses’ ‘wish’ as related in Aya 
129: “…and make you succeed ˹them˺ in the land…”.

177 The extent of God’s Bounty on them is shown in the words chosen: the East(s), 
West(s), literally the Eastern and Western parts (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ), connote vastness and openness (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr) as contrasted 
with the really narrow, constricted life they were made to endure. Moreover, 
they were made to ‘inherit’ not any land but one of bountiful blessings. 
Most exegetes are of the opinion that this land is arÌ al-shÉm (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr), which roughly translates as 
the Levant, however this region is variably demarcated and named throughout 
history. It is a land of perpetual bliss and abundance of rain and crops (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

178 God’s glad promise to the Children of Israel; many exegetes (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-BasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr) are of the opinion that 
this ‘Word’ is this aya: “We wanted to favour those who were downtrodden 
in the land, and make them leaders and make them inheritors ˹of the land˺” 
(28: 5).

179 Respectively, their masonry and farms (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). They took great care and pride in 
these, but God not only destroyed them, He even obliterated their vestiges 
for so stubbornly rebelling against His Signs and overly transgressing 
against other human beings.
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﴾138﴿ (180)And We whisked(181) the 
Children of Israel across the sea, 
and then they came upon a people 
who were devoutly attentive 
to some idols of theirs. They 
said: “MËsÉ, make us a god like 
the gods they have!” He said: 
“You are ˹but˺ ignorant people(182); 
﴾139﴿ verily whatever these are, 
is ill-fated(183), and futile is what 
they are used to labour ˹at˺”.(184) 
﴾140﴿ He ˹further˺ said: “How 
would I ˹ever˺ seek a lord besides 
Allah for you, when He favoured 
you above all people?”
﴾141﴿ ˹Remember˺ “When We 
delivered you from Pharaoh’s folk 

180 What follows are snippets of how the Israelites fared when God made them 
inherit that land, as alluded to in the last part of Aya 129: “… so that He 
sees how you fare”. This is told in detail here so that Believers may take 
heed and guard their Faith at all times (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

181 JÉwaza means that God made it possible as well as effortless for them to 
pass through the sea (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

182 They did not fully realize the extent of God Almighty’s Magnificence and 
the binding nature of worshipping Him alone (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr). After censuring them, Moses explained to them, why he was so 
forthright with them on this issue (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar) so that 
they might realize how erroneous they were (cf. RiÌÉ).

183 “We shall turn to whatever work they have done, and make it scattered 
dust” (25: 23).

184 “Those will have nothing in the Hereafter except the Fire; their efforts in 
it ˹this life˺ will prove futile and what they used to do shall be in vain” 
(11: 16); “Verily, those that you are praying to besides Him cannot help 
you, nor can they help themselves” (7: 197); “…but those you invoke 
besides Him do not possess even the skin of a date stone. *If you pray 
to them, they do not hear your call, and even if they hear you, they 
cannot answer you. On the Day of Judgement, they will disown your 
worshipping them—none can inform you like the All-Knowledgeable” 
(35: 13-14).
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˹who˺ used to subject you 
to the worst of suffering; they 
would slaughter your sons and 
retain your womenfolk alive, 
indeed in that is a great trial from 
your Lord.”
﴾142﴿ (185)And We appointed for 
Moses thirty nights and We 
completed them with ten; so the 
appointment(186) of his Lord was 
forty nights complete. MËsÉ said 
to his brother HÉrËn: “Assume 
my role among my people; set 
aright ˹their affairs˺ and do not 
follow the path of the corruptors”. 
﴾143﴿ When MËsÉ came for Our 
appointment and His Lord spoke 
to him, he said: “My Lord, show 
me ˹, let me˺ look at You!” He 
said: “You shall not see Me.(187) 

185 The few passages that follow are couched in the overall narrative of the story 
of the exodus of the Israelites and how they fared after their deliverance, yet 
they are interspersed with references to the Torah; how it came into being and 
how wrongfully it was dealt with. This highlights that it bears out the Qur’an 
and foretells the coming of Prophet Muhammad (g) to whom the Qur’an, the 
light that sets good apart from evil, was sent down (cf. also: 6: 154-157).

186 The length of time God set for Moses to communicate with him and send the 
Torah down to him (al-ÙabarÊ, al-MarÉghÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

187 People cannot see God Almighty () in this worldly life, not even a noble 
Messenger of Moses’ () status to whom He talked directly without a 
mediator (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ). Humans are simply not built in such 
a way as to bear it (cf. al-SaÑdÊ, al-, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). AbË 
MËsÉ al-AshÑarÊ (h) narrated: “The Messenger of Allah (g) stood among 
us to deliver five ˹weighty˺ words. He said: “Allah, Glory be His, does not 
sleep and it is not befitting of Him to sleep; He lowers ˹with the scale of˺ 
justice ˹whoever does wrong˺ and raises ˹with˺ it ˹whoever does good˺; to 
Him the deeds of the day are raised before the deeds of the night and the 
deeds of the night are raised before the deeds of the day; His Veil is the 
Light; if He were to lift it, the Magnificent Splendours of His Face would 
burn whomever of His creation, His Sight reaches” (Muslim: 179).
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But look at the mountain. If it 
˹still˺ remains in its place, then 
you will see Me”. Then as His 
Lord revealed Himself to the 
mountain, He crushed it flat and 
MËsÉ collapsed, struck(188). When 
he recovered, he said: “Glory be 
Yours; I repent to You; I am the 
first of the Believers!”(189)

﴾144﴿ He said(190): “MËsÉ, I have 
chosen you above all people for 
My Messages and My ˹direct˺ 
Speech; take then what I gave 
you and be among the thankful!” 
﴾145﴿ We wrote for him in the 
tablets about everything(191); and 
exhortation and elaboration 
of everything(192): “Take them 
˹MËsÉ˺ with strength(193) and 
command your people to take 

188 God Almighty practically showed Moses how unable he was of seeing 
Him (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn, al-SaÑdÊ); the mountain, which was by far a mightier 
creation than man, was crushed to dust when God revealed Himself to it (cf. 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

189 Sincere Belief (ÔmÉn) requires no tangible evidence (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ).

190 For refusing him his demand, God assuaged Moses by spelling out His 
singularly most important bounties on him (cf. al-RÉzÊ, AbË ×ayyÉn).

191 The tablets (al-alwÉÍ) which contained the Torah (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-RÉzÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr) detailed all the laws and guidelines that 
Moses’ nation needed (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
al-SaÑdÊ).

192 “Then ˹know that˺ We had given MËsÉ the Book ˹the Torah˺ in 
perfection ˹for Our bounty˺ for he who did well and detailing 
everything; a guidance and mercy so that they may Believe in meeting 
their Lord” (6: 154).

193 Firmly adhere to the dictates of the Torah (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr).
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the best therein(194)—I shall show 
you the abode of those who 
contravene(195)”.
﴾146﴿ (196)I shall turn away from My 
Signs those who wax arrogant in 
the land, unrightfully(197). So even 
if they see each ˹and every˺ Sign, 
they would not Believe in it(198); 

194 They were told to observe and practice the best of what they find in the 
Torah: carry out its bidding, avoid what is forbidden and ponder over its 
moral directions (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

195 Sa-urÊkum dÉr al-fÉsiqÊn (rendered here directly) has been a site of 
argument among scholars. Some have opined that the ‘abode of those 
who contravene’ is Hellfire, taking it to refer to those who contravene 
the dictates of the Torah (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-Muyassar, al-MukhtaÎar). Others have taken it to mean the hometown 
of the Canaanites, i.e. Jerusalem, and thus it was a promise from God that 
should they adhere to the Torah, they would be rewarded with the blessed 
land (cf. al-QÉsimÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

196 Reflective parentheses such as this passage are meant to serve a number of 
purposes. Here, it could be taken to bring relevance to the flow of narrative; 
i.e. food for thought. The reader/listener/reciter is directed to draw lessons 
from the epic story of the Israelites and how haughtily many of them dealt 
with the myriad of Signs that they were exposed to. This bore special 
significance to the immediate community of revelation around whom the 
Israelites lived in their multitudes and who were regarded with respect for 
their being ‘People of the Book’.

197 Arrogance is pointed out here as a major cause for falling into Denial, 
because it forms an insurmountable barrier between the heart and Believing; 
the arrogant will not heed admonition nor will they hearken to advice (cf. 
Ibn Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 13/242). Arrogance was the cardinal 
sin that drove Satan out of Paradise (cf. Aya 13 above) and it is the most 
dangerous human impulse that has to be repressed by humbly and sincerely 
prostrating to God and glorifying Him (cf. Aya 206 below).

 This is their punishment from God: “…so when they deviated, Allah caused 
their hearts to deviate; for Allah does not guide the rebellious people” (61: 
5); “We keep on turning their hearts and their sights away for not Believing 
in it the first time and ˹thus˺ We leave them to wander aimlessly in their 
˹unbending˺ recalcitrance” (6: 110).

198 “Had We sent down the angels ˹successively˺ to them, made the dead talk 
to them and congregated everything right before them, they would not 
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if they see the path of guidedness 
they would not take it as a path 
˹of theirs˺, and if they see the 
path of ˹utter˺ misguidedness, 
they would take it as a path ˹of 
theirs˺; that because they denied 
Our Signs and were ˹willingly˺ 
averting of them(199). ﴾147﴿ Those 
who denied Our Signs and the 
meeting of the Hereafter, their 
deeds were rendered void; do they 
get rewarded except for what they 
used to do?(200)

﴾148﴿ The people of MËsÉ took up 
˹as idol˺ when he was gone – 
˹made˺ from their jewellery 
– a calf(201), a ˹mere˺ body of a 
lowing sound. Did they not ˹just˺ 
see that he would not talk to 
them, nor guide them to the way!(202)

have Believed unless that Allah wills it so; but indeed most of them are 
ignorant” (6: 111).

199 Out of a deep-seated lack of sincere will to embrace Faith, their first reaction 
to the Signs was to deny them. They did not make the necessary effort to 
consider and contemplate them and, thus, treated them with disdain. So God, 
in punishment of them, diverted their hearts away from them, much to their 
grave detriment (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr): “We created not the Heavens and Earth and 
whatsoever is in between them save with Truth, and for a term stated. Yet the 
Deniers are turning away from what they have been warned about” (46: 3).

200 “We thus requited them for their Denying; do We ever requite save the 
ardent Denier” (34: 17).

201 When Moses () was gone for forty nights for his appointment with God, 
his people sculptured out of their jewellery a calf that produced a bellowing 
sound and worshipped it: “And ˹ remember˺ when We appointed forty nights 
for Moses, and then when he was away you took up ˹worshipping˺ the 
calf—you were unjust” (2: 51).

202 This mere body even lacked the most basic attributes of being a god (cf. Ibn 
Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 13/242): “How did they not see that it could not 
give them any response and had no power to harm or benefit them?” (20: 89)
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They took up ˹worshipping˺ him; 
they were ˹truly˺ wrongdoers!(203) 
﴾149﴿ When they felt profound regret 
and they saw that they went astray, 
they said: “Should our Lord not 
have mercy on us and forgive us, we 
shall surely be among the losers!”
﴾150﴿ When Moses returned – enraged 
and exasperated(204) – he said: 
“Awful indeed what you 
superseded me with after I was 
gone!(205) Did you seek to hasten your 
Lord’s decree?”(206) He threw down 
the tablets(207), seized his brother’s 
head tugging it towards him(208).

203 “˹Remember˺ When Moses said to his people: “My people, you have done 
yourselves injustice by taking the calf ˹as an idol˺…” (2: 54).

204 God told him what befell his people while he was away: “˹Allah said:˺ 
“Moses, what has made you come ahead of your people in such haste?” 
*He said: “They are following in my footsteps. I rushed to You, Lord, to 
please You” *He ˹Allah˺ said, “But We have tested your people after you 
˹departed˺, and the Samaritan has led them astray”. *So Moses returned to 
his people, enraged and exasperated. He said: “My people! Had your Lord 
not made you a good promise? Has my absence been too long for you? Or 
have you wished for Wrath from your Lord to befall you, so you broke your 
promise to me?”” (20: 83-86).

205 He reminded them of what he had told them when they saw some idol 
worshippers deeply involved in their devotions and asked him to make 
them a god like the idolaters had (cf. Ayas 138-140 above).

206 In other words, “Could you not have waited until I came back to you with 
your Lord’s good Guidance?” (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

207 That the tablets were ‘thrown down’ is symbolic of the context in which 
God’s Guidance was received; instead of one of cheeriness and thankfulness 
it was one of deviation and Association, much to the consternation of the 
Messenger. Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Hearing is 
not like seeing. Allah told Moses of what his people did with the calf and 
he did not throw down the tablets. Yet, when he actually saw what they did 
he threw them down!” (ImÉm AÍmad: 2447; Ibn ×ibbÉn: 6213)

208 “He said: “HÉrËn, what prevented you, when you saw they had strayed 
*from following me? Why did you disobey my command?” (20: 92-93).
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He ˹HÉrËn˺ said: “Son of my 
mother! The folks thought little 
of me and they almost killed me!(209) 
Do not then let the enemies rejoice 
on my account and do not count 
me among the wrongdoers!” 
﴾151﴿ He ˹MËsÉ˺ said: “My Lord 
forgive me and my brother(210), 
admit us into Your Mercy—
You are the Most Merciful of 
the merciful” ﴾152﴿ Those who 
took ˹to worshipping˺ the calf 
will gain Wrath from their Lord, 
and disgrace in the worldly life; 
thus We requite the lies weavers. 
﴾153﴿ Those who committed bad 
deeds, then repented afterwards 
and Believed; indeed your 
Lord after that is certainly All-
Forgiving, Most Merciful(211).

209 “HÉrËn had already, before this said to them: “My people! You are being 
tested in this: for verily your Lord is ˹Allah˺ the Most Gracious; so follow 
me and obey my command”. *They said: “We will never cease being 
devoted to it ˹the calf˺ until Moses returns to us”” (20: 90-91).

210 Thus he practically apologized to his brother, demonstrated that he 
accepted his explanation and did not make his enemies rejoice at his 
misfortune (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn).

211 This shows that no matter how grave the sin is, God will forgive it if the 
person truly repents and sincerely Believes. This represents a great ray of 
hope indeed (cf. al-ShirbÊnÊ): “Verily, I am indeed Most Forgiving towards 
the one who repents, Believes, does righteous deeds, and then remains 
guided” (20: 82). Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) said that he heard the Prophet (g) 
say: “Allah, glory be His, said: “Son of Adam! Verily, you shall not pray to 
Me and beseech Me without Me easily absolving you of your sins no matter 
how grave they are. Son of Adam! Verily, if your sins were to mount up to 
the sky, then you asked Me for forgiveness, I shall easily forgive you. Son 
of Adam! If you were to come to Me with nearly Earth’s fill of misdeeds 
and you meet Me without Associating anything with Me, I shall come 
to you with its measure of forgiveness” (al-TirmidhÊ: 3540, al-ÙabarÉnÊ, 
al-MuÑjam al-AwsaÏ: 4305).
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﴾154﴿ When rage ceased to haunt 
MËsÉ, he picked up the tablets; 
copied in them is guidance and a 
mercy to those who stand in awe(212) 
of their Lord. ﴾155﴿ Then MËsÉ 
chose ˹from˺ his people seventy 
men for Our appointment. When 
the quake seized them,(213) he 
˹MËsÉ˺ said: “My Lord, had 
You wished, You would have 
destroyed them earlier along 
with me! Do you destroy us for 
what the feeble-minded among 
us committed! Indeed, it is 
nothing but a trial(214) of Yours, 
You misguide with it whomever 
You will and guide whomever 
You will—You are our Ally, so 
forgive us and show us mercy; 
You are the best of forgivers; 

212 YarhabËn is fear mixed with apprehension (cf. Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs 
al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). Those who are always on their guard 
will benefit most from Divine guidance: “…so remind by means of the 
Qur’Én those who fear My Threat” (50: 45).

213 They were hit with an earthquake and were either struck unconscious 
or actually died (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, AbË ×ayyÉn). 
Exegetes have differed as to what the reason behind this punishment was. 
Ibn al-JawzÊ (ZÉd al-MasÊr, 2/158-159) sums up three widely postulated 
reasons (though they are not by any means conclusive, since they are 
not supported by evidence); they are: 1) that they transgressed in their 
supplications; 2) that they did not stand up to those who worshipped the 
calf; 3) that they demanded that they speak to God and see Him directly.

 However, given the immediate context, al-ÙabarÊ and Ibn ÑÓshur conclude 
that it related to the worship of the calf, as Moses hinted to in his prayer: 
“Do you destroy us for what the feeble-minded among us committed!” They 
took the ‘feeble-minded’ here to mean the calf worshippers.

214 That is, the worship of the calf was a test for the people of Moses to see who 
remained firm and who wavered and slipped into misguidedness (al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr): “He ˹Allah˺ said: “But We have tested your people after you 
˹departed˺, and the Samaritan has led them astray” (20: 85).
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﴾156﴿ and decree for us what is 
good in this worldly life and 
in the Hereafter(215); we have 
returned to You repentant(216).” He 
˹Allah˺ said: “My Punishment, 
I hit with it whoever I wish(217) 
and My Mercy encompasses 
everything(218); I will decree it 
to those who are Mindful and 
give out the prescribed alms, 
and those who are ˹firmly˺ 
Believing in Our Signs(219); 

215 The good (Íasanah) is all that is desirable and sought by humans in this 
worldly life, on the one hand, and forgiveness and admittance into Paradise 
in the Hereafter, on the other (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ).

216 HudnÉ ilayka is to repent and return (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). 
This is the verbal form (hudnÉ from the stem h-w-d) from where the name 
yahËd (Jews) comes from; i.e. those who return to God in repentance (cf. 
al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt, al-×alabÊ, ÑUmdat al-×uffÉÐ, Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs 
al-Lughah).

217 Among those who deserve punishment (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

218 God’s Mercy is boundless. AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet 
(g) said: “God has one hundred mercies. He sent down one of them on 
humans, jinn, animals and venomous creatures. Through it they show mercy 
to each other, and through it wild beasts show mercy to their young. God 
has reserved ninety-nine mercies with which He will bestow mercy on His 
servants on the Day of Judgement” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6000; Muslim: 2752); AbË 
Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “When Allah created all 
of the creatures, He wrote in His Book, which is with Him above the Throne: 
“My Mercy overrules My Wrath” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 7404, Muslim: 2751).

219 These are three conditions necessary for rightfully earning God’s Mercy: 1) 
being Mindful of Him: “When those who Believe in Our Signs come to you 
say to them: “Peace be upon you – your Lord decreed Mercy upon Himself 
– whoever of you commits evil out of ignorance then repents afterwards, 
and mends ˹their ways˺, then Allah is All-Forgiving, Most Merciful” (6: 
54); 2) willingly and charitably giving out zakah (the prescribed alms): 
“…indeed Allah’s Mercy is ever close to the good-doers” (7: 56), and 3) 
unequivocally Believing in God’s Signs. However, there is a fourth very 
important condition, singled out for its importance in the next aya, i.e. to 
Believe in the Messengership of Muhammad (g) (cf. al-RÉzÊ).
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﴾157﴿ those who follow the 
Messenger, ‘the unlettered(220) 

220 Exegetes are unanimous that this unlettered Messenger Prophet is 
Muhammad (g) (cf. al-KhÉzin). That he was unlettered (ummÊ) is evidenced 
in the Qur’an: “You ˹Muhammad˺ never recited any Scripture before ˹We 
sent down˺ this one ˹to you˺; you never wrote one down with your hand. 
If you had done so, those who follow falsehood might have had cause to 
doubt” (29: 48); “And thus We have revealed to you an inspiration of Our 
Command. You did not know what the Book or Faith are, but We have made 
it a light by which We guide whom We will of Our servants. And indeed, 
˹Muhammad,˺ you guide to a Straight Path” (42: 52).

 That he (g) was unlettered and raised among an unlettered nation (“He is 
the One Who raised for the unlettered ˹people˺ a Messenger from among 
themselves…” (62: 2) was to: 1) ensure that no reasonable doubt arises 
about the Source of revelation; 2) the revelation remains intact and does 
not get mixed up with other sources and/or what hearts and minds are 
programmed with, and; 3) very significantly to connect him (g) directly 
to the most elevated and pristine of all sources, the Divine, as opposed 
to human sources which are very likely be adulterated (cf. al-ShaÑrÉwÊ). 
Some have speculated that ummÊ means or is derived from umm al-QurÉ 
(Makkah, the Arab metropolis) from which he (g) originated, or being one 
of the ‘unlettered nation’, the Arabs (cf. al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, 
Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt), and especially 
‘gentile’ (particularly some recent sources and English translations of the 
Qur’an). However, upon thorough study, this could be challenged by the 
fact that notably the Jews of Madinah as told in Aya 2: 89 (“When a Book 
came to them from Allah confirming what they already have; ˹ while˺ before 
it they used to invoke ˹Divine˺ assistance over those who Deny, still when 
what they knew came to them, they Denied it. Allah’s Damnation is on the 
Deniers”) were expectant of a Messenger of their own and not a gentile one 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ). The Jews of Madinah were very learned and alive to their 
Scriptures (as attested to in numerous instances in the Qur’an and Sunnah), 
so translating ummÊ as ‘gentile’ is, to say the least, misleading because it 
speculatively reflects on Scriptures which are either lost or distorted beyond 
recognition, and is not attested to by Qur’anic evidence. On the other hand, 
for the Messenger (g) to be described as ‘the unlettered Prophet’ is to 
directly quote what is exactly written in the Torah and the Evangel (cf. Ibn 
ÑÓshËr). Needless to say, such pristine sources are no longer in existence.

 ‘Messenger’ (rasËl) differs from ‘Prophet’ (nabiyy, lit. one who is told) 
in that it is a more specific designation; every Messenger is a Prophet but 
not every Prophet is a Messenger (cf. RiÌÉ, and for more on the difference 
between the two see, Ibn Taymiyyah, al-NubËwwÉt, 2/714). Muhammad 
(g) was privileged by both Messengership and Prophethood.
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Prophet’, whom they find with 
them written in the Torah and 
the Evangel(221). He enjoins 
them to virtue and advises them 
against what is unacceptable; 
makes lawful for them good 
provisions and makes unlawful 
for them what is deleterious(222); 

221 Prophet Muhammad (g) is described in great detail in both the Torah and the 
Evangel (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “And ˹mention˺ when Jesus, the 
son of Mary, said: “Children of Israel, indeed I am the Messenger of Allah to 
you confirming what came before me of the Torah and bringing good tidings of 
a Messenger to come after me, whose name is Ahmad ˹the praised one˺.” But 
when he came to them with clear evidences, they said: “This is clearly magic”” 
(61: 6). ÑAÏÉ’ Ibn YasÉr (h) said: “I met ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAmr Ibn al-ÑÓÎ (h) 
and I said to him: “Tell me about the description of the Messenger of Allah 
(g) in the Torah”. He said: “Indeed! By Allah he is described in the Torah 
with some of his descriptions in the Qur’an: “O Prophet, We have sent you as 
a witness, a bearer of glad tidings and, a warner” (33: 45); as a shelter for the 
unlettered ones ˹the Arabs˺, and thus ˹said God in the Torah˺: “You are My 
servant and My Messenger, I called you al-mutawakkil ˹the one who trustfully 
relies on God˺”; he is ˹further described as˺ not foul mouthed neither is he 
hard-hearted, nor raucous in market places; he does not offend when offended, 
but he forgives and forgets; Allah will not take his soul until he sets straight by 
him the crooked creed, i.e., that they say: “There is no god but Allah”, he opens 
up with it ˹this declaration˺ blinded eyes, deafened ears and encased hearts”” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 4838).

222 “Forbidden for you is carrion, ˹spilled˺ blood, the flesh of swine, what was 
offered ˹as sacrifice˺ to others besides Allah, the strangled, the battered, 
the fallen, the rammed, what is mangled by beasts of prey – except those 
˹of these˺ that you slaughter ˹before their dying˺ – what is slaughtered at 
the altars of idols, and that you allot shares ˹of meat˺ by drawing lots; ˹all 
of˺ that is a serious contravention. Today the Deniers have despaired of 
˹undermining˺ your religion, so fear them not but fear Me; today I have 
perfected your religion for you, finalized My Favour on you and I approve 
Islam as a religion for you. ˹But˺ Whoever is forced by wasting hunger ˹to 
eat of what is forbidden˺, not swayed by sin, then Allah is All-Forgiving, 
Most Merciful” (5: 3); “You who Believe, intoxicants, gambling, altars ˹of 
idolatry˺ and casting lots ˹for divination˺ are nothing but defilement of the 
making of Satan, so steer clear from it ˹all˺, so that you might be successful. 
*Satan wants nothing but to sow enmity and hatred among you through 
intoxicants and gambling, and repel you from the remembrance of Allah 
and Prayer, will you not ˹then˺ desist?” (5: 90-91).
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lays down their burden and 
the yokes that were ˹imposed˺ 
on them(223). Then those who 
have Believed in him, strongly 
supported him, aided him and 
followed the Light that came 
down with him(224); these are 
˹truly˺ the successful”.
﴾158﴿ (225)Say ˹Muhammad˺: “O 
people, I am Allah’s Messenger 

223 “Allah would not charge a soul with that which it cannot bear; to it belongs 
what it earned and against it is held what it has committed. ˹We pray to 
you˺ “Our Lord, do not charge us for what we forgot or erred ˹in doing˺; 
our Lord, do not lay on us what is burdensome as you did unto those who 
came before us; our Lord, do not burden us with that which we have no 
power over; forgive us, absolve us and have mercy on us. You are our Ally; 
make us prevail over the Denying people”” (2: 286).

224 The Qur’an: “People of the Book, here is Our Messenger coming to you 
to reveal to you much of what you used to hide of the Book and overlooks 
much—indeed there has come to you a Light from Allah and a clarifying 
Book; *by it Allah guides those who follow His Pleasure to the path of 
peace and delivers them from utter darkness into light with His permission; 
He guides them to a Straight Path” (5: 15-16); “O people, there has come 
to you a ˹conclusive˺ proof from your Lord, and We have sent down to you 
a Glaring Light. *As for those who Believe in Allah and hold fast to Him, 
He will admit them into a Mercy and Grace from Him, and will guide them 
to a Straight Path” (4: 174-175).

225 This is a call to all who lived through the age of Prophet Muhammad (g), 
humanity’s last Messenger, the people of the Book included, and those that 
were to come after, to Believe in him, strongly support him, aid him and 
follow the Light that came down with him in order to attain success (al-RÉzÊ, 
AbË ×ayyÉn). The address: “O people!” makes it clear that the extent of his 
Message is truly global, and to clear up any confusion that might arise from 
the fact that this declaration comes just after the stating of the fact that his 
foretelling was specifically mentioned in the Torah and the Evangel (cf. 
al-SaÑdÊ): “We have sent you ˹Muhammad˺ as nothing but a deliverer of 
good tidings and a warner to all of humanity, but most people do not know” 
(34: 28); “We have sent you as nothing but mercy to all beings” (21: 107). 
JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillÉh (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “I was given 
five ˹privileges˺ none of the Prophets was given….a Prophet would only 
be sent to his own people in particular and I am sent to all people without 
exception…” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 438; Muslim: 521).
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to all of you. He is the One to 
Whom belongs the dominion of the 
Heavens and Earth, He gives life and 
causes death(226); so Believe in Allah 
and His Messenger, ‘the unlettered 
Prophet’(227), who Believes in Allah 
and His Words and follow him so 
that you might be guided”.(228)

﴾159﴿ And from among MËsÉ’s 
people is a legion that 
guide with the Truth and with 
it they administer justice(229). 

226 This global Message comes from None but the Absolute Sovereign of the 
dominions of the Heavens and Earth, the solely True Lord, Who holds 
Power over lives and livelihoods (cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr):  
“…to Allah belongs the dominion of the Heavens and Earth and all there 
is between them, He creates whatever He wills—Allah is indeed Able over 
everything” (5: 17); “Do they not see that Allah, Who created the Heavens 
and Earth and did not tire in doing so, has the Power to bring the dead back 
to life? Yes indeed! He has Power over everything” (46: 33).

227 Prophet Muhammad (g) is being defined by this honorific epithet which is 
attested to in God’s Divine Writs. That it is brought up here again implicates 
authority and encourages the people of the Book at his time to Believe in 
him, since he is clearly described in their Books (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). Had they 
Believed, the ‘unlettered’ Arabs would have felt tempted to follow suit, 
given the high regard in which they held the People of the Book.

228 Prophet Muhammad (g) is set here as an example for all; to Believe in Allah 
and His Words, i.e. the Books He sent to His Messengers (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-BaghawÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ). So, consequently, people are to follow 
his example and Believe in the Light, the Qur’an, God’s Word, which he recites 
to them in order to be truly guided: “Say ˹Muhammad˺: “If you ˹really˺ love 
Allah then follow me and Allah shall love you and forgive your sins—Allah is 
Most Forgiving, Most Merciful”. *Say: “Obey Allah and the Messenger, but if 
they take to their heels, then Allah likes not the Deniers” (3: 31-32).

229 Here, the story of the Israelites is resumed after the last parenthetical 
reflection, which highlighted the relevance of the story, and good doers 
are an exception from the earlier Aya 148 which talks of the “people of 
MËsÉ” taking up the calf as idol, so that they are not to be bundled up 
together under one heading (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, Ibn ÑÓshËr). 
That mention of this fact is delayed until here, after the call to all people to 
Believe in Prophet Muhammad (g), is, in a way, to point out that some who 
are deservedly called the ‘people of MËsÉ’, being rightly inclined, (cf. Ibn 
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﴾160﴿ And We cleaved them up 
into twelve tribal nations(230). We 
inspired MËsÉ, when his people 
appealed to him for water, to: 
“Strike the rock with your staff!” 
Twelve springs spurted out from 
it; every people knew their own 
fountain. We ˹further˺ made the 
clouds shade them, sent down 
to them the manna and quails; 
“Eat from the good things that 
We provided for you”(231)—they 
did not commit injustice against 
Us, but they did themselves the 
injustice(232).

ÑÓshËr) will come to embrace Islam (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn), which they surely 
did as mentioned in the later revealed Madinan Sura Ól ÑImrÉn: “They are 
not ˹all˺ alike, there are among the People of the Book a legion, upright, 
reciting the Signs of Allah throughout the night and they prostrate ˹in 
Prayer˺. *They Believe in Allah and the Last Day, enjoin virtue and advise 
against what is unacceptable and rush forth to do good—those are among 
the Righteous. *Whatever good they do they will not be denied it—Allah 
knows best the Mindful” (3: 113-115); “Indeed there are among the People 
of the Book those who Believe in Allah, what has been sent down to you 
˹Muhammad˺ and what had been sent down to them, humbling themselves 
before Allah and do not trade off the Signs of Allah for a pittance; for those 
is their reward with their Lord—Allah is swift in reckoning” (3: 199).

230 This fact is stated by way of detailing God’s many favours on them. 
Dividing them into tribal nations implicated that they were to thrive and 
their numbers to multiply (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, Ibn ÑÓshËr). It was 
also by way of smoothly running their affairs and building them up into an 
organized community, the first manifestation of which was that each tribe 
was allocated a spring, it own resource (cf. Ibn ÑÓshur). However, qaÏÏaÑa 
(lit. to cut into several pieces) could be taken as a seed sown for severance 
of ties (the Diaspora) as is indicated in Aya 168 below.

231 This is a telling of the many favours that God showered them with during their 
exodus: they were provided with water, food and shade in the arid, scathingly 
sunny desert in which they wandered (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

232 They simply treated God’s immeasurable favours with rebellion and 
ingratitude; thus they did themselves an injustice and deserved His 
punishment (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-RÉzÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾161﴿ (233)˹Remember˺ When was 
said to them: “Dwell this town 
and eat therein whatever you 
like(234) and say: “ÍiÏÏah!”(235); and 
enter through the gate prostrating 
˹in thankfulness˺, and We shall 
forgive you your sins and We shall 
increase ˹the reward of˺ those who 
do good”(236). ﴾162﴿ The wrongdoers 
among them substituted what was 
said to them for something else, and 
We sent down on them a plague(237) 
from the sky for their injustice.

233 What is to come is another gravely rebellious deed for which they deserved 
the severe punishment that they were to undergo. A series of such instances 
of insubordination and disregard of God’s commands are detailed in the 
upcoming passages.

234 This Divine command is God’s greatest favour yet, to grant them a home 
after they have had none for centuries; a very prosperous and desirable one 
at that. This home was Jerusalem according to most exegetes (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). A more detailed account of 
what happened at the gates of Jerusalem is told elsewhere: “My people, enter 
the sacred land that Allah decreed for you and do not turn back on your 
heels for then you will be the losers.” *They said: “Moses, there are mighty 
people in it. We will not enter it until they come out of it and only then shall 
we enter. *Two ˹Allah-˺ fearing men – whom Allah favoured – said: “Enter 
you the gate upon them! Shall you ˹only˺ enter it, you will surely have the 
upper hand. Put your trust in Allah if only you are ˹truly˺ Believers”. *They 
said: “Moses, we shall not enter it as long as they are in it. Go then you and 
your Lord and fight, we are staying put here”” (5: 21-24).

235 That is ‘forgiveness’; they were asked to seek forgiveness. The word 
is derived from ÍaÏÏa, i.e. to put down a burden (Ibn Qutaybah, GharÊb 
al-Qur’Én, p. 50; Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, 2: 13), but they subtly 
twisted their tongues to mean ‘barley’, ÍinÏah (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4641, cf. 
particularly al-ÑAsqalÉnÊ’s comment).

236 God wanted to show them great mercy and treat them magnanimously 
for carrying out these very simple commands; to enter the gate asking for 
forgiveness, yet even this they did not care to do.

237 Rijz, i.e. torment and tumult. (Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, 
al-MufradÉt)
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﴾163﴿ And ask them ˹Muhammad˺(238) 
about the seaside town; they ˹its 
people˺ used to transgress on the 
Sabbath. Their ˹large˺ fish used 
to come to them forthrightly on 
their Sabbath, but when they 
were not observing the Sabbath, 
they ˹the fish˺ would not come 
to them. Thus we tested them for 
their contravening. ﴾164﴿ ˹Mention˺ 
When a group of them said ˹to 
another group˺: “Why do you 
admonish ˹those˺ folks whom 
Allah will surely destroy or 
punish severely?” They said: “As 
an apology in front of your Lord(239) 
and that they might be Mindful”. 
﴾165﴿ When they disregarded 
what they were reminded of, We 
salvaged those who forbade evil 
and overtook the wrongdoers with 
an abject punishment for their 
contravening. ﴾166﴿ When they 
˹flagrantly˺ defied what they were 
forbidden from We said to them: 
“Be apes, despised!”(240)

238 This is yet another act of contravention some of them committed. That 
Prophet Muhammad (g) was directly told to ask his contemporary Jewish 
community about this jealously guarded embarrassing secret of theirs, was 
to further prove to them the Divine source of his Message (cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ, 
al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr). This is the most detailed account of this 
story that was only hinted at elsewhere (cf. 2: 65-66 and 4: 154).

239 MaÑdhirah is no more than an alibi. One they provided so that they 
would not be held accountable for not admonishing those who flouted a 
commandment (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

240 “You who were given the Book, Believe in what We sent down confirming 
the Truth of what you have, ˹that is˺ before we deface some countenances 
and twist them towards the rear, or We Damn them like We Damned the 
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﴾167﴿ ˹Mention Muhammad˺ 
When your Lord declared ˹that˺ 
He would certainly send against 
them, until the Day of Judgement, 
˹those˺ who would subject them 
to the worst of suffering(241)—
indeed your Lord is swift in 
reprisal and He certainly is 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful. 
﴾178﴿ And We cut them into 
˹separate˺ nations ˹asunder˺ in 
the land(242); among them are 
those who are righteous and 
those who are less so. We tested 
them with the good and bad 
˹fortune˺ so that they might return. 

companions of the Sabbath—indeed the Command of Allah always comes 
to pass” (4: 47).

 Their deed was devious and deceptive, only outwardly resembling 
observance of God’s commands. As such, they are apes only outwardly 
resembling humans, but are actually far apart from real humans (cf. Ibn 
Taymiyyah, al-FatÉwÉ al-KubrÉ, 6/28, Ibn KathÊr).

241 This is in punishment for constantly and irreverently flouting their pledge 
with God (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn).

242 Allusion here is made to the Jewish Diaspora and their forced dispersion 
out of their lands (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar): “And We decreed to the 
Children of Israel in the Book that: “You will surely cause corruption 
on the Earth twice, and you will surely reach ˹a degree of˺ great 
haughtiness. *When the first of the two warnings would come to pass, 
We would send against you some of Our servants, of great might, who 
would ravage your lands. This would be a warning fulfilled. *Then We 
would give you the upper hand over them and aid you with wealth and 
offspring, causing you to outnumber them. *If you act rightly, it is for 
your own good, but if you do wrong, it is to your own loss. And when 
the second warning would come to pass, your enemies would totally 
disgrace you and enter the temple as they entered it the first time, and 
utterly destroy whatever would fall into their hands. *Perhaps your 
Lord will have mercy on you ˹should you repent˺, but if you return ˹to 
sin˺, We will return ˹to punishment˺. And We have made Hell a prison 
for the Deniers”” (17: 4-8).
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﴾169﴿ Then they were succeeded 
by a generation who inherited the 
Book; they would take the offer 
of that which is lower(243) and say: 
“We will be forgiven!” And when 
˹yet again˺ a like offer came to 
them, they seized it(244); was not 
the pledge of the Book taken 
against them that they should not 
say about Allah except the Truth?(245) 
˹Irrespective of that˺ They have 
˹carefully˺ studied it! Indeed 
the Last Abode is better for the 
Mindful(246), have you no sense? 
﴾170﴿ But those who ˹firmly˺ hold 
fast to the Book(247) and keep up the 
Prayer, We would never render 
void the reward of the reformers.

243 They used to take the offer of a worldly, lowly life, i.e. bribes and unlawful 
money, and did not abide by the Torah, which forbade such unholy gains (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “Woe betides those who write 
the Book with their own hands, then say: “This is from Allah!”, so that they 
may exchange it for a pittance. Woe betides them for what their hands have 
written, and woe betides them from what they earn. *They say: “The Fire will 
not touch us except for a limited number of days”. Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Have 
you ˹got˺ a promise from Allah? For Allah never breaks His promise. Or do 
you say about Allah that of which you have no knowledge?” (2: 79-80).

244 This shows how adamant and self justifying they were in sticking to their 
devious ways (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, AbË ×ayyÉn, Ibn KathÊr).

245 “˹Mention˺ When Allah took the pledge of those who were given the Book 
that you should make it plain to people rather than suppress it; they tossed 
it behind their backs and traded it off for a pittance—miserable indeed is 
what they buy” (3: 187).

246 “And whatever thing you ˹people˺ have been given is ˹only for˺ the 
enjoyment of this worldly life and its adornment. And what is with Allah is 
better and more lasting; so will you not use reason?” (28: 60).

247 These are the ones who, unlike those greedy learned, treat their Scripture 
with the reverence it merits and do not suppress or distort the parts of it which 
foretell the coming of the Messenger, the unlettered Prophet, and the binding 
nature of Believing in him (cf. al-SamÑÉnÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShawkÉnÊ).
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﴾171﴿ (248)˹Mention Muhammad˺ 
When We uprooted the mountain 
˹lifting it˺ like a canopy above 
them and they expected it to fall 
on them, ˹We said˺: “Hold fast 
to what We have given you and 
bear in mind what came into it, 
so that you might be Mindful”.(249) 
﴾172﴿ ˹Mention˺ When your Lord 
took the posterity of the children 
of Adam from their backs and 
made them bear witness about 
themselves ˹thus˺: “Am I not your 
Lord?” They said: “Yes, indeed! 
We bear witness ˹to it˺”.(250) That, 

248 This passage highlights a further incident from the saga of the Israelites. It 
is notable in the current context as it provides greater relevance to the rest of 
humanity, so that they may draw lessons from it. People, in general, are not 
to be misled into thinking that God only took the pledge from the Israelites 
specifically. Instead, they are being made aware of an earlier testimony 
from all humans that Allah is their only and true God. That they are told so 
after mention of the show of force that God demonstrated to the Israelites 
reminds people of God’s Power in the face of those who defy Him: “And 
nothing prevents people from Believing when guidance comes to them and 
from asking forgiveness of their Lord except that there ˹must˺ befall them 
the ˹ accustomed˺ fate of the former peoples or that punishment should come 
˹directly˺ before them” (18: 55).

249 After all these incidents of rebelling against God’s commands and Moses’ 
bidding as highlighted in Aya 145 above, they were only to afford the 
matter the care and concern it deserved through such a drastic measure as 
uprooting a mountain (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr), yet even that was not enough for 
them: “˹Remember˺ When We took your pledge, and raised the mountain 
above you; “Hold fast to what We have given you and bear in mind what 
came into it, so that you might be Mindful. ˹Remember˺ When We took your 
pledge, and raised the mountain above you; “Hold fast to what We have 
given you and bear in mind what came into it, so that you might be Mindful. 
*Then you turned away after that. Had it not been for Allah’s favour and 
Mercy, you would have been among the Losers” (2: 63-64).

250 There are two equally strong, potentially reconcilable, views as to the time 
and nature of this testimony which is widely known among scholars as mÊthÉq 
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lest that you say on the Day of 
Judgement: “We were not aware 
of this!” ﴾173﴿ Or that you may say: 
“Nay, but our fathers Associated 
before and we were nothing but 
a posterity ˹taking˺ after them; 
do You do away with us for 
what falsifiers(251) committed?” 

al-fiÏrah (the covenant of innate nature). The first being that God () extracted 
the children of Adam from his back and hence generated them one generation 
after the other from their fathers’ backs and made them all bear this testimony 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ). The hadiths cited in support 
of this view are the one narrated by AbË Hurayrah (h) that the Messenger 
(g) said: “When Allah created Adam, He swiped his back and from his back 
fell everyone He would create from his posterity until the Day of Judgement” 
(al-TirmidhÊ: 3076, al-BazzÉr: 8892, al-×Ékim, al-Mustadrak: 4132; it was 
deemed authentic by al-AlbÉnÊ, ØaÍÊÍ al-TirmidhÊ, Ibn BaÏÏÉl, SharÍ ØaÍÊÍ 
al-BukhÉrÊ, 3/370, and Ibn al-ÑArabÊ, AÍkÉm al-Qur’Én, 2/333); and that which 
was narrated by Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) that the Messenger (g) said: “Allah took the 
pledge from the back of Adam; He took from his loin all the posterity He created 
and scattered them between His Hands like small ants, then He talked to them 
directly ˹saying˺: “Am I not your Lord?” They said: “Yes, indeed! We bear 
witness ˹to it˺.” That, lest that you say on the Day of Judgement: “We were not 
aware of this!” Or that you may say: “Nay, but our fathers Associated before 
and we were nothing but a posterity ˹taking˺ after them; do You do away with 
us for what falsifiers committed?”” (ImÉm AÍmad: 2455, al-NasÉ’Ê, al-Sunan 
al-KubrÉ: 11127; it was deemed authentic by al-×Ékim: 75, al-DhahabÊ, AÍmad 
ShÉkir, Musnad AÍmad, and al-AlbÉnÊ, TakhrÊj MishkÉt al-MaÎÉbÊÍ, p. 171)

 The other view, which is held by such mighty scholars as Ibn Taymiyyah, 
Dar’ TaÑÉruÌ al-ÑAql wa al-Naql, 8/487, Ibn al-Qayyim, ShifÉ’ al-ÑAlÊl, 
pp. 12-13, Ibn KathÊr and al-SaÑdÊ, is that God made it innate for people, 
generation after the other, and that it is hard-wired in our very nature to 
Believe and vouch for the Oneness of God, being rightly-inclined to pristine 
Faith (ÍanÊfiyyah): “Devote yourself uprightly to the Religion and follow 
the innate nature ˹/constitution˺ as made by Allah, that innate nature in 
which He has created mankind. There is no altering the creation of Allah. 
That is the right religion. But most people do not realize it” (30: 30). Since 
God created all humans thus, scattered His Signs all around them in all His 
creation and sent them Messengers as bearers of glad tidings and warners, 
they have no excuse but to Believe in Him and dedicate their worship to 
Him alone (TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).

251 This stands for al-mubÏilËn, i.e. their fathers who came with falsehood (al-bÉÏil) 
and abandoned monotheism (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, al-BaiÌÉwÊ).
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﴾174﴿ Thus We expound the Signs, 
perchance they may return.
﴾175﴿ And recite to them 
˹Muhammad˺ the notable news 
of the one(252) to whom We gave 
our Signs but he skinned himself 
out(253) of them, Satan ˹eagerly˺ 
caught up with him(254) and he 
became one of the strayed ones. 
﴾176﴿ Had We wished, We would 
have elevated him by ˹means 
of˺ them(255), but he stuck to the 
ground and followed his desire(256). 
His example is that of a dog, 
when you chase it away, it pants 
and ˹even˺ when you leave it, 
it pants(257). That is the example 

252 Exegetes speculated as to who exactly this person was, but al-ÙabarÊ is 
of the opinion that determining this is inconsequential as the case is of a 
general nature and could apply to many people. Indeed, the moral of the 
parable is universally applicable and calls for much thought (for many 
reflections on this parable see: Ibn al-Qayyim, al-FawÉ’id, pp. 101-102 
and IÑlÉm al-MuwaqqiÑÊn, 1/127).

253 Fa-nsalakha minhÉ aptly brings to the fore the image of skinning so as to 
underline how much this person has shrugged off the Divine knowledge that 
he was given and how far he has distanced himself from it (cf. al- ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, al-SaÑdÊ).

254 Thus he exposed himself to Satan who eagerly ceased the chance to sway 
him away and so possess him (cf. al-Muyassar, al-MukhtaÎar).

255 Knowledge is not enough to elevate a person and nurture his spirit but 
following the Truth, choosing it over everything else and seeking God’s 
Pleasure do just that (cf. Ibn al-Qayyim, IÑlÉm al-MuwaqqiÑÊn, 1/129).

256 Akhlada ilÉ al-arÌ means that he preferred the joys and riches of this lowly 
life to that of the Hereafter, thus following his lusts and vain desires (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

257 It is part of a dog’s nature to pant whether it is being chased away or not. 
Such is the degrading parable that God draws of this kind of person who 
˹pants after˺ this worldly life; no matter whether he is admonished or not, 
he will not change (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “Indeed the Deniers, whether 
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of the people who denied Our 
Signs; so recount ˹Muhammad˺ 
the stories perchance they may 
ponder. ﴾177﴿ Sordid is the example 
of the folk who denied Our 
Signs and did themselves a great 
injustice. ﴾178﴿ Whoever Allah 
guides is the truly guided, and 
whoever He misguides, then these 
are the true losers.
﴾179﴿ (258)We have indeed spawned 
for Hellfire many among the jinn 
and humans; theirs are hearts with 
which they comprehend naught, 
theirs are eyes with which they 
see naught and theirs are ears 
with which they hear naught. 
Those are akin to livestock, nay 
but they are more at loss(259); 

you warn them or do not warn them, they will not Believe. *Allah has sealed 
their hearts and their hearing, and over their eyes there is a veil—theirs is 
a grievous Punishment” (2: 6-7).

258 The misguided ones, who are destined for Hell, willfully fail to use their 
faculties of discernment and understanding which God endowed them with 
to get at the Truth and follow guidance (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn): “…We gave them 
hearing, sight, and hearts. But their hearing and sight and hearts availed them 
not from anything when they were ˹continually˺ rejecting Allah’s Signs. And 
˹so˺ they were overwhelmed by what they used to ridicule” (46: 26); “The worst 
creatures with Allah are those who are ˹willfully˺ deaf and dumb, who do not 
reason. *Had Allah known any good in them, He would have made them hear; 
but had He made them hear, they would have turned away, averse.” (8: 22-23).

259 The greatest care and concern of the misguided in this life is to satiate their 
animalistic drives and materialistic pursuits, not sparing the least thought to 
the life to come; the real life: “The life of this world is merely an amusement 
and a diversion; the true life is in the Hereafter, if only they knew” (29: 64). 
In this respect, they are no better than livestock, yet the fact of the matter is 
that livestock are in a better state because they act upon what benefits them 
and instinctively pull themselves away from the bottomless abysses of eternal 
misery and self-destruction (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SamÑÉnÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
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these are the unmindful(260). 
﴾180﴿ (261)To Allah belong the 
Beautiful Names, so pray to Him 
by them and leave out those who 
skew His Names(262); they will be 
requited for what they used to 
do. ﴾181﴿ And among those whom 
We have created, is a nation who 
guide with the Truth and with 
it they administer justice(263). 
﴾182﴿ But those who denied Our 
Signs, We will lure them ˹ gradually˺ 
whereof they know not(264); 

Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Or do you reckon that most of them do hear or ˹even˺ use their 
reason? They are just like livestock; nay but they are more at loss” (25: 44).

260 “Those are the ones over whose hearts and hearing and sights Allah has 
sealed; these are the unmindful” (16: 108).

261 A central theme of this sura, RubËbiyyah (i.e. God’s sole rightfulness 
to worship) is revisited here. The ones who are ‘spawned for Hell’ are 
quintessentially Associators, and thus they omit one of the most inherent 
Attributes of God, i.e. His Oneness, and, in turn, a host of related Divine 
Attributes and Names. So Believers are told to pray to God upholding His 
Most Beautiful Names and ignore the squabbles that the misguided try to 
stir in this regard (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Say: “Invoke Allah or invoke the Most 
Merciful – whichever you call, He has the Most Beautiful Names…” (17: 
110). Invocation (duÑÉ’) encapsulates the essence of dedicated worship. In 
fact, the Messenger (g) said: “Indeed invocation is worship” (al-BukhÉrÊ, 
al-Adab al-Mufrad: 714, ImÉm AÍmad: 18352). Believers are, in a way, 
directed to find solace in God and His Most Beautiful Names, thus shutting 
out all that bears down on their morale and psychological peace.

262 YulÍidËna fÊ asmÉ’ih is to slant/distort/twist the Names of God from their 
original, proper meaning. They would call their gods by them, add to them, 
subtract from them, or deny some of them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

263 These are by contrast the guided ones (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn): “By time, *surely 
mankind is in loss, *except for those who Believe, do good deeds, urge one 
another to the Truth, and urge one another to steadfastness.” (103: 1-3).

264 “When they forgot what they were reminded of, We opened up for them 
the doors of everything; yet when they became full of gloating over what 
they were given, We took them all of a sudden, and lo they are seized with 
despair. *The people who did wrong were utterly wiped out; all gratitude 
be to Allah, the Lord of all beings” (6: 44-45); “So leave them in their 
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﴾183﴿ I will allow them time(265)—
verily My Machination is robust(266).
﴾184﴿ Did they not perceive that 
their fellow has no madness in 
him?(267) He is none but a fluent(268) 
warner! ﴾185﴿ Did they not look 
at the dominion of the Heavens 
and Earth, and whatever thing 
that Allah created(269); perchance 
that their end has drawn near(270)—
in what speech else besides 
it(271) do they ˹then˺ believe? 

heedlessness for a time. *Do they reckon that, ˹on account of˺ the wealth 
and the children that We have provided them, *We hasten to them with 
good things? Nay, but they are unaware!” (23: 54-56).

265 AbË MËsÉ al-AshÑarÊ (h) narrated that the Messenger of Allah (g) said: 
“Indeed Allah allows the wrongful time, but when He seizes them, He will 
not let them off”. Then he (g) recited: “Such is the seizing of your Lord 
when He seizes the towns while they are doing wrong. Surely His seizing is 
painful, severe!” (11: 102) (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4686, Muslim: 2583)

266 As opposed to the kayd (machinations) of the Devil, whom the Deniers 
follow, which is described as ÌaÑÊfÉ (frail) in 4: 76.

267 ˹Their fellow˺ (ÎÉÍibuhum) is Muhammad (g) who brought them the 
Message and whose balanced character they knew all too well. Their 
collective faculties of discernment where so willfully clouded that they did 
not bother to ponder that he was indeed Truthful (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “I advise you to do one thing only: stand before Allah, in 
pairs or singly, and reflect: there is no sign of madness in your fellow; he is 
only warning you before severe suffering arrives” (34: 46).

268 His being ‘fluent’ (mubÊn) is a far cry from the incoherent babbling of a 
madman; yet even this clear fact seemed to elude them.

269 Even if they were so biased against the Prophet (g), they would have done 
themselves a great service by contemplating God’s most obvious Signs, 
the Heavens and Earth, along with all His creations. Were they not so 
biased, that would surely have led them to Believe (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-WajÊz, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah).

270 They could even have considered their fate and thereby done themselves a 
great service by averting it (cf. al-RÉzÊ, AbË al-SuÑËd).

271 That is the Qur’an which is enough of a reminder and an eye-opener for 
those of sound perception (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾186﴿ Whoever Allah sends astray, 
there is no guide for him; He 
leaves them to wander aimlessly 
in their blindness(272).
﴾187﴿ They ask you ˹Muhammad˺ 
about the Hour: “When is its 
materialization?”(273) Say: “This 
knowledge is with none but my 
Lord(274). None reveals it at its 
˹due˺ time except Him. Heavy(275) 

272 ÙughyÉn, lit. transgression and exceeding the limits (cf. Ibn Qutaybah, 
GharÊb al-Qur’Én, 41; al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, 321): “Have you 
seen him who takes his whims and desires to be his god; whom Allah has 
misguided despite his knowledge, sealed up his hearing and his heart and 
placed a cover over his eyes? Who then will guide him after Allah? So will 
you not pay heed?” (45: 23).

273 Showing how far off in their blindness the Qurayshites have strayed, they 
toyingly asked the Messenger to pin point for them the exact time of the 
Final Hour’s happening (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). Denying its happening is sheer 
folly; the Hour (al-sÉÑah) at which people will be resurrected, then held 
to account for their deeds on the Day of Judgement and consigned to their 
eternal abodes, is an inevitability. A wise person knows better than to 
ridicule this gravest of all matters: “But the Deniers say: “Shall we show 
you a man ˹i.e. Muhammad˺ who claims that, when you have been utterly 
torn to pieces, you will be raised in a new creation?” (34: 7); “And they say: 
“When will this promise ˹come true˺, if you are ˹really˺ telling the truth? 
*Say, ˹Muhammad˺: “A Day has ˹already˺ been appointed for you, which 
you can neither delay nor advance by a ˹single˺ moment” (34: 29-30); “Yet 
man wants to deny what is ahead of him: *he says: “So, when will this Day 
of Judgement be?” (75: 5-6).

274 This is a very calculated answer, which is not driven by self-vindication, 
to their slanderous question. That Prophet Muhammad was just a human 
Messenger of God is the greatest honour any human being can be given, 
and not the stigma they alluded to (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) 
narrated that: “A man asked the Prophet (g): “Messenger of Allah, When 
is the Hour?” He replied: “What did you prepare for it?” He said: “Nothing 
much with regards to Praying, fasting and giving in charity. But I love 
Allah and His Messenger”. He (g) replied: “You are with those whom you 
love ˹in Paradise˺”” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6171, Muslim: 2639).

275 This is a direct translation of thaqulat which signifies the Hour’s heaviness 
and solemnity, after both Ibn ÑÓshËr and al-ShinqÊÏÊ. Another reading, albeit 
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it is in the Heavens and on Earth. 
It will come to you naught but 
all of a sudden(276)”. They ask you 
˹Muhammad˺ as if you were too 
keen on it! Say: “Its knowledge 
is with none but Allah”—indeed 
most people know ˹that˺ not. 

more exegetical given the co-text, is that thaqulat means it is ‘concealed’ 
(khafiyat) for its sheer profundity from the dwellers of both the Heavens 
and Earth; no angel, no matter how nearly drawn to God he might be, or an 
honourable Prophet Messenger is made privy to its timing. This meaning 
is chosen by al-ÙabarÊ and Ibn KathÊr. al-SaÑdÊ marries the two meanings 
and says that it is a grave occurrence which no one, except God Almighty, 
knows when it will take place: “…how can you tell? The Last Hour may 
well be near: *Those who Believe not in it seek to hasten it, and those who 
Believe are ˹fearfully˺ wary of it and know that it is the Truth. Are not those 
who dispute the Hour far astray?” (42: 17-18); “So if you Deny, how can 
you guard yourselves against a Day that will turn children’s hair grey; *it 
will ˹ even˺ cause the sky to crack ˹ open˺. His promise must be fulfilled” (73: 
17-18). AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that: “One day, the Messenger of Allah 
(g) was out with the people. ˹Archangel˺ Gabriel came to him and asked: 
“When is the Hour?” He (g) replied: “The one being asked about it knows 
none better than the one asking!”” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 50, Muslim: 9)

276 Its suddenness calls for greater angst of it and better preparedness for it: 
“And they say: “When will this promise come to pass, if you are truthful? 
*They await naught but a single cry that will seize them while they dispute 
among themselves, *They will not even be able to leave a will, nor will they 
be able to return to their families” (36: 48-50). AbË Hurayrah narrated that 
the Messenger (g) said: “The Hour will only be announced after the sun 
rises from where it sets ˹the West˺. When it rises thus, people will see it and 
they will all then Believe and that’s when: “… a soul’s Believing will be to 
no avail to it had it not Believed earlier or earned good in its Believing…” 
(6: 158). Verily, the Hour will be announced ˹suddenly˺ while two men are 
spreading a cloth between them; they would not be given time to finish their 
bargain or to fold the cloth. Verily, the Hour will be announced ˹suddenly˺ 
while a man is still carrying the milk he got from his she-camel but he will 
not be able to taste it. Verily, the Hour will be announced ˹suddenly˺ while 
a man is caring for his watering bowl, and he will not have the time to water 
˹his herd˺ from it. Verily, the Hour will be announced ˹suddenly˺ while a 
person raises his morsel of food to his mouth but he will not be able to eat 
it” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6506, Muslim: 157).
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﴾188﴿ Say: “I have no power over 
benefit or harm coming my way, 
except ˹ it being˺ what Allah willed. 
Had I ˹any˺ knowledge of the 
Unseen, I would have stockpiled 
˹all that is˺ good and no harm 
would have touched me. I am none 
but a warner and a bearer of glad 
tidings(277) to those who Believe”.
﴾189﴿ He is the One Who created 
you from a single soul and from it 
He made its mate(278) so that he may 
find assuagement(279) in her. When 
he pulled himself over her(280), 

277 In the face of incessant asking and demands, this puts the scope of the 
Prophetic mission into proper perspective; he is not a miracle weaver nor is 
he privy to much of the Unseen, unless God allows him it. He is no more than 
a deliverer of the Message so people need to listen, heed and Believe; but 
only the mindful will benefit from him (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn KathÊr).

278 Adam, the single soul, and Eve its mate () (cf. 4:1, 39:6; al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). That all humans are the offspring of a single pair of people 
calls for considering the very likely prospect of resurrection; as much as 
creation from sheer nothingness was possible, re-creation is a more likely 
probability (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn). Thus people are reminded to be Mindful of 
God Almighty: “O people, be Mindful of your Lord, Who created you from 
a single soul and from it He created its mate, and from both of them He 
dispersed scores of men and women…” (4: 1).

279 “And of His Signs is that He created for you from yourselves mates that you 
may find assuagement in them; and He placed between you affection and 
mercy. Indeed in that are signs for a people who reflect” (30: 21).

280 Exegetes hold two standpoints on who these two individuals actually were. 
The first, which is that of al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SamÑÉnÊ and Ibn al-JawzÊ, 
hold them to be Adam and Eve themselves who could not conceive children 
at an early stage in their nuptial life so Satan whispered to them to dedicate 
their child to another besides God. However, Ibn KathÊr debunks this 
view on the basis that it draws on apocryphal Biblical sources (known as 
isrÉ’ÊliyyÉt), thus he along with a host of other exegetes, al-ZamakhsharÊ, 
al-RÉzÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn al-Qayyim, hold that these two are generic for 
many human couples thereafter. Since there is no traditional evidence in 
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she became lightly pregnant, 
and she ˹carefreely˺ spent it ˹her 
pregnancy˺; when it became 
heavy, they both prayed to Allah, 
their Lord: “Should You grant us 
a well one(281), we shall surely be 
among the grateful”. ﴾190﴿ When 
He granted them both a well one, 
they claimed Associates with Him 
in what He granted them both—
exalted be Allah above ˹all˺ what 
they Associate ˹with Him˺. ﴾191﴿ Do 
they Associate ˹with Him˺ that 
which would not create, while 
they ˹themselves˺ are being 
created?(282) ﴾192﴿ They are not able 
to avail them with help, nor are 
they able of helping themselves(283).

support of this view either, some tried to find textual evidence from the aya 
and those that follow in this passage. However, no matter who the exact 
referents of the pronouns in this episode were, it highlights how ungrateful 
humans can be to their Lord Who created them from a single soul, blessed 
him with a soul-mate, made the wife bear children and her pregnancy 
uncumbersome in its early stages, and dispersed a well-portioned posterity 
thereof.

281 ØÉliÍan means good, well, healthy and righteous. Many exegetes, for 
example, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, take that the parents, as would 
normally be the case, prayed that their child would be birthed free from 
deformation. Yet al-ÙabarÊ sees no point in limiting it to one meaning in 
particular as such would lack proper evidence.

282 The idols they create and worship (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-ShawkÉnÊ): 
“He said: “Do you worship that which you carve, *while God created you 
and whatever you make?” (37: 95-96).

283 How can they worship such so-called ‘gods’ who cannot even help 
themselves? But they are heedless: “…his example is that of a dog, when 
you chase it away, it pants and when ˹ even˺ you leave it, it pants. That is the 
example of the people who denied Our Signs; so recount ˹Muhammad˺ the 
stories perchance they may ponder. *Sordid is the example of the folk who 
denied Our Signs and did themselves a great injustice.” (7: 176-177).
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﴾193﴿ If you call them to guidance, 
they would not follow you; it is all 
the same whether you call them or 
you were to remain silent.
﴾194﴿ (284)Verily those whom you 
invoke(285) besides Allah are naught 
but subjects like you; invoke them 
then and let them respond to you if 
only you were truthful. ﴾195﴿ Do they 
have legs with which they walk? 
Or do they have hands with which 
they smite? Or do they have eyes 
with which they see? Or do they 
have ears with which they hear?(286) 
Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Round up 
your Associates and conspire 
against me without delay(287); 

284 The arguments in the previous passage are reinforced and expounded 
upon in this one (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn). Both relate to the sura’s central theme, 
being God’s sole rightfulness to worship, hence they are to be found in the 
closing, wrapping up, passages.

285 Invocation (duÑÉ’) is singled out of all acts of devotion because in it a servant 
asks something of a power that has the ability to change the course of matters. 
Yet the ‘gods’ they invoke are nothing more than ‘subjects’ themselves to 
a higher Power and that is Almighty God (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr): “He merges Night into Day, and He merges Day into Night, and He 
has subjected the sun and the moon ˹to His will˺: each one runs its course 
for a term appointed. Such is Allah your Lord: to Him belongs all Dominion. 
And those whom you invoke besides Him have not the least power. *If you 
invoke them, they do not hear you, and even if they could hear, they would 
not respond to you. On the Day of Resurrection, they will reject your having 
Associated them with God, and no one can inform you ˹of the Truth˺ like 
the One Who is All-Aware” (35: 13-14); “And who is more misguided than 
one who invokes, besides Allah, such as will not answer him until the Day of 
Judgement, and who are not even aware of his call” (46: 5).

286 The spelling out of the arguments here highlight how desperately impervious 
the Associators were to basic logical reasoning (Ibn ÑÓshËr). They are urged 
to see that they are more well-endowed with the tools of action and perception 
than their chosen gods (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, al-ShawkÉnÊ).

287 This outrightly daring challenge further highlights the powerlessness 
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﴾196﴿ Verily my Ally is Allah, Who 
sent down the Book(288); He covers 
the righteous in ˹His˺ Alliance(289); 
﴾197﴿ but those whom you invoke 
besides Him, they cannot avail 
you with help nor are they able of 
helping themselves”. ﴾198﴿ If you 
call them for guidance, they could 
not hear, and you ˹Muhammad˺ 
see them look at you but they do 
not see.
﴾199﴿ (290)Accept ˹ Muhammad˺ whatever 
is bearable(291), enjoin what is 

of their gods (cf. al-ÙabarÊ); as opposed to Almighty God Who should 
deservedly be relied upon (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

288 The Messenger’s firm Faith in the Book, the Qur’an, made him mount such 
a challenge. In the Qur’an, God assures the Messenger (g) of His ever-
near aid and protection: “O Messenger, convey what came down to you 
from your Lord … ; Allah will ˹certainly˺ shield you from people” (5: 67); 
“Is Allah not sufficient for His servant ˹for protection˺? Yet they threaten 
you ˹Muhammad˺ with other ˹helpless˺ gods besides Him! Whoever Allah 
misguides will be left with no guide” (39: 36).

289 “Surely Allah defends those who Believe…” (22: 38); “We shall certainly 
help Our Messengers and the Believers, ˹both˺ in this worldly life and on 
the Day the witnesses will stand forth ˹for testimony˺” (40: 51). ÑAbdullÉh 
Ibn ÑAbbÉs (h) said: “I was ˹riding˺ behind the Messenger of Allah (g) 
one day. He said: “Young man, I shall teach you a few ˹significant˺ words. 
Preserve Allah and He shall preserve you. Preserve Allah and you shall find 
Him ˹always˺ in front of you” (al-TirmidhÊ: 2516, ImÉm AÍmad: 2669).

290 In this penultimate passage, the Messenger (g) is being directed to the best 
course of action to take after the many digressions, transgressions, aberrations 
and deviations of the stubbornly Denying have been exposed and expounded 
on. The Messenger (g) and the Believers around him are told to carry on with 
their mission of calling people to the Path of God and overlook whatever lack 
of regard and respect that might come their way (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

291 al-ÑAfw is the bottom-line acceptable and good of people’s manners and 
behaviour. In the face of this all round belligerence and scorn, the Messenger 
(g) is told to accept whatever little he might be afforded of bearable 
behaviour (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “And not 
equal are the good deed and the bad. Repel ˹bad˺ by that ˹deed˺ which is 
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acceptable(292) and turn away from 
the ignorant(293). ﴾200﴿ Should Satan 
somehow stir you ˹Muhammad˺, 
seek refuge with Allah(294)—
indeed He is All-Hearing, All-
Knowing. ﴾201﴿ Indeed those who 
are Mindful when touched by a 
rounder visitation(295) of Satan’s, 

better; and thereupon the one whom between you and him is enmity ˹will 
become˺ as though he was a devoted friend, *but no one will be granted it 
˹such goodness˺ except those who exercise patience and self-restraint; no one 
is granted it save those who are truly fortunate” (41: 34-35).

292 al-ÑUrf is what is accepted and condoned of by sound human nature and is 
ratified by Divine law (cf. al-BaghawÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

293 This means to turn a blind eye and pretend to take no notice of abuse and 
slander (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr): “The 
servants of the Most Merciful are those who walk humbly upon the Earth, 
and when the ignorant address them, say: “Peace”” (25: 63); “When they 
hear slanderous talk, they turn away from it, saying: “We are accountable 
for our deeds and you for yours. Peace to you! We want nothing to do with 
those who act ignorantly”” (28: 55).

294 The natural instinct of a person when insulted is to get angry and react. But 
the Messenger (g) and the Believers are reminded to control their anger 
and know that the devil is the one who is stirring it (cf. Ibn KathÊr, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr, al-SaÑdÊ). SulaymÉn Ibn Øurad (h) said: “I was sitting with the 
Prophet (g) when two men started cursing one another. One of them flared 
with anger and flew into a fit of rage. The Prophet then said: “I know some 
words, that, for sure, if he says them would ease away what it is: aÑËdhu bi 
AllÉh-i min al-shayÏÉn (I seek refuge with Allah from Satan)”” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
3282, Muslim: 2610).

295 ÙÉ’if is a spur triggered by the devil. Originally, it denotes someone or 
something circling around someone or something (al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb 
al-Qur’Én, Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt): 
“Those who spend at times of prosperity and adversity, restrain ˹their˺ 
anger and pardon ˹other˺ people—Allah loves good doers; *the ones who 
upon committing a ˹gravely˺ vile deed or doing themselves an injustice, 
they remember Allah and implore ˹Him˺ for forgiveness for their sins – and 
who else would forgive sins besides Allah; they do not persist in committing 
what they do knowingly” (3: 134-135). TÉ’if being a ‘rounder’ visitation, 
suggests the movement of the devils around people whispering evil into 
their hearts, cf. Aya 17 above: “Then I shall come to them from their fronts, 
backs, rights and lefts, and you shall not find most of them thankful”.
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they remember and lo they 
become clear-sighted. ﴾202﴿ But(296) 
their brothers, they ˹the devils˺ 
pave a long path for them in 
error and they do not hold back. 
﴾203﴿ (297)If you ˹Muhammad˺ 
do not bring them a Sign, they 
would say: “Would you not 
just come up with it?”(298) Say: 
“I merely follow what is being 
revealed to me from my Lord(299). 

296 The Deniers, the brothers of the devils, are being contrasted here to the 
Believers in terms of how far astray they will go and that they practice 
no restrain on their impulses (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Do you not see that We 
have unleashed the devils on the Deniers, constantly stirring them with 
incitement?” (19: 83).

297 Challenging the Messenger (g) to come up with tailored miracles is an 
example of the inciting of devils (cf. al-RÉzÊ): “And they say, “We shall not 
believe in you till you make a spring gush forth for us from the earth, *or 
till you have a garden of date palms and grapevines, and you make streams 
gush forth in the midst of it, *or till you make the sky fall upon us in pieces, 
as you have claimed, or you bring Allah and the angels before us, *or until 
you have a house of gold, or you ascend into heaven – and even then we 
will not believe in your ascension until you bring down to us a book that we 
can read.” Say: “Glory be to my Lord! Am I not only a human Messenger?” 
(17: 90-93).

298 “And when Our Signs are recited to them as clear proofs, those who 
anticipate not the meeting with Us say: “Bring a Qur’Én other than this, or 
alter it.” Say: “It is not for me to alter it of my own accord. I follow only 
that which is revealed unto me…” (10: 15).

299 “Say ˹Muhammad˺: “I would not say to you that I hold the treasures of 
Allah, I do not know ˹about˺ the Unseen, I would not say to you that I am an 
angel; I only follow what is revealed to me…”” (6: 50); “They say: “If only 
˹some˺ Signs had been sent down to him from his Lord!” Say ˹ Muhammad˺: 
“Signs are only with Allah; I am only sent with a clear warning. *Is it not 
enough for them that We have sent down to you the Book, ˹which is˺ recited 
to them. Surely in this ˹Qur’an˺ is a mercy and reminder for people who 
Believe” (29: 50-51).
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This ˹Qur’an˺(300) is ˹a plethora of˺ 
eye-openers from your Lord, a 
guidance and mercy to those who 
Believe”.
﴾204﴿ (301)When the Qur’an is recited, 
listen to it ˹people˺ and hearken, so 
that you might be shown mercy(302). 
﴾205﴿ And mention your Lord to 
yourself, humbly and fearfully; 
lower than audible speech(303), 
early and late in the day(304), and 
be not among the unmindful. 

300 The Qur’an is the greatest Sign ever and nothing besides it, in terms of 
miracles, should be asked for (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “…indeed 
there has come to you a Light from Allah and a clarifying Book; *by it Allah 
guides those who follow His Pleasure to the path of peace and delivers 
them from utter darkness into light with His permission; He guides them to 
a Straight Path” (5: 15-16).

301 This passage concludes the sura by providing some guiding principles 
that lead to felicity in this worldly life and in the Hereafter: 1) showing 
people how to deal with God’s greatest miracle, the Qur’an, the thickest 
rope of Allah which whoever follows it is guided and whoever does not 
goes astray: “So hold fast to that ˹the Qur’an˺ which is revealed to you. 
Surely, you are on a Straight Path” (43: 43); 2) having God in mind at 
all times and being faithfully sincere to Him; 3) God’s most honorable 
creatures, the angels, are set as an example for their sincerity and 
willingness of worship.

302 This great Sign, the Qur’an, the light that shows people the path of peace, 
should be listened to attentively and with great care in order to be guided to 
the Straight Path and gain God’s Mercy (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn, Ibn KathÊr).

303 Thus it would be closer to sincerity and purer for Faith, see Ayas 54 and 
55 above. AbË MËsÉ al-AshÑarÊ (h): “We were ˹on a journey˺ with the 
Messenger (g) and when we came in view of a valley we would say: 
“LÉ ilÉha illÉ AllÉh, AllÉh-u akbar (there is no god but Allah, Allah is 
the Greatest)”, raising our voices. The Prophet (g) said: “O people, 
go easy on yourselves. You are not praying to one who is dumb or 
far away. He is with you; All-Hearing, Ever Near” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 2992, 
Muslim: 2704).

304 “You who Believe, mention Allah abundantly, *and glorify Him early and 
late in the day” (33: 41-42).
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﴾206﴿ Indeed those who are with 
your Lord(305) do not disdain from 
His worship, they glorify Him and 
to Him they prostrate ۩(306).

305 al-QurÏubÊ mentions that exegetes are unanimous that these are the angels: 
“And to Allah prostrates whatever creatures and the angels that are in the 
Heavens or on the Earth; they are free from arrogance. *They fear their 
Lord above them, and do whatever they are commanded” (16: 49-50); 
“Those who carry the Throne and whoever is around it glorify the praises 
of their Lord and Believe in Him and ask for forgiveness for those who 
Believe ˹saying˺: “Our Lord! You have encompassed everything in Mercy 
and in Knowledge; forgive those who repented and followed Your way and 
guard them from the punishment of Hellfire”” (40: 7).

306 It is very significant to note that this sura ends with a prostration (sajdah) 
which is the embodiment of humbleness and devotion. At the beginning of 
the sura (cf. Ayas 11 and 12), Satan refused out of arrogance to prostrate 
to Adam as per God’s command and thus he rebelled, was punished and 
vowed to sway Adam and his posterity. The sura then went to great lengths 
to explain how he managed to do so and the stories of the Messengers that 
God sent to guide people to the Straight Path. This sajdah is a message that 
people are left with; to humble themselves to the will of God in order to be 
guided. AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “When the 
son of Adam recites ˹an aya with˺ a prostration and prostrates, Satan moves 
aside and weeps saying: “Woe is me! The Son of Adam was commanded 
to prostrate and he did, and his ˹for it˺ is Paradise. I was commanded to 
prostrate and I refused and mine ˹for it˺ is Hellfire!” (Muslim: 81).

 This is the first of 15 instances of prostration. It is the Sunnah of the Prophet 
(g) to prostrate when reciting these: Ibn ÑUmar (h) said: “When the 
Prophet (g) used to recite the Qur’an, and come upon a sura in which there 
is prostration, he would prostrate and we would prostrate with him; some 
among us would not ˹even˺ find a place for his forehead” (Muslim: 575); 
ÑÓ’ishah () narrated that: “The Messenger of Allah (g) used to say when 
prostrating while reading the Qur’an at night: “My face has prostrated to He 
Who created it and slit in it its hearing and sight with His Ability and Power 
(sajada wajhÊ li-lladhÊ khalaqahu wa shaqqa fÊhi samÑahu wa baÎarahu bi-
ÍawlihÊ wa quwatih)” (al-TirmidhÊ: 1035). In another hadith (al-TirmidhÊ: 
3424), the supplication said during such a prostration is: “O Allah, record 
for me this one as a reward, eliminate me with it a sin of mine, make it a 
deposit for me with You and accept it from me as You have accepted it 
from Your servant, DÉwËd (AllÉhumma ktub lÊ bihÉ Ñindaka ajran, wa ÌaÑ 
ÑannÊ bihÉ wizran, wa jÑalhÉ lÊ Ñindaka dhukhran, wa taqabbalhÉ minnÊ 
kamÉ taqabbaltahÉ min Ñabdika DÉwËd)”.



al-AnfÉl
(Spoils of Victory)
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al-AnfÉl
(Spoils of Victory)

Title: al-AnfÉl (thus titled in al-BukhÉrÊ: 4645, Muslim: 3031) is named 
after the gains that the Believers made at the Battle of Badr and how 
they differed about its division amongst themselves. al-AnfÉl, the first 
ever spoils of war that the Believing community encountered after the 
establishment of their state in Madinah, is symbolic of the materialistic 
side of human nature, one which stands between a person and his 
pursuit of a higher calling.

Merit: it, along with the next sura, al-Tawbah (also known as BarÉ’ah), 
together make up the last of the meritorious seven lengthy suras of 
the Qur’an (cf. Introductions to Suras 4 and 5). ÑUthmÉn Ibn ÑAffÉn 
(h) said: “Both al-AnfÉl and BarÉ’ah were called at the time of the 
Messenger of Allah (g), al-qarÊnatayn (lit. the two conjoined suras). 
This is why I have included them both in the seven lengthy suras ˹in 
the Uthmanic codex˺…” (al-NaÍÍÉs, al-NÉsikh wa al-MansËkh, 3/208, 
also al-ÙabarÉnÊ, al-MuÑjam al-AwsaÏ, 7/7638).

Theme: this sura reflects on and draws lessons from the major Battle 
of Badr (known in history as ghazwat Badr al-kubrÉ), also known as 
yawm al-furqÉn (the Distinguisher Day), i.e. in which God distinguished 
between Truth, as represented by the Believers who won, and falsehood, 
as represented by the Deniers who lost. The great Prophetic biographer, 
Ibn HishÉm (al-SÊrah al-Munawwarah, p. 667) has it that whenever 
ÑUbÉdah Ibn al-ØÉmit (h) was asked about al-AnfÉl he would reply: 
“It came down on account of us, the people of Badr. When we differed 
regarding the distribution of the gains of victory, Allah took the matter 
out of our hands when our manners turned sour, and made the Messenger 
(g) the judge of it all. He then divided it between us equitably. It was ˹ a 
lesson˺: to be Mindful of Allah, to obey Allah and His Messenger and 
mend our bond ˹of brotherhood˺”.

Besides this major lesson, the sura details the chief reasons for winning 
victory, to wit: being truly dependent on God (al-tawakkul), standing 
firm, mentioning God profusely, observing the commands of God and 
His Messenger (g) (the Qur’an and the Sunnah), maintaining harmony 
and avoiding discord, remaining steadfast, conducting one’s self with 
humbleness and dignity, and having the best intentions at heart for the 
purpose of battle. The sura moreover marks a watershed between two 
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methods of spreading the call of Faith: the receptive which advocates 
forbearance and leniency, on the one hand, and the proactive which 
encourages getting ready for battle and braving the world, on the other.

Key: al-AnfÉl came down during the second year of Hijrah immediately 
after the Battle of Badr (cf. al-QurÏubÊ). It can only be properly 
understood by means of a thorough study of that battle especially its 
context and the circumstances it was played out against: AbË Hurayrah 
(h) narrated that the Messenger of Allah (g) said: “Gains of war 
were not rendered lawful to any before us. That is because Allah, 
Glorified and Exalted is He, saw our destitution and helplessness and 
made it palatable for us” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3124, Muslim: 1747). These 
were the very early days when Muslims had just settled into their 
own designated territory, i.e. Madinah, and were neither mentally 
nor materially sufficiently prepared for waging war. Added to this is 
that they were not initially meant to engage in the battle, for it started 
off only as a reconnaissance sortie and, thus, the Believers were not 
prepared with the necessary equipment to fight a warring army. The 
Messenger expeditiously only called to it those who had their mounts at 
hand and essentially they only had what was just about enough to seize 
a lightly guarded caravan. This is why a party of the Believers at first 
were unwilling and lethargic and, hence, God’s gradual preparation of 
them for battle, both materially and mentally. The moralizing account 
of the Battle of Badr as recounted here is set against this backdrop. It 
also explains the chiding, and/or incentivizing, undertone with which 
Believers are broadly addressed here.

al-AnfÉl disciplines the Believing spirit into practicing self-restraint 
and reining in one’s worldly desires; putting one’s commitments to God 
and Faith over all other mere worldly considerations.
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In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful

﴾1﴿ They ask you ˹Muhammad˺ 
about the spoils(1), say: “The spoils 
are for Allah and the Messenger(2). 

1 The Companions of the Prophet (g) came to him to ask him about how the 
gains of their victory were to be distributed among them; they had disputed 
over this and were keen on knowing the answer: ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) 
said: “On the Day of Badr, the Messenger of Allah (g) said: “Whoever 
does this and that, then his is this and that of the loot. Then the younger 
ones marched forward ˹towards the enemy˺ and the older ones remained in 
their place holding the banners. When Allah gave them victory ˹at the end 
of the battle˺, the elders said: “We were backing you! Had you retreated 
you would have sought us out! You shall not get all the gains and leave us 
with nothing!” The youths refused and said: “The Messenger of Allah (g) 
allotted it all for us!” Then Allah sent down: “They ask you about the spoils, 
say: “The spoils are for Allah and the Messenger. So be ˹truly˺ Mindful of 
Allah, mend your bond ˹ of brotherhood˺ and obey Allah and His Messenger, 
if only you are ˹truly˺ Believers. *Indeed the ˹true˺ Believers are the ones 
who when Allah is mentioned their hearts tremble with awe, when His Signs 
are recited for them their Faith increases and they ˹ devoutly˺ put their trust 
in their Lord; *the ones who keep up the Prayer and ˹charitably˺ spend out 
from what We provided them with. *These are truly the Believers; they have 
˹elevated˺ grades with their Lord, forgiveness and generous provision” 
(AbË DÉwËd: 2737, al-NasÉ’Ê, al-Sunan al-KubrÉ: 11133. Ibn ×ibbÉn, 
al-ØaÍÊÍ: 5093); MuÎÑab Ibn SaÑd Ibn AbÊ WaqqÉÎ (h) narrated that his 
father said: “Apropos of me four ayas came down. I acquired a sword 
˹among the Badr booty˺. ˹MuÎÑab continues˺ He ˹my father˺ took it to the 
Messenger of Allah (g) and said: “Messenger of Allah, grant it to me!” He 
replied: “Put it back!” When he stood, the Messenger said to him: “Put it 
back where you took it from!” Then he said: “Give it to me, Messenger of 
Allah”. He replied: “Put it back!” He then said: “Messenger of Allah, grant 
it to me! Shall I be treated like one who has no share ˹in the booty˺?” The 
Messenger said to him: “Put it back where you took it from!” Then this 
aya came down: “The spoils are for Allah and the Messenger. So be ˹truly˺ 
Mindful of Allah, mend your bond ˹of brotherhood˺ and obey Allah and His 
Messenger, if only you are ˹truly˺ Believers”” (Muslim: 1748).

 It is important to note that their question, being in such earnest and born out 
of eagerness, was not answered until Aya 41 below. All the ayas in between 
are meant to further nurture their collective Believing spirit and elevate it.

2 That is, the matter is left to Allah to decide, and the Messenger (g) who 
would make the division. So Believers are told to accede to their resolution 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, al-SaÑdÊ).
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So be ˹truly˺ Mindful of Allah, 
mend your bond ˹of brotherhood˺(3) 
and obey Allah and His 
Messenger, if only you are ˹truly˺ 
Believers”(4). ﴾2﴿ Indeed the ˹true˺ 
Believers are the ones who when 
Allah is mentioned their hearts 
tremble with awe(5), when His Signs 
are recited for them their Faith 
increases(6) and they ˹devoutly˺ 
put their trust in their Lord(7); 

 It is telling to note that, throughout this sura the Messenger (g) is every 
so often joined with God Almighty () using the conjunctive ‘and’, and 
sometimes he is closely affiliated to God using the possessive pronoun 
‘His’. This is to remind the Believers to accede to his bidding which is 
God’s will. This is especially pertinent given the Believers were naturally 
drawn to the spoils.

3 AÎliÍË dhÉta baynikum (lit. mend the affairs that are among you; cf. 
al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt, al-KafawÊ, al-KulliyÉt) means to settle disputes, 
set matters aright and leave the issue of the division of the spoils to God and 
the Messenger (g) (cf. al-SamÑÉnÊ, al-BaiÌÉwÊ).

4 Since they would find qualms in this broad resolution, they are reminded 
of what true Believers would ideally be like (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). Al-WÉÍidÊ 
(al-WasÊÏ) sees that this is to obligate the Companions to obey the Messenger 
in his distribution.

5 Thus they heed God’s commands (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “And 
as for he who was in awe of standing before his Lord and restrained himself 
from desires, *Paradise will certainly be the abode” (79: 40-41).

6 “Those who ˹when˺ people said to them: “People have regrouped for 
you, so fear them”, their Belief ˹only˺ grew firmer and they said: “Allah 
suffices us, He is the best of Keepers”” (3: 173); “Whenever a sura is sent 
down, some of them say ˹mockingly˺: “Which of you has this increased 
in faith?” As for the Believers, it has increased them in Faith and they 
rejoice” (9: 124).

7 They trust that their Benefactor and Protector is none but God (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, Ibn KathÊr). Putting one’s trust in God 
(al-tawakkul ÑalÉ AllÉh) is the catalyst for all good deeds; no sincere deed 
exists nor can it be perfected without it. SaÑÊd Ibn Jubayr said: “Putting 
one’s trust in Allah is the culmination of sincere Faith” (cf. Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾3﴿ the ones who keep up the Prayer 
and ˹charitably˺ spend out from 
what We provided them with(8). 
﴾4﴿ Those are truly the Believers; 
they have ˹elevated˺ grades with 
their Lord(9), forgiveness and 
generous provision.
﴾5﴿ That is like(10) your Lord’s 
bringing you out of your 
home with the Truth, ˹while˺ 
indeed a party of the Believers 
were reluctant; ﴾6﴿ they argue 
with you regarding the Truth(11)

8 These two deeply devotional acts of worship are a true translation of sincere 
Faith which is detailed in the previous aya (cf. Ibn KathÊr). True Believers 
are ever ready and humbly engaged in sacrificing their two most valuable 
assets: time and money.

9 “Look how We favour some of them over others. But the Hereafter has higher 
ranks and greater favours” (17: 21). AbË SaÑÊd al-KhudrÊ (h) narrated 
that the Prophet (g) said: “The dwellers of Paradise will indeed see the 
dwellers of the chambers ˹in Paradise˺ above them as you see the glowing 
huge planet in the horizon, either on the East or on the West; that for how of 
various degrees their ranks are ˹in Paradise˺”. They ˹the Companions˺ said: 
“Messenger of Allah, these are the dwelling places of the Prophets; none 
attains them except them!” He replied: “Nay! By Whom in Whose Hand my 
soul is, ˹they will be attained by˺ men who Believe in Allah and accept the 
Messengers” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3256, Muslim: 2931). This is the reward that one 
should strive for in this life.

10 That is, this tentative answer to their question about the division of the 
spoils and how they felt disquiet about it, is comparable to their response of 
unwillingness when they were told that they would face clashes with their 
enemy. So the Messenger (g) is told not to mind their response; things 
will turn out for the best (al-ZajjÉj, MaÑÉnÊ al-Qur’Én, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr; exegetes held many views 
about the purport of this analogy, for more cf. al-SamÊn al-×alabÊ, al-Durr 
al-MaÎËn): “Fighting is prescribed for you, as much as you hate it; might 
you hate a thing which is good for you and might you love a thing which is 
evil for you – Allah knows and you do not know” (2: 216).

11 The Truth (al-Íaqq) is that fighting was imminent (al-SaÑdÊ, al-Muyassar, 
al-MukhtaÎar).
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after it has become evident, as if 
they were being driven to death 
while staring ˹ at it˺. ﴾7﴿ ˹ Remember˺ 
When Allah promised you ˹either˺ 
one of the two ˹enemy˺ sections 
to be yours(12); you wished the one 
without the thorn to be yours, 
˹but˺ Allah wanted to confirm the 
Truth(13) with His Words(14), and 
utterly wipe out the Deniers(15); 
﴾8﴿ to establish the Truth and 
abolish falsehood, even to the 
acrimony of the criminals.
﴾9﴿ ˹Remember˺ When you 
˹Believers˺ implored your Lord 
for assistance(16) and He responded 

12 The two sections (al-ÏÉ’ifatayn) being the caravan (al-ÑÊr), which is laden 
with goods, and the fighting army (al-nafÊr), the thorny one, which is well-
armed and edging for a fight (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

13 al-×aqq is for Islam to emerge victorious, and for this to become a reality 
poised to endure (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr).

14 His command to you to fight (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr).

15 The outcome of the Battle of Badr brought down a huge psychological 
barrier, with the killing and capture of many a celebrated Qurayshite hero 
(cf. al-MukhtaÎar). It also marked the beginning of the end of the Arab 
Deniers (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ).

16 ÑUmar Ibn al-KhaÏÏÉb (h) narrated that: “On the Day of Badr, the Messenger 
of Allah (g) looked at the Associators, who were 1,000 strong, and his 
Companions, who numbered 319 men. He then turned towards al-Qiblah, 
stretched his hands and started imploring his Lord: “O Allah, fulfil for me 
what You promised me. O Allah, make true to me Your promise. O Allah, 
should this Muslim band be annihilated, You shall not be ˹ever˺ worshipped 
in the land”. He went on imploring, stretching his hands and facing 
al-Qiblah until his upper garment fell off his shoulders. Then AbË Bakr 
came, took his upper garment and put it on his shoulders, and held him tight 
from his back. He said: “Messenger of Allah, enough imploring your Lord. 
He shall certainly make true His promise to you”. Then Allah sent down: 
“˹Remember˺ When you ˹Believers˺ implored your Lord for assistance and 
He responded to you that: “I am reinforcing you with one thousand angels, 
following ˹one another˺ closely on their heels”” (Muslim: 1763).
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to you that: “I am reinforcing 
you with one thousand angels, 
following ˹one another˺ closely 
on their heels(17)”. ﴾10﴿ Allah made 
this none but a glad harbinger 
and that your hearts may become 
comforted with it; ˹but˺ victory 

17 Scholars have held different views as to the number of angels who were sent 
as reinforcement to the Believers on the Day of Badr, whether they were 
only 1,000 or 5,000. Those who opined that they were in fact 5,000 (i.e. 
Ibn ÑAbbÉs, MujÉhid, QatÉdah), interpreted murdifÊn (lit. following ˹one 
another˺ closely on their heels) as: “followed ˹by others˺ closely on their 
heels”, and in light of Sura Ól ÑImrÉn: “Indeed Allah made you ˹emerge˺ 
victorious in Badr when you were scorned – be Mindful of Allah so that you 
may be thankful. *Then you ˹Muhammad˺ said to the Believers: “Would 
it not suffice you that your Lord should reinforce you with three thousand 
angels sent down ˹from the sky˺?” *Indeed ˹this would suffice˺! Yet if you 
hold out and are Mindful, and should they ˹your enemies˺ hasten to charge 
˹in full force˺ against you, your Lord will reinforce you with five thousand 
angels, clearly marked” (3: 123-125). Further, they find similarities between 
the recounting of this episode in Ól ÑImrÉn and here in al-AnfÉl (compare: 3: 
126 with 8: 10 and 3: 127 with 8: 7). Conversely, the party that saw that only 
1,000 angels were sent as reinforcement (i.e. ÑIkrimah followed by a number 
of exegetes, cf. al-TafsÊr al-MuÍarrar) interpreted Ól ÑImrÉn 123-125 as 
being sent down regarding the Battle of UÍud not Badr and for that it was 
conditional and not fulfilled. Yet, the great exegete, al-ÙabarÊ concludes that 
there is evidence in the Qur’an that the Believers were reinforced at Badr 
with 1,000 angels, but there is not enough evidence to prove or disprove that 
they were actually reinforced with 5,000 angels or not.

 RifÉÑah Ibn RÉfiÑ al-ZuraqÊ, whose father fought in Badr, narrated that: 
“Gabriel () came to the Prophet (g) and asked him: “How do you 
regard the people of Badr amongst you?” He replied: “Among the best of 
Muslims.” …. Then he ˹Gabriel˺ said: “Likewise the angels who fought in 
Badr ˹are regarded˺” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3992).

 That God reinforced His Messenger (g) and the Believers with angels and 
made them fight like men, although He could have set Archangel Gabriel 
on them and he would have effortlessly wiped them out with a flick of a 
feather from his wing, was meant, as per Ibn ×ajar (FatÍ al-BÉrÊ, 7/313) to 
cause victory at the hands of the Messenger and his Companions and not 
to flout the canon of the order of things and that Believers should always 
put their trust in God, and take the necessary preparations and measures for 
winning.
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comes from none but Allah(18) – 
Allah is verily All-Prevailing, All-
Wise. ﴾11﴿ ˹Remember˺ (19)When He 
enwrapped you with sleepiness 
as assurance from Him and sent 
down on you water from the sky 
to purify you with it(20), dispel the 
taint of Satan(21) from you, brace 
your hearts(22) and make firm with 
it ˹your˺ feet(23).
﴾12﴿ ˹Mention Muhammad˺ When 
your Lord inspired(24) the angels: 
“I am indeed with you(25) so make 
firm those who Believe. I shall 
cast fright in the hearts of those 
who Deny(26); smite then above the 

18 The angels were nothing but a means of achieving victory. The One Who 
grants it is none but God Almighty Himself; so put your trust in Him (cf. 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ).

19 Besides bolstering them with angels, God made ready for them all the 
means and aids of victory, both mentally and physically (cf. al-RÉzÊ). Some 
of which are mentioned here.

20 That is from physical impurities (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

21 His whisperings and evil insinuations (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr).

22 To make more daring and audacious, and filled with certitude that victory 
is at hand (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr).

23 When the rain came down it made the ground under their feet become 
firmer (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, al-SaÑdÊ).

24 This could be inspiration (waÍy ilhÉm), i.e. tacitly communicating with 
them, or revelation (waÍy iÑlÉm) by directly communicating with them (cf. 
al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

25 God’s ‘withness’ (maÑiyyah) is by His support and aid (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, al-SaÑdÊ).

26 Psychology is a very determining factor in warfare, once fear strikes the 
hearts of one side, then they are sure to lose. Prophet Muhammad (g) 
was given this as a privilege, among others and five in all, that none of 
the earlier Prophets and Messengers were given. JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillÉh (h) 
narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “I was given five ˹privileges˺ that none 
of the earlier Prophets before me was given; I was made victorious with 
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necks and smite every fingertip 
of theirs(27)”. ﴾13﴿ That for pitting 
themselves against Allah and His 
Messenger; whoever pits himself 
against Allah and His Messenger, 
then Allah is severe in punishment. 
﴾14﴿ That ˹is your punishment˺, so 
taste it then; indeed the Deniers’ 
is the Punishment of Hellfire.
﴾15﴿ You who Believe, when you 
meet the Deniers marshalled ˹in 
hosts˺ do not show them your 
hinds(28). ﴾16﴿ Whoever shows them 
his hind on that day – except one 

fright at a one-month distance ˹away from the enemy˺…” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
438, Muslim: 521): “We will cast fright in the hearts of the Deniers for 
Associating with Allah that for which He made no authority. Their resort is 
Fire; dire indeed is the domicile of the Wrongdoers” (3: 151); “He brought 
those People of the Book who supported them down from their strongholds 
and cast fright into their hearts. Some of them you ˹Believers˺ killed and 
some you took captive” (33: 26); “He is the One Who drove those of the 
People of the Book who Denied out from their homes at the first gathering 
– you ˹Believers˺ never thought they would go, and they themselves thought 
their fortifications would protect them against Allah. Allah came up on 
them from where they least expected and cast fright into their hearts: their 
homes were destroyed by their own hands and the hands of the Believers. 
So take heed you of sound reason” (59: 2).

27 That is to aim carefully to kill by striking the necks and heads (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr) and to incapacitate by striking the joints of 
the fingers and toes (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, al-SaÑdÊ) so that the 
enemy is unable to wield a weapon or stand straight and, thus, is vulnerable.

28 YuwallÊ duburahu is literally to turn one’s back to someone. It is used both 
literally and figuratively, to communicate a shameful image, for fleeing 
and beating a hasty retreat during war (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). Fleeing battle is 
one of the seven cardinal sins in Islam; it dampens morale and could cause 
defeat: AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Beware 
of the seven most cardinal sins: Associating other deities with Allah, 
sorcery, annihilating a soul, which Allah made sacrosanct, without having 
the right to, devouring usury, consuming an orphan’s money, fleeing in 
battle, and accusing chaste, pure in heart, Believing women ˹of lewdness˺” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 6857, Muslim: 89).
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who turns round to fight back(29), 
or to align ˹himself˺ with ˹another˺ 
company(30) – then he goes back 
with Wrath from Allah and his 
resort is Hellfire; awful indeed is 
the destination.
﴾17﴿ You ˹Believers˺ did not kill 
them, but Allah killed them(31); 
you ˹Muhammad˺ did not cast 
but Allah did the casting(32); 
to have the Believers do well 
by His Grace(33) – verily Allah 
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 

29 MutaÍarrifan li qitÉlin is one of the two exceptions made for showing the 
enemy one’s hind once battle has commenced. It denotes turning round 
(yataÍarrafu) by way of manoeuvre to trick the enemy into believing that 
one is fleeing only then to suddenly come back at them catching them 
unawares (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

30 MutaÍayyizan ilÉ fi’atin, the second of the two exceptions, is to slide back 
to join another unit of the army of Believers to take shelter in them and 
bolster their ranks (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

31 This reminds the Believers of God’s great aid to them in Badr and sums up 
the detailing of the many facets of the help He afforded the Believers so as to 
draw a lesson from it and not think that their own means were the main cause 
of victory (al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn Taymiyyah, MajmËÑ al-FatÉwÉ, 8/18, Ibn KathÊr, 
RiÌÉ)): “Indeed Allah made you ˹emerge˺ victorious in Badr when you were 
scorned – be Mindful of Allah so that you may be thankful” (3: 123).

32 ×akÊm Ibn ×izÉm (h) narrated the reason for this aya’s revelation being 
that when the Messenger of God (g) took a fistful of gravel and threw 
it at the Qurayshites, they retreated (cf. al-ÙabarÉnÊ, al-MuÑjam al-KabÊr: 
3128). The Messenger (g) performed the cause, by throwing the gravel 
at their faces, but it was God’s doing that this cause took effect and was 
conducive to the Qurayshites’ retreat (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). 
This is another manifestation of God’s aid to the Believers which has not 
been mentioned before (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

33 That is, to afford the Believers to win the gains of victory and a great reward 
from their Lord (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). al-KhÉzin has it 
that there is unanimity among exegetes that balÉ’ (originally implying trial 
of someone’s strength of Faith, cf. al-SamÊn al-×alabÊ, ÑUmdat al-×uffÉÐ) 
here means bounty (niÑmah).
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﴾18﴿ ˹All˺ That and ˹in addition˺ 
Allah will surely dull the plotting 
of the Deniers(34). ﴾19﴿ If you ˹ Deniers˺ 
seek ˹Allah’s˺ arbitration, then the 
arbitration has come upon you(35); 
but if you desist(36), it would be 
better for you; if you come back 
We shall come back. Your host 
will avail you nothing, numerous 
as it might be. And ˹know˺ that 
Allah is surely with the Believers.
﴾20﴿ (37)You who Believe, obey 
Allah and His Messenger and do 
not turn away from him while 
you hear ˹him˺. ﴾21﴿ Do not be 
like the ones who said: “We are 
listening”, while they listen not(38). 

34 All the aforementioned causes of victory are God’s own doing. Another 
piece of good news that this aya broke to the Believers was that, in the 
future, God would unravel and blunt the plotting of the Deniers, so they 
need not be as apprehensive about their stratagems any more (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

35 ImÉm AÍmad notes in his Musnad (no. 23661) that ÑAbdullÉh Ibn 
ThaÑlabah Ibn ØuÑayr (h) narrated that AbË Jahl, the head of the Deniers, 
sought God’s judgement on the eve of Badr by praying to Him saying: “O 
Allah, he ˹i.e. Muhammad (g)˺ caused severance of kinship relations and 
he brought us that which we do not know so annihilate him tomorrow. 
Then Allah sent down: “If you ˹Deniers˺ seek ˹Allah’s˺ arbitration, then 
the arbitration has come upon you…””.

36 That is, relinquish your ways of Associating with God and Denying the 
Message (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

37 This section and the next two are reflective moralizing passages loaded 
with messages to the Believers and take their roots in the events that have 
just unfolded. Here, the Believers are meant to feel no qualms whatsoever 
with regards to what the Messenger decides regarding the division of the 
spoils and to pay him heed (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

38 These could either be the hypocrites and/or the Deniers (cf. Ibn KathÊr). 
Their ‘listening’ is merely mechanical and lacks sincerity, nor is it imbued 
with the intention of acting upon what is being said (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾22﴿ Indeed the worst of all the 
creatures with Allah are the deaf 
and dumb – those who cannot 
heed(39). ﴾23﴿ Had Allah known any 
good in them, He would have made 
them listen; ˹even˺ had He made 
them listen, they would have turned 
away, looking the other way(40).
﴾24﴿ You who Believe, respond 
to Allah and the Messenger(41) 
when he calls you to what 
gives you life(42); know that Allah 
may intervene between a man 
and his heart and that to Him 
you shall be gathered(43). 

39 “We have indeed spawned for Hellfire many among the jinn and humans; 
theirs are hearts with which they comprehend naught, theirs are eyes with 
which they see naught and theirs are ears with which they hear naught. 
Those are akin to livestock, nay but they are more at loss; these are the 
unmindful” (7: 179).

40 It takes purity of the heart, real willingness and good intention to have one’s 
faculties of perception open up to receiving the Truth (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).

41 By obeying them; willingly submitting to their commands (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ).

42 All that the Messenger (g) calls for leads to a better life both bodily and 
spiritually both in this life and in the Hereafter (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
al-SaÑdÊ). Those who respond to the Messenger will be given life: “Is the 
one who was dead and We caused him to come alive and bestowed upon him 
a light to walk in among people be like the one who is plunged in complete 
darkness; there is no way for him to emerge out of which? Thus what they 
used to do was prettified for the Deniers” (6: 122); while those who do not 
will be walking dead; their bodies are the graveyards of their hearts (cf. Ibn 
al-Qayyim, IghÉthat al-LahfÉn, 1/22): “Nor are the dead and the living equal. 
Indeed, Allah ˹alone˺ makes whoever He wills hear, but you ˹Muhammad˺ 
can never make those in the graves hear ˹your call˺” (35: 22).

43 This is a stark warning to the Believers to willingly listen to the Messenger 
and abide by his command, which is the epitome of true, sincere Faith. But 
those who turn away from him, with regards to certain matters, are not to be 
sure of their Faith afterwards; God can block them from being willing to obey 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, al-SaÑdÊ). Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) said: “The 
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﴾25﴿ Beware of a trial that will befall 
not only the wrongdoers among 
you and know that Allah is severe 
in punishment(44). ﴾26﴿ Remember 
when you were only but few, 
victimized in the land, fearing that 
people will snatch you away; He 
then gave you a haven, aided you 
with His victory and blessed you 
with good provisions, so that you 
may be thankful(45).

Messenger of Allah (g) used to say the following ˹supplication˺: “O You 
Who turns hearts, maintain my heart on Your religion!” I said: “Messenger of 
Allah, we Believed in you and what you came with; do you have concerns for 
us?” He replied: “Yes! Indeed hearts are between two Fingers of Allah’s, He 
turns them however He wishes” (al-TirmidhÊ: 2140, ImÉm AÍmad: 12107): 
“We keep on turning their hearts and their sights away for not Believing 
in it the first time and ˹thus˺ We leave them to wander aimlessly in their 
˹unbending˺ recalcitrance” (6: 110); “˹Mention Muhammad˺ When MËsÉ 
said to his people: “My people, why do you hurt me when you already know 
I am Allah’s Messenger to you?” So when they deviated, Allah caused their 
hearts to deviate; Allah does not guide the rebellious people” (61: 5).

44 This is another warning which goes a step further to encourage the Believers to 
willingly obey the call in their collectivity and not let those be among them whose 
Faith is shaky without admonishing them. If they fail to do so, the trial (fitnah) 
will not befall those who did wrong in society alone (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr). Believers are not only encouraged to be faithful themselves but 
to be the source that radiates Faith all around them: “The Deniers among the 
Children of Israel were damned by the tongue of DÉwËd ˹David˺ and ÑÔsÉ son 
of Maryam for their disobedience and persistent aggression. *They would not 
admonish each other over the vile deeds they committed – sordid indeed is 
what they used to do” (5: 78-79). al-NuÑmÉn Ibn BashÊr (h) narrated that the 
Messenger (g) said: “The example of the one who safeguards the boundaries 
of Allah and he who flouts them is that of some people who drew lots as to 
˹where their allotted locations would be on˺ a ship. Some came at the top of the 
ship and others came at the bottom. Whenever the ones at the bottom wanted to 
get water, they would ˹inevitably˺ pass by those who were at the top. They then 
said ˹amongst themselves˺: “If we drill a hole in our ˹bottom˺ part, we would 
not keep on troubling those above us!” ˹Now˺ If they ˹the ones at the top˺ let 
them carry out their plan, they would all perish, but if they restrain them they 
would be saved, all of them” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 2493).

45 Here the Believers, who now emerged victorious, and realized their power, 
are reminded of God’s abundant favours on them: they were few in number 
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﴾27﴿ You who Believe, do not betray 
Allah and the Messenger(46), and ˹do 
not˺ betray your trusts knowingly. 
﴾28﴿ Know that your money and 
children are but a trial(47) and that 
with Allah is a great reward. 

and helpless in Makkah and fearing that people would snatch them away 
and take them captive, God delivered them safe and provided them with 
a stronghold in Madinah, boosted their numbers with the AnÎÉr ˹Helpers˺ 
Companions of Madinah, and made them emerge victorious and financially 
better-off due to their winning at Badr (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). 
This is all the more reason for them to pay heed and be thankful (cf. al-RÉzÊ). 
Being grateful makes one thankful and vice versa (cf. al-QaÎÎÉb, al-Nukat 
al-DÉllah ÑAlÉ al-BayÉn, 1/469).

46 al-RÉzÊ provides a number of explanations he gathered from different 
exegetical sources as to what ‘betray’ (yakhËnu) actually alludes to here. 
These boil down to the fact that some Believers, being conscious of some 
bond that held between them and the Deniers, obliged the Deniers by passing 
on some news of the Messenger’s intentions, notably to AbË LubÉbah 
and ×ÉÏib Ibn AbÊ BaltaÑah (h). However, he opines that ‘betrayal’ here 
means misappropriation of some of the spoils of the battle without being 
noticed. Yet, they were entrusted with these such that they were expected 
to relinquish them complete.

 Notwithstanding, both al-ÙabarÊ and Ibn KathÊr, who acknowledge such 
explanations, conclude that this is a general recommendation to the 
Believers to honour their pledges to God and His Messenger and obey their 
command. Falling short of this is tantamount to betrayal of the trust of a 
Most Benevolent Lord and a lovingly compassionate Messenger: “Indeed, 
We offered trust to the Heavens and the Earth and the mountains, but they 
declined to bear it; they were apprehensive of it. But man assumed it; he is 
truly wrongful ˹to himself˺, ignorant ˹of the consequences˺” (33: 72).

47 What would tempt one to act wrongfully is the love of both one’s own 
children and one’s love of money (cf. al-RÉzÊ). This love is but a test from 
God to see whether they carry out His commands when they impact upon 
this consideration (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): 
“You who Believe, among your spouses and your children there is indeed an 
enemy to you; so be wary of them. Yet if you pardon, forbear, and forgive, 
then truly God is Forgiving, Merciful. *Your money and your children are 
only a trial; and Allah – with Him is a great reward. *So be Mindful of 
Allah to the best of your ability, hear and obey, and spend ˹ in charity˺ – that 
will be best for you. And whoever is saved from the selfishness of their own 
souls, it is they who are ˹truly˺ successful” (64: 14-16).
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﴾29﴿ You who Believe, if you are 
Mindful of Allah, He will grant 
you a distinguisher(48), absolve you 
of your foul deeds and forgive 
you—Allah is indeed of great favour.
﴾30﴿ (49)˹Mention Muhammad˺ 
When the Deniers plotted against 
you to seize you, kill you or 
expel you; they plot and Allah 
plans—Allah is verily the best 
of planners(50). ﴾31﴿ (51)And when 
Our Signs are recited to them, 
they say: “We have listened! 

48 Obeying God and His Messenger (g) and fighting against one’s earthly 
desires, pays great rewards, i.e. being truly Mindful: a furqÉn luminous 
knowledge with which one can distinguish between Truth and falsehood, 
and a way out from the hardships of life (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr): “…whoever is Mindful of 
Allah, He will make a way out for him *and provide for him whereof he 
does not anticipate...” (65: 2-3).

49 Although the direct addressee here is the Noble Messenger (g), Believers 
are further reminded of God’s favours on them, since He delivered their 
mentor who is also a main benefactor of theirs (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm 
al-Durar, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

50 This is a précis of how the Qurayshites plotted to rid themselves of the 
Messenger (g), when he became too much for them to handle, and when 
argumentation became futile and cumbersome for them. They schemed 
to: 1) tie him down and incarcerate him, to; 2) kill him, and: 3) to chase 
him out of Makkah (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). This is not a 
unique incident, a great many Messengers () were faced with the same 
threat: “But those who Denied said to their Messengers: “We shall 
surely expel you from our land, or you shall revert to our way of life…” 
(14: 13).

51 Now to a summary of how the Qurayshites had plotted against the call of 
the Messenger before coming up with their most daring plan of getting 
rid of him once and for all (cf. al-RÉzÊ, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar). These 
people deserved to be fought against: “Will you not fight against those who 
have broken their oaths and conspired to expel the Messenger? They were 
the first to attack you. Do you fear them? Surely Allah is more deserving of 
your fear, if you are ˹true˺ Believers” (9: 13).
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Had we wished, we would have 
come up with something like 
this(52); this is nothing but merely 
˹a retelling of the˺ scribbles of 
the ancients!(53)” ﴾32﴿ ˹Mention 
Muhammad˺ When they ˹the 
Deniers˺ said: “O Allah, if this 
is the Truth from You, then rain 
on us stones from the sky or 
bring us a painful punishment!”(54)

﴾33﴿ Allah would not have punished 
them while you ˹Muhammad˺ 
were ˹still˺ among them(55); Allah 
would not punish them while they 
˹sincerely˺ seek forgiveness(56). 

52 “Who is more wrongful than he who fabricates falsehood against Allah 
or says: “I was given revelation”, while nothing was revealed to him, 
and he who says: “I will send down the like of that which Allah sent 
down…” (6: 93).

53 “Some among them would listen to you; ˹but˺ We have put sheaths over their 
hearts, lest they would perceive it, and in their ears there is impairment. Even 
if they see every Sign, they would not Believe in it; so much so that when they 
come to dispute with you, the Deniers would ˹willingly˺ say: “This is nothing 
but merely ˹a retelling of the˺ scribbles of the ancients!”” (6: 25).

54 Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) narrated that: “AbË Jahl prayed: “O Allah, if this is 
the truth from You, then hail down on us stones from the sky or deliver to 
us a painful punishment!” Then this ˹aya˺ came down: “Allah would not 
have punished them while you ˹Muhammad˺ were still among them; Allah 
would not punish them while they seek forgiveness”” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4649, 
Muslim: 2796).

55 Exegetes agree that this means that God would never bring His punishment 
upon a people who have a Messenger in their midst (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn 
KathÊr).

56 Seeking forgiveness (al-istighfÉr) is a sure indicator of one’s realization 
of one’s earlier bad deeds and a willingness to atone for them. One would 
not come to such a state of affairs unless one shrugs off all rebelliousness 
against God and opens up to guidance. Exegetes are of different opinions 
regarding this: some, i.e. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr, see 
that this is tantamount to an invitation to the Deniers to repent and mend 
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﴾34﴿ But why would not Allah 
punish them while they turn 
˹people˺ away from the Sanctified 
Mosque; ˹although˺ they were not 
its ˹rightful˺ patrons—its ˹true˺ 
patrons are none but the Mindful, 
but most of them know ˹that˺ 
not(57). ﴾35﴿ Their Prayer at the 
House was nothing but ˹hollow˺ 
whistling and clapping; taste 
then the punishment(58) for your 
˹adamant˺ Denying.

their ways. Others, who are a sizeable number (cf. Ibn ÑÓshur), see that the 
pronoun here refers to the Believers and that this is a parenthetical sentence 
meant for reflection and drawing lessons, especially after the demise of the 
Noble Messenger (g).

 However, it is interesting to note that al-SaÑdÊ opines that the ones meant 
here are, actually, the Makkans who had prayed to God to hail stones or 
hasten His punishment on them. Knowing how ghastly such an invocation 
is, which they only declared as an acted charade meant for argument’s sake, 
were secretly seeking forgiveness for it in their heart of hearts. This reading 
throws light on how to interpret the next two ayas over which exegetes 
have held varying views. That is, their seeking forgiveness is not reason 
enough to repel their Heavenly punishment given their greatly grievous 
sin of deliberately turning people away from the Sanctified Mosque. This 
they did to the Messenger (g) and His Companions who deserved it most 
among people being justly its rightful ‘patrons’ for their sincerely Godly 
ways, as opposed to the Makkans who braggingly claimed to be its rightful 
‘patrons’ while they only displayed hollow, groundless acts of worship 
around it: “It is not right for the Associators to ˹caringly˺ tend Allah’s 
places of prostration while testifying to their own Denial: the deeds of such 
people will come to nothing and they will abide forever in Hell. *The only 
ones who should ˹caringly˺ tend Allah’s places of prostration are those 
who Believe in Allah and the Last Day, keep up the Prayer, give out the 
prescribed alms, and fear no one but Allah: such people may well aspire to 
be among the rightly guided.” (9: 17-18)

57 Most of the Qurayshites do not realize this obvious fact (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
al-SaÑdÊ).

58 Their humiliating defeat, killing and captivation at Badr (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr).
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﴾36﴿ (59)Verily those who Deny 
do spend their money to turn 
˹people˺ away from the path of 
Allah(60); they will spend it, then 
it will be ˹a cause of˺ ˹bitter˺ 
regret for them, and then they will 
˹eventually˺ be overpowered(61)—
those who Deny will be gathered 
to Hellfire. ﴾37﴿ ˹This is˺ For Allah 
to set the evil apart from the good; 
He will mount the evil on top of 
each other making it into a heap 
and consign it all to Hellfire—
these are the ˹real˺ losers(62).
﴾38﴿ Say ˹Muhammad˺ to those 
who Deny, if they desist they 
will be forgiven ˹all˺ what went 
on before(63), and if they return 

59 When the Deniers used their power to their advantage and forcefully turned 
the pious away from the Holy Sanctuary, which proved to be futile, they 
mustered up their power and resources to eradicate Islam (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

60 al-ShinqÊÏÊ (al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr) notes the common view among scholars that 
the Qurayshites used the very lucrative caravan (1,000 camels loaded with 
precious goods) that AbË SufyÉn managed to steer to safety just before the 
Battle of Badr took place, to hit back at the Believers and take revenge on them.

61 “Truly those who oppose Allah and His Messenger, they will be among the 
abased. *Allah has decreed: “I and My Messengers will certainly prevail”. 
Surely Allah is All-Powerful, Almighty” (58: 20-21).

62 That they are unceremoniously piled on top of each other is humiliation 
incarnate (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr): “So worship whatsoever you will besides Him”. 
Say: “Truly the ˹ real˺ losers are those who lose their souls and their families 
on the Day of Judgement. Surely, that is the manifest loss” (39: 15).

63 They are called to follow the call of Islam and disown Denial (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). ÑAmr Ibn al-ÑÓÎ (h) narrated that the 
Prophet (g) said to him: “Did you not know that Islam abolishes all that 
went on before it?” (Muslim: 121): “Say ˹Allah says˺: “O My servants, 
who have committed excesses against themselves, do not despair of Allah’s 
Mercy; Allah surely forgives all sins. He is truly the Most Forgiving, the 
Most Merciful” (39: 53).
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then the canon of the ancients(64) 
already came to pass. ﴾39﴿ Fight 
them until there is no ˹more˺ trial 
and religion becomes wholly 
Allah’s(65). But if they desist, then 
Allah is surely All-Seeing of what 
they do. ﴾40﴿ But if they turn away, 
then know ˹Believers˺ that Allah 
is your Ally; most honorable is 
the Ally, most honorable is the 
Supporter.
﴾41﴿ (66)And know ˹Believers˺ 
that whatever gain you make 
a fifth(67) of it is for Allah and 

64 Sunnat al-awwalÊn (also found in 15: 13, 18: 55, 35: 43) or sunnat AllÉh 
(as in 33: 38 and 62, 35: 43, 40: 85, 48: 23) is used invariably to caution in 
the Qur’an; the earlier nations who rebelled against God were destroyed. 
People are always encouraged to consider their fate vis-a-vis the fate of 
earlier nations and contemplate God's time-honoured law: “… then do they 
await except the canon of the ancients? But you shall never find any change 
in the canon of Allah; you shall never find any alteration in the canon of 
Allah. *Have they not travelled through the land and observed how the end 
of those before them was; they were ˹even˺ greater than them in power. 
Allah is not to be frustrated by anything in the Heavens or on Earth – He is 
All-Knowing, All-Powerful” (35: 43-44).

65 The Believers are bade to fight the Deniers until their hostile behaviour is 
curbed, and until the Believers are free to practice their religion without 
anyone daring to interfere with their worship or turn them away from their 
religion, and until people are able to freely worship God alone without 
Associating any with Him (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr al-SaÑdÊ, TafsÊr 
al-MadÊnah al- Munawwarah).

66 Only now are the Believers answered their earnest question, which they 
asked of the Prophet (g) at the very beginning of the sura; after they have 
been sufficiently prepared for it through a number of reminders, pointers 
and moralizing advice.

67 The spoils are divided into four-fifths for the fighters and one-fifth for: 1) 
God Almighty (), 2) the Messenger (g), 3) the Messenger’s close relatives, 
4) the orphaned young, 5) the destitute and poor, 6) and the stranded (cf. 
al-JazÉ’irÊ, al-Muyassar, al-MukhtaÎar). It is useful to note this issue was 
a topic of long and detailed discussions among scholars, however some 
explanation, as per the scope of this translation, is given below.
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the Messenger(68), the kith and 
kin(69), the orphans, the needy, 
the destitute and the stranded(70); 
˹that is˺(71) if you have truly 
Believed in Allah and what We 
sent down(72) to Our Servant(73) on 
the Distinguisher Day when the 
two hosts met(74)—verily Allah is 

68 God’s share is to be spent in the ways that He commanded (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). al-BaghawÊ concludes that most exegetes and jurists are 
of the opinion that God’s share and the Messenger’s share are one and the 
same. Ibn ÑÓshËr further explains that most scholars are of the opinion that 
God’s share is left to the Prophet, and the leaders of the Believers after him, to 
spend it as he sees fit. This part is spent for the general good of the Believing 
community (cf. al-Muyassar, al-MukhtaÎar): ÑAmr Ibn ÑAbasah (h) narrated 
that the Messenger (g) picked a hair from the side of a camel ˹which was 
among the spoils˺ and said: “No portion of the spoils is rightfully mine – not 
even the measure of this ˹hair˺ – except the fifth; even the fifth is returned to 
you” (AbË DÉwËd: 2755, al-BayhaqÊ, al-Sunan al-KubrÉ: 12943).

69 DhawÊ al-qurbÉ is unanimously agreed to be the Messenger’s own close 
relatives; namely, BanË HÉshim and BanË ÑAbd al-MuÏÏalib (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-QÉsimÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). Ibn KathÊr opines that this is because they, among 
whom were some Deniers, stood by the Messenger and those around him in the 
early days of his call, and especially during the hard times of the boycott that 
the Qurayshites imposed on the Believing community in ShiÑb ÑÓmir.

70 The Qur’an uses the expression ‘the son of the road’ (ibn al-sabÊl), for those 
who are left without means whilst travelling, being away from home.

71 That is: abide by this ruling regarding the division of victory spoils (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn al-JawzÊ, ZÉd al-MasÊr, 2/213). That they magnanimously 
leave out this fifth is a branch of Faith (shuÑbah min shuÑab al-ÊmÉn) (cf. 
al-BayhaqÊ, ShuÑab al-ÔmÉn, 6/169, al-SuyËÏÊ, al-IklÊl. p. 135).

72 This could be either the Qur’anic ayas and/or the Signs of Divine support, 
miraculous in nature as recounted in this sura, that God sent down to His 
Messenger (g) and those by his side (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

73 ‘Our Servant’ (ÑabdinÉ) is Muhammad (g) who is God’s Own sincere 
servant (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

74 The Day of the Distinguisher (yawm al-furqÉn) is that of the day of the Battle of 
Badr in which God set Truth apart from falsehood (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
Ibn KathÊr). It is the day when God granted victory to those on whose side He 
was, i.e. the Believers, who were fewer in number, by far less well-equipped 
and less likely to win, over those who pitted themselves against Him, who 
were greater in number and always felt themselves to be the better side; this is 
enough as a distinguisher between Truth and falsehood (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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Able over everything. ﴾42﴿ (75)When 
you were at the nearer bank ˹of 
the valley˺ and they were at the 
further bank(76), and the mounters(77) 
were lower than you are; had you 
made a mutual appointment, you 
would have ˹both˺ missed it(78), 
but ˹that˺ so Allah would bring to 
pass a foregone affair(79). So that 
whoever perishes, perishes upon 
clear evidence and whoever lives, 
lives with clear evidence(80)—verily 
Allah is All-Hearing, All-Knowing.

75 This is yet another reminder of God’s immense support to them on that day 
despite all the inopportune circumstances that they were faced with; this is 
why they should feel no qualms about God’s ruling regarding the spoils (cf. 
al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

76 The mention of the exact positions of each side is meant to show that their 
enemy chose a better position, to further drive the Message home that only 
by God’s Mercy and His Favour did the Believers emerge victorious (cf. 
Ibn ÑÓshËr).

77 That is the mounters (al-rakb), the guarding cavalry, on the camels of 
AbË SufyÉn’s caravan. The image being depicted here is of the extent 
of the Believers’ disadvantage being much fewer in number, standing on 
treacherous, slippery ground and surrounded by enemies from two sides 
(cf. al-ZamakhsharÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

78 KaÑb Ibn MÉlik (h) narrated: “The Messenger (g) and the Muslims set out 
intending nothing but to seize the Qurayshite caravan, until Allah joined them 
with their enemy without appointment” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3951, Muslim: 2769).

79 That is to bring to pass a predestined matter, the coming of which was 
inevitable; to make the Believers accomplish victory over the Deniers (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ).

80 Now that the Truth has been so clearly set apart from falsehood on the 
Distinguisher Day no one is left with any doubt in their mind as to where 
each lies so that they choose to be guided and ‘live’ or to languish in Denial 
and ‘perish’ (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, al-SaÑdÊ): “Is the one 
who was dead and We caused him to come alive and bestowed upon him a 
light to walk in among people be like the one who is plunged in complete 
darkness; there is no way for him to emerge out of which? Thus what they 
used to do was prettified for the Deniers” (6: 122).
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﴾43﴿ (81)˹Remember˺ When Allah 
showed them to you ˹Muhammad˺ 
few ˹in numbers˺ in your sleep(82), 
had He showed them numerous 
to you, you ˹Believers˺ would have 
faltered and disagreed over the 
matter, but Allah saved ˹the day˺—
He is All-Knowing of what the 
chests conceal(83). ﴾44﴿ ˹Remember˺ 
When He showed them to you 
˹Believers˺ few in your eyes, 
when you met ˹each other˺, and 
He showed you few in their ˹the 
Deniers˺ eyes, so that He would 
bring to pass a forgone affair—to 
Allah all matters are returned.
﴾45﴿ (84)You who Believe, when 
you meet a force ˹in battle˺ stand 
your ground(85) and mention Allah

81 This passage highlights yet another means, of the many enumerated here, of 
how Divine intervention was decisive in the battle’s result.

82 God showed the Messenger (g) a vision during his sleep in which the 
Deniers appeared fewer than their actual number (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ). This vision heartened the Believers, because it was interpreted as 
a glad harbinger; an enemy being ‘few in number’ is a symbol of weakness 
and failing (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

83 God Knows one’s inner thoughts; whisperings, fears and trepidations (cf. 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “He knows the treachery of eyes and 
that which chests conceal” (40: 19).

84 Here are some lessons drawn from the battle detailing the means that can 
help win victory in future conflicts (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). That is to: 1) stand firm; 
2) mention God profusely; 3) act in accordance with the commands of God 
and His Messenger (g) (the Qur’an and the Sunnah); 4) maintain harmony 
and avoid discord; 5) remain steadfast and forbear (cf. Ibn al-Qayyim, 
al-FurËsiyyah, pp. 505-506); 6) behave with due humbleness and dignity, 
and 7) have the best intentions at heart for the purpose of battle (cf. TafsÊr 
al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).

85 AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “Do not wish to meet 
your enemy, but if you do hold your ground” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3026, Muslim: 1741).
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abundantly(86), may you succeed. 
﴾46﴿ And Obey Allah and His 
Messenger, do not disagree(87) 
then you would falter and lose 
your wind(88) and be steadfast—
indeed Allah is with those who 
are steadfast. ﴾47﴿ Do not be like 
the ones who set out from the 
homelands, full of conceit and 
putting on an act for people(89), 
turning ˹people˺ away from 
the path of Allah—Allah is 
encompassing(90) of what they do.
﴾48﴿ ˹Mention Muhammad˺ 
When Satan prettified their 
deeds for them and said(91): 

86 Upon meeting the enemy in battle, Believers are to engage in mentioning 
God (dhikr AllÉh) with their hearts and tongues (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ); earnestly supplicating for Divine assistance (cf. al-Muyassar, 
al-MukhtaÎar).

87 “Hold tightly to the rope of Allah all together, do not get splintered and 
remember Allah’s favour on you when you were enemies and He made your 
hearts join then you became brothers by His Grace…” (3: 103).

88 Tadhhaba rÊÍukum (lit. to lose your wind) is to lose purposefulness, will 
power and be unable to fight the enemy (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

89 These are the Qurayshites (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah). When AbË Jahl, who was at 
the head of the Qurayshite army, was told that the caravan was spared and 
that they could turn back and head to Makkah again, he replied: “Nay, by 
God! Not until we drink from the watering places of Badr, slaughter camels, 
drink wine, the songstresses play their music to us and that all Arabs will 
talk about our great standing among them forever” (Ibn KathÊr).

90 God Almighty knows all about their stratagems. He keeps a record of 
everything and they will eventually be held accountable. (al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-SaÑdÊ)

91 It is not exactly known or agreed upon how Satan communicated with the 
Qurayshites. He could have just whispered into their hearts (cf. al-SaÑdÊ, 
TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah). However, a great number of exegetes 
relate a story (cf. Ibn AbÊ ×Étim, al-ÙabarÊ; Ibn ×ajar in TahdhÊb al-TahdhÊb 
deems it credible) that was told by ÑAlÊ Ibn AbÊ ÙalÍah whereby ÑAbdullÉh 
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“None of all people can overcome 
you this day” and “I am a 
deliverer of yours!” When the 
two hosts gazed upon each 
other, he turned on his heels and 
said: “I disown you!(92) I see that 
which you do not!(93) I fear Allah; 
Allah is severe in punishment!” 
﴾49﴿ ˹Mention Muhammad˺ When 
the hypocrites and those in whose 
hearts is disease(94) said: “These 
are surely hoodwinked by their 
religion!” But whoever puts his 
trust in Allah(95), then Allah is 
All-Prevailing, All-Wise.

Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) said: “On the Day of Badr, IblÊs came with his banner 
at the head of an army of devils. He appeared in the form of a man from 
BanÊ Mudlij, namely SurÉqah Ibn MÉlik Ibn JuÑshum. He then said to the 
Associators: “None of all people can overcome you this day” and “I am 
a deliverer of yours!” When people built up their lines ˹in readiness for 
battle˺, the Messenger (g) grabbed a handful of earth and threw it at the 
faces of the Associators and they fell back. Gabriel approached IblÊs while 
his hand away was in the hand of one of the Associators. He suddenly 
pulled his hand and beat a hasty retreat along with his company. The man 
said: “SurÉqah! You have just claimed to be our deliverer!” He replied: “I 
see that which you do not! I fear Allah; Allah is severe in punishment!” 
This he said when he saw the angels”: “He promises them and makes them 
ever vainly wishful; Satan promises them nothing but delusion” (4: 120).

92 “Like the example of Satan... who says to man: “Deny!” But when he Denies, 
he says: “I disown you! I fear Allah the Lord of all beings!” (59: 16).

93 It is reported that he saw the angels that came down to fight alongside the 
Believers (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

94 This further underlines the fact that by mere worldly measures, the army 
of the Associators appeared by far to be the most likely to win, thus the 
hypocrites and those of failing Belief, who would usually keep their 
thoughts to themselves being afraid of requital, spoke from their hearts, 
convinced that the Believers would be annihilated on that day (cf. Ibn 
al-Qayyim, ZÉd al-MaÑÉd, 3/162, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

95 “… whoever puts his trust in Allah, then He is sufficient for them. Certainly 
Allah achieves His Will. Allah has set a due measure for everything” (65: 3).
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﴾50﴿ If only you could see 
˹Muhammad˺ when the angels 
take the lives of the Deniers 
beating their faces and their 
backsides, and ˹say to them˺: 
“Taste you the Punishment of 
burning!”(96) ﴾51﴿ “That for what 
your hands have sent forth, verily 
Allah never deals ˹His˺ servants 
unjustly.”(97) ﴾52﴿ ˹Just˺ like the 
habitual ways of the people of 
Pharaoh and those ˹who came˺ 
before them(98); they Denied the 
Signs of Allah and Allah seized 
them ˹in Punishment˺ for their 
sins(99)—indeed Allah is All-
Powerful, severe in Punishment. 

96 al-ÙabarÊ opines that this was what the angel did and said to the Associators 
who perished in the Battle of Badr. Ibn KathÊr, on the other hand, sees it 
as being of general purport: “… if only you could see ˹Muhammad˺ when 
the wrongdoers are in the throes of death and the angels stretch their 
hands to them ˹saying˺: “Give up your souls. Today you will be rewarded 
the Punishment of degradation for saying what is false against Allah and 
snubbing His Signs”” (6: 93); “How ˹horrible˺ will it be when the angels 
take their lives, beating their faces and their backsides?” (47: 27).

97 AbË Dharr al-GhifÉrÊ (h) narrated that the Messenger said that God said: 
“My servants, I made injustice forbidden for Myself and I made it forbidden 
among you. Do not treat each other with injustice” (Muslim: 2577).

98 This is ‘the canon of the ancients’ (see Aya 38 above) who pitted themselves 
against God and His Messengers (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

99 “And the people of ÑÓd and ThamËd ˹met a similar fate˺, which must be 
clear to you from their ˹ruined˺ dwellings. Satan prettified their deeds to 
them, hindering them from the path, although they were capable of seeing. 
*˹We˺ also ˹destroyed˺ Korah, Pharaoh, and HÉmÉn. Indeed, MËsÉ had 
come to them with clear proofs, but they waxed arrogant in the land. Yet 
they could not escape ˹Us˺. *So We seized each ˹people˺ for their sin: 
against some of them We sent a storm of stones, some were overtaken by 
a ˹mighty˺ blast, some We caused the Earth to swallow, and some We 
drowned. Allah would not have treated then unjustly, but it was they who 
were unjust to themselves” (29: 38-40).
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﴾53﴿ That for Allah would never 
alter a favour He bestows on 
a ˹certain˺ people until they 
alter what is in themselves(100)—
verily Allah is All-Hearing, 
All-Knowing. ﴾54﴿ ˹Just˺ like the 
habitual ways of the people of 
Pharaoh and those ˹who came˺ 
before them(101); they rejected 
the Signs of their Lord and We 
destroyed them for their sins 
and We drowned the people of 
Pharaoh; they all were unjust.
﴾55﴿ (102)Indeed the worst of all 
the creatures(103) with Allah 

100 “But whoever exchanges the bounty of Allah ˹for Denial˺ after it came to 
him, ˹will come to know˺ that Allah is severe in Punishment” (2: 211); 
“˹Mention˺ When your Lord proclaimed: “If you ˹people˺ are grateful, I 
will certainly give you more. But if you Deny then surely My punishment is 
severe”” (14: 7); “And Allah presents an example: a city which was safe and 
secure, its provision coming to it in abundance from every location, but it 
met the favours of Allah with ungratefulness. So Allah made it taste the pall 
of hunger and fear for what they had been doing. *And there had certainly 
come to them a Messenger from among themselves, but they denied him; so 
punishment overtook them while they were wrongdoers” (16: 112-113).

101 Repetition of the example of the earlier nations, prominent among whom are 
Pharaoh and his people, is to emphasize that what they thought was far away 
came to pass, especially in Badr, and that they are to take heed from it and 
‘desist’. Otherwise they surely now know what is to come (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

102 This passage explains why they were ‘unjust’ and thus they deserved 
Divine punishment. For one thing, they doggedly Denied the Signs of God 
(cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar): “… my son, do not Associate with Allah ˹in 
worship˺. Indeed Association is a grave injustice” (31: 13).

103 “Indeed the worst of all the creatures with Allah are the deaf and dumb 
– those who cannot heed. *Had Allah known any good in them, He would 
have made them listen; ˹even˺ had He made them listen, they would have 
turned away, looking the other way” (8: 22-23); “We have indeed spawned 
for Hellfire many among the jinn and humans; theirs are hearts with which 
they comprehend naught, theirs are eyes with which they see naught and 
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are the ones who Denied and never 
do they Believe. ﴾56﴿ Among them 
are the ones with whom you 
˹Muhammad˺ forged ˹peace˺ pacts, 
then they break their pact every 
time; never are they Mindful. 
﴾57﴿ Whenever you encounter them 
in war set them as a fearsome 
example to those behind them, may 
they reflect(104). ﴾58﴿ Whenever you 
˹Muhammad˺ fear(105) treachery 
from certain people, then cast 
˹their pact˺ to them ˹so that all 
are˺ on level ground—indeed 
Allah Loves not the treacherous. 

theirs are ears with which they hear naught. Those are akin to livestock, 
nay but they are more at loss; these are the unmindful” (7: 179).

104 The Messenger (g) was commanded to treat the treacherous, who thought 
little of the Believers and reneged on their peace pacts, with due severity. 
This is just requital for those who threaten peace and flippantly break this 
most serious and binding commitment. It also acts as a deterrent to others 
who might be tempted to do the same so that they think again about breaking 
their pacts with the Believers (cf. TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah). This 
punishment is limited to the circumstance of actual war because a pact is to 
be honoured and upheld even though the other party could be treacherous 
and evasive (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).

105 ‘Fear’ that the other party may not uphold their commitment is not that 
which is based on mere surmization but here is rather that which is based 
on credible evidence and tell-tale signs (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn al-ÑArabÊ, AÍkÉm 
al-Qur’Én, 8/860).

 Sulaym Ibn ÑÓmir narrated that: “MuÑÉwiyah (h) ˹the Caliph˺ had a peace 
pact with the Byzantine. While he was travelling through their lands, the 
term of the pact had elapsed and he raided them. A rider on his horse ˹ came˺ 
shouting: “Allah is the greatest! Honour and do not break ˹the pact˺!” He 
was ÑAmr Ibn ÑAbasah (h) so MuÑÉwiyah asked him about it and he 
replied: “I heard the Messenger of Allah (g) say: “Whoever has a pact with 
some people, let him not come out of it, or modify it until its period has 
elapsed. Or he needs to cast it to them so that everyone is on level ground”. 
˹Upon hearing this˺ MuÑÉwiyah pulled back along with his company” (AbË 
DÉwËd: 2759, al-TirmidhÊ: 1580, al-NasÉ’Ê, al-Sunan al-KubrÉ: 8679).
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﴾59﴿ Let not the Deniers think they 
slipped away(106); they can never 
frustrate ˹Me˺(107).
﴾60﴿ (108)Prepare for them whatever 
you can of force(109) and steeds 
tethered(110), to overawe with it 
Allah’s enemy and your enemy, 
and others besides them that 
you know not(111); Allah Knows 
them. (112)Whatever it is that you 
spend in the path of Allah will 
be paid back to you in full and 
you shall not be wronged(113). 

106 Given the immediate context, these are especially those who came out of 
Badr largely unscathed (cf. al-RÉzÊ, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

107 “Deem not those who Deny able to frustrate ˹Allah˺ in the land; and their 
abode shall be the Fire; certainly evil is the resort!” (24: 57); “Or do those 
who commit evil deeds suppose that they will outstrip Us? Evil indeed is the 
judgement they make!” (29: 4).

108 The commandments in the previous passage, to be fierce in battle and to 
publicly denounce questionable pacts, will surely have consequences, thus 
the Messenger and the Believers are told here to prepare such likely forces 
as would make their enemies think twice before invading them (cf. al-RÉzÊ, 
AbË ×ayyÉn).

109 Quwwah is all which is helpful in battle, physical and mental power as well 
as weapons (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ). ÑUqbah Ibn ÑÓmir (h) 
said: “I heard the Messenger of Allah say on the minbar: “Prepare for them 
whatever you can of force”; verily ‘force’ is ranged weapons, verily ‘force’ 
is ranged weapons, verily ‘force’ is ranged weapons”” (Muslim: 1917).

110 RibÉÏ al-khayl refers to steeds tethered and readied for war (al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, 
al-BaghawÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). This is singled out of all 
the force that the Believing camp can muster for its special significance (cf. 
Ibn ÑÓshËr); in those times, steeds of war epitomized sheer military prowess.

111 These are the hidden, lurking enemies that only God Knows about (cf. RiÌÉ).

112 Funds are necessarily required for the preparation of such a force; accordingly, 
Believers are called on and encouraged to donate charitably for this very 
worthy cause (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

113 “The similitude of those who spend their wealth in the cause of Allah, is 
that of a grain ˹when planted, out of˺ which sprouts seven ears; in every 
ear there are one hundred grains – Allah multiplies for whom He wishes, 
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﴾61﴿ (114)If they incline towards peace, 
incline towards it ˹Muhammad˺ 
and put your trust in Allah—
verily He is the All-Hearing, All-
Knowing. ﴾62﴿ If they intend to 
trick you, then Allah is certainly 
sufficient for you(115); He is the 
One Who braced you with His 
Help and with the Believers(116). 
﴾63﴿ He also made their hearts 
join ˹harmoniously˺(117); had you 
˹Muhammad˺ spent all that is in 
the Earth, you would not have 
joined their hearts(118). But Allah 
joined them—verily He is All-
Prevailing, All-Wise.

Allah is All-Encompassing, All-Knowing. *Those who ˹sincerely˺ spend 
their wealth and do not thereafter mar what they spend with taunts and 
hurt; theirs is their ˹great˺ reward with their Lord – they will have neither 
fear nor will they grieve” (2: 261-262).

114 The Believers’ show of force is meant mainly as a deterrent, but also as a 
cause for the enemy to let go of their belligerence and opt for peace (cf. 
al-RÉzÊ, RiÌÉ).

115 Even if this offer of the olive branch was mere deception, the Prophet (g) 
was to put his trust in God and accept it; fully trusting that God would spare 
him evil (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-RÉzÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Is not Allah 
enough for His Servant?” (39: 36).

116 These are two concrete examples of how God ‘sufficed’ the Prophet (g) 
(cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

117 The joining of the hearts (ta’lÊf al-qulËb) of such people who are inherently 
socially fragmentary and inflammatory in nature, as the Arabians of that 
time were, so that they stood around the Prophet (g) as an impregnable 
wall, is indeed a great Divine favour (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn, al-ZajjÉj, MaÑÉnÊ 
al-Qur’Én, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

118 Such was the extent of the enmity that was rampant among them in the 
pre-Islamic era (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, AbË al-SuÑËd): “Hold tightly to 
the rope of Allah all together, do not get splintered and remember Allah’s 
favour on you when you were enemies and He made your hearts join then 
you became brothers by His Grace; you were on the brink of a pit of Fire 
and He saved you from it…” (3: 103).
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﴾64﴿ O Prophet, Allah is sufficient 
for you and for the Believers who 
follow you(119). ﴾65﴿ O Prophet, 
rouse the Believers to fight; (120)if 
there are twenty of you who are 
steadfast, they will overcome two 
hundred and if there are a hundred 
of you ˹who are steadfast˺, they 
will overcome one thousand of 
the Deniers for their being people 
who grasp not(121). ﴾66﴿ Now, Allah 
lightened ˹your load˺ off of you 
˹for˺ He Knows that there is 
weakness in you; if there are a 
hundred of you who are steadfast, 
they will overcome two hundred 
and if there are a thousand of you, 
they will overcome two thousand 
with Allah’s permission—Allah 
is indeed with the steadfast.

119 Ibn ÑAbbÉs (h) narrated: “×asbunÉ Allahu wa niÑma l-WakÊlu. (Allah 
suffices us, He is the best of Keepers) was said by IbrÉhÊm when he was 
thrown into the fire. It was also said by Muhammad (g) when they said: 
“Those who ˹when˺ people said to them: “People have regrouped for you, 
so fear them”, their Belief ˹only˺ grew firmer and they said: “Allah suffices 
us, He is the best of Keepers”” (3: 173)” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4563).

120 Ibn ÑAbbÉs (h) narrated: “When: “…if there are twenty of you who are 
steadfast, they will overcome two hundred…”, came down, it weighed 
heavy on Muslims, because it dictated that one person should not flee in 
the face of ten. Then alleviation came and Allah said: “Now Allah lightened 
˹your load˺ off of you ˹for˺ He Knows your weakness; if there are a hundred 
of you who are steadfast, they will overcome two hundred…”. When Allah 
lessened the number, He lessened an equal measure of steadfastness” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 4653).

121 In reality, they know nothing about God and are not hopeful of His reward; 
knowing not the great reward that God has prepared for those who strive 
in His cause, they would not fight whole-heartedly fearing they might be 
killed (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, al-SaÑdÊ): “Do not think that those who 
got killed in the cause of Allah are dead. Nay but they are alive with their 
Lord ˹being handsomely˺ provided for” (3: 169).
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﴾67﴿ (122)No Prophet should have 
held captives until he strikes 
mighty(123) in the land. You 
˹Believers˺(124) want the goods 
of the worldly life and Allah 
wants the Hereafter—Allah is 
indeed All-Prevailing, All-Wise. 

122 This passage turns to the affairs of Deniers who were taken into captivity 
by the Prophet (g) in the wake of Badr. The reason for revelation as 
narrated by ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) is that ÑUmar Ibn al-KhaÏÏÉb (h) 
said: “When the captives were taken, the Messenger of Allah (g) said to 
AbË Bakr and ÑUmar: “What do you think about these captives?” AbË 
Bakr said: “Prophet of Allah, they are our cousins and clan. I see that you 
take ransom from them. That will help buttress us against the Deniers. May 
Allah guide them to Islam”. Then the Messenger of Allah (g) said: “What 
do you think of it, son of al-KhaÏÏÉb?” I said: “No, by Allah, Messenger of 
Allah! I do not go with AbË Bakr’s suggestion. I see that you allow us to 
strike their necks; you allow ÑAlÊ to strike the neck of ˹his brother˺ ÑAqÊl 
and allow me to strike the neck of so and so (he named a relative of his) 
and I strike his neck. These are the heads of Denial and its champions”. 
The Messenger of Allah (g) liked what AbË Bakr said and did not like 
what I said. Then I came the day after and found the Messenger of Allah 
(g) and AbË Bakr weeping, and I said: “Messenger of Allah, tell me why 
are you crying, you and your Companion? If I find reason, I will cry along 
with you, but if I do not find it, I will cry for your crying!” The Messenger 
of Allah (g) said: “I cry because of the ransom your friends proposed to 
take; I was shown their ˹would have been˺ punishment under this tree!” 
˹Pointing to˺ A tree that was not far from the Prophet (g). And Allah sent 
down: “No Prophet should have held captives until he strikes mighty in 
the land… that is lawful and good…”. So, Allah made the spoils lawful 
for them” (Muslim: 1763).

123 Yuthkhina fÊ al-‘arÌ that is until he has the upper hand through eliminating 
his enemies, who are bent on putting out the light of guidance, by devastating 
them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, AbË ×Étim, al-SaÑdÊ): “When you meet those who Deny, 
strike their necks; then, when you have struck them mighty, tighten the 
bonds ˹taking them as captives˺. Then free them graciously or hold them 
for ransom, till war lays down its burdens…” (47: 4).

124 al-QurÏubÊ relates that most exegetes are in agreement that the ones intended 
here are among the Companions who argued for taking ransom and that the 
Noble Messenger (g) is not included in the address (cf. also Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾68﴿ Had it not been for a decree 
that had been passed(125), a severe 
punishment would have touched 
you for what you took. ﴾69﴿ Eat 
then of what you gained(126), that is 
lawful and good, and be Mindful 
of Allah—verily Allah is All-
Forgiving, Most Merciful. ﴾70﴿ O 
Prophet, say to the captives under 
your hands: “Should Allah Know 
˹any˺ good in your hearts(127), 
He will grant you better than 
what was taken from you, and 
forgive you—Allah is indeed 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful”. 
﴾71﴿ But if they intend to betray(128) 
you ˹Muhammad˺ then surely 
they had betrayed Allah(129) in the 
aforetime and He got ˹you˺ the 
better of them—Allah is indeed 
All-Knowing, All-Wise.

125 This ‘decree’ (kitÉb) is that: God had written in the Preserved Tablet (al-LawÍ 
al-MaÍfËÐ) that He would make taking spoils and ransom permissible, that 
He would not punish anyone for a matter which had not been thoroughly 
explained previously, and that He would not punish anyone who attended 
Badr with the Messenger (g) (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

126 This includes both the spoils and the ransom (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, 
AbË ×ayyÉn, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah). AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Messenger of 
Allah () said: “Gains of war were not rendered lawful to any before us. That 
because Allah, Glorified and Exalted is He, saw our destitution and helplessness 
and made it palatable for us” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3124, Muslim: 1747).

127 Khayran (lit. any good) here is a sincere will to embrace Islam (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-QurÏubÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). The Messenger (g) is told to 
address them thus by way of calling them to Islam (cf. TafsÊr al-MadÊnah 
al-Munawwarah).

128 That is, if these captives were deceptive and only said what they thought 
would placate the Messenger (g) such as: “We Believe in you”, “We 
testify that you are Allah’s Messenger”, “We shall be sincere to you and 
align ourselves with you” (cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

129 By being ungrateful to Him, Denying and rebelling against Him before the 
Battle of Badr (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾72﴿ (130)Verily those who have 
Believed, migrated and strove 
in the path of Allah with their 
money and their lives(131), and 
the ones who welcomed in their 
fold and supported(132); these 
are the allies(133) of one 
another. And those who have 
Believed but did not migrate, their 
patronage is not onerous on you 
in the least until they migrate(134). 

130 This final passage emphasizes and confirms the bond (al-wilÉyah) that 
existed between Believers; united they stand. The Messenger (g) was 
keen on establishing a bond of brotherhood between the Makkan Migrants 
(al-MuhÉjirËn) and the Madinan natives, the Helpers (al-AnÎÉr), which was 
extremely significant especially during these early days of the establishment 
of the Muslim state; so much so that they were much closer to each other 
than their own flesh and blood. Ibn ÑAbbÉs (h) narrated: “When Migrants 
first came to Madinah, a Helper would inherit an Migrants, rather than his 
blood relatives, because of the brotherhood that the Prophet (g) established 
among them” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6747).

131 These are the most honourable Migrant Companions () (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

132 These are the most honourable Helper Companions (), who welcomed 
the Messenger (g) and the Migrants in their fold, made them dwell in their 
own homes, shared their possessions with them and unreservedly fought 
alongside them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

133 AwliyÉ’ i.e. they are each others’ aides and helpers against their foes (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-RÉzÊ, AbË ×ayyÉn): “The Believing men and the Believing 
women; they are each others’ allies…” (9: 71). AbË MËsÉ al-AshÑarÊ (h) 
narrated: “The Messenger (g) said: “A Believer to a Believer is a single 
construction; they brace each other!” Then he (g) ˹demonstratively˺ joined 
his fingers”” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 2446, Muslim: 2585); al-NuÑmÉn Ibn BashÊr (h) 
narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “The example of the Believers’ care, 
sympathy and mercy for each other is that of a ˹ single˺ body; when an organ 
ails, the rest of the body calls upon each other to stay awake all night and 
feel feverish” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6011, Muslim: 2586).

134 Believers acquitted of responsibility for the protection and aid of those 
Believers who remained in their lands and did not make the journey to the 
land of Islam (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-QÉsimÊ). In these early days, this 
was a really important move to make (cf. 4: 97 for more on this issue).
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But if they seek your support 
over ˹a matter of˺ religion(135)

then you have to come to their 
help unless against some people 
with whom you have a binding 
agreement(136)—Allah is indeed 
All-Seeing of what you do. 
﴾73﴿ Those who Deny are allies 
of one another(137); but if you 
˹Believers˺ do not abide by it(138), 

135 This is an exception from the earlier acquittal of responsibility whereby 
if the Believers are called upon to help their fellow Believers who did not 
migrate, over a matter of religion, then they have to come to their aid (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, al-ShawkÉnÊ).

136 This caveat is thus stipulated so that the Believers, who are of great moral 
standing, are honouring of their pledges (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SamÑÉnÊ, Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

137 This is to further cement the bond of the Believers among themselves, so 
that they would abandon their other alliances with the Deniers, who are 
ever allied with each other against the Believers (cf. al-ZamakhsharÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-ThaÑÉlibÊ): “Fight the Associators as a whole as they fight you as 
a whole...” (9: 36).

138 That is taking each other as allies abandoning all bonds that tie them with 
the Deniers (cf. al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr, al-Muyassar, 
al-MukhtaÎar): “No Believers shall take the Deniers as allies rather than 
the Believers. Whoever does this, he has nothing to do with Allah; except 
when you seek refuge from them. Allah warns you ˹to beware˺ of Himself 
– to Allah shall be the ˹final˺ return” (3: 28); “You who Believe, whoever 
of you renounces his religion, then Allah will ˹soon enough˺ bring forth 
˹in your stead˺ people whom He Loves and they ˹truly˺ love Him, lenient 
to the Believers, stern towards the Deniers, they strive hard in the path of 
Allah fearing no reproach from anyone who reproaches; that is the Grace 
of Allah, He grants it to whoever He wishes – Allah is All-Encompassing, 
All-Knowing. *Indeed your ˹ true˺ ally is none but Allah, His Messenger and 
the Believers; they keep up the Prayer, give out the prescribed alms and 
˹humbly˺ prostrate ˹themselves˺. *Whoever takes Allah, His Messenger 
and the Believers as allies then the party of Allah are ever-victorious. 
*You who Believe, do not take those who playfully take your religion as ˹an 
object of˺ mockery and scorn among those who were given the Book before 
you and the Deniers as allies – be Mindful of Allah if only you were ˹truly˺ 
Believers” (5: 54-57).
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there will be trial in the land and 
great corruption(139). ﴾74﴿ Those 
who have Believed, migrated and 
strove in the path of Allah, and the 
ones who welcomed in their fold 
and supported; these are the true 
Believers(140), theirs is forgiveness 
and generous provision. ﴾75﴿ Those 
˹who have˺ Believed afterwards, 
migrated and strove with you 
˹Believers˺ are also of your own(141); 
and close relatives have more of 
a right to each other ˹as˺ in the 
Book of Allah(142)—verily Allah 
has knowledge of everything.

139 Lack of unity is indeed great corruption; Deniers will have the upper hand 
and manage to drive people away from the path of God (cf. al-Muyassar, 
al-MukhtaÎar, TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah). The evil that comes 
from this is immeasurable (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).

140 “Believers are none but the ones who Believe in Allah and His Messenger, 
and afterward do not doubt but they strive with their wealth and their lives 
in the path of Allah; these are the truthful ones” (49: 15).

141 “And the first forerunners ˹to the Faith˺ among the Migrants and the 
Helpers and those who followed them with good deeds; Allah is Pleased 
with them and they are pleased with Him, and He has prepared for them 
gardens under which rivers flow, wherein they will abide forever – that is 
the great triumph” (9: 100); “And those who came after them say: “Our 
Lord! Forgive us and our brothers who preceded us to Faith, and make no 
rancour in our hearts toward those who Believe. Our Lord! Truly You are 
All-Kind, Most Merciful”” (59: 10).

142 This is with regards to inheritance in particular (cf. al-Muyassar, 
al-MukhtaÎar). It is meant to clear up the point about Believers inheriting 
each other by virtue of their strong bond of alliance (cf. al-RÉzÊ).
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al-Tawbah
(Repentance)

Title: potentially there are up to 14 names for this sura (cf. 
al-ZamakhsharÊ, MuÎÍaf al-MadÊnah al-Nabawiyyah). However, only 
two of these figure large: al-Tawbah (cf. AbË ÑUbaydah, FaÌÉ’il 
al-Qur’Én, p. 130, al-×Ékim, al-Mustadrak, al-ÙabarÉnÊ, al-AwsaÏ: 
1330) and BarÉ’ah (lit. declaration of non-responsibility over an 
agreement; cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 4605, Muslim: 1618) thus named after the 
first word in the sura (cf. al-ZamakhsharÊ, al-FayrËzÉbÉdÊ, BaÎÉ’ir 
DhawÊ al-TamyÊz, 1/227, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-MukhtaÎar). However, 
al-Tawbah is the more common of the two. It is titled thus because 
the theme of ‘repentance’ (tawbah, as manifested by the derivates of 
the root t-w-b, and mentioned 17 times) is eminently recurrent in the 
sura (cf. al-ZamakhsharÊ, al-FayrËzÉbÉdÊ, BaÎÉ’ir DhawÊ al-TamyÊz, 
1/227, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-Muyassar). Between the firmness of the assertion 
of existence and the open door of repentance lies the essence of the 
BarÉ’ah-cum-al-Tawbah.

Merit: it, along with the earlier sura, al-AnfÉl, make up the last one of 
the meritorious first seven lengthy suras of the Qur’an (cf. Introductions 
to Suras 4 and 8). al-BarÉ’ Ibn ÑÓzib (h) narrated: “The last sura ˹of 
the Qur’an˺ that came down is BarÉ’ah)” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4364, Muslim: 
4364).

Theme: there are three major themes of this sura: 1) the course of 
conduct and action to take when dealing with disruptive elements of 
society: the Associators, the People of the Book and the hypocrites; 2) 
blowing the cover of the hypocrites, the remaining and most dangerous 
enemy element, for their seriously inimical role in society, and 3) 
accounting for many of the rulings and directions for the emerging 
Muslim state.

Key: this sura cannot be properly understood without a thorough 
grounding in the historical and social events that were in order at the 
time of its revelation. For one, it is telling to know that this was the last 
sura of the Qur’an to come down. It was revealed, piecemeal, after the 
Tabuk Expedition during the 9th year of Hijrah, which the Messenger 
(g) and the army of Believers undertook to face up to the northern 
threat posed by the Byzantine Empire. This after having seized Makkah, 
the Arabian metropolis, during the previous year and which ended their 
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long, drawn out malignant tug of war, one that threatened the Believing 
community’s very existence. The sura calls Believers to establish their 
state, the stronghold of Islam, on stable grounds and to eliminate or 
sideline all threats that may jeopardise or compromise stability and its 
rising to its full potential. The accounts of the deep seated hostility, 
which reveals existential estrangement, and lack of respect for pacts of 
mutually binding nature; the lessons drawn from the Tabuk Expedition; 
the call to take up arms with resoluteness; the detailed exposé of the 
different segments of society and the all-embracing call for repentance; 
all fall under one overall goal; if the Believers were to secure for 
themselves a domain where their religion ruled unthreatened, they 
would have to be prepared for battle.
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• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

﴾1﴿ ˹This is˺ A repudiation(1) 
˹declared˺ by Allah and His 
Messenger to those of the 
Associators with whom you have 
forged pacts. ﴾2﴿ Roam around then 
˹you Associators˺ in the land for 
four months(2) and know that you 

• It is notable that this sura, of all the suras of the Qur’an, is not preceded 
by the usual opening statement, known as al-basmalah: “In the Name of 
Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful”. Scholars are of different 
opinions about the reason behind this. Ibn KathÊr says: “One is not 
to recite the al-basmalah at the beginning of it ˹al-Tawbah˺ because 
the ˹honourable˺ Companions did not write it down at the beginning 
of this sura in the canonical codex on the behest of the leader of the 
Believers, ÑUthmÉn Ibn ÑAffÉn (h)” (cf. also Ibn ×ajar, FatÍ al-BÉrÊ, 
4/101). It is reported that ÑUthmÉn Ibn ÑAffÉn (h) said: “Both al-AnfÉl 
and BarÉ’ah were called at the time of the Messenger of Allah (g), 
al-qarÊnatayn (lit. the two conjoined suras). This is why I included 
them both in the seven lengthy suras ˹in the Uthmanic codex˺ and 
did not write: “In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most 
Merciful” ˹at the beginning of al-Tawbah˺” (al-NaÍÍÉs, al-NÉsikh 
wa al-MansËkh, 3/208, also al-ÙabarÉnÊ, al-MuÑjam al-AwsaÏ, 7/327; 
other opinions also exist).

1 The sura begins with this unqualified declaration of non-responsibility 
for the pacts that the Muslims, under the leadership of the Messenger 
(g), had with the Associators of Arabia (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn al-ÑArabÊ, 
AÍkÉm al-Qur’Én), announcing thus that the upper hand in the land 
was now with the Believers (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr). Among the reasons behind this unequivocal declaration and 
the four months reprieve are: 1) so that the Associators would think 
deeply about their state of affairs and be ready for what was to come; 
2) acquitting the Believers from any responsibility incumbent on the 
severance of any agreement, and 3) the Messenger (g) intended to 
perform pilgrimage (later known as the Farewell Pilgrimage) the next 
year and he did not want to witness the custom, outright vice (cf. 7: 
28), of people circumambulating around the KaÑbah naked (cf. al-RÉzÊ, 
TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).

2 They were afforded unrestricted freedom of movement for four months (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ). This, so that they could find themselves 
a safe place to depart to (cf. Ibn KathÊr).
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shall not frustrate Allah(3) and that 
Allah shall disgrace the Deniers.
﴾3﴿ And a proclamation(4) from 
Allah and His Messenger on the 
greater day of Pilgrimage that 
Allah is disassociated from the 
Associators and His Messenger 
˹is disassociated from them too˺. 
But if you repent then it is better 
for you and if you turn away then 
know that you shall not frustrate 
Allah; give tidings to those who 
Deny of a painful punishment. 
﴾4﴿ Except those with whom you 
have forged pacts and have not 
failed you in anything ˹agreed˺ 
nor lent support to anyone against 
you(5), then observe their pact for 
them until the end of its term—
verily Allah loves the Mindful.

3 This is a warning that should they choose to stick to their ways, even if the 
Believers are not to touch them, God’s punishment is ever-close. That is, 
they are encouraged to repent (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ).

4 This proclamation (adhÉn) was to be delivered to all people, both the 
Believers and Deniers, when they are gathered from all parts of Arabia on 
the great day of Pilgrimage, the day on which people slaughter their sacrifices 
(yawm al-naÍr) (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): 
“Whenever you ˹Muhammad˺ fear treachery from certain people, then cast 
˹their pact˺ to them ˹so that all are˺ on level ground—indeed Allah Loves not 
the treacherous” (8: 58). ×umayd Ibn ÑAbdulraÍmÉn Ibn ÑAwf narrated that 
AbË Hurayrah (h) said: “AbË Bakr sent me on that day along with other 
announcers to announce to people in Mina on yawm al-naÍr that: no Associator 
shall perform pilgrimage after this year and no naked person shall ˹hereafter˺ 
circumambulate around the KaÑbah…” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4655, Muslim: 1347).

5 Those of the Deniers who upheld the terms of agreement in whole and did 
not lend support to the warring enemies of the Believers were to be allowed 
until the agreed date of the agreement had come to pass. This is an exception 
from the four months reprieve that was announced (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).
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﴾5﴿ (6)When the sacrosanct months 
are drawn away, kill then the 
Associators wherever you find 
them, seize them and enclose 
them, and lie for them in wait 
in every lookout. But if they 
repent(7), keep up the Prayer and 
give out the prescribed alms then 
let them go their way—verily Allah 
is All-Forgiving, Most Merciful. 
﴾6﴿ Should any of the Associators 
seek your protection ˹Muhammad˺(8), 
then grant him protection, may 
he listen to the words of Allah, 

6 This is what needed to take place after the given four months period had 
elapsed. Now that fighting between the two camps had resumed, Believers 
were to take any (cf. al-SuyËÏÊ, al-IklÊl, p. 138, Ibn ÑÓshËr) of the necessary 
measures needed to ensure that their campaign paid dividends to:: 1) to kill 
them wherever they were found; 2) take them captive; 3) tightly enclose 
them in their strongholds, and 4) keep a vigilant eye out for them in every 
watch post (cf. TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).

 Some prominent scholars of Islam are of the opinion that this applies 
especially to combatant Associators who pose a threat to Muslims (cf. Ibn 
al-Qayyim, ZÉd al-MaÑÉd, Ibn al-ÑArabÊ, AÍkÉm al-Qur’Én, al-BaiÌÉwÊ, 
AnwÉr al-TanzÊl, al-AlËsÊ, RËÍ al-MaÑÉnÊ, al-NasafÊ, MadÉrik al-TanzÊl, 
TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah): “They ask you about the sacrosanct 
month ˹whether there is˺ fighting during it! Say: “Fighting in it is grave”; 
˹but˺ turning ˹people˺ away from the path of Allah, Denying Him and 
˹preventing access to˺ the Sanctified Mosque, and driving its people away 
from it are graver before Allah—surely trial is more grievous than killing. 
They will keep on fighting you until they turn you back from your religion, 
if they could…” (2: 217). The next few ayas reveal who these really are and 
what they did to deserve such retaliatory measures.

7 That is, abandon Association and become Believers themselves (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr), so that the cause of 
their belligerence is eliminated (cf. TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).

8 Even if any of the combatant enemies sought asylum (istijÉrah), he would 
be granted it; the person would be delivered the Message of the Qur’an but 
not coerced into accepting it. Thereafter, if he chose not to accept it, he 
would be set free under a cover of security to reach the land where he felt 
safe (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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then deliver him to a place of 
safety, that for them being people 
who know not(9). ﴾7﴿ How can 
there be a pact for the Associators 
with Allah and with His 
Messenger!(10) Except those with 
whom you have forged a pact at 
the Sanctified Mosque(11); as long 
as they remain upright to you 
˹Believers˺, then remain upright 
to them—verily Allah loves the 
Mindful. ﴾8﴿ How ˹can it be˺(12), 
when if they were to have the 
upper hand over you, they would 
have no respect for either kinship 
or oaths concerning you! They 
placate you with their mouths(13), 

9 Their belligerence and animosity stem from the fact they know nothing 
about the religion of God (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, 
al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr); people are enemies to what they do not know!

10 Since some might wonder why their pledge was denounced, it is explained 
here, especially in the next aya, that these were dead set on betrayal and 
aggression (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

11 This is the Treaty of Hudaybiyah which was sealed in the environs of the 
Sanctified Mosque (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

12 The exclamation is repeated here with an explanation (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm 
al-Durar); should circumstances turn to the Associators’ advantage, they 
would be ruthless with the Believers, sparing not the slightest thought to 
considerations of any form of relationship that tied them with the Believers 
(illan) or word of honour (dhimmah) (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

13 However, now that the fact of the matter being that the Believers are the 
ones who are in a stronger position, the Associators try to appease them, 
only scantily hiding the pure hatred which their hearts are full of. Elsewhere, 
God vividly describes this state of affairs: “You who Believe, do not take 
as ˹intimate˺ confidants anyone who is not of your own: they will stop at 
nothing to cause you destruction; they wish you hardship; hatred reeks 
from their mouths but what their breasts conceal is ˹much˺ greater. We 
have explained the signs clearly for you, if only you are perceptive. *Here 
you are, you love them but they do not love you; you Believe in the whole 
Book; ˹but˺ when they meet you they say: “We Believe!” yet when they are 
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but their hearts ˹vehemently˺ 
refuse; indeed most of them are 
transgressors(14).
﴾9﴿ (15)They traded off the Signs of 
Allah for a pittance(16) and hence 
turned ˹people˺ away from His 
path(17)—sordid indeed what they 
used to ˹persistently˺ commit. 
﴾10﴿ They respect neither kinship 
nor oaths concerning any Believer; 
these are the real aggressors!(18)

﴾11﴿ But if they repent, keep up the 
Prayer and give out the prescribed 
alms then ˹they are˺ your brothers 
in religion(19); We expound the 
Signs for people who know(20). 

alone they bite their fingertips out of rage at you. Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Die 
of your rage”; Allah knows what lurks in the chests! *Should a good thing 
come your way, they become saddened by it, and it elates them if a calamity 
befalls you. But if you forbear and are Mindful you will not be harmed in 
the least by their guile—Allah encompasses what they do” (3: 118-120).

14 They cannot be trusted because they constantly renege on their pledges, break 
their promises and do not uphold their word of honour (cf. al-RÉzÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, 
al-SaÑdÊ): “Among them are the ones with whom you ˹Muhammad˺ forged ˹peace˺ 
pacts, then they break their pact every time; never are they Mindful” (8: 56).

15 More explicatory reasons are given here as to why these should be side-
lined (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

16 Although these community leaders came to know full well, especially after 
the Conquest of Makkah, the truthfulness of the Message, they preferred the 
worldly gains they reaped by virtue of their deviance (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

17 In order to maintain the status quo and their source of income, they 
barred their folks from embracing the call and blocked their way to it (cf. 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

18 So much so that they would not think twice about inflicting harm on anyone 
who was a Believer (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ), irrespective of all ties and 
pledges (cf. al-NaÍÍÉs, MaÑÉnÊ al-Qur’Én, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ).

19 No matter how vile their deeds, the door of repentance is open with no 
repercussions (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

20 Those who traded God’s Signs for a pittance, realize that it is the Truth, and 
hence they are to think again (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾12﴿ But if they revoke their oaths 
hence ˹taken˺ and slander your 
religion, then fight the heads of 
Denial – indeed they honour not 
their ˹ binding˺ oaths – so that they 
may desist(21).
﴾13﴿ (22)Would you not fight ˹those˺ 
folks who revoked their oaths, 
were intent on expelling the 
Messenger(23); being the ones who 
started it off against you first! 
Do you fear them? Then Allah is 
more worthy that you should fear 
Him(24)—that is if only you were 
˹truly˺ Believers. ﴾14﴿ Fight them; 
Allah will make them suffer at 
your hands, disgrace them, grant 
you victory over them, heal the 
hearts of ˹some˺ Believing folks(25), 

21 This is the purpose of fighting; to curb evil and make the road to virtue and 
Truth easy to reach and follow (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn, RiÌÉ).

22 Here the Believers are encouraged and provided with further reasons as to 
why their campaign is legitimate and justified.

23 Symbolic of the forces of darkness driving away the source of guidance 
who, instead, merited the greatest respect. Many exegetes (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-ZamakhsharÊ, Ibn KathÊr) are of the opinion that this alludes 
to their plotting to expel him from Makkah (cf. 8: 30), however others (cf. 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn AbË ZamanÊn, TafsÊr al-Qur’Én al-ÑAzÊz, Ibn ÑÓshËr) see 
that they also plotted to expel the Messenger (g) from Madinah. It shows 
how determined these were on destabilizing the Islamic state by targeting 
its leader: “And surely they purposed to unsettle you from the land that they 
might expel you from it, but then they would not have survived after you 
˹had left˺ except for a little while” (17: 76).

24 “It is indeed Satan sowing fear of his allies. Do not fear them but fear Me, 
if you are ˹true˺ Believers” (3: 175).

25 This could mean all the dispossessed who were subjected to oppression and 
were long aggressed against (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). However, exegetes 
are of the opinion (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr) that these 
are the BanË KhuzÉÑah clan, the allies of the Messenger (g) who were 
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﴾15﴿ and dispel the bitterness of 
their hearts. Allah relents on 
whoever He wishes(26)—Allah is 
indeed All-Knowing, All-Wise. 
﴾16﴿ Or you ˹Believers˺ thought 
that you would be left ˹alone˺ ere 
Allah Knows(27) those of you who 
strove and did not take any, besides 
Allah, nor the Messenger, nor the 
Believers as bosom friends(28)—
Allah is indeed Knowledgeable 
of whatever you do.
﴾17﴿ (29)It is not for the 
Associators to ˹devoutly˺ tend(30) 
Allah’s places of prostration, 

under his protection as per the Hudaybiyah Treaty, whom the Qurayshites 
and their allies, the BanË Bakr clan, had mercilessly slaughtered and 
traumatised, thus violating their pact with the Messenger (g).

26 Whoever repents of these fervent Deniers, God will accept his repentance 
(cf. al-Muyassar).

27 An all-evident knowledge, seen by all, on which reward and punishment are 
based (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ZajjÉj, MaÑÉnÊ al-Qur’Én, Ibn al-JawzÊ): 
“Allah would not have left the Believers as you were, until He sorted out the 
bad from the good…” (3: 179); “Do people think they will be left alone after 
saying: “We Believe” without being put to trial?” (29: 2); “And We shall test 
you until We know those among you who strive ˹in the path of Allah˺ and 
those who are patient, and We shall verify your proclamations” (47: 31).

28 An inner circle of close confidants (walÊjah) among the Deniers with whom 
they align themselves and to whom they reveal the Believers’ secrets (cf. 5: 
51-53, al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

29 This is in response to anyone who raises a point about the idolaters’ doing 
seemingly good deeds in response to God’s command of disowning them 
(cf. al-RÉzÊ, AbË ×ayyÉn, al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

30 ÑImÉrat al-masÉjid (tending places of prostration) is to take care of them 
and look after their needs. ÑImÉrah comes from the root Ñ-m-r which denotes 
maintaining longevity (cf. Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, 
al-MufradÉt). Ibn Rajab (FatÍ al-BÉrÊ, 2/481) notes that tending places of 
prostration has two senses. Firstly, materially by building, looking after, 
and restoring them. Secondly, non-materially by praying, mentioning God, 
reciting the Qur’an and performing acts of devotional worship. He concludes, 
citing unanimity, that this second sense is what is meant in the aya here.
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while they bear witness against 
themselves of Denial(31). These, 
their deeds will come to nothing 
and in Hellfire they abide 
eternally(32). ﴾18﴿ (33)None ˹truly 
devoutly˺ tends Allah’s places 
of prostration except who 
Believes in Allah, the Last Day, 
keeps up the Prayer, gives out 
the prescribed alms and fears 
none but Allah(34); may these 
very well be among the guided(35). 

31 They did so by both their words and deeds. They installed idols in and 
around the Sanctified Mosque, even inside the KaÑbah itself, prayed to them 
and performed devotional acts of worship in their names, thus Associated 
them with God Almighty (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr). 
Effectively, they bore witness against themselves that they are Deniers: 
“Verily pure religion is owed to Allah alone. Those who take allies besides 
Him ˹say˺: “We worship them only so that they may bring us nearer to 
Allah…”” (39: 3).

32 “Whosoever desires the life of this world and its adornment, We shall pay 
them in full for their deeds therein, and therein they will be deprived none of 
their due. *They are those for whom there shall be naught in the Hereafter 
but the Fire. Whatsoever they had crafted therein shall come to naught, and 
vain was that which they used to do” (11: 15-16).

33 This perspective sets the matter aright and hands guardianship over the 
Sanctified Mosque to its rightful owners (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

34 “Truly places of prostration are for Allah ˹alone˺, so do not pray to anyone 
other than Allah” (72: 18); “˹That light shines˺ in houses ˹ of worship˺ which 
Allah has ordered to be raised, and where His Name is mentioned. He is 
glorified there morning and evening *by men who are not distracted, either 
by trade nor sale, from mentioning Allah, keeping up the Prayer, and giving 
out the prescribed alms, fearing a Day when hearts and eyes will turn over” 
(24: 36-37). ÑUthmÉn Ibn ÑAffÉn (h) said: “I heard the Messenger of Allah 
(g) say: “Whoever builds a mosque seeking none but the Face of Allah, 
Allah will build him the like of it in Paradise” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 450, Muslim: 
533); AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “˹There will be˺ 
Seven ˹types˺ whom Allah will shade on the Day of Judgement, when there 
is no shade but His… and a man whose heart is attached to mosques…” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 6806, Muslim: 1031).

35 Their guidedness will lead them to Paradise (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-BasÊÏ, al-BaghawÊ).
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﴾19﴿ Do you ˹people˺ deem alike 
˹your˺ providing water for 
pilgrims and ˹outwardly˺ tending 
the Sanctified Mosque, and who 
Believes in Allah and the Last 
Day and strives in Allah’s path!(36) 
They are never equal before 
Allah—Allah never guides the 
unjust people.
﴾20﴿ (37)Verily those who have 
Believed, migrated and striven in 
the path of Allah with their money 
and their lives are greater in rank 
before Allah—these are the ˹true˺ 
winners(38). ﴾21﴿ Allah gives them 
the glad tidings of a Mercy from 
Him, Pleasure and Gardens in 
which theirs is everlasting bliss(39). 

36 This is a rebuttal of the Qurayshites who took special pride in being responsible 
for maintaining the Sanctified Mosque and providing water for pilgrims. Real 
pride lies in purity of Faith, and sincere acts of self denial (cf. al-ÙabarÊ): “Or 
do those who perpetrate evil deeds suppose that We will make them like those 
who have Believed and do righteous deeds, so that their lives and deaths will 
be the same? How bad their judgement is!” (45: 21).

37 This passage spells out and accentuates the special privilege of the true 
Believers. The truly humble, devout Believers by far outweigh, in the 
Sight of Allah, the characteristically arrogant who think that their so-called 
privileges, of being historically the guardians of the Sanctified Mosque, 
make them better than anyone else (cf. al-ZajjÉj, MaÑÉnÊ al-Qur’Én, Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah). AbË SaÑÊd al-KhudrÊ (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: 
“Do not utter profanity against my Companions, should any of you spend 
˹charitably˺ the like of ˹Mount˺ UÍud in gold, that would not come close to 
equalling a bucket ˹charitably spent˺ by any of them; not even half of that!” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 3673, Muslim: 2540).

38 “The companions of the Fire and the companions of Paradise are not 
equal; the companions of Paradise who are the ˹true˺ winners” (59: 20).

39 “My servants, there is no fear for you Today, nor will you grieve *- ˹those˺ 
who Believed in Our Signs and ˹devoutly˺ submitted ˹to Us˺ - *enter 
Paradise, you and your spouses, rejoicing. *Dishes and goblets of gold will 
be passed around them with all that their souls desire and their eyes delight in. 
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﴾22﴿ They last therein forever—
verily with Allah lies a great 
reward.
﴾23﴿ (40)You who Believe, do not 
hold your fathers and brothers as 
allies should they prefer Denial 
over Belief. Whoever of you 
takes them as allies, then these 
are the ˹real˺ wrongdoers. ﴾24﴿ Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “If your fathers, 
children, brothers, spouses, clans, 
˹hard˺ earned wealth, a trade that 
you fear decline for and abodes 
you are pleased with are dearer 
to you than Allah, His Messenger(41) 
and striving in His path, then lie 
in wait until Allah brings His 
command ˹to pass˺(42)—Allah never 
guides the transgressing people.

*There you will forever remain. *Such is the Paradise which you have been 
made to inherit because of what you used to do; *there is abundant fruit in 
it for you to eat” (43: 68-73).

40 al-RÉzÊ opines that this aya comes in response to another point raised about 
disowning the Deniers. Many of the Believers had Associators among 
their closest relatives and severance of such blood relations was argued 
as unworkable, and hence carrying out the Divine command, was thought, 
in turn, unfeasible; therefore, this categorical reply. The aya following it 
further drives the message home and rouses by means of a threat, since not 
all people are predisposed equally (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

41 Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “˹There are˺ 
Three ˹traits˺, whoever has them will experience the sweetness of Faith by 
their virtue: that Allah and His Messenger are dearer to him than anything 
else; that he loves a person for nothing but the sake of Allah; and that he 
loathes reverting back to Denial now that Allah has delivered him from it, 
as much as he fears being thrown into Fire” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 16, Muslim: 43); 
He also narrated that the Messenger of Allah (g) said: “None among you 
˹truly˺ attains Faith, unless I am dearer to him than his children, parents and 
all people!” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 15, Muslim: 44)

42 That is, punishment (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb 
al-NamÊr).
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﴾25﴿ (43)Indeed Allah granted you 
victory in many a field(44), but 
on the day of ×unayn as you 
gloated over your multitude(45), 
it availed you nothing and the 
land tightened around you despite 
its vastness(46) and you fled turning 
on your heels(47). ﴾26﴿ Then Allah 
sent down His tranquility on His 
Messenger and on the Believers. 
And He sent down soldiers 
that you did not see(48); He 
tormented the Deniers—that is 
the ˹just˺ requital of the Deniers(49). 

43 What is given here is a concrete example of God’s support to those who 
sacrifice all in His cause (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn, RiÌÉ). Mere worldly considerations 
are of no use and success lies with God (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-RÉzÊ). When people 
obey God and the Messenger (g) they will be helped, but they will be left 
alone when worldly considerations are topmost on their minds (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

44 That is the battles the Messenger (g) fought along with his noble 
Companions (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr).

45 There is a contrast here between fully putting one’s trust in God and relying 
on mere worldly means. God granted them victory when they fully put their 
trust in Him. They also acted on the necessary means for engaging in battle, 
little as they were. By contrast, when they thought that the means would 
suffice, relished their numbers and said: “We shall not be defeated today 
because of our number”, they were made to taste retreat (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr, 
al-Muyassar, al-MukhtaÎar). Had it not been for Divine intervention, they 
would have been defeated.

46 A vivid description of their psychological state and the hardship that hit 
them when they saw that their enemy had got the better of them; they 
could not find in the vastness of the land a place to retreat to for safety (cf. 
al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

47 Not all the army of Believers retreated, especially the hardcore, sincerest early 
Migrant and Helper Companions, not to mention the noblest Prophet (g) 
himself. However, this naturally caused a commotion (for firsthand accounts 
of this battle see: al-BukhÉrÊ: 2864, 4337, Muslim: 1059, 1775, 1776).

48 The angels (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

49 When they realized how much humbly in need of God they stood, He came 
to their aid. God will help people for as much as they realize they need Him 
(cf. Ibn al-Qayyim, ZÉd al-MaÑÉd, 3/198).
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﴾27﴿ Then after that Allah relents 
on whoever He wishes; Allah 
is indeed All-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful.
﴾28﴿ (50)You who Believe, the 
Associators are but impure(51) so 
let them not come near the 
Sanctified Mosque after this year 
of theirs(52). If you fear want(53), then 
Allah will enrich you with His 
bounty, should He will(54)—verily 
Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. 
﴾29﴿ (55)Fight those who do not Believe 

50 The result of all that came before, is that pure Faith’s reign over the 
Sanctified Mosque, this holiest of all sites, is to be established once and for 
all (cf. TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).

51 They are called najas (lit. an impurity) for their Denial, belligerence, 
vile manners and unholy character. Impurity here is meant in an abstract, 
non-material sense (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn al-JawzÊ, al-QÉsimÊ, al-ShawkÉnÊ, 
al-SaÑdÊ).

52 The ninth year of Hijrah when it was declared to people during 
pilgrimage that no Associator should perform pilgrimage after that 
year and no naked person should ˹hereafter˺ circumambulate around 
the KaÑbah (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 4655, Muslim: 1347, AbË al-SuÑËd, 
al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

53 That they would be severely financially affected (Ñaylah) because of 
loss of trade with the Deniers as a result of barring them from holy 
pilgrimage sites. This was the major trading season in Arabia at that time 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-ZajjÉj, MaÑÉnÊ al-Qur’Én, al-QaÎÎÉb, al-Nukat al-DÉllah 
ÑalÉ al-BayÉn).

54 God’s willingness is conditional here because richness is not necessarily 
resultant on sincere Faith (ÔmÉn) in this worldly life, and is not a sign of 
God’s Love (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).

55 Now that the most dangerous threat had been dealt a blow, especially with 
the Conquest of Makkah and victory in the Battle of ×unayn, and that the 
land had become subject to Islam, the Believers were directed to yet another 
no less imminent a threat; the Jews, on the one hand, who sided, right from 
the start, with the Associators against the Believers despite their pact with 
the Messenger (g) which was enshrined in the Madinah Constitution, 
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in Allah and the Last Day, neither 
do they deem forbidden what 
Allah and His Messenger forbade 
and do not abide by the religion 
of Truth among those who were 
given the Book(56) until they hand 
in the jizyah ˹tax˺ while humbled.

particularly their treachery in the Battle of AÍzÉb (the Confederates), 
which would have proven fatal to the Believing community had God not 
intervened. On the other hand, the Christians, particularly in northern 
Arabia who were ruled by the Ghassanids, a client state to the Byzantine 
Empire, who had their eyes open, especially after the Messenger’s (g) 
communiqué to Emperor Heraclius, and who were unsettled by this turn 
of events and were readying themselves for an offensive (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). 
ÑUmar Ibn al-KhaÏÏÉb (h) narrates: “˹…˺ I had a friend among the Helper 
Companions. When I was not around, he would bring me the news and 
when he was not around I would bring him the news. In those days we 
were full of dread of a Ghassanid king who was reported to be preparing 
to march towards us, causing us much consternation. Suddenly, my friend 
the Helper knocked on my door saying: “Open! Open!” I replied: “˹What˺ 
Did the Ghassanid come?”…” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4913, Muslim: 3765; in another 
narration: “The word among us was that the Ghassanids were shoeing their 
horses to attack us”).

56 This aya should be read with an eye on the next six ayas which spell out 
much of what is being alluded to here. The Believers are to fight those of 
the People of the Book who: do not Believe in God and the Last Day, a true 
Belief which reflects on their deeds and actions (Ayas 34-35) and leads to 
worshipping God alone without any form of Association (Ayas 30-31); and 
do not abide by the commands of God and His Messenger (g) nor follow 
the religion of Truth (Aya 33) (cf. al-RÉzÊ, al-Muyassar, TafsÊr al-MadÊnah 
al-Munawwarah; other interpretations of this aya abound).

 That their threat is both combative (cf. the previous note) and disruptive 
(cf. 3: 98-103), being People of the Book, who were considered with 
respect and as knowledgeable, fighting is meant to continue until they 
are no longer a threat to the community (cf. al-SaÑdÊ) and that they are 
‘humbled’. Their ‘humbling’ is indicated by them paying the jizyah tax, 
which demonstrates them being subject to societal order. The jizyah is 
taken from only those who can afford it – as much as able Muslims are 
required to pay the zakah prescribed alms – to enjoy the privileges such as 
protection, freedom of religion, and fair and equitable treatment (cf. TafsÊr 
al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).
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﴾30﴿ The Jews said: “ÑUzayr(57)

57 This statement caused much speculation as to its purport among scholars 
early and late, Muslim and non-Muslim. Some postulated that only some 
of the Jews said so (this view is held by many an early scholar of exegesis), 
particularly among those who lived in 7th century Arabia; others speculated 
about this historical personality and what he was or did; some even went to 
the extent of theorizing about what the lexical term ‘Ñuzayr’ really meant; 
yet others saw that this alludes to the famous Biblical Hebrew epithet bənê 
ha-Ělōhīm (הָֽאֱלֹהִים  sons of God). All of this is discussed at length in ,בְנֵי 
books and articles elsewhere.

 However, it is important to note that Islam emphasizes absolutely the 
purest form of monotheism (tawÍÊd) and warns in the strongest of terms 
against Associating (shirk) any being with God Almighty, even in the least. 
In the next aya Jews and Christians are condemned for practicing what is 
seen as shirk: “They took their rabbis and their monks as Lords besides 
Allah – and Messiah, son of Maryam – while they were not bade except 
to worship Allah, the One; there is no god but Him—exalted be He over 
what they Associate”. This is because they followed the laws set by their 
leaders and not those of God (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, AbË ×ayyÉn, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). Of these, rabbi and monk ‘Lord’ or ‘bənê ha-Ělōhīm’ 
Ezra could have been singled out for the Jews as, in Muhammad Asad’s 
words, he: “occupies a unique position in the esteem of all Jews, and 
has always been praised by them in the most extravagant terms. It was 
he who restored and codified the Torah after it had been lost during the 
Babylonian Exile, and ‘edited’ it in more or less in the form which it has 
today; and thus “he promoted the establishment of an exclusive, legalistic 
type of religion that became dominant in later Judaism” (Encyclopaedia 
Britannica, 1963, Vol. IX, p. 15). Ever since then he has been venerated 
to such a degree that his verdicts on the Law of Moses have come to be 
regarded by the Talmudists as being practically equivalent to the Law 
itself: which, in Qur’anic ideology, amounts to the unforgivable sin of 
shirk, inasmuch as it implies the elevation of a human being to the status 
of a quasi-divine law-giver and the blasphemous attribution to him - albeit 
metaphorically - of the quality of ‘sonship’ in relation to God. Cf. in this 
connection Exodus iv, 22-23 (“Israel is My son”) or Jeremiah xxxi, 9 (“I 
am a father to Israel”): expressions to which, because of their idolatrous 
implications, the Qur’an takes strong exception”. This fact is undeniable 
and it tallies with the Qur’anic outlook (and the Sunnah as in al-BukhÉrÊ: 
4581 and Muslim: 183) and is borne out by the relationship that ties Ayas 
30 and 31 together and how the latter is delicately worded and reflects 
on our reading of the earlier: “They said: “Allah has taken to Himself a 
child”. Glory be to Him! Nay! But all that is in the Heavens and Earth are 
His, they are all submitting to Him” (2: 116).
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is the son of Allah!” and the 
Christians said: “The Messiah is 
the son of Allah!” That is what 
they say with their mouths(58), 
emulating ˹thus˺ the saying of 
those who Denied before(59); 
Allah damns them(60), how far 
do they avert ˹from the Truth˺! 
﴾31﴿ They took their rabbis and their 
monks as Lords(61) besides Allah 

58 That is these claims have no proof, are mere word of mouth (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-BasÊÏ, al-BaghawÊ, Ibn KathÊr); thus implicating (kinÉyah) its falsehood 
(cf. al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

59 Exegetes are of different opinions as to who those who Denied before 
them exactly were (cf. al-RÉzÊ, al-MÉwardÊ, al-ZamakhsharÊ, Ibn al-JawzÊ). 
The point being made is how deviated in their religion they had become: 
“Deniers indeed are those who say: “Allah is the Messiah, son of Maryam”. 
˹While˺ The Messiah ˹ himself˺ said: “Children of Israel, worship Allah, my 
Lord and your Lord. Indeed whoever Associates with Allah, then Allah will 
surely forbid him ˹entry into˺ Paradise and his home will be Hellfire—the 
wrongdoers will never have helpers”. *Deniers indeed are those who say: 
“Allah is one of three!” There never would ever be a God but One. If they 
do not desist from what they say, those of them who Deny will be touched by 
a painful Punishment. *Would they not ˹then˺ repent to Allah and seek His 
forgiveness! Indeed Allah is Most Forgiving, Most Merciful. *The Messiah 
son of Maryam is no more than a Messenger who comes in a line of ˹many˺ 
Messengers and his mother is an affirmer of Truth, they both used to eat 
food. Look how We lay plain the Signs for them and look how they turn 
away ˹from the Truth˺. *Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Do you worship besides Allah 
˹any˺ who can neither harm nor benefit you! Allah is the One who is All-
Hearing, All-Knowing. *Say: “People of the Book, do not take an extremely 
hard line on your religion, that is besides the Truth, and do not follow the 
desires of ˹ those˺ folk who ˹ themselves˺ had become misguided before, lead 
a great many astray and missed the right path ˹themselves˺” (5: 72-77).

60 QÉtalahum AllÉh (lit. May Allah fight them!) is an interjection intended to 
impart incredulous amazement (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

61 ÑAdiyy Ibn ×Étim al-ÙÉ’iyy (h), who was Christian before embracing Islam, 
narrated that he came to the Messenger (g) while he was reciting the aya: 
“They took their rabbis and their monks as Lords besides Allah – and Messiah, 
son of Maryam – while they were not bade except to worship Allah, the One; 
there is no god but Him—exalted be He over what they Associate”. Then he 
said to the Messenger: “We do not worship them!” He replied: “Do they not 
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– as well as the Messiah, son of 
Maryam – while they were not 
commanded except to worship 
One God(62); there is no god but 
Him—exalted be He over what 
they Associate ˹with Him˺.
﴾32﴿ (63)They want to extinguish the 
Light of Allah with their mouths, 
but Allah refuses ˹all˺ but only 
to perfect His Light(64); even to 
the acrimony of the Deniers(65). 

deem unlawful what Allah allowed and you follow them making it unlawful, 
and declare lawful what Allah forbade and you follow them making it lawful?” 
ÑAdiyy said: “Indeed!” then he (g) said: “That is their worship!” (al-TirmidhÊ: 
3095; also Matthew 15: 1-9, Isaiah 29:13, Jeremiah 8: 8).

62 “Those who were given the Book did not become divided until after the 
clear proof had come to them. *They were not bade but to worship Allah, 
devoting religion entirely to Him, rightly-oriented, and keep up the Prayer, 
give out the prescribed alms—that is the upright religion” (98: 4-5).

63 This reveals what malicious intentions they harboured towards Islam, 
God’s Light to humanity, once it had come into prominence, by weaving 
and fabricating lies (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah); all the more 
reason, then to fight them (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). They did their best to prove the 
Messenger (g) a liar, turn people away from Islam, aiding and abetting 
Islam’s enemies by spreading confusion and rumours, inciting the Deniers 
into resisting and fighting the call. All this was done by blowing hot air 
from their mouths, little did they know that “light” cannot be put out by air 
(cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-ZamakhsharÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr): “˹Remember˺ When ÑÔsÉ, son 
of Maryam, said: “Children of Israel! I am truly Allah’s Messenger to you, 
confirming the Torah which came before me, and giving glad tidings of a 
Messenger after me whose name is AÍmad.” Yet when he came to them with 
clear proofs, they said: “This is pure magic!” *Who could be more unjust 
than someone who fabricates lies against Allah when called to submit to 
Him? God does not guide the unjust people: *They want to extinguish the 
Light of Allah with their mouths, but Allah will surely perfect His Light; 
even to the acrimony of the Deniers. *He is Who sent His Messenger with 
guidance and the religion of Truth to make it outshine all other religions; 
even to the acrimony of the Associators” (61: 6-9).

64 “…today I have perfected your religion for you, finalized My Favour on you 
and I approve Islam as a religion for you…” (5: 3).

65 “To establish the Truth and abolish falsehood, even to the acrimony of the 
criminal” (8: 8).
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﴾33﴿ He is Who sent His Messenger 
with guidance and the religion 
of Truth to make it outshine all 
˹other˺ religions; even to the 
acrimony of the Associators.
﴾34﴿ (66)You who Believe, many 
of the rabbis and monks devour 
people’s money in falsehood and 
turn ˹others˺ away from the path 
of Allah. (67)Those who hoard 

66 This exposes the immorality of many among those whose followers take as 
‘Lords’ others besides Allah, by following their laws instead of God’s laws; 
they are no more than greedy money-grubbers (cf. al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb 
al-NamÊr, TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).

67 This is a timely moralizing parenthesis directed mainly at the Believers 
to encourage them to spend out of their money (al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-BasÊÏ, al-RÉzÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, AÌwÉ’ al-BayÉn). Financial resources were 
much needed at that time to build the Muslim state, especially as this 
aya came down in the aftermath of the Tabuk Expedition, also known as 
the Expedition of Undersupply (al-Ñusrah), a condition which is clearly 
described in the coming ayas as the sura unfolds (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

 “Let not those who are miserly with what Allah has ˹bountifully˺ bestowed 
on them from His Grace think that this is better for them. Nay, but it is 
evil for them; they will be collared ˹around their necks˺ with what they 
withheld on the Day of Judgement…” (3: 180). AbË Dharr al-GhifÉrÊ (h) 
narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “They are the worst losers by the 
Lord of the KaÑbah!” I said: “My dearest Messenger of Allah (g)! Who are 
they?” He said: “They are the wealthiest. Except the one who does like this, 
and this, and this – ˹gesturing open-handed spending˺ from his front, back, 
right and left – but few are these really. No owner of camels, cows and 
sheep who does not give out their due zakah, except them coming on the 
Day of Judgement as big and fat as they have ever been, butting him with 
their horns and trampling him with their hooves. When the last of them has 
finished doing so, the first comes around to do the same to him ˹ again˺, until 
the Judgement of ˹all˺ people has finished” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6638, Muslim: 
990); ThawbÉn (h) narrated: “When the aya that came down regarding 
gold and silver was revealed, people wondered: “So what type of money 
shall we take?” ÑUmar ˹ (h)˺ said: “I shall seek knowledge of this matter for 
you!” He then sped his camel, while I followed him, until he caught up with 
the Prophet (g). He said: “Messenger of Allah, what type of money shall 
we take?” He (g) replied: “Let one of you take a thankful heart, a tongue 
which mentions ˹Allah all the time˺ and a Believing wife who helps him 
over matters of the Hereafter” (al-TirmidhÊ: 3094, Ibn MÉjah: 1856).
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gold and silver and do not spend 
them in the cause of Allah give 
them ˹Muhammad˺ the tidings of 
a painful Punishment. ﴾35﴿ On the 
Day when they are heated up in 
Hellfire and seared with them will 
be their foreheads, their sides and 
their backs(68): “This is what you 
hoarded for yourselves; taste then 
what you used to hoard!”
﴾36﴿ (69)Verily the number of months 
with Allah is twelve months – 
˹so ordained˺ in the Book of 
Allah(70) ˹from the time˺ when He 
created the Heavens and Earth(71) – 

68 AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “None of the 
owners of gold and silver, who does not give out their due ˹ charity˺, without 
them, on the Day of Judgement, turned into sheets of fire and heated up in 
Hellfire to sear his side, forehead and back by them. Whenever they cool 
down, they will be heated up again for him on a Day the duration of which 
is fifty thousand years. ˹It goes on˺ Until Allah judges between people and 
looks into his matter ˹and consigns him˺ either to Hellfire or Paradise” 
(Muslim: 987).

69 As much as the People of the Book, the pagan Arabs also sabotaged some 
of God’s laws to their advantage. For this they deserved a much stronger 
condemnation (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn).

70 Most exegetes agree that the Book of Allah mentioned here is the Preserved 
Tablet (al-LawÍ al-MaÍfËÐ) (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ).

71 Ibn Rajab (LaÏÉ’if al-MaÑÉrif, p. 112, cf. also al-SaÑdÊ) explains this: 
“˹Allah Almighty˺ Glorified be He says that since He created the Heavens 
and Earth…and created all that is in the sky… He made the sun and the 
moon swim in their ˹ respective˺ orbits. The darkness of night and whiteness 
of day are a result of that. Ever since then He made the year 12 months 
long, according to the crescent. The year in the ˹Divine˺ law is counted 
after the moon’s movement and its emergence”: “He it is Who made the sun 
a radiance, and the moon a light, and determined for it stations, that you 
might know the number of years and the reckoning ˹of time˺. God did not 
create these, save in Truth. He expounds the Signs for a people who know” 
(10: 5).
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four of which are sacrosanct(72). 
That is the upright religion; so 
do not wrong yourselves during 
them(73). (74)Fight the Associators 
as a whole as they fight you as 
a whole and know that Allah is 
with the Mindful. ﴾37﴿ (75)Indeed 
˹practicing˺ the nasÊ’ ˹deferral˺(76) 
is nothing but an increase in Denial 
with which those who Deny are 
mislead; they deem it lawful one 
year and unlawful another year 
so that they match the number 
of what Allah made sacrosanct. 

72 al-Ashhur al-×urum, lit. the sacrosanct, inviolable months, in which it was 
agreed that no fighting, or aggression, was permissible: namely, Rajab, 
DhË al-QiÑdah, DhË al-×ijjah, al-MuÍarram (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-BasÊÏ, al-QurÏubÊ). They were deemed so by God for Abraham () to 
make pilgrimage possible and for the benefit of people (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr): 
“Allah made the KaÑbah, the Sanctified House, a bastion ˹of well-being˺; 
as well as the sacrosanct month, gifted offerings, garlanded sacrifices ˹are 
instituted for good cause˺…” (5: 97).

73 By violating them and committing misdeeds (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, 
al-BasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr, TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah): “You who 
Believe, do not pronounce lawful ˹violation of the sanctity of:˺ Allah’s 
Symbols, the sacrosanct month…” (5: 2).

74 God gives Believers permission to fight back should the Associators 
initiate aggression during these months by way of taking advantage of the 
loophole they, themselves, created in the law (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr): “The sacrosanct month is by way of ˹replacement for˺ the 
sacrosanct month; ˹violation of˺ what is prohibited is repayable. Whoever 
transgresses against you, transgress against them as much as they did and 
be Mindful of Allah and know that Allah is with the Mindful” (2: 194).

75 The previous aya introduces this one (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

76 al-NasÊ’ (lit. deferral) was a practice common among the pagan Arabs 
in which they would declare the number of four months sacrosanct, not 
necessarily exactly the God-ordained ones. They would accordingly defer 
and/or replace some of the sacrosanct months with other ones as it suited 
their fighting agenda. So, to just match the number four, they would declare 
one of these months that suited them most one year lawful and unlawful 
during the next year (cf. al-Muyassar, al-MuÍarrar).
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Prettified for them was made the 
wickedness of their deeds; Allah 
guides not the ˹ardently˺ Denying 
people.
﴾38﴿ (77)You who Believe, what is it 
with you when it is said to you: 
“Mobilize in the path of Allah!” 
you sluggishly move, clinging 
heavily to the ground?(78) Are 
you satisfied(79) with the worldly 
life rather than the Hereafter? 

77 Now the sura turns to the lessons drawn from the Tabuk Expedition, 
exposing at length in the process a third type of disruptive segment 
amongst the population, the hypocrites, whose danger was yet more 
serious than the rest; they lurked among the Believers, posing as 
Believers themselves, all the while sabotaging society and trying to 
weaken it from within.

78 IththÉqaltum (translated here as: sluggishly move, clinging heavily to the 
ground) is a distinctly marked Qur’anic lexical phrase where sound and 
meaning are inseparably conflated. V. Abdur Rahim explains: “One can 
feel that the phonetic sequence ith-thÉ where a sukËn ˹diacritic˺ is followed 
by a long fatÍah ˹diacritic˺, and the heavy consonant th is doubled resulting 
in a lingering effect, more effectively suggests the idea of clinging to earth 
coupled with unwilling effort to get up than the original sequence ta-thÉ” 
(IththÉqaltum: A study of some lesser-known phonetic and morphological; 
changes in some Qur’anic words, pp. 14-15; it is also discussed by 
al-QurÏubÊ, al-ZamakhsharÊ and Ibn ÑÓshËr). Therefore a simple translation 
of it is not possible, and would cloud over a beautiful aspect of Qur’anic 
diction. What is being captured here is the image of the languid reaction 
of some among the Believers to the call to arms for the Tabuk Expedition. 
Such unexpected reaction can only be appreciated within its context: people 
were of extremely meagre resources, the land was dry, the time was of 
sweltering heat, the palm dates ˹the staple food of Madinah˺ were ripe 
for harvest, the journey was far away and required much preparation and 
the enemy was, by far, much greater in number and probably the best in 
the world at that time (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, al-RÉÐÊ, al-ZajjÉj, MaÑÉnÊ 
al-Qur’Én).

79 RaÌÊtum (accept, agree to) is more expressive than the more likely 
alternatives such as Éthartum or faÌÌaltum (prefer, opt for) because it 
denotes a willingness of the heart (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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How ˹very˺ little is the enjoyment 
of the worldly life ˹compared to 
that˺ in the Hereafter(80). ﴾39﴿ Should 
you not mobilize, He will inflict 
a severe punishment on you and 
replace another people in your 
stead(81), and you will not harm 
Him in the least—Allah is indeed 
Able over everything. ﴾40﴿ Should 
you not aid him ˹The Messenger 
(g)˺, then Allah had aided him, 
when those who Denied expelled 
him(82), ˹as he was˺ one of two 
in the ˹small˺ cave(83) when he 
said to his Companion: “Grieve 
not, Allah is verily with us”.(84)

80 al-Mustawrid Ibn ShaddÉd (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “By 
Allah, this worldly life by comparison to the Hereafter is like a person who 
dips this finger (pointing his index finger) in the sea; see how much he 
draws from it!” (Muslim: 2858).

81 Others who would answer the call more willingly (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr): “˹…˺ If you turn away, He will replace you with 
other people. And they will not be like you”. (47: 38); “You who Believe, 
whoever of you renounces his religion, then Allah will ˹soon enough˺ bring 
forth ˹in your stead˺ people whom He loves and they ˹truly˺ love Him, 
lenient to the Believers, stern towards the Deniers, they strive hard in the 
path of Allah fearing no reproach from anyone who reproaches…” (5: 54).

82 The Deniers compelled the Messenger (g) to leave his hometown of 
Makkah (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, AbË ×ayyÉn, Ibn KathÊr).

83 The Messenger (g) and AbË Bakr (h) hid away from the Deniers in a 
small cave (ghÉr) in the Mount of Thawr near Makkah at the beginning 
of their migratory journey to Madinah (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, 
al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr; for a detailed account of how this journey commenced, 
see: al-BukhÉrÊ: 3905).

84 Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) narrated that AbË Bakr (h) told him: “I looked at the 
feet of the Associators above our heads while we were in the small cave 
and said: “Messenger of Allah, if anyone of them looks down at his feet 
he would see us!” He said: “AbË Bakr, what do you think of two ˹people˺ 
whom Allah is their third!” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3653, Muslim: 2381).
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Then Allah sent down His 
tranquillity on him, braced him 
with soldiers that you did not 
see(85) and ˹thus˺ made the word 
of those who Deny the lower one; 
and the Word of Allah is ˹ever˺ 
the higher(86)—verily Allah is All-
Prevailing, All-Wise.
﴾41﴿ (87)Mobilize, light and heavy(88), 
and strive with your money and 
lives in the path of Allah; that is 
better for you if ˹only˺ you know(89). 

85 These were angels who came to the Messenger’s aid in the small cave. 
How they did so is disputed (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, al-RÉzÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, 
al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

86 That is as God Almighty made His religion, Islam, prevail (cf. al-Muyassar, 
al-MuÍarrar).

87 This is the call for general mobilization (al-nafÊr al-ÑÉmm) from which no 
able person of war age is exempted (cf. Ibn KathÊr, AbË ×ayyÉn, Ibn ÑÓdil, 
RiÌÉ). Those who are and were exempted is mentioned in Aya 91 below.

88 Whether the call is facile or arduous, you are youthful or elderly, rich or 
poor, strong or weak, vigorous or feeling idle, have nothing to occupy 
you or busy. Whatever the case, the call must be answered (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-MÉwardÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ). ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated 
that the Messenger (g) said: “When you are called to mobilize, mobilize” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 3077, Muslim: 1353).

89 “Fighting is prescribed for you, as much as you hate it; might you hate a 
thing which is good for you and might you love a thing which is evil for you—
Allah knows and you do not know” (2: 216); “They are not equal: those of the 
Believers who are staying back – except those with hindrances – and those 
who strive in the path of Allah with their money and lives. Allah favours those 
who strive with their money and lives over the inert by a rank – ˹but˺ to both 
Allah promises what is most pleasing; Allah favours those who strive over 
the staying back with a great reward: *˹lofty˺ ranks ˹conferred˺ by Him, and 
forgiveness and mercy—verily Allah is All-Forgiving, Most Merciful” (4: 95-
96); “You who Believe, shall I point to you a bargain that will save you from 
painful punishment? *˹It is that˺ You Believe in Allah and His Messenger and 
strive in the path of Allah with your money and your lives. That is best for 
you, if only you know. *He will forgive your sins, and admit you into Gardens 
under which rivers flow, and ˹ house you in˺ splendid abodes in the Gardens of 
Eternity. That is the ultimate triumph. *And ˹ you will obtain˺ another ˹ favour˺ 
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﴾42﴿ (90)Had it been a handy ˹worldly˺ 
gain or a convenient travel, they 
would have followed you but far 
away was the ˹gruelling˺ journey 
for them. They will swear ˹to 
you˺ by Allah: “Were we able, 
we would have set out with you!” 
They destroy themselves!(91) Allah 
Knows that they are indeed liars. 
﴾43﴿ (92)May Allah forgive you 
˹Muhammad˺, why did you grant 
them permission ˹to stay behind˺! 
˹You should have not˺ Until it 
became clear to you those who are 
truthful and you know the liars(93).
﴾44﴿ Those who Believe in Allah 
and the Last Day would not 
seek your permission 
˹Muhammad˺ not to strive with 
their money and lives—Allah 
is All-Knowing of the Mindful. 

that you love; victory from Allah and an imminent conquest; and give good 
tidings to the Believers” (61: 10-13).

90 Now those whose faith was not sincere, the hypocrites, who lingered 
behind and did not join the Messenger (g) and the army of Believers for 
the Tabuk Expedition, are turned to (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

91 They expose themselves to ruination by incurring God’s Wrath and His 
punishment (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

92 The hypocrites came to the Messenger (g) with all sorts of excuses, 
swearing that they were not able to join the campaign and he pardoned 
them; an action the propriety of which is gently pointed out to him by God 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

93 That is those who have valid excuses and those who do not (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-BaghawÊ, al-ShawkÉnÊ). The hypocrites were intent on not joining the 
campaign in any case, whether given permission to stay or not. So it is pointed 
out here that none should have been given permission, so as to see who set out 
with the Believing army, the truthful, and who did not, the liars who were smitten 
with doubt (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, AbË ×ayyÉn, Ibn KathÊr, al-QÉsimÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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﴾45﴿ None will seek your 
permission but those who do not 
Believe in Allah and the Last Day(94) 
and their hearts are suspicious; so 
they are ˹perpetually˺ fluctuating, 
˹immersed˺ in their suspicion(95). 
﴾46﴿ Had they ˹really˺ meant to set 
out, they would have prepared 
for it with ˹proper˺ preparation(96). 
But Allah was averse to their 
arising and put a damper on them(97)

94 They do not really Believe that there will be a Day of Judgement to which 
they are resurrected, when they are held accountable for their deeds and 
after which they will be either rewarded or punished (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “Some people say: “We Believe in Allah and in the Last 
Day”, while, in fact, they do not Believe. *They seek to deceive Allah and the 
Believers—they only deceive themselves, not realizing it. *In their hearts 
there is disease and thus ˹because of it˺ Allah has increased their disease. 
Theirs is a painful Punishment for their ˹persistent˺ lying” (2: 8-10).

95 The hypocrites live in a state of perpetual quandary and constant perplexity. 
They are stricken with doubt and always experiencing a state of dilemma: 
“They are wavering; neither ˹belonging˺ to these nor to these—whoever 
is misguided by Allah, you will surely find no way ˹out˺ for him” (4: 143). 
ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑUmar (k) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “The example 
of the hypocrites is that of a sheep, which comes in the middle of two herds; 
this time it joins this herd and shortly after it joins the other” (Muslim: 2784). 
The following is a description of the squalid, worry-stung lives they lead: 
“Their similitude is that of one who kindles a fire; as soon as it casts light 
on what is around him, Allah takes away their light leaving them in ˹utter˺ 
darkness, unable to see; *deaf, dumb, and blind, they will not find their way 
back. *Or like a downpour from the sky, in which there is darkness, thunder 
and lightning. They put their fingers in their ears from thunderclaps, fearing 
death—Allah is surrounding the Deniers. *The lightning almost snatches 
away their sight; whenever it flashes they walk in its light and when the light 
goes, they stand still. If Allah so willed, He could have taken away their 
hearing and their sight—Allah is Able over everything” (2: 17-20).

96 Their unpreparedness highlights how unwilling they were to join the 
campaign in the first place (cf. al-ZajjÉj, MaÑÉnÊ al-Qur’Én, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

97 God actually made them feel lazy and the going heavy (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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and it was said ˹to them˺: “Sit 
with those who are sitting!(98)” 
﴾47﴿ Had they set out among 
you, they would have increased 
you nothing but quandary and 
they would have hurried about 
in your midst(99); they wish you 
˹nothing but turbulent˺ trial and 
among you are those who ˹are 
prone to˺ lend them their ears—
Allah is indeed All-Knowing of 
the wrongdoers.
﴾48﴿ They had meant you 
˹Believers, turbulent˺ trial before(100) 
and turned matters on all sides 
˹hatching plots˺ against you 
˹Muhammad˺(101) until the Truth 
came(102) and Allah’s command(103) 
prevailed to their acrimony. 

98 Those who are not meant to fight; the terminally weak, women and younger 
boys (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). They are in a way 
being dishonoured and their status being lowered (cf. al-RÉzÊ), particularly 
in a culture that regarded bravery with the greatest respect.

99 That is, no sooner than they joined the ranks of the Believers, they would 
have gone about spreading malicious gossip and rumours causing dissent 
and would have tried their best to dampen the Believers’ fighting spirit (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn Juzayy).

100 Their malicious intentions and seditious stratagems are nothing new. They 
have always sought to cause Believers trials and tribulations (fitnah).

101 They spared no effort to put their cunning, insidious artifice into action 
against the Messenger (g) and the Believers (cf. al-SamÑÉnÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, 
al-SaÑdÊ).

102 God’s victory (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr): 
“And say: “The Truth has come, and falsehood has withered away; for 
falsehood is bound to wither away” (17: 81).

103 The religion of God, Islam, which He commanded to be followed (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-RÉzÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾49﴿ (104)Among them(105) are those 
who say: “Grant me permission 
and do not expose me to trial!” 
Nay, but into trial they have 
˹really˺ fallen!(106) Hell is verily 
surrounding the Deniers.(107)

﴾50﴿ Should a good thing come 
your way ˹Muhammad˺, they 
become saddened by it(108), if 
a calamity befalls you, they 
would say: “We have already 
taken our precautions!”(109)

and they turn away elated. 

104 JÉbir Ibn ÑAbdillÉh (h) narrated that: “I heard the Messenger of Allah (g) 
say to al-Jadd Ibn Qays: “Jadd, how do you feel about a scuffle with the 
blonde race ˹the Byzantines˺?” He replied: “Or, pardon me, Messenger of 
Allah. I am a man who has a soft spot for women and I am afraid that I 
would be tried and fall for the women of the blonde race!” The Messenger 
(g) said to him while looking away from him: “I pardon you”. Then Allah 
sent down: “Among them those who say: “Grant me permission and do not 
subject me to trial!” Nay, but into trial they have ˹ really˺ fallen!” (al-AlbÉnÊ 
deemed its chain of narration sound in al-Silsilah al-ØaÍÊÍah; see also Ibn 
ÑAbbÉs’s similar narration in al-ÙabarÉnÊ, al-MuÑjam al-KabÊr, 2/275)

105 This is the first in a series of “among thems” (wa minhum) phrases through 
which God laid bare the hypocrites’ trickery. ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) 
said: “al-Tawbah is al-FÉÌiÍah (lit. the exposer). “Among them… among 
them” kept on coming down until they ˹ the hypocrites˺ thought that it would 
leave none of them unmentioned!” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4882, Muslim: 3031)

106 The major trial of hypocrisy (cf. al-Muyassar, al-MukhtaÎar, TafsÊr 
al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).

107 “They urge you ˹Muhammad˺ to hasten the punishment; Hell is verily 
surrounding the Deniers. *On the Day when the Punishment will cover 
them from above and from beneath their feet, and it shall be said: “Taste 
that which you used to do!”” (29: 54-55).

108 Such is the nature of dormant, bitter enemies: “Should a good thing come 
your way, they become saddened by it, and it elates them if a calamity 
befalls you. But if you forbear and are Mindful you will not be harmed in 
the least by their guile—Allah encompasses what they do” (3: 120).

109 By not setting out on the campaign with the Messenger (g) and the 
Believers (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShawkÉnÊ).
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﴾51﴿ (110)Say ˹ Muhammad˺: “Nothing 
will befall us except what 
Allah decreed for us(111); He is 
our Ally!(112)” Let the Believers 
put their trust in Allah. ﴾52﴿ Say 
˹Muhammad˺: “Do you ˹ expectantly˺ 
await for us nothing but one 
of the two good things!(113)

110 True Believers whose Faith is steely know that what is predestined 
(al-qadar) by God cannot be evaded and that whatever happens to them 
is God’s Own decree and it can only be for the best of the Believers 
(cf. al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr); the wisdom of it may not be immediately 
obvious. Øuhayb al-RËmÊ (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: 
“Wounderous is the affair of the Believer. His affair is all good and 
that is true only to a Believer. When a happy occurrence comes his 
way, he shows gratitude and that is better for him. And when a hurtful 
occurrence befalls him, he shows patience and that is better for him” 
(Muslim: 2999).

111 “No calamity befalls on the Earth or in yourselves except that it is in a 
Register before We bring it into being—indeed that, for Allah, is easy. *So 
you need not grieve for what you miss or gloat over what you gain…” (57: 
22-23); “No calamity befalls ˹anyone˺ except by Allah’s Will; whoever 
Believes in Allah, He will guide his heart ˹through adversity˺—Allah is 
indeed All-Knowing of everything” (64: 11).

112 The ones whose Ally (MawlÉ) is God, they will not be let down (cf. Ibn 
Rajab, MajmËÑ al-RasÉ’il, 3/146).

113 Either martyrdom or victory (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-
ÑAdhb al-NamÊr). Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: 
“When your brothers were struck down in the Battle of Badr, Allah 
placed their souls in the ˹abdominal˺ cavities of green fowls, they drink 
from the rivers of Paradise, eat from its fruits and come back at the end 
of the day to repose in chandeliers hung in the Shadow of the ˹Majestic˺ 
Throne. For all of this, they ˹the martyred Believers˺ said: “Who would 
tell our brothers about us; that we are in Paradise being handsomely 
provided for so that they may not give up fighting in the cause of 
Allah or cower in war?” Allah Almighty said: “I will tell them on your 
behalf”. Then He revealed: “Do not think that those who got killed in the 
cause of Allah are dead. Nay but they are alive with their Lord ˹being 
handsomely˺ provided for””. (AbË DÉwËd: 2520, AÍmad: 2388; another 
version is found in Muslim: 1887) AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the 
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But what we ˹expectantly˺ await 
for you is that Allah afflicts 
you with a punishment from 
His side, or at our hands! So 
await, for we surely are awaiting 
with you!”
﴾53﴿ (114)Say: “Spend willingly 
or grudgingly; it will not be 
accepted from you(115) for your 
being contravening people!” 
﴾54﴿ (116)What prevented their 
expending being accepted from 
them was nothing but their Denial 
in Allah and His Messenger; 
they only come to Prayers being 
sluggish(117) and only spend being 
grudging.

Messenger (g) said: “Allah has made a pledge to one who sets out in His 
path: “Nothing drives him except ˹the pure intention of˺ striving in My 
path, Believing in Me and acceptance of My Messengers. He has got My 
Pledge that I will admit him into Paradise or return him back ˹safe˺ to the 
home he sat out from loaded, with what he earned; reward and spoils…” 
(Muslim: 1876).

114 In a bid to conceal their dubious design, some hypocrites, offered financial 
help by way of making up for not answering the call (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm 
al-Durar, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

115 Whatever the case might be, God will not accept this ostensibly ‘pious’ 
expenditure of theirs (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr): “Indeed Allah 
accepts only from the Mindful” (5: 27).

116 Further reasons for God not accepting their payment are provided, this 
being the result of their lack of Faith (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

117 “Indeed the hypocrites seek to deceive Allah, ˹but in reality˺ He Deceives 
them; when they rise up for Prayer, they rise sluggishly ˹only˺ showing off 
to people and little do they ˹truly˺ mention Allah” (4: 142); “Seek help in 
patience and Prayer; indeed they are hard save for the dedicated. *Those 
who firmly Believe that they will be meeting their Lord and that they are 
returning to Him” (2: 45-46).
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﴾55﴿ (118)Let not ˹Muhammad˺ their 
wealth nor their sons amuse 
you(119); Allah wants nothing but 
to punish them with these(120) in 
the worldly life and their souls 
to expire while they are ˹still˺ 
Deniers. ﴾56﴿ They swear by Allah 
that they are surely ˹part˺ of you 
but they are not ˹part˺ of you(121), 
˹in reality˺ they are ˹ ever˺ terrified 
folks; ﴾57﴿ (122)should they find 
˹themselves just˺ any hideout, a 
cavity or a bolthole, they would 
have darted to it galloping.

118 Whatever they might deem beneficial and are keen to keep to themselves, 
prominently money and sons, who were of great benefit to their fathers in 
those days, are nothing to be impressed with. They will be a cause of much 
pain and misery to those who are not willing to put them on the line for a 
Godly cause (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) 
narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “The one whose topmost concern 
is the Hereafter, Allah places abundance in his heart, makes all his affairs 
easily manageable and he will have the world at his feet. While the one 
whose topmost concern is the worldly life, Allah places scarcity constantly 
before his eyes, makes all his affairs fly in his face, and he only gets out of 
this world as much as what was predestined for him” (Ibn MÉjah: 4105, Ibn 
×ibbÉn, al-ØaÍÊÍ: 680).

119 “And do not gaze longingly at what We have given some of them to enjoy, 
the finery of this present life: We test them through this, but the provision of 
your Lord is better and more lasting” (20: 131).

120 “Do they reckon that, ˹on account of˺ the wealth and the children that We 
have provided them, *that We hasten to ˹honour˺ them ˹with˺ all kinds of 
good? Nay! They are not aware” (23: 55-56).

121 In their precarious situation, they adopt bare-faced lying as a line of 
defence, a desperate measure (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ): “When they meet 
those who Believe, they say: “We Believe!”, but when they are alone with 
their devils, they say: “Surely we are with you. We are but mocking”” 
(2: 14); “When the hypocrites come to you ˹Muhammad˺, they say: “We 
bear witness that you are verily the Messenger of Allah!” Allah Knows 
that you truly are His Messenger and Allah bears witness that the 
hypocrites are ˹relentless˺ liars” (63: 1).

122 This vividly depicts the lives of constant distress and anguish they lead.
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﴾58﴿ Among them some who snide 
at you regarding ˹the prescribed˺ 
alms(123); if given from it, they 
become contented, but if they are 
not given from it, they no sooner 
become spiteful. ﴾59﴿ (124)If only 
they contented themselves with 
what Allah and His Messenger 
had given them, and said: “Allah 
is sufficient for us; Allah – and 
His Messenger – will provide for 
us from His Bounty. We ˹only˺ 
turn to our Lord ˹in hope˺”. 
﴾60﴿ (125)˹The prescribed˺ Alms are 
but for the destitutes, the needy(126), 

123 This is yet another section of the hypocrites who used to insinuate that the 
noble Messenger (g) was not fair in his division of the zakah revenues (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-QÉsimÊ). AbË SaÑÊd al-KhudrÊ (h) 
narrated: “While the Messenger of Allah (g) was dividing, ˹a man known 
as˺ DhË al-KuwayÎirah of the clan of TamÊm stood and said: “Messenger of 
Allah, be fair!” The Messenger (g) replied to him: “Woe betides you! Who 
could ˹ever˺ be fair, if I am not fair! You would have been lost if I were not 
fair….” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6933, Muslim: 1064).

124 This provides the correct course of action that the sincerely faithful would 
take in such a situation, which is in sharp contrast to those bereft of the 
sweetness of Faith (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

125 The One Who divides the zakah is God Almighty Himself. This explanation 
in a way addresses the accusation of the ignorant hypocrites who insinuated 
that the Messenger (g) was not fair (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-RÉzÊ). Please note 
that the finer details of those who deserve the money fall beyond the scope 
of this translation. The explanations given here are only meant to clear the 
meaning.

126 al-FuqarÉ’ and al-MasÉkÊn are, respectively, the destitutes who have nothing 
at all and the needy who hardly have anything at all (cf. al-Muyassar, TafsÊr 
al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah). AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated the Prophet (g) 
said: “The needy ˹al-miskÊn˺ is not who goes about ˹begging from˺ people 
and will be satisfied by a morsel or two or a palm date or two. But the needy 
is he who cannot find enough to suffice him, he does not appear to people as 
in need of charity, and he would not go about asking people” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
1479, Muslim: 1039).
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those who work on them(127), the 
heart-attracted(128), by way of 
˹freeing˺ necks(129), the ˹deeply˺ 
indebted(130), in the path of Allah(131) 
and the stranded(132); an obligation 
ordained by Allah—Allah is All-
Knowing, All-Wise.
﴾61﴿ Among them are those 
who hurt the Prophet and say: 
“He is an ear ˹credulous˺!”(133)

Say: “‘An ear’ for your best!(134)

127 al-ÑÓmilÊna ÑalayhÉ are those who are put in charge of collecting and 
distributing the zakah (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, ÙaÍÉwÊ, AÍkÉm al-Qur’Én, 1/365, Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr).

128 al-Mu’allafah QulËbuhum (lit. those whose hearts are bonded) are those 
whose hearts are attracted and softened towards Faith (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn ÑÓshËr, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).

129 FÊ al-riqÉb, is to use the money to emancipate slaves from bondage (cf. 
al-Muyassar, TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah). AbË Hurayrah (h) 
narrated that the Messenger of Allah (g) said: “Whoever frees a Muslim 
˹slave˺ neck, Allah will free for every part ˹of the body of the freed˺ a 
˹matching˺ part of his from the Fire; even the private parts for the private 
parts” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6715, Muslim: 1509).

130 al-GhÉrimÊn are those who fall into debt for a cause which is neither sinful 
nor from excess and who cannot pay off their debtors (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

131 FÊ sabÊl AllÉh to help those who fight in the path of Allah to carry out their 
mission (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, al-SaÑdÊ).

132 Ibn al-sabÊl (lit. the son of the road) is the traveller who finds himself 
stranded in a place with no means to provide for himself (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

133 They think of the Messenger (g) lightly and say that he is gullible 
and listens to all what is being said to him and accepts it at face value 
unquestioningly, even their own blatant lies and lame excuses (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
al-RÉzÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

134 The answer dictated here is a witty repartee, a rejoinder that rebounds their 
own words at them in an unexpected manner; tweaking the same words to 
attain an originally unintended aim (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). In other words, he is 
an ‘ear’ who listens but to what is good and not to evil; when news of your 
evil reaches him, he listens and overlooks. Being of such a virtuous nature, 
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He Believes in Allah and believes 
the Believers(135); a mercy to 
those who have ˹truly˺ Believed 
among you.(136)” Those who hurt 
the Messenger of Allah, theirs is 
a painful Punishment.(137) ﴾62﴿ They 
swear by Allah to you ˹Believers˺ 
to reconcile with you(138), but 
Allah and His Messenger have 
more right to reconcile with(139), 
if ˹only˺ they were Believers. 
﴾63﴿ Did they not know that whoever 
takes a stand against Allah and 
His Messenger, his is Hellfire 
forever he abides therein—that is 
the great disgrace!(140)

he turns a blind eye when you come to him with fabrications (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

135 In reality, the Messenger (g) was not as easily fooled as they thought. He 
Believes in what is revealed to him by God, among which is to pardon 
people and to make allowance for the ignorant (cf. 7: 199), as well as 
acknowledges what sincere Believers tell him, but not hypocrites or Deniers 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr).

136 His listening and pardoning, which they have mistaken for incredulity, is 
for the best of those who when afforded the opportunity to become heedful, 
their hearts open up and Believe (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

137 “Verily those who offend Allah and His Messenger Allah condemns them in 
this world and the Hereafter. And He has prepared for them a humiliating 
Punishment” (33: 57).

138 They dishonestly swear to distance themselves from their offence of the 
Messenger (g) about which God has just told him (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr; see also: ImÉm AÍmad: 2407, al-ÙabarÉnÊ, 
al-MuÑjam al-KabÊr: 12307).

 Listening to those who may not necessarily tell the truth and who swear 
to what they say, especially when one is not fooled by them, is considered 
an act of chivalry in Arabian culture befitting only the noblest. Thus, they 
afford the speaker the chance to save face.

139 By being honest, which is more becoming of those who claim to be true 
Believers (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

140 “Verily those who take a stand against Allah and His Messenger will be 
suppressed, like those before them: We have surely sent down clear Signs; 
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﴾64﴿ The hypocrites dread that a 
sura will be brought down on 
them, revealing to them what 
is ˹hidden˺ in their hearts(141); 
say: “Keep on mocking; verily 
Allah will expose what you 
dread”. ﴾65﴿ Should you ˹Muhammad˺ 
ask them, they will say: “We 
were just ˹idly˺ chit-chatting(142) 
and passing time!”(143) Say: 
“Were you mocking of Allah, 
His Signs and His Messenger!” 

and humiliating Punishment awaits the Deniers” (58: 5); “Verily those 
who take a stand against Allah and His Messenger will be among the most 
abased!” (58: 20).

141 While many hypocrites were sure that the Messenger (g) was truthful 
but decided not to acknowledge him, others were truly in doubt (cf. 
al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Or do those in whose hearts is disease think 
that Allah will not expose their spite? *If We willed, We would show them 
to you ˹Muhammad˺ so that you would know them by their mark. And 
you will certainly know them by their tone of speech; Allah Knows your 
deeds” (47: 29-30).

142 YakhËÌu is to pass time in hearsay. Originally, it means to waddle in water 
and carries the added meaning of muddling up. Throughout the Qur’an 
it is used to cast negative light on what is being described (cf. Ibn FÉris, 
MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt).

143 Being hypocritical, secretly maligning God, His Messenger and His Signs 
seems to have been their pastime of choice (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

 ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑUmar (k) narrated: “During the Tabuk Expedition a man 
said in a gathering: “I never set eyes on any who are more gluttonous, lying 
and cowardly than these reciters ˹indicating the most noble Companions 
who recite the Qur’an˺ of ours!” A man in the same gathering replied to 
him: “Liar! But indeed you are a hypocrite! I shall tell the Messenger of 
Allah (g)!” When the news reached the Messenger (g), ˹some ayas of˺ the 
Qur’an came down ˹ regarding the incident˺.” The narrator continues: “I saw 
him clinging to the belly strap of the Messenger’s (g) she camel, saying: 
“Messenger of Allah! We were only chit-chatting and passing time!” While 
the Messenger of Allah (g) was reciting: “Were you mocking of Allah, 
His Signs and His Messenger”” (cf. Ibn AbÊ ×Étim, al-ÙabarÊ, al-ShinqÊÏÊ, 
al-ÑAdhb al-NamÊr).
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﴾66﴿ “Do not apologize! You 
have truly Denied(144) after your 
˹outwardly˺ Belief! Should We 
pardon a bunch of you, We would 
˹conversely˺ punish another bunch 
for being staunchly criminal!”(145)

﴾67﴿ The hypocrites, both male and 
female, take after each other(146); 
they enjoin what is unacceptable 
and advise against virtue, and 
clinch their fists(147). They forgot 
Allah and He Forgot them(148)—
verily the hypocrites are the 
contravening ones. ﴾68﴿ Allah 
promises the hypocrites, male and 
female, and the Deniers Hellfire, 
forever they abide therein; it is 
sufficient for them and that Allah 
Damns them—theirs ˹therein˺ is 
resident Punishment.” ﴾69﴿ (149)Just 
like the ones before them: 

144 They have now revealed their Denial while in the past they feigned Belief 
(cf. al-ZajjÉj, al-SamÑÉnÊ, AbË ×ayyÉn, al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-QÉsimÊ).

145 Those who honestly repent will be forgiven, but the stubbornly, irrevocably 
Denying will be punished (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). The door of 
repentance is still open for them (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).

146 They are one and the same, their deeds and motives are the same and they 
are each other’s allies (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). They were a 
close-knit society who were up to no good, encouraging each other only 
to evil.

147 That is they are tight-fisted when it comes to giving. This highlights how 
callous they were (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr) and how less prone they were to yield to 
the call of Faith (cf. RiÌÉ).

148 “It will be said: “This Day We will Forget you as you forgot the meeting 
of this Day of yours! Your resort will be the Fire, and you shall have no 
helpers” (45: 34).

149 The following good bad examples, whom they even compare unfavorably 
with, are cited for them to think over their state of affairs.
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“They were mightier in strength 
than you are and greater in wealth 
and children. They enjoyed their 
˹worldly˺ portion and you enjoyed 
your portion as much as the ones 
before you enjoyed their portion, 
and you indulged as much as 
they indulged; these their deeds 
were nullified in this worldly 
life and in the Hereafter—these 
are ˹the real˺ losers. ﴾70﴿ Had not 
the news of those who came 
before them reached them: the 
people of NËÍ, ˹the tribes of˺ 
ÑÓd and ThamËd, the people 
of IbrÉhÊm, the companions of 
Midian and the overturned(150); 
their Messengers came to them 
with clear evidences! Allah 
would not have wronged them 
but they were bent on wronging 
themselves.
﴾71﴿ (151)And Believers, male and 
female, are ˹mutually˺ each 
other’s allies(152). They enjoin 
virtue and advise against 
what is unacceptable(153),

150 al-Mu’tafikÉt (lit. the overturned) are the villages of the people of Prophet Lot 
() that were flipped upside down (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr).

151 The contrast between the Believers, both male and female, to the hypocrites, 
male and female, is meant to show how far away the wicked from the 
virtuous are so that sound human nature may prevail and they may repent 
(cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar); they are also encouraged by being let to 
know what God has prepared for the virtuous.

152 Their alliance (wilÉyah) is that of Islam, where both parties are equal and 
no one is a blind follower of the other; unlike the hypocrites who take their 
evil traits each from the other, almost blindly (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

153 “Let there be among you a legion calling for goodness; enjoining 
virtue and advising against what is unacceptable—those are the 
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keep up the Prayer and give out 
the prescribed alms, and obey 
Allah and His Messenger; those 
Allah will have mercy on them—
verily Allah is All-Prevailing, 
All-Wise. ﴾72﴿ Allah promised 
the Believers, male and female, 
Gardens under which rivers flow 
forever they abide therein and 
comely abodes in Gardens of 
Eternity(154), but a Pleasure(155) from 
Allah is ˹ever˺ greater(156); that is 
˹truly˺ the great triumph.

successful” (3: 104); “You are indeed the best nation the world has 
seen: you enjoin virtue, advise against what is unacceptable and 
Believe in Allah” (3: 110).

154 JannÉt ÑAdn (lit. Gardens of Eternal Residence) (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, 
al-MufradÉt). AbË MËsÉ al-AshÑarÊ (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: 
“In the Gardens of Eternity, ˹there are˺ two gardens their utensils and all 
that is there is made of sliver; ˹and another˺ two gardens their utensils and 
all that is there is made of gold. Nothing separates its dwellers from seeing 
their Lord except the Mantle of Loftiness on His Face” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4878, 
Muslim: 180).

155 AbË SaÑÊd al-KhudrÊ (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Allah 
Almighty will call the people of Paradise: “People of Paradise!” They will 
reply: “All pleasure is Yours our Lord, yes!” He says: “Are you satisfied?” 
They reply: “Why wouldn’t we be when You gave us what You did not 
give any other of your creation!” He says: “I shall give you ˹yet˺ better 
than that!” They reply: “Lord! What is better than that?” He says: “I bestow 
My Pleasure upon you and I shall never be Displeased with you again”.” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 6549, Muslim: 2829)

156 God’s Pleasure (RiÌwÉn) is greater and better than all the bliss of Paradise 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, al-QurÏubÊ): “Allah says: “This is the 
Day on which the Truthfulness of the Truthful avails them; for them are 
Gardens under which rivers flow forever after they abide therein; Allah 
is Pleased with them and they are pleased with Him—that indeed is the 
greatest gain”” (5: 119).
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﴾73﴿ (157)O Prophet, strive(158)

against the Deniers and the 
hypocrites and be tough on 
them, their resort is Hellfire; dire 
indeed is the end(159). ﴾74﴿ (160)They 
swear ˹to you˺ that they did not 
utter ˹the word of Denial(161)˺; 
surely they have uttered the 
word of Denial so they Denied 
after their ˹professing˺ Islam(162). 

157 The stubbornly heedless are to be confronted and treated sternly and toughly 
(cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

158 The command ‘jÉhid’ (strive) is of a general purport and trying to say exactly 
what it entails inevitably limits its meaning, and, in turn, its application 
(cf. al-RÉzÊ). Exegetes do not agree unanimously on what ‘striving’ here 
exactly implies. However, mostly they agree that the Deniers and the 
hypocrites are to be striven against and confronted: the Deniers with arms 
and the hypocrites with argumentation (cf. al-Muyassar, al-MukhtaÎar, 
TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah): “Fight them until there is no trial, 
and the religion becomes sincerely Allah’s Own. If they desist, only the 
wrongdoers shall be transgressed against” (2: 193).

 The hypocrites are conjoined together with the Deniers and treated as 
combatants to give them the message that should they be conspicuously 
disruptive and more audacious, they now know what is to come. The threat 
of force ensures that they remain dormant and therefore less disorderly in 
society (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

159 “…indeed Allah will gather the hypocrites and the Deniers in Hellfire 
altogether” (4: 140).

160 What the hypocrites said and did, their slandering and plotting, and even 
conspiring to assassinate the Messenger (g), amounted to outright Denial 
(cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr, RiÌÉ). They are still being forewarned and the cover over 
their machinations is blown in the most glaring of terms so that they may 
ponder and repent.

161 The ‘word of Denial’ (kalimat al-kufr) is the speech that indicates Denial 
(cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr), for example, insulting the Messenger (g) and attacking 
the religion (cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WasÊÏ, al-ShawkÉnÊ, al- SaÑdÊ).

162 By uttering the word of Denial, they revealed once and for all their true 
mettle; although they were Muslims to all appearances, they were in fact 
Deniers (cf. al-BaghawÊ, al-QurÏubÊ).

 Ibn ÑAÏiyyah makes a point about word choice, which further sheds light 
on the meaning; the word “islÉm” and not “ÊmÉn” (sincere Faith) is used 
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They resolved ˹to carry out˺ what 
they failed to attain(163); they only 
bore grudges after Allah – and 
His Messengers – enriched them 
with His bounty!(164) If they repent, 
it would be better for them but if 
they turn away, Allah will inflict 
a painful punishment on them 
˹both˺ in the worldly life and in 
the Hereafter—˹and then˺ they 
will have no ally or helper.
﴾75﴿ (165)Among them are those 
who pledged to Allah: “Should 
He bestow on us from His 
bounty, we would ˹commit to˺ 
spend charitably and ˹commit 
to˺ be among the righteous”. 

here because Islam can be professed with mere words, i.e. the testimony of 
monotheism, but ÊmÉn is a much further step, because it tackles what the 
heart holds: “The herds people said: “We have Believed!” Say ˹ Muhammad˺: 
“You have not Believed. But say: “We have professed Islam” for ˹ true˺ Faith 
has not yet entered your hearts. But if you obey Allah and His Messenger 
˹wholeheartedly˺, He will not discount anything from ˹the reward of˺ your 
deeds—Allah is truly All-Forgiving, Most Merciful” (49: 14).

163 They devised to assassinate the Messenger (g) upon his return from the 
Tabuk Expedition, but their plot was foiled (cf. al-BaghawÊ, Ibn al-Qayyim, 
ZÉd al-MaÑÉd, 3/477-478, Ibn KathÊr, al-AlËsÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

164 A fact that should have had the opposite effect on them (cf. al-ZajjÉj, 
MaÑÉnÊ al-Qur’Én, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr). But such is always the way 
of venomous people; no act of kindness will ever allay them. Whatever 
one does will only increase their hatred towards one. When the renowned 
linguist, al-BajalÊ, was asked about where to find the following Arab 
adage in the Qur’an: “Beware of the evil of the person you have shown 
kindness to”, he quoted this portion of the aya (cf. al-DhahabÊ, Siyar AÑlÉm 
al-NubalÉ’, 13/414).

165 The hypocritical traits spelled out earlier are reiterated here: dishonoring 
of pledges, repaying kindness with spitefulness, miserliness and lack of 
empathy, and persistent lying (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar). They are also 
still being warned to pay heed.
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﴾76﴿ But when He bestowed on 
them from His bounty, they 
became miserly with it, and 
˹wilfully˺ turned away paying 
no heed. ﴾77﴿ Then there pursued 
them hypocrisy in their hearts 
until the Day they meet Him(166); 
for reneging on what they pledged 
to Allah and for their persistent 
lying(167). ﴾78﴿ Did they not know 
that Allah Knows their secrets 
and their private conversations, 
and that Allah is ever All-Knower 
of all the unseen!
﴾79﴿ (168)Those who snide at the 
˹generously˺ benefacting among 
the Believers regarding alms, 
as well as ˹the sincere˺ who can 
find nothing ˹to give˺ but their 

166 Their hypocrisy will linger in their hearts until the day they die, upon which 
they meet God (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, al-QurÏubÊ).

167 AbË Hurayrah (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “Three are the 
˹tell-tale˺ indicators of a hypocrite: lying when speaking, breaking promises 
and betraying trust” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 33, Muslim 59).

168 The hypocrites do not only practise what they preach themselves (“…enjoin 
what is unacceptable and advise against virtue, and clinch their fists…” 
(Aya 67 above)), they hate to see others doing otherwise (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, 
NaÐm al-Durar). AbË MasÑËd (h) narrated: “When we were bade to give 
charity, ˹having nothing to give˺ we went on to work as porters ˹in the 
market, to secure the money for charity˺. AbË ÑAqÊl came with half a bucket 
˹of palm dates as charity˺, another person came with more than that, and 
the hypocrites said: “Allah is in no need of this one’s charity ˹meaning AbË 
ÑAqÊl˺, and this other one only did it to show off”. Then the aya came down: 
“Those who snide at the benefacting among the Believers regarding alms as 
well as ˹ the sincere˺ who can find nothing ˹ to give˺ but their own effort …”” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 4668, Muslim: 1018). They hurtle sneering comments on both 
the well-off who give generously, saying that they do so to show off, and 
those who can only help out with the very little that they have, and deride 
them for it (c.f. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, al-SaÑdÊ).
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own effort – they ridicule them – 
may Allah Ridicule them(169) and 
theirs is a painful Punishment. 
﴾80﴿ (170)Ask ˹Muhammad˺ for 
forgiveness for them, or do not 
ask for forgiveness for them; 
should you ask for forgiveness 
for them seventy times(171), Allah 
will not forgive them. That for 
their Denying of Allah and His 
Messenger; Allah guides not 
the ˹persistently˺ contravening 
people.

169 “When they meet those who Believe, they say: “We Believe!”, but when 
they are alone with their devils, they say: “Surely we are with you. We 
are but mocking”. *Allah mocks them and slackens the reins for them to 
wander aimlessly in their blindness” (2: 14-15).

170 ÑUmar Ibn al-KhaÏÏÉb (h) narrated: “When ˹the head of the hypocrites˺ 
ÑAbdullÉh Ibn Ubayy Ibn SalËl died, the Messenger of Allah (g) was 
summoned to Pray for him. As the Messenger of Allah (g) stood up ˹for 
Prayer˺, I sprang to him and said: “Messenger of Allah, will you Pray over 
Ibn Ubayy, in spite of him saying so and so on the day of so and so!” 
I recounted to him (g) what he said ˹of many slanders˺. The Messenger 
(g) smiled and said: “Move away from me ÑUmar.” When I had argued a 
great deal with him, he said: “I was given a choice and I made my choice. 
Had I known that if I were to seek forgiveness for him more than seventy 
times he would be forgiven, I would have sought it more!” The Messenger 
(g) Prayed and then left. It was just a short while after that the two ayas 
in BarÉ’ah ˹i.e. al-Tawbah˺ came down: “Do not ever Pray ˹Muhammad˺ 
over anyone of them who dies … died while in a state of contravention”…” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 1366).

171 The number 70 is not meant to give an exact number but is rather 
used to denote numerousness per se (cf. al-ZamakhsharÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr, 
al-KhÉzin, al-Muyassar, TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah): “It is all 
the same for them whether you ˹Muhammad˺ ask for forgiveness for 
them ˹the hypocrites˺ or do not ask for forgiveness for them, Allah will 
never forgive them; verily Allah guides not the contravening people” 
(63: 6).
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﴾81﴿ (172)The stay-backers were 
pleased with their station behind 
the Messenger of Allah; they hated 
to strive in the path of Allah with 
their money and lives and said: 
“Do not mobilize in the heat!” 
Say ˹Muhammad˺: “The heat of 
Hellfire is surely more severe” 

(173) – if only they would discern. 
﴾82﴿ Let them laugh a little but weep 
much they shall; a ˹just˺ requital 
for what they used to earn.
﴾83﴿ Should Allah return you 
back ˹Muhammad˺ to a band of 
them(174) and they sought your 
permission to set out, say: “You 
shall never set out with me ever 
and shall never fight an enemy 
with me. You were satisfied 
to stay back in the first time!(175)

172 This and the next three passages generally deal with not abiding by the 
command to mobilize when called upon. The depravity surrounding 
such an act of defiance is varyingly highlighted through the use of a 
defamatory label of the same root kh-l-f: al-mukhallafËna (the stay-
backers, lit. the ones made to stay back), al-khÉlifËna (the fall-behinders) 
and al-khawÉlif (the ˹incapacitated˺ stayers, which is repeated twice) (cf. 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah).

173 AbË Hurayrah (g) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “This fire of 
yours, which the son of Adam inflames, is ˹only˺ one part of seventy parts 
of the heat of Hell. They ˹the Companions˺ said: “By Allah it ˹the worldly 
fire˺ is sufficient ˹as punishment˺, Messenger of Allah!” He said: “It ˹Hell˺ 
has been made severer that this one sixty nine times over. Each of them is 
equal to the worldly fire” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 3265, Muslim: 2849).

174 These are the group of hypocrites who sought the Messenger’s permission 
without valid excuses to stay in Madinah and not join him on his way to 
Tabuk (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr).

175 The ‘tough’ punishments mentioned here and in the next aya, amount to 
naming and shaming (cf. al-RÉzÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr); they are being pointed out as 
discordant to the rest of society (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah).
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Stay then with the fall-
behinders!(176)” ﴾84﴿ Do not ever 
Pray ˹Muhammad˺ over anyone 
of them who dies and do not stand 
at his grave(177); they had Denied 
Allah and His Messenger and died 
while in a state of contravention. 
﴾85﴿ (178)Let not ˹Muhammad˺ their 
wealth and their sons amuse you; 
Allah wants nothing but to punish 
them with these in the worldly 
life and their souls to expire while 
they are ˹still˺ Deniers.
﴾86﴿ (179)When a sura is brought 
down ˹commanding people˺ to 
Believe in Allah and strive with 
His Messenger, the well-off(180) 
among them seek your permission 
and say: “Leave us to be with 
those who sit ˹at home˺!(181)”

176 al-KhÉlif (plural al-khÉlifËn) is the person who remains behind because of 
lack or incapacity (cf. al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). It is used here to impart a 
derogatory sense (cf. al-ÙabarÊ).

177 To oversee the burial and/or ask for forgiveness or pray for the deceased 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn KathÊr).

178 The wording of this aya is almost identical to Aya 55 above, reiterating 
its message and further driving it home (cf. al-RÉzÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, AbË 
×ayyÉn); all the grandeur with which they are surrounded amounts to 
nothing but a cause of pain and misery and a deceptive illusion that haunts 
them until they die without repentance (cf. al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

179 Yet another subdivision of the hypocrites, i.e. the able-bodied and the 
wealthy, is exposed here to further chastise them (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

180 UlË al-Ïawl (lit. those in possession of expanse/reach, cf. al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb 
al-Qur’Én, Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt) are 
those who are financially well-off (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ). 
Yet other commentators include, along with the wealthy, the ones who are 
bodily fit and healthy (cf. al-QÉsimÊ, RiÌÉ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

181 al-QÉÑidËna are the weak, the terminally ill and the incapacitated (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ).
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﴾87﴿ They were content to be 
among the ˹ incapacitated˺ stayers(182) 
and Allah stamped on their hearts 
so that they would not discern(183). 
﴾88﴿ But the Messenger and 
Believers alongside him strove 
with their money and lives; 
those are the ones for whom is 
all good ˹things˺(184) and those are 
the winners. ﴾89﴿ Allah readied for 
them Gardens under which rivers 
flow forever they abide therein; 
that is ˹truly˺ the great triumph.
﴾90﴿ And the permission seekers(185) 
among the herds people came 
to be pardoned, but those who 

182 al-KhawÉlif are mainly women (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, cf. 
al-SijistÉnÊ, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, 
al-MufradÉt). Obviously, they were known with this designation because 
they would not join fighting campaigns. The hypocrites, however, are still 
being denigrated (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

183 They were bereft of the faculty of discernment; they did not grasp the 
wisdom and benefits of God’s commands (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn 
KathÊr). Also had they been discerning, they would not have been gratified 
with classification alongside the less bodily able segment of society 
(al-SaÑdÊ): “... but the hypocrites discern not!” (9: 87).

184 al-KhayrÉt (intensive plural of khayr, i.e. good) denotes good aplenty both 
in this worldly life and in the Hereafter (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-QÉsimÊ, al-SaÑdÊ): 
“You who Believe, shall I show you a trade that will save you from painful 
punishment? *That you Believe in Allah and His Messenger, and strive in 
the path of God with your money and lives; that is best for you, if you only 
knew. *He will forgive you your sins and admit you in Gardens under which 
rivers flow and comely abodes in Gardens of Eternity; that is ˹truly˺ the 
great triumph” (61: 10-12).

185 These nomad permission seekers either had valid excuses (in YaÑqËb’s 
Qur’anic mode of reading where it is read as: al-MuÑdhirËna, cf. Ibn 
al-JazarÊ, al-Nashr, 2/280) or did not (in all other Qur’anic modes of 
reading it is read as: al-MuÑadhdhirËna, cf. Ibn al-JazarÊ, al-Nashr, 2/280) 
(cf. al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn al-JawzÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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lied to Allah and His Messenger 
stayed(186); a painful Punishment 
shall befall those who Denied 
among them. ﴾91﴿ There is no guilt 
upon the weak, or the sick, or 
those who cannot find the means 
to spend, should they be honest to 
Allah and His Messenger; there is 
no way against the good-doers—
Allah is indeed All-Forgiving, 
Most Merciful. ﴾92﴿ Neither is 
there ˹a way˺ against those who 
when they come to you to mount 
them ˹on riding animals˺ – you 
˹Muhammad˺ would say: “I 
cannot secure what to mount you 
on” – they turn back with their 
eyes swelling with tears, deeply 
sorrowful that they cannot find 
the means to spend. ﴾93﴿ The way 
is only ˹rightly sought˺ against 
those who seek your permission 
while they are well-to-do; they 
were content to be among the 
˹incapacitated˺ stayers and Allah 
stamped on their hearts so that 
they would not know(187).
﴾94﴿ They(188) apologize to you 
˹Believers˺ when you return to them. 

186 These are the hypocrite nomads who did not even make the effort to come 
to the Messenger (g) to seek his permission (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn 
ÑÓshËr).

187 They did not realize the consequences of not joining the Messenger (g) in 
his campaign and were ignorant of the great rewards they were missing out 
on in this world and in the Hereafter (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-AlËsÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

188 The hypocrite nomads, those who did not even make the effort to seek the 
Messenger’s permission, are being dealt with here (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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Say ˹Muhammad˺: “Do not 
apologize. We will not believe 
you; Allah has told us some 
of your news(189). Allah – and 
His Messenger – shall see your 
deeds(190), then you shall be 
returned to the Knower of the 
unseen and the witnessed and He 
will break the news to you about 
what you used to do!” ﴾95﴿ (191)They 
will swear by Allah to you, when 
you come back to them so that you 
would turn away from them. Turn 
away from them then; they are 
filthy(192) and their resort is Hell; a 
˹just˺ requital for what they used 
to earn. ﴾96﴿ (193)They swear to you 
so that you may reconcile with 
them. If you reconcile with them 
then Allah does not reconcile with 
the contravening people.
﴾97﴿ Herds people are stauncher 
in Denial and hypocrisy(194); 

189 Enough of their news not to believe them (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

190 Although their apology is not accepted, they are afforded a chance to repent 
and mend their ways (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr); what really matters are deeds not 
mere words (cf. al-SaÑdÊ).

191 This aya foretells part of their news and what they would do after the return 
of the Messenger (g) along with the Believers to Madinah, to emphasize 
that God’s ‘seeing’ of what they do is real and that He knows the unseen as 
well as the witnessed (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

192 Believers are advised to remain aloof from what may rub off on them 
negatively (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

193 They are not only wishful of the Believers’ not holding them to account over 
their treachery, moreover, they are even hopeful of complete reconciliation 
with the Believers as if nothing had happened (cf. al-RÉzÊ).

194 Being rougher in character than townspeople and freer in expressing their 
thoughts (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah).
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they are more likely not to know 
the boundaries of what Allah 
sent down to His Messenger(195)—
Allah is indeed All-Knowing, 
All-Wise. ﴾98﴿ (196)Among the herds 
people are those who take what 
they spend to be a liability(197) and 
lie in wait for turns of fortune 
against you ˹Believers˺; may 
the unfortunate turn be against 
them! Allah is indeed All-Hearing, 
All-Knowing.
﴾99﴿ Yet among the herds people 
are those who Believe in Allah 
and the Last Day and take what 
they spend to be reparation(198)

with Allah and ˹to seek˺ the 
Messenger’s prayers ˹for them˺(199); 

195 Being away from sources of knowledge by not mixing with the 
knowledgeable Companions of the Messenger (g) (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr, 
al-Muyassar). The ignorant are more prone to evil than the sincere 
knowledgeable (al-SaÑdÊ).

196 This aya and the next compare and contrast two types of the nomad 
Arabs: the ones who are dispossessed of Faith and the ones who are 
devoutly faithful. This brings to the fore how Faith can change people’s 
characters for the better and nurture their spirits no matter how rough 
their natures are.

197 Considering their financial contribution to society as an encumbrance 
(maghram) and spending grudgingly, not in the hope that God would 
reward them for it (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

198 QurubÉt (originally from past tense verb qaruba to draw nearer) are good 
deeds done to get closer to God Almighty (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ).

199 ØalawÉt al-RasËl denotes the Messenger’s supplications of blessing for 
them (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). ÑAbdullÉh Ibn AbÊ AwfÉ (k) 
said: “When a clan brought their alms to the Prophet (g), he used to say: 
“O Allah, bless the clan of so-and-so.” My father brought him his alms and 
he (g) said: “O Allah, bless the household of AbË AwfÉ”” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 
1497, Muslim: 1078).
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indubitably it is a reparation 
for them! Allah will admit them 
into His Mercy(200)—Allah is 
verily All-Forgiving, Most 
Merciful. ﴾100﴿ (201)The earliest 
forerunners among the Immigrants 
and the Helpers, and those who 
followed their suit in perfection 
˹of deeds˺(202), Allah is Pleased 
with them and they are pleased 
with Him, and He has readied 
for them Gardens under which 
rivers flow forever after they 
abide therein; that is ˹truly˺ the 
great triumph.

200 “You, soul at peace: *return to your Lord well pleased and well pleasing; 
*join My servants, *and enter My Paradise.” (89: 27-30).

201 Although the pious among the Arab nomads are commendable, it is 
not their example that is to be emulated but that of the bastion of 
pure Faith; the earliest Believers (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). They are society’s 
best elements; the first to outrun all people to embrace Faith among 
those who left their own kith and kin, their worldly possessions and 
hometowns, and those who unreservedly welcomed and provided 
a safe haven to the Messenger (g) and a springboard for the call, 
and rallied with all their will around it (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-BaghawÊ, 
al-SaÑdÊ): “The poor Immigrants who were driven from their homes 
and possessions, who seek a Favor from Allah and Pleasure, those 
who support Allah and His Messenger – these are the ones who are 
true – ˹shall have a share˺. *And those who occupied the land and 
Belief before them love those who immigrated to them and find in 
their breasts no need for that which they were given. They prefer 
others over themselves, even if they be impoverished. And whosoever 
is shielded from the avarice of his soul, it is they who shall prosper” 
(59: 8-9).

202 “The ones who came after them say: “Our Lord, forgive us and our brethren 
who have preceded us in Faith, and do not place any ill-will in our hearts 
concerning those who Believe. Our Lord, Indeed You are Ever Gracious, 
Most Merciful!”” (59: 10).
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﴾101﴿ (203)Among the herds people 
˹who live˺ around you(204) are 
˹yet˺ hypocrites and ˹yet˺ among 
the people of Madinah are those 
who are mired in hypocrisy(205). 
You ˹Muhammad˺ do not know 
them, ˹but˺ We Know them; 
We shall punish them twice(206), 
then they shall be returned to a 
grave Punishment(207). ﴾102﴿ And 
˹there are˺ others who admitted 
their guilt(208); they mixed a good 
deed with another ˹which is˺ 
bad. Allah may very well relent 
towards them—Allah is verily 
All-Forgiving, Most-Merciful(209).

203 These by contrast are society’s worst elements (cf. RiÌÉ). Shown over the 
past passages were four segments: two are the truly Believing among the 
Madinah dwellers and the herds people and two are the hypocritical among 
the Madinah dwellers and the herds people. Then the two Believing were 
joined together (Ayas 99-100) and now the two hypocritical are banded 
together and light is shed on their fate (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar).

204 Around Madinah (cf. Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

205 MaradË is that they have become so steeped in hypocrisy that it had become 
almost second nature to them; they had become so crafty at it that they were 
able to deceive others and remained faithful to it and would not give it up 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr).

206 Both on the face of Earth before they die and in their graves (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, 
Ibn KathÊr, al-Muyassar).

207 In Hellfire (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, AbË al-SuÑËd): “Indeed the 
hypocrites will be in the lowest depths of the Fire—you will never find them 
a helper” (4: 145).

208 Staying behind and not joining the Messenger (g) in his campaign (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). Admitting guilt a very long way away from 
being “mired” in hypocrisy and thus brings one closer to what pleases God.

209 The doors of repentance are wide open for them on the assurance of none 
but God Almighty, the All-Forgiving, Most-Merciful: ‘“Those ˹angels˺ 
who carry the Throne and those around it glorify in gratitude to their 
Lord, have faith in Him, and seek forgiveness for the Believers, ˹praying:˺ 
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﴾103﴿ (210)Take from their money 
alms with which you purify and 
elevate(211) them, and pray for 
them; verily your prayers are 
restfulness(212) for them—Allah 
is All-Hearing, All-Knowing. 
﴾104﴿ Did they not know that 
Allah is the One Who accepts 
repentance from His servants and 
takes ˹their˺ alms, and that Allah 
is the One Who is All-Forgiving, 
Most Merciful!
﴾105﴿ (213)Say: “Do your deeds! 
Allah shall see your deeds, 
as well as His Messenger 

“Our Lord! You encompass everything in ˹Your˺ Mercy and Knowledge. 
So forgive those who repent and follow Your Path, and save them from the 
Punishment of the Hellfire. *Our Lord! Admit them into the Gardens of 
Eternity which You have promised them, along with the righteous among 
their parents, spouses, and descendants. You ˹ alone˺ are truly the Almighty, 
All-Wise. *And protect them from the evil consequences ˹of their deeds˺; he 
whom You protect from evil consequences that Day You will have shown 
him Mercy; that is ˹truly˺ the great triumph” (40: 7-9).

210 Such is the extent of God’s boundless benevolence for those who draw 
nearer to Him and show sincere repentance. The acceptance of their alms 
indicates acceptance of their deeds as it shows how sincere they really are 
(cf. al-RÉzÊ, RiÌÉ).

211 YuzakkÊ means to thrive, increase and elevate (cf. Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs 
al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). Here it means to increase their 
wealth, good manners, pious deeds, and reward them both in this world and 
in the Hereafter (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ). JÉbir Ibn 
ÑAbdillÉh (h) narrated that the Prophet (g) said: “Charity extinguishes 
sins as much as water extinguishes fire” (ImÉm AÍmad: 15284, Ibn ×ibbÉn, 
al-ØaÍÊÍ: 1723).

212 Sakan is calm and comfort (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr).

213 Now that they have been given a new lease of life with the gracious 
acceptance of their repentance, they are to show their true mettle and make 
up for the chances of getting rewards for good deeds they had wasted (cf. 
Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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and the Believers(214). And you 
shall be returned to the Knower 
of the unseen and the witnessed 
and He will break the news to 
you about what you used to do! 
﴾106﴿ (215)Others ˹among them˺ are 
postponed until ˹the coming of˺ 
Allah’s command; He either 
punishes them or relents on 
them—Allah is All-Knowing, 
All-Wise.
﴾107﴿ (216)And ˹among them are˺ those 
who assumed ˹for themselves˺ a 
mosque to cause damage(217), in 
Denial, to cause discord among 
the Believers and in anticipation 

214 Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) narrated: “They ˹the Messenger (g) and his 
Companions˺ once came upon a funeral and spoke well of the deceased 
and the Messenger (g) said: “It has become rightly ˹his˺!” Then they came 
across another funeral and spoke unfavourably of the deceased and the 
Messenger (g) said: “It has become rightly ˹his˺!” ÑUmar Ibn al-KhaÏÏÉb 
(h) said: “What is it that has become rightly ˹his˺?” He (g) said: “This 
one you spoke well of him and Paradise became rightly his and this one you 
spoke unfavourably of him and the Fire became rightly his. You are Allah’s 
witnesses on Earth”” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 1367).

215 These are the ones among those who did not join the Messenger (g) on his 
campaign whom God did not relent towards (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr). They are left 
in a state of suspense so that they may make haste to sincerely repent before 
God’s command comes in their respect (cf. al-BiqÉÑÊ, NaÐm al-Durar, 
RiÌÉ).

216 These are the most conniving hypocrites who built a gathering place for 
them in the shape of a mosque, in which they claimed to perform sincere 
worship while in fact they intended it to be a base for their sabotage 
campaign against the community (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn).

217 ÖirÉran comes originally from damage/harm (Ìarar) which is the opposite 
of benefit (manfaÑah) (cf. Ibn FÉris, MaqÉyÊs al-Lughah, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, 
al-MufradÉt). The ‘mosque’ they built came later to be known as masjid 
al-Ìirar; acquiring the symbolic value of dissention and discord (cf. Ibn 
Taymiyyah, IqtiÌÉ’ al-ØirÉÏ al-MustaqÊm, 2/341, al-BaghawÊ).
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of he who had fought Allah and 
His Messenger before(218). They 
will surely swear: “We intended 
nothing but good!”(219) Allah bears 
witness that they are surely liars. 
﴾108﴿ Do not ever ˹Muhammad˺ 
stand ˹for Prayer˺ in it! Certainly, 
a mosque(220) which was founded 
on Mindfulness from the first day 
is more worthy that you stand in 
it(221). In it are men who love to 
purify themselves; Allah loves 
those who purify themselves(222). 

218 RiÌÉ reports the consensus of exegetes that this person they were waiting 
for was a man known as AbË ÑÓmir al-RÉhib, a Khazrajite, who had 
rebelled against God and the Messenger (g) and promised them to bring a 
Byzantine army to fight the Messenger (g). They built their ‘mosque’ as a 
summoning of chaos, centre of disruption once this eagerly-awaited person 
showed up.

219 Their all-time favorite artifice was to swear solemnly to the Messenger 
(g) and the Believers to escape punishment; they swore that they 
intended it for the benefit of the less able who lived on the outskirts of 
Madinah, since it was closer than any other mosque (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

220 The QubÉ’ Mosque, which was not far from the hypocrites’ ‘mosque’ (cf. 
al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShawkÉnÊ, al-SaÑdÊ). Other exegetes, notably 
al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ (al-WajÊz), state that the mosque intended here was 
the Prophet’s Mosque. Yet the aya is of general intent and could apply to 
either of these two mosques (cf. RiÌÉ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

221 ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑUmar (k) narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “A single 
Prayer in this mosque of mine is better than a thousand Prayers in any other 
mosque, but the Sanctified Mosque” (Muslim: 1395). Sahl Ibn ×unayf (h) 
narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “Whoever purifies himself in his 
home, then comes to QubÉ’ Mosque and Prays in it a Prayer, his will be 
the like of the reward of Ñumrah ˹lesser pilgrimage˺” (al-NasÉ’Ê: 699, Ibn 
MÉjah: 1412).

222 “Verily Allah likes those who repeatedly repent and those who purify 
themselves” (2: 222).
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﴾109﴿ (223)Is the one who founds his 
building on Mindfulness of Allah, 
and His Pleasure, better or he 
who founds his building on the 
edge of a crumbling cliff and it 
collapses with him in Hellfire—
Allah guides not the ˹persistently˺ 
unjust people(224). ﴾110﴿ The building 
they have erected will always 
be a nagging suspicion in their 
hearts until their hearts are rent 
apart(225)—Allah is indeed All-
Knowing, All-Wise.
﴾111﴿ (226)Verily Allah has bought 
from the Believers their lives 
and their money that theirs is 
Paradise; they fight in the path 
of Allah, kill and get killed(227). 
A promise onus on Him in the 
Torah, the Evangel and the 
Qur’an; Who is more fulfilling 
of His promise than Allah!(228)

223 There could not be a more startling contrast between the deeds and buildings 
of the devotedly pious and those of the resolutely irreligious, than the one 
described here. All deeds are built on intentions, be they pure or otherwise 
(cf. al-QurÏubÊ, al-SaÑdÊ).

224 ‘“How would Allah guide ˹those˺ people who Denied after their Belief? 
They had borne witness that the Messenger is true and clear evidences had 
come to them—Allah does not guide the unjust people” (3: 86).

225 This construction they erected will always be a cause for hypocrisy to 
dwell in their hearts as long as they live (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ, 
Ibn ÑÓshËr).

226 Having explained what real hypocrisy is, this passage provides an 
impressive backcloth against which to gauge what real Belief is (cf. RiÌÉ).

227 “˹˹While˺ Among people are those who sell themselves seeking the Pleasure 
of Allah—indeed Allah is Most Kind to His servants” (2: 207).

228 “Whereas those who Believe and do good deeds, We will admit them into 
Gardens, under which rivers flow, forever they abide therein. ˹This is˺ The true 
promise of Allah, and whose word is more truthful than Allah’s!” (4: 122).
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Rejoice then in the merchandise 
which you have traded in—
that is ˹truly˺ the great triumph. 
﴾112﴿ ˹These are(229)˺ The ˹truly˺ 
repentant(230), the ˹sincere˺ 
worshippers, the ˹ever˺ grateful, 
the ˹observantly˺ fasting(231), the 
˹repeatedly˺ bowing down and 
prostrating, the enjoiners of virtue 
and advisers against what is 
unacceptable, and the keepers of 
the boundaries of Allah(232); give 
glad tidings to the Believers.

229 The following is a list of the most predominant characteristics of sincere 
Believers (cf. Ibn KathÊr, al-RÉzÊ). Look how beautiful they are!

230 This relates to the title of this Sura al-Tawbah (Repentance) and its central 
theme; that the door of repentance is always open but only those who are 
truthful enough will see it and make the effort to cross the threshold. It is 
foregrounded here for its significance in this context, where many people 
are reluctant, stuck in their old ways and unwilling to seize the opportunity, 
or simply they cannot, because it takes ‘stepping out of oneself’ to make it 
through.

 The first step of earnest repentance is sincere Faith (ÊmÉn) which marks 
one’s noticeable departure from Denial (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

231 al-SÉ’iÍËn is a complex word and here exegetes are of different opinions 
about it. Originally, al-sÉ’iÍËn are the ones who travel the land (cf. Ibn 
Qutaybah, GharÊb al-Qur’Én, al-IÎfahÉnÊ, al-MufradÉt). Most exegetes 
state that it denotes the ones who fast (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, Ibn KathÊr, al-ShawkÉnÊ) citing in the process the opinion 
of many Companions () and rightly-guided predecessors. al-AzharÊ 
(TahdhÊb al-Lughah, 5/113) opines that the fasters are called sÉ’iÍËn 
because they are like the devout worshippers who travel the land 
carrying no food with them, the fasting person goes about life without 
food when observing this form of worship. Another strong opinion 
is that al-sÉ’iÍËn are the ones who go about the land in pursuance of 
good deeds, like those who travel to fight in the path of God, seeking 
knowledge, to perform Hajj and Ñumrah, etc. (cf. al-QÉsimÊ, RiÌÉ, 
al-SaÑdÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

232 They follow the commandments of God, and uphold religious rulings 
(cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).
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﴾113﴿ (233)It is not for the Prophet 
and those who Believe to ask for 
forgiveness for the Associators – 
even if they were related – after 
it became clear to them that they 
are the companions of Hell(234). 
﴾114﴿ (235)IbrÉhÊm’s asking for 
forgiveness for his father was 
only for a promise that he made 
him. When it became clear to him 
that he was an enemy of Allah, 

233 The next four passages provide certain manners of conduct based on the 
events and personages dealt with in this sura. The Messenger (g) and 
Believers are told here not to seek forgiveness for the Associators who 
perished in a state of Denial. It establishes once and for all that the tie 
of creed is even stronger than the tie of blood relationship (cf. TafsÊr 
al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah).

234 SaÑÊd Ibn al-Musayyib narrated through his father (h) that: ‘“When 
˹the Messenger’s dear foster uncle˺ AbË ÙÉlib was on his death bed, the 
Messenger (g) came to him and there were ˹the hardcore Deniers˺ AbË 
Jahl and ÑAbdullÉh Ibn AbÊ Umayyah Ibn al-MughÊrah at his bed. The 
Messenger (g) said: “Say: “There is no God but Allah”, a word with which 
I will testify on your behalf with Allah.” AbË Jahl and ÑAbdullÉh Ibn AbÊ 
Umayyah Ibn al-MughÊrah said: “AbË ÙÉlib, would you abandon the creed 
of ˹ your father˺ ÑAbd al-MuÏÏalib!” The Messenger (g) kept on proposing it 
to him and repeating the same statement, until AbË ÙÉlib’s last words when 
he spoke to them were that he was on the creed of ÑAbd al-MuÏÏalib, and 
refused to say: “There is no God but Allah”. The Messenger (g) then said: 
“By Allah I shall keep on asking for forgiveness for you, unless I am told to 
cease!” For that Allah sent down: ‘“It is not for the Prophet and those who 
Believe to ask for forgiveness for the Associators – even if they were related 
– after it became clear to them that they are the companions of Hell”…” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 3884, Muslim: 24).

235 This command is not exclusive to Islam as it is ever has been in effect since 
the time of Abraham (), whose creed is the prototypical precursor of all 
Heavenly-revealed religions (cf. al-RÉzÊ). Also this aya makes it clear that 
the number of ayas which mention Abraham’s seeking forgiveness for his 
father (cf. 14: 41, 19: 46-47, 26: 86, 60: 4) do not mean that Abraham () 
was given a privilege that the most honourable Messenger (g) was denied 
(cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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he disowned him—verily IbrÉhÊm 
is ever imploring ˹with fervent 
prayers˺, most longanimous. 
﴾115﴿ (236)Allah would not misguide 
a people after He had guided them, 
until after making plain to them 
what they need to be Mindful 
of—verily Allah is All-Knowing 
of everything. ﴾116﴿ Verily to Allah 
belongs the dominion of the 
Heavens and Earth, He gives life 
and causes death and you have no 
ally or helper beside Allah.
﴾117﴿ (237)Allah has relented towards 
the Prophet, and the Immigrants 
and the Helpers who followed 
him in the hour of undersupply, 
after the hearts of a group of 
them were about to swerve 
but He relented on them(238); 

236 This aya is meant to abate the fears of the Believers who thought that 
they would be held to account over their asking for forgiveness for dead 
Associator relatives, after the command came down (cf. al-RÉzÊ, al-
JazÉ’irÊ). On the other hand, they are not to lament the fate of the dead 
Deniers because the Signs had been made clear to them but they willingly 
chose to stick to their ways (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn): ‘“Whoever takes sides 
against the Messenger, only after guidance was made clear to him, and 
follows a path different to that of the Believers, We will lead him ˹all alone˺ 
towards what he headed for and We will scorch him in Hellfire—awful 
indeed in the destination” (4: 115).

237 Repentance is only accepted from the truthful; the door of repentance is still 
open given this caveat (cf. al-ZamakhsharÊ). This passage gives examples 
of these.

 Exegetes are of different opinions as to why the Messenger (g) is mentioned 
alongside his Companions here. al-QurÏubÊ quoting ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAbbÉs 
(k) who conceives that it was because the Messenger (g) granted the 
hypocrites permission to remain behind (cf. Aya 43 above).

238 Some within the army of Believers were about to succumb and give in 
under their overpowering circumstances, especially given the severe dearth 
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verily He is Most Compassionate, 
Most Merciful towards them. 
﴾118﴿ And ˹He relented˺ towards 
the three who were left behind(239), 
˹not˺ until the land tightened 
around them despite its vastness 
and their own selves straitened 
them, and they became certain 
that there was no refuge from 
Allah except in Him; He relented 
on them so that they may repent—
verily none but Allah is the All-
Forgiving the Most Merciful. 
﴾119﴿ You who Believe, be Mindful 
of Allah and be among the 
Truthful(240).

of necessary supplies and procurements that the campaign endured (cf. 
al-ZajjÉj). But God always delivers the sincere.

239 These are KaÑb Ibn MÉlik, HilÉl Ibn Umayyah and MurÉrah Ibn al-RabÊÑ, 
who were sincere Companions but, for one reason or another and 
without valid excuses, failed to join the Messenger (g) in his campaign. 
When he came back, they did not fabricate alibis like the hypocrites 
did but told the outright truth. To punish them, the Messenger imposed 
a ban on them; he forbade people to talk to them and ordered them to 
stay away from their wives. This state of affairs lasted for fifty nights 
until this aya came down. During this time, they endured acute mental 
anguish, being both sincere and ostracized by the society to which they 
belonged. This aya beautifully encapsulates how constrained they felt. 
For a very detailed firsthand account of their story see al-BukhÉrÊ: 4418 
and Muslim: 2769.

240 The Truthfulness of these three Companions delivered them (cf. Ibn 
ÑAÏiyyah). ÑAbdullÉh Ibn MasÑËd (h) narrated that the Messenger (g) 
said: “Abide by truthfulness (al-Îidq), as truthfulness leads to sincere 
piety (al-birr) and sincere piety leads to Paradise. A man speaks the 
truth and heeds it until he is recorded with Allah as an affirmer of the 
truth (ÎiddÊq). Beware of lying, as it leads to rebelliousness (fujËr) and 
rebelliousness leads to Hellfire. A man keeps on lying and sticking 
to lies until he is recorded with Allah as a liar” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6094, 
Muslim: 2607).
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al-Tawbah 9:120-121

﴾120﴿ (241)It is not for the people of 
Madinah and the herds people 
around them to remain back 
behind Allah’s Messenger nor 
to draw themselves away from 
him(242). That because they will 
suffer no thirst, ˹hard˺ toil, severe 
hunger in the path of Allah; nor 
would they tread a ground that 
infuriates the Deniers or get a 
portion of an enemy(243) without 
it recorded for them as a good 
deed—verily Allah wastes not 
the reward of good-doers(244). 
﴾121﴿ Nor do they give out any 
sum, small or large, or cross a 
valley, without it recorded for 
them, so that Allah may reward 
them ˹as much as they would be˺ 
for the best of what they used 
to do(245).

241 This is a gentle encouraging reminder for the rest of the community 
to “be among the truthful”, the Messenger (g) and his honourable 
Companions, and join them in their campaign gaining great rewards in 
the process (cf. AbË ×ayyÉn).

242 “The Prophet is more worthy of the Believers than their own selves…” 
(33: 6).

243 Their overcoming their enemy, be it significant or otherwise; killing, 
injuring, taking captive, winning spoils or defeating (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn 
KathÊr, al-SaÑdÊ).

244 “Verily Allah does not deal ˹ anyone˺ unjustly as much as a mote’s weight; if 
it is a ˹one˺ good deed done, then He multiplies it and grants from His own 
˹additionally˺ a great reward” (4: 40).

245 “Whoever does good, whether male or female, while being a Believer, We 
will surely cause him to live a good life, and We will surely give them their 
reward ˹in the Hereafter˺ according to the best of what they used to do” 
(16: 97).
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al-Tawbah9:122-124

﴾122﴿ (246)The Believers are not to 
mobilize wholly. Would there 
mobilize from every band of 
them ˹only˺ a group so that ˹the 
remaining ones would be able˺ 
to seek knowledge in religion 
and warn their folks upon their 
return ˹to them˺(247), might they be 
cautious. ﴾123﴿ (248)You who Believe, 
fight the Deniers who are nearer 
to you; let them find sternness in 
you and know that Allah is with 
the Mindful.
﴾124﴿ (249)Whenever a sura is 
sent down, some among 
them would say: “Who of you 
has this one increased his Faith!”(250) 

246 This is a crucial regulatory note to the community. As much as fighting in 
the path of God is important to safeguard the Faith, seeking knowledge is 
no less important for the wellbeing of the society (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).

247 The meaning of this aya is disputed, however, most exegetes interpret 
it in the way it is translated here with the explanatory parentheticals 
(cf. al-ZajjÉj, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-WajÊz, al-QurÏubÊ, al-QÉsimÊ, al-SaÑdÊ, 
al-Muyassar, al-MukhtaÎar).

248 This is yet another security procedure for the community to follow; 
ensuring that the borders are secure and the enemy does not think lightly of 
aggressing against the Believers (cf. TafsÊr al-MadÊnah al-Munawwarah, 
al-MukhtaÎar).

249 This passage yet again directly tackles the subject of hypocrites so that 
this extremely important issue is not left without being again raised at the 
end of the sura. The community is to be left with a clear reminder of the 
hypocrites’ unsettling presence and is left with a message to think about and 
reconsider their position.

250 This is what some of the hypocrites would facetiously say whenever a 
portion of the Qur’an was sent down (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, al-WÉÍidÊ, al-BasÊÏ, 
Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-SaÑdÊ). They flippantly did so to ridicule the Believers and 
to stress their defiance because some Qur’anic ayas specifically said that 
they would increase the Faith of the Believers (cf. 8: 2) and/or that some of 
the Believers actually declared that whenever they heard a portion of the 
Qur’an their Faith increased (cf. al-BukhÉrÊ: 799) (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr).
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al-Tawbah 9:124-127

But those who truly Believe, 
it has increased their Faith and 
they rejoice(251). ﴾125﴿ As for those 
in whose hearts is disease, it 
has increased them filth to their 
filth(252); they die as Deniers. 
﴾126﴿ Do not they see that they 
are afflicted with trial once or 
twice every year(253); they repent 
not nor are they admonished! 
﴾127﴿ (254)Whenever a sura is sent 
down, they look at each other ˹as 
if to say˺: “Can anyone see you?” 
Then they turn away; may Allah 
turn away their hearts for them 
being folks who discern not.

251 “O people! Indeed, there has come to you a warning from your Lord, a cure 
for what is in the hearts, a guide, and a mercy for the Believers. *Say: “In 
Allah’s grace and mercy let them rejoice. That is far better than whatever 
˹wealth˺ they amass”” (10: 57-58). “We have sent down to you the Book as 
clarification for all things and as guidance and mercy and good news to all 
who ˹humbly˺ submit” (16: 89).

252 “We send down of the Qur’an what is healing and mercy to the Believers 
but it only increases the wrongdoers in loss” (17: 82).

253 They are being sent reminders and wake-up calls each year but little do 
they heed (cf. Ibn ÑÓshËr): “Were they only when Our affliction befell them 
to ˹sincerely˺ humble themselves! Nay, but their hearts became hard and 
Satan made what they used to do look attractive to them” (6: 43).

254 This aya throws light on a very crafty subtlety of the hypocrites: whenever 
yet another a portion of the Qur’an comes down addressing them, they 
would exchange discreet knowing glances as if to say to each other: “Who 
is this person who sees you while you plot in secret and tells Muhammad 
(g) about it?” (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr). In fact, 
this aya in itself is sign enough for them that God knows what they reveal 
and what they hold in secret. Instead of paying heed and taking this sign 
for what it is, they turn away reverting to their ways: “…but the hypocrites 
comprehend not!” (63: 7); “Indeed the worst of the all creatures with Allah 
are the deaf and dumb—those who cannot heed. *Had Allah known any 
good in them, He would have made them listen; ˹even˺ had He made them 
listen, they would have turned away, looking the other way” (8: 22-23).
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al-Tawbah9:128

﴾128﴿ (255)There has come to you 
a Messenger from your own(256), 
on whom your adversity is 
hard(257), ˹deeply˺ concerned for 
you (258) and compassionate and 
merciful to the Believers(259). 

255 This final passage rounds up the sura and leaves all concerned parties with 
a message. Tough as the dictates and premises of this sura are, they are 
essential remedies for the betterment and long-term viability of society as 
well as the individuals who live within it. The kind of tough love needed 
so that people may ponder their fate and seek out the open doors of 
repentance. The additional advantage being that the one who oversees their 
implementation is one of their own, as opposed to a foreign element who is 
not alive to the realities and intricacies of the recipients of the reminder, and 
that he is inherently empathetic and compassionate “a mercy to all-beings” 
(cf. 21: 107, al-RÉzÊ, Ibn ÑÓshËr).

256 “Our Lord send them a Messenger from among them to recite Your Signs 
to them, teach them the Book and Wisdom and purify them; You are the 
All-Prevailing the All-Wise” (2: 129).

257 ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAmr Ibn al-ÑÓÎ (h) narrated that: “The Messenger (g) 
recited Allah Almighty’s saying in Sura IbrÉhÊm ˹the following˺: “My 
Lord! They ˹false idols˺ have caused many people to go astray. So whoever 
follows me is with me, and whoever disobeys me—then surely You are ˹ still˺ 
All-Forgiving, Most Merciful” (14: 36) and ÑÔsÉ’s saying: “If you Punish 
them, then they are ˹only˺ Your servants, but if You forgive them, then 
You are truly the All-Prevailing, All-Wise” (5: 118). Then he (g) raised 
his hands and implored: “O Allah, ˹spare˺ my nation, ˹spare˺ my nation!” 
He then cried. Upon that Allah said to ˹archangel˺ Gabriel: “Gabriel go to 
Muhammad and –while you Lord knows best– ask him: “What makes you 
cry?”” Gabriel () came to him and asked him and the Messenger (g) 
told him. He went back and Allah said: “Gabriel go to Muhammad and tell 
him that: “We shall comfort you and will not hurt you with regards to your 
nation”” (Muslim: 202).

258 The Messenger (g) was keen on and impassioned about guiding people 
and teaching them all that is good a beneficial (cf. al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn KathÊr, 
al-SaÑdÊ). AbË Hurayrah narrated that the Messenger (g) said: “My 
example with my nation is that of a man who ignites a fire and moths and 
insects keep on falling into it. You are drawn to fall into the fire but I am 
holding you back by your waistbands” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6483, Muslim: 2284).

259 “By Allah’s Mercy you ˹Muhammad˺ relented to them. Had you been harsh 
and hard-hearted, they would have disbanded from around you. Pardon 
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al-Tawbah 9:129

﴾129﴿ (260)But if they turn on their 
heels, say ˹Muhammad˺: “Allah 
is sufficient for me. There is no 
God but Him; in Him I put my 
trust. He is the Lord of the Grand 
Throne.”(261)

them and pray for forgiveness for them and seek their counsel in affairs…” 
(3: 159). ÑAbdullÉh Ibn AbÊ AwfÉ (h) narrated that: “The Prophet (g) 
would not have ever disdained or scorned beating a path with a widow 
or a poor person to conduct their affair” (al-TirmidhÊ, al-ÑIlal al-KabÊr: 
670, al-NasÉ’Ê: 1414). Anas Ibn MÉlik (h) narrated that: “A herd’s man 
urinated in the mosque and some people stood up to him. The Messenger 
(g) said: “Leave him and do not interrupt him!” When the man was done, 
he (g) called for a bucket of water and poured it over it ˹the man’s urine˺’” 
(al-BukhÉrÊ: 6025, Muslim: 284).

260 If the rebellious choose to pay no heed to all the reminders and the hard-
hitting discourse abound in this sura and turn away from repentance, the 
Messenger (g) is to seek aid in God who is sufficient enough as helper (cf. 
al-ÙabarÊ, Ibn ÑAÏiyyah, al-QurÏubÊ, Ibn KathÊr): “˹He is˺ The Lord of the 
east and west, there is no god but Him, so take Him as ˹your˺ Guardian” 
(73: 9).

261 The sura ends with a comforting note to the Messenger (g), being of such 
a tender constitution, and, by default, the Believers in the face of all stiff 
opposition and unyielding resistance. He is to seek support in God and 
find solace in these words: ÑAbdullÉh Ibn ÑAbbÉs (k) narrated that the 
Messenger of Allah (g) used to say when grieved: “There is no god worthy 
of worship except for Allah, the Most Great, the oft-Forbearing. There is no 
god worthy of worship except for Allah, Lord of the Great Throne. There is 
no god worthy of worship except for Allah, Lord of the heavens, the Earth 
and the Majestic Throne” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 6346, Muslim: 2730). Ibn ÑAbbÉs 
(k) narrated: ‘“×asbunÉ AllÉh-u wa niÑma l-WakÊlu. (Allah suffices us, He 
is the best of Keepers)” was said by IbrÉhÊm when he was thrown into the 
fire. It was also said by Muhammad (g): “Those who ˹when˺ people said 
to them: “People have regrouped for you, so fear them”, their Belief ˹only˺ 
grew firmer and they said: “Allah suffices us, He is the best of Keepers”” 
(3: 173)” (al-BukhÉrÊ: 4563).





At surface level, taken at face value, the Qur’an can be striking for some whilst daunting for others, especially to those 
whose hearts are not possessed of the sweet, blessed Faith. Yet, much of the Quran’s beauty and real significance is to 
be found in what lies beneath. One can only begin to have a feel of this deep meaning once the surface is left behind 
and one dives deep to explore what intricate mesh of relationships ties with what hits the eyes at first appearance. Such 
is the life-long quest that has engaged many a celebrated scholar and many a sincere person in search of the Truth: 
“Would they not ponder the Qur’an or are there on some hearts their locks!” (47: 24)
The Quran is an incredibly deep text. Deeper than oceans, indeed God says: “Say, “If the sea were ink for the Words 
of my Lord, the sea would be exhausted before the Words of my Lord were exhausted, even if We brought the like 
thereof to replenish it” (18: 109). This depth is indicated, to name but a few, by the relationship that holds each sura 
with the preceding and following ones, the relevance of each aya to the next, parallel ayas which are similar, or 
slightly different, and that are to be found in different places, how the same word is strategically deployed along the 
suras, stories told many times over from different angles, the judicious use of synonymous and near-synonymous 
words, homographs, dialectical variations, grammar and syntax as also graphic representations. If at all, this 
translation only manages to allude to such depth, direct the inquisitive mind to it, but it would be weaving a tall story 
indeed to say that it has got to its bottom. This can only be found in the many centuries of scholarship that have 
permeated the past and will continue to do so throughout many future ones.

“This translation will mark a distinctive watershed in the history of Qur’an translations.”
                                                                                                                              Dr. V. Abdur Rahim

“al-Amri has been successful in conveying the meaning of the Qur’an in chaste English, which should enable 
readers to comprehend the contents of the Qur’an and derive guidance from it… In view of its many merits, 
al-Amri’s work has opened up new vistas of understanding the Qur’an for English speaking readers, and deserves 
huge applause for this feat which is destined to bolster tafsir literature in English.”
                                                                                                                         Abdur Raheem Kidwai

“A unique position in the history of Qur’an translations in English…[its] approach towards translating the 
‘untranslatable’ marks a shift from translation towards adaptation.”
                                                                                                                                  Dr Ubaid V. P. C

“A welcome addition to the overall translation enterprise of the Qur’an into English… remarkable for its dominant 
concern with representing the mainstream Muslim understanding of the message of the Qur’an in English.”
                                                                                                                           Gowhar Quadir Wani
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